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NOTES ON THE ORGANIZATION OF NDRC

The duties of the National D)efense Research Committee Jo a reorganization in the fail of 1942, twenty-three ad- 0, -,

were (1) to recommend to the D~irector of OSRI) suitable mnistrative divisions, panels, or committees were created,

projects and research programs on the instrumentalities of each with a chief selected on the basis of hig outstanding

warfare, together with c~ontract facilities for carrying out work in the particular field. The N DRC members then be-

these projects andi programis, and (2) to administer the tech- came a reviewing and advisory group to the Director of

mecal andl scientific work of the contracts. More specifically, OSRP. The final organization was as follows:

NI )lC functioned lby initiating research projects on requests Division I-Ballistic Researeh

from the Army or the Navy, or on requests from an allied lDivision 2-Effects of Impact and Explosion

government transmitted through the Liaison Office of OSRI), Division 3-Rocket Ordnance

or oi its own considlered initiative as a result of the experi- lDivimion 4-Ordnance Accessories

Price of its members. Proposals preparedIby the lDivision, lDiviiion 5--New Missiles

Panel, or C~ommittee for research contracts for performianice Division 6-Suh-Surface Warfare

of the work involved] in suc(h projects were first reviewed by D~ivision 7-Fire Control

NI HIC, andl if approved, recommended to the D~irector of D~ivision 8--Explosives-

05111), Upon approval of a proposal by the D~irector, a (00- Division 9-Chemistry :*

trac~t permitting maximum flexibility of scientific effort was D~ivision 10-Absorbents and Aerosols

arranged. The business aspects of the contract, including Division 1 1-Chemnical Engineering L-

such matters as materials, clearances, vouchers, patents-, D~ivision 12-Transportation

priorities, legal matters, and administration of patent matters lDivision 13-Electrical Communication

were handled by the Executive Secretary of 0511 1). D~ivision 14-Radar

Originally NDRtC administered its work through five Division 15-Radio Coordination

divisions, each headed by one of the NDRC members. Diion1-pcsadCmulg

These were: D~ivision 17-Physics
Division 18-War Metallurgy

D~ivision A-Armior and Ordnance Division 19-Miscellaneous

Division B1-Bombs, Fuels, Gases, & Chemical Problems Applied 'Mathematics Panel

Division C-Commnunication and Transportation Applied Psychology Panel

Division 1)-Detection, (Controls, and Inuirments Committee on Propagation

i vision E-Ptents and Inventions Tropical Deterioration Administrative Committee -
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NDRC FOREWORD

AEVENTS Of tile yearls precedling 1940) revealedl I)IC, the m-onographs, are an imp)ortanlt part of the
A more andl~ mlore clearly the seriousness of the stoi" of these aspets of N 1)RC research.

world situation, many scientists in this coulntrv came( Ili contrast to the information on radar, which is of
t o reali ze thle need~ of organi zing scient ific resea rch f or %% idc~pi ad interest andl much of which is released to
servic in a national emergency, Re('ommenidations thle public, the research on subsurface warfare is
which they made to the White House were given care- largely classified and is of general interest to a more
fill and sympathetic attention, and as a result thle restricted group. AXs a, consequence, the report of Di-
Nat ional lDefense Research Committee IN l)RC] wa vision fi is found almost entirelv in its Sumnmary
formed by Executive O rder of the President in thle Technical Report. which runs to over 20 volumes.
siu-mcr Of 1940. The members of NI)RC, appointed The extent of the work of a D~ivision cannot therefore
by thle Presidlent, were instructed to supplement the be judged solely by the number of v'olumes devoted
work of thle Army anli the Navy in the dlevelopmnent to it in the Summary Tlechnical Report of NI)RC;
of thle instrumentalities of war. A year later, upon account must ble taken of the monographs and avail-
t le establishment of the Office of Scientific Research able report, published elsewhere.
and lceloprnent, [0S1 1)], NI)RC became one of its D~ivision 5 was responsible for researchi and devel- 7 -

units. opment work on guided missiles. As the war came to
'Ihe( Summary Technical Report of NI)RC is at an enal, work in this field ratedl a priority second only

conscientious effort. on thle part oif NIC to stuni- to that of the work on atomic fission, for its implica-
marize and evaluate its work and to present it iii a I ions for any future war were seen to justify such
usefuland permanent form. It coznprises some s-eventy evaluation. Thus, D~ivision 5 bot~h contributed to the
volutmes, broken into groups corresponding to the winning of the war andl laid a solid technical fouinda-
NMI D)('ivisions, Panels, and Committees. tion for future researc'h aimed at keeping the nation

The Summary T-chnical Report of each D~ivision. prepared against any emergency.
Panel, ort Committee is an iintegral survey of the work The D)ivision, under the leadership first of Harold
of that group. The first voluime of each grolip's rep~ort B. Richmond and later under Hugh H4. Spencer, mue-
contains a summary of the report, stating thle pi'ol- ceeded in developing a glidie bomb that homed on its
lemns lpresenited andl thle philosophy of attacking them, target by radar, andl a visually guided high-angle ~ ,

andl summarizing the residts of thle research, (develop- bomb with radlio remote control. These weapons were .

nlient, andI training activities undertaken. Some vol- employed to destAroy key commuitnication links in A

ies may be 'state of thle art"' treatises covering Italy, France, and Burma, and .Japanese shipping%4
Subjects to which various research groups have -onl- and naval unit,;. The war's end prevented combat use
trbuted informiation. O thers may contain (lescrip- of au hea t-homing high-angle bomb, a television-gu ided
tions of devices dlevelopedl inl the laboratories. A mnedium-angle bomb, and a glide bomb promising
niasteri index of all these divisional, panel, and com- very man). times thle accuracy of a conventional
niittc e reports which together constituite the Sum- bomb.
marv Tec'hnical Report of N l)RC is (ontainled in a The work of D~ivision 5 is described in this Sum-
seiarali' x-oluine, which also includes thle index~ of a marv Technical Report. Preparation of the report
mli('iofilnl i'et'oy of Pertinent tec'hnical laboratory re- wa,.s suplervised by the D~ivision Chief, and its publica-
ports, ald refetrenc'e material. tion has b~een authorized by him. To him and it; col-

Somne of the Nl)RC-sponsored rescarc'hes wihich leagues, for helping to keep our armed forces in the
had been declassified b)y the end of 1945 we-re of stif- forefront of the technical race which is modern war-
ficient popuilar' interest that it was found desirable to fare, 'ye express our sincere appreciationa.
rep~ort thIem in the form of moinographs, such as, the VANNEV'AR BUSH, l)ireC-tor'
series onl radfar by D~ivision 14 and the monograph onl
samplling inspec tion by the Applied Mathematics (),trice uV Scientific Resear'ch and Dei'elopticidl
Panel. Since the material treated in them is not .1. BI. CONANT, Chairman
duplicated in the Summary Technical Report of Naioa De00 Ikfe Re'tsearch Coniffrcte

-~ V

J. F.
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FOREWORD

T iIs SI'M.AY TE'rHNI.\, REpI )O' ' preseiits tht. T stiniuiarv presens a rsun6i of the entire ac-
gnided-miissile,prograni carried out by the Na- tivities of the Division. It is intended to be sufficient

tional l)efense Researcl ('ormittee 1Nl)R('] during to meet the needs of those generals and admirals . .
the war. The sponsor, I )ivision 5, was ervated by the having responsililities in the guided-missile field but t".

reorganization of N I)111 some eighteen months after who are prevented by the pressure of other duties
the start of NlC's program of war research. Stone from undertaking its detailed study.
of the work here reported, therefore, treats oif projects The Division directed the development of four
completed Iy predecessor groups. Some represents systems of guided missiles. Two of these systems in-
activities which had been begun under the super- volved remote radio control; two were automatically
vision tif ipredecessors and were completed Iny )i- target-seeking. Part I discusses these systems in de-
vision 5. tail. The whole experience of the Division proves

The technical information presented here sterns conclusivel that guided-misile development can be
fromi the work of the Division's eontractors. This successfully prosecuted only by careful consideration
principle is not unique with l)ivision 5 but its reitera- of the integrated missile system-airframe, control
lion is perhaps worth while. The function of the surfaces, and means of guidance. This principle is

)ivision was one of critical administration rather fully supported by what has been reported of the ex-
than the exploration of new fields of scientific thought perience of our enemies. Two of the missile systems
or the development oif new techniques in applied developed by the Division reached combat. Another
science. It ionsidered possible new fields of scientific was ordered for combat, and combat teams were in
study and awsigned to contractors specific investiga- training. A fourth was still incompletely developed
I ions within those fields. In addition, it directed the as hostilities ceased. These four systems are broadly
activities of contractors in the technologies necessary considered in Part I.
to bring to fruition the results of its contractors' Part 1I discusses the components which the Divi-
scientific research. sion undertook to develop separately, as distin-

Having established a group of working contracts, guished from the development of a system consisting
the l)ivision then critically reviewed the work of the of a missile and its controls. Only a few of the many
contractors and interpreted their results to the Sere- proposed were prosecuted, the experience of the Di- 4.
ices. It st imulated where additional efforts seemed in- vision clearly teaching that such separation of effort .'-

dicated, and restrrained where diversification of effort can almost never lead to success. In addition to a
s(emed profitless. description of the separate projects in control of mis-

The material presented here, therefore, is a sum- siles, Part II describes accessory techniques, such as
mary of the developnents and discoveries of the the development of simulators and trainers, which-'3
l)ivision's contractors. ('redit for whatever is new the Division found to be of important assistance to
herein is due contractors and not the Division, and its program.
where the text does not make this clear an oversight Part III presents direct contributions from certain
has occurred. 'Ihe report is, however, something more of the I)ivision's contractors. Each of the groups
than a mere distillate of contractors' reports. A large having primary responsibility for a guided-missile
group of competent scientific and technological men system was invited to contribute a monograph chap- -
and women was assembled by the livision's con- ter to this report. Dr. Hugh L. Dryden of the Na-
tractors, all working in the )road field of guided mis- tional Bureau of Standards, R. D. Wyckoff of the
siles. The views of these individuals were often di- Gulf Research and Development Company, and Dr.
vergent, occasionally c'ontratlictory. The book at- W. B. Klemperer of the Douglas Aircraft Company
tempts to bring these divergencies into focus and to accepted the invitation; the Massachusetts Institute
resolve them, to draw attention to contradictions and of Technology declined.
to assess the arguiments supporting the hypotheses Each of these authors is peculiarly qualified to
set forth. write critically in the guided-missile field. Besides his
The book is divided into fotr parts: a summ. r', work for the Division as director of the glide-bomb . -

followed Iy the body of the report in lhree parts, program, l)r. l)ryden has served on the 'on Khrmin
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FORE WORD).. .'-

*Commit tee of thle Chief (if Air Nt aff. This commit tee scope of a vonclusion. The editor has attempted to

conductled a very ))roadl investigation into the future prepare the text so that the program will he clear

posibiilities of aerial (fllit. 'Mr. W v ekoff directed even to thiose whose linguistics (1o not includ~e uihe-
the (levclop)ifent programn of the Divis5ionfs high- niati(cs: in general, therefore, neither the quan~ftity of' ~
angle dirigible bomb, the only guiided mis.sile save thle thle mathematics nor its level is suich ats to rep~el the

* Japafle.so smeide device, to see combat use in signifi- reader who has a basic technical background.
cant quantity (huring thie war. D~r. Kiemperer di- The boo0k makes no attempt to recommnend a
rcted tile ilevelopient of Project Roe at D~ouglas !,road program on guid(]d missiles for the United

Aircraft Com-pany, lie brought to thie project ex~- Sitates. Many other groups, b-oth military and civil-
perience in both thme airship and airplane fields. His ian, have undertaken that responsibility. What is at-

knowledge gained from experience in the lioe projeci tempted here is thle p~resentationi of such experience

ha~s be'en e'nriched lby an extendedl tour of G ermany of the D ivisioni and the formulation of such principles
sincie Ih(' (essatioll (of hostilities there. As a memb~er arising from it as may profitably be brought to bear

of, thle ALS0OS Missionl (unlder G-2, U'. S. Army Ini- on the guided-missile programn of this country as it

tvllig('ncr') lie was charged with the responsibility of develops.

evalitiflg thet wamlimle de(velopmnt resources of In writing, the edijtor hias b~een trappedl into use of
;vrnmany in the guidled-issile field. the phrase, "So far as the Division is aware
The facts p~resentedl in P~arts I and 11 are the con- T[his introduction to each statemient is accurate but

t ractors' the( coninents; thereon are tho. authon;'. In dishonest. As; a result of considerable demobilization.
Patrt Ill the fact, and their evaluation are the sole the IDivision now consists of the editor and two tech-

product of the cont ractors. No effort has been mlade nical aides with whomi lie is in continual touch. Seri-
o) resolve differences which mla 'y appeai. between the oil. effort has beeii made to obtain from former 1)ivi-

p)oinits of view express( in thlese( chapters and those sion miembers their criticisms of the material as it

in the chapters of Parts I and 11. Progress hnsine las appeared. The\ have beenms eeoswt
mInd in t echnoilogy is liiiaie by thle canidid recognition their time and thought. rhe book should not, how-

oit (divergent views anl by their resolution through ever, bie taken as the outcome of (deliberations hby the
*frank discussion. men who formierly comprised the body (if thle lDivi-

1'lic book as a whole is repetitious. This is neither Sionl. W~here errors (if om-ission, of emiphasis, or of

g11,od nor inadvertent. It is thle price paid for making fact occur, the fault is the editor's.
* eatch chiapter self-stufficient. TLhus~ the reader whose A Suammary Technical Report is hardly the me-

* prime initerest is in glide bomibs needl not read thle (litm for the expression of appreciation to colleagues. -

clialpter onl Felix. although miany prohilemis are comn- The editor canl hardly close this foreword, however.
iiioii to bo0th projects and the findings in one program without such at word oif gratitude to all his former
areC apposite to the other. associates, who are enumerated in the list of (.SRI)

Mathieniatics, has been avoidled but not shunned . appoiintees. Particularly is he indebted to Dr. E.
'h'll( use of this language has been invoked when that WN. Phelan and D~r. .1. C. Boyce for tlii direct
form (it speech (1) liv its succintness- avidN verbiage; contributions, to the text.
21 bly its exact limitation avoidls the (hanger of gen-

* e~ralizat ioul not julstifiedl by the experimlental evi- I G -. S'NE

ilene: and (31I by its generality conciselly states the Chief, Division 5
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SUM MARY

Tri.: sutc'y.sFui, gide-boml attack by the (;er- I'nlike the glide boombs of the Army Air Forces'
nm-ans on a British convoy in the Bay of Biscay program. they had no rudders or elevators. (on-

on August 23, 1943. gave an impetus to American trolled flight was obtained by trailing-edge wing flaps
developnent of guided missiles which has intensified which altered the lift developed by the wings. These .- -
continuously ever since. rhis is not to say that Amer- flaps were controlled through a linkage which per-
ican effort had not been concerned with weapons of mitted the flaps to be raised and lowered either ex-
this character before the German guided bombs made :itly together or in opposition-one up, the other .
their appearance. On the contrary, the United States equally down. Simultaneous elevation or depresion
Services had been working for sonie years on guided of the flaps provided control in range. Differential
bombs, both powered Adrones) and unpowered (glide operation of the flaps provided control in azimuth-
boombs). In addition. NI)R(' had had guided-missile This design produced in the missile the characteristic
projects under development for many months. The of nearly constant angle between the fuselage and
one successful combat test by the Germans of Ils 293 the line of flight for all inclinations of the glide path.
in Aujzust 1943. followed by their use of FX-1400 Thus a homing device mounted in the glide bomb
against the USS ,Saranah a few weeks later, how- could be bore-sighted so that its axis of scan was al-
ever. did more to bring to the attention of senior ways approximately tangent to the flight path. All
executives at the planning level the posihilities in the work of the Division has indicated that this is .-. -

guided missiles than all the previous demonstrations the most important property of homing missiles. Un-
and reports by research and development groups. less the homing device scans along the line of flight,
This was perhaps as true in the Services as it was a computing device has to be inserted in the servo
within NDRC. The V-I buzz-bomb and the long- system to correct continuously for angular deviations -.-

range V-2 r'ocket, while not guided in the sense that between axis of scan and the flight path. The homing
their trajectories could be altered after launching, mistiles of the l)ivision's program were designed to
stimulated a continuing interest. As World War II look where they were going.
closed, there was probably no military development The radar-homing control equipment for the glide
program, with the exception of atomic power, of bombs came in two versions. The initial version,
higher priority than guided missiles. Pelican, was a )ivision project. The radar trans-

NI)R(' had four systems of guided missiles in its initter which illuminated the target was mounted on . 4
development program. Two of these saw combat use, the carrying aircraft. The glide bomb carried the re-
and a thiird was in production for combat with crews ceiver. Some restriction was thus placed on the
in train ng at the end of hostilities. These systems maneuvers which the aircraft could make after re- p
compri.ed ra(Iar-homing glide bombs, visually guided lease, sihce it had to maintain a position and attitude
high-angle bominbs with radio remote control, a heat- which would permit continuous illunination of the
homing high-angle bomb, and a medium-angle bomb target until impact. Actually, this restriction was not.
of high maneuverability guided hy television. In ad- serious, as the transmitting equipment (AS.G) had a -

dition, the program included the development of a considerable range and a substantial field. A very
few of the manny components which were suggested satisfactory maneuver was to drop the missile at a
to control or to assist in the control of bombs, range of 12 to 15 miles, make a 180-degree turn,

and withdraw. Such a maneuver kept the attacking
; LilI: Iouns aircraft beyond the range of antiaircraft defense while

still providing strong radar illumination throughout
The glide bombs developed by Division 5, N DRC, the 4-minute flight of the missile.

were high-wing monoplanes which were character- In the second version, Bat, in which the Division
ized bv two features. They had a high-wing loading acted as consultants to the Navy Bureau of Ordnance
so that they were self-supporting only atpes con- on the radar while continuing in a position of prime -. -"-
siderably greater than those of conventional hom- responsibility for the entire system. both the radar ' -

bardment aircraft; they consequently had to be car- transmitter and receiver were mounted on the mis- -
tied under the airplanes that attacked with them. sile. This design remo- ed all restrictions on the
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2 SUMMARlY

ii1aiieverail ot-v of tilie alircraft aftel rele&ase. hut tile ini azimuth only. Its sucecessful demionstration to the
0)1il (of tilhe fouirth-pawei' lan' in the relaitionip~ij mlilitary' at Muroc California, occurred on Septemi-

bet weenl receivedl signal andl raalge toi the t arget ill- her 10, 1943, at fortnight after the appearance of the-
troilmiccdi proleil in ant orniatic gain control that first ( ermian guided missile. Arrush production p~ro-

wvas solvedl univ hr rest ricting thle Iauiiicliing ranlge gramt wits und~ertakenk, and, in Marrh 1944, it group
t,) at naximni ot sonic 7 miles. The range restriction of 11-17 air'craft equipped with radio-cont rol trans-
%':ith Bat was dleenied byN tile NavY to he of 4-4s iilers for Azon left for' tbe( Medlieranean Theater
seven)t thI an tile nmiviverahilit v rest riction withI of ( )perntions. The missile was effect ive there' against
Pelicanl, .\cordinglY. 11:t \\as pushed to complletioii t ranspo~rtation links of tlhe enemaY forces which were
aind was5 sliccesslihly used against .Japanlese slipping resisting the Fifth Army's advance in the Italian
anid navaluisdrn i as otso ewr (animign. Ini lart-iciuar, the Avisiv Viaduct south of

'I'l l' prjct is volit inuring .mnuler natval dhirect ion. tile Brenner Pass was closed by Azon. Other success-
working towird the additioc, of leadl pretlictianl so fll op~erations wvith Azon against the loc.-ks of the
that tilie mnissile neved uot fly a1 puirsuit couirsv against Iron G ate onl the hDanibe led to the acceleration of
aIt 11Oillg target 'w a stat ionfary target jin tile Ii-seiw( Azon production.
of woo I. Use of' Azon in the Euripean *1herater was less sute-

A telvvisionl-giliule version, Robinl, wats success- vessflil, although successful missions were flown
flhly demonstrated early inl 1943 but wats not prose- against key b~ridlges on the Seine and Loire just prior
tietl hieiiusc5i' o its p~at t a(li de(velopment with the to nI (luring the Normandy operation. The prin-

AAI' glide bombl (M3-4. cipal reason for lack oif success in this theater seems
to havxe cn organizational rather than technical.

AZO AMN) lHAZa S~ecifieally, the policy of evaluating the efficiency
of a sqluadron on the basis of the tonnage of bombs

TlWO Versions of cont rollale high-angie bo mb s droppedi rather than on the number of targets de-
wvere dlevelop~ed. Eachi was visuially sighted and re- stroyedl militated seriously against the success of
nlo~vlv controlled by radio. The objective was to Azon in the ETro. However, in the Burma campaign,-
develOp a1 missih. of considerabhlY greater ievisioui D ecember 1944 to the end of hostilities, Azon was
than t ille st :uiolard high -level bomb, h but which couuld strikingly effeetive, thoroughly di1srupting Japanese
lie vc11-riedill and reivased from the existing racks in comimunication, lbY repeatedly cutting bridges on the
tlue bfilbih-ba ,vs mif standard airc-raft. Ihie main eb- Taunguip Road and the Bangkok-Chiengmai railway.
iv-t ive. therefore. hIreCliuted thlt use of anl.\ support- The accomplishment, of i emiote control in both co-
ing mien idynamnic smirfarcs mmuieh larger than the tili! oirdinate axes, range and azimuth, was more difficuilt.
tlt of a staiidard bomlb . \eRodvN'ainiC Comutrol hail to The normal cruciformi tail-fiji structiare was abami-
bie 6t ained, thleref ore, fromt the bonmb body it self. dlned in favor of an oc!tag(;nul shroud, which is only

Fliliummuttionl of roll wvas impilortant Sillev iii contro l slightly subject to roll v*).qup due to simultaneous%
of tilt. bomnb the uleit ity of ruudder's and vilevat or- application of eont rol in yaw and pitch. As a fuirther
:zinult h ciot rol and1( range control- hind to be pIne- assurance of roll stability, the area size of thfi ailerons
servedI The proidulm i Wts solvedl hy ailerons. The anid their speedl of operation were increased.
:6uilos m~cn. vonltrolled hrv a free gyro (which ie- A more importamnt, problem than roll stabilizationl, ,.

served thle I ibs orienltation )and a rate gyro ( which however, was that of pixrallax. It is impossible fjir ail
dupslout roll oscillationi). This prohlemii is mlore observer ini the b~ombardlment aircraft t~o estimiate

:acute in au huollil wichvi is contro'ulled inl hot h senlses, the range error' of hlis, ombs accurately since he lotoks
Iaig( 11( aziiliith, t han inl one' that is conutrolled in along thle planle of t lie I onilb trajectory. The Germans

oneV sense onmly. W~ithI a convent ioinal tail struictuure solvedl this problem in FX-1400, their high-angle
tile siiiiilt anionls application of control iii yaw and dirigible bombh, by. a maneuv-er of the airplane which
pit l pid slr ' ;'i ll t orquies which are More difficult placed it well ahift the mnissile. This maneuver rne-
to (01)4' withI thlan i.( tile roll torutlues due1 to tlue til- sults iii nearly stalling out the airplane, andi was
iuitent ii mmi aSvminiekt ties UmS1riall preseiit in pr sline- oleeineil hy ie( Division unacceptable for comb~at.
tion bombis. Instead, the D~ivisioni de'velopedl with the coopera-

The D ivision, thierefoire, Pressed thle development t ion of the NI ( Fire-( ontrol Division, tfie 'rab
if Xin. .1 visuaml ly gide btIiIlionlb relli ite vcll cc int l I at taviuhment to the st andard N1M14 bo0mbsigh. ThIis
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*SUMMARY 3

-vryipl attachment superposed an image of the wavelength band where heat homing is praeti-
Razon-the high-angle boni) cont rolled in range and cable, the statement is not true.
azimuth oiilv-ontc the( image of the terrain ats seen The aerodynamic structure of Felix was substan-
through the bonibight. at the( point w\here- the biomb tinily that of the Hazon-a standard 1.00-lb) (11P
Would fall with no further control. T'his dIevelop~ment bombh with an octagonal control tail. Stabilization in
permit tedl the lbbardier to corrctt error-s in aiming roll was accomplished by an identical gyro system as
throughout the time of flight of the bomb. for Riizon, controlling -similar ailerons.

Tlhe improvement in accuracy (lie( to the use of The missile was guided to the target by a heat-
Azon compared with standard bombing in some thir- sensitive element which scanned the terrain toward
ty times. Tht is to say for thle Samne highb probability which the bomb was failing and directed it towvard
of obtaining at hit. on at target approximately 50 ft the quadrant-up: down, right, or left-which ra-
square, thirty limes as many individuallY aimied diated the greatest. heat flux. 'his a thermal target
standardl boinds have to be dropped its are requj~iredl such as at steel mill at night attracted Felix by virtue
with Azon - This figure of mnerit was (developed by the of the heat which it radiated. The missile structure

NMCApplied Mathemiatics Pnlbased o test dev-eloped considerable ageof atcinalteringit
dqta takei at the AAF Proving Group.dI andI at the trajectory. In order to make the axis of scan lie ap-
evaluation base of the Air Forces Board, proximately tangent to the line of flight, the scan-

The improvemient, with liazon is some three hun- ning head was mounted in gimbals and connected to
tired times. The gain duie to range control-ten times the rudders and elevators. Trhis is an approximation
-is less than the gain duie to azimuth control since to the requirement that a homing missile look where
errlS in estimat ion of time of flight, which contribute it. is going. A precise fulfillment of this requirement__
to the rang;- error, cannot be corrected by) the Crab involves transient analysis of the r-esponse of the mis-
sight. Thew addition of Jag (.Just Another Gladget) sile as = nfrodynamic body. Techniques for such an
eliminatedl about t wo-thirds of the range error caused analysis do not as yet exist.
by erroru in estimation of the tinie of flight, resulting The sensitivity of the heat-scanning head- 10-1
ti an oveirall improvement of some 700 timnes in ac- watt per sq cm--%was sufficient to make Felix an ef-..

*curc o. rcnetonlbmig fective missile against many targets. Much further
Units toi taiku Razon into combat were in training study of target heat radiation is required before the

whlenu the war closed, full effectiveness of Felix can be assessed and the
advisability of developing more sensitive heat detec-
tors determined. In ainy cas;e, a stuidy of the absorp-

FEImlx tion of rad~iation in common atmospheres from the
The visually guided high-angle 1)0mb required( a visible range out to 20.0 microns is seriously

continuous bombh run from the release point until the nleeded.
iiistant of impact. To eliminate this reqjuirement. anti The missile was SuIcceSSfully tested against Chan-
to provide the possibility of precise night bombard- nCl Key, Florida, ond units were in preparation for

* ment, the Division develeped Felix, a heat-horning combat by the Tw ti ethI Ai r Force as World War I I
hiigh-ang'te bomb. closed.

The distinction between heat and other infrared
radiations must be stressed even in this summary, ko
For reasons that tire fully (developed in Chapter :3
anid Appi-ndix C, thie 1)ivisicn concentrated on lieat Roe was a highly maneuverable medium-angle
detectors in the( regioni between 8.5 and 15AC microns. boml developed by flhe Division as a homing bomb.
The water-vapor -absorption of infrared rays at Initial aims to utilize radar homing were frustrated

* other wavelongths make their use for missile ecritrol when experinients byv the( lDiision's radar group dis-
imlpra-t ivablv. covered that satisfact or -v resolution at microwave

The sI atenment is rep)(.tedlly inade that the (ter- frequencies could not be obtained at the glide angles
imins had infrared detectors very much more sensi- which Roc could attain. The use oif telev-ision was
t ive thani we- had. S'o for as heat-homning missiles are thcn planned.
c'oncernedl, this statement kinsignificant without As the war closed, development wa'Is incomnplete.
(luanititative referencve to the( wavelength btan(. In The project was transferr-ed io the Army Air Forces
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4 SUMMARY

when the research and developmental activities of ceived at the controlling plane. Both of these signals
the Division terminated, originated at the television bomb: one was trans-

mitted to the aircraft directly, the other was reflected '
SAD to the aircraft from the surface of the ground. These

-- NNsADEHQEtwo paths were continuously changing in length, the
In addition to the four missile systems just men- direct path lengthening as the bomb approached the

tioned, the Division prosecuted development pro- ground and the ground-reflected path decreasing,
grams on various component devices and accessory Thus the two signals were received at apparently
techniques. Some of them are sufficiently noteworthy different frequencies, and their interference produced
to merit review in this summary. In particular, a a moving pattern of bars across the received picture.
general conclusion which the experience of the l)i-i- The spacing, orientation, and motion of the bars in
sion emphatically taught should be pointed out. The the pattern depended upon the relative velocity of
independent development of components without re- the airplane and the bomb.
gardtothetdynamiccharaclerislicsof all the components The only cure appears to be to use a television

" which comprise a guided-missile system leads in transmitting antenna so directional that no signal
general to failure. Overall responsibility for the com- can reach the ground to be reflected upward to cause '
plete system must be placed in a single coordinated interference. In order to get directional antennas of
group. a reasonable size and low aerodynamic drag it was

* .. At present, the development (of the guided-missile necess,'ry to go to higher frequencies. Work on a
art does not permit the evaluation of the dynamic television transmitter for Roe operating at a carrier
characteristics of the elements-for example, homing frequency of 1,800 me was in progress as hostilities
device, servomechanism, and airframe-which corn- ceased.
prise a guided-missile svstem. Indeed no suitable vo-
cal)ulary has been formulated for expressing them.
Broad research studies involving such subjects SLAtION
as transient aerodynamic responses are seriously The problem of guiding a missile is one of compli-
needed. cated dynamics. The differential equations probably

are at least of higher order than the second; the co-
efficients are, in general, nonlinear. Simulation is the -

•.- TELEVI5ION . only means readily at hand for coping with such
The Division stidied the application of television problems.

to guided missiles. Compact, lightweight television The Division made a start in the development of
equipment utilizing carrier frequencies of 100, 300, the art of simulative solution of the motion of a _

80), and 1,800 me was developed. Amplitude modu- guided missile. Much more work needs to be done.
lation and frequency modulation were explored. In Especially required is a method of assessing a par-
general, it can be said that no television-missile sys- tieular problem to determine whether the most eco-
tem was successful as World War I1 closed, although nomical attack lies through conventional mathema-
spectacular improvement in pickup sensitivity had ties with the necessary broad assumptions, through
been accomplished through the development of the point-by-point ana!ysis, through the use of some of
image orthicon camera tube. the modern computing assemblies such as the Rocke-

A problem, unsolved at the end of hostilities, was feller differential analyzer, or through the design of r
the interference between two television signals re- a special simulative device.
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Chapter I

GLIDE BOMBS

1.1 INTRODUCTION diated by a transmitter loeakd in the missile itself.
This combined transmitter-receiver equipment was

T %VO BROAD ('URPOSES underlie the development developed for the Navy, the Division carrying the
of guided missiles: the improvement in accuracy responsibilities only of a consultant.

and the extension of range so that the release point Of these missiles one (Bat) reached combat. Robin
for the missile lies beyond the range of lethal anti- reached a point of sufficient development to achieve
aircraft defense. The Division attacked both prob- the accuracy inherent in existing television. The rela- !%. '-

lems simultaneously in the glide-bomb development tively flat glide angle produces considerable fore- r
(the Washington Project). Through the addition of shortening of the television picture, which makes it
wings to give increase in lift the range was extended. extremely difficult for the controlling bombardier to
The development of a homing system-either manu- estimate and to correct the error in the range sense.
ally through remote control and television or with a Even with the improved quality of television now ", -
wholly automatic radar systemn-greatly increased available, the desirability of pursuing the develop-
the accuracy. ment of television-guided glide bombs is doubtful.

Even before the outset of the glide-bomb project By the time Pelican was sufficiently developed for
in NDRC, remotely controlled aircraft had been combat use, the submarine menace had been largely
flown as gunnery targets. A glide bomb was under eliminated by other methods; a larger payload was r
development by the Army Air Forces and, in a pre- required for other targets, and the limitation in
set unguided version, was ready for standardization maneuver placed on the airplane carrying the radar L%
as a combat weapon. In the Navy similar work was transmitter made the prosecution of the develop-
going forward on pilotless, engine-driven aircraft and ment of Bat in the 1,000-lb size more attractive to
gliders' remotely guided into a target. the using Service than the development of a 1,000-lb

In order to make the axis of received intelligence Pelican. The Bat method of control, however, poses
-i.e, television or radar-continuously tangent to problems not found in Pelican.
the flight path, the missile was designed to fly with
an angle of attack as nearly constant as possible. To
achieve maximum range front the release point to 1-2 GENERAL
the target the missile was made aerodynamically

lehan. The general aspects of homing-bomb design are
These principles were embodied in the three mis- treated in some detail in Chapter 12. Barely more

siles shown in Figure 1: Robin-a missile of 12-ft than a recitation of the problems which have to be
wing span, carrying a 2,000-lb GP bomb and guided solved will be attempted here.
by television; Pelican-a missile of 8-ft wing span,
Carrying t 325-1b depth charge and self-guided by .. 1 Coordination of Missile
radar reflections from signals radiated by a trans-
mitter located in the carrying aircraft; Bat-a mis-
sile of 10-ft wing span, carrying a 1,000-lb GP bomb The problem which has proved of greatest impor- -,

aind self-guided by radar reflections from signals ra- tance to this Division has not been one of pure "" =

science nor-in its most. limited meaning-one of %
The disctnction between qliders and glide hoinbs is a subtle technology. It. is what we have come to call systems

one; of course, strictly speaking, the latter forms a specific enliaeering and has, perhaps, been most aptly ex-
group of the former. In this volhne each term will carry a
sleific implication. Gliders are nonpowered winged missiles pressed by l)ryden in Chapter 12:
whos e wing loading is low enough to make them self-support- "The impression is prevalent that scientific ad- [..
ingatt the flying speed of ordinary aircraft; they can, in conse- vances in many. fields have progressed to the point
qicunce, he towed. Wtide fxmibs are nonpowered, winged missiles " -".
whose heavy wing loading requires a flying speed above that of where the development of such a missile is purely a V -_-
,nventional aircraft; they must, therefore, he carried. matter of engineering design on the part of specialist
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?" ~~Fioung 1. Washington Project television and radar glide bombs- Robin-television (top); Peliean-RHB radar (center); ,..
• ~Bat--SRB radar (botto mn). .
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GENERAL 9

groups with the usual coordination as to dimensional completely directive. Indeed no radar-homing meth- ,

requirement., weights, and time of completion. Ex- od appears to be currently available if the missile-to-
perience has taught otherwise. Optimistic time sched- target distance is less than the altitude of the mis-
tiles based on such an assumption cannot be met. sile, as it might be in some antiaircraft versions.
The development of successfud homing acro-missiles Tracking both in azimuth and in range is accom-
requires the solution of certain research problems as- plished in the missiles of the Washington Project by

* sociated with the complete article, involving complex so controlling the missile that it heads continuously
relationships between the performance characteris- for the target, i.e., on a pursuit course. A method
tics of the component parts. There is required a type which keeps the radar dish continuously pointed at
ofoverall technical coordination beyond that required it? the target and controls the missile by the departure
the design of aircraft as ordinarily practiced." (Italics of the axis of scan from some reference axis in the
ours. Ed.) missile has been suggested and should be explored.

Where this principle has been ebserved in the This technique offers better possibilities for attacks
projects of this Division, a measure of success ha.s along an interception course than does the method
been achieved (see Chapter 2 particularly); where it used thus far.
has been disregarded, failure has always resulted. It To provide for failure of the signal due to the flue-
is noteworthy also that the Japanese, in the develop- tating character of radar or for other reasons, the
ment of an infrared-homing glide bomb, fell into pre- servomechanism', must contain a memory element

- cisely this trap; in spite of having competent scien- which will keep the missile on course until the signal
tific personnel on each segme:,t of the problem, they is restored. Even with ,such an element in the servo-
failed through absence ol strong coordination be- mechanism, the cone of vision of the radar receiver
tween the investigating groups., must be sufficiently l)road to ensure that the target .--'

will be contained within it when the signal is restored.
12 Target Discrimination and Tracking

1.. Aerodynamic Problems ':?
Target discrimination in television depends upon A Problems

the ability of tile television equipment to furnish the A missile has six degrees of freedom: translation
bombardier with a clear picture of the target area. along and rotation about the axes of roll, yaw, and r

- ". This in turn dlepends upon tbr ,ensitivity, resolution, pitch. Rarely will it reach a state of complete equi-
and contrast capability of i,;. pickup tube and the librium. lomb-like missiles are, in general, still under
reliability of the radio link. These problems are dis- acceleration along the roll axis at the instant of im-
cussed fully in Chapters 5 and 6i. pact. Lanchester' has shown that a glider with con-

With automatic radar homing the judgment of a trol surfaces fixed in the neutral position does not fly
hunman operator is not available for discriminating a straight line under the propulsion of gravity;
between the multiplicity of echoes which are usually rather, there is a periodic increase in speed with a
returned from the target area. For certain special corresponding increase in lift which flattens the glide
cases, e.g., an isolated aircraft in a cloudless sky, path. The component of gravity in the direction of
no ambiguity exists. In other instances, as with ships flight being reduced, the glider slows down, loses lift,
ait sea, discrimination can be obtained by limiting
the illuminated area to include only the target to be b In this volume terms involving the word "servo" have a

special significance beyond that usually ascribed to them in
attacked. In pulsed radar there is also the possibility aircraft-engineering practice:

- of utilizing the time of travel from transmitter to 1. Servo link, a mechanical power amplifier by which signals -

target. to receiver as a means of discrimination. In att a low power level are made to operate control surfaces
- m h isthe at i requiring relatively large power inputs (e.g., a relay andthis methond it is necessary to have an automatic motor-driven actuator).
range-tracking element in the circuit so that the 2. Servo system, a closed feedback loop comprising the in-
homing device will continue to respond to echoes telligence device, automatic pilot if any, the amplifying link,
from a single target as its attack is pushed home. and the missile itself.

3. Serromechanism, the feedback loop exclusive of the mis-I"--
Range tracking is essential in any event to resolve sile itself.

the target from the signal from the ground or sea This convention follows the principle suggested by Warren
Weaver. (See Yutnimenlal Theory of Serromechan isms, LeRoy

directly beneath the missile. This signal is ilxas A. MacCall, with foreword by Warren Weaver, D. Van
peent, since the antenna system cannot be inade Nostrand Co., New York, 1945.)
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10 GLIDE BOMBS

and consequently assumes a steeper glide path until state, imaintains its angle of attack constant within - 4

sufficient speed has been acquired for the cycle to I degree for the normal operating range of the con- - -

repeat. Thus the actual glide path is a sinuous curve trols and within 4 degrees for full elevon excursion."
about a downward-inclined axis. Since the lift varies In lieu of a rudder, differential operation of the
with the square of the speed and nonlinearly with elevons sets up a roll which in turn produces a corn-
the attitude of the control surfaces with respect to ponent of wing lift normal to the line of flight. This
the wind stream-angle of attack-the curve is not lift, applied to the mass of the missile, produces a
a sine wave. Ianchester called it a phugoid. The centripetal acceleration. -

phugoid period in seconds is about one quarter of the The dynamic analyses of the performance result-
missile velocity in feet per second. Glide bombs have ing from these methods of control are outlined in
a phugoid period of about 88 seconds. Time constants Sections 1.4 and 1.5.
of angular motion are considerably shorter, ranging

_ from a fraction of a seconl for rotation about the roll 1..4 Interdepe nce of ontrols
axis to a few seconds for yaw and pitchCorrelation with Intelligence Coordinates
analyze any missile statically and to design a servo-
mechanism based on the assumption of equilibrium The controls which affect the moments about the
conditions must fail. three axes of a missile are not independent. Thus

In the steady state, i.e., after equilibrium is estab- rudder action produces a slight rolling moment in
lished, a glide bomb with properly actuated control addition to the yawing moment which changes the -.
surfaces flies rectilinearly along a path which is in- heading of the missile to the right or to the left.
clined downward by an angle whose tangent is the There follows a larger rolling moment because of the
ratio of drag to lift and at a constant speed propor- reduced lift of the wing, whose absolute speed is de- 4F

tional to the square root of the wing loading. The creased by rotation about the yaw axis. Similarly the ? -.

glide bombs designed under this project have a ailerons produce a yawing moment in addition to
maximum lift-drag ratio of approximately 7 and a their primary roll moment. The roll moment result-
flying speed in the vicinity of 230 mph. ing from the yaw may either add or subtract from

In conventional aircraft, change in lift is accom- the roll produced by the ailerons directly. The inter-
plished by deflecting an elevator so that the wing action of controls in pitch with yaw and/or roll are 00
and consequently the entire structure undergoes a small.
change in angle of attack. Were such a design applied Homing devices and television are essentially two- r -v- -

to a homing glide bomb, the axis of scan would be dimensional intelligences, i.e., they give indication as
tangent to the life of flight for a single elevator set- to the a-imuth and elevation of the target with re-
ting only. In glide bombs using this type of control, spect to the axis of scan. Radar offers the possible "

attempts have been made to compensate for varying addition of a third coordinate, the slant range, but
angles of attack by a feedback link from the elevator no embodiment of this principle has been applied to
which adjusts the angle between the axis of scan and missiles. The servo system has to take into account
the axis of roll. Such compensation can be made ap- this discrepancy between two-dimensional control
proximately valid under conditions of equilibrium, and the three-axis control problem which the preced- ,..

but are applied only with great difficulty tinder tran- ing paragraph showed to be inherent in aetomissiles.
sient conditions. As has been pointed out, a steady- Furthermore, roll of the missile, since the axis of
state, static e(luilibrium rarely is obtained with mis- roll in general is neither coincident with nor exactly
siles. parallel to the axis of scan, has an effect on the ap-"...

In the glide bombs of the Washington Project the parent position of the target with respect to the axis
problem was solved by the use of elerons-fufl-span of scan and therefore on the error signal. Pitching X'. "."-
control flaps on the trailing edge of the wings. De- and yawing have similar but reduced effects. These
flection of the elevons varies the lift of the wing from effects are subject to quantitative analysis in the
approximately zero to a large positive value. Proper idealized case but are difficult to generalize. (See
location of the center of gravity of the missile and a Chapter 7 for a more complete three-axis develop-
fixed tail structure provide moments from the down- ment of the dynamics of the Pelican family of mis- %
wash which balance the moments produced by the siles.)
flaps. The result is a missile which, in the steady The fuller discussion of these interactions between
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GENERAL 1'

the elements of the serve systen in Chapter 12 ndi- No aspect of the design of homing missiles is more
.ates the possibility of their reduction. Homing mis- important in achieving final accuracy than the prop-

sies can he made to work with the interaction pres- erty of dynamic stability. Serious study of Chapter

ent. Further aerodynamic and servo-system research 12 anti the references cited there is urged

looking toward the. possible elimination of interaction

is urged. 1.2.6 Moving Targets and Wind

1.2. SIf the target is in motion with respect to the mass
Stability and Hunting of air through which the missile flies, the missile will

like any feedback loop, the servo system consist- attack the target along a pursuit curve. W. B. Klein-

- ing of the homing missile and its controls will be un- perer in Appendix A has shown that a missile with

: - stable if phase and gain relationships around the loop finite nmaneuverability cannot in general hit a point

are not kept within appropriate limits. In general, target unless the ratio of the speed of the missile to

instabilitv will result in angular hunting about the the speed of the target lies between 1 and 2. It is

three axes of the missile; in extreme cases of instabil- obvious that except. for a level, head-on attack the

ity the missile may turn coml)letely over and fall in missile will be unable to overtake the target if the

a spin. A hit by a missile flying with a sustained hunt. ratio is less than unity. If the ratio is in excess of 2,
i. purely fortuitous, depending upon the amplitude except for a level, head-on attack or a stern chase,
of the oscillation and its phase at the instant of im- the curvature of the pursuit curve becomes infinite, '-'.-'

pact; if the amplitude of hunt can Ibe kept small, the requiring an infinite maneuverability on the part of

miss will be small, the missile.
The source of instability lies, as has been indicated, Three-dimensional analysis of the pursuit problem

in the phase-gain characteristic of the loop. As the is extremely difficult; no complete study of it seems

error signal crosses zero, the control surfaces should to have been made. An idealized solution has been
cross their neutral position. The lag I)etween these made for glide bombs under the direction of the
events permits an input of energy into the system Applied Mathematics Panel of the National De-
which must be absorbed by aerodynanic damping. fense Research Committee. It shows that against
The amplitude of hunt will build up until the cyclic ship targetsithe miss due to pursuit-course curvature

_ energy input is equal to the energy dissipated in is very small if the azimuth of the target at launching
damping. is about 145 (legrees with respect to its path.

Two methods of reducing the hunt have been ap- A solution to the problem may lie in a computer b

plied. An electric phase advancer can be designed which will cause the missile to lead the target and to
which will reverse the error signal before the error is fly a rectilinear interception course. A servo system
actually zero. Such an advance permits the control within a servo system is implied, and a nice adjust-

.-. siurfaces t.o pass their neutral position as the target ment of the phase-gain relationship is required. Dry-
comes on course, or even to lead that event. The den indicates in Chapter 12 that such a computer

latter situation corresponds to overdamping and is amounts to positive feedback and that instability
inherently nonoscillatorv. This correction is sectred may result. Doubtless, inept choice of parameters in

at. the cost of (onsiderable attenuation of the error the design of such a computer can lead to failure.
* signal anti requires a correspondingly increased gain The techniques learned in the development of fire- r

in the receiver amplifier. A second method has been control equipment, however, provide powerful tools

used with success. A rate gyro measures the angular for the attack on this problem.-
velocity with which the mis..le comes on course. The Errors of alignment of the axis of scan with the
indication of this gyro biases the flight-control equip- tangent to the flight path give rise to errors analogous
ment responsive to the radar so that the moment to those due to the pursuit curve. If the angularity
exerted on the missile toward true course depends not between the line of flight of the missile and the axis L

-. only upon the error in heading but also upon its first of scan-the bore-sight error-is constant, the pro-
time derivative. By making the component of to- jection of the trajectory is a logarithmic spiral with
ment which is dependent upon the derivative of error - A study of Aiming Controls in Aerial Ordnance by Ceorg-

. sufficiently large, the system is rendered nonoscil- A. Philbriek, STR Division 7, Volume 3, Part 1, is recom-
I.htory. mended.
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12 GLIDE BOMBS .

infinite curvature at the point of impact. With finite Flap --- Sadv-state Angle of

maneuverability in the missile, a miss proportional angle Lift Drag glide angle* attack
to its minimum turning radius and to the square of * Coefficient Coefficient cotCt/ de a

the bore-sight error will occur. So far as the Division (degre) C CD (degrees) (degre)

* is aware, no analysis of the combination of these, ef- -20 0 0.062 90 4.1
-15 0.03 0.,53 60.4 3.7

fects has been published; such an analysis is seriously - o o.os 0.048 3O.9 3.5
needed. In this project the effect has been minimized - 5 0.15 0.046 17.1 3.5
by reducing as far as possible variations in angle of 0 0.23 0.048 11.8 3.8 -

a 0.34 0.054 8.9 4.4
attack and by careful alignment of the axis of scan 10 0.46 0.066 8.1 5.3
with a fixed reference axis in the missile to avoid 15 0.59 0.083 8.0 6.2
bore-sight error. 20 0.72 0.110 8.8 7.5

*neferred to ,horizontal flight.

.3 AERODYNAMIC FEATURES "  stant, Within the range 6 = -10 degrees to A - +5

The glide bombs developed under this project con- degrees, the variation in a is only 0.9 degree. In

sist of high-wing monoplanes of laminated-wood, practice the missile was dropped at a range to require
monocoque construction. The wing loading is ap- a glide-path ratio of 3.5 to 4.0 (6 = -4 degrees to
proximately 70 psf, and the three sizes (8 ft, 350 lb; A - +5 degrees). In the region reasonably adjacent,

10 ft, 1,000 1b; and 12 ft, 2,000 lb) are substantially CL/CD vs a is essentially linear.
homologous. (See Figure 1.) While the full excursion of the elevons to the posi-

Control is obtained from elevons which operate in tion of flattest glide (b = 15 degrees) cannot be sue-
conjunction for control in pitch and differentially for cessfully utilized for stretching the operating range 4@
control in roll. Turning moments are derived from of the missile, the implication that mechanical limits; r.?.-
roll. A fixed empennage with twin disk-shaped fins can be set on their movement (say at - 10 and +7
stabilizes the missile in yaw and pitch; the position degrees, which represent the limits of approximate - - - -

of the empennage with regard to the center of gravity linearity of LID vs A) would be wholly false. Since a J. -41

, of the whole assembly and the decalage between the differential devon action is superimposed on joint
wing and stabilizer provide nearly constant angle of elevon action for combined turn and change of glide- F
attack, path ratio, the full excursion may be required.
The model with the 8-ft wing span was tested at No tests were made to determine a with C,. = 0

an airspeed of 90 mph in the NACA wind tunnel at when combined differential and joint displacement -t:
Langley Field. The following tabulation presents the of the elevons is applied. It may be that there is
significant characteristics of the structure at trim. concealed here a considerable variation in angle of

The data were obtained by allowing the missile to attack which vitiates the accuracy of the missile. Z

assume an attitude in the plane of the yaw and roll Further studies appear to be indicated to explore
axes such that the pitching moment (C.) was zero. this field. Moreover the dynamic application of
Direct observations of change in attitude gave the steady-state data from the wind tunnel is a matter ;.'

variation in a, the angle of attack. Lift and drag were which strongly demands further inquiry. .-.

measured in the usual manner. Longitudinal stability
at trim (OCo!da when C. = 0) is not directly re- L G U N SA I
ported as a function of elevon angle, 6. It is deter-
minable, however, from the data reported, and See- OF GLIDE BOMBS

tion 1.4 shows the important application of this fune- 1.4. Analytical Studies
tion to the study of longitudinal hunting.

The flattest glide angle (8.0 degrees) which is de- The stability characteristics of a glider are those

rived from a lift-drag ratio of 7.11 is equivalent to qualities which determine its motion after a small

1.35 miles of range for each 1,000 ft of descent. Ex- deviation from an initial condition of equilibrium.

tension of the operation to the absolute limits leads Longitudinal stability limits these properties to those

to failure, however, since the departure from linearity which determine translation along the axes of roll

of the CL/CD vs A characteristic is great, and more and yaw and rotation about the axis of pitch. It is

particularly because the angle (;f attack is not con- the group of characteristics which, when taken to- JI"
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY OF GLIDE BOMBS 13
%

gether with those of the homing device, the automatic Now if.

*-'. pilot, and the servomechanism, defines the perform- AV

ance of a homing glide bomb in the range sense. V = 
,.

The conditions of equilibrium in flight are defined I hSV2CL_
L - acceleration due to lift -

by: mi

It' sin 7 + 4pSV 2C= 0 W102

"" V cos _y + IpSV2C = 0 (1) D = acceleration due to drag = ___.S

.: pSl2 C,, = 0 'f = angular acceleration in pitch B
N'B

where 5 W is the weight of the missile, LL

S is the effective wing area, LL = - Lr
V is the velocity of the missile,".+all alUa
p is the density of air, M - A = -a-, . - a (3)

y is the downward inclination of the flight aM aM . -.

path, and also 41 = - ;, M; = -, .*

m is the mass of the missile, On '3

B is its moment of inertia in pitch, we obtain:

q is the velocity head,

Q is the attitude of the missile, and LA-, + 2Dr + D,Aa + Dab + V; 0

c is the mean aerodynamic chord. -DA-y + 2LV + L 0 Aa + Lis - V" = 0 (4)

After-aismall displacement in V, Y, CD, CL, and C, + &) + A& + mia + +

-as by operation upon them by the increment A-- 
a

these equations become: There is nothing in equations (4) that requires

1V cos -/A, + pSV2 ACn ± pSVCoAV =- mI linearity or absence of phase distortion in the servo

- V sin yAy + IpSV2 ACL - pSVCAV = mVf (2) loop. Such limitation is required for the analytical

pScVCAU + ApSV 2 1cAC, = BO solution. The limitation can be expressed:

In his classical solution of these equations Lan- - = K(AO + c'O) (5)

chesterl considered the glider as flying in a conserva- where K and c' are factors of proportionality. Equa-

tive field, i.e., no drag, and considered only the case tion (5) is a fundamental equation of an idealized

where the control surfaces are fixed. In the present servomechanism; it requires that the elevon dis-

study the development is extended to include the
major effects of drag and the motion of the elevons placement be proportional to the error in heading

and to its first time derivative.d After inserting equa-
which comprise the control surfaces of the glide tion (5) in equation (4) a solution is obtained which
bombs of the Washington Project. In arriving at an

analytical solution which defines completely the mo- ges, idependentlyoofitheivaluehof Ks ahsho-

tion of the missile in the plane of the Yawv and roll prohgl apdoclain hsi h o
axesiono the l in m plin as on yare ade called rapid incidence adjustment, and its independ-""" axes the following Simplifying assumptions are made:

ence of K shows it to be unaffected by servo design.
1. Angular velocities and accelerations have a neg- In addition to the short-period oscillation, there is

ligible effect on CL and CD, and therefore a motion whose character is dependent upon K. If

"2. CL and C are functions of a and a only. K is small, this motion is a long-period oscillation

3. The relationship between CL and CD on the one similar to the phugoid of Lanchester but damped;

hand, and a or 3 on the other is linear, if K is large, the motion is not oscillatory and may

"4. A, A, q, &, , and S are considered small but
4. A, Av ?Ibe either regenerative or degenerative.

appreciable. Terms containing products of two or i ( egenera > 0,tenermtio ie-'.If (a) (1L/D) / (a ) > 0, then the motion will he de-

more of them are considered negligible.
5. Static characteristics as measured in the wind generative or stable; if (0)(L/D)/(8h) <0, instability

t r d h t amay result. Such a situation sometimes arises when,'-, tunnel are considered to hold in the dynamic or tegiebm sluce ttolwasedo

the glide bomb is launched at too low a speed or
transient state.

6. The servo system is ideal, i.e., linear and with- d See Chapter 4 for a further discussion of the idealized
" out phase distortion, control regime for a missile guided by full-span flaps.
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14 GLIDE BOMBS

when too flat a glide angle-excessive range-is at- cuit as a feedback to the table. Thus the system com-
tempted. prises a closed loop with all the elements of the mis-

sile system except the automatic homing device.
1.4.2 Solution Several types of gyros and strengths of bias coils (see

bAnaleoechanSection 1.6) were tested, together with a very large ,
A onumber of servo links. Typical curves are shown in

The establishment of the equations of motion of a Figure 3.
glide bomb and their solution for the case where

, control is effected through an ideal servomechanism 1.5 LATERAL STABILITY
led to a broader study with more realistic sero- OF GLIDE BOMBS
mechanisms thirough the use of an electromechanical
analogue. This technique proved so powerful in at- The problem of lateral stability is not so simple as
tacking such problems that it is discussed at some that of longitudinal stability. The reason is suggested
length in Chapter 11. The applications of the prin- in Section 1.2.4, where the interrelation between

" ciples of dynamic similitude to the design and the aerodynamic forces and moments was described.
details of construction of the table are discussed Three principal modes of motion are considered: side-
there. slip velocity, roll velocity, and yaw velocity. These

The analogue consisted of a table free to rotate are closely interrelated and are in turn sensitive to
about a vertical axis but with damping provided for elevon displacement, attitude in pitch, and inclina-
that motion (see Figure 2). The inertias of the ro- tion of the flight path.
tating systen, the damping factors, and the coin- A complete analysis of the problem is beyond the
pliances are adjusted so that oscillation about the scope of formal mathematics although a study wit "
vertical axis corresponds to the pitch oscillation of simplifying assumptions can be made rewarding; in
the missile about its horizontal axis. A pitch gyro Appendix B Skramstad has made such a study. Even
(-;ee Section 1.6) is mounted on the table, and its with the assumption of linearity of response, constant
output fed to a computing circuit. The computing air density, and the overwhelming preponderance of
element in turn actuates the servo link, whose out- certain design properties such as roll damping, the
put is spring-loaded to correspond to the hinge Ino- dynamic equations lead to a quintic for the evalua- -
ment of the elevons. tion of the roots.

The output of the servo link, both as to velocity In two-winged missiles the roll damping is large.
and displacement, is returned via the computing cir- Unless the servo system introduces a positive feed- 

SERVO LINK UNDER TEST .

OYRO UNDER TEST AMPLIFIER

DAMPED TURNING TABLE

FItGURE 2. Flight-test table anti aessories."
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LATERAL STABILITY OF GLIDE BOMBS 15
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is valid.Under thicircumst n 3he motiuia i~in ofth 16 had benn stalihed t efrac bu h

*missile after ai pert urbation in roll, yaw, or sidleslip roll and ya" axes w~as dictated by a rate gyro whose
breaks down into three components: axis of rotation was inclined to the roll axis of the

*1. .Arapidl exponential subsidlence of the distuirb- missile so that it w as sensitive to both rate of hank
ane which, for the Pelican family of missiles, has a and rate of turn. Thus roll and bank of the complete
I time ecoistant of about I second. servo sys~ temi were dloubly interrelated: through the

2. A slower exp~onential factor, which may he either fudmna eoyai rpriso w-winged

regenerative or dlegenerative.. This component ex-
p)resses, the spiral stability of the miissile: if it is (Ie- 0 -II

generative, the missile is spirally stable; if it is re- so /
generative, the missile is spirally unstable. The glide TO
bombs of the Washington Project were spirally ra o-
stable, although the margin of such stability was 50

0- 40

:3. An oscillation whose period is dletermined largely o 20

I )Va yawing moment duec to sideslip and wvhose (lamp- 10

10

rate of yaw. The W~ashington Project's missiles nave I-
z 20

a peio of oscillation in yaw of approximately 1 V 0
seond and a time constant of ab~out. 1.67 second,-. 40 A

Simulation was invoked in the analysis of the air-
framie -automatic-pilot links of the servo-system 7

chain. In the early phases of the program an analogue so-
niuslel was constructed wherein roll andl .aw were so

studliedl separately, with corrections applied to the too 0 3 0 i 0 0 2 0 4

results to take their interrelation into account. In the TARGEr LEFT IN DEGRXES TARGET RIGHT IN DEGREES

injg intelligence was simulated. (see Chapter 7.) heading.
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16 GLIDE BOMBS ,.

ROLL AND YAW OSCILLATION-' AS PREDICTED by FUGHT-TEST TABLE
,.F ,p.'

i " ~~ROLL AND "rAW OSCILLATIONS, AS MIEA'SUR1ED IN FLIS14T -,

55.. 1 1 1, Il

"- i 5  h 1% A~ qtl I, A~ i ilA .IAiI A] .A~ aN"
W. 3 oS ITIO W -1 1 ' Will

"55, 7.-

-- 1+5 1 %..-'

0 _ _ A A - A I
1-40

0 5 ,0 15 20 25 30o 35 40 45 so 55 so 45 .68-

:. ~~Fw,;m 5. Output curves of fligt-test table compaxed with fight tests roll and yaw. '-

nii-_ ile and through the coupling of the rate-of-bank- most suitable (Figure 5). This value also gave the r.
- a'nd-turn gyro. most satisfactory performance in flight. -

The coefficient of coupling effeetedl by the gyoro

-" depends upon the inclination of its rotational axis to
the roll axis. This angle of inclination was varied to 1'6 AUTOMATIC PILOTS6 -;:

*'.. determine its optimum value. Runs were made with 1,.1~ eea o

______.. the inclination angle at values intermediate betweu-en. -
: ~2.5 degrees and 20 degrees. At 2.5 degrees the yaw The initial flight tests on this project w(.re made "':

osCillation was negatively damped; at inclinations of w~ithout automratic flight-control equipment. The ex- ;

the gyro greater than 20 degrees the system was, over- perienco Af toy-model builders was a strong force .-"•
:. damped and too sluggish. A value somewhat tinder leading to the belief that automatic stabilization '
" • 15 degrees was found most satisfacton, in flight tests. would not be required. This hope proved to be false '<-

The radar-homing equipments (seSection 1.7) in spite of the inherent stability expected from the %

• were designed to give an error signal which is propor- high-%-,ing design. "-
tional to the error in heading for relatively small The fundamental decision to be made in the design
errors and is constant at larger errors. The error angle of the automatic pilot was the choice between free - '
at which the signal saturates is adjustable (Figure 4). gyros and rate gyros. The free gy~ro provides a ref-"-"
Exploration of the effect of varying the saturation erence in space which-if the frictional forew in the ..
angle, called radar width, on the simulative flight pivots and take-offs are minimized-remains well

. table hoied t hat a radar width of ±6 degrees ws fixed. Thus the datum from which a fre-gyro-eon- ?
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RADAR-HOMING CONTROL-RHB CONTROL 17

trolled automati, pilot controls is absolute, and the of the angle of inclination of the gyro rotor, produce
whole asseml)ly pos.sesss memory. Loss of control a precessiowil torque sufficient to overcome the mag-
signal, either from the radio-control link or from net force of the gyro coils.
temporary failures of an automatic homing system, On loss of control signal in pitch, the nissile will
will not result in departure from course beyond the be restrained, except for gyro tolerances, to zero rate

. tol,.rances of the gyro. of pitch and will therefore continue along a substan-
In the rate gyro the prollems of take-off friction tially constant glide-path angle. On loss of control

. are very easily sol'ed since the whole structure is signal in azimuth, the turn-sensitive componept of
% spring-rest rained about the axis where movement re- precessional torque wilt right the missile atr a rate

suits in contact closure. It is relatively simple to permitted by the roll-sensitive component. There-
*" make contact friction small compared with spring rfter the glider will-again neglecting tolerances in

tension. As tihe free gyro holds the attitude of the the gyro-fly a straight course.
missile fixed, so the rate gyro holds its first time de- In the television version of the glide bomb, ilays
rivative fixed. If the rate gyro could have a zero in the output circuit of the radio-control receiver
toleranme or dead hand, an ideal situation, the results energized, at a fixed current value, appropriate elec-
would he identical. In a practical embodiment, the tromagnets for "up," "down, .... right," and "left."
rates of departure from desired attitude can be sue- control. Thus the bombardier had the option of im-
cessfullv small if the control signals are reasonably parting to the missile fixed rates of correction in range

" continuous, and in azimuth. The amount of correction was gov-
These considerations, together with the consider- erned by proportioning the ratio of time-on to time-

, ably more plentiful supply of rate gyros, led to their off. Skilled pilots did not always make the most sue-
.select ion. It is inmeresting (see Chapter 7) that a suc- cessful control bombardiers.

. cessor investigator reversed this decision, free gyros The output of the homing radar receiver is single-
" having in the meantime become much more readily valued in current as a function of error through a
- a vail'Ide. considerable range. At a "left" error of about 20

degrees, the output is 8.0 ma direct current. With a

1., IBasis of Design 20-degree "right" error, the output is equal in the
reverse sense. For approximately 6 degrees adjacent

From htI oulset two rate gyros were used. One has to zero, the response is lincar from -8.0 ma to +8.0
" its rotor axis parallel to the ixis of yaw and is free ma. Thus, under radar control the servo system

to prucess, against spring restraint, in response to operates to give a rate of return to true course pro-
- pithing; its action 's thus substantially that of a portional to the error in heading. In order to reduce W"

rate-of-climb iilicatir. The other gyro is mounted in yaw hunting, a third gyro sensitive to rate of yaw
the plane of the yaw and roll axes, with its axis in- was later added to make the system inherently non-
clined to the latter axis by approximately 15 degrees oscillatory. All three gyros are shown in Figure 7.
(Figure W; it is thus primarily sensitive to rate of
t urn hut also has a secondary sensitivity to rate of
roll. Quantitatively the effectiveness of the instru-
-ont as it rate-of-turn indicator is 97 per cent and a j. RADAR-HOMING
a raitof-bank indicator 25 per cent. CONTROL-RHB CONTROL,-

Electronmagnets actuate the gimbals to close Con- . General Principles
tacts which control the servo link. Thus if tie "down''
contacts are closed by its magnet, the elevons are The all-weather property of a microwave makes it
,eflected upward (the direction of decreasing lift) an attractive agency for the control of a guided mis-
until the rate of pitch produces a precessional torque sile. The directional property of radar (Radio Direc-
on the gimbal sufficient to overcome the magnetic tion and Range) suggested, even before the formation
1)011ull. of the Division, that the ignals reflected from a .

Similarly if the "left." contacts are closed by sole- water-borne target could be used to guide a pilotless
noid action, the left elevon is deflected upward and aircraft to impact with exact accuracy. The radar-
its mate downward until the rate of roll and the rate hominq bomb [RHB] was conceived as applicable to --
of turn iased re.pectively by the sin,- and cosine powered drones, gliders, and to glide bombs. Within
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18 GLIDE BOMBS

CENTERING SPRING 2MAPIO

CONTACT~GMBA APIVOTT00LFRM

GYRO-WHEEL AXLE NEARS4G

ADJUSTMENT

LEVER PIVOT

Fiaumc 6. Rete gyro for glide-bomb automatic pilot.

the Division, only its application to glide bombs of the agency of radar. In RHB the target is illum'inated t
the Pelican family was prosecuted. by the standard radar search equipment in 6he car-

Military targets in general do not emit radio waves; rying aircraft. The equipment consists of a powerful
it is, therefore, necesisary to illuminate them with ra- transmitter which emits a, narrow beam of short-
dio radiation if a missile is to borne on them through wave trains of very high intensity. The reflections

HONING INTELLIGENCE AUTOMATIC PILOT KLEVOK SERVO UNIT

UPDOMWN PITCH up-DOWN

IN FOR ATION $VRO IEV
MOTION OTION

6 IA$ 6YRO--

-a

£%

5' 4 _________ YAW OF ROLL Of rtMOMINO
GLIDE GLIDER ELEVONS

FIGURE 7. Block diagram of glide-bomb control system.
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.Famu 8. 11B attack.

from the target are picked tip by a receiver in the ground or sea directly beneath the receiver and which

missile. The output of the receiver actuates the auto- the receiver must be designed to reject.

* matic pilot (Figure 8). The wave trains or pulses In the microwave range the resolving power of a

occur at a frequency of about 800 per second and are radar receiver increases with increasing frequency. r _/

" 0.7 microsecond long. The illuminating radiation Qualitative studies were made by the Radiation Lab-

thus consists of a series of pulses in space, each 740 oratory. The findings in the 3,000-mc band indicated

" ft long and separated by 233 miles. The quasi-optical that the resolving power of the receiver was increased

property of the radar frequency, 3,000 m., provides if the incidence angle of the illuminating beam was

. directional information as to the target's location, high. Extension of these studies by the MIT group

and the pulsed character of the illumination provides under Division 5 was made against a ship illuminated

means of determining its range. at depression angles (the complement of incidence

The energy radiated from the illuminating trans- angle) between 2 and 11 degrees. These tests showed

. mitter is focused into a narrow beam (approximately that nearly all the energy scattered from the ship %

4 degree to half-intensity) by the antenna struc- target lies in the sector extending from the sea to a

ture. Within the field thus illuminated, every object plane some 45 degrees above the incident beam. The

returns some reflected or scattered energy; the study energy is distributed in azimuth on the illuminated-%
of the energy reflected from various types of targets side of the ship in a roughly uniform pattern. Homing

and from their typical backgrounds is basic to the on a reflected signal at approach angles steeper than

design of successful radar-homing systems. 50 degrees is therefore marginal; above 70 degrees it
is impossible.

.Target Contrast These studies were extended and made more quan-
Target-Contrast titative in the 10,000-me band. The energy returned

Although all military targets will return a radar from the target and from the clutter was evaluated

echo, it may be impossible for the receiver to resolve in terms of the cross-sectional area of a spherical re-

* the desired signal from the multiplicity of echoes flector which would return the same echo. This area

from the objects which surround the target. This is is defined as

especially true of land targets. Even for water-borne = 1
6 r 2r r2P.

"targets there may be considerable clutter from the = PG. I "

ocean near the target., particularly when an appre- In the foregoing:

ciablc sea is running. This is in addition to the very rL is the range from the receiver to the target.

large "altitude" signal which is returned from the r, is the range from the transmitter to the target.
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20 GLIDE BOMBS .' Ru

P, is the peak received power. fier operates at 30 me; it is tuned to this frequency
P, is the peak transmitted power, but with sufficient band-pass to prevent undue dis-
(, is the transmitter antenna gain. tortion of the 0.7-microsecond pulses. A detector
A, is the effective area of the receiver antenna. passes the envelope of the pulses which is amplified
Values of S. were determined for targets ranging and, after operation of the tracking system, corn- . &

in size from LST\4 to 10,000-ton Liberty ships and mutated to provide directional data to the automatic
for the sea clutter through a broad range of rough- pilot (Figure 9).
ness. The receiver and transmitter in these experi- Fundamental information as to the direction of the
ments were at the same location. As a function of target is obtaiped by a scanning antenna. A disk ,
depression angle the equivalent cross-sectional areas dipole is located at the focus of a 12-in. diameter
are: parabolic reflector of 3.6-in. focal length. The "beam-

Depression Equivalent Crom-Sectional Area (sq fl ) ,
Angle (degrees) Target Sea Clutter 90.

20 10' to 101 Negligible
30 104 to 105 Negligible* .
40 104 to &5 X 10 7 to 1.5 X 103 '" 200*
50 10 to 2 X 10 15 to 1.6 X 10'
55 2501bo 104 40 to5 X 103 TARGET -
60 Negligible 200 to 1.6 X 10"
70 Negligible 4 X 103 to 6.4 X 104 " "'

270' "*"*

Similar studies are required for land targets. SCANNED FIELD OF VIEW

Successful homing operation is not to be expected
at depression angles close to 50 degrees, the limit of
resolution from clutter given in the foregoing table. 0AN

* The fading character of radar will make range track-
ing at such angles of dubious reliability.

1.7.3 RIUB Receiver -0.

The energy returned from the target is detected 1k
and measured by a superheterodyne receiver located R'EV.S.APUE
in the missile. The local oscillator consists of a klv- RCEIVED UGNAL PULSES . .

FIGURE 10. Conical scanning process.
JAIRPLAN( ¢-TTI01 ANDl ' I, . ,,

IND.ATR, ~ ]'O

"T, I Y 410-R 0 PULL-AWAY CONECTORreceptor" character of this antenna system yields a

signal which is down 50 per cent when the source is
BATTERY POWER MISSIL[+E11 degrees from the axis of the reflector. The re-PPL JNCTION AUTOPILOT TO V 'S

Box ELI flector roit es at 1,800 rpm about an axis which is
inclined to its optical axis by 5.5 degrees. Thus, dur- .
ing one revolution of the antenna 262% pulses are re-

LtC-OR , ,QR 0AML,,tf ceived from the target. If fading is neglected, the
signal strength during a scanning cycle will dependA
upon the bearing of the target with respect to the

allN ONTROL axis of rotation of the reflector-the axis of scan.
__ For a target on the axis of scan the returned signal is

constant; for small error angles the variation in signal
F1uitic 9. lock diagram of R1113 receiver, strength over a scanning cycle is approximately

sinusoidal. The envelope (Figure 10) is integrated
stron tube with a tunable cavity. The signals from over quarter-cycles, and the total received energy in
the antenna and from the local oscillator are corn- diametrically opposite quadrants, when amplified,
bined in a crystal mixer to produce heterodyne beats operates to bias the rate gyros as shown in Section
which ite then amplified. The seven-stage i-f ampli- 1.6. .
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RADAR-HOMING CONTROL-RHB CONTROL 21

Within the illuminated field there will generally be blw the noise level antl prevents the reception of -

eeral reflectors. For a homing attack to be success- any signal until the first echo. This main gating pulse
- ful one target must be selected and the attack pushed is about 200 microseconds wide.

home on it. One method of eliminating all but the Within the main gate are two narrow gates, each
desired signal would be to make the beam sensitivity 0.6-microsecond wide with a 0.2-microsecond overlap
of the receptor extremely narrow. This would require yielding a total gate of 1.0 microsecond. The double
an antenna reflector too large to be carried in the mis- gate is tripped by a single-cycle multivibrator at a time
sile and might result in complete loss of the target after the main pulse equal to the transit time from ,-2-,
when the motion of the missile is made erratic by the missile to the target and back. The time of trip-
gusts. Pulsed radar provides a practicable method ping is determined iby the rate of discharge of a con- 1-
for range tracking. denser in the memory circuit. Were the range to de-

Range discrimination is essential in any event in crease ati a constant rate, it would be necessary onl.'
radar-homing glide bombs because of the large
amount of energy returned from the ground or sea, .-S,-
which is always the biggest target in the field. At * 'U%41 r s c -
ranges of 5 miles or more, and with the smaller an- n"-1 NO.1 N0t

tennas required for missiles, as much energy is re-
(eived from the ground or sea directly below the mis- . .

" sile as from an average target; this altitude signal

* must be rejected by the receiver. In glide bombs, "0
since the altitude is alwavs less than the range to the
target, a range discriminator makes it possible to G

* eliminate the altitude signal. The target selector pro- Fiouaz 12. Operation of double-tracking gate. (A) P
phaseable pulse tracking too slowly-exce s of energy

, rides range discrimination by "gating" the desired in Gate No. 1; (B) phaseable pulse tracking too fast-

* -. signal, i.e., allowing the differential amplifier to re- exUMaS of energy in Gate No. 2; (C) phaseable pulse
,correctly synchronized---Lqual energy in bothI gates, .

to have the double gate traverse the wide gate at a

*FROM 2.11,ft DOBL 5AT AlIMER constant. rate. The function of the (double gate is to I
RnrCiR D AIE adjust the tracking rate so that the target echo will Sty

alwavs be centered within it (Figure 12). If the rate,, -

of tracking is too fast, the portion of the echo lying
O-ISE A EIEDE in the second 0.6-microsecond gate will exceed that .

G in the first, and the voltage against which the multi-

vibrator condenser discharges will rise, and vice versa.
-T-':" NEC IE, , AWith 3,000 me there are 2.1 adjustments of the mem-

AV,: ory circuit in each 0.7-microsecond pulse. Time con-
Fi.!!i z 11. Block diagram of range-tracking circuit. stants of the memory cireuit are such that, should"

fading cause loss of synchronization, the memory cir-
ceive signals only at the exact time that echoes from cult will track at the correct velocity for several
the desired target are received. It also, through a seconds.
memory circuit, adjusts the time of operation of the A seond function of the narrow gate is to apply
gate circuit to the range of the target, i.e., to track an AGC voltage to the i-f amplifier. This voltage is
in range. so adjusted that a strong signal is held to half the

Synchronization is accomplished by starting the saturation level of the output stages. The AGC must
tracking circuit (Figure 11) with the reception of the not be so fast that the 30-c modulation will be ob-
main pulse from the transmitter. The receiver nor- seured with consequent loss of directional informa-
mally is at fill sensitivity. Upon reception of the tion. A(( over a range of about 5.3 lb is required"
main pulse via the rear-view antenna a negative to accommodate the increase in received power due
pulse is applied to the grids of the first and second to the operation of the inverse square law as the mis-
stages of the i-f amplifier; this biases the receiver sil. approaches the target.
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22 GLIDE BOMBS 0

1.7.4 Maximum Range At the dropping point r, and r. are identical. With
airborne search equipment the transmitter output is -

IIB receivers (Figure 13) have a threshold sensi- approximately 30 kw. DA and JJ are 2.5 ft and 1 ft,
tivity of about 10- 12 watt; 10- 1 watt gives a reason- respectively. With 3,000-me radar-X about Y ft.-
able margin for satisfactory range tracking. The rela- a safe maximum range for RHB against a Liberty :.'.
tion between range and received power is given by: ship is about 27 miles. : 'A

- ft~ 2D 1Srjr,. 1.7-T rests with RHB i led

where r1 is the range to the transmitter in feet ; The basic development of RHB was carried out by
r2 is the range to the receiver in feet; M IT Radiation Laisoratory under Division 14. Lab-
P, is the transmitter output in watts; oratory prototypes were procured by them for initial
P, is the echo signal strength in watts; tests in powered aircraft and in glide bombs (Peli-
D, is the diameter of the transmitter antenna can). When procurement by the Navy Bureau of

reflector in feet; Ordnance was instituted, the project wvas turned over
D, is the diameter of the receiver antenna re- in its entirety to Division 5. A few of the personael Lb

flector in feet; associated with the project formed the nucleus of a
& is the equivalent spherical cross-sectional new MIT radar group operating at the National

area of the target in square feet. Bureau of Standards under Contract OEMsr-240.

X is the wavelength in feet. roo much credit can hardly be proffered t.o Division

POWER SUPPLY

RECEIVER % "

PINNER ANN '

w-

BATTERY '

! ..

JUNCTIO SLOWEJUNCTIO BOX I,,O [RREAR ANTENNA *-"

IIOuRE 13. I1eceiver and power supply for 11111 Pelican.
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RADAR-HOMING CONTROL-SRB CONTROL 23 **

14's group for boldly undertaking a difficult venture main within the beam because of evasive action of
and completing tile basic resear(h in approximatelv the aircraft or because of the difference in the speeds

_ 19 months. of the missile and aircraft. Hence the transmitter
Early tests on R11l3 were in an AT-1 I airplane must 1e equipped with an additional nondirectional

with a human servo link. The target area was il- (or at least. a very-broad-beam) antenna to ensure
luminated by a large truck-borne radar search equip- the radiation of some energy in the direction of the

. ment stationed on a hill overlooking a portion of missile. Likewise the directional characteristics of the
Boston Harbor. The output of the RIt equipment receiver antenna are such that little energy is re-
lighted four signal lights by which the pilot flew the eeived from the rear, which is the direction of the ___

airplane at, selected ship targets. To passengers the transmitter. It is necessary, therefore, to provide a
accuracy seemed great ; cold analysis of the motion rear-view antenna on the missile to ensure that suf-
picture records indicated that. the airplane was not on ficient energy is received directly from the trans-
true course for it high percentage of the time. mitter to synchronize the range selection gate.

, Neither the l)ivision nor the Navy realized the The second system derives its synchronization
extent of the work remaining to be (lone. The entire from the reflected signal; hence the equipment is
problem of adjusting the response rates of the air- termed self-synchronous. Actually a very stable low- W

* frame, the automatic pilot, and the radar equipment frequency oscillator is built into the receiver and an
remained to le solved. identical oscillator is used to control the pulse rate

When laboratory ixiel-shop prototypes became of the transmitter. The frequency of the receiver " 44

available, an experimental range was established by oscillator is automatically adjusted to that of the re-
the National Bureau of Standards and the Navy ceived pulse rate. The self-synchronous RHB was

tBureau of Ordnance. Here testing continued against developed primarily because it offered a means of
* beacon radiators and reflectors suspended from bar- securing homing intelligence all the way into the t-

rage balloons. Faulty construction of the model-shop point of impact with the target. Both the Pelican and
*. e(luipment masked the results of the tests. Instru- the Bat (see below) experience difficulties at close -

mentation (see Chapter 8), though well conceived, ranges because of the coincidence of the initial pulse %.
* : ~ was not always adequate to establish conclusively with the returning echo. Pelican requires the recep-

which links of the serv'o loop failed. tion of the direct transmitted pulse for synchroniza- __

- It was not until a complete radar laboratory was tion, and Bat cannot make use of the echo when its
" established and staffed with some twelve scientists transmitter is operating. The self-synchronous RHB,

and eligine'rs, supported byN technicians made avail- however, derives its synchronization from the echo -

abl)l( from the Navy, that a measure of consistent only, and it can exclude the initial pulse, which is

, sucess was obtained. I)efeets in the radar equip- transmitted from many miles behind the receiver. A
ient which seemed trivial in the laboratory were few experimental models of radar-homing equipment
wholly f rustrating in the field. A third gyro sensitive with this method of synchronization have been built ..

-." to rate of yaw had to l)e provided to damp out oseil- and tested.
lations. E'eryole associated with the project had to r.,

'" learn that the automatic (control of a glide bom is . RADAR-HOMING CONTROL-
-. a more difficult task than the combined operations 'A-,..-

*- of interpreting a radar scope "ad flying an airplane. S C O"
Ultimately, consistent scores of 50 Ier cent hits The receiving system used in RHB was used sub-

from 11 miles were attained against a 10,(00-ton stantially unchanged in the send-receie bomb [SRB]
ship. (Figure 14). The basic change was that the missile

Bat carried the transmitter as well as the receiver '

1.7.6 Self-Syneroious RHB (Figure 15). The whole equipment was developed by
the Bell Telephone Laboratories under direct contract

The original 11111i used the signal received directly with the Navy Bureau of Ordnance. The Division
from the transmitter is the synchronizing impulse. rendered consulting service through its radar group r. P'.

- In all RHB's, precautions must be taken to insure established for the engineering development of RHB.
* that sufficient energy is received. When the target is Successfui operation was required at ranges of 7

illuminated from an aircraft, the missile may not re- miles with continuing tracking in to 100 yd. The t-J
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24 GLIDE BOMBS $2

FIGURE 14. SRB-Bat attack.

- 5e

* fourth-power law that such a system follows requires to avoid pickup of noise on the AGC leads to the

an AGC system with a range of 120 db against large grid. The high loads on the first stage at close ranges

cargo vessels; this requirement was met only with gave rise to shock-excited spurious signals which per-

difficulty. sisted as "ringing," distorting the true signal in the
AGC was applied from the second and following tracking gate. The frequency of the transmitter *

* stages of the i-f amplifier, the first stage being omitted drifted with altitude changes, and the directional '%*

ROSE C ITRANSMITTER RECEIVER

-- 2-- - .
r ie

... -'.

FIGRE 15. SRB-Bat radar equipment.
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SERVO LINKS 2

response of the equipment was distorted because of The next design was successful. Here the continu-
change in loading impedance as the reflector rotated. ously running motor with the four jaw clutches is re- L'

The ghost signals arising in the i-f amplifier were tained, but the connection to the elevons is through
eliminated by an engineering compromise in the Q a linkage so ingenious as to merit particular explana- 6 -

of the circuit so that the ringing would be more tion. The four clutches now perform missile functions
damped, still leaving sufficient band-pass to avoid rather than elevon functions. In Figure 16 the four
distortion of the 0.7-microsecond pulse. The master small pinions, R, L, U, and D, are driven through ,-.

oscillator was pressurized to prevent frequency drift the clutches; R and L initiate the turning forces, and
with altitude changes, and equipment within the mis- U and D the pitching forces. The whole linkage is
sile was rearranged to eliminate the squint caused by supported by two heavy fixed members. A. Suppose a
change in output impedance during scanning cycle. "down" signal to be called for in the absence of any

As in the case with RIB, defects in the equipment turning signal. The appropriate clutch will engage,
which seemed of little importance in the laboratory bringing pinion D up to speed; this will drive the

"*: loomed large in the field. It was only by the complete pitch sector say in a counterclockwise direction, and
. cooperation of the Navy, its contractors, the Bureau with it the pitch-input link. In the absence of anyi-

of Standards, and the contractor of the )ivision that turning signal, the turn sector is stationary and holds
the project reached successful ombat use. rigid all the horizontally hatched system, including

HR through E and F. Thus HN, B, C, and the pitch-
input link oporat.e as a four-bar linkage, and the

,,SERVO LINKS right-elevon output arm translates circularly, the
The use of full-span elevons results in larger hinge stud moving counterclockwise about 04. A con-

moments than would ensue from the use of airplane- necting-rod from the stud raises the right elevon.
like control surfaces, elevators, and a rudder. The The rotation of the pitch-input link is transmitted
requirement of constant angle of attack, which re- through D to the internal jackshaft, which in turn
quired this design, was, however, deemed to be in- gives through I' and C' a counterclockwise rotation ...
flexible; indeed, all experience of the Division indi- t0 the left-elevon output arm about 03'. Now if the

"'- (ates that, its importance cannot be overestimated. radii about 0, and 0/ are equal and large compared
A severe requirement was therefore placed on the de- with the arcs of travel, the motion of the elevens will
signers of the servo link: to produce a mechanical he nearly identical.

* power amplifier of very high gain with a minimum An exactly ,;imilar procedure covers turn. Suppose
of phase lag. a "right" signal is called for, resulting in a clockwise

The initial attempt used a continuously running rotation of the turn sector. Then the turn-input link,
electric motor. Four jaw clutches imparted to the through C' and B', gives a clockwise rotation to the
two elevons motion to increase or to decrease the lift external jackshaft, which in turn, through D, E, the
of each, independently of any motion which might be bell crank Ill, B, and C, rotates the right-elevon

. taking place on the part of its mate. Thus, if the fol- output arm clockwise about 0.3. Similarly, the stud
- lowing table shows the action of the four clutches: on the left-eleven output arm will revolve about a

I ncrease Lift Decrease Lift suppressed axis O'. Again, if the radii about 03 and
-Ieft ilev'n lutch No. 1 Clutch No. 2 0,' are equal and large compared with the ares of
Right Eleven Clutch No. 3 Clutch No. 4 travel, the motion of the elevens will be very closely

symmetrical.
an incnuase in rate of turn to the right would he exe- Within the limits of linearity indicated above,
cute(l )v energizing No. 1 and No. 4, a decrease in these motions are subject to geometric superposition.
glide-path ingle by energizing No. 1 and No. 3, and In any event, departure from strict kinematic rigor
so on. Flight tests showed that such a system imposed is probably unimportant. Any rate of roll introduced
on the radio-controlling bombardier a task not likely by slight inequality of elevon action resulting from

to be su'ecessfully accomplished. Indeed, two flight a pitch signal would be corrected by the automatic ,
tests resulted in such prompt failure that the decision pilot. (See Section 1.6.)
Was Mide immediately to interpose automatic flight- This scheme for a servo link was considered a tern-
control equipment between the teledynamic signals porary expedient to provide a means of flight-testing
and the servo link. (See Section 1.6.) the glide bolitbs %Without thlh'. It %%as recognized
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26 GLIDE BOMBS ,

that the linkage was elaborate anti not readily were replaced by jackscrews, and the jaw clutches
adapted to quantity production. Nevertheless, after were replaced by positive-acting clutch gears similar
a most exhaustive exploration of other forms of links to those used for controlling and quickly reversing
involving hydraulic and pneumatic media of trans- the longitudinal feed on an engine lathe. These
mission, the linkage just described remained the changes together with a general rearrangement of
basic method. The other designs were tested on the elements, produced a design which had somewhat
roll hunt table (see Section 1.5) and showed greater better performance and was adapted to mass produc-

time lags resulting in more hunting, were deficient in tion.
output, or were too heavy for airborne equipment of In another contract (see Chapter 7) the entire
this type. servo system was reviewed, and the automatic pilot

In the production version the sector-driven shafts was combined with the amplifying servo link.•'

LEGEND

VERTICAL PITC(H LINKAGE
TURN-INPUT

[.~~INK ""
L EFT- ELEVON 0 -- ..OUTPUT ARM

"  
HORIZONTAL- TURN LINKAGE

CROSSED LINKAGE OUTPUT ARMS

0"0

AINPUT ,",,

LINK-

PITCHIE CTOR..-,

OUTPUT ARM

Ft({;rRv 16. Schma~tie drawing o)f elevon drive linkage. ,.-.-40
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Chapter 2

AZON AND RAZON

dels-r
-2.1 INTRODUCTION Any wings or supporting surfaces may have a span "-'-d-

not exceeding the diameter of the bomb casing by a
T TiRE GLIDE BOMBS discussed in the preceding chap- factor greater than the square root of two. In order to
Iter have a lift-drag ratio of about seven. The long have an appreciable area their chord must be great-
range implicit in this ratio, approximately 13 miles several times their span-so that their aspect ratic is

N from an altitude of 10,000 feet, yields relative invul- much smaller than normal. The provision of a long
nerabilitv to antiaircraft opposition and is achieved lift surface forward of the center of gravity impairs
by the use of large control and supporting surfaces. the weathercock stability. It was finally found that
Thus increased range is obtained at the expense of the gain in lift due to such "wings" was so small in
ease of carriage. Aircraft carrying glide bombs are comparison with their cost in stability at trin that
limited in their load to two or, at most, three missiles, they were abandoned, the bomb body itself develop-
The aircraft requires modifications to permit the ear- ing the major portion of the lift.

- riage of the missiles; carrying them externally im- This simplification did not, however, produce a -

pairs in a measure the performance of the aircraft and solution which was obviously of great promise. A
clearly marks the airplane for a special attack by bomb casing in itself is not an aerodynamic structure

*enemy pursuit ships. For this reason NDRC under- of highly desirable profile. It is a form that would be
took the development of a guided missile which could no more than tolerable to the designer of a dirigible air-
be carried within standa-d bombardment aircraft, be ship, and such aircraft do not contemplate speeds of V, .
hung on standard bomb racks, be produced by modi- 550 mph-approximately the impact velocity of a
fying standard bombs, if possible, and which would dirigible high-angle bomb from 15,000 ft.
require for its control the minimum of specialized The basic art applicable to the problem was mea-
equipment in the carrying plane. ger. Dryden' had made studies at the National Bureau,. -

of Standards on the fundamental aerodynamic prop-

2.2 GENERAL erties of standard bombs. Beyond this work, how -. .
ever, neither the Division nor its contractors found

" In order to achieve this objective it was early real- much evidence of quantitative work which would
ized that the bomb must provide the major portion of indicate a probability of making standard bombs dirt-
the lift and that steering forces must be provided by gible. There had been considerable speculation, but
the bomb casing itself through yawing and/or pitch- the most informed opinion from aerodynamic advi-
ing it in the wind stream. A well-established agree- sers was definitely negative. The cuestion of ade- , ,
netl between the Army Ordnance and the Army Air (luacy of lift from such a wing as a bomb casing has , -

Forces had decreed that bombs carried within air- already been mentioned. The problem of exercising
craft should have no protuberances which extend adequate control during the thirty-odd seconds of
beyond thesmallest square prism which circumscribes flight seemed difficult. The problem of determining

* the body of the bomb. The designers of aircraft for what control to apply, granting the physical possibil-
the AAF, on the one hand, designed all bomb racks ity of applying it, seemed insurmountable.
so that bombs fulfilling this requirement could be It may well be questioned why the Division under-
carried safely; Ordnance, on the other hand, under- took the project in the face of such negative advice. . 4%

*.:'-" took to see that all bombs were built to this specifica- The desirability of converting near misses into hits- f. ,Z
t ion. of compressing to within the dimensions of the actual

Within these bounds each group of designers had target the relatively large number of craters that
flexibility, but the limits were held rigid. The Divi- cluster about the center of impact with normal dis- h

sion accepted these limitations and only after ex- tribution-seemedofgreatimportancetotheDivision "
hatistive study within them attempted to secure a chief. However, had he had access to data on actual ', ,
relaxation at the expense of reducing the bomb load. bombing errors and known that it was necessary to

The implications in this restriction are powerful. get the amount of control that finally proved feast- ,
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28 AZON AND RAZON

ble, it is doubtful if he would have recommended visually guided in azimuth only, reached combat in
carrying the project through. the Mediterranean, European, and Burma Theaters

In general there were two approaches to the prob- of operation. Razon, its two-coordinate counterpart,
lem of controlling the bomb. In the first method the wasin production for use in the Asiatic Theater as the
bomb was made to home on the target. This was war closed. Production models of Azon and Razon
planned with television and manual steering through are shown in Figure 1.
a radio link or with an automatic homing device. The

*' automatic homing devices which were considered uti- 2.3 TRAJECTORIES
lized (1) light actuating a photosensitive system, (2)
heat actuating a thermosensitive system, and (3) ra- Controlled high-angle bombs have two types of
dar homing, actuated by microwave reflections from trajectory. For the homing type, the path is closely
the target. It was realized that a homing system must rectilinear when the target is motionless in the air
operate with its axis of scan parallel to the tangent to mass; when there is target motion with relation to the
the flight path. Consequently, the use of pivoted air mass, the path becomes a pursuit curve. This type

of trajectory is treated in Chapter 3.
For visually guided bombs, the trajectory should

be analyzed from two points of view. In the azimuth
component, the trajectory does not usually require
much curvature to effect the necessary corrections,
and the problem of parallax, especially if the target

is long in the direction of the bomb run, is not acute.
It is the problem of parallax in the range sense which
recommends the eclipse technique. If the controlling

• bombardier could estimate continuously the distance

from the bomb to the ground and its first few time
derivatives, he could doubtless be trained to steer a

Razon in both coordinates as readily as an Azon in
one. If, however, he keeps the bomb and target con-
tinuously collinear with his own point of view, he is
assured of a hit even if he has no idea of the time of
impact. Eventually, the bomb will reach the ground;
if it is continuously in the bombardier's line of
sight to the target, it will be on the target at impact.

If this principle is adhered to throughout the flight
of the bomb, the release will take place exactly at the

--].;vri 1. Pr(oluction miodels (if Azon and l~on, target's zenith since in the first instant the bomb is
directly beneath the airplane. With a drop from

vanes to align the television camera or the automatic 20,000 ft and a speed of 150 mph, if collinearity is to
homing receptor was contemplated. be delayed for approximately 10 seconds, the drop

The second method contemplated a direct-sight should occur 2,000 ft before the target is directly be-

method of control. In this method the bomb was to neath the airplane. If collinearity is to be delayed for
be controlled along a trajectory such that it continu- approximately 24 seconds, the drop should occur
ously eclipsed the target from the point of view of the 4,000 ft before the target is reached. In the case of the
controlling bombardier. drop with the 10-second collinearity, some 30 seconds

The first approachinvolvesmuchmorecomplicated of control time would remain; for 24-second collinear-
control equipment. The second implies, as will be ity, about 16 seconds would be available for steering.
seen in Section 2.3, a much wider departure from the A normal drop for an uncontrolled bomb would take
conventional parabolic trajectory. Each method found place about 7,000 ft in advance of the target.
embodiment in a weapon standardized for combat. Thus, in the eclipse method of range control all the

Felix, the automatic heat-seeking high-angle bomb, forward velocity of the bomb must be killed, and
is discussed in Chapter 3. Azon, a high-angle bomb duwing a goodly portion of its flight the bomb actu-
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ROLL STABILIZATION 29..

ally regresses in the range sense. Figure 2 shows the tory is minimized. The residual range error after per-
three trajectories discussed in the preceding para- feet steering is equal to the error in estimating the ; .:';
graph as projected on the vertical plane containing time of fall multiplied by the forward velocity of the
the path of the aircraft. It also shows the trajectory bomb at impact.
of a perfectly aimed, unguided bomb (Curve A).

The increase in curvature of the controlled trajec- 1.4 ROLL STABILIZATION
tories, as compared with that of a standard bomb, is
a measure of the amount of control force which has to At the outset of the project two modes of control
be applied. This technique, therefore, requires con- were proposed, each of which implied its own peculiar %

siderable maneuverability of the missile--not an type of roll stailization. One system, which has been
ideal application for an airframe constrained to fit uniformly attractive to newcomers in the field, in-

"* within the smallest square prism circumscribing the volves a system of cylindrical c-ordinates. The axis
bo•ly of the bomb. Furthermore, it is undesirable to of the system is tangent to the trajectory. In this
have the relea:;e point for guided bombs materially system no attempt is made to prevent roll, only to

: different from that of standard bombs because the restrict its rate to a reasonably low value, say 0.5
miss, if control is lost, would be gross. revolution per second. Only one set of control sur-

Several meth(s have been suggested for combat- faces is provided for steering. Ailerons for restricting
ing the problem of excessive curvature in the trajec- and controlling the rate of roll are also provided,
tory resulting from the eclipse technique. One of usually in a plane normal to that of the steering sur-
them (used by the Germans in Hs 293, a visually faces. The method is to roll the bomb so that a plane 'e

. guided glide bomb) is to have a rocket propel the normal to the plane of the steering surfaces contains
missile out in front of the aircraft so that collinearity the target, the bomb, and the aircraft. The bomb is
can be established early without excessive trajectory then given an angle of attack to produce a resultant ?

warping. A second, tried by the Division's contrac- of lift and gravity and, consequently, an acceleration
tors, involved decelerating the airplane so that it in the direction in which correction of the trajectory

" would drop behind the missile. This was accomplished is desired.
__*2]  by putting the bomber into a climb with minimum Viewed from a fixed frame of reference in the bomb '. -

throttle. In order to get a retardation promising sue- structure, lift can be produced only in a single plane,
cess, it was necessary nearly to stall the ship out. normal to the axis of roll and to the steering surfaces.
This method was used by the Germans in guiding If a turn to the right is required., the bomb is rolled .'.=1.

FX-1500, a visually guided high-angle bomb. Soon until the steering surfaces are vertical and then the
after their success in sinking the Roma, the use of bomb is yawed. If a dive is called for, the bomb is _.P
FX-1500 was abandoned when all the aircraft equip- rolled until the steering surfaces take the position of
ped to carry and control it w .e destroyed in a mass conventional elevators and then the bomb is pitched.
bombardment. Little data on the efficacy of this In the second system the location of the three prin-

* technique is, therefore, available. cipal axes of motion remains unchanged, but the h.
The ('rab modification to the standard Norden bomb is closely coupled to them. Two steering sur-

I iombsight pro% ided a good solution. The problem faces are provided: the rudder operates in the plane
was placed before the Fire-Control Division of NDRC of the roll and yaw axes, the elevator in the plane of
by the Director of OSRD. The solution is discussed the roll and pitch axes. This system, therefore, oper-

* more fully in Section 2.6 and at length in the Sum- ates in simple Cartesian space.
mary Technical Reports of Division 7, NDRC. The The cylindrical-coordinate control has the advan-

- assumption was made that the time of flight of a tage of not requiring absolute roll stability. Only a
. Razon could he estimated. Then a partially silvered rate gyro is required which can be made sufficiently

mirror was inserted in the optical train of the bomb- sensitive to hold the roll velocity to any desired value.
sight. The image of the falling bomb is projected into At the outset of the guided-missile program free

the field of view so that it appears superposed on the gyros, which are absolutely essential if the Cartesian
terrain at the point it would land if no further control system of control is to be employed, were difficult to

e were added. If the drop is perfect, the bombardier procure. Further, a wind-driven or unpowered free
sees the bomb exactly on the target and makes no gyro with two frames is sure to tumble if the bomb
correction. Thu the departture from a normal trajec- is pitched through 9G degrees and then yawed through "
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ROLL STABILIZATION 31

90 degrees. P, -Iaps this property of the free gyro less than 2 miles, that any differential velocity in the
could be circumvented by providing more than two lift surfaces is wholly negligible. This property can be
gimbal frame.s but even if it were, all sense of right- disclosed only by transient studies in the wind tunnel.
side-upness would be lost after such a maneuver as __

the one just described. After a 90-degree dive the
"top" of the bomb would point forward. A succeed- -

ing turn to the right would place the rudders hori- A?
zontal with the "top" of the bomb on its left.

" The summation of these advantages led the inves- o 4O40

tigators strongly toward the cylindrical-coordinate __ I
system of control. Not only MIT and Gulf Research
and Development favored it for the high-angle bomb, - -- -

but Douglas strongly favored it for Roc (see Chapter k__
4), and Polaroid for Dove Eye (see Chapter 3). It _ 7

was also strongly urged for the Jeffries' bomb under -< .-
development I', the British. It has been treated at .

.- length in this report as an example of exploration

* which the IDivision found unprofitable. The Division's -- - + ,- -- r
experience all points to the conclusion that it is much 1 _,
better to plan trajectories which will not invoice succes-
sie turns approach ing 90 degrees about the ares of yaw ------.'- -

and pitch than to try to provide a stabilization system
which will tolerate them. J

.1

a.. Origin and Nature of Roll Torques- - - - - -.- .

Roll torques occur in all bombs. They are deliber- - -- '- -

ately provided in some German bombs by designing
in a screw asymmetry to arm the fuze and in the - -40 -20 + 20 440 \ 60

British Tallboy (a 12,000-lb, deep-penetration bomb) - - --.- .--:
,- to improve stability about the yaw and pitch axes.

In bombs manufactured in the U. S., it is never pur-
posely provided, l)ut the difficulty of holding manu- '
facturing tolerances within limits which will elimi- r R D

nate casual screw asymmetries is so great that in ANGL OF ROLL ,0 IN t DEGREES

general all standard bombs in flight have a random Iumm 3. Roll torques in cruciform homb as function
roll velocity of roll angle. '"

I dwcd Roll Torqus. Induced roll torques arise in-.Z
-irigilh, l'mnlms from the application of control about A flat plate in a wind stream tends to orient itself
the axes of ya.w Lnd pitcl. Such induced roll torques so that it is perpendicular to the direction of flow. So
((11, with conventional control structures when yaw long as the plate is parallel to the wind stream, it is
ad pitch are applied simultanouslv. They appear to in a state of unstable equilibrium and but little forcearise from three sources: is required to hold it there. If a bomb is pitched with-

Consider a bomb which has been pitched. Such a out yaw the plane of the rudders is parallel to the
bomb has an angle of attack at the elevators. If it wind stream and only slight aileron power is required

now be yawed, one elevator will lose lift because of to maintain the roll orientation. If a pitched bomb
t it reduced speed of the elevator on the inside of the then be yawed, there is a torque as both the rudder
turn. This torque is probably small and should be and elevator attempt to attain a position normal to
transient in nature, occurring only during the period the wind stream. This torque disappears when a roll
while the bomb is approaching its trim attitude. All attitude is reached which places the structure 45r . ,otat iontecfciaaai~ eoe certainly not degrees aw,%ay from the desired orientation.
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32 AZON AND RAZON,

tion. The excess exposure to the wind of the upper "

rudder produces a counterclockwise moment; that - --
PTCH from the exposure of the elevator in the foreground - -

produces a counterclockwise moment. Figure 5 is a

A - contour map of the roll torques produced by simul-

: taneous yaw and pitch. As might be expected from Ut C.

the preceding two paragraphs, two pairs of orthog-
o= onal axes define the attitudes producing zero roll
CZ torque. Displacement in pitch or yaw alone results in

stable equilibrium. Equal displacement in yaw or

PITCH WITHOUT 2 pitch results in zero roll torque, but the equilibrium %
YAW is unstable. .yft '.

Ba While the torques measured in the wind tunnel r -
show requirements three times in excess of those -
planned, this is not the whole story. Flight tests

showed that torques at least three times greater than
those measured could be developed, because of auto-

PITCH AND gy.ation once a roll velocity is established.
YAW I.

0 2'4.2 Reduction of Roll Torques . "
Fioun. 4. Drawings of cruciform bonb in attitudes of
no yaw or pitch, pitch, pitch and yaw. The discussion in Section 2.4.1 as to the origin and

nature of roll torques points clearly to the method of

Figure 3 shows the variation of roll torque with roll their minimization. It is to produce a structure which
attitude as measured by MIT in the wind tunnel. In is symmetrical about any plane passing through the
these curves the unit of roll torque is the maximum axis of roll. A dirigible high-angle bomb having such ';

restoring torque that could be developed by the aile- a configuration was designed by MIT I and is shown
rons planned. The slope of the curve at zero roll, as in Figure 6. Lift is obtained by the forward shroud
well as the value of roll torque at that orientation, is which is placed so that its center of lift is substanti-
of crucial importance, a negative siope indicating sta-
bility and a positive slope instability. Thus Curve A .

(pitch only) and Curve B (yaw only) show roll stabil-
ity; Curve C (simultaneous roll and pitch), however, /

shows marked instability./
The third source of induced roll torque arises from / ,/

shadowing of the control surfaces by the body of the -" / t 3 -
bomb. Figure 4A shows a bomb without yaw or pitch. - I -

The rudders a, a' and the elevators b, b' are parallel -- - \ ("K'

to the wind stream which is in the plane of the draw- / V
ing. They therefore produce no torque. In Figure 4B it -, - -, -4 / - £4ANGLE. OF YAW 

,

the bomb has been pitched so that the lower rudder - L_ YW ,V - O,-.-.
a' is shaded by the bomb casing. Since the rudders " /"_' \ ( " [.;7:.

are parallel t~o the wind stream, no roll torque is / - - -, --- , -T -- [
developed in spite of the asymmetrical exposure of 0)0 /( I

the rudders to the wind. In Figure 4C both yaw and ./ N/ .'
pitch are applied. Now in addition to the lower rud - /__ - t \

der o' the remote elevator b' is shaded by the bomb -body. Further, both the rudder and elevator planes f " \ ' "'

are inclined to the wind stream so that the asym- -t- , t-.
metrical exposure of each results in a roll torque. FitURE 5. Contour of roll torque as function of yaw

The torques developed by shading are in opposi- ai pit,,,.
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ROLL STABILIZATION 3

ally at the center of gravity of the missile. Stability cepted. As tile Azon development was pushed to ~ *
* abo0ut tile yaw and pitch axes derives from the outer completion, studies wvere made to determine how

o f the two empennage shrouds. The inner empennage seriously extensions of portions of the control struc-
shroud, capab~le of being rotated about axes parallel ture beyond the smallest square prism circumscribing
to those of -Naw and pitch, serves as a rudder and the body of the bomb would vitiate the military lise--.
c levat-or. fulness of Razon and Felix. The compass of Azon w~as .

* This design was fully' tested in the wind tunnel at held within the limits originally established. In April
* M IT and was found to develop no roll torques at 1943, at the completion of the studies just described,

anyv (ombinatiofl of pitch and yaw attitudes. It was X

flight-tested at E'glin Field in February 19431 and
* developied no tendency t~o roll in spite of being vio-

- lently pitched and yawed during its flight. In addi-
t1 iori to exceeding the permissible compass for stand-
ard stowage by a verY w~ide margin, however, it had
intoleralbly large values of hinge moment, with theRA
corresponding implication of excessiv~e power re-
qluiremnlt. U :LNC I

Fict; i 7. ( ulf oet agoiial-fiin bomb.

the miaintenance of such limits for bombs with two-
axis control appeared to the contractor to be hope-
less,!, and further efforts in that direction wvere not
made. This opinion was not unanimously shared by '

the Division. The cam-controlled drop reproduced in
Figure 13 (see Section 2.9) was successfully roll-

LIFT MWR 00O@9Tm0. PsR stabilized with 10-degree deflection of the elevators
and a simultaneous regime of rudder deflection rang-

Ficia: 6. N I IT1 evi iIIriei-hi bombi, ing from .5 dlegrees right to 10 degrees left. Further

A design to establish a working compromise lbe-.suisi hsfedmih v erwrig
tween minimum ioll torque and tolerable hinge mao- 2..
nients wits worked out lby Gulf (Figure 7) which GyoDevelopments
Ilceanle the prototype for tile Felix (high-angle heat- The dlecision to abandon a cylindrical-coordinate

* seeking 1)01111). (See Chapter 3.) This b~ombl provedl control in favor )f at Cartesian coordinate system
' oniplet 0Y Stable in) r-oll afli ad adoequiate mianeuver- (,see Section 2.4) implies, as already shown, the re-

* ability, Power front small battery-powered motors quirement of at frce gyro to control t te ailerons. Such -

W. waidequate to operaute thle eonit rol suirfaces, at gyro alonev, howev'er, can produce nonoseillatory
A scond method of minimizing roll torque lies, of roll stabilization only with difficulty. MIT therefore

coiurse, in thie limitation of the control of the bomib t~o dleveloped at systemn involving at free gyro to deter-
* mot ion about only one of' t he axes of yaw andl pit ch. mine thle roll orientation and it rate gyro to damp the

From the p)oint of view of roll alone it is immaterial roll oscillations.
wlieb axis is selected. Foi- the purposes of developing C'onsider at free gyro with contacts on thle oute
at useful weapon, lproblemis of sighting necessitate the gimbal frame to close two pairs of contacts with a
setionl of azimullth or. Yaw asthe single component (lead band of ±0, between them. Thus one contact

of contol, wa closed if o > + 0o if 0 < -0o, the other con-
The probleml of roll stability, then, confronted thle tact is energized. Similarly, the rate gyro has twvo

D ivision with the choice between one-axis control contacts separated by a. dead band of ±n.If
and1( exceding thev limits which had been set onl the 'Seen Chmapter 13 for further comnmcos b)Y the contractor's
overall size of the mnissile. BothI soliloris %%illc ZaC- ipiiit0 dhirector.
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34 AZON AND RAZON

4> + o, one set of contacts closes; if < ~ contact arrangements were altered to give different
the second set of contacts closes. The contacts on schedules of aileron action. The initial gyros were
the free andl rate gyros are interconnected through air driven. The wheels were enclosed in a sealed cover
relays to give aileron action in accordance with the which was connected with the vacuum line in the

* following suhedule: airplane. .Jets to drive the wheels drew air from the

* )K-).~K-C' ieo cin surroundings through vents in the covers. C
4) < 4~ -00, < CXV aileron action Figure 8 shows the motion of the free gyro in ref-
4) < - 4, 4)Oo No < o C aileron action erence to the bomb structure as an Azon is released

4). 01 < 0 ) < 0 < - O CXV ai'eron action and falls. The Azon is carried in standard bomb
- 00< 0< 0 60< q < 40 N 1.racks with the rudder and elevator fins inclined to

- 4) K ) K4)~,- K@ K No ileron action
-) 00 <CValrnato the vertical by an angle of 45 degrees. The position .4) >CC alern ctonof the bomb and of the free-gyro frames for this con- !L "

4)> 4o, ~K - N ailron ation dition is shown in Figure 8A. As the bomb falls it .'

4) >4)0 - ~ K K o CCV alero acion must be rolled so that elevator and rudder become
4> 4, )> CCXV aileron action parallel to the desired orientation of the pitch and

As the program advanced, this basic conception of yaw axes. Simultaneously, the bomb noses down as
a free and a rate gyro was maintained. although the it proceeds along its parabolic trajectory. This

(Countre~nciu~e)change, together with the changing orientation of the .

CW ockowise), CCW (oneccki).gyro, is shown in Figures 813,8C, and 8D. Figures 8E

* A.

FCTIRE S. Ac-tion of free gyro (luring AzorI drop.
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LIFT AND MANEUVERABILITY 35

and 8F show relationship of the gyro gimbal as the where p is the air density, V the velocity of the mis-
bomb is yawed to the right and to the left. sile in the air mass, and A is an area function. In this

In its final form, the gyro assembly was electrically chapter A is the cross-sectional area of the bomb
_ driven from the 24-v battery in the bomb tail. The 1)ody---a confusing choice to the uircraft designer,

dead band was removed from the free-gyro contacts, who usually uses this symbol to denote wing area,
which were made movable and coupled to the rate but convenient here in that it makes the various

*_, gyro so that the position of the free-gyro contacts, values of CL and CD directly comparable, irrespective
* which control the ailerons, is biased by the rate of of the areas of the control and lift surfaces which the
-* roll. Lnder this arrangement there is no neutral; that course of the research brought under examination.

is, the ailerons are always operating to produce The drag coefficient is not of great significance in
either a CW or a CUW roll torque. The schedule now the visually guided bomb. It limits the terminal ye-
becomes much more simply stated: locity and increases the trail angle; thus inflilencing

--+ -0 W alro cinthe sighting problem in the range sense.
The total lift attainable divided by the mass of

.(0 ± k ) > 0I COW aileron action the bomb gives the maximum attainable transverse

The factor k must have the dimensions of time and is acceleration. It is more usual to divide by the weight,
set at 0.5 second. In addition an overriding rate-of- however, and express the acceleration in "times
roll contact is provided which limits the roll velocity gravity" (g's).
to ± + which was arbitrarily set at ±36 degrees "C"-2 "
per second. Acceleration in gs (2)w (2)

The roll motion of the bomb can now be defined.
If the displacement from correct roll orientation is where CL is the maximum attainable value of CL.
in excess of 18 degrees, the bomb will return to This is a convenient measure of the maneuverability
0 = +18 (legrees at an angular velocity of -36 of a missile, buL it is tied up with the air density and
degrees per second. From this position it will con- the velocity. A still more useful measure is the mini-
titi along the regime mum turning radius. A radius of curvature, R, re-

= -18c -  quires a centripetal acceleration.
172-

The foregoing idealizes the action of the ailerons Centripetal acceleration = (3)
-by assuming absence of time lag in their operation

--%- as (0 ± 0.5 €) changes sign. This time lag is present Setting equation (2) equal to equation (3) and sole-
largely on account of the time constant of the sole- ing for R:
noids which operate the ailerons. It introduces a roll 1,
hunt of approximately 21J c. The amplitude of the =)

b,1hunt is proportional to the square of velocity and -.0 .-[I

reaches approximately 3 degrees at the end of a The acceleration due to gravity U is inserted to pre-
- 15,000-ft drop. serve the dimensional integrity. This parameter is -,

still a function of p and it is usually given as a sea-
level value.

' .6 IFT A ,ND NIANI\:ERAIIIL1TY The most useful parameter which could be estab-
lished to define the performance of a visually guided

It was explained in Section 2.3 that the attainable bomb of the Azon or Razon type would be the cor-
r rajectory of a dirigible bomb is determined by the rigible error. This is a "judgment" figure however,

transverse lift, which it can be made to achieve. In- involving an estimate of the skill of the bombardier
deed, in the stea(ly state the performance of such a in recognizing the sense of his error and making the
" missile is completely determined by two dimension- appropriate correction. A convention could be estab- II-

- less coefficients: the lift coefficient C, and the drag lished defining the "correction coefficient" of a guided
(oeifhcient CD, These are the well-known coefficients

'.., of tim aerodynamicist and are defined by: Trail angle is the angle between the line of sight from the , .
Lift ~Drag aircraft to the bomb and a vertical through the aircraft. This
'd =Lift Drag definition a,sunies constant rectilinear flight by the aircraft"" .'C1, -i and CD .. 1

J'/2. p SECRET freleaue and nelets hang in air denaity.
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bomb as the deflection of the point of impact due to vertical gyro, the fixed fiducial is held exactly on the target,
full control in the last n seconds in a drop from h then the proper steering criterion is attained.
feet. rThe computation of such a coefficient is, how- of This arrangement suffers from limitations in the field of viewo f the Norden telescope, which, even after permissible modifi-
ever, transcendental and requires the use either of cations, allows steering during only about the last 12 seconds 0
step-by-step integration or some such aid as the of flight. Furthermore, if the synchronization of the cro&-hair

* Rockefeller differential analyzer. The MIT group on the target is not perfect, then the bombardier has the addi- J,

working on this project and the associated group tional worry of having to continually precess the gyro in order

- working on Felix used point-by-point computations to hold the fixed cross-hair on the target.
u l e t w e b h T e e t Both of these objections are eliminated in the adaptation
until the method was established. Thereafter, they worked out by the Franklin Institutej Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
used the differential analyzer most effectively. vania, in which there are split lines of sight, one to the bomb

Figure 9 shows several of the models of dirigible and one to the target. If the angle between the two lines of
bombs that were tested as the program advanced sight is caused to converge at the proper rate, reaching zero

and the various parameters which define their angle (i.e., coincidence) at the end of the assumed time of fall,
a perfect drop would show the bomb eclipsing the target

y. throughout its flight. In the cse of an imperfect drop, any tIe-

viations of the bomb from a perfect eclipse position 'n be cor-
rected by control applications. Analysis will show that, except

2.6 SIGIITING AND PARALLAX, for errors in predicting the time of fall and errors in the mech-

Section 2.3 explains the ruse by which the problem anism reproducing this time, all normal sighting errors (e.g.,
improper range synchronization or leveling errors) can 1e-

of parallax in range steering is circumvented. Sev- eliminated by steering.
eral descriptions of the Crab attachment to the Mark The Franklin Institute adaptation was named the Crab
15 bombsight have been written. That of the Gulf sight (sometimes called Crab No. 1) and was used in all drop
Research and 1)evelopment Company is brief and testq. For the line of sight containing the target, the normal

moving mirror of the sight is used, and it simply continues to
track the target until the bomb hits. For the second line of

In a standard uncontrolled bomb, the angle subtended by sight, a small mirror is mounted on the telescope objective so
the target and bomb with the airplane closes to zero at impact as to reflect into view a line of sight slightly rearward of the
time at an almost linear rate. Thus, the fundamental require- vertical. The second line of sight will reflect the bomb image
ment of the sighting device is that it provide a means by which into the field, since in a normal drop the apparent position of
the angle subtended by the bomb and target can be compared the bomb is always slightly rearward of a tree vertical line ex- -.;4-

continuously with one which closes to zero at impact time at tending from the airplane. The bombardier sees two fields of .
a constant rate. view, one including the area around the target, the other in-

In the Norden bombsight a mechanism exists which pro- cluding the terrain directly below the airplane.
vides just such a nmotion in the tracking mirror which closes Before the Crab sight was tested in flight, there was some

* the angle subtended by it at the release of the bomb and the concern about the possibility of the confusion which might ,
* Trail Angle of the bomh at impact in exactly the time of fall exist in trying to identify the target and the bomb in the two

of the bomb as put into the bombsight through the Disc Speed overlapping fields of view. In practice, there is little difficulty. . -
setting. The details of the mechanism by which this result is A red filter in front of the bomb mirror is of some value, but
obtained are too involved to describe here; a description can even more important is the fact that the scenery reflected into , .
be found in the technical literature describing the sight. view by the small fixed mirror (called the Crab mirror) is

Two adaptations of the Norden bombsight were built for always moving, although the flare itself is relatively motion- -.

utilizing this mirror motion, one bky the contractor involving a less. Thus, it is necessary merely to concentrate one's attention e,

double cross-hair niethod, and another by the Franklin Insti- onto the relatively stationary flare image and scenery around
tute involving a double mirror arrangement similar to that the target. The exact arrangement of parts can be seen in the .r t t

used in a ship's sextant. In the contractor's version, an auxil- photographs shown in Figure 10.
iary cross-hair at the eyepiece reticle is moved across the field For a technically more exact description of the Crab sight,
by the regular sight mechanism in a manner such that at the reference is made to Figure 11. In this figure, the variation of
cnd of the as-sumied tiuie of fall the moving and fixed cross- the angular position of the target with respect to the vertical,
hairs of the sight are coincident. Hence if, by steering, the 0, and the Trail Angle, 0, for the case of a perfectly dropped
bomb is held on the moving fiducial, and, by precessing the standard bomb is shown. Since the airplane is assumed to fly '-.-.

along an unacceleratedg path after release of the bomb, the
$ Kee also Aiming Controls in Aerial Ordnance, G. A. Phil- value of tan 0 must obviously decrease at a linear rate. The

Ibrick, Vol. 3, Part I, of the STR of Division 7, ND{C, and the variation of tan 0 "an be found in making a complete trajec-
15th Hi-Monthly Report to N DRC of Division 5.

More exactly the quantity (tan 0 + tan 0) closes to zero Operating under contract with Section 7.2, NDlC.
S"at a linear rate, where 0 is the angle subtended by a line to the • In practice this is difficult to accomplish precisely because
* target with the vertical, and~ is the angle subtended by a line of the sudden change in weight of the airplane which occurs

to the sbomb with the vertival. also known .i tile tril angle, wbel b i. relesed.-"
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40 AZON AND RAZON

tory calcuhation, which slhows that, ini general, for a boinb large number of dIrops were fliaetI to establish em-
dropped from 15,000 ft. altitude the Trail Angle will start out pirically the relationship between time of fall and
at release with a value approximately two-thirds its final value,
toward which it gradually increases during the flight. This rate
of variation of the Trail Angle is shown in Figure 1I. the direction to decrease range, i.e., "down" elevator

In the lower curves shown in Figure 11, the position of the introduces no increase in time of fall. This is because
target and of the omnib in the field of the bombsight telescope the warping of the trajectory more nearly into line
are plotted. Since for the case shown it is assomed that the with gravity counteracts the increase in drag due to -.
synchronization is perfect, the target appears squarely in the rudder deflection. If, then, At is the increase in time

PATH OF AIRPLANE of flight due to steering, Z(t,,) is the totalized time0.6
I o ddrf "ulp"apl toelevator, and XW) is the totalized time of :

-ASSUMED CONDITIONS N rudder application:

TA G LET 0 A :.t N aC(t,,) + b2(t)
)RPEDAGLE 0.. [

TRAIL - 4OMILS

- I~oL$ / /where a and b are the empirically determined con-
T ,RAJECT'ORY stants.

0.3 5_
DEFINITION Jag (Just Another Gadget) is a device developed

TOALto insert this correction into the bombsight. To a
,.... ..... reasonable approximation it is accomplished by sub-

tradting from the tracking mirror's angular velocity
0.1 an incremental velocity proportional to At. The prob-

Nable error of Razon in range without 'Jag'is estimated
-- at 10 mils. Jag will reduce this by about two-thirds.

TAN

2.7 RADIO ..

ISOt

10 OSITION or TAGET 'Te problein ofpodn asuitable radi linkfo -' ,
BOMB WITHOUT AND BOMB IN FIELD r of pioviing a a rado l for

PARkLLAX OF BOMBSIGHT TELESCOPE - " the remote control of missiles was a major activity
c- - - . .X of the Division and is covered comprehensively in

TARGET ~: 2 :: ' towr
-50i 3. Chapter 6. ...-

AG I The initial work on the Azon.-Razon program used
150 _J,, , a radio having two r-f carriers. These were pulsed by
10 5 10 is 20 25 30 It

TIME AFTER RELEASE IN SECONDS a commutator keying circuit. The ratio of time-on to
FiI; 11. Angularr itime-off of the pulse on one carrier was determined

l~ur~: 1. ngla rvatonhipinCrb-sgh u'. by the position of a rudder-control stick. An in- V _-

tegrating circuit following the detector in the re- .- '

center of the field throughout the flight. The position of the ceiver caused the servo link to make the rudders as-
flare varies, however, for two reasons: first, because of the sume a position corresponding to that of the rudder-
variation in "F'til Angle, and, second, because of parallax which control stick. A similar chain produced proportional

results front the fact that the bombsright is not mounted di- c l . a iep o
rectly over the l,,nh hay blit a considerable distance ahead of control of the elevators. The r-f section of the re-
it (24 ft. in a 11-17). Thus, the boorb appears to have a much ceivers were superregenerative for compactness; the

larger Trail Angle early in flight, as is indicated in Figure 11. gain was adjusted so that the final stage saturated
Near the end of flight this variation in position of the flare with the lowest expected signal.
image is negligible, so that for all practical purposes the bomb- The field tests at Eglin Field in April 1943 showed
sight will indicate no rror for a perfect drop. that although proportional control was available it

The residual errors, other than those of steering was not used; that is, the controlling bombardier put r

in Ilazon, are thus due wholly to errors in estimat- the rudders hard over, adjusting the amount of error
ing the time of fall. This time, in addition to being correction by the timing of full rudder commands,
a function of altitude of the release and of the target, (See also Chapter 10 for remarks about on-off versus "X'
is also dependent upon the total amount of steering proportional control and simulative methods of their
to which the bomb is subjected during its fall. A analysis.) Accordingly, the standard RC-186 trans-
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42 AZON AND RAZON

mitter having six audio tones was employed on all 2.8,2 flares

further work with an on-off modulation--two tones
with Azon, four tones with Razon. In order to follow the bomb during its flight a

A super-regenerative receiver with a resistance- pyrotechnic flare was mounted on the tail. Reliable 0
capacitance filter in the audio end of the circuit ignition was an annoying but not a profoundly tech-
operated two relays giving "right" and "left" signals nical problem. It was solved by using electric ignition -
to the rudders, of a time-delay powder train, which in turn fired the !

This receiver, with minor changes for production, flare 8 seconds after the ignition circuit was energized
went into combat as standard equipment for Azons. by the bomb release. This is not wholly foolproof.
It was considered deficient in selectivity and stability One plane was burned up when a flare-equipped 0>

and was suspected of being subject to false operation bomb dropped on the taxi strip before take-off; an-
from microphonics occurring in the Azon tail. The other was seriously burned in the air when a bomb
Army had, however, instituted procurement and hung up in the bomb bay. The flare-energizing circuit -'

they were available, should be closed by a contact on the tail fuse, which
In order to obtain a more reliable radio for Razon, depends for arming on travel for several hundred feet

the Division, through Contract OEMsr-240 with through the air.
MIT, proctred the design of a sharply tuned, crystal- The use of colored flares and selecti hilters on the
controlled superheterodyne receiver with a tuned Crab sights for mass attacks was studied in coopera-
transformer for audio selection. Some forty of these tion with Division 16 and Division 11. Wesleyan
receivers were used in the Razon development pro- University, under their contract with Division 11,
gram. After the initial difficulties were overcome, experimented with various color formulas."'0, In gen-
they were fully reliable. Other activities of the Divi- eral, the results were not too successful. Most pyro-
sion in developing a suitable radio for control are technic color formulas are subtractive, as are filters.
discussed in Chapter 4 and in Chapter 6, which is Thus, a bombardier using a red filter, for example,
concerned with the radio problem in general. would hardly distinguish between a white flare and a

red one. Actually, it was found that a bombardier

had no trouble concentrating on his own bomb even
2.8 ACCESSORY COMPONENTS in tight formations with all flares white. pa-

2.8.1 Servo Links 2..) Fuze Arming

Since the Azon and Razon are manually controlled, The detonation of standard general-purpose bombs .
the servo-link problem is a simple one. This is not to is accomplished typically by two fuzes, one in the
say that all missiles can always be manually con- nose and one in the tail. These fuses are armed by .
trolled through simple servo links. In this case, it wind vanes driven by the wind stream after the bomb
developed that the dynamics of the servo loop had has been released. An arming wire, which is with-
phase-gain relationships such that a human operator drawn on release of the bomb, pins the wind vanes -
was able to cope with its response readily without and prevents their rotation from drafts in the bomb ".
introducing serious hunting. bay.

This was not fortuitously achieved. An engineer- It is perfectly simple to apply the standard nose
ing sense was developed by Gulf which led them to fuze to Ason and Razon. This was done. The tail -

choose bomb designs having only a moderate com- fuze presented a more troublesome problem since the
pliance and a reasonably low natural period about mechanism in the tails prevented the use of wind-
the pitch and yaw axes. Periods of 1 to 2 seconds stream arming. Electric arming motors were sug-
were found to result in bombs relatively easy to gested and tried. It was conceivable that failures of
steer. Lower periods obtained with higher compliance the circuit would cause the bombs to arm before they
resulted in bombs which got out of control; higher were released and this system was, therefore, deemed
periods produced bombs that "felt too stiff." unsafe.

A simple 24-v geared motor, standard in the air- A cup-anemometer drive to be mounted on the ""
craft industry, formed a very satisfactory servo side of the Azon or Razon tail was offered by the Air
link. Technical Service Command. This was tested with
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FIELD TESTS 43

-.- some misgivings since the trying experience of the on the Rockefeller differential analyzer using data '.

" Division with roll stabilization raised doubts as to from the Wright Brothers wind tunnel at MIT. The ,'.
' the possible introduction of screw asymmetry in the work was plagued by mechanical failures which

structure with the anemometer on one side. Fortu- masked the significant data. Out of 10 drops 7 failed
nately, these fears proved groundless, and this sys- to stabilize in roll. From the remaining 3, however,
tem was applied to both bombs. important facts were learned. As shown in Figure 13

the radius of curvature was less than expected and,
FIELD TESTS as described in Section 2.5, the lift and maneuver- €. A'. _

2." FIELDTESTSability were therefore greater. Two of the three X.J

The program of developing a guided bomb finds its bombs which were successfully roll-stabilized were
most active phases at the testing ranges. Much can deflected along one coordinate only.
be done in the laboratory; as we have seen, the wind
tunnel is a most necessary tool in establishing the r

course along which an investigation may proceed.
For the great bulk of the work, however, actual drop
tests form the only technique so far established for BS

0
V:TER

* developing and proving a design. CALCULATED RUR Io- LEFT

For such work the Division relied almost entirely TRAJECTORY

- upon the military. In the program on glide bombs
*." (see Chapter 1) the Navy Bureau of Ordnance fur- w-RUDDERY LEFT

nished facilities. For the Azon and Razon program,
the field testing was done at establishments of the i5-RUDOER * 4
Army Air Forces. It is impossible to say too much in I_-T

appreciation of the cooperation rendered bv the offi- SECONDS AFTER

cers of the Air Technical Service Command and its -

predecessor group, the Air Materiel Command. In
spite of being short of aircraft and range facilities for
the multiplicity of projects that they had in hand, OOOFEET

they arranged to share what they had with the Divi-
sion, sometimes at the expense of their own projects.
It was not until December 1944 that suitable facil- 10 RELEASE .-

ities with aircraft, ranges, ground transportation, and FIGURE 13. Comparison of calculated and o served i.-

maintenance and shop facilities were established at trajectory of cam-controlled bomb.
Wendover, Utah, in which the Air Forces group a

. charged with the development of guided missiles had The work was continued in February of 1943 with

a vested interest. Theretofore, they had worked- twelve more bombs, two of which were of the MIT ¢.-
and the Division perforce with them-as more-or- cylindrical design referred to in Section 2.4.2 and

* less welcome guests of Ordnance Department at shown in Figure 6. These bombs were all radio-con-
Aberdeen, Md., the AAF Proving Ground Command trolled and while the average of success was not much
at Eglin Field, Florida, the Fourth Air Force at greater than in the December tests, that of one drop,

7. lkMuroc Lake, California, and at Tonopah, Nevada. Figure 14, was great enough to stimulate consider-
The early work at Aberdeen was concerned chiefly able interest in Azon.

' with the development of nose cameras for recording Characteristically, the Division questioned whether
-. the performance of the bombs," with early roll- the single successful drop of Figure 14 was not an

stabilization experiments, and with preliminary accident-the final accuracy of 20 ft rather than the V.
tests with 100-lb bombs to establish qualitatively plotted trajectory having been presented. Accord- 1
that reasonable deflections of the trajectories could ingly, succeeding drops were made in pairs simulta-
be obtained from. small control sulaces, neously released: one standard bomb uncontrolled,

The work at Eglin started in December 1942 with and one Azon or Razon to which control was applied
a series of bombs controlled by clock-driven cams. (Figure 15). This technique gave an approximate
The trajectories of these bombs had been computed meaoure of the error corrected by radio control with-
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44 AZON AND RAZON q

out waiting for the analysis of motion-picture camera 2.16 PRODUCTION ENGINEERING OF
records. AZON AND RAZON

A word should be said about the presentation of
trajectories. No satisfactory frame of reference has However comnpetent a development program may
been developed for defining the trajectory of a gided be, it is inevitable that changes. in the design are

0bomb. The logical system would be Cartesian, in required to suit the techniques of mass production.

which one plane would be the ground, the second Contracts OEMsr 1081. 1258, and 1415 were made

would be a vertical plane containing the bombing with the Union Switch and Signal Company to im-

run, and the third would be a vertical plane normal plement the development of the Gulf Research and

to the second and containing the target. Instrumen- Development Company and the research of MIT for
tation to yield such projections of the trajectories is combat use. The activities under these contracts are

described in Chapter 11. -

- -. 500 %
IMPACT AZON IN COMBAT

12 FEET WIDE A squadron of B-17s took the first Azons into

' ~ combat in February 1944. This group went to the
IWO- - - Mediterranean Theater of Operations to join the Fif-

4 0 teenth Air Force. They were accompanied by a Tech- '"""""
~ nical Aide from the Division. This group had the usual

700O et io Ty ec ib e
difficulties which occur when new equipment is intro-

3_ O0 duced into combat. The radio receivers (see Chapter
- - - - -" 6) particularly gave trouble. Nevertheless, successful

missions were flown against the Aneona-Rirnini rail-.
__ 2700 1 way bridges, locks and bridges at the Iron Gate on

"-oco r the Danube, and other targets. One spectacular sue-
lwess was the demolition of the Avisio Viaduct south

-- _ - $o of the Brenner Pass. This viaduct was a key route for -
-- -000 personnel and supplies supporting the German de-

_ 1 oo fenses in Italy.
As a result of this success a heavy procurement

50 W 40 to 0 0 40 60 4 program of Azons was instituted, and a second squad-

DEFLECTION FROM ron, B-24's, was prepared for the Tenth Air Force in
CENTER OF ROAD - FEET the China-Burma-India Theater. At the suggestion of

the Division, this squadron was diverted in April
Fumusz 14. Fir. t ucessfu1 Azon (dr, *. 1944 to the European Theater of Operations (ETO) to

join the Eighth Air Force. They were successful in
difficult to assemble and to coordinate. Three phote- demolishing bridge targets in Normandy both on the

theodolites would probably be a good solution, hut Seine and Loire. Figure 16 is a strike photograph of a

the time coordination of three ground stations and an bridge at Tours successfully attacked on June 6,
airplane is extremely difficult. In this work the tra- 1944. The number of craters adjacent to the bridge is
jectories are presented as ground projections from testimony to the preceding unsuccessful attempts

the aircraft, unaceelerated flight after release being against this target.

a.ssumed. Such projections are simple to instrument Production orders were again increased and a ma-
but their true significance is sometimes elusive. A jor training program established. This program was.'

more complete discussion of the measurement and completely cancelled in July 1944.
analysis of trajectories is given in Chapter 8. In November 1944 the Division was requested to

The development test program of Razon was end a technical representative to Burma to assist an

largely carried out at Tonopah, with final ballistic Azon squadron stationed there with the Tenth Air
experiments to establish the constants for Jag per- Force. This squadron was sent out to replace the one
formed at Wendover. which had been diverted tothe Eighth Air Forcein the
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Vtsomwr. 15. Two Axon dImp with uncontrolld referenee bomi.

i'rO in the prre'ding April. They had gone without, It is not clear why the Azon program wm cancelled
th. knowletlge of the Air Communications Offier, in the summer of 10,14. There seems to be no question
within whome reponsihility- gii(el mimilet rested. that the system whereby bombardment groups re-
Thi- sq~mrndrn m rld'l in rtting nil Japanese ?ines ceived credit ror tons or bombs dropped rather than
of rmim.nientim in Itirmn during December 19.1 for targets destroyed seriotly I)led theater com-
and Jninry mint. (eeW. frintiopiet.) mnndem in rnvor or intm mlvos as nginst nimed

EM",litd aitin wn requvesed for addlitional ingle drops. This system, together with the Iasis for
Aim c-ntrA eulipuwnt for half the heavy-bomber award or decorations, hns Ieen harshly eriticized by
.trenmoh in tlwh (1I "'lwnter.nnd the prwlahwion pro- the Air Forces Evaluntinn Itard of the Pacific Ocean
vnm Wast frir'I t0111. Arn.u A ludty to lento why the Azon 1rgram was
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RAZONS AGAINST ARMORED TARGETS 47

terminated and to make recommendations as to the Razon manner. Furthermore, the pitching and yaw-
future policy concerning this missile was made by the ing required for control would reduce the striking
Guided-Missile Subcommittee of the Joint Commit- velocity which is the missile's strength; also, there r
tee on New Weapons and Equipment of the U. S. is a high probability that such a bomb would strike
Joint Chiefs of Staff. The results of this study have obliquely, losing its armor-piercing power.
not been made available to the Division. The Division requested Division 8, Explosives, to

study the possibility of using the Munroe effect of a
shaped charge in a 1,000-lb GP bomb casing. Their

2.2 TARZON study and scale-model tests indicated that such a

As the war closed the Division had under way the bomb could defeat 11 in. of armor without loss of
development of Razon-like controls for the 12,000-lb blast effect. Full-scale firing tests were made on April
British Tallboy, a deep-penetration bomb. Work had 1, 1945, at Dahlgren Naval Ordnance Station. The
not progressed to a point which would justify report- bomb was statically fired against the target, which
ing it here. It is covered in the final report 4 of the consisted of one l-in, and one 4-in. armor plate and
contractor who is continuing to serve in a consulting three 4 -in. mild-steel plates, Each plate was sepa-
capacity on the project, which has been transferred rated from the next by an 8-ft air space. Some un-
to the Air Forces. fuzed 100-lb bombs were stacked between the second .

and third plates of mild steel. The jet from the bomb
2.13 RAZONS AGAINST ARMORED penetrated all the plates of the target and detonated

some of the 100-lb bombs.TARGETS Consideration was given to the design of a corn-

'The increased deck armor of capital ships makes posite bomb having a shaped charge with a follow-
* them nearly invulnerable against attack with 1,000- through explosive charge. The problem of preventing

lb (I' bombs. The large specific gravity of the armor- detonation of the follow-through when the shaped
piercing or semi-armor-l)iercing bomb, however, charge is fired will require considerable effort if a
makes it an unpromising missile for control in the solution is to be found.
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Chapter 3

FELIX AND DOVE EYE

3.1 INTRODUCTION hardly be stated concisely, and in addition to Appen- .% -
dix C of this report the reader is referred to the work .J

THE IDEA of a missile so endowed with properties under Division 16, NDRC, at Harvard University.'
Ithat it would of itself seek out its target on ac- In general it can be said that so far as visible ob-

count of some character inherent in the target has structions to radiation such as mist, fog, and clouds
appealed to romancers for centuries. The magic bul- are concerned, there is no wavelength radiated by a
let of the Freischitz legend, for example, was so military target that has appreciably greater penetrat-
charmed that it. would inevitably strike the heart of ing power than the visible band between, roughly,
a traitor irrespective of any lack of marksmanship 0.40 . and 0.70 u. For haze, smoke, and fine dust
on the part of the rifleman. The radar-homing mis- there is some gain in penetration from the use of
siles of Chapter 1 and the photoelectric-homing con- wavelengths which are long compared with the par- T
trols described in later chapters go only part way in tidle diameter.
meeting this ancient need. In each case the homing In addition to the absorption by the agencies just
action of the missile is determined by reflected energy cited there is further attenuation of radiation by at- • .

derived from electromagnetic illumination of the tar- mospheric water present as pure vapor. This absorp-
get-in the centimeter wavelengths in the case of tion is a function of wavelength and is at a high
radar, in the visible range in the case of the various value for radiations adjacent to the visible portion
photoelectric devices investigated by the Division. of the spectrum, 0.7 p to 7 p. It is in this near infra-

Between these two wavelength bands lies the group red region, closely adjacent to the visible, that the ,
of radiations generally known as heat. The source of common infrared devices-photographic emulsions,
such radiations is inherent in the temperature and photoelectric cells, and photochemical devices--op-
surface quality of every object. If, then, a method erate. Indeed their generic names suggest their char- 4,_

could be developed to identify a military target by acter as being light-sensitive rather than heat-sensi- - _

its heat radiation and then to cause a bomb to home tive systems. At very long infrared wavelengths the
on these radiations, a weapon possibly less subject to radiation can be detected and measured' by micro-
jamming or camouflage countermeasures might re- wave techniques..
stilt. This was the objective of the Felix program. The Stefan-Boltzmann law (see Figure 1 of Ap-

Considerable confusion has been prevalent in dis- pendix C) teaches that but little energy is radiated 4
cussions of infrared and heat-actuated devices. To from targets at these short wavelengths. At longer
aid in reduction of this confusion the Division issued wavelengths (8.5 pA to 15 u), however, the situation t

a memorandum to contractors and liaison officers is widely different. At these wavelengths, objects at >.i•

setting forth the properties of electromagnetic radia- ordinary temperatures radiate at their maximum
tions from the upper limit of visibility, say 0.80 pu to energy level; furthermore there is at precisely these '. .
approximately 20 I. This memorandum is included wavelengths a "window" (reduction) in the absorp- K.,
as Appendix C of this report, and its careful study tion characteristic of water vapor. Figure 1 was oh- r.
by those interested in heat-homing missiles is urged. tained simply by multiplying the black-body radia-

The masking of visibility by fog is well known. tion by the transmission through water vapor given
The absorption of radiation by invisible water vapor in Figure 2 of Appendix C.
is less generally appreciated, although the spectacu- If a bomb is to be controlled by heat radiation
larly greater visibility of arid areas compared with from its target, it is in the region of the water-vapor
coastal regions is relatively commonplace. In addi- window that the measurements of heat must be
tion the advent of infrared-sensitive emulsions for made. Other wavelengths will not be received in suf-
photographic work has, for the lay mind, confused ficient quantity both because of their paucity at the a' .
the situation by investing in any "invisible light" the source and because of water-vapor absorption. The %
property of prodigious penetrating power. techniques of measurement in this field have been

This ,simply is not the case. The truc situation can well explored by ast.ronomers; they consist chiefly of
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the use of the bolometer, gas thermometers similar sensitivity of detection a hundredfold greater if the
to the Hayes cell, and the thermopile. energy available at the frequency where the sensi-

This introductory point has been stressed because tivity is high is a thousandfold less.
confusion still exists. Even after the full discussions
and interchange of reports between groups interested 8. EERL,
in this problem, one still hears the report that, "The
Germans had an infrared detector ten times as sensi- Figure 2 is a photograph of the final version of the
tive as ours." This is probably not, true; even if it is Felix bomb as it was produced for combat use. The *,e e

0..main structural member was a standard M-44 1,000-f QooC lb GP bomb. Attached to the front by the nose-fuze
21 F thread was a false nose containing a scanning system

90 -- to detect thermal targets and to transform the heat
signal to an amplified electric signal. A false tail,
mounted by means of the fin-lock thread, housed :: 71

so -.. servomotors which operated elevators and rudders
in response to the electric signals developed in the

70 - - nose. In addition, the tail contained a twin gyro unit , 2 :t,

-- one free and one rate gyro-which controlled aile-
£
Za2-. 0,'.,-

520fCA

270

32 F Fmuvr 2. Felix bomb.

rons to maintain the position of the missile fixed with
respect to the roll axis.

10 In the initial instant after the bomb clears the];/ bomb bay, its flight is horizontal, headed toward the

horizon. Not until some seconds have elapsed will it

4 6 a IO 12 14 I nose over sufficiently for the roll axis of the bomb to
WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS point toward the target (Figure 3). The mechanism,

FigvUR 1. Energy received from radiating sources therefore, includes a time switch which keeps the
through a water-vapor curtain, elevators and rudders locked in neutral until the

bomb has fallen to a point where the axis of scan
true, it is not particularly significant as regards intersects the ground in the vicinity of the target.
guided missiles. In every case where the attention For a drop from 15,000 ft this will be at about
of the Division has been drawn to such detectors, 10,000 ft.
they did indeed have a high sensitivity but in the Transverse lift is supplied by the body of the mis-
near infrared region. They have been photosensitive sile itself in the same manner as Azon and Razon r
rather than thermosensitive systems. A similar and (see Chapter 2). Such a body of revolution is not an
equally false comparison could be made between the ideal airfoil and considerable angle of attack has to
sensitivi .y of bolometers and that of the microwave be applied in order to develop sufficient transverse
techniques of Dickie.2 The sensitivity of his method acceleration to correct errors of aim or to follow the
(10 - '6 watt) is many orders higher than that of the maneuvers of an evasive target. The scanning system
bolometers used in Felix. It is of no value to have a was therefore mounted on gimbals and connected by
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50 FELIX AND DOVE EYE

cables with the rudders and elevators so as to align 20' t. P111

the axis of scan more nearly with the tangent to the
flight path (Figure 4). This coupling also served as a
stabilizing feedback.

The scanning system is discussed in detail in a
subsequent section of this chapter. In general, it
consisted of an optical bolometric assembly which
scanned the terrain in a field of 10-degree radius ap-RU"EV=
proximately centered on the point where the bomb SELLCAANK IELLRAM

wvould fall with no further control added. The re- EEAO

ceived heat measured by the bolomneter while scan- RUDDER
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SYSTEM DYNAMICS ,1

The back coupling from the rudders and elevators to a is quadratic. The position of the center of gravity
the gimbal-mounted scanning head tended to reduce is determined, then, by:
the amplitude of the oscillations. -L D(3)

an = Lcos (y-l-4') --- sin (y+ 4') r3
and in Mn

SYSTEM DYNAMICS -% H- sin(,+4) -Dcos(-v+t) (4)

33.1 The Equations of Motion where in is the mass of the bomb.

The motion of Felix under the control of its horn- RELASE

ing device consists of two interdependent portions: r--.
motion of the center of gravity under the acceleration
of gravity and the aerodynamic lift, and rotation N
about the yaw and pitch axes under the action of I
aerodynamic moments. Rotation about the roll axis I

* is prevented by the gyro-aileron system as in Razon.
In Figure 5,
X is the horizontal range of the bomb from the re-

lease point;
H is the instantaneous altitude of the bomb; A-IS

V is the instantaneous direction of the velocity
4 vector whose value is v; V

B is the axis of the bomb in roll; OR

* a is the angle between the velocity vector and the . •
* bomb axis, the angle of attack;bombaxis~teangleofatack; F RIC 5. Control of Felix in range.-.z..%

6 is the elevator displacement with respect to the r. .

*-: bomb axis; -%x
s is the instantaneous direction of the axis of scan; The angle of attack which determines the lift and
0 is the angle between the axis of scan and the drag is derived from the rotation of the structure

bomb axis; about its center of gravity. The rotation is reponsive
H is the measured error, the angle between the to a pitching moment:

axis of scan and the bomb-target line;-,""PV 2CA (5- M = qV7CvA (5)
..* 4' is the true error in heading, the angle between
*the instantaneous velocity and the bomb-target where the moment coefficient CM is a function of a

line; and S. An approximate fit of the steady-state wind-
y is the elevation from vertical of the bomb-target tunnel data is given by:

line.
A lift perpendicular to the velocity is developed by C - ka + kd - 6 (6)

the angle of attack set up by the elevator displace- The rotation is opposed by an aerodynamic damping
ment. In the steady state this lift is

L - PV'CLA () R = kspl' (7)

where p is the air density, CL is the lift coefficient, The rotary motion then becomes
and A is the area over which the lift is developed. Ia + Ra - M = 0 (8) .
The relationship between CL and a is linear for small

" values of a and for airfoils of conventional shape. The simultaneous solution of equations (3), (4), and
Although for bombs of this type the departure from (8) defines the motion of the missile.
linearity is appreciable, it was neglected in this case. The solution is complicated not only by the non-
A drag in line with the instantaneous velocity is: linearity of the relationship between the forces and

D,-4PVCDA(2)moments and the corresponding displacements but
a DAmore particularly by the relationship between i and

The relationship between the drag cocfii icnt C, and the observed error angle H. The elevator motion 8
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52 FELIX AND DOVE EYE 4%'.

is discontinuous with time. Between the travel lim- the wind tunnel is applicable throughout the tran-
its, + sient regime.

5 = k4 if H > 0 (9) While no thorough quantitative analysis of the
k = - i k f H < 0 (10) dynamics of the Felix system is therefore practicable

F in this report, a qualitative discussion will be helpful %. Furthermore in explaining its operation. An on-off control system -

, H = a - $' ± -' (1!) such as this one keeps the rudders and elevators in

- where H by virtue of the coupling from the servo continuous oscillation. If the scanning system were

4 link is partly proportional to 6 and partly a time rigidly mounted with axis collinear with the roll axis
function developed by the bias device, of the bomb, the whole structure would oscillate, with Pt

the roll axis swinging about a line continuously
3.3.1 On-Off Control pointed at the target. This would be an extremely

inefficient contpol, since a considerable angle of at-
An on-off control is extremely difficult to analyze. tack is required to develop the necessary correcting

The British did considerable work in this field, ref- lift, and with the oscillations of the structure the
erences to which have been made in various Army average angle of attack would be continuously defi-
reports. In addition the Germans 7, ,90, ' 1 worked cient. Back coupling causes the rudders and elevators
exhaustively on this subject. The differential ana- to oscillate about a mean position which causes the -:
lyzer at MIT is inadequate to cope with the prob- scanning system to look continuously at the target.
lem in its entirety. Its use was invoked for simpli- Thus if a correction is called for, the control surfaces
fled portions, but in the main the resolutions were will oscillate about a mean position which gives lift
obtained by extremely laborious point-by-point in- in the direction to correct the error. A quasi-propor-
tegration and by means of a simulator. tional control is thus effected. If the back coupling

The simulator is described in Chapter 10. It pro- could be made through a linkage which matched the
duced solutions of the equations of single-axis rotary dynamic a-to-S relationship, i.e., so that the axis of
motion, including the nonlinearity in the relation- scan was continuously tangent to the flight path-
ships. In the point-by-point integration the complete then the measured error angle would become the
analysis was made. In each method, however, the as- same as the true error angle,
sumption was made that steady-state data taken in H = (12)

and a truly proportional control would ensue, where

a is the mean control-surface displacement:

5= K (13)

Without knowledge of the transient response of
airframes, such a design is impossible.

Such a control system, however, would still be h'-
wasteful of controllability, especially in the range p

A \sense. As the bomb falls in its normal parabolic path,
the first glimpse which the scanning system will have

AXIS oF of the target would indicate a gross overshoot, even
.. CA--- \\ if the bomb were perfectly aimed or were aimed f

\ \ short. In Felix a bias device was added which super-
\ \ posed on the back coupling a range deflection which
\ caused the scanning axis-with the elevators in neu-

tral-to look along a chord of the parabola at the
point on the terrain where the missile would fall with
no further control added (Figure 6). This system of

-% POINT OF IMPACT WITH biasing, known as parabolic thinking, was deemed by
F Pb No TIONAL CONTROL Gulf'2 to be unnecessary. The deflection between the
" "Irvi 6. Parabolic thinking. axis of the scanning system and the axis of the bomb
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SCANNING SYSTEM 53

(4,) which the bias device inserts is a function of pull of 2 to 3 grams---equivalent to a loading of ,:
altitude and the range component of airspeed. Since about 12,000 psi in the nickel. Some damping was
the latter is subject to considerable variation be- provided by making one set of the phosphor bronze ___-

tween the points of release and impact, the conclu- springs on one end softer than the other. The nickel
sion of the Gulf investigation was that sufficient ac- strips were hard-soldered to the springs.
curacy could not be obtained in its estimate to justify The springs were supported on mounting and lead- WY
correcting for it. The success with the photoelectric in wires in a glass-steel press to which a cap of pure
high-angle target-seeking bomb (see Chapter 9) sup. silver was soldered. The top of the cap had a dia-
ports their conclusion. Further study is needed. phragm opening 0.199 in. in diameter, and the whole

was covered with a drawn spherical-segment window
-4CN Nof pure silver chloride fused to it. To increase the

SCANNING SYSTEM speed of response of the bolometers, the assembly was
, 3.4.1 Bolometer DIAPRAM NINO WNOW

The requirements for the thermosensitive element
in the Felix system are high sensitivity, freedom from

S" microphonics, and low time constant. Thermopiles
were tested but found to be inferior to bolometers. IP4 SOLDER

although General Motors in an investigation made
for the AAF is said to have had some success with "'-
far infrared detectors of this type. Bolometers of - , .•.

many types were tested, including the nonmetallic soPoR.
thermistor of Bell Telephone Laboratories. None was 'RES -CAP

more satisfactory than the pure-metal type, nickel or
gold. The former was the type finally used in the pro-

*."" duetion design. Work was done with gold bolometers
consisting of a single strip of evaporated gold sup- STM
ported on a thin nitrocellulose diaphragm. 3 Although Z m m / /
these bolometers worked well in drop tests, they i."-",

seemed less suited to manufacture than the nickel
strip bolometers developed at MIT. LA W! 0 S

The bolometer element proper consisted of four
nickel strips 0.26x0.045x0.00001 in. The nickel
strips were manufactured"," by electroplating nickel
from a hot (90 C), concentrated solution of nickel
ammonium sulphate onto an aluminum cathode.
Thickness was controlled by adjustment of the time

of current flow. While supported on the cathode the Flouas 7. Nickel-strip bolometer.
nickel film was cut to the correct width (0.045 in.),
after which the aluminum was removed by dissolv- tilled with dry hydrogen at approximately 3 mm
ing it in a 1 per cent solution of sodium hydroxide. pressure.

. The plated cathode, scarred by the cuts in the nickel, The sensitivity was increased by covering the front
was immersed in a shallow bath of the solvent. The surface of the nickel strips with a coating of gold
nickel strips quickly floated to the surface, borne by black formed by evaporating pure gold onto the
the bubbles formed as the aluminum dissolved. The nickel in a low-pressure atmosphere of hydrogen. The
strips were then washed in distilled water and dried technique required nice adjustment since the coating
flat on paper. to be effective must have a high absorption in the

The strips were supported in the bolometer (Fig- 8.5- to 15-A region combined with a low thermal mass.
ure 7) by springs of phosphor bronze, designed so as A good coating increases the thermal sensitivity of
to produce a natural period in the nickel strips well the bolometer by a factor greater than 5. Too heavy
above the scanning frequency (32 e). This required a a coating can increase the thermal mass and thus K
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54 FELIX AND DOVE EYE

reduce its effective sensitivity. Full instructions are the parabola was inclined 5 degrees to the axis of
given in Appendix B of the final Felix report. 4  rotation, the axis of scan. rhe two axes, that of

rotation and that of the parabola, intersected at the .

.. Optfocal plane of the mirror. The bolometer was mounted 0

with its center at the intersection of the axes. The
The optical system (Figure 8) consisted of a rotat- diaphragm in the bolometer assembly (see Section

ing parabolic mirror of approximately 1-in, focal 3.4.1) limits the field which can be projected onto
length and aperture of 23/-in. diameter. The axis of the bolometer strips to a circle 10 degrees in diam-

eter, 5 degrees either side of the parabola axis.

INSTANTANEOUS TOTAL FIELD
F1 ELDOFVE

COMTAO %xI DEGREE OFF AXIS"COM MUTATOR 10, ,0L TE

F I,

-r

-RECEIVERTRACK OF TAROET DEGREES OFF AXIE
ON BOLOMETER I5 PER CENT OF TIME

AXIS OF PARABOLA

AXIS OF ROTATION--------" %e

SHIP TARGET IMAGE OF
ECEIVER 1030 4 2 0 2 4 0I io1

DEGREES FROM CENTER OF FIELD - -

FIGUIRE 9. Scanning pattern (top); relative sensitivity.
(bottom).

B The combination of the diaphragm and the inter-
section of the optical axis with the axis of scan as-
sured that no rays more than 5 degrees off the para-
bolic axis were used. As the mirror rotated, rays par-
allel to the rotational axis focused at a point which
traveled around the edge of the diaphragm aperture.
Rays 5 degrees off axis crossed at the center of the
bolometer; rays 10 degrees off axis just intersected %
the edge at a point diametrically opposite to that of

the ray incident along the axis of scan.
A simpler way to look at such a system is to con-

FIURE 8. Optics of Felix. sider it in reverse, with the bolometer as a radiator
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SCANNING SYSTEM

TRAP FILLED
WITH CHARCOAL . .• .

CONNECTION . ,Zq ;

REGULATOS GLASS WOOL
SLIP RINGS "

SCANNING MIRROR . * -=

i ! BIG SILVER

CHLORIDE WINDOW

BOLOMETER

SILVER CHLORIDE

COMUTTO
REGULATOR

BRUSH ASSEMBLY
ARMATUREJUNCTION Box

FIGURE 10. Scanner assembly. V -

rather than as a receptor. Thus an image of the dia- a hole. This makes the diaphragm aperture, which

phragm is projected on the terrain by the mirror, looks like a circle when viewed from the center of the -

As the mirror rotates the image nutates-i.e., trans- mirror, appear as an ellipse when viewed from the

lates in a circle-about the axis of scan. The distinc- mirror's edge. With the aperture ratio used (f 0.36)
tion between nutation and rotation is important, for the apparent axes of the ellipse were 10 degrees and
if the image of the bolorneter diaphragm could be 3.5 degrees. As a result, the effective speed of the

made to rotate (which could be accomplished, for parabol is much reduced for off-axis rays. The only

example, by a rotating bolometer) the sensitivity of cure for this would be reduction of the parabola ,-,':-
the system to targets near the edge of the field could aperture, with consequent decrease in the overall

_e increased by using a cardioid-shaped aperture. sensitivity. Further, the large parabola served an-
Figure 9 shows the sensitivity of the scanning sys- other purpose as a shield for thermal radiations from

tern as a function of measured error angle. The de- the scanner case. ..

parture of this characteristic from the ideal square Figure 10 shows a cross section of the complete

curve (shown dotted) is the result of three causes. scanning unit. The mirror surface and the bolometer -

The first cause is due to the nutational character of have to be protected against any condensation. This

the scanning. The scanning pattern shows the tracks was accomplished by sealing the mirror and bolom- " .. -

of targets at 1 degree and 9 degrees off axis. It shows eter in a dry air space by means of a conical window
that the target near the center is on the bolometer of 31A-in. base diameter and having an apex angle of

for 49 per cent of a scanning cycle; the more remote 136 degrees. The conical shape and apex angle were
target is on the bolometer for only 15 per cent of the so chosen as to prevent any heat from the warmed

cycle. bolometer or its case. from being reflected onto the
The second cause is inherent in the optics of a fast parabolic mirror and back onto the bolometer strips.

parabola, which prwduces a good image on the axis To prevent fogging of the external window surface,
but a confused one from an object 5 degrees off axis. the window material, silver chloride, was made Y2

Schmidt optics could correct this, but mounting a mm thick, giving it a low thermal mass. Silver chlor- , .,....

Schmidt corrector plate in such a scanning system ide is highly conductive (80 per cent transmission)

presents a serious mechanical problem, to wavelengths between 8.5 and 13 g. It is, however.
The third cause is the essentially flat character of extremely sensitive to actinic light. In the strong -
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56 FELIX AND DOVE EYE

ultraviolet illumination found at altitude it becomes The remaining elements of the scanning head con-
nearly opaque in the visible and partially opaque to sisted of the driving motor and the commutator. The
infrared in less than an hour. This difficulty was sur- motor was of a special design with close tolerances to
mounted by coating the windows with silver sulfide in permit direct mounting of the parabolic mirror on -

a layer sufficient to reduce the transmission in the the motor shaft with preservation of optical align-
0.4- to 2 .0-p band to about 1 per cent while preserv- ment. To reduce magnetic pickup, the shaft was
ing a transmission in the 8.5- to 13-jt band of 70 per made of nonmagnetic material (bronze). To prevent -,.."-"
cent. Uncoated windows have a transmission in this change in phase shift as the signal was amplified, the
band of about 80 per cent. motor was regulated at 32 rps by a centrifugal gov-

A second difficulty with silver chloride is its ex- ernor. A double-arm design was adopted to make the
treme corrosive tendency when in contact with base governor insensitive to gravity. With the usual single-
metals. This was curbed by the use of a nonmetallic arm design, the governor tends to cut in and out at
gasket between the window and the scanner case. scanning frequency whenever the shaft is not verti-

cal. The change in field surrounding the motor caused
considerable pickup in the amplifier, which was tuned
for this frequency until the double-arm design was .'
adopted.

"%,T " A commutator of the simple cam and rocker-arm
n• . type, mounted on the back plate of the motor, indi-

cated the phase of the bolometer signal. Each of its
four contacts-up-down and right-left-was set to
close through 165 degrees of rotation; a small adjust-
ment was provided to accommodate variation in

* phase shift through the amplifier.

3.5 ELECTRONICS AND SERVO LINK

3: .5.1 Principles of Operation .

The heat signal from the target is intermittently ."-.-
.. focused on the bolometer as described in the preced- W

IAAPGF ing section. When the heat strikes the bolometer, its -- V

temperature rises rapidly; as the heat image of the
target leaves the bolometer, its temperature falls ex-
ponentially until the image falls on it in the next

Fi i E 11. Scanning system in place, scanning cycle. This fluctuating temperature is ac-
companied by % fluctuating resistance so that the

The large window was capable of standing a pres- bridge circuit of Figure 12 is cyclically thrown off
sure (lifferential of approximately 4 psi, which is less balance. The transformer, the primary of which
than the sum of the dynamic pressure and the pres forms two arms of the bridge, serves as an impedance _
sure change from high altitude to sea level. An equal-
izing system was constructed by sealing the bulkhead
which closes the back of the scanner compartmen t ,
and the annular space between the front of scanner .
and the nose fairing was closed with a flexible, porous all
gasket of nylon. Thus the whole cavity housing the -
scanner (Figure 11) was kept close to the same pres- LIMITING

sure that existed on the nose of the bomb. The inside %
of the scanner -- the chamber behind the silver chlor- a
idewindow -was connected with this cavity through
a large tube containing silica gel as a desiccant. Fl,'un 12. Bolotueter circuit.

AD.
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ELECTRONICS AND SERvO LINK 57

match-about 10 ohms-between the bolometer and The ;situation as regards the elevator channel is
- the high-impedance grid input of the first stage. quite different. At the first instant after the begin-
" Figure 13 represents the temperature change in the ning of tie scanning cycle it receives its voltage from

bolometer. In addition to providing an impedance channel A (positive). This condition continues for
- match, the transfermer, by eliminating the d-c corn- the complete half-cycle, at the end of which the volt-

ponent and blocking the higher harmonics, converts age supply is switched to channel B, which has now
the signal to the approximately sinusoidal form shown become positive in turn. The commutator output to r
opposite the input circuit element in the block dia- the elevator, then, consists of a substantially constant
gram of Figure 14 The preamplifier lifts the signal positive voltage. •
to a usable level and further removes harmonics.

The preamplifier is followed by a twin-triode stage S v-
i ' which produces phase inversion, resulting in a two-
channel output whose voltages are equal but in phase
opposition. The bias on this stage is such as to pro-
duce saturation (clipping) for strong signals. A see-
ond clipping stage squares up the signal from weak -- e

* - inputs and maintains the amplitude independent of C
= - the strength of the input. The output of the phase

CYCL

*i La I I0

IA-

TIME -- a-

F"ulEi 13. Temperature variation in ol~onicter. A-- , 4
inverter stage is a pair of chopped waves; the output ANZ

of the clipper is a pair of square waves.
The signals from the two channels are now ana- cr i ,.

lyzed and resynthesized by the commutator. Consider-T - _ _ "'"'"'-"
the situation represented by the block diagram of fs

Figure 14 where the target is on course in the azi- -.
_ muth sense but low. At the beginning of a scanning FIuaR 14. Block diagram of Felix electronic servo

cycle the output of channel A is positive, that of system.

channel B is negative. During the first quarter-cycle
the right-left channel receives its voltage through the The commutator outputs were fed into resistance-
commutator from channel B (negative). During the capacitaneecircuits which integrated the voltage over
half-cycle it receives its voltage from channel A (posi.- several scanning cycles. Thus, for the condition
tive in quarter-cycle 2, negative in quarter-cycle 3). shown in Figure 14 the input to the elevator-control
During the nnal quarter-cycle it receives its voltage circuit slowly climbs. When the output of the inte-
from channel B, which has now swung positive. The grator circuit, amplified by the control tube, reaches"-output to the rudder channel is therefore a balanced the pickup voltage for the control relay, the relay

square wave of a frequency twice the scanning fre- operates. The elevator servomotor reverses, depress- -..
quency, ing the elevators until the feedback connection to the
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58 FELIX AND DOVE EYE O

S .

scanner moves the target into the top half of the field The two halves of the transformer primary formed
of view, when the whole cycle is reversed, two arms of a bridge circuit; they were balanced to

The input to the rudder-,ontrol circuit oscillates within 1 per cent as to resistance and impedance at ... -

at a low amplitude about zero. The relay therefore 32 c. The bolometer comprised a third arm, which was
remains on the "rirght" contacts. It should be noted balanced by a special resistor wound with Hytemco •
that the diagram is somewhat incomplete, for after wire, an alloy of high resistivity having about the
a few scanning cycles the rudder servomotor would same temperature coefficient of resistance as the ,' -.

cause the scanner to deflect. bringing the target into nickel strips. Close balance was essential to eliminate .
the "left" half of the field of view. It is this feedback noise and to prevent saturation of the transformer ,.. %,

operation which gives the quasi-proportional con- core. 's__,OP_

trol (liscussedl in Section 3.2. Power for the bridge was supplied from a special
fl-v lead-acid battery connected to the bridge by'

3.5. T f rshort shielded leads. This portion of the circuit op-
Transformer and input Circuit crated at the lowest power level, approximately 1.0

The transformer was of special design, having two microvolt, and extreme care had to be. taken to mini-
59-turn soctions in the primary and 6,500 turns in mize pickup. The bridge type of circuit reduced some-
the secondary. It was wound on a Mu-metal core and what the voltage output available from the bolom-
provided a net gain of 77 at 32 c. Three cases of Mu- eter but it reduced the noise by a much larger factor,
metal and one of copper produced a shielding of the overall result of the circuit being a gain of about
90 (lb, 50 in signal-to-noise ratio. Taken as a whole the in- ." -

The overall size was lY in. in diameter by 2%4 in. put circuit acted as a broad-band-pass filter, peaked '-
long. The final version of the missile provided more at 32 c and having half-power points at 18 and 60 c.

The low cutoff is determined by the transformer it- -0

self, the higher limit by a 0.005-pf condenser on the * -- "
transformer output.

The transformer, series resistor, and Hyteinco bal-©%
ance resistor were housed in a heavy iron shield,
shock-mounted to guard against microphonics, which
constituted an exceedingly acute problem. Nll con-
necting wires had to be carefully tested against the
production of noise from flexure. Each joint in the
primary circuit had to be made so that no conductors
touched except within the solder bead of the joint. ..

The sensitivity of the bridge circuit to changes in
resistance, one part in one hundred million, imposed
these rigorous specifications. Accordingly the entire
input circuit (Figure 15), bolometer, resistors, and

ii transformer, was made up as a unit, terminating in -

) ill 0 92 al" l I C a 4-prong plug for connection to the battery and
amplifier.

I'S'3 Preamplifier

lItuity 15. Bolontcr ui,it and its components. The preamplifier consisted of two resistance- .-. '.--

coupled pentodes with fixed bias. The usual objection '

space than this for the transformer. A redesign might to the use of fixed bias, wide variation in tube per- r
have improved both the operating characteristics and formance with fluctuations in plate-voltage level, was -.

its ease of production. Transformer design talent was, avoided by stabilizing the plate and screen voltage
however, one of the most critical procurement prob- supply with voltage-regulating tubes. This had the
lems which faced the Division, and the revision of a advantage in such a low-frequency amplifier of avoid-
working design was not undertaken. ing large, oil-filled, cathode-by-pass condensers.
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Fi(E 16. Felix electronics.

--- The band-pass of the pr'eamplifier was approxi- frequency variations. The signal level in that portionP
i" mately -45 c, peaked at 32 c. JIt. is not a particularly was so low that danger of phase shift from amplitude

"" narrow lhand hut it is sufficiently narrow to eliminate distortion existed. In the clipping section, however,

-*. a large portion of the noise, that above approximately the reverse is the ease. This section had to have a
---. 60 e. It c:ould not have been made much narrower wide band-pass to produce a square-wave output so
* without introducing serious lphase shift with varia- that there wvas no danger of phase shift due to fre-

l ion in scanning frequency. queney swings. Phase shift from amplitude distortion
__-? was avoided only by careful design. Since the very

- " 3.5.4 PaeIvre n lpe essence of the clipping-circuit operation was a sym-
, _as nvre adClpe metrical (distortion of the incoming signal, a careful

*; lihasc" inversion was accomplished by a twin triode Ibalanee between the positive and negative portions
' (1281,7), with the input applied to one grid and a of the square-wave output had to be maintained.

coinmon cathode resistor. The second grid was ef-
fectively grounded to volt'ages of 32 c through a0.5- f '.5.5 Commutator and Illtegrator
c.lnilenser. T[hus the two plate outputs were 180 die-

: gitves out oft l)hase. These two plate circuits form the, T1he action of the coinnutator has already been tie-
.," start of channels .,1 and 1B of Figure 14. The second serihed (see S ection 3.5.1). It synthesized the signals

"._.: twin tritode I128N7) of Fig~re, 16i clips or squares the, in channels A and 1B to produce the control signals
-- _ signal. Both the lphase inverter and the clipper op- for" the elevator channel and the rudder channel. Its

*. crate with a positive 2(3-v lbias on the grid, which output was used to charge o)r dlis('arge aO.25-4 fcon-

.. I)0th stal)iliZes the operation of the amplifier and denser in each of the two control channels. T1he high

=mr" . prve(nts overloading andi bloc'king of the, circuit from side of each condenser was connected to a grid of the
=.•-- strong signals. This is mos t important, since l)loecking twin-triode control tube which had a a-v negative

._, [,cxn for a fraction of a second would seriously upset lbias; a potential shift of 0.5 v at. the control-tube
til operation of the integrating circuit, grid would cause the relays to operate.

_..':Ihe wh,le scheme ot operation of the electronic T1he length of time required for the relays to ic-

.'. servo system is basedl on phase discrimination. In the eive an operating sign; 1 depends on the voltage to
"" preampiifier phase dlistortion was avoidled b)y making whic.h the input eonden.-er at the control-tube grid

". the bandl-pass wvide enough to take care of scanning- was last charged. It swings during operation betweenV

... '- ',.' ":........"..........
- , . . . . . . . . -

*.0 H*--- x : '~.....x I
* - a a * -
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0 and -6.0 v. The time constant of the input circuit Figure 17 indicates the operation of the system /

is such as to require about 5 scanning cyele.4 fully to~ with target motion from the dovvn-eft quadrant to
charge or discharge the condenser. the up-right quadrant. This figure assumes that the

rU- L

V..

OUTPUT Of _ nnMMnF
CHANNEL A

OUTPUT OF rin m-- -1r1r
CHANNEL I

WTPUT FROM n r n n nn nnn.
COOMIUTATOR
TO U-0 CHANNEL

OUTPUT FROM d n n n n n n
COM9% fATOR.-i

TO R-L CHANNELUUU UU U UUUUUL

GRID VOLTAGE INPUT
TO U-D ON9TROL TUBE.

'ft1 OTAGE INPUTUE
-LR CONTROL TUB _3

RELAY POSITION
FOR U-D CONTROL

D

L

RELAY POSITION __I
FOR R-L CONTROLI

Rt________________I_____

Fiuutti; 17, Operation (of Feli: electronic servomechanism with target motion from down-left quadrant to up-right
quadrant.
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W F 4 r- RatN l ~
ANLERANGE IN THOUSANDS OF FEET--

FIGURE 18, Plan and profile trace of successful Felix drop at Eglin Field, January 1944.

* targct has been in the down-left quadrant for a suf- determined the frequency of oscillation (about 1.2 c) '
Relient interval for the integrating condensers in the of the control surfaces.
elevator channel and the rudder channel to have Increasing the feedback ratio and the servomotor
stabilized at 0 and -6 v respectively. The target is speed or decreasing the time constant of the integrat-
assumed to cross the intersection of the axes at t = 0. ing circuit would raise the frequency of control-
'Ten scanning cycles later the condenser charges have surface oscillation. This might result in more stable
changed sufficiently to cause relay operation. flight at the expense of a heavier power demand by

the servomechanisms. In any case this frequencyH
356 Servomotors an edakmust be kept reasonably remote from the natural

and Fedbackfrequency of the missile in pitch, as determined by 3

The servomotors controlled hy the output relays the partial derivative of the pitching moment at
* of the electronic servomechanism were simple 24-v trim and the moment of inertia. The investigators onto.-

shunt-wound motors. The fields were continuously this project chose to keep the period of control-
energized. Their armatures were energized for clock- surface oscillation well above the natural period of
wvise or counterclockwise rotation) depending upon the missile. TVhe restricted space in Felix for batteriesL\
whether the control relays happened to be resting on and servomnotors speaks strongly for this choice.
their front or back contacts. As has been already
pointed out, this gives rise to oscillation of the con-
trol surfaces about a mean displacement essentially 3.6 FIELD TESTS
p~roportional to the error in heading. 3..Igi il et

The motors were geared to give a displacement rate
of 12 degrees per second to the elevators; this speed, The initial tests with an American heat-homing..

- combined with the time constant of the integrating misile were made at Eglin Field in January 1944.
circuit and the feedback ratio, the ratio of B to 0, Six bombs of a preliminary design were prepared,
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62 FELIX AND DOVE EYE

based on the design of the Gulf photoelectric target- the Air Forces Communications Officer, who had
seeking bomb (see Chapter 9), Flight tests had been been given the added duties of serving asisemior liai-
macl with the weanning head with the control relays son officer for the Division. Intelligence had disclosed
energizing indict ting lights. The results of these tests targets of high priority, which later proved to be
seemed to indicate promise of control by means of far launching sites for the German "-1; accordingly the r
infrared radiation. The results of the Gulf tests with Air Forces urged utmost acceleration of the Felix
the photoelectric target seeker indicated that the program as a weapon against these well-camouflaged
high-angle bomb had sufficient dirigibility to permit targets, which were known to contain diesel engines
homing control. and air compressors. It was hoped that this ma-

chinery might prove to be a sufficient source of heat
to make Felix anl effective weapon against them.

Accordingly NDRC accepted in March 1944 the
1000 FT- assignment of crashing the Felix program, although

it was clearly understood that the targets might
prove submarginal and that the chances of proving
a combat design within a year were indeed remote. .

'•ff 3.6.2 Tonopah Tests
500 FT- 42

.r[Two designs were rushed; one, having a cruciform,
empennage permitting better stowage in bombard-
ment aircraft, was terminated when the experience of

4 Gulf with Mazon (see Chapter 2) indicated that roll
500 FT 46 49 500 FT stabilization with a cruciform tail was hardly to beaccomplished. The second design with an octagonal

40, empennage was pushed to completion. Laboratory
S:prototypes were ready for drop tests by August 1944.

The initial target consisted of aluminum foil nailed 0 ..
to panels laid out in the form of a square cross on the

5 Foo T- desert floor. The arms of the cross were 40 ft bv 100
ft., the total circumscribing square being 240 't by
240 ft. It was hoped to make the bombs home on theq INDICATES THE ESTIMATED 1"i"

IMPACT POINT HAD NOsun s reflection from this target; however, it proved '.4"
CONTROL SEEN APPLIED to be wholly unsatisfactory. While the signal from

AND TE ACTUJAL. HIT the sun's reflection was very large indeed, missions
FuiII, 19. I ) pat itt.urn if 12 Felix drops, r'plvII- could be flown only in the middle of the day, when
bi. 1944. the elevation- of the sun was approximately the same

-is the bomb after falling to an altitude of 10,000 ft
A target was constructed by clearing an 8(M)-ft from a release point of 15,000 ft. The aircraft had to

square area surrounded by scrub undergrowth after fly directly into the sun in order for the scanner to
the first drop indicat, that the regular target al pick up a good reflection. The greatest disadvantage, .
Range 55 was an inadequate radiator. Of the six however, was that in the middle of the day the air
bombs dropped, two failed to stabilize in roll. The was so turbulent that the bombardier was unable to
remaining four homed or tried to home on a target get a good approach run. Eight drops against this
which subsequent survey showed to be a. heat radia- target proved abortive.
tor. One of them made at successful homing-flight A second target was constructed, consisting of 100
landing some 30 ft from the center of the target. rectangular steel pl.ttes, each approximately 30 sq ft
The ground projection and profile of its trajectory in area. These plates were mounted so that they in-

* are given in Figure 18. elined 30 degrees from the vertical and were heated
These results, while not spectacular, were suffi- to a very dull red heat with 3 oil burners (orchard

ciently encouraging to enlist the strong support of heaters) per plate. Eleven Felix bombs were dropped
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43 at this target, Seven displayed electrical malfunc-
4 tions. Four made successful homing flights, scoring

misses of 100 to 300 ft.
45 The design was then subjected to an engineering

40 analysis. Longer rudders and elevators were installed,
46 producing a larger angle of attack and permitting

the elimination of a troublesome lift shroud. The
control relays were redesigned and housed in a her-
metically sealed case. The rudder deflection speed

49
38

40.

4/4

M..

N FiuutLE 21. Profile trames of Tonopah drops.

wvas reduced about 30 per cent to a final value of 12
degrees per second to remove the range of forced
oscillation from the vicinity of the natural frequency
of the bomb. The feedback coupling mechanism was

4 simplified and the bias device to provide parabolic
44 thinking was introduced. The integrator stage was

added to the amplifier.
46 Sixteen of these bombs were tested in September
35 36 31944. Twelve of the sixteen homed successfully, pro-

42 4 ducing the impact pattern shown in Figure 19. Coin-
posite plots of the azimuth and profile traces, of the

FwuE 20. Aziimuth traes~ of Tonopah drops. trajectories are shown in FigurpR 20 and 21.
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64 FELIX AND DOVE EYE

As a result of these reasonably successful tests the tory. Oil burners similar to those used at Tonopah %"-

designs were released to the manufacturer for a pre- were installed to augment the reradiated solar energy.
production order of 100 units. Surveys made in November indicated adequate con- -

trast from the surrounding vegetation.
3.6.3The tests began on December 27, 1944. It was irs-

mediately apparent that a great many defects had

The preproduction units from the manufacturer crept into the manufacturing procedure and that in-
were desired by the Air Forces Board for evaluation spection methods adequate to detect them had not

at Orlando, Florida. The Division was reluctant to been developed. The hope that any of the preproduc-
release the initial units from a new supplier for this tion units could be made available for evaluation
purpose; accordingly a compromise was worked out soon seemed naive. Too much credit cannot be ex-
whereby the initial phase of the test program to tended to the Air Forces Board for their patience ,

check the manufacturing design would be carried during the working out of the initial production grief.
out by the Division's contractor. Such difficulties always arise, even in a program not

It was now obvious that the design of a heat tar- carried forward at the pace of this one. Nevertheless
get was a critical element of the testing program. under the drive of war it is impossible not to hop-

The Division undertook to construct a target to that each program may be an except;zak tc. the .ule,
simulate thermally an operational target in which The principal difficulty was from moisture. The
the Twentieth Air Force had a strong interest. Figure terminal board of the transformer proved to be hy-

22 is an aerial photograph of the target constructed groscopic, and a new design had to be developed, The-.

at Ocala range near Orlando. The target consisted of umbilical switch had inadequate clearance and had

eleven buildings of a Japanese aircraft-engine fac- gave trouble, as the presence of grease, dirt, dents, or

-Lgy

':1

Pi a Tr 2. Target t Ocala: at 10,000 ft (left); t 2,00 ft (right). -:

j 
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irregularities could cause a "built-in signal." Meth- dogged the Division's entire program and, indeed, is

ods of shop and field inspection had to be developed said to have been the cause of much bombardment j,:
to eliminate defective windows; manufacturing Lieth- inaccuracy in combat.
ods were improved and inspection tightened up. The One test was of outstanding interest. Eighteen

compound used to seal the eye and the window was Felix bombs were released simultaneously from a

found to be deliquescent. The condition was bad on formation of nine B-17 airplanes flying in loose line

the ground; it wrs probably worse at an altitude. -abreast in elements of three. Although the average

The major rource of trouble was associated with spacing of the aircraft in line was supposed to be 400

the excessive humidity in the Orlando area. This is ft, the extreme right-wing ship was about 2,500 ft on

spectacularly worse than the atmosphere atTonopah, the flank of the target. Figure 24 shows an approxi-

where the preceding tests had been run. It is not mate map of the trajectories of the eighteen bombs.

worse, however, than the test specifications that air- I*

- borne electronic equipments are supposed to meet
nor, indeed, worse than conditions in the Southwest
Pacific combat area. Too much emphasis cannot be
placed on the importance of careful climate testing
of all components and of the complete assembly be-
fore field trials are attempted. The temptation to
neglect them is sometimes almost irresistible, but ,s.

succumbing to this temptation can result only in an
overall loss of time.

The support of the Air Forces was, however, un-
"* swerving. In the face of the unsatisfactory tests they

urged the Division to work out a mass-production
design and ordered 1,000 units under a transfer of

*: funds to NDRC. Accordingly the investigators un-
dertook to select another target which would prove
satisfactory in Florida summer weather. Further,
they strongly urged that only production units be
used in evaluation tests.

. 3.6. Channel Key Tests

The target finally selected was Channel Key (Fig-
iire 23), located about one mile northwest of the FIURE 23. Channel key.

"" Key West Overseas Highway. While this target was
relatively weak in comparison with some of the in- Fourteen homed well, their impacts forming three

dustrial targets which had now been surveyed (see distinct clusters corresponding to three observed heat

Section 3.8), it was believed that its contrast with centers on the target. Figure 25 is a plot showing the

the surrounding water would make it a satisfactory errors corrected.
target. Permission for its use was obtained, not with- In the closing weeks of the war the Twentieth Air

out difficulty. Force headquarters placed an order for a squadron

- Only results with the production unit will be re- equipped and manned to take Felix into combat.

ported here. Thirty-one individual releases were Their assembly was incomplete as the war ended.
made. Twenty of these made successful homing
flights, landing on the target after making observable ;. DOVE EYE K

corrections. Of the eleven failures, five were due to
-. failure of the bomb shackles to release or to neglect Under urgent representations from the Navy

on the part of the bombardier to energize the warm- Bureau of Ordnance the Division undertook with the
up circuit to bring the amplifier tubes up to tempera- Polaroid Corporation the development of a quanti-
ture before release. The difficulty with bomb shackles tative heat-homing scanner. The contractor's organ-
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ization was eager to develop a complete heat-homing was displaced horizontally so that its optic axis was
missile. The strong belief of the Division, however, 9.5 mm from, but parallel to, its spin axis (unlike the r. -

was that the war was imuch too far advanced to 5-degree inclination of the Felix unit). The mirror,
initiate the development of a completely new missile detector, optical system housing, and initial ampli-

* system at that time (early 1944). The Navy Bureau fication stages were mounted on the gyro casing of
- of Ordnance, however, did sponsor such a develop- the free gyro, and the mirror was coupled--through

iment with Polaroid Corporation so two projects were reduction gearing-to the gyro rotor. The rotary -
carried forward cooperatively, the Navy Bureau of motions of both gyro and mirror were coaxial. The + A-
Ordnance administering work at Polaroid on the mis- gyro rotor, gimbal mounted, was precessed in two
sle structure and its aerodynamic control surfaces planes by two sets of electric torque motors, one
and servo links, the Division -administering the de- motor at each gimbal axis termination.
velopment of a quantitative heat-homing scanner During operation the Eye attempted to point at
(Dove Eye). At the close of the war development was the target. If the target was not at the line of sight,
still incomplete and the project was turned over to
the Navy Bureau of Ordnance even in advance of
the preparation of a definitive report.17 This section,[ _., __-

therefore, is of necessity general rather than specific N f
in treatment. ,''.-

From February 1944 on, the Dove Eye was con- DIRECTION

ecived as an infrared detector which would report F-HT

the angular velocity of a line from the bomb to the
target relative to any stabilized line in space. This , .
derivative would be used to effect the minimum aero- -,

tiynamic acceleration necessary to convert a miss into I'
a hit. Minimum departure of the missile from its nor-
mal free-fall path would be necessitated, particularly
if the aerodynamic control system used were con-
tinuous and proportional. 0 500' 1000'

The first derivative-taking Eye N-as built and op- SCALE I.,..

, crated during the first three months of the project, FIGURE 25. Errors corrected by Felix in nine-plane

* but because of inherently poor discrimination and mission.
loss in threshold sensitivity, it was abandoned after

* successful laboratory tests in favor of the present but within the field of view, a signal was initiated, r.
lock-on Eye. This "moving-grid" eye obtained the its phase in the scan cycle indicating the position of

* derivative by interposing a moving orthogonal grid the target. The pulses from the detector, after suit-
between the target heat flux and the thermistor able anplification and commutation, were used to %-
bilometer receptor. Angular velocity of the target, drive the torque motors so as to precess the gyro-
relative to the Eve showed itself as a frequency shift, scope and cause the Eye to point at the target. At .

-:. The final "lock-on" Eve obtained the angular ye- all times the total voltage across the torque motors
locity of the line of sight from the bomb to the target was proportional to the angular velocity of the line
by continuously pointing along that line. The optical of sight relative to the fixed line; this voltage, meas-
scanning system and detector was mounted cn the tired, served also to effect aerodynamic control. %'L
rotor housing of a free gyro, with the axis of scan The heat-sensitive element used in the Dove Eye

- collinear with the spin axis of the gyro. Since the was the thermistor bolometer, initially selected in
Eye was made to point at the target by precessing 1944 because of its availability, the ease of manufac-
the gyroscope, the magnitude of the torque required ture of its odd-shaped detectors, its acceptable sen-
for precession was proportional to the angular veloc- sitivity threshold, low microphonics, and low time
it v of the line of sight. constants. Although suitable evaporated-metal bo-

In greater detail, the optical system consisted of a lometers were produced in connection with the pr-
2-in. clear aperture spherical mirror with a thermis- ject, and successfully used in laboratory lock-on tests ,.
tor bolometer mounted at the focal plane. The mirror of production-type Dove Eyes, all the guided mis-
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68 FELIX AND DOVE EYE

siles used in homing tests with )ove Eye were pro- mal scanners of any type developed thus far arediffer- N

vided with thermistor bolometers. ence-measuring devices, but they are sensitive to
The thermistor bolometer used was cruciform, to very small differences even though the gross heat

give a nearly circular field of scan. The length of fluxes compared are large.
each of the four legs of the cross equaled the dis- In the Tonopah tests discussed in Section 3.6.2, the
placement of the mirror spin axis from its optic axis. total thermal flux radiated from the heated target
The ceramic legs of the cross were mounted on a was well under 5 per cent of the total flux from the
quartz backing, and the whole detector hermetically field of view. Yet so long as the tests were carried out
sealed in a silver capsule for moisture protection. before dawn, when the desert floor was at a uniform
A silver chloride window, suitably filter coated and temperature, troubles with target discrimination -.
induction weld-d into the front of the silver capsule, were minor. After sunrise, however, areas of the ter-
admitted desired wavelengths while excluding those rain warmed at irregular rates, and these irregular-
near and below 1.0 A. ities produced signals which masked the desired sig-

By June 1946, better than 30 per cent of the Dove nal from the target.
Eye units dropped from an altitude of 20,000 ft at a Marine targets are normally considered to have a
heated hulk target hit within 50 ft of the target, even very uniform background; however, even the ocean -9.
though the bombsight was set with a fixed error of surface can have thermal gradients of sufficient mag- <" -.

approximately 20 mils. nitude to cause difficulties. Military targets on land, . " "
present a much different aspect. Such targets, for
example, as that shown in Figure 26, are, in the

3.6 TARGETS AND TARGET SURVEYS main, industrial and are likely to be strrounded by
5.8.1 Target Discrimination a heavily built-up area.

The presence of the many discontinuities in the
The chief problem in the development of any hom- thermal array presented by a typical land target has

ing missile is one of target discrimination. This point the effect of introducing noise into the signal re-
ceived.

The effect of noise can be minimized, however, by
integration or smoothing. This corrective measure
was involved in each of the thermal homing devices
developed by the Division. In Felix the integration to -s
suppress noise was accomplished in the thermal re-
ceptor itself by making it large enough to subtend a
10-degree field of view. In Dove Eye the same end
was accomplished by an integrating element in the* ~w circuitry. The case favoring one of these techniques
over the other is not clean-cut. Direct thermal inte-

"ALI gration as in the Felix manner can be accomplished
only at the expense of increasing the time constant of

IA the bolometer which was already marginally large. -
Circuit integration, the method used in Dove Eye, 0
introduces a phase shift in the servo-system loop

, which may be seriously injurious to the accuracy of
the missile.

1(;Ut 26. Industrial target.

. A Target Survey Instrumentr-
was strcwJ in Chapter 1 in connection with radar- T t v
homing glide biomhs and it is discussed in broad gen- In order to determine the suitability of specific r5-
erality by Dryden in Chapter 12. The problem is par- targets, the Heat Research Laboratory of MIT de-
ticularly acute in thermal-honing missiles such as veloped a quantitative target-evaluation instrument. -
Felix and I)ove. So long as the background surround- This instrument consisted of a standard Felix scan-
ing the target is uniform, no ambiguity exists. Ther- ner mounted in a metal case with a telescope and a It
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• ./-'--. ~GMT LENS HOLIDER ,o.-z

", (LIGMTS NOT SHOWN) EXP03URE

TAMWRA LIGHT

%' PCAMERA LIGHT

, **" -. I REFLETR~l

-', D O" .-

UNIT.

4." FIGURE 27. Section of target survey head. . ..

GSAP camera. The telescope, the camera, and the survey head and observing the telltale lights with the J

scanner were all mounted with their axes parallel; other eye (see Figure 28).

*-: all had a 10-degree field. The amplifier associated This instrument (Figure 29) will evaluate with ,. 1

with the scanner was in a separate case with the some precision whether any particular target is a

necessary batteries. Batteries and amplifier were con- '. 4-

nected with the surveying head by cables, and the TA RGET

* surveying head (Figure 27) was provided with a
gimbal suspension to permit traversing and swinging PONTER,5
in elevation. LIGHTS Ax

In addition to photographing the terrain surveyed _-_._.___

telltale lights connected so as to show the operation
of Felix rudders and elevators were reflected by par- FIGURE 28. Typical frame from survey instrument. a-.

tially silvered mirrors onto the film. Further, a
meter with a logarithmic scale was connected with satisfactory objective for an attack with Felix. The

the amplifier so that its scale reading indicated the target-survey report 8 discusses fully the appropriate -

heat flux received in watts per square centimeter; techniques for the use of the instrument. With its ,

this meter was also photographed. The operator oh- careful use the successful application of Felix should

served the meter with one eye while sighting the be assured. -
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EYE COVER HEAD MASTER
CONTROL SWITCH

• .. t ..

..

, ,o.-' o.

I Ir% 1P'

MASTER SWITCH LIGHT DIMMER PILOT LIGHT . V

FIGURE 29A. Surveyiig head, rear view.

It is hardly to be expected that a technician with what targets can profitably be attacked with heat-
an instrument would accompany each combat mis- homing bombs.
sion and advise the commanding officer as to ap-
propriate thermal targets. Rather it is conceived that .9 FUTURE PROSPECTS
many thermal reconnaissance missions will be flown MISSILES
in company ith photographic reconnaissance. The FOR IIEXT-HOMING
parallel analysis of these missions, especially if some The program of the Division in Felix suggests
of the photoreconnaissance be in color, will develop further work which may be done in this field. Future ,
a target "heat-evaluation lore" so that analysts will missiles in the main will probably not be powered by
be able to predict from photoreconnaissance data gravity; instead, jet propulsion in the transsonic and
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FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR HEAT-HOMING MISSILES 7 1'
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Jit;uiE 29B. Surveying head, front view.

superonic ranges may be employed. Problems of detectors of supersonic missiles may have to be .
higher speed pose new problems in the field of heat minuscule,
detection. Scanning speeds must be increased so that Sensitivities, particularly differential sensitivities,
the distance traversed by the missile during a scan- need to be increased. The relative thermal signal re-
ning cycle will remain negligible in comparison with ceived from targets and from a fairly cold back-
the distance remaining so long as additional correc- ground has been discussed. A better method of
tions are likely to be required. This implies the re- evaluating the heat from a specific target is needed.
quirement for developing heat receptors of continu- The comparison of the total heat radiated from an g. ,-,

ously decreasing thermal time constant. The bo- area containing the target with a similar area from
lometers of the Felix program were small; heat which the target is absent is like measuring the 4 -
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72 FELIX AND DOVE EYE

Weight of a, truck driver's hat by comparing the missile and by the empty sky may wvell he sufficient
weight of the trurk with the driverhatlevss ortovered. Ito produce qztisfnetor% homing eontrot.

While the preceding sect ion indicated that proinis- In the entire field, however, no item for further
ing heat targets need to 1xe large in aren, one pus- study is more important than the exhaustive quarti-
sible exception may exist. In the field of antiaircraft tative survey of all possible targets, including t..eir
guided missiles, particularly in clear weather, the backgrounds, which it. may he desirable to attack
contrast between the heat radiated by a jet-propelled with heat-homing missiles.

D.
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Chapter 4

ROC AND ITS CONTROLS

4.1 INTRODUCTION necessary properties for pilotless control. Only the
minimum of mechaninal devices to correct for nero- -

m HF DIRIGIBLE HIGH-ANGLE bomb in its direct- dynamic inadrquaey or redundance was permitted. "4=

Isighted version (Chapter 2) and in its heat-homing Thus the use of an automatic pilot was not only -
version (Chapter 3) resulted from a conservative ap- avoided but shunned.
proach to the guided-missile problem, requiring rein- -
tively minor new aerodynamic knowledge or art. The 4.2.1 Roll Stabilization
glide-bomb program (Chapter 1) was also an exten-
sion of more or less conventional methods to a new The experience of model-aircraft builders spoke
problem. The Roe program adopted a less inhibited strongly for the design of a missile inherently stable
view of the problem. It was hoped that thereby a in roll without assistance of a gyrostabilizer. These
broadr application of the missile to various tactical experimenters, however, used the axis of gravity as
situations might be attained. a fixed reference, and, in general, maneuvers of such

rhe original concept was of a radar-controlled aircraft were limited to directions not greatly differ-
homb, the all-weather character of this agency of ing from perpendicularity to gravity. True, loops are
control being most attractive. Later, difficulties in sometimes executed but at speeds and radii which"",
radar resolution at the selected approach angles require the net lift of the wing to be positive or dor-
forced the decision between revision of the funda- sal. With negative or ventrally directed wing lifts,
mental aerodynamic design and the adoption of a models usually turn over.
different control means. In this dilemma the Divi- The permissible dynamics of guided-missile flight
sion selected the latter alternative. As the project are seriously limited if the control system is con-
terminated Roc emerged as a television-guided, radio.. strained to use gravity as a reference to prevent roll.
co;.tre'led l'omb. Guiding in vertical dives then becomes impossible.

)'Ji, program ws hampered throughout by diffi- The alternatives are, of course, a gyro system to pre-
(,ulties in system coordination. The Division's con- serve a fixed frame of reference or else a missile which
tractors in the radar and other control fields were is indifferent to its roll attitude. The latter atteck to
located on one side of the continent, while the overall the problem was adopted and led to a design sym-
design of the missile was on the other. This separa- metrical about any two orthogonal axes normal to
tin placed a burden oin the program which was car- the axis of flight. Such a structure can develop a lift
ried only at the expense of its retardation. Further, in any transverse direction. From the point of view
for the first twoand a half years of the program all of its ability to maneuver, it is inconsequential what
radar development was lodged in a separate divi-ion roll attitude obtains at any instant.
of N )ItC (see Section 1.7), which was itself heavily
loaded with programs of high priority so that a 4.2.1 Bankless Turn
forthrigt attack on the radar problems which the B""

pRoc program faced was impossible. By the time the The banking of a homing missile in order to correct
l)ivision hail (,stalblishcd its own radar group under a course error in yaw can create an apparent error in
'ontract (iEMsr-240 (Chapter 1), the promise of suc- pitch. Furthcr, if there is a combined yaw and pitch
'ess %%th Pelican and with Bat seemed not to warrant error such that the target appears to be in either of

the diversion of effort of its very limited personnel the top two quadrants of the field of view (i.e., re-
away from Cie glide-bIomb program. quiring flattening of the angle of glide) there is a

positive feedback which can induce sustained oscil-
IGENRA L' lations. Such oscillation was not reported by investi-
gators of the Washington Project. This is not a clear

The aim ol the program was to produce a missile indication, however, that this effect would he neg-
whose inherent aerodynamic eharacter provided the ligible with another missile.
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74 HOC AND ITS CONTROLS

The symmetrical structure indicated as a solution tests with a photoelectric target seeker (see Section
for the problem of producing indifference to roll also 4.5.2), the missile appeared to fly with negligible
permits turning without banking. Since lift can be angle of attack. In the initial tests with television _

produced in any direction transverse to the line or (see Section 4.7.2), there were transient oscillations
flight, it follows that moments can be set. up and in pitch. The television version (Roe 00-1000) was
sustained about any axis perpendicular to that of radically different in form from i he photoelectrically
roll, eontrolled version (Roe-i). In addition, the regime *.

of control was changed. Whether the departure of

4.2.1 Zero Angle the angle of attack from zero during the television
tests was due to inadvertent loss of aerodynamic

Any aircraft which is to be guided needs a reference damping or to feedback from the changed system of
against which the course may be checked. In ordinary control remains not fully determined.
.urplanes, landmarks and an altimeter serve for con- in an automatically controlled missile the dynamic
tact flying; the compass lubber mark and the horizon or transient conditions are of dominant importance.
indicator furnish a first approximation in instrument Methods of estimating the transient response in ad- "_____
flying. With automatically controlled, pilotless air- vance of drop tests are at present incomplete; meth-

craft, a similar reference is needed-for the control- ods of measuring it during drops have been incon-
ling bombardier if the missile be teledynamically clusive.
guided, for his electromechanical counterpart if the-
missile be fully automatic. 4.2.4 Radar Control '

'

The usual practice would be to apply an automatic RaarCnto

pilot to the missile, depending on its gyro mechanism The original plan for radar c mtrol of Roc was to
to provide a continuing frame of reference. Such prac- have the missile so controlled that it would fly down
tice violates the basic concept of the Roc program, the axis of a microwave beam coatinuously directed
however, which is to make the missile self-sufficient from the carrying aircraft toward the target. The
without resort to such adjuncts. Self-sufficiency in missile would then ride down the beam. This plan is
this respect can be achieved by maintaining a refer- attractive because it places the problem of target
ence axis in the missile continuously tangent to the selection in the hands of a trained operator in the
flight path. airplane instead of requiring the development of an

Then, if the control is through a radio link with elaborate inechanism to make and to maintain that
television guiding, the bombardier will be continu- selection. It is fundamentally unattractive because
ously advised, by identifying the center of his re- the sensitivity of control-here defined as the deriva-
(tived picture, of the true direction of flignt. The tive of field strength with departure from the axis of
picture center does noi necessarily indicate the point the beam ---decreases quadratically as the missile
of inpact, for in general flight need not be rectilinear, falls. Thus the control is least sensitive just before
An appropriately systematized control needs to be impact when it. is of crucial importance.
worked out. ''his problem is not easily solved (see The objection just cited is outweighed by the ad-
Section 4.i.2), even with full knowledge of the true vantages of simplicity in the missile-borne micro- .'-

direction of flight; without such knowledge it is still wave equipment, which is expendable in quantity.
more difficult.. There is a further disadvantage, however, which is

If automatic homing is applied, tne homing system scarcely met by any compensating advantage. Beam-
(,an similarly measure the departure of the target borne bombs describie a trajectory exactly similar to
from *be true direction of flight, and an appropriate direct-sighted bombs in the eclipse method of eon-
system of control can be designed to apply appro- trol if the beam is continuously trained on the target
priate correvtions. 11oc was designed to fulfill these (see Chapter 2, Figure 2). Indeed eclipse bonibing is ..-

requirements. In the steady state 'he requirement beam vontroi in the visible electromagnetic spectrum,
was well met, the fuselage maintaining tangency to the heam being light originating in the target and
the wind stream within 0.5 degree. During trunsients terminating at the aircraft. The same arguments
reiulting from the application of control tLere is which spoke against its use for the dirigible high-
reason to believe that the departure from tangency angle bomb speak with nearly equal force here. Ihe,.
was sometimes significantly greater. In homing only mitigating feature in this instance is the pres-
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GENERAL 75 t0t

- ence of reasonably large supporting surfaces, with tion illuminated the target at an angle steeper than q

corresponding reduction in the minimum attainable 11 degrees, both angles being referred to the hori-

radius of trajectory curvature. However, the ability zontal.2 Roe had been designed to fly within a vertical

of a radar operator to keep a guiding beam continu- cone having an apex angle of 90 degrees located on

ously on the target is doubtful. Wavering of the beam the target. The margin between the flattest glide

when the missile is near the end of its flight would path for Roe (approximately 45 degrees) and the

" give rise to intolerably large requirements of trans- steepest angle for radar homing (50 degrees) left

verse lift. The decision was made, therefore, to design little margin for flexibility, either in design or in use.

% Roc as a radar-homing missile. The radar was to be The requirement of illumination at a flat angle (11 4 
" 
/

of substantially the same type as for RHB-Pelican degrees) implied a two-airplane maneuver for attack. k%

with illumination provided either from the parent The Services found this limitation intolerable.

plane or from another in the squadron. The requirement of the new payload-the 1,000-1b

To make the corrections to the flight path non- GP bomb instead of the 14-in. SAP bomb--meant a -

- oscillatory, the rate of change of transverse lift was new design with considerable increase in wing span. %%-,.
made proportional to error heading and to its first Problems of carriage were considerably increased, K,, * .

time drivative. especially as the Navy insisted that the missile be
capable of use with carrier-based aircraft.

"4.2." Television and Radio Control

Faced with a new design on account of problems.
of stowage with the 1,000-lb GP payload, the re-

quirement of use with small aircraft, and the ap-
proach-angle restriction previously unknown in the
use of radar for homing, the Division had three b -
choices: (1) in revising the design to accommodate
the 1,000-lb GP bomb in reduced space; aerodynamic r -- -
changes could be made which would so flatten the

trajectory as to make radar homing practicable with

F. 1

The initial experiments to prove the homing char-

acteristics of the system were made against a strong r''
light source with an improvised photoelectric target ,

seeker. The tests were supposed to be with a full-
sized (although not necessarily a fully loaded) mis-
sile, which could be the prototype of a combat Ficuitm 2. Hoc 00-1000.

weapon (Figure 1). lowever, by the time the tests - * ".

had been completed, the earlier requirements of the single-airplane tactics; (2) the aerodynamic perform-

Services for a design utilizing a 14-in. diameter bomb ance could be left unaltered and a new means of con- -

had changed, and the new requirement was for one trol sought; or (3) the project could be terminated. -
of 183-in. diameter. While calculations showed that minor revisions of

* In addition, while the experimental program with the design would produce an angle of approach flat
photoelectric target seekers was proceeding, crucial enough to accommodate radar, this change involved
experiments with radar had shown that reliable hom- removal of the dive brakes, and it was not known by .. .

ing signals could not be obtained with angles of ap- what extent this would influence the missile in its p. ., .

proach steeper than 50 degrees if the source of radia- property of flying 'ontinuousiy tangent to the flight
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76 ROC AND ITS CONTROLS -

path. The image orthicon had been developed (see in view of the marked success with Razon when used -

- Chapter 5), and it appeared likely that a miniature with Crab and especially with the addition of Jag.
" version of small enough compass to fit within Roc Further investigations with Roe and Mimo are to

could be developed. Accordingly, the contractor ac- continue under the supervision of the Air Technical
cepted the Division's request to continue the project Service Command.
toward television control.

Furthermore, the increased maneuverability of ROC SYSTEM DYNAMICS-
Roc (Figure 2) as compared with Razon-8,000-ft -

minimum radius of curvature compared with some The requirement that Roe should bf; capable of 6-&A
generating lift in any direction and f flying with OL___

,-ALMCIMS ThU zero angle of attack led to the embodiment of Figuree.
1. Cast magnesium wings were corstructed with a
quadrant yoke at the root such that, when they were

._-TAM bolted together, they formed the central portion of

the fuselage. The wing was hollow, providing room

__.-OOWOL FLAPV

- ,t I". '

L . 1 I

" w -c-v sit'-- -

MAIM NoS

FloumE 4. Two-dimensional projection of trajectory.

(Figure 3) for a motor and gear box to drive the lift- .- It
generating flaps, which extended the full semispan
of the wing.

The establishment of a law to govern the control- ..

flap position is the outcome of the solution of the -" l~~mt'Ppala 3. Wing assemrbly for Roc-i looking radially '-.--"

outwards. problem of system dynamics. Six degrees of freedom
are involved, and the relationships are generally non- . -

20,0(X)-ft--gave promise of successful application (if linear. A simplified analysis is, however, rewarding.

Roe to the eclipse technique of direct-sight control. In his analysis of longitudinal stability of glide

This was strongly urged as an interim measure pend- bombs (see Section 1.4.1), Skramstad suggested a r
ing the development of Mimo (miniature image or.- control regime defined by

thicon camera and transmitter). Such a program was

particularly indicated in view of the fact that while A"=" 1 "+k$(1
the development of the Crab attachment (see Section This contractor used a method which produced flap F*

2.6) had been started, its accuracy had not been es- operation according to:

tablished. An eclipse technique gives exact accuracy, = k30 + k46 (2) ,:

but it :s most difficult to achieve.
As I he war closed, tests with tel-vislon were under There are many control methods possible which will

way. The di rect-sighte version had been abandoned yield the desired result, namely approach toward the -
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N
" target along a pursuit curve without superposed os- oscillations similar to equation (8). Control of the

- cillations. rate of change of lift in accordance with equation
Consider now the two-dimensional simplification (2') results in a cubic equation for the roots. The real

of Figure 4. The missile is at A with a velocity V and root can be made degenerative; the other roots are,
a course error 0 which would result in an expected by proper choice of constants, conjugate and repre-
miss h. A lift L must be generated to reduce h to zero sent a damped oscillation.

- and in a nonoscillatory manner. (Of course it may be The control law of equation (1) thus seems to lead

impossible to reduce h to zero, a finite lower limit more directly to a stable trajectory than does that of
existing for the radius of trajectory curvature R'. equatio!' (2). However, it also leads to greater driving
That phase of the problem does not concern us here.) power for the control flaps. The abrupt appearance

The lift L is balanced by dynamic reactions due to of a course error calls for the immediate appearance
imparting a centripetal acceleration to the missile of lift, with a correspondingly large expenditure of
and an angular acceleration about an axis perpen- power to overcome the hinge moments at a high rate.

. dicular to the flight-path tangent and to the lift L. Further, while it is impossible to attain instantane-
+blO (3) ously the flap velocity 5 of equation (2) required by

amO the sudden appearance of an error in heading or rate

where m is the mass of the missile; of departure, it is one derivative easier than the in-
I is the moment of inertia of the missile; stantaneous attainment of a flap angle B. In sum-
a is a constant of proportionality; mary, it would appear that one system of control
b is an assumed constant relating the restor- leads more readily to the desired flight path but is

ing moment to the angle of attack. much more difficult to mechanize. The implication is
If that time lags will force a greater departure from the

ret > blO (4) idealized program in the case of equation (1) than
in th cas ofeqaio)()

then the missile can be deemed to behave like a mas- in the cue of equation (2).
sFltOne feels that a full exploration should be made of_-sive particle. Further, if linearity between 4i and L t e co rl p sib ii sim i it n

is assumed, we can write from equation (1): the control possibilities implicit in

L = k,0 + k20 (1') kJ kcp"(8) = , kpt(O) (9)
amO - AO + k.6 (5)

6(k2 - am) + k10 = 0 (6) In equation (9) p is the time derivative operator de-
'0- ok~

l
/(k2 - am) (7) fined by:

P". dR

which is decadent if k2 < am. It satisfies our require- pi = (10)
ment if 0 is small so that

Negative values of -it and m indicate integrals.4 The
0 tan = generalied exploration of equation (9) with the quan-

titative rejection of such terms as are redundant or
.. Similarly with eluation (2): insignificant might well teach where the best engin-

L = k30 + 1,'40 (2') ecring ompromise in design of a centrol system lies.
ai= k30 + k46 Its generality is extremely suggestive of power in the

- -- k., approach to other missile problems.

am am It is significant in this connection that in develop-
whence ing controls for the V-2, the Germans' used a control

00 t,a, s 4n regime defined by
• " xi a m a m o t (8 ) oo l ± w L + uit c= w E d l

Thus, in the simplified version at least, either flap- f+ E + 't (11)

control law will yield stable approaoh to the target + W,'Ao +

with judibious selection of the constants. where E is a measurable error function. Moreover,
In the more complete analysis where angular ac- the parameters w. and w.' were not necesarily con-

celeration in pitch or yaw is not conside-ed negligible, stant but were permitted dependence upon error or

control of the lift y eqj.idin 1') can lead to damped its. currecotion.
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4. MISSILE DESIGN erated in the plane of two wings at 400 mph (Jr of

4.4.1 2,800 lb in a plane midway between two wings. The
corresponding minimum radii of curvature with the

The final design of the cross-winged version is fully loaded missile are 6,940 ft and 4,950 ft respec-

shown in Figure 5- All fixed members are castings. tively. The b-akes hold the terminal velocity to ..

The wings and central fuselage section are of mag- about 500 mph. Rolling torques due to casual screw

nesium; the forebody, afterbody, and empennage are asymmetries are negligible and are readily killed by -. '.

of aluminum or of zinc alloy, depending on the weight differential operation of one pair of flaps. ht%'"""

of missile desired. In the combat version it was The flaps are made of molded resin-impregnated

planned that all castings would be magnesium. Fiberglas in stressed-skin hollow construction. They
The space forward of and surrounding the nose of are hinged on bushed pins at the root and tip. A

the payload was planned to house the radar-homing pin at. midspan is supported on open slots to prevent ,

equipment; space abaft the payload was provided for binding due to load deformation of the wing and flap. -.

the power supply. In the test birds no payload was The balancing tabs are of molded resin-impreg-

used, so that extreme effort to compress the control nated veneer. They are supported on knife edges rid-

into minimum compass was not exerted. ing in molded saddles, being held in place by the
The principal dimensions are given in the following cables that control their angular position with respect

tabulation, to the fixed position of the wing and to the flaps. .. "
length overall (in.) 9. The drive for the flap (Figure 6) is an electric Mo- -.

Wing span (in.) 77.0 tor and gear box, one assembly for each wing. The
Effettive area of 2 wings (sq ft) 10.95 overall gear and belt reduction, 7,582 to 1, yields a "
Weight with payload (lb) 1,300 flap speed of 6 degrees per second with a motor speed
Wing loading (psf) 119 of 7,582 rpm. The input to the motor is approximately .:-

Test missiles 8 watts, and the overall efficiency of the system is
Weight without payload (lb) 500-600 approximately 25 per cent.
Wing loading (sf) The tab is driven through a cable belt. The belt
Flap hinge line (per cent of wing chord) 55Tab hinge line (per cent of wing chord) 9 is fastened to a pulley fixed to the wing and con- .

Wing system section centric with the hinge line of the flap. It is also fast- 70
Root NACA 01 ened to a pulley, which is fixed to the tab concentric -"-
Tip NACA #0 1 .,,.M,.,

fTail-fin span (in.) 40 with its hinge line. Pulley ratios are such that the 6

Tail-fin area of 2 fins (sq ft, 1.8 angular motion of the tab with respect to the wing % - .
'ia il-fin section. ,Tailfoo cti NACis 20 per cent of the angular motion of the flap. The 'Foot _NA CA #".),.-..

Tip NACA #007 angle between the flap and the tab is thus 80 per
cent of the wing-flap angle. A slight loss in lift due

The flap is partially balanced, its rounded nose to the tab is the price for substantial elimination of
fairing into a recess in the fixed wing placing the the hinge moment.
hinge line at 55 per cent of the section. The tab at
the trailing edge of the flap gives approximately full 4.4.2 Control System
balance. With the flaps in the neutral position the
wing is without camber, and its chord is parallel to The basic purpose of the program was to develop .

the fuselage axis. The tail-fin chord is continuously a radar-homing missile. In the absence of expendable

parallel to the fuselage axis. The empennage is fixed radar equipment for tests, a photoelectric target
but it, is so constructed that the planes of the fins can seeker was improvised. This target seeker, which is
lie either in or midway between the planes of the described more fully in Chapter 9, was designed to
wings. The latter configuration gives somewhat bet- give an output closely similar to that expected from
ter trim stalility. the radar equipment. For small errors in course, the -L" -A_

The full-sized missile was tested in the wind tunnel output of the target seeker is a voltage nearly pro-
at. the Ames Aenionautical Laboratory, Moffett Field, portional to error in heading (Figure 7); thereafter

('alifornia.! This test showed that the missile would it holds nearly constant until the limit of the field of
tly- with substantially zero angle of attack, that a view is approached. For small errors, then, the volt- --
Itxiioitii rasl'erse lift of 2,000 lb could be gen- age is proportional lo errol hel'ding. Ill oider lo
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apply the control regime selected as a result of the 8k 1/k2 - 5.5Vt/.25(kkz)2 
- 33k1 /kz- 30.28

arguments in Section 4.3, this voltage must be made R - 2 - 2.1 /k '.

to drive the control flaps at a speed proportional to In this evaluation k, and .2 are the constants of pro-
it and to its first time derivative. Then portionality in the fundamental Roc control equa-

- k~e + k-6 tion. For nonoscillatory approach to the target, the
,* since ratio k1 /k should be not greater than 0.2. This re- , -.

e = co quirement results in a value of 0.625 megohm for R
for small values of 0. in the circuit of Figure 8. ' -

Pacific Division of Bendix Aviation Corporation A voltage satisfactorily proportional to error in
under Contract OEMsr-1002, developed an amplifier heading and to its first derivative having been de-
to perform these operations. A preamplifier driven by veloped, it is necessary to make the flap motors fol-
the photoelectric scanner proxuces a voltage in a two- low this voltage in speed, irrespective of load torque. - -'

0 The output of the differentiator-mixer (approximate-

0 .N I- I ... ly 0 .3 v maximum) is amplified to about 150 v maxi-
mum through two stages of push-pull 6SL7-GT in a

0 - Class A circuit. This voltage triggers thyratrons to

50_ control the flap motors (Figure 9).i.- 11101
L.i I The flap motors are separately excited at 12 v.
0 1 S EK ADARGT The armature is especially wound for 100-v d-c aver-

-0 -I age when supplied from a half-wave rectified source.
0,- - ..-... The power supply is a 100-c vibrator and trans-

ID' - \__ __! -. ,

X 20 "
* 0

40 
30 

2 
C 

0 
0 4"rARGET LfFT IN OtESr TARGET R4T 64 DEGREMES

*. F1I;UIts 7. Expeictd output of radar equipments; . R -MG-.
'-' ~aetutl output of Douglas PE target seeker. .Z..

i_0

.'" channel output such that the voltage level in either ....5ME

,.'c h a n n e l is ze ro o r II ¢ -J , -
* - ______ -1 ,

,.0 e, = CO FIOUHE 8. D~ifferentiating-mixer network. '-

* Thris voltage is applied to the network of Figure 8.
i Now if tI, attenuation of the network is made such former. During the conducting half-cycle, the thyra-
-' that the output e2 is small compared to the input e,, tron will fire if the grid is at a sufficient potential to ",
) then the output of either channel is either zero or trigger it. The bias at the instant of firing is deter- ''''
"'" =mined by the grid voltage supplied by the d-c am-"""

_ .. cplifier and the cathode voltage. Since at this instant ?[]
= It is not necessary to establish any specific values of no current, is flowing, the cathode voltage is equal to :'-'

c1 and c2 since the level of the voltage e2 can be ad- tbe voltage generated by the motor armature and --
-. justed in succeeding stages. Their ratio must, how- (the motor being separately excited) exactly propor-

*" ever, be established here since it is this ratio that tional to its speed. Thus for any grid voltage there is ''''
*.-' determines the nonoseillating quality desired for a motor speed which will just prevent firing of the " ''

" Roe's flight. This ratio is determined by R according thyratron. At any load torque a sufficient percentage.'.:
' to the relation of the half-cycles will pass ctrrent to develop the -'"
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82 HOC AND ITS CONTROLS

torque at the speed demanded by the grid voltage 4.5 TESTS WITH PHOTOELECTRIC

(Figure 10). Thus the extremely flat speed-load char- HOMING
acteristic is achieved. It should be noted that this .. Preliminary Tests %

application imposes a severe duty on the motor. The
entire armature circuit floats at an average voltage As a proof of the nonoscillatory character of the con- ".

determined by leakage resistances; it is subject to trol regime, a scanning head and the associated elec-
violent surges when the tubes fire or cut off. It was tronic apparatus were mounted on a truck and made '

necessary to insert a 0.001-f capacitor between the to home on a strong light.The driving was done on a
thyratron grid and cathode to prevent surges from dry lake, and the driver turned the whecl in such a _

lhecoming regenerative. manner as to match the motions of a flap position
indicator controlled by the scanner and amplifier. A

control factor for the truck canl be defined as the

16oC product of the wheel displacement and the corre-
0 sponding turning radius. For a given air density a--

1),O00 -. THRATRONS FIRE EVERY IALr-CYMQ.E -e_ o ._() ... ... .
9000 - LJ_ --

+ 65V- TNYRATRON tA

612:0 45V-TKYATIM &S

6000- -- - , -1 .. c

.01'f50V0---

+~ 0-. TTY[GOV4120M

10-C300 2E - -W~iR -N- -A

200
I'URE- 9. Thyratron motor-control circuit. developed i C.-
i. Iadiation Laboratory, MIT. 1000 -'-.--'- - -

0t
20 40 60 60 100 AIO 0 IS 9(0 200W

One pair of wings is electrically locked in step. This PER CENTOF FULL LOWA TOROO

is accomplished by feeding into the d-c amplifier Fiousa 10. motol speed verss load torques and bia._
controlling each flap motor a voltage proportional
to the difference between its travel and that of its
mate. Thus, if one flap gets ahead of the other, its similar product of flap angle and turning radius is

speed is immediately reduced while that of its partner descriptive of Roe. The ratio of these products is the

is increased. This circuit maintains identity of the scale factor by which the driver should relate steer-

flap (lisplacement within 1 degree-approximately ing-wheel motion to flap-indicator motion.
4.3 per cent of full travel. This relationship was approximately adhered to.

Ihe other pair of flaps are purposely allowed to In eight tests the truck homed on the light along a

operate separately. A gyro sensitive to rate of roll nonoscillatory path. In other tests the differentiator

biases their speed of operation differentially, int.ro- was cut out so that the steering-wheel speed was

ducing a differential flap speed of 0.4 degree per see- made proportional to error-heading only. In these

ond if the rate of roll of the missile is between 0.833 tests the course was oscillatory and soon got out of

rpm and 2.5 rpm, and a differential speed of 1.6 de- control.
gree per second if the rate is in excess of 2.5 rpm. Prior to making drop tests, all apparatus was sub-

Figure 11 shows the electronic control as used for the jected to altitude and temperature tests. In addition,
photoelectric target seeker and as planned for use a test was devised to give a quantitative evaluation

with radar. of the control system. A small light was mounted on,
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TESTS WITH PHOTOELECTRIC HOMING 83

a wheel located in front of the missile and rotating supplemented hy pyrotechnic flares. The light inten-
about an extension of its roll axis. Thus, with con- sity at the release point, 10,000 ft above the target
stant wheel speed the motion in the yaw and pitch and average 25-degree lead angle, was approximately
senses was simple harmonic, with all its derivatives l0-

2 footeandle. The flux entering the scanning eye 
well known. With small angles of parallax suhtended as the target entered the field of view was estimated

by the wheel diameter, the response of the flaps could at. 3) mierolumens, approximately 10 times the
bew quantitatively checked; for larger excursions of threshold for operation of the target seeker.

- the light, a more involved analysis was required. The drops were fully instrumented (see Chapter
8). Misses of 260, 96, 68, and 30 ft were scored. Fig- -_-_-

tires 12 and 13 present the frontal and profile traces
of the trajectory of a typical drop as recorded by
(ameras with open shutters set tip approximately

FIGURE 11. Bendix motor-coatrol amplifier.

,-, ~ s.2Drop Tests9,102DoTet FGURE 12. Frontal trace of PE homing drop No. 4.

In spite of the careful preliminary testing, five of
the nine missiles dropped failed for various reasons. 4,0(M) ft from the target in the plane of approach and
Drops No. 2, 3, 4, and 5 were successful, the first 2,000 ft on the flank. A more precise determination
having failed through malfunction of the arming of the trajectories was made from the analysis of two
s;witch. This uniformity gave rise to an optimism phototheodolite records taken from the ends of a

*:.' which was perhaps unfounded. The program was carefully surveyed base line. Figure 14 is a recon- - . .:-

then plagued by a variety of minor but frustrating struction of the plan and side elevation of the trajee-
difficulties, and the next four drops failed. This re- tory shown in the preceding photographs.
versal gave rise to a pessimism which was equally The trajectory shown in the photographs of Fig-
false, tires 12 and 13 and in the plots of Figure 14 shed in-

The tests were carried out at the rocket range of teresting light on the dynamics of Roc control. For
California Institute of Technology on Goldstone small errors of heading, the target seeker gives a pro-
Lake near Barstow, California. The target consisted portional output. In the azimuthal sense the error in
of an array of 100 battery-powered photeflood lamps heading was small, and the control responwse was
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84 ROC AND) ITS CONTROLS

quantitatively sensitive to it and to its first time de- of the trajectory after the first swing was well
rivative. The frontal trace (see Figure 12) of the damped.
trajectory reflects this condition, which resulted in The experiments were further instrumented by
non-oscillatory homing. motion-picture. cameras mounted on the empennage

In the range sense, however, the error is not always and pointed forward to record the view ".een' by
small. It starts, of course, at the complement of the the scanner. Trangents drawn to the trajectory pro-
lead angle to the target, corrected for the attitude of
the airplane at the instant of release. For this drop 11,000

the lead angle was 19 degrees; the correction for atti-
tude of the airplane was negligible. The initial range 10,__ ___ 0
error in heading was thus 71 degrees, which lies be- 1,0
yond the field of view of the target seeker. As the

PROFLE PROJC'nON
OF TRAJECTORY

9000

8000 ~

7000 h

$000 o

.1000

1000 h

fargt eter th fied o viw a a rngeerrr i

Thia'reutinngtvdapnunicosatot IE 14. Plots tac of 131 homing drop No. 4 fromIECO

tsreter t aieldofimaewy at aegranee error Th inthooie cr

haming oispabt 3. th consrant oeutFiure a),th outnly______ ___

apptais in the correct sense afte its sloe is wron 1000on de000e fr00 t00e pht000dot 0eod

Jrducidng an deres. n e pign le oracrea(igge. RANG FROMlos TARhE intaNneu di etnote

anuth sid celeatio pprotel of thertor. TFgue flihtTheodoentero he roninrols.pct

14) show the resulting overshoot in the initial portion frame shows the spot on the terrain toward which the
of thc flight cause(. by negative damping during the missile was pointing. A comparison of these data
earlyN phwses of thc: o.s-cillatiep. nip piaiing po~rtiont sliowed that Roc-i flie-s with small angle of attack.
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DESIGN OF ROC 00-, 000 8

This conclusion can hardly be said to be more than any direction normal to the roll axis. The stabilizer
qualitatively established. Some of the motion-picture cylinder is fixed. Within the stabilizer ring two tile-
film was lost, at impact. In some of the drops one or rons were planned to limit the rate of roll; in the final --

both of the phototheodolite operators were unable to version, however, four ailerons were provided, so #AL
track the missile. Finally the graphical differentiation controlled as to eliminate roll.
of an empirical curve to establish the direction of its The principal dimensions and the performance
tangent is inherently not very accurate, constants as determined from wind-tunnel tests 4 are

In addition to the series of nine tests just described, compared with those of the cruciform Roe-I in the b, .
three drops were made of Roc missiles equipped with following table.
a photoelectric target seeker developed under Con- ROc-I Roc
tract OEMsr-l 182 by Fairchild Camera and Instru- Coant Ver nn 00-1000

mnent Company." These drops, marred by flare and \Veight complete (lb) 1,300 1,662
tagtPayloa (lh) 1,100 1,000

gyroscope failures, were inconclusive. The target Iurning radius (ft) 6,950 7,500
seeker is described in Chapter 9. Wing span (in.) 77 48

The problem of coordinating the activities of an Wing area (sq ft) 10.95 8.86
SWing loading (psf) 119 188

aircraft crew, two phototheodolite stations, the tar- Length overall (in.) 901 148
get operation, sveral camera stations, and the usual Terminal velocity (mph) 450 400
observers from the Division and from the military Mean wing chord (in.) 20,1) 30

Tail span (in.) 40 30.6.
is not to be underestimated. This experience of the Mean empennage chord
Division's contractor reinforces the conclusion drawn (in.) 8.3 5.3
from each of the other programs. An adequate ex- Ailerons None 4

Time to apply full control
perimental range equipped with good communica- from neutral (seconds) 2.5 1.6

tion, adequate transport, and facilities for the routine Max. hinge moment main
collection of formal quantitative records is essential controlsurfaces(lb-in.) * -)170qcs bd Wing airfoil section NACA #0011-Root DoughiNsY" -
if success in this field is to be quickly attained. XACA #0009-Tip --

Stabilizer airfoil section NACA #0009-Root Douglas
NACA #0007-Tip 81080-18

4.6 DESIGN OF ROC 00-1000' ,  Aileron airfoil section None DouglasDESIN OFROC 0--IWI",3 8080-18

4.6.1 Structural Design ia| . ta,. -.08--..

The tests described in the preceding section dem- With the exception of a false nose, the entire con-
onstrated with some authority that the Roe concep- struction is of aluminum-alloy sheet, with the bomb
tion resulted in a system of missile and control which itself forming the central portion of the fuselage. A
would produce satisfactory homing flight. However, plastic nose section, fastened to the bon) through
the wing span (77 in.) precludes carriage within the the nose-fuze threads, houses the television camera.
bomb bay; with external carriage there is inadequate Abaft the bomb a tuselage structure carries the re-
clearance on carrier-based aircraft; and finally, the maining electronic equipment, the power supply, one
original payload contemplated (the 14-in., 1,100-lb wing actuator, and the gyro-aileron system.
SAP bomb) -was considered an undesirable weapon The wing is of monospar construction with the
for the bulk of the remaining targets to be attacked. major portion of the training section permanently
Accordingly, the Division requested the contractor attached to the spar. Removal of the nose section
to undertake the (evelopment of a missile fo- carrier- and a generous panel of the trailing section yields -

hased aircraft. The payload was to be the 1,000-1b access to wiring, strut bearing, and the second wing
GP bomi>, and the method of carriage was to permit actuators.,.
landing with the missile unexpended on the deck of The wing is carried by a strut (Figure 16) which is
an aircraft can ier in the event of an abortive mission. hinged in the fuselage to rock the wing in yaw. A

The resulting design eliminated the cruciform bearing support between the wing and the strut pro-
wings with adjustable camber and the cruciform em- sides freedom for rotation of the wing in pitch. Thus
pennage- In the new design a cylindrical shroud re- lift and drag are carried by the strut in bending;
places each (Figure 15). The wing shroud is ('ardan- hinge moments in pitch are carried axially and hinge
momunted so that it can he rocked to produce lift in n-omeni s in va" ar Varritmd ill Inbuding. The stlrut is-
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86 ROC AND ITS CONTROLS , V

DIVE BRAKE
STABILIZER AND ANTENNA

WIN$.

4 WiNG

AILEON D IVE

CAMERA RIV

FGR15CuwyveDSoLENOIDS

"" 1 ~AFTERB FUSF.LAG ""

HS Pus OWER'-
:.. SUPPLY. RADIO "
-" ~RECE IVER, AND i .

:% STRUT CONTROL AMPLIFItR ,"

_TELEVISION
,._ CAMERA

FIGUE l5. Cutaway view of Roe 00-10D0. , '

fabricated of X4130 steel, beat-treated to 125,000- The study to determine the basis of the control
. 145,000 psi to withstand the foregoing design loads, system was not complete as soon as the missile de-

calculated at 91,200 psi at the critical section. sign was ready for its findings. There is some axgu-
In the cruciform version (Roe-1) hinge moments ment, in the case of television, for using a quasi-

of the control flaps are nearly eliminated by balanc- homing control in which the controlling bombardier
ing tabs. W;th a movable cylindrical wing this tech- tracks the received image of the target and in so

nique is not applicable, doing automatically trasmits a signal to the missile
proportional to the error in heading and to its first
time derivative. The possibility that a control system
based on the angular velocity of wing incidence, 6,
might be required, rather than a system based on 6,
spoke strongly for using the same electronic corn-
puter developed for Roe-i.

The large hinge moments and the use of a single
wing, however, imply a much heavier load on the con-
trol motor than is the case in Roe-1, the entire power
supply for which is passed through a single thyratron
rectifier. It became necessary, therefore, to exert ex-

traordinary effort toward high efficiency in the wing
actuators. A ball-bearing, thr'ead-nut drive was de-
veloped by Western Gear Works having a mechanical

efficiency of approximately 80 per cent and an overall
efficiency including the motor of about 40 per cent.

The decision of the Division to attempt direct-sight
control as an interim means of control, pending the . -

F',uRE l6. W'i. 'g le 00-1o0o. development of a sutabl television or automatic
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DESIGN OF ROC 00-087

homing e~quipment. madle it necessary to develop al)- ile computer projects 5on thme televisionl screen a
Ioliite roll st abilization. This the contractor agreedI reticle which moves)'C across time screen at a speed pro-
to undertake although the- extrapolation of the ex- portional to) the wing-icidence angle 6 and to thle
lpcridflce with Azori to Roc seemned hazardous in view actual reticle position. The actual e(1 utation ot imotion
of thle grekt lv inc(reasedl maneuvers t~o he requliredl. of the reticle is:
lThe samne gyroscop~e aissemly dlevelopedl for Azon K ~- I
andt Iazom wa-,s applied to) the aileron control. Air- 2 2
craft p~ractice suiggested a modsulating control for tile he =rtilpotonn(ereswtreet

ailerons such that -,mall excursions from a mean posi- ther X rthce positcro h eeion if i eld of
tioti would providec transient r-oll stability. With the totecetro tl elvsowfedo

on-miff contac~t arranlgement provided from the free
gyro, sutch a control with motor-driven actuators cotprget. is sretedpston, hetm
proved wholly successful. A solenoid drive capable of cmue ssatd,=angle in degrees between gravity vector
following gyro oscillations uip to 5 e was tised. I an1taetr fmssl ttetn h

computer is started,
.. 2Control System K =(8,121n)(dC ,./fIS), thle aerodynamic re-

sponse coefficient of the Roc missile,
(ontrol with direct sight, or television implies ap thavrgaideiy(linthef

radio-control link. At the outset of this phase of thefeivphsofgdddrp
progliull~feciv itas wof notde dropht o onrl olprograin~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ itwsntcerwa=oeo oto ol average value of the missile velocity,

be iliost. ap~propriate. For television, as just explained. aclrto fgaiy
the c-ontract or favored the same regime us-ed for alt-
tomat ic homlings, Ini a normal television drop thle target appears at ~

6 k,6 + k,26 the bottom of the screen and moves upwards across,
it as thle missile noses over. Thle reticle is located near

the bombardier keeping a reticle superposed on the tile bottom of the screen. Ax the target image crosses
televised image of thle target. Thle Division felt. that the reticle, the computer is tutrmed onl, which starts
arguments such as temporary blocking of the radio the reticle moving uip screeni in ac(cordance with the
signal spoke strongly in favor of at regime expressed above eqluation. The operator then so manipulate.,
by: the control stick as to keep thle target on the reticle.

6 = 1 + k-1 When the appropriate lead angle is established, thle
motion of hoth target and reticle stops.

Moreover, inl view of thle success with Azon, which Various control regimes will satisfy the computer
iiseol on-off control, there was strong compulsion to equaitionl. It is necessary only that the control stick
expe(rimnent with that systemi for Roc. feed into the computekx a value proportional ti thle

The lDivisiOnl Worked close]l*y with Section 7.2 (Air- wing incidence attained. With the aid of this coi-
h ornic F'ire ( olit rol, which recommllenided ai computer. puter, runs on thle model range showed a tenfoldl imi-
which wouild Steel. thle missile along a nearly straight provement in accuracy (12 ft average miss ats coI-I
interception coorse rat her than along at pursuit curve. pared with 120 ft.) over uinaidled giding with tele-
Siiultilat ive( st idies", with DtIivision T~s contractor at vision alone.
Coluiath~i Viersitv (disclosed that for the direct- As the project closed, it. appeared that the coi-

Sighted vers'ion a link which pr-ovidled wing deflection puter renders equally accurate an on-off system of
proiportionial to conltrol-stick motion is adequate. For control in which thle wing-incidence angle is propor-
the television X-emsion. I )ouglais constructed a model tional to the net total time of control, right-and-left
raiig(' with .1 test cart carrying ' ,levisioii andl a radio control timec being taken in opposite sense. This sys-
receiver.. This mlodel reproduced thle mlissile flight in tern is mutch the simplest of those that have any hope '
1\%( cointates andl tinie. Maiiv ilioKes of control of success. It wvas not tried in drops miade under Divi-
wereT exPlomi l.'; With thetaid of this range andl the co- sion sponsorship, although five. iissiles have been
operat ion of Sect ion 7.2. a computer wa-,s dlevelopedl built for this control regime.
which resulted in an approxitiat ion of a collision It. is obvious from thle foregoing that it was not -

cotil1se. until the project terminatedtat tile optinmm modeZ
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88ROC AND) ITS CONTROLS

of control14) whicli determfined~ th 1W '011 'il-Iitik de(signi foili tonles were' app~lied( h ilt ne(vert mlore than two
was establishied. It appeared obviotis that a qutantita- simrraltarwotislY. The tlis-sile re-sponflMle to tilt, per-
I ixv radio link Votitld be re(liired(, dIeliveing a signal ('entage mola((tion 11 of eaich tone -oneL each for uip,
proportionalI to coZY! mi-stick deflection. Tile decision down, right, or left.,'11w( tones4 in tile ti1 )-dowf regime 0

* as to whether the( wing-inejllence aingle shiould he were selO('ted so as not to produce objetionable beats '

* ~~ilae prioport ionail tol the receiveol signal, to the ('(oii- with those in thle left-right regimie. Since only two -. -

*t rol signal. and to it, tinmi deriviit iv'. 0or whet her thle tonles were on simutltaneouisly, only one( firot-ornir -

:tugiular v('lcitY' of wintg in('idfn('c should be eon- becat co-ildl be protlcetd. *.h

*t volled, had t oI he held in abeyance. The exp('riflwntal programn with the( miodel range
The devision having heen madoe to uise thle sail described at tile heginning of this section showed

standarad tranlsmlit tei that 'onitrolledI Azon anl Ha- that, providled ai 'omipt(i'e was tised, simiple on-off
zoll Belioix dlevelopedl . proportional control link control of the wing-incidence angle lprodluced aceui-
b asei ilu it. Two versions aplpeared. In the( first, the racy ceual to anN other miode tried. The final version
caririer whic-h operated in thle 100-nic banid \WIts ('(lti- o)f thle control system, therefore, abandoned the thN.-
1110) islv molal4111te by Ic fourl audio tonles. The Aliffer- rotrion mottor control, replacing it with hieavyv-duty
eiev bet ween~ the degree of nioduthit ion of tones I anl relays, the'mselves c'ont rolled bY thle t hyratronls.
2 gave t lie amount of "'right -('ontro'(l -~ "Ift " iftone -

2 \\as great er thian tone I1; similarly' t he dlifl&'relie I i-
tween I onesA 3 all) 14 gave (jinantitative control in TESTS 01" ROC 00-100
range. llwsignals were received, (lC111411llted, reeti- C.7.1 Visual Guidint,'7

Som twent missiles were expended in an atteipt

6 -_________ ___________ [ ____ - with the high (legree of mianeuverability in Roe its
compared with Hazon, there canti he little hope of sue(-
c esshul precision bombardmnent b)'y this mneans. Tlhe

S __ 2_____-- intervention of a comiputing sight is req~uired, and the
~-----~-- -parameters of its comiptitit ion, involving not only

MICM0VCLTS NPUT fli01000 te position tand velocity of the aireraft with respect
Fi~i i;E 17. 1{adio r(',('v(iv A(G( chntro'ivristics. to the target at. the( instant of release but also their

whole regimne uintil thle instanlt of imipact, are eoi--
ti('(l .111d select ivelv subtracted. If thle anigular veloe- lpli(atedl.

it tl ing ill yaw or Tpitch was to be conltrolledl, T1he success attainled with Razon through applying
ti lie 'liffeienve bet% wei the appropriate d-v volt ages rigid limitations oi11 the path oIf t he iireraft, after re-
\VoIh ibe a 'lppliedh to thle different iat ing andiohnit rol lease madle c'ontinutance' of the visually guided Roe
:1tiiplitivr exactly, as inl ilhe vase of thle lot oeleetre Prograim iilproifitalble.
Ia ilning ('(litrol t s(e Sectionl 4.4.2). It' the angle oft The e'xtenisioin oft the bonibing oimi ouver the target
\\i hg inid4ence was to be vont rolled, a feedb~ack volt- speaks striongl *v, ('sp('(iallY to crews of lbonilbardlncnt
age tront (il potent iollnet er miounted onl wing octiunt ors aircraft, against the lisp of Razonl or (of Roe with tile
was) applied( to tile d-e amlplifier -ttige alieul oIf file proposed visual guiding. (Crob prodticev a good first
lIvrat 1(11 niot or control I. appr'oxi mat ion to the pr 11)1cm of lpaiailax. It seis

'll(, 1ii(lnio tonefis were 3M), 475, 755, and 1 .195 v. clear that a niore sear 1'-hing stnld of' the bomibsight'
With Iall Itonues onl, as in thle differontial mnethod justq mlight 3yield at soluition to the problem (of evasive av-
dlesel-ibe I. heat notes are producved bet ween tile mod- tion. 8Iteuh a program, inpri'(til indler presslire of
uilat Hug I oii('5 atnd betw~eeli t hr'ir beat'.. The beat bv- wa~r. miighit we(ll he indlicated'i ini l)(ittillev.
t-evii t(one 2 andi~ t onte 3, for ei(xaiple. is 280) c, whbichi
beats wit Ii to(n)' I at 20 v. Thuis Owlin' was a tetideil(' 4.7.2 TFelevision (;uidlti I-
tu 4 tilie wing to 11hlum1t at Ilow freqlluncies.

Thew extraordfinarily flat A(C c'(harac'te'rist ic (Fig- Ten missilesequiipped withI television wered(roppt'(l
ii rv 171 of' tlte N1 lIT-Il I'vvY. recijvet' p)('iit I thle before the termntat ion ofh lostilit ies clos)edl tile ex-
Ils' (If a sinilfler sVsiviI1 in thie sec(ond( version. Again peiiental por'tion oIf tilt' activities of N l)R( . None-
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TESTS OF ROC 00- 1000
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0 2 4 a6 to aD 14 1S is 20 22 24 26 26 30 3t 34 34

5EC0N03 AFTER RELEASE

['leUlIt I8. Pitch o~villatioiis inl drop T-2, Vistol-grip iming.

of I liese was controlled by the uomputer regime dis- These scores can doubtless he improved with pra'-
ctissell in Section 4.6i.2. In four of the dIrops the tele- tice, and plans are, estab~lished to continue the pro-
vision picture was adequato for gu~idance. In one of gramt in the Air Technical Service Command. The
thli remaining six the failure of the television was problemn of guiding a television bomb, is, hioweveir,
probably due to faulty tuning and is, therefore, hard- quite complex. Even with a stationary target and an
Ilv to be charged against the television equipment. approach angle near the vertical to eliminate fore-

In !he (li'ops where thle television operated satis- shortening, skill is required comparable with that re-
factoi'ilv, the iimses wvee 69, 266i, 119, an([ 133 ft. (luired for precise dead-stick landings through un-

In the hest. of these vdropA, an aiming device was use(I known wind strata.,
consisting of a ginibad-iounted pistol grip. A rniirror There can 1)0 no dloubt that the ability of the mis-
d riven1 byN this grip p~rojected it luminous circle ap- sile to fly with thle television axis tangent to the flight
1)riiatelv\ in. iii diamneter on the television p~ath is vital. Figure 18 shows th ap retoil-

rCeiVVl. T'he controlling b~omfbardlier encircled the ira- tions in pitch of the target in one of the tests. These-
age (If the target with this ring. lPotentioneters onl oscillations extend over about 7 Ilegrecs of the field
Ile pistol grip controlled the radio transmitter. T1he of view (20 degrees total)1 and are typical of most of
Ilillireiitiatjoti in the missile was elimintted, so that the dlrop~s. Without a reconstruction of the trajectory'

lhe wing followe h citro a it is inipossile to I)le certain whether these oscilla-
= tions of the target image represent hunting of the

c'enter of gravity of the missile. Their amplitude and
wh~ere X is the jpist ol-grip dlispilacement. frequency, however, would indicate a curvature in

''lhe others were dropped wi6tholut. the aidl If any the trajectory\ hardly to be attainedl by Roe. I t is
loIiplilter. Thie sevoid( and third mlissiles, with imlpact much more likely that they reflect the failure of the
eirrors of 266i and~ 119 ft iespectivol'N, were controlled missile to fly with zero angle of attack under transient
froont the airplanle withI a conventional control stick. conditionsi.
I lie fouirt h was controlled liv two men front the Chapter I describes similar difficulties which were
groid i~. using knob, pot ciiiiomfltvrs. veounteredl in the glide bomibs of the Washington
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k 90 ROC AND ITS CONTROLS

*Project. The problem was solved thereby adding small Although this project was incomnplete at thec end( of
correcting elevators, solenoid-operated by a rate-of- the 1)ivision'sd(eveloprrental activities, ithas brought
pitch gyro. Such a corrective device is probably up- out the importance of the basic principles which were
plicable to Roe. The hasty application of this pallia- postulated for it at the outset.. It has also shown their
thve, however, is obviously riot to he recommended difficulty of attainment and has dliscoveredI a need ''.

in time of peace. Rather, what, is needed is a search- for new aerodynamic study to fill at deficiency in
ing examination of the transient behavior of the knowledge in this field. As the speeds of missiles are .

whole serv'o-loop sst.em. Techniques are availabkc e:-acnded through and beyond the sonic range, this
for such study of all components except the airframe, vxploration of the transient phase of their perform-
Trhe extrapolation of steady-state dlata from the wind ance is likely to become increasingly important. A

* tunnel to the transient phase seems to have proved prompt and careful attack on this problem cannot he
unsiound. urged too strongly.

k'a
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Chapter 5

TELEVISION

INTRODUCTION has to he distinguished from its surroundings. This
phase of the attack presents a problem with missiles .

THE SANE URGE that prompted the Japanese to of moderate range (such as glide bombs), as well as
I inaugurate their program of suicide missiles with long-range missiles (such as an assault drone).

prompted effort. in the United States to undertake )uring this phase there must be no compromise with
the development of guided missiles equipped with picture quality. The target must be recognized early;
television. U nder the Japanese type of t hought, it ap- otherwise, course errors may develop which will be so
peared simple and appropriate to provide a missile great by the time positive identification takes place
with a trained pilot and to expend himi against at na- that subsequent correction of them is impossible.
jor target. Inder AmeAcan thinking it appeared that In the third anti final phase of the attack the pur-
the same objective could be obtained by removing pose of the television is to give the controlling pilot
the pilot to a relatively safe location providing him in continuous knowledge of the course of the missile and
the missile with television to see the terrain under at- the error which is likely to take place, so that he can - -

tack and with a radio link to execute his commands. continuously correct the error by the application of
Under each culture it was realized that such mis- appropriate controls. This phase of the attack pre-

sies are expensive, but as the Japanese were prepared sents a problem in a missile such as Roe (see Chapter
to expend trained personnel against major targets, 4). Navigation to the vicinity of the target is made by
so it seemed appropriate for our Services to expend the bombardier before release. For an attack of this
major logistic effort against targets of crucial im- nature, demands on television are at a minimum; the
portance. The solution of the problem was less simple bombardier having identified the target, he is much
than either nation realized. The efforts of the suicide more likely to recognize it when it appears on the
pilots were not uniformly crowned with success, and screen than in the case when its appearance on the
for exactly similar reasons (see Chapter 4) efforts at screen represents his first view of it. Thereafter, his L--
remote control of missiles with the aid of television problem is simply to see that the target is properly t-'

had not been successful as the war closed. The prob- positioned on the screen to insure an accurate hit. "
lem of flying a missile by remote control is not easily The problem of properly positioning the image of the
solved, target prov-s to be a dif3cult one. Even with missiles

An attack with such a missile can logically be di- such as Roe, which fly with zero angle of attack, an
vided into three phases. attempt to keep the target centered on the receiver r '

There is a phase of navigation during which the screen leads to failure; some type of lead computer
missile must le directed to the general vicinity of the is required. For missiles with an angle of attack which
target. If the missile is of long range, an assault varies with the amount of course correction required,
drone, for example, then the information conveyed to the problem is even more difficult.
the directing pilot by means of the television link The Division concentrated its efforts in the field of
must be adequate to give him the same degree of television-guided missiles on the high-angle dirigible
recognition of the terrain which is required in contact bomb and on Roc, after early experiments with Robin
flying. Such information is not always available, even indicated but little promise of successful use of a
with direct vision. The added restriction due to loss television-guided bomb during phase 2 (see above)
of resolution and contrast in television, together with of an attack.
its limited field of view, further increases the prob- In addition to developing television for its own
Ini. Probably television is inadequate for this phase missiles, the I)ivision cooperated with the AAF in the r
of the attack, and other methods, such as maintain- application of television to their glide bomb 613-41
ing visual contact between the drone and its shepherd and with both the Army and Navy in the application
or tracking by radar, would have to ibe used. of television to other military uses, Because these ac-

The seconi phase of the itt ack begins when the tivities were not a primary divisional responsibility,
mssle is in the general viiTilts of the target, which they -are not reported here.
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t4 TELEVISION

GI'NERA, CO)NCItUSIONS steer the minsile by it. This difficulty is usually- ENR~ CNCUSON ul(Ierestimated. Airborne missiles are in general not

*The experinents indicated thaLt television was gun- so easy to guide as automobiles for example.
crally practicable for use as a guiding agency for a For accurate steering it is necessary that the pie 0
wide variety of vehicles, within limitations which are Iure should show either the in.tantaneous heading or
discussed in this chapter. the ultimate destination of the vehicle on the terrain

SThe general reliability of the television system for with no further steering changes. The best method
al conditions under which it is to be used is impera- for insuring this characteristic appeared to be to in-

, tire. 'iw great complexity of television apparatus corporate it in the design of the vehicle, i.e., to make
and the compactness necessary for military applica- the missile axis continuously tangent to the line of . .-i

tions make this requirement difficult to meet, but the flight. Of the other methods studied, it could only
indications were that after enough effort had been be said that it is not enough to compensate for yaw -

put on a given television system it eould be made without taking accoint of large transient oscillations I
reasonably relial de in production mstels. This effort in the yVI whenl the )omub is undergoing steering.

lud to be exerted again for each new system de- changes.
veloped. Indications were that severe wind would influence C"

It was found essential to the successful use of marksmanship, and that. automatic computation for
television on guided missiles that the role which this and target motion would proI)ably be desirable.
it is to play be carefully considered in planning the Only a beginning was made in the study of a com-
operational tactics with the missile. In particular, it puter to correct for these factors.
is easy to underestinate the picture quality which is Skill and practice in the art of guiding from the .

needed to carry out a given steering operation, es- television pieture appeared to be necessary, in the
oeilly in the early stages of the maneuver. Further- stages of development of the apparatus used, to se-
more. television viewing is extremely susceptible to cure accurate hits. A trainer was developed (see :.

weather conditions. Chapters 4 and 10) to astsist in this. The radio link
General navigation with television was not found which carries the television must be carefully de-

to be feasible. The field of view is too narrow, and a signed, with the following considerations in mind:
gootl quality picture (even with a high-grade system) 1. It is easier to build equipment for the longer -

*, is not enough to permit general recognition of terrain wavelengths, but these give more trouble with an- - - *

over a wide area. An abilitv to move the camera tenna directivity. Enough work was done with sys- -z. ,
about under rontrol of the operator was found help- tems of I,000 to 2,000 me to indicate that these are *- -
fuil in some applications. The extent to which limited generally practieal, but more work is necessary to ob-
navigation is practicable was, however, not studied tain wholly adequate link from them. ." " " -

extensively by the Division. 2. The power output of the system must be large
There is a second stage in tile maneuver during enough to obtain good signals at the receiver. The

which it is necessary to find the previously unseen )roblem of jamming was not considered extensively,
target. It ik to aid guiding at t his stage that the hest but some immunity to it was developed in the course

quality of l)itture consistent with the other reouire- of the work.
ments of the television system is needed. The better 3. The directivity of the antennas (transmitting -.

the picture, the less conspicuous a target and sur- antenna on the missile and receiving antenna at the
rounding terrain it will be possible to identify. Even control point) nust he broad enough to permit ma- -

eonspieiuols targets and terrain aire not too easy to neuvering )oth of the vehicle and of the control point "
recognize at this stage with television equjipment of (when on a plane) to permit continuous transmission
weight and compiss perm|it ting its carriage in a without loss of signal in extreme angular positions. . -'. -

guidI missile. The directivity must, however, be narrow enough to
The t hird stage consists in guiding the missile to eliminate paths involving ground reflection. In par-

the target. I lere the requirement on quality is not tieular, in a fast-moving, medium- or high-angle mis-

partictlarly severe, and the plrincipal requirement is sile the forward radiation must be kept down to a
adequate fuiinctioning of tile system. very low figure. A sufficiently low forward radiation

It was found that after a good television pictutire is was not obtained in the work of the Division with
ohitained it is still neeessiry to stiidy carefully how high-angle dirigible hornbs and with Hoe.
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96 TLVSO

ferent. The I ono)sco(pe w as found to ()p a :iO~ ll- As thle cuts inidicatec. the( results with th is equip-
aR4~ifid pickup t lb. Thc Iniage lhsscc or piukuip tuent were wholly satisfactury. F'igure 2 shows a test

tiilC i les snsiivetha th utherhui pemitsom- (ail to be transmit? uSI frorn the television station
what simpler circuits. Tile Image O)rthicon is vx- andl a photograph of the picture rec~eivedI on the viciv-

remel,% sensitive but more complicated. ing screen at a loeation approximately, 45 miles away.
Infrared sensitivity inl the pickup tube gives only Thie eqluipmient was adjusted to have a scanning fre-

a slight advantage in seeing through haze, and this quency of 525 lines interlaced Mid~ 30) 1vores per
adlvantage vanishes comp~letely as thle haze bcconies; second. ile tes5t chlart Ivas illuiiThtated at Li level of
thicker anul turns, into fog. This refers to radiation 81X) footvandles andl the Camnerao ,,Is euiuippe-d kwith .

ab)out 1 micron in wavelength. There appears to lbe a lens of .f 4.5. ransniission \%as onl a earrier (if
no adlvantage in utilizing immtediately longer wave- 51-25 me, employing vestigial sideband transmission
lengths, because of water-v-apor ablsorpt ion. No in a channel 6i me wide.
stuiesi~ were made wit~h television using muc'h longer TIhe eqjuipment indicated in Figure I is typical oif
wavelengths, several prewar television installations in thle United

Statesa, and the results shown inl Figure 2 are t 'ypical
~. ii E TATF OF ELEVSIONAT TfF; of p~rew~ar television transmission generally. The
5.3THESTAi.:OF E.EVIIONAT ill," probllemi of applying television to guided missiles was

BEG(INNING; OF THlE PRO(;RANI to compr~iess the eqIuipmenit shown in Figure 1 to the-

5.3.1 compass pernmittedl by the missile geontetrv, or to
Teleisciot Equniments develop alternative eqfuipment. of smaller compass.

and ircut ArangeentsOf equal importance and even more acute was the

Fromn its earliest exper'imnental stages television has p~roblem of improving the reliability of the equip-
captured the American imagination. Even during the nient so that its satisfactor,. operation when unat-
varly (lays of mechanical scanning, the public refused tended would be assured. 'lTus equipment of several
to believe that television was not '"just around thle tons had to be reduced to not over 11) I, with in-
corner." Indeed, the feeling w-as not uncommnon that creasedl reliability and no serious complromise with
television was being viciouisly withheld from the quaiility of picture transmission.
public by a selfishiness of the large corporations not Quality of pieture transmission is not readily de-
easily uinderstood or explainedl. 11% the outset of the finlalle. It consists, essentially , of perfect synchro-
war. however, experimental telecasting of pictures lusin in scanning between the camera and thc re-
was regularly% taking place in several cities. Newv tech- (civer. Loss of synchronism in horizontal scanning
Iuiqules in UiH F t ransmission, the advent of thle st or- results in a sidewvise dlrift of the picture; loss of svn-
age camera t ube, and the catlusle-rai p~resentationi chronisin in vertical scanning can cause the received
tube were tile major factors wvhiich had miade such picture to drift vertically. P~hase dispaemn of the
exp~erimental telecasting possible. In spite of these scanning will callse-( improper framing of the picture.
ulevelopliiiis. luuci hiere %%as no uoiiimercial X-inoiltancous loss. of synchronism in both the hori-
biroadlcasting of television programs, iii the samep senlse, zontal and thle vertical sense will resuilt in destrue-
that soundl programs had been onl the air fifteen tion of the picture, "'tearing."' Continuous and per-_
years earlier. feet svii(hronizat ion, thlen. is necessa rv to receive any

The eqjuipment for broadcasting television pro- picture at all. A picture having been received, its
grams2 was not sill.Figure I shows a t 'ypical blocxk quality is perhaps best defined by four prop~ert ies:
oliagraiin of the (equipm~enit reqluiredl for such experi- H(I resolution, (,21 contrast, (31 b)rightness. and
inital 1 roadea-st ing as wvas then practiced. This (4) flicker.
eqipm)rent was installed at. the Radio C'ity' studhio of 1. Overall resolution is measured by the number of
the( National Broadlcasting C'ompany and at a tranus- horizontal lines wvhich canl be dlistinguished in the re-
mitt ing station in the Empire State Building. In ag- eeived see. This value corresponds to the screen
gregate thle weight wVas several tons. The powe~ur re- fineness of thle photoengraver. It is not expressedl in
q uirenit was inl excess of I (K) kilowatts. and during lines per lineal dlimension in the ease of television,
all broadcasts thle entire eqjuipmient w\as iunoder the however, on account of the varying degree to which
cont inuousii super vsion of Imore than a1 score of c on- the received phcture ia ,y be magnified. Thle resolu-
jpetoiit technicIins tioni obtinmed is dcpen(lent u1ponl 111,11 fauctors, few
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THE ST*ATE OF TIHAIISION %T THE HBEGINNINI; OF THP E'1404;B %1 111

~f hic ar: Ilieiesiling powe tWC o the optjiid sys- going criteraaetr't ns ~n ~te aent

* tern of thle vam-ern. a pudiitv. of tlI he illtoS(nSit we bee~ st,1ndar-diZed by the indust ry.
eleiiwint akin to photographic grainl the dlensity ond 2, The maximum ctit rtist. olt.tiale is dectP4'rniiled
lo4irilit ionl of see lilr electroPus ill the( pickup by\ the ('hariieteristics of the presentaition tubex. With-
nix', thle width of bid tulas ill thel radio secvt ifiis oft inl the limlits set lhy the presentatioll tubhe thle von-

thle t tanlsotilt tt' and r-eveiver, anld such eharacteris- I rast is determined by thle video gain be~tween the
ties of the pn-i'ltatioil tilbe is finleless of focus of
the elect ron bepaml 11141 tile (ililit ivs of the phosphlor
A)H its sei'een. Figtire 2 shows overall re'soluitioni inl I lie 7.

_MJ

AVERAGE SCENE BRIGH4TNESS

l'itaruitFc 3. C hange in bright nemN I hnmzhhnld %ith sceie

caivle a and lit, modxulat or of the transmitter and be-
tNec(n thle seconid dectector oif the receiver and the

viewing tube. Suppose an image is to he transmittedI
of a perfectly black and perfectly white checker-
boaird. The port ions of the photosensitive surface on
which the b~lack square, are projected will receive no
light. and therefore develop no signal to the vidleop
amplitier. The white sqiuares will excite the photo-NBC- cathode and develop a certain voltage level. With a

100

Z~ 0 1/4 1/2 3/4 1 11/4 11/2 13/42

100

TIME
V ;iI:2. lb's Itii ini chat firn-'t i l g tit-visiori t runs-

* n~11isNioi (1411 photographt. o11f rt'v'ive(I picture d 11110111. -..--.....--.- TWO FRAME CYCLES

received p)ictture of 18- fltas. T his qluality w ~il5 XI(' mton no ivturs tit 24 fraiis pvr wr'ond (top,; t'iI-

vi jilaletI in the mlissile-borne television eq1uipmen'ft At at 24 f3Ianus int'rla.tL (t ttm

(levelol)el by th lD ivision. About thle minlimumi reso-
lilt oll rasonl I lerable is 120 lines, anl wvith suchl very' low gain the difference between the blackest
(, ituiling umost of thle p~icture's dleftil is lost; 240) lines black and the whitest white, one definition of Con-

repr)esenlt about the( lowv' t limit oif atscolYreso- t rast, is very small; with a considerable video gair
liutioan whenl ally iletail is required; 480 lines give a thle contrast van be eonsiderably increased. Contratt

-~sltouiihoia'll tota lti -ifom is also affected'( by the received-picture brightnets

i'l uslual IW-11111 :11iutilmotionl lpietlur. 'I'l( fore- Figure 3 indicates a c'haraceriistic' of the typical eye
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qB TELMVSION

*in resolving hialftones- It shows t hat iness t Iw ht igh- cathlodKe and1( an1 anotI prodies an elect ron ctirrent
*light bright ness of tilhe retei ved sveneit is adequlate. loss eniliatinig froml tithe cathle. fIn space cross setion
*of voritrust wvill result, irr' ,s * of videuo gain. The this ctirrent eti rrsponds iii ilitensity. to t he level (of

quiant itative incorpornti~ i Of this cliarac-terist i4 into jilluiiat ion oti eiWI elemient of thle photovat hilde.

dlesign awits furthor sti nl. AnI axial magnetic field ftcuise. the( elect ron image.. ***-

:3. Itright nes, (it the( receivedi picture dlependus upon Transverse imagnet iv fiehis deflect it lioflzota~ll 'v at
the characteristics of the phosi~phor screen. ,te im- the line-scanning freiltiincY and vert ically at t he *-

pressed voltage, and a iuim r of other liriictcris- franie-scamining frequeticy. A small apr-it tire tf0.02x
tics of thle present at ion tubeW and its ass's'iatetl cir- 01.02 in.)1 Itermits small portion-s of the( space cur-
cuiits. This (Iep~efl('( is, of course. based (ti the( as- rent to enter ant electro rim mltiplier, whl develops.
simiuuo 1 that thle receivedI signal '-; of muili(ient a1 signal consisting of a level of current for each
st rength to dtrive the( tube to its full ciaability. Prec- 0.(NX)-sq-in. element of thet electron image. Magni-
war ttilxs. had at brightness level too) low to ite adle- fication by electroni opties betweeni the p~hotocathodle
(plate for phiase 2 of ai Kui(ed-nmissile attack (see and thet( apert tre permits a number of swanning lines
Sect ion 5.H). Th'le work on cathodeI-ray oscillograph greater thtan the( quotient of the vertical dimension
tubexs of' increased brightness for radar application-, of the optical image or the ph hwathwile hy 0.02 in.
wvas of great benefit to the television program. A large number of stages, in the( electron multiplier

.4 Flicker is also at function of brightness. D~irect Yields at isable senisitivity, .
transference (of niotion-picture e.'(eWtienee( to tele- Thel( other general Mlass of tube's wasK kniown as
vision is unsafe: the 24 framecs standard for modern storage ti uhes., lIn these devices- tile photosensitive
Motioni pictures is inatdeqpite to prevent objection- surface consistedl of a mosaic cathodxe. A scene focused
able flicker in television. This is p~artly duet( to the undaer suich a cathotde cauised4 charges to be- built upl
difference in the illumination characteristic (If the onl eac'h picture element bY the( emissioni of p)hoto--

* viewved presentation: in motion p~ictuire, t Ie( screen is electrons. An electron gun in the envelope scanned ti
fulk, illumiina ted (luring the( entire exposuire: with the( photosuirface horizontally and vertically under
television there is arn exponential degradation of the the influence of magnietic fields. T'his electron heani
highlights, starting immnediately after a picture de- knocked s;econdary electrons out uif thle Mosaic tin
meuit has bee-n scanned (Figure 4). varying amiounts, dependling uupon the numbexr of

IlighI-qualitY television is obttainetd by MW repeti- photoelectrons already emitted. Thle mosaic was4
tions per steconl (If thlt scene oni the( presentation hackedl by, but insuilated front, a conducting plate.

scree. Th use of 5M~ scanning linies and Mo frames, Thus the(bnig(ag n temsi-aklt

however. requires a band-pass of about 20.4 nmc. The condenser formed at signal which was used to Ixnoiu-
tise of interlacing-scanning alternate views of the late the carrie-r. The tutbe, thle Iconoscope, is ehara(-
scene with alternate rtnmberedl scanning lines -cuts terizel by high resolution and goodl contrast at scene-
tlhe reqluiredl band in half while p~reserving thet( resolui- brightness levels much lower than were permissible
tioli and freedom from flicker, with the( Image 1)isset-tor or with mechanical scan-

nting. It was in production at the( bleginning of W~orld

5.3.2 (lmeaFbsWar I I inl considerable (1uuintit V.
The leonloscope has an1 uinfortunate eliaracteristic.

Two type's of photosensitive tibes were utsed for knowvn a.s shading thet appe-arance of (lark areas ini

the( pickup of television scenes for prewar broadcast. the( received picture which sometimes spread to cover
Thel( first tYpe was the nonstorage type. This repre- the entire viewing screenl. The cause of the phenom-
.-Wnted a develment from thet earliest phiases, of tele- enon is the formnat ion of clouds of secondary edcc-
vision, when mechanical scanning was employed and1( trolls released by the mosaic. The mechainism is riot
elements of thle scene were succvessively allowed ta, wholly undverstoosl nor- has at completely satisfactory
register on thle cathodle of at photoelectric cell. Trhe cm-,ren idevised.
output current was ampllifiedl and inolulated the car- Tlo correct these and other dificulties, at revised
rier wave, typem of t tib was unider dlevelopmnt at the( oitset oif

Ini the more modlern version ithe Imnage Diss-ct or) World NWar I I thItis t ube was known as t he )rt liiCO1.
the photocathole is Pinlargett so thlat t he ent ire scene in this, stritutre at decelerating anmle Was located
is focuised on it. A potential appliedl bet wuveu the( adjacent to thle phot osenisitive cat bode So that Ilhe
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TIHIE STATE OIF TELEVISION AT THE uE(;vNvlN(; OF 'ThE PROA;RAM W)9

elect rons ofi t i( !-can rimg h eant ililo ingel (oil hei The usuial t raInsinIi-sio n tlii qosaaiI iin vx-
-: h ,o~'si1is-- ~h~*- a si~t ii~ jal ~i~oV~h~ity. wriiuntal television votild nrt. in genrml. lie aipli*.d

Thus no -4colldlarv Plectrons were eniit t#'l. Fuirthewr. 'Iireliv to inilit arv usesi. Somie uf thev work on r'adio)
* tie( "stored'- lhotoeleetroiis emittedl hy. thle pihot o- ri.lay Wals, howeve'r. app~licale. I nitiaul alloceations of

niosaic- (luring jinterva.jls letwu!ii tie( passages of t he frequleney were, iii t ie( vicinity of IM~ mec. This was
-- il llnigb A ere miore effect ivelv uised , so t hat soi on eIlia'lged to 3(X) inc andl bv The end of 1943 the(

tihe sen-isit ivit v of the ( Or ithin was abtit tour timevs iiiNlv frequenejes av ailab~le for television work were in
at of theit nscp. h vicinit v of SMX and LFX) rm*.

The senlsiIi vi tv of a I elev isivil :i oierai is conyenl-
iv tilY x expr-essedi by the average jut rinsi* bright hess
iii a nllfii veil sctie which \\ill result ill ani acceplet'' .. eevr
,ignlal l'i ir- inoduhlat jig t he carrier, The following tail-

-: lat iofl gives thle relative thlreshldhs oif ois-rat ionl of the( The typical television receiver in 1939) coniisisted of
foregoing tiil txiwith lenses of eqiial f nuiimr. Equal a supeirlieterod.\ ne circuit in the 40- to M~-i hand
f 1u11i1ubwis give aui equlivalenit basis for comparisonl of with ie( neeessar 'v bandwidth designed into the i-f
ab~slu~te ;vnii vit ivs withoult negarl to the logistic amuplifier. Iierruediate frequnencies were rectified in
effort invol\vd in their p~rocuremnit. C'erta:in t lilies a seeond detector and amplified in a vidleo amiplifier;b

*reqiuire a long-ftcuis-lengtli lens which for the same f the resulting output was applied( to the c ontrol grid
numlber i., more diffleulit to procure, of a eathode-raY oscilloscope. A pullse transmnitted

with tile video signal at the Ixeginning of each Scan-
sit Iinhtin.. fing line triggereil a loical oseillator. whotse outpat

l-r ~q ft (deflected the electron beami horizontally. across; the
I inamv I )i.wetor uvtt -ltetru screen; at thle end of the( line-scanning period ab1)61k-

* i'i~ijtiiiing Pulse returned the( line to its original position.
* l( *I5h54tjl4 ~1.0

111t lthoul 0 -25 At the beginning of each frame another pulse. trans-
miittedl with the video signal, started the electron

Scalne illutiiate'I by lrighl untihti 10' heain downward across the screen, hut. at a much
MIX)rIight 5x i0-3
Thit-tlUd 4 1114111.0 V*VV 10-7 slower rate; at the eni (of the frame a b~lanking pulse

returned the( heart to its position at the ti pper left-
hand corner of the pictutre. A secries of pulses, then, de-
flected thet electron beam at more or lens uniform ye-

53.1Iranniision inkslocity- across the fluorescent screeni of the tube so that

*All television broaleaisting at thet outset of World tite electron screen "painted" the tube in narrow
War 11 followedI tite conventional 1111? AMI lrac- horizontal lines closely plavoed together. In the ab-
live. :4pecifically tie( frequency ('hanlvels assigned sence oif -any\ vidleo signal. the pattern received con-
%veri' in the( 40- ito h-ic hand. A channel of 6i-nw1 sisted simlply of the horizonital lines. With very close
width was assignedl to each transmitter. 'Ihel oiriginal scanning, these4 lines mnerged. so that the reeived Pat-
practice of douible sidlebands (if 2 to 2.5 linc had be-en tern was a clear illuminated rectangle.

iporseuled by\ a single sideband of 4 lic( in th lii- Int roluction of a video signal prislucedl an alter-
tvrveqts (if better resolution. nating comiponient in the velus-ity (if the cathode ray

Ini military applications of television. however, it so that the lirigit ness v'aried fromt point to point
%\. as recognized that not .91l the refinements nornially along the line nid amiong the lines. lIn this manner
iiivoketIii i experiimenital television hiavingz volnilnier- thle reeivedI pictuire was proiduced.
ciall aII-iat 11,1 ill m1in(I could he emlployedi. Spevifi- 'lue presentation oif ain recognizal e pictusre onl
tally, interlaced scalining was elimlinated., with vioil- the viewing tulbe was always, dependlent, then, upon
seuent increase in flicker. .Acoce-sioni in pict ire tithe proper reception of the( sync-hronizing and blanik-
de(taijl w mad 11~ theI reduct ion if the( nsumber (if ing pulses. Noise~ in the circuit fromn static or other .1

si allniig linies froi about 5Mn tu 350. lTe frameu r-ep- surves readlily produiced pulses of a magnitude comn-
ci it ion rate of 30 pier ,evow~l was raise-d tot 40 ill par- parable with the syxnchronizing and blarnkinlg pulses.
tial collipensat ion. The resulting reiiliretl hIMnudWiItli I' nder thlese cirlcunlista~nces, the Picture was de-

11s1 atpproximately 5 Tinc. ,trovedl.
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5. THlE APPR{OACH O1" TilEl-, DIISION trast was" ma1de hiv ateasurilig ill a t'athode-rav oscil- -

TO TIlE PROBILEM' lograph the video output of the camera when scan-

.4 1 ning a strip of wvhite blotting paper oil a matte back-
(;t'it'rl Ovral Igie r groundi and also by measuring the variation inl signal

ECI hbefore the( formiation of the lDivision, preilii- dleveloped by light transmnittedl through a translucent
inarY work had( been undertaken Iv N lDI( anti bY gray scale having tenl logarithlmic steps f rom 2 to 0.2.
the Services t oiw.ait the decvelop~ment of c'ompact, e'x- In thle latter test certain of the 'onlversionl equip-
jpendabtlle te levisionl-transm.,Tlitting eqltiient for mis- ments show perceptible linearity b~etween the log-

* sues and for t~thi')ti'loSes -Ii is eponisibility arithmie (Iersity of the translucent gray filter and

of thle D ivision in regard to television was to coor- the signal strength tievelopetl. It appears that fui'ther
dinlate hlese, activities. 'I'llw compromise of picture wvork along thewe lines might reasonablY lie expected
(f1tl , pNI t icul ar. nyi 'soltidait withI conmpactness to y~ield ano objective contrast rating.

of efiii~tn -it s ill Some vases mlde ill-adivisedly, The importance of using ob~jctive', quantitative
andt a major inlitial step of the Division was to i'eilitt methiods of evaluating television performance canl
all television a-tivit ics to a comparable basis of 350 hardly be overemphasized.
lines mnd 40 framies seipientialk scantied. TIhe several camera eqluipments were also rated as

A Secondt major otveirall a('t i 1Yt of the D ivision iii to blocking, Shading, and dijstortion- Spectral ru-
the( television field was to imiprovec the reliability of' sponse was taken by, measuring the response at vari-
tlie equnipment tthirough thle a pplicaft in of souint en- oiws lev-els of illu minat ion at a. color corresp~ondi ng to
gineering priniciples. A great itaiiv (detailed prolenis, 5,400 K and with the following filters.
inontr indiidtially biut frust ratinigly inipoitant. in thle Wratten 47 Blue

agregate, MTV' Solh'd. O ne (if Significant iml-por-tance Wratten 6il (reen
wa, the eliniinat ion of crosstalk bet ween tile htri- WVratteii 29 R~ed

zontal antd vertical sweep circuit in tile camlerti and Wratten 88A N ear-inf'rared-passirig
in the receiver. No single activity contributed imoire Aklo 9780 1Inf rared -blocking
to the reliability, of tairborne television equipment 'Ilhe performiance of the equipments under mne-
ban.11 t lie applicat ion oif prov-en engineering principles chanical vibration at low frequencies was not incas-

to thi' tdesign oif ' equi pmentI a Irem ly in doIace e- itred, hat each unit was placed in anl acoustic chain-
N('l( Ifliletit. ber and subjected to v-ery hiigh noise levels from a .

loudspeaker. Thel nioise level in (1f) above 1()-1 Watt .

* i.4Z Coiuiarison f Camera 'uiimnper p Sol si which prodluced interference was deter- .. ' *,

mninetiat several audio freqiuenties fron1400 to3,5(Xc.

Alil at tettipt. was tnadle to rate objectively.- thle sec%- -

i-i-a picktip tubes availal de at thle b eginining tif t he ~ In rviinsi estvt
D iN i-4in ls pr'graml anti to estaldish obdjec t ive rat in g

* 51 ~sanardns fioi ftur ctl'amera tubes which might be ic Iwo aippr'oaches ate aivailabIle to impr~ove thle sen-
db' eii if .' I T iis proi vetd to ie iprac t ical, hi wweer, sit iv~it~y of television pickup equipment . The aperture,
andi thlit cil pai riist i of' thle oNycnil I ca inera equlipment (If' thle opiticalf systei era ii he' incrteased, pliittmng *

ottit's, pic'kup tutbe. scaninig equtipment , andt vi- motre light to fall oin the phot.oseiisiti~v( material,
i('i am plifir --was tintderit aken. This was ai eotiti - This is niiiiall 'y accomnpanied by loss of r'esolut ion,

iiig pret'tI ; the coltitct-t 's r'eport is recomnm end etd interetase in thle complexitY of the lens system, oir
it'. St ui Ilv t o a 1f t hose in ter'este'id in ft'e app heat lonl of' b ot h. This is t'*'t'n mlore true ill the ra se of television
ehevisi on t on militalny probld ems. Sensi t ivity o f' vaioui~s thban in tilie caw s of' phto gr'aphy, Acel- th liusuall

* cequiipment was measu Irlle and the performance ut' ti' photosenlsit il(' surlface ha1sI a hrttatlt'speetial r'espo~nse'

' jipilet f torn threshold to a highlight bright ness than mnost photographic fim, so that color corre~ction
of abouitt 1.00f0 foot-Laniberts exploretd. No olijetiv in the lenses must bue xtendled into the near infrared
1VIIt'stii'( ' ifotarst sitlI~lart'o thle qonina tof tile plto- region. A second approach to the problem is through A

iograplit't was kniown., Coatriast was rated as gootdi. the( increased sensitivity of' t hi' pic'kup tube itself.
low orii high. lBtightnuss of' thle received pi('ti are a-d Both these avenues werec exploredl by the D~ivision.
flit'ker t'' not atssesse't. L enses of f 3.5 wer'e ewitoniaty inl television work.*

All atft'mpit at a luantitat ive exvallnait ioin of' t'on- lFurt-hei extension in this direction appearetd tt1pi'ofit -
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THE A.PPROAC11 OF THlE DIVISION TO THE PROBLEM 101

able, iner' the geometry of thle vamera 111b)Ps reqirles siderztble difficulty. It resulted in the appearance of
a lens5 If i1 ('onslderafi'N greater focal1 lenlgth thtan verticlil'as in trie eived pictur~e, whlivit conid( oIl -

would be called for by the diagonalt of the projected be accoulntedl for b.N heat ing of the signal transinitted .*-

imiage. Schmidt optics with tin e(1 tliet. apertulre of over tite longer rflectedl path wvith that transmitted
a bout -i.7Ws applivil to vach of the piekup tubdes over ( he dIir~ect path. C'onsiderable analysis of the

ut(Uilb. video signal wa.s made to seek outita sourve of thle
A mnajor improv'ement, therefore, of thle camlera 1 eit s nevar the port ions of the scene wher'e there was -

pic0ku tll)(, itse(lf seenied del~sirIable. 1Prelimi na cv' Wo rk an : libp1 ('11ng( in the vidvlo I cec r'nty. Thle iaj or
had beenl started before the war oil thle I nliage ( rt hi- vaeul5. hoi weverl, pro ved t i 0 ill a spI I i 01 I frequ en cv
((It'l tIii II. This tub 1II Ws a1 illoxi icat i111 of I lie Oct h1i-
voil, in which 11l (electo 1(111nlage 1s vrealted l . glJts.
target bII ehlind (110 photocait hodeI. Elet r ins fro1m thle r
phoc llo 11im lpjf(id oi it( tI rget withb 511th iciitl

('1001i tY to cal (11e1 t leI~ (, ssioll (of seotll d arv v010(!14 ,n s. \\
Thes elctrns ver coleetd ol :. fllpPATH Of

lies (0 Ilol 00 (1 c e (llI hll ev('l, pro - \IRECT StONAL
dupinlg a residulal positive, charge on the target.. A
rise ill tite target potential Wvas )prevented( by tihe adl-
hesion of1 some ot the O ( oflS of t1he scannling boa0i1.

The inslahting prlopel'tY lf the tairget cusedC thle
charge dis't-rciation, and thIerefoire the( capt-ure of elev- PATH 0OF
t rons front the( scann~ing honln, to ('IrrN',p.;Ui to tile' REFLECTED

Iectroii iILgV ilapinlging Onl i. Thle eleptI'on1 beamil $NLfl

NzIts tils Illodhlf llt0(1 by subtraction at the target. ' I BOMB
-. The inodulaOvl return beai waIs colIpeted and anipli-\

lied by eleot-rol nillilt ipli('(tioll to prodcile the signal.
Tile target was made extremely thin (0.2 mil) so"I

hat- at moderate leakanee existed f)Ctweefl the front __________________________________
(el(tron-iniage) and hack (spanned) surfaces. Thuas
the charge resultinlg from the loss of secondaries was

n lealralizCel in each scanning cycle without proolhic-
lion1 of dan1gerous~l voltage strless between the target

5lr~~e.I BOMB IMAGE

5.4.4 Television R~adio Links

TR.iIANSISION4 Avr Hicm -it Fl(EQUEW('J

At, the 1beginnlling of W'orld W Var II, televisio 111ex- Fio I'ldI 5 .. Mlit i(ii illterft'ritit. 'I

perinl1t ation. for nlilitaxrv pulrposes was at 10M 110.
This channel was very calY~ taken o(ver by other nliduhlatioll of the carier, resulting front close poll-
colnlllltllicatioll S('I'vices, and( television wats puishedi pling ol' thle master oscillator withi the fllodullaturI. Toi
to thle 30)0-111 band. As wartai'ev progressed and ('011- sav'e space tile usuial buffer stage separating tile oscii-
inlillieat iIol anid radialr reqluired mole and more at t he lator from the modutlator had beenl eliminated. The
sp'(truin, tile only iands finally available for. tele- reacrticla of the modulator oil the oscillator' rtsited ill
Vision Worex two- ab(110~ out 8W0 Til and the other frecquencl(y pullinig of the order of 1(M kc. The restora-
about 1,8WX) mc. Ini addit ion some w~ork wats done oil tioll of the 11110Cr redu~cedl the( spuiouaHs FM to the
10eleision. tranlsmission at 1,2WX in(,. ord(er of 1t) kc, w~ell blow tie threshob1ld at, whicih

mlltipath dliffilties till'- detectable.

~l~lTlPAII 1ItOHI'M8Even w~iti ihxed carrier frequencyv, however, 1110-
t iol bet ween the t ransmitter and filie reeiver will in-

At. thfe outset, mutpt ttrasiiornL vatwed(-i, III. v it chning-t~I *reItivnfeY- thog tl dople
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102 TELEVISION

* elet, W\ith Ii i s it ofl (llerate 'speed such fre- The major difficultyv which confronted the D ivi-

quency Iift s a n i all lhe eff((ts oil p~ict ure sionls investigators was heating between the signal
tralsili"sloi are negligil le. Wt ith el( liigli-aigle iii- front the t ransniittei in the bunib and the signal from
igihle hlih. 111Iw ever, the luils ellnlcnte rist ie of its reflected image (Figure 5). This interference pro-
spurilous F\I er present . (See Svctiofl 5A.2.) In duces bars aceross the picture whose direction depend,,
11a111 Cises th II( btingl"' was so lwollouieed a to () ('use upon the relative change in length of the two trans-

*los s t)I S\il ].Irollism '111d tearing. (11 the pictumre. mission paths. At the velocities of the high-angle
dirigible biombnd) Hll( oe, the bars are horizontal and

of considerab~le intensity.
If an application of television to high-speed mis-

s ~ iles is to be considered, this problem, ats yet tin-
solved, munst receive careful attention. Preliminary
\\ ork in thisd(ireet ion wasd(one with higher frequencies
IA 800 mI in an effort. to eliminate dlownward radia-

tion from thet( mismile and thle im age of its transmi tter.

in _i:UN(.'v MODULATION vs AMPLITUDE

MODULATION

'ne pronlounced improvement in reception (of au-
* dio signals when transmitted by FM as compared

\uith AMI spoke strongly for the exploration of this
t t ype of transmission for video sigunals. The D~ivision's
Contractors madle comparative tests with both types
of transmi1sion at 300) mc, at 775 me, and at 1,200 ..

inc. At 11,8M( me the geometry of the tubes in the r-f
circuits p~reclud(es amplitude modulation.

W -0

SUM4MARY OF RESULTS

Eqiuipment Simplification

and Improvement 781

TIhe elimination of crosstalk between the horizon-
tal and vertical scanning circuits and the video am-

-. - lplifier has already been mentioned. It wvas accom-
plished largely by cleaning uip the wiring of the cam-
era, transmitter, and receiver equipments (Figure 6).
'liis step, in adIdition to the elimination of spurious

A(2,10F2M by the decoupling of the oscillator and modula-
tion in the transmitter, represented a major contribu-

BokIIfrequencies (100) me and 300 mc).
Tecrvmodels of military television equipments

Nv ere dey iecouraging when flight-tested; one cause

as tespurious FM alreadY mentioned; the secondl P,
_________________________was___low percen~tage modulation. The correction of

th atrdifficulty was complicated by the fact that ~
nready means was available at the outset of the .I

FiOUviIE f. Biuk II pilnet aeato) rn- pormo measuring percentage modulation at the
mnit lii (cellit-O'ii, roI4ive iiton. ).1(1hn f modulating frequencijes occurring at
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS13

the t raii.,mitter. The accepted praetice was to apply use of a keyed lim-iilw-lane A( C, which permitted .

siiit'-av imodulation aiic to assumne that the per- signals to) pass through the AGCu amplifier onlN dlii-
centage modlationl reirtined unchanged with the ing the svnchronizing pulse. This kept tile bials (cOn- -

chanige in watveform oft video nioolilation. A percent- stant during the line duration. At. thle close of Wocrld
ago-mdlto mee-a mrvdfo hich the War Ill, this form oif AGC( had not beenl applied to

approiximfate percentage noohilat lol could lbe setaled mnilitary television receivers, its dlependecnce upon
otT. X~~vry p~recise mintenance(( of synchronism having de-

The application o appropriate engineering to the ferrecl its application. The use of the keyed low-
lprodti('tioii oesigai of the Block III resulted in the imipedance ACC( during periods of poor synchronism %-.
eliminaition of six oif the nine operating control ad- resulted in an effect. similar to inotorboating.
jU.strnU-ntS. without loss of ability to select any one A limiter was applied to the receivers to clip noise
of 101 Chlanl'l Witil a Single equipment, The same peaks to a valuie only slightly higher than the sy~n-
siioplilicotion increased the output power iw 39) per ebhronizing peaks. A second limiter, acting on the
ciit firomi 19 l o25 watts. The corresponding increase video input to the synchronizing circuits, lim-ited the

iv' !'aiig ofI X cent isprasnot imotn; ,nh nzing-pulse amplitude at strong signal level'i,

hlowev-er, thle imiprovemlent in signal-to-noise ratio at as well as limiting pulse noise to amplitudes vqcuid to
ranges less than the limiting range is very import ant the synchronizing poises wit~h weak signals. This in-,-
in ri-cing the et'ieits oif inlterferene. lprov~ent, not available tintil the close of the pro0-

'Flu i-I' cm of the receiver was redesigned, with at gram, further reduced the vulnerability of the radio-
muchvi improved hc'ad-end tuncr. The new tuner per- transmission link to pul~se noise near the scannuiig
mnitted the utse of an i--f stage, with anl improvement frequency.
in thle ralio of the signal to it~s image of fromt 3.15 to The Iconoscope camera tube is limited in latitude
1N0. Tlhe ove'rall resuilt was at 14-idb improvement in (the range in scene brightness ov-er -which fidelity of
signal-to-noise ratio, response is maintained) on account of the clouds of

TUhe receiver scanning osci llat-ors were gtabilized, secondary elections already dliscussed. To accom-
and an impro\,ed A( C( circufit. was developed. The miodate scenes which change over a broad range of
original cath11ode-coupled inutlt ivibratorsH were replaced brightness, a lamip was placed behind thle mosaic.
bv sine-wave oscillators capable of automnatic. syn- T1he provision of suitably insulated windings for
eli m'ni zat ion with the received synchronizing pulses the horizontal output trmansformier solved tile problem
by AFC( circuits. With the add~ed AFC and the stabi- of asuitable supply for the Io'onoscope cathode heater.
lized os -illators there- was no tendency for the receiv'ed In addition to ireducing the high-voltage cabling to a
p~icture to tear, even wvith loss of synchronizing pulses minimium, it permitted a simplification in the honi-
for several frames. New low-imipedance AG(' circuits zontal deflection output circuit.
we're designed with lowv time constants in comparison A "clamp" circuit w~as dev-eloped which sets or
to a line dluraition. in contrast with the high- clamps the. bias oif the oiutput video stage at the he- ~
iinped:i-c AGC( circuits which they, replaced, They ginning of each line and then opens the bias supply
resulted in siit'cessfuill reception of signals through (circutit for the duiration of the line. This resuilts in re-

p~ulse interference, even if the pulse had an amiplitutde moving all microphonie disturbances in the preceding '
1,MX) times the dlesired signal. provided the inte-fe-- video stages and further permits designing the video
ing lptiltze r'ate was not too close (within I or 2 per amplifier so that it is flat only down to line frequency.
ce'nt ) to the scanning freqluencies. The combination This eliminates most of the electrolytic filter capaci-
oif low-impedance A(( and the stabilization of the tors while maintaining satisfactory reproduction of
scilining oscillators with AFC iestilted iii maintain- scenes that have frequency components below line
ing l)rotctioii against 4.(XJ0-to-l pulse interference, frequency, e.g., scenes including the horizon.
(woni with pulse repetition rates within 0.4 per cent The limitations of space in the Bilock Ill camera
oif scanning frequencies. AVt' had not been incor- prevenitedl its use, In its place ami R( networ-k was
poried( into production receivers ats the wvar endIed; inserted in the gridI circuit of the first video stage.
stabilized oscillators andl fatst A( W improvements The time constant of this network, the leveling cir-
Weme. cuit, w~as adjusted to give approximately the samne

A furitheir improvemeont of abiout 4 to 1 in allow- overall effec-t ais the clamip circuit. Its ofetee was
al he peak noims-to-signacl ratio was obtained bv the rather less. howvever, and the ('lami) cim'ciit was usede..
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1041 TELEVISION

on the~ compact. eqiuipment, th,-. Orthicon, and the equipment prevented this objective from being real-
Image Orthicon equipment. ized. Since the comparisons made, therefore, are he- ,

T1he availability of 6AG,5 miniature pentodes at tween complete camera equipments, they do not lead .- '~

the later stages of the program permittedl the dlesign to a conclusion as to which is the best pickup tube
of a much more compact video amplifier, Fort hcisay- to choose for the optimium design of associatedl cam- ..

ing in space was accomp'isbied bY the eliminationi of eras.
peaking coils through the use of small capacitors to Seven camera equipments were tested as follow~s.
by%-pass, the cathode resistors. In spite of the loss of Name '1 faecti Irer I.
gain per stage due to degeneration at low frequencies, Block IlI HCA
the overall gain of the amplifier strip was preservedi 2-in. Orthicon RtCA

tit sufficient saving in space to p~ermit the reinsertion Priuctin Iage Orthicon RCA '

of a buffer amplifier without increasing the overall Image Orthicon with Schmidt optirs HCA
size, of the equipument- Vericon R emington RJtl

Image LDiqsecetor withl mul11tiplier Ftirnsworta

(omparison ofI CaeaEupnnhe equiipmnents under test were alssemled InI
(omparso ofCamraEqupmets sinlelaboratory where they eotIl be compare n

The original plan under this project was to make tier controll ed con(IitionlS (see Figure 7). Lightin of
.in objective comparison of televisioni pickup tubes. adjustable level and color was provided. The illunii
The intimate association, however, of the pickup nation wvas continuously adjustable fromit 0.02 t
tubes with the remaining portions of the camera 2,000 foot eandles. 1'he corresponding intrinsic bright

Fwvttr 7. Conversion units set up for comparative measurenment of resolution and sensitivity.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 105

TABLE I

Image
Experi- Orthicon V e

mental Production with
Block III Image 2-in. Iage Image Schmidt

Typu Of camera testedl Ivonoseope Vericon Djissector Orthicon Orthicon Orthicon optics

Optical symtem-focal length (cmi) 20. . 23.7 17 12.0 89 20
f number 45 19 25 .2 273. 0

Threshold %ensitivity (ft-Lamberts) 8.2 18.3 175 27 1.5 0.5 0.07
Optimumn highlight brightness (ft-I ,umlwrts) 280 210 420 600 12 8.0 0.7
Resolution at. thr"eshold

Area A 130 160 180 100 100 ...
Area 13 160 140 150 100 150 ..
AreaC 200 120 150 200 ... 170 ...
Areal1) 200 140 190 130 ... 120 ....
Area E 200 200 200 200 200 200 100

Itesolution at- Optimumilf brighitness
*Area A260 290 200 160 300 200 120%

Area B 300 290 170 200 300 190 150
Area C 260 240 170 240 250 180 200

*Areal1) 250 250 200 198 250 180 150
Area E 300 300 240 250 300 260 200

* Resolution at high brightness level
(tLmet)580 580 420* 6W. 580 580 250

Area A 260 290 200 100 300 110 120
*Area 15 300 290 170 200 300 200 150

Area C 260 240 170 240 250 190 200
*Area D 250 250 200 198 250 160 150
*Area E 300 300 240 250 300 210 120 ..

Contrasit at threshold Low LOW LOW Low Low Low Low ~
Contrast at optimum Good Glood Hligh* Good Good Good Good -

Contrast at high brightness level Good High- to Good' High High High
Good Good*

**SUITIt. UM OjptI~ifl .

KEY TO RESOLUTION ARtEAS sensitive surface, with the exception of a small margin 7
as recommended by the manufacturers. The test

AA B

i ICONOSCOPE)

D C_ _
a-70 -

-
4. a~ IMAGE N' O' MICSOPI4ONIC

I- - OISS GTOR DISTURBANCE TO 5 KC L .

VIEWING-TUBE SCREENI'2- NOTCN

tiess of the highlights in the scene viewed varied be- so - ~
tween 0.005 and 500 candles per sq ft. The spectral
distribution of the illumination corresponded to a colorI
temperature of 5400) K. Color sensitivity was deter -0I Do - PERIMNTAL-

-.- mined by mecasuiring the response of the camera equip- IMAGE ORTHICON

ment when viewing scenes consisting of Wratten fil- POUTO

ters in combination with Eastman logarithmic step so IMREORUTIO

gray scales. The entire assembly was covered by aK
* filter of Akio glass to cut out the near infrared. 0 00 00 00200 0010Or-*'

Sensitiviiv and resolution were determined by FGR .Nie FEUNYI
view ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Fiuu 8. Ntnaroisei.1sak-n~it level above 101 watt per 8q cm at ~5

veing itsadr 824i.bakad-ht eo hich microphonics produce serious interference with
loition chairt at a distance which covered the photo- video signal. .
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 107

chart permits direet ob)servation of res olutioin he- ThU 1xt1inrabilitv of the ennirra equipmentt to ini- -

tween 100 and 3WX lines. 'fable I gives a comnpar'ison torterence from akidio vibrat ions was determined b) * v
of t ie oh)'evl sensitivityx 111(1 resolution of tile Seven enclosing each equipment in a soundproof vabinet
eqjuipmiefltzi. with a powerful loudlspeaker. Figure 8 shows the

C ontriast was repo~rted( '15s high. good, or' low; a frequenc'ies and nloise levels ill dec~ibls~ above 10-16

(Itinntitative evaluat ion of c.outrast simila r to gainnu, watt per sq eral vt whichl serliou's interference ov-
mv1l-kninwn to phoitographers. w~as not estab lishedl. (tilred. -

% -
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*Table I, prvP-,rod from dai presented in Columbia that miore random noise is tolerable in the upper than
131g(lasting S.%stom's report ';indicates satisfactory in the lower stretches of the video frequency hand.

* picture reception when tlii peak-t 0-peak signal-to- Th'Ie Columbia invest igat ion did niot attempt to
no1 ise ratio is less than unit v. Thuis rti ilt hs been re- evaluate the data to reach a cocuso as to the

ognized as a genierally in, l(Iluate criterion unless, its b)est overall pickup tui)e. Trhe greatly inereasCel sen-

fre(1uev (list ribut ion i! spvvifivd. lBroaudlv it is found sitivitY of the Image (rthicon speaks very stronglyih

F.,0
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 109

its favor. The overall lideiitv of its output at any television performance. Two approaches to the prob-
light level, however. is not equal to that of the Icono- leni were made, one by the inermas in aperture._ of the
seope. In addition, (1 it is more sensitive to fluetua- optical system through the use of Schmidt optics, thle
tions of supply voltage. (2) it loses contrast range
with wide ranges of illumination, (3) it is more sus- O LT

cejptilble to microplionics. and t4) it has a lower signal- Pr"

to-noi.-e( ratio. This last element dloes not appear' FOA SUFC

fromn thle work of 'ohuibia because of the limitedl
* frequency range over which thle noise was stuidied. *' -VOLTAE DIVIDER

The high sensiivity of the Image orthicon ifl the near
* infrared portion of the spectrum, 1.0yj, is most at-

t ractive for certain mnilitary- operation.,. T1his svnsi- RO

t tivity was partly lost, however, in tile miniature X er-
Sion of this tuble. On thle whole it appears that tile

* host overall performance is obtained from the Icono-
scope, but that for pjurposes where extreme sensitiv-

it i paramount the Image O rthicon is to he p~re-
liHlE 13. -~nhtst -iup for-saed -uni I )seetor

vith Schmidt optics.

FomuI 12. Ining* Orthiconi raliert with Isemind

*ferred. 'There are possibilitiesi, also, that for special4.-
uses some of the other pickup tubes may be advan-

* tageous, although no clear case of suchl use appeared
in thle work of the Division. Figures 9, 10, and iI
compare resolution and sensitivity, amplitude linear-
ity, andl color res ponse of the conuversion units tested.

Improvements in SensitivitN

The threshold sensitivit v of the Block III camiera
using the Iconoscope with an f 4.5 lens was, of about
8.2 ft-Lamberts,. This was typical of the maximumi
sensitivity available at the beginning of the Division's Fii;um: ii Vericozi tube and eanmera (cover removed). t
program. Motion-pictutre cameras and emulsions
were available for wvork at illumination levels of ap- other by the improvement of the pickup tube itself. .

proximately one-tenth this level, and there was (-on- Schmidt optics applied to the Image Orthicon" (Figure
siderable pressure from the Services to get equal 12) showed an improvement in threshold sensitivitv
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as reported in Table I of 7 times. T1he optical aper- The nmost useful gain in sensitivity was aceom-
t tre for the conventional system was f 3.2, and the plished by adding image multiplication and electron
aperture of the Schmidt system was approximately multiplication to the Orthicon tubes. Table I testifies *.*

f(1.0. An increase in sensitivity slightly less than the to the success of this development. A further im-
sqjuare of the f number may he due to losses in the provernent beyond that noted in the tabulation is the -

correction plate andl Cassegrain mirror. sensitivity of the Image Orthicon to the near infrared.
E~xperiments were also made in the application of With a Wratten 88A infrared filter, the Iconoscope '

Schmidt optics to the low-velocity Iconoscope 2 and to produced a fair picture, but with rather low contrast
the Image Dissector."a Success with the former was and resolution at 1,600 footeandles of illumination.
frustrated by the mosaic's charging at even moderate With the same filter, the Image Orthicon produced a
illumination levels. The spherical mirror for the Irn- picture of slightly decreased contrast at an illumina-
age Dissector with Schmidt optics was sealed in the tion level of 23 footcanclles. With a Corning 9780
envelope of the pickup tube in a sort of sealed-beam filter, the corresponding illumination levels were 785
construction (Figure 13). 'Phe program was dlogged footeandles for the Iconoscope and 18 footeandles for
with mechanical dlifficulties and no definite conchi- the Image Orthicon. The Wratten 88A filter is prac-
sion was reached. tically opaque to visible light but transmits freely

Thie secondl methodx of improving sensitivity was bey-ond 0.71 IA; the Corning 9780 blocks beyond 0.7 JA

through improvement of the pickup tubes them- hut passes freely in the visible range. This increase
selves. Developmnent of a small Orthicon-type tube in sensitivity t~o the infrared is particularly important
and camera (Figure 14) was carried out by Reining- in outdoor applications at dawn and dusk, when mili-
ton Hland" uinder C'ontract OE~fgr-187. This contrac- tary application of television may be of particular
tor's version of the tube is known as the Vtericon. importance.

The resolution of the Vericon is rather better than The Image Orthicon tube (.Figure 15) has been fully *.-

that of the Orthicon. Its sensitivity as tested b.% Co- described in the public technical press as well as in
lumbia (see Tfable 1) is somewhat higher than thle the contractor's reports.5' 7 Some of the difficulties en-
Orthicon, even without correcting for the greater in- countered in it~s development are worth mentioning.
eidlent light received by the Orthicon in the Cohimbia The problem of mounting a 0.2-mil glass target on a
tests (f 1 .9 for the Vericon, compared with f 1.2 for supporting ring so that it would be free from ripples
the Orthicon). It. is rather less subject to microphonics was solved"5 by firing a thin section of a blown bubble
at audlio frequencies; otherwise it is substantial!%, over a metal ring. At softening temperatures, the
similar to the Orthicon. glass draws into a tight druimhead by virtue of its
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS11

stirface tension. A carefully controlled heatinig and tllotiunt between transmitter and receiver the pict-ure
cooling schedule wi; developed to bring the structure degradation is even greater. T1he pictuires of Figure 17
down to roomn temperatuire while the glass was still show the results of muiltipath heating. Where large
tinder tension and flat, changes in brightness took place, the range of the dis-

'I'le target secen coinsists oif finle-iiiesl wire screenl criminator was sometimles exceeded. Under suceh cir-
with a high percentage of opening area. A mlet hodI C1umstaneos the swing of the signal carried over onto
wa.s developed wvhich produiced screens with I ,000 the reverse slope of the discriminator characteristic.
mieshies per in. and 401 to 80 per cent open area. A producing a negativ-e image.
.heet of glass wvas preeision-ruled with the desired
In(151 andI covered with a thin laver of metal. The
ivtal wasM then removed from all except the ruilings. , .- 0
Adlditional meltal was p~lated onto the lines and the
resiflt ant screen st ripped off.

Allm eflicient multiplying elect rodle was dlesigned
wh Jichj wouild accept elect cons fromi one side, mulltiply
themI, and allow the secondairies to lpass to the follow-
ing stage A "N-enetian b~lind" structure wab evolved
which was substantially opaq~ue to incident electronis
hilt which provided liberal apertures for passage of
the secondaries to the adjacent stage ( Figure 16i.
The efficient- of this structiure, 8() to NK) per cent.
\\--,s sufficient to provide adlequiate gain from three F1;uitE It6. Image Oirthicon- winiature in foregrountd

anid sMandard size in backgroundt.St ages-.

"The presenlt limiting factor of the tube's performi-
ance is its low signal-to-noise ratio compared with 'hecomparison of FM and AMI at other frequien-
thie Iconoscope performance. This low ratio resullts cies is discissed in connection with the development
from the low target capacitance.' This conclusion, of radhio-transniission links at higher frequencies.
quIotedl from the contractor's final rep~ort, shoild be
reexaminedI in terms of the noisek-signal-frequency
relations disetissed above. In any' case it appears that A1iiO ATHi*ufRQECS
the overall efficiency of the tube approaches,, as far Tfhe continuing increase in communication density
as sensitivity is concerned, the qluantum efficiency continuially (drove television into higher and higher %

o f the pLot osurface. ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum. T1he first
work on military television was carried out at about

Radi-Trasmision ins1(00 me. Even before the organization of the Division,
this band had to be abandoned, and a hand in the
vicinity of 300 me was assigned. During 1943 the

A~r~rui vsFni;QU.\c MoulAuox300-me band was harred t~o television, and hands
[in an effort to obtain the same improvement in were made available at 800, 1,200, and 1,800 me.

fr,-(edoni from interference for television that has been Block X.11 This program, carried out by Philco un-
obtainedl with auidio transmission, experiments were de~r Cont ract OEMsr-l 1159, covered the development0
1i1-le with frequency modulation at each of the ear- of a radio-t ransmission link at 775 mce. Video and syn-
rivr trequiencies with which the D)ivision%, contractors chronizing were provided by a standard Block III -

were concernedl. At all except the highes.-t hand (1,800 camera unit. Two transmitters were developed, one
mci frequnency modulation was inferior to amiplituide using frequiency modulation, the other amplitude
inoirhlation. Amiplituide imoulation at 1.8MW me modulation (Figur-e 18). Appropriate receivers, were
pioved impracticable, developed for each transmission system; the video

At BlocklIand Block III frequiencies."1 7 it appeared end of the receiver-, (viewving tube, sweep circuits,
that with the same bandwidth per channel, FMI is etc.) were taken from standard Block III receivers.
definitely inferior to A. This is, ti u even with a AM Transmitter. The video signal from the camera
statlonarv transmitter aInd receiver; with relative unit was; amplified through three stages and a driver
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 113

Figure 1itt. I'he oultpuit of the driver (modulator) put tubexs were 2C44 tilbe" inl resonant cavities with

was impres-ed oil the cathode of the final r-f output small plate and grid trinte. Degenierative fee-

stage. Svnchronizing signals were siilarly amiplifiedl back around the oscillator and output provided stable

wid e-htind operation. Interconnection bxtwevu stages

Zind~ to the antennia was by short coaxial lines. TIhe
antevifla consisted (if two dipoles drivenl ill phase.
with -wavelengtli vertical spacing (Figure 20). Two --

parasitic reflectors, each a quarter-wavelength be-

Jiiflnd the driver dipoles. assisterl Hi producing an over'- __

aill Iantenna11 gain of 4I. The output of the AMI trans-

initter N%.as4 watts-

- .1.If Rceci,'cr. The AMI receiver was a superhietero-

i Figures 21 and 22). Its six-stage i-f amiplifier had a

hanid-pas s of 10 mc, c-entered at (it) ic th te-

stage videof system had a hand-pa:-s, of 4 mc. Fast

(0.01-se time constant) delayed A(Aprovided iub-
MEW stantially flat output between 150-v arnd 1,0(Y,.,

input.

hi;Eutt IS. Bllovk X AMd iratnsmnii4r. FMI Trattemiller. The r-f suboscillator (if thie FM

transmitter (Figure 2.3) operated at 260 me. Video

throligh three, stages and a uwIiutor. rectified, and aln( synchroni zing signals were, separately amplified

illress54 oil the plate of the i-f output stage. The and mixed in a cathode-follower stage, which drives

r -f svsteiii consisted of a master oscillator. a buffer, a reactance tube to swing the oscillator frequency

* all'1 single EIitliit stage. O scillaitor. l,tilfr. andlot hog I1- e h to'le oscillator was am-

VVIDEO

INU DAN VIDEO VIDEO MOULTO

CONTROL AMP AMP AMP

SNC 
2N YN 

3 AD SY C T C 
O

ING
1 aRE 9. lockdiaramof BockX A trasmit4r
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114 TELEVISION

plified through two push-pull. Type 832 amplifier rising some 80 percent as the input signal increased
stages, which drove a cavity-type frequency tripker from 150) v to I,0QX) v.
followed by tw( (flvity-type outp~ut stages. The an- FightI Tests. Figure 27 shows, the comparative pic-
tenna, used with this transmitter (Figure 24) was lure quality for the two systems, andl the following
idlentical with that u1sed with the AM transmitter. tabulation gives their comparative performanee.
An output of 3.5 watt-; was attained1.AM FI

Transmitter power (uverage) 4 watts 3.5 watts
Rtange, substanttially free of noise 5 miles 2Z5 mile3
Limit for reliable synchronizationi 10 miles 5 miles
Niaxjfiui range under op~timium

corlditious 32 miles 20 miles

Block XII.5 The improvemient of airborne television
eqipment by raising thi- carrier frequency to 1,200)
nic was considered, It was hoped that this change
would 1I) reduce aerodynamic drag by reduction of
size of the antenna structure: (2) improve directivizy,
thus improving the power radiated in the desired
dlirection; (3) obtain more channels and give greater
freedom from electrical jamming; (4) result in less
interfer-ence from ignition and pulse sources. Lack of
suitable tubes to permit the design of a broad-band :
ampllifier at this f requency blocked the -program. By
the time tubes were available (see Block X above and
B~lock XVIII below), this frequency band was closed
to television.

Block X VIII.'0 The Division assigned to the Geni-
eral Electric Company tinder Contract OEM3r-1 172
the task of developing a transmission link in the
1,850- to 2,000-me band. Originally it was planned ~ A
that both AM and FMN systems would be developed.
Initial calculations indlicated, however, that even if
the carrier was crystal-controlled amplitude modula-
tion of the final stage would produce sufficient varia-
tion of the transit angle t~o give an intolerable amount
of phase modlulationi. These preliminary conclusions -

were confirmed by AM experiments using tubes of
lighthouse construction (ZP4(14 and 1,300. The pre. -.
liminary work, anuly tical and experimental, further

Fiuut 20. I1luck X A XT I raniit t ing atonnua, showed that plate amplitude modulation at the os-
cillator was a promising method of obtaining fre-

F.1 Receircr. Th'le IM receiver (Figures 25 and 26) queneyN modulation (Figuire 28). Specifically, 15-me
wa-,s at unit similar to the AM1 unit with suech differ- swing of' an 1,850-me carrier could be obtained with
eflees in thie i-I system its were dictated by the use of 20 to 30 pet- cent amplitude modulation. This range
frequenoy modulation. Thle local oscillator ii mixer~ of AM was well within the scope of well-designed
were- identical; they' were followed in' a total of seven limiter stages.
i-f stages, the last two of which Were limiters. The The freq tenPcy-nod uhled tra nsmitter conisisted of a
i-f bandwidth was 10 ic. 'Pie diseriminator em- reflex velocity oscillator using a 2K28 lighthouse tube
played two 9W06 tubes, ench wvith its tuned circuit in a cavity tuntable to the carrier frequency. Standard
capacity coupled to the last i-f stage. A(( was rather 2K28 tubes could not be depended upon to givu a
less! effective than) foi. Ilthu AI m-eeiver. the output 15-nie swing when amplitude mnodulated 20 to 30 pe"
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CONVERTER I ST ZNO 3RD 4ITH 5TH 6TH - 0a 6 ISAK VIDEO

AM I- .A P ZN E M

446- 12~? 2SN? 12SNY 112557 \

LOADED OT PUT OCT AMP CATHODE AMP VIDEO OUTPUT

V-9 MONITOR

125"7 CATHODEZ
SRD VIDEO LOADED

AMP

6557RAIN G5N7 F N CATHODE VERT SYNC OUTPUT

CICI..~ VERT SNC VERT SYNC VERYTSYN LOADED TO BLOCK M MON ITO R

6SN? OSS IZSN7

DIFFERENtIATING sozSNC HRZSyC R017 SYN C CATHODE I4ORIZ SYNC OUTPUT

CRUTAMP OSC OUT PUT LOADED TO SLOCIKMMONITON

FiovmIC 21. Block diagram of Block X ANT rceiver.

cent; selected tubes, however, wouldl yield at least mixing the video and synchronizing signals. A 6AG7
this dlegree of frequency nmodulation. stage amplified the combined video and synehroniz-

The video andi synchronizing signals were brought ing signal to 60 volts, peak-to-peak for plate modula-
sepuiately to two 6AB7 pentodes, with indlividual tion of the oscillator. 0:
gum(Ut, ltie houhteba otemi Two stages of power amplification, using ZP579's
vidual grids. Joint gain control was providled In' volt- and interconnected with tunable plumbing, supplied
age adjustment of the common grid-bias potential the antenna. As originally laid out, the transmitter
source. Thel platus of the IIA17's wvere paralleled for vnoSC

AMP S~a? 645 6j, .
VYLLOWG OSC uOT ~ 8

tYNC SAG? AIE
SYNC

tN AMP

CAVITY CAVITY1 CAVTY 500
IPLER AM1 MPMNIO

FiUG 23. Block dliagramn of B~lock X FM truninfit4r.

m supplied 5 watts to the antenna; revisions in the cav-
~ ity and plumbing design doubled the output.

The transmitting antenna (Figure 29) consisted of
five dipoles coaxially mounted and backed by a plate
reflector. This array yielded a distribution, in a plane
vontaining the dipoles and normal to the reflector, 20

10.1 118, 22, Photographi of Block X AMi reoiver. degrees wide to the half-power points. In a plane%
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116 TELEVISION %

normal to the dlipoles, the distribution pattern was ard radar crystal cartridge in a cquarter-wavelength ,

120 degrees widle to the half-power points. Figure 29 cavitN (Figure 30). The output of the converter was
shows the complete transmitter, mid its anlenim. 50 me, with a 15-me swving for the video and syn-

ehroniziflg signal.0

'4*4'

Fi';viIE 24. luek X FM traswi-mt ivr.

The BICwk. NVUII fl'4I'j'('I was it supei'lwterml~nc FinwieL 26. Block X FM rmeeiver.

%Nit1h a (,L-46(6-A lighthouse local oscillator and a
- crvstal converter. 11w cavity of the (.AL466A had The 50-mec i-f signal w\-is amplified through nine
* built-in feedlback between the anode and cathode pentode stages uising 1852 tubes. The last two stages ~

resonators to sustain oscillation. The resonators were were limiters to clip noise andl remove the amplitude
tunablie over a 150-me range, which was arbitrarily modulation which produced the desired frequency
divided into 10 channels of 10-me width, modulation. A f;HG discriminator was 20 me w~ide,

TIhe anltenlna and lociii oscillator were capacitively compared with the maximum frequency swing of 15
(ollpled( to the converter, which consisted of a tan(1- me. This resulted in u loss of efficiency- --maximumn..

446-A SAAKS SAKS BKS 5 AK SAS OK AKO 4

MIXER 15? END 3RD 4T 5TH LIMITER LIMITER -

446-A

VIEOT VIEOT VN LOKm.

CAHDEVON? *N 1.S DICTOD O SN

LODE OUTPUT

NO~h MOAIZ H CAT ODE T
VERT y TBLOCK M
SYNC SYNC LSNC LODED MONITOR

AMP'. *9IOTPT
lih SISE2i lc iga lBokXF esvl '

SYNC SYN
PICK-OFSEOURET

, .4 w OUTPUT

4 .1111 on~'. . . . . - . . z N.I . 4
-~SN LODE TO 4 ~ * 4 4 ~ 4 4 4.4-..-..*.i..A4 SYN4.- .. '** BLOCK' 111J
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" video output from the discriminator, 0.1 v-for elevation of the transmitter, the limiter action wa.-i .6

%-' the sake of preserving linearity of discriminator satisfactory at a 12-mile transmission distance, .- "-

- aIction. Plane-to-plane transmission yielded usable signals

i Video and synchronizing signals were separated tip to 15 miles with 6 watts radiated from the trans- . .

"" after the second video amplifier stage. AFC by means mitter. With revised transmitter plumbing, the ra- i '

"" of phase discrimination with the received synchroniz-

-
-,- ., t.-

-' ing pulses could be applied optionally to the receiver ._^ ,- , , ' ,

scnnn oscilators 

iiE 
1 -OERAP

INPU PRAM:L 4Lk 1

'; The antenna (see Figure 31) consisted of five co- m I i-oot r L-

axial dipoles. This array gave an onidirectional pat- 3 eB 1 ml; (_, AN!, 1 ml; D FMG?

tern in a plane nornl to the dipoles. In the perpen- .
tdilar planes the sensitivity wPas down 3 db along thlaen-i

"Test re s shnwed thit reliable picture transmis- piitE 28 ilo k diitgrn of Bwt ck XVI trfr smitter.

S trsion could he obtained without multipath interfer-

onf he iscieigna wit thereeivaed syon goia- e oe a n~esdt ewe 0ad1

"+ litniter action. hinstationary ground-to-ground trans- watts, IPiane-to-grounl and plane-to-plane tests with
* ission, limiting action was stisfactory at 6 miles the increased transmitter power were not mader Miev

(grazing line of sight) with a 2-watt transnitter ont- tipath difficulies were absent when the transmission

rpal. With it 4-watt output and a 1,20(ft affetive was short enough to insure limiter action and when
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118 TELEVISION

*the receiver supply voltage .29 volts) was normal, from the target. Consideration for the physical safety
* Reduction of the receiver siippiy voltage to 24 volts of high-ranking observers may have interfered with
*produced bars on the received picture similar to the ahility of the controlling bombardier to obtain

Block III mult ipath patterns. Stud), of the i-f plate better scores.___
and screen supply was not neglected. It is perhaps With a ground control station the condlitions for
not. impossible that. the reduced voltage cut the i-f television are somewhat better than would exist in a

*gain sufficiently to prevent limiter action. tactical situation (Figure 33). Any ground reflections
A mniawture Block X1V!!I,1 utilizing the miniature will be directed away from the television receiver,

Imiage Orthicon, was under dlevelopmnent ats WVorld
Wa 11 closedl. The possibility of obtaining high di-
rectivity from a compact antenna array suggestedl

* that television at Block XVIII frequencies might
eliminate the doppler-effect difficulties with Roe. Tho

* project was termuinatedl at, the cess,-ation of hostilities.

5.5.5 ele v iioi i MIissiles

PRIEIM~INARY TESTS WITH (IDE BOMBIIS

The glide bombs of the National Bureau of Stand-
ar'ds (see Chaupter I1) wvere planned for remote radio
control with television. The missile consisted of a

* monoplane airframie with a 12-ft wingspan and at
20-I1) G P) bombl as payload. The empennage struc-
t tIIre wits fixed, "guitding" being perforined by deflec-
tion of full-span trailing-edge wing flaps (elevons).
D)eflection of the flaps changed the camber of theL
wing, with resultant c~hange in its lift coefficient. ,

'Fusthe missile flew with substantiallv zero change *

in angle of attack with changing glide path (see tabui-
lation in Section 1.3). turns were effectedl bv ditfereii-
ijII l evonl displacement.
Tests were made of B~lock I in Ilobin (Figure 32)

* in April and Jutly 1 943I-2 ]in the April tests, tranis-
mfissioni was from the missile to 0 groundl statioln
where the radljo-control transmitter wats located. For
suich drlops s h .1 very* good initial laun11ching. thle
receivedl picture was adlequateC to Permit recognition
of the target at modlerate lange, albout j3 to 1 mile. ItIl ,4S
xvas by no means good enough to permit recognition FIGURtE 29. Blo~ck XVI II t iiiismitt.- and antenina.
of thle target area during early phases of the flight, 3

*to 5 miles. Theretore flights failed in whichi the comn- eliminating multipatli problems. Further, the ab-
hination of lauincing error anilI automiatic-pIilot oper- hience of severe vibrations, which arc inescapable in

* aton esulted in a heading error in excess of. some I5 tactical aircraft, prevent the appearance of micro-
degrees at a 1-mile range. Those tests wvhose unguided phionic noise generated in the receiver.
filiht brought the missile within at mile of the target In the July experiments the receiver and control

* and at. a heading which brought the target within station were airborne in the bombardment airplane.
thle field of view of the caniera scored misses of from The nose housing of the missile had been lined with

* 1M ft to 500 ft. The ground radio-control and tele- Ozite t~o absorb acoustic vibrations, which were be-
vision-recei'ver station wats located abhout 1.500) ft lieved to have impaired seriously the television per-
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H- II- NDI- RDIF THIF T IF T IF 7TH I-F%
CONVRTE A~PLIIER AMPLFIE AMlIFER MPLFIER AMPIFIR APLIIER AMPLIFIER

ALI42 AC7 6AC7 6IACT 6AC7 GAC? 6AC? 6AC7 L

LL FIRST SEOD DISCRIIM- 1T2D3R T
OSCILLATOR LIMITER LIITR INATOR VEO VIDEO IEO VIDEO 4%

GL-466-A 6AC7 _ ACT GHIS SA? SH? 65H7 GAG7

SYC ST VERTICAL SECOND z- VERTICA WTIAL VERTICAL VERTICAL ~
AMLIIE CIPER SYNC CLIPR, OSCILLATOR OUTPUT TRANS-

6S6 ACT FILTER '/157 12514? f2514 FORMER *.

SECOND P KSDC

~~CIPRTRANS- DETECTOR AMPLIFIER OSILTR OUPTEASPRCII RODUCER
FOME 612 1/2 FORMER 122H 0 FOME 9016

SYNC ODINAR
AUTO HASE ONTRO

FiuvR~E 30. Bloc~k diagrunm of Block X%*I II receiver. -

tormance in the April tests. As a further guard against airplane practice. Consequently it flies with a vari- *~

microphonic disturbance originating in the camera- able angle of attack, and bore-sight errors exist at all
transmitter eqipment, the camera-transmitter was but a single elevator setting.
covered with acoustic dleadening material and sponge
rubber. Mierophonics were much reduced, and resi-
(Illal disturbance was attributed to microphonics
originating in the reveiver. The total disturbance was
stfficiently severe t-o cause tearing of the picture. It
is not clear whether this interference was due wholly
to iirophonics or. at least in part, to multipath
beating.

At the conclusion of these experiments the lDivi-
sion's work with television-gu ided glide b~ombs was
terminated,. The Navy was much more interested in
the application of radar-homing control to this mis-
sile--Pelican and Bat (see Chapter 1). The AAF had
already under way a glide-bomb program of its own,'
one version of which was television-guided. The Divi-K -
sion served cooperatively on the AAF program and .
supplied, through its contractor (RCA) uinder Con- __

tract OEMsr-441, consultation services on television
aspects of the project."' The problem of guiding suc-
cessfully a television-guided missile has already been%
touched on. It was particularly acute in the AAF%
glide bomb (11-4. This missile has a conventional
empennage which provides twa-axis steering, as in FioUvRE 31. Block XV1IL receiver and antett'I..
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120 TELEVISION

the pickup assembly so a-s to keep the camera objec-
'1'EEVIIOX N DRIGBLE IGHANGL BOI~S tive continuously aligned1 with the flight path,

The lDivision's predecessor groups had made con- E~xperiments indicated that the resolution and
tracts wvith Hazeltine Service Corporation, 212 Earns- power output were inadequate and that flicker wa.s
worth Television andl Radio Corporation, - and at an objectionable level.
RCA7.4 ,2','. to develop compact television pickup and The Farnsworth project employed the Image Dis-
transmitting equipment of such compass as to b~e sector. Its comparative freedom from microphonics ~~
conltainedI within a standard aircraft bomb. None of (see Figure 8) and circuit simplicity -thirteen tubes
the contractors succeeded in producing a reliable and four controls in the D~issector camera as compared
assembly which would be contained within a 1,000-lb with seventeen tubes and fourteen controls for the 9i

13j bomb and leave space for an appreciable charge Block III Leonoscope---made it attractive for missile
of explosive. The equipment would fit in the compass application, although its low sensitivity was,. a draw-
of the standard 2,000-lb) bomb with space for ap- back. Transmission wats at 112 me, amplitude modu-
proximately the bursting charge of a 1,000-lb) GP lated with a single 4-me sideband on the ha-sis of 22.5
bo0mb. lines and 40 frames sequlentially scanined.

The H-azeltine project compromised resolution and The transmitter oscillator consisted of two 6C'49
flicker as a concession to compactness. To obtain triodes in a modified H-artley circuit. The oscillator, -C

minimum bulk the scanning frequency w~as reduced plate modulated by the video and synchronizin~g
to 210 lines per frame and 10 frames per second, signals, was transformer coupled to the power ampli-

*Transmission on a 220-mc carrier was by frequency 11cr, which consisted of an 8.32 twin pentode in push- b
modulation for the video signal and by amplitude pull. This circuit w'as able to radliate approximately
modulation for the synchronizing and blanking 10 watts. Plane-to-plane tests produced a received

*pulses. The radiated output was approximately I picture with bars characteristic of spurious frequency
watt. modulation. The picture was, however, deemed ade-

To compensate for the large varitdion in angle of quate to justify drop tests. Poor weather frustrated
attack which at high-angle dirigible bomb undergoes, the program, and dropping tests were never carried
vanes mounted in the wind stream were coupled to out. Figure 34 shows nose and tail views of a dirigible

TRANSMITTER
UNIT

1'u jo 2. I1ibin, nlose fitifikig renioveti. --
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 121

homb C' equipped1 with Farnsworth television earn- missiles were laborator 'y prototypes to explore thle
era-t ransmitter equipment. poss9ibil ity of accurate steering.

Thle Vericon equipment (Figure 35) was manufac- Preliminary tests to determine radiation strengths
I ured by Rtemington Rand. Tlhe camera tube was and approximate patterns were made by standing the
similar to the Orthicon of RCA (see Figure 14). Its missile on end on the ground and transmitting a video
development was undertaken by the contractor be- signal to an airplane 15.000 ft above it.. These tests
cause the difficulties in the control of secondarv elec-
t rons ir pickup tubes of the Iconoscope t ype seemedl
i-asurmountable to themn.

Trhe 105-me carrier was amplitude modiulated with
video and synchronizing signals- Scanning frequency
was based on 350 lines and .30) f rames per second. The
master oscillator was cryst al-con trolled at 20.25 inc
and was follow~ed by two frequency doublers in a
6 N 7. The v ideo and1 sy nchroni z ing signals gri d m odui-
lated tilec Power Amplifier, two 829 tetroclcs in push-
p)111. The poN er outp~ut was a)proximately 1(0
NNattIs.

'The resolution obtained by thle contractor was
ra:ther'I lietterI than. that obtained by Columbia in the
,ojiipart i-e stuidyof pickuip equtipmei(nts (Figure- 3').

Thie ret-uon for this has never been made wholly clear.
Th'le automatic beami-focusing control included in the
camnera circuit may have been a contributing factor,
As in thle case of the Farnsworth eqluipment, dropl
tests were planned for this eqluipmaent but were can-
c'elled( on aceount of poor weather.

Nrop Tests. In addition to the foregoing, which
were never conclusively tested, the Division had a
project wit h RCA toadlapt the Bloek 1, 100-me, equip-
inent to the guidance of the high-angle dlirigible -.-

Soinflj ( Figure 37). Preliminary tests were held at
Eglin Field in the winter of 1942-43. They showed
sifflicietit proimise to j ist ify continuing development
work. Funrthier tests with revised television equip-
mient were made at Tonlopah Air Base in April and
Mlay 1944. While the results as regards television
were probably satisfactory, the tests emphasized how
different the problem of steering suchl a missile was,
oven with wholly satisfactory televisioni performance.
I a view of the Division's program with Roe (see
C hapter 4) and Mimo, work onl a television-guidedl
high-angle bomb was shelved,

Trhe Eglin Field experimenits comprised drops wit~h. -. .
three isiles. One was a dummy, p~rovided1 with a
Iarachute which extended thle time of fall from ap-
proximately 30 seconds to 6 mlinutes; this permitted
iore complete observations of missile-t o-plane tranis-
ni~~i 3on than could be miade wit han unimpedIed drop. Fmiuc o 33. Photogrujilis of received pictutre fit ground,

cotirol 4t ation: A, I inon I fore( illpact; It, :30 se ~
T his dummy missile was not equipped either w~ith fore iiiipact; C, 10 ev x,oe imat Arrowv itinate
adioc ontrol or gy ro s4tbilization. The other two let.

SI uu
A,~



122 TELEVISION "

disclosed that the radiation core from the missile was exactly the carrier frequency of the Block I trans- "
approximately 37 degrees wide to an undefined mini- mitter. This proved to be a nearby radar search sta-
mum signal-strength level. They also disclosed a tion operating at 105 mc. Further work was carried
serious pulse-modulated interfering signal at almost forward by an informal agreement to shut the radar

PAY LOAD (OR BALLAST)

MOUNTED IN CENTER 
-

HAND HOLE (FOR SERVICING)

" ~~ANTENNA .-' ,
STRUCTURE

NOSE SECTION r-.
POWER SUPPLY S BATTERIES

WINO MOUTS MOUNTED ON BACK RING r.:~~~WINDOW, MOUNTS f %¢
HERE (NOT SHOWN)

CONVERSION -XMITTER yr
SHOOK-MOUNTED TO FRONT RING

ANTENNA MATCHING ANTENNA CABLECIRCUITS / =-,.,._:

CONTROL CIRCUITS
I% . - -~~~MOUNTED IN r.:

TAIL

t%

REFLECTORS 9

RADIATORS DEFLECTING AILERONSL -'

LZL

FIU nRE 34. Nose (fairing removed) and tail views of dirigible bomb equipped with Farnsworth television camera-trans- -,'.,

mitter equipment. SECRET
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 1

station down when it was desired to put the television
on the air.

The dummy was dropped with parachute recovery.
l~icthire reception was considered satisfactory, a I-
though there was some loss of horizontal .1 'ncliro- -*

nism. This the television operator at the receiver was
able to correct promptly' . The equipment having been
recovered undamaged, the dlummy was then dropped
unimpeded, The trouble with horizontal synchroni za- -

tion continued biut was deemed inconsequential.

WOW . ..

FIwuRE 36. ,tnddretljii hi, icn
Fiu laE 3.5. XII Iivll (Ilnunlil I TISI i ll d i riigible high- el'ivI Il from VericoII piekuJ).

hI'ip tN-o proitotype miissileswer-e then dr-opped. The
vnthusiasmn of the investigators was undlalpened, in
sp~ite of a report which stated. "There was a very ob-
jectionable white hand about an inch wide lout of a
viewing screen about 4 inches widel and two inchecs
down from the top which extended eonipletel.N across
the pictuiro raster." This effect, w-.hich had been oil-
served bewfore, was mlost prob ab ly Caused l)V inter-
herence with the grouind-refleeted signal, inasmuh u
it was ni t ob~serv'ed at the ground monitor stat I
Other dificulhties included: (1) horizontal bars dlue t
crosstalk with the radio-control carrier, or possibly B
to Ini(rophonics; (2) vertical bars probablyN dtue to
miult-ipa h; (3) loss of horizontal synchronismi duie to
fluctuation in the hat tery voltage, as the coverage (If

the plates by elect rolyte varied with chianges in the -

IlliSile at titude. 11 E37. hv~~~i~Ihgi: 11 1I1~

SECRE~T
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124 TELEVISION

The Tonopah experiments were made with Block I at a speed proportional to the rate of rudder or eleva-
equipment in which the improvements cited in See- tor displacement. To a first-order approximation (see
tion 5.5.1 had been incorporated. Clamp circuits were Chapter 2), this action compensated for changes in
included in the camera-transmitter units. All receiv- angle of attack during steering, and the point of in-
ers had a tunable r-f head and low-impedance AGC. tersection of the crossed wires corresponded to the.-.
Receivers planned for u.se in controlling the missile point on the transmitted image of the terrain toward - -.

which the missile was heading. To avoid crosstalk be- - -.

tween the control and television signals, the trans-

- ' ''""

z

I"rh;Uf. 38. Folded-dipol antenna on television- 5
guided high-angle bo)ih.

I oUHE 40. Radio-control transmitting antenna.

imutR 39. lhc aivr ii: 1-25 airplante showing arrange-
ii1nt (if eonilw'isut ing (r)ss4.(l wirts on television sCreL.

-IiURl 41. Television receiving antennaS.

had phase-actuated AFC'. An antenna of improved
gain to incre'sc the radiatcd power was installed on mitting antenna (Figure 40) for control signals was
the b)omb (Figure 38). To compensate for varying mounted in front of the bombardier's greenhouse.
angle of attack with application of control, stiff wires The television receiving antennas (Figure 41), two
were nunted vertically and horizontally in front of parallel dipoles, werv- mounted under the belly of the
tle viewing screen (Figure 39). With nocontrol signal ship.
.Liplie(l, these wires crossed in front of the center of In addition to the receivers in the plane, a group
the screen; upon application of control signal, they monitoring station was installed in a blacked-out 2 -
m1vet'd aiv'r n the sereen hirizontallr and vertically ton truck near the bombing range. Reliable , 1-
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 1235

communication was maintained between the ground Preliminary to the drop tests, pasge tests were
monitoring station, the airplane, and the target area. made in which all signalb which might be on the air
The target consisted of scraped areas on the desert during a drop were simultaneously operated. There I:.-

floor-a 100-ft diameter bull's-eye with scoring rings was no crosstalk, and the received television signal
of 200-ft and 500-ft diameter. To improve the low was reasonably free from microphonics. No picture
contrast between the scraped target and the general was received since the bomb was enclosed within the ,

*

terrain, slaked lime was spread on the bull's-eye and bomb bay of the B-25, and the glass window of the
scoring rings. This (lid not, however, remain in place bomb was masked.
long on account of the high winds prevailing at that In the first drop the operator never saw the target,
,season. and the miss was 2,000 ft in range and 2,800 ft in

4'

Fwuim 42. Reeieid pictures iarpneA. B. n C, i( of release and altitude not known; 1),21.8 see from release,

a' altitude 3,860 ft; E, 28.1 slee from release, altitude 1,035 it; r, 28.8sec fromi releaqe, alt itude 250 ft.

*~~ 0 0 3 9 
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126 TELEVISION *

azimuth. In the remaining four drops the errors were: an attack. The coupled cros sed wires, however, are
Range error Azimuth error inadequate to compensate for variations in angle of

Drop No. 2 300 ft 250 ft attack. Bars due to interference between the signal

Drop No. 3 No record from the missile and that from its image (see Figure -- 4 -.--r'

Drop No. 4 450 ft 525 ft 5) is a problem as yet unsolved. These bars typically '-v- -
Drop No. 5 1 ft 250 ft appear about 15 seconds after releasc, when the bomb ' 'A -"

It was the consensus that television can produce an velocity has reached some 450 ft per second. They

adequate picture of the terrain to improve bombard- are shown in Figure 42, which is a group of single

ment materially during phase 3 (see Section 5.1) of 16-mm frames from the motion-picture record of the

.:.?-..-.: -

I.,
4,

t

0 - *

FIGURE 43. Retceived picture at ground mnzitoring station): A, 25 framles, 1.06 we. fromn rleas[Lt; B, 48 frames, 3 see ---.
from release; C, 198 frames, 12.3 see from release; D, 241 frames, 15.06 see from release; E, 450 frames, 28.1 see from,.-. -

release, altitude 1,035 ft; F, 461 frames, 28.8 see from release, altitude 2.50 ft. '% % :
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 127 r

receiving screen in the aircraft. Their absence from the rather definite contra-indications in the results of
the pictures received on the ground (Figure 43) is the Block I experiments recommended a decision
striking in comparison, against further work with the television high-angle

Even if the interference were not sufficiently severe bomb.
*" to threaten to obscure the target and with adequate

compensation for variation in angle of attack, the -.DM.P-a
problem of steering is still paramount. If the missile
is so maneuvered "as to place the target early in the The missile Roe, developed for the Division by L I

Douglas Aircraft Company and discussed. in Chapter

. .

*- Fwus 44. Mimo camera (right) compared with
* standard Block III camera (left).

A. •t, . -....

-It;URE 45 Mimo camera, cover removed.

center of the receiver screen it will be impossible to
hold it there, as the bomb will have been dived too
(ea1rly and adequate lift is not available with the high- Fictar 46. .Mimo transmitter, side view, covers re-
angle dirigible bomb to pull out at the end. A lead moved.
computer which takes competent account of the dy- L

namic trajectory of the missile is indicated. The de- 4 of this report, recommended itself to television
velopment of s'uch a computer for the high-angle guiding during phase 3 of an attack for several rea-
dirigible bomb seems unjustified. sons. It was designed to fly with the axis of its fuse-

It had been planned to test the Image Dissector and lage continuously tangent to the flight path-zero .
the Vericon equipments during theTonopah program. angle of attack-so that the center of a television
The onsct of a long period of bad fHing weather and image received from a camera-transmitter bore-
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128 TELEVISION

sighted with the axis of the missile would continu- supplied a voltage to the clipper to create the blank-
ously indicate the point of impact of the missile with ing pedestal; the output of the corresponding vertical
continued rectilinear flight. The normal trajectory stage was applied to the target of the pickup tube to
was relatively steep-intermediate between the dir- provide vertical blanking. The output voltages of the
igible high-angle bomb and the glide bomb-so that deflection circuits were mixed in a twin triode to pro-
the received picture of the terrain showed little fore- vide the synchronizing signal.
shortening. Finally, its maneuverability, which was Transmitter. The entire tube complement of the
7,500 ft minimum turning radius as compared with r-f section of the transmitter (Figure 46) consisted of
20,000 ft for the production Razon, seemed to justify three 2C43 lighthouse tubes. The master oscillator,
the use of television as a means of guiding, costly in which operated at carrier frequency, was tuned with

* complication and manpower though it was. Accord- a resonant line and had Colpitts feedback. An adjust-
ingly the Division, strongly urged by the Air Tech- able feedback capacitor determined the plate current

Snical Service Command, undertook the development at the proper level. The output of the oscillator was
of a compact camera and transmitter equipment impresed, through resonant lines, on the grids of .r

specifically for this missile. Miniature in compass and two 2C43's in push-pull, which comprised the output
utilizing an Image Orthicon-type of pickup tube, it power amplifier.
was dubbed Mimo. Transmission was set in the 300- The video and synchronizing signals were mixed at
ic band, although that frequency had been pre- the first-stage grid of a three-stage video amplifier.

emlpted by other coii1iiiuinication Services. The hope 'The output stage, two {VO's in parallel, grid modu-
of getting a compact transmitter and carrier at, 800 lated the power amplifier. When connected to a

or 1 ,8(X) me in time to be of military significance matching antenna, the transmitter radiated 7 to 10
seemed remote, watts.

Camera. The camera utilized a new tube similar in Antennas. Four antennas were required for the Roe . -
design and performance to the Image Orthicon (see system. A transmitting antenna was necessary for the ''

Figure 16). It was, however, considerably smaller, television equipment on the missile; this was known
being but 9 in. long overall and 12 in. in diameter as Mimo-Roc. A receiving antenna for the channel
(Figure 44). All leads were brought out to a 17-prong was required at the plane; this was known as Mimo-
hase. This new design was brought out rapidly and Plane. A receiving antenna on the missile was re-
smoothly. Except for loss of sensitivity beyond 0.71 p quired for the 84-mic control ---Roe; a complenmentarv
on account of contamination of the photocathode by transmitting antenna on the plane was known as - -.

gas driven off from the electron cathode, its perform- Control-Plane. The Mimo-Roe antenna had to be so ,.
• race Was identical with the larger version. designed as to give a radiation pattern which would

The entire camera unit, (Figure 45) contained a contain the plane at a bearing of high signal strength
video amplifier, deflection, and synchronizing cir- for any expected maneuver of the plane or missile.
cults. The video amplifier contained four stages of It also had to cut off forward radiation sharply so as
6AK5 miniature pentodes. The third stage had a to prevent, as far as possible, any signal from reach-

high-frequency peaking circuit in the grid input to ing the ground to produce multipath, as well as to
)rovide sistantially flat response out to 4 me, in conserve power. The elimination of downward radia- --

spite of the high-frequency attenuation of the Image tion is tactically important to preserve security as
Orthicon. Beyond the fourth stage, a 6AK5 clipper well as being technically important for the reasons
provided a 0.3-v" blanking pedestal for the synchro- just mentioned. The Mimo-Plane transmitter ideally
nizing signal. should cut off sharply beyond the limits of the cone

Both deflection circuits consisted of 3A5 twin tri- originating in the plane wnich will contain the missile -

odes, operating as blocking oscillators and discharge for all practicable maneuvers. The elimination of
tubes. The vertical deflection 40-c oscillator was fol- downward sensitivity of the Control-Roe antenna is
lowed by a 3A5 amplifier output stage with both see- an aid against jamming. The equirements of the n

tions connected in parallel; the horizontal deflection Control-Plane antenna arre similar to those of the
oscillator was followed by a 25L6 output stage. In Mimo-Plane.
addition to energizing the deflection coils for the pick- The Mime-Boc antenna (Figure 47) consisted of a
up tube, each deflection output tube drove a blanking tuned dipole mounted at the rear of the missile, with
.1 age. The output of the horizontal blanking stage the axis of the dipole arms parallel to the pitch axis
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 129

of the bomb. The Roe was gyrostabilized in roll by ness. The problem, then, was to ground the dive
means of ailerons. Therefore its pitch axis is continu- brake to the structure at 300 me but to insulate it
ously parallel to the ground plane. The radiation pat- therefrom at 84 me. This was accomplished by build-
tern from the dipole can then be defined in terms of ing the supporting struts of composite l)ural-Bake-
two orthogonal planes: the azimuth plane is one lite, This construction provided very low capacitive
which contains the axis of the dipole arms and the reactance at Mimo frequencies but kept it high at

control frequencies.

Il'iuus, 47. Antennas tin loe: A, omntrul-ltoc rcc'iv-
ing alwnim; 14, MiIlmo-t,)I. dipole. Fio 49. Slot antenna for Mimo-Roe with folded
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11I1iIF: 48. lIIIdialopttt 111 r ~nof NlitI1(-ltI dipolel. FIGURE .50. 1)istrihution pattern of Control-Roc I

antenna.

axis of its stem; the elevation plane is perpendicular
to it and also through the axis of the dipole stem. With this arrangement, less than 10 per cent of the

It was desired to use the perforated dive brake as maximum signal strength was radiated in a forward "
a reflector for the dipole. Its size and location were (toward the ground) direction. (See Figure 48.) The
determined by aerodynamic arguments principally to width of the useful beam in the azimuth plane was 90
giv%-e zero angle of attack at. trim. It was also desirable degrees to the half-power points; in the elevation
to use the same element as the Control-Roe antenna plane the width to the half-power points was 125
in view of the need to maintain aerodynamic eleanli- degrees.
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130 TELEVISION L jW" .

An alternative antenna design was completed whieh straddle the plane of the ship's yaw and roll axes.
consisted of a slot driven by a folded waveguide Their centers were spaced approximately one-half
(Figure 49). The distribution from this antenna was wavelength, and the dipoles were oriented so that
not materially better than from the tuned dipole, and their extended axes would intersect at 90 degrees and S
it had the disadvantage of being extremely critical to on the ship's yaw-roll plane. Figure 52 shows the
carrier frequency. omnidirectional character of this array in the hori- ." "-

zontal plane; the distribution in the other planes is
shown in Figures 53 and 54..-
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FIOUR 53. Vertical-transverse distribution pattern of
Mireo-Plane antenna.
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0o.2-- F Roa 54. Vertical-longitudinal distribution pattern
of Mireo-Plane antenna.
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SEARING IN DEGREES The Control-Plane antenna was the standard di-
l,'(i;n 52. llorizonial distrilution pattern of Mini- pole developed for Razn.
Plane antenna. lResults of Tests. Ten Roc missiles were dropped"

with Minio. The results of the first six drops, which
are tabulated below, indicated more promise for thisThe Control-Roe antenna consisted of the divesytmhaanohessem fteesi-gdd

brake. Its sensitivity pattern (Figure 50) was not missile that the Division has encountered. ngd
ideal but it was deemed thoroughly satisfactory for
tests and probably adequate for initial combat u l)rop T-1I Bad picture due to defective pickup tube. Proh-

ably spots on photocathode or target.
T1he Mimo-Plane antenna consisted of two quar- l3 rop T-2 Usable picture all the way, somewhat marred by \',r'y

ter-wavelength dipoles (Figure 51) mounted under doppler multipath after about 15 seconds of flight. Miss:
the skin of the ship. The dipoles were so placed as to about 75 ft.
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* SUMMARY OF RESULTS 131 0

-, lrmp 'T-3 Usable licttre until the last 10 seonls of flight, scraped clear of desert vegetation and covered with
* Very severe muitipath developed so an overshoot was cot- several tons of salt crystals, contrast was, in general,

rected near the end of the flight. Miss: about 300 ft. i ( e T r o n
Drop T-4 Spurious oscillation in transmitter output am- inadequate (Figure 56). The desert floor beyond the

plifier; also serious multipath. No guiding was practicable, target area was extremely deficient in contrast, so
i DropT-b Picturefadedbecausethe receiver had been tuned that when the target was once lost it was virtually

to the carrier image. The receiver was retuned; the balance of impossible to regain it.
the flight-only a few seconds-was marred by multipath. As a result of the foregoing experiments serious ef-

, Miss: about 220 ft. forts were made to improve the contrast of the tele-Drop T-6 The target failed to appear in the field of the
missile on account of an excessive crab angle in the ship at the vised picture and to eliminate the doppler multipath '" ,
instant of release. As the picture of the terrain appeared, it effect. A search for a better Mimo-Roc antenna at
was marred by very serious nultipath interference, this frequency was fruitless, Faster AGC was applied

Although the target itself (Figure 55), had been to the receivers in the hope of mitigating the effects

• - . ,

Ftou. 55. W d.e targe ragefr otss..
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132 TELEX ISION

of doppler 11ul1tipath illterferenice. A select ion of thle for the renmaining missiles. To improve contrast, the
best 'Mime tilWS' from11 the s1tock available was made f2.0 lese wre replaced with lenses of f4.5 aper-
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 133

ture; all optical surfaces were treated with fog- the flight. The missile was controlled from the ground monitor
repellent coatings. station where the received picture was not marred by multi- ..

path interference. Miss: about 140 ft.With the foregoing revisions four more drop tests Drop T-10 Roil stabilization lost.were made. .--T

Guiding by means of a lead-computing aid (see
Drop T-7 Horizontal synchronism was lost for about 1 Y Chapter 4) was not attempted as the termination of -

seconds, Doppler multipath bars appeared for the last half of the Division's activities intervened. The work is being
the flight but their intensity was somewhat relieved by the carried forward by the AAF. As this report is pre- Y4'- ..
fast AGC. Miss: about 265 ft.

Drop T-8 Substantially the same as T-4. Miss: about pared, word has been received that at Jeast one drop
118 ft. made by the Army has landed well within a 50-ft -

Drop T-9 Some doppler multipath during the last half of bull's-eye circle from 15,000 ft.

D.

ft..- /' •-
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Chapter 6

RADIO-CONTROL SYSTEMS

5.1 INTRODUCTION 6.2 RADIO SYSTEMS FOR TEST - -... Cp
HE ADIo PROBLEMg the Division at its 6.1 Radio Systems for Glide Bombs 4

HERDOPOLmconfronting the Diiso at it
I formation was threefold: (1) it was necessary to In connection with early tests of Robin (see Chap-
obtain remote-control radio links satisfactory for the ter 1) the National Bureau of Standards secured
control of the missiles during their developmental through Contract NDCre-141 a small quantity of
stages; (2) radio systems adequate for the initial standard police radio receivers and a transmitter .' -'
combat phase had to be made available as rapidly as from RCA. These were modified by RCA so that, -',.

missiles requiring their use were ready for operation; when a control impulse was transmitted, the gyro
(3) finally, there was a responsibility to maintain a bias coils received a fixed value of current to produce
continuing program, seeking to develop systems of a fixed rate of turn or a fixed rate of change of glide
steadily increasing security in order that new and less path. (See Section 1.6.) Space was adequate within %
jammable systems would arrive in the theater before the Robin for a standard receiver, and the wings ;. -

the enemy had developed methods of jamming those formed a convenient surface to which a thin ribbon '- - A-

already in operation, antenna could be cemented without producing any
It would seem that such a problem could hardly be aerodynamic disturbance.

acute. No nation was ever more "remote-control con-
scious" than the United States; no other people had 6.2.2 Radio Systems for High-Angle Bombs-I". i
developed radio communication to anything like an I.- i
equal degree. It would appear to be necessary simply For Azon and Razon, however, the situation was , -
to procure suitable radio links of already established entirely different. No space could be made available .
designs from the sources of proved reliability. Such in the bomb which would accommodate a standard
was the approach by the Division. It proved a gross receiver. Development was required, but the usual
error. sources of electronic developmental skill were bur-

No mistaken judgment plagued theactivities of the dened with other war work of high priority and were :. -.

Division more than its failure to realize the difficulty hardly to be persuaded to undertake development ..- -
of the radio-control problem and to meet it head on. programs of the speculative character which guided
The problems were both organizational and techno- missiles had in their beginnings. .. .
logical. All electronic devices for Army use were the At the outset the Gulf Research and Development
responsibility of the Signal Corps; guided bombs were Company considered essential a system in which
the responsibility of the Army Air Forces so long as the rudder and/or elevator displacement was pro-- .
the actual metal container for the explosive was not portional to the stick displacement. This later '..
altered, when the Ordnance Department became an proved erroneous (see Section 2.9 and Chapter 10),
interested party. Without the assistance of the Air but the principle was adhered to throughout the .
Communications Officer to resolve questions of early work. In their search for a commercially avail- i0
divided responsibility, the whole radio-controlled able radio, Gulf found two systems. The first had
bomb program within the Division might well have been developed by Bendix Aviation for the AAF -'

failed, target and glide-bomb program; the second was .
On the technological side many new problems of developed by the American Junior Aircraft Coin- * .-

unattended operation under conditions of extremes pany for the control of model airplanes. The Ben-
of temperature, humidity, altitude, vibration, and dix system provided on-off control rather than
acoustic perturbation had to be solved. Further, in proportionality. Furthermore, when control was ap-
the transmitting equipment, which was by nature plied in two components, yaw and pitch simul-
airborne, weight was at a premium; the space limit-a- taneously, there was crosstalk between the audio r-
tion on the receivers and the aerodynamic limitations channels. This ;ystcm was, therefore discarded by '-'' _'
on their antennas were extreme. Gulf.
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-' RADIO SYSTEMS FOR TEST 135

The principle of the American ,Junior Aircraft space the r-f end of the receiver was changed to a
Company was adopted. Its embodiment was, how- superregenerator with a separate quench oscillator
ever, deemed too complicated for satisfactory ex- (Figure 2). The Q of the detector-oscillator circuit
perimental work on bombs. The transmitter radiated was kept low enough so that triggering by the quench
two unmodulated CW signals at 84 me and 80 me; oscillator was required. For test purposes the broad

*', one frequency controlled yaw, the other pitch. The acceptance of the superregenerative circuit was at- ,-'-.
CW signals were cyclically keyed so that pulses of tractive, as there was but little danger of failure of a

* each were radiated. The position of the control stick test due to transmitter drift or errors of receiver .
S determined the ratio of pulse length to the keying tuning.

cycle. Equal time-off and time-on indicated a neutral The control end of the system was modified by re-
nrdder or elevator position. placing the torque motor by an electronic integrator,

followed by a double-throw relay. With the relay
RANGE ort & i< energized, the rudder servomotors operated in one

ANTENNA CONVERTER T_ direction; with the relay de-energized, the motor re-
AZIMUT-H IE _& f-c versed. A potentiometer on the servomotor provided

_a follow-up voltage which biased the final stage to
LOCA OS: icutoff when the rudder reached a displacement corre-

sponding to the control-stick position. Enough 40-c
FIGUaE 1. Block diagram of American Junior A/C ripple was allowed to appear in the relay voltage to
system of radio control.

B~~IAS rIEE.DRACK < " %"

The receiver was a crysta: -controlled superhetero- INTEGRATOR "-
"" dyne(Figure 1). An antenna stage was spot-tuned
- to the two frequencies. Two i-f strips, detectors, and ,TAOE OSCILLA

d-c amplifiers accommodated the azimuth and range MO..

channels. The output of each d-c amplifier was a
.series of pulses of varying length with constant total OICI IKRIMINATOR

period. The last stage of the d-c amplifier was driven A

from cutoff to saturation so that the pulses were of
constant amplitude. These pulses were fed to spring- FIoURE 3. Block diagram of Gulf Razon receiver.
restrained miniature torque motors. The inertia of

SIAS FEEDBACK cause relay chatter and thus prevent hysteresis in the
ANTENNA DETECTOR INTEGRATOR --ALAY cores from biasing the relay response.

STAGE OSCILLATOR : I-CAMPLIFIE C I T For Razon control Gulf developed and proposed to
ccw use a further modification of this system (Figure 3).

OSCIL The speed of keying under this system was to be
varied as well as proportion of time-on to cycle

--*. FI~muR 2. Blok diagram t~f Gulf Aon flIivcP, lengthY Displacement of the control stick in the azi-
muth sense varied the pulse length as before; dis-

the armatures with the compliance of the restraining placement in the range sense varied the keying fre- 7.-
springs acted as a mechanical integrator, averaging quency. In the receiver a discriminator stage with a
the pulses so that the displacement of the motor was d-c amplifier followed the a-f amplifier, in parallel
proportional to the fraction of the cycle occupied by with the integrator and its d-c amplifier. This stage
thc (W pulse. A commutator with sectors on the produced a d-c voltage proportional to the keying
torque motor governed the servomotors driving the frequency. A potentiometer on the elevator motor _
control surfaces, provided a follow-up voltage to bias the last stage to

"7. The American Junior Aircraft Company system cutoff as before.
was modified by Gulf for the Azon program. The This circuit was built and fully tested in the labor-
transmitter system was kept intact, with a keying atory at Gulf. It is given here complete (Figure 4) as ::>:-y:
frequency of 40 c. For economy of tubes, power, and it has not been elsewhere reported.
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strongly aDIOsuei SYSTEMS It ra ce tro osigla withathis systlem rul-atina ul-ete rude,

ne ofd t festureswihadlse ith Guelfde Aton problemtand recommended wthe exiasimpl supedr- .:.

use of closely spaced channels for the simultaneous RC-186, with provision for selectively modulating 1.. ".-'.

control of Azons from separate aircraft. It was be- the carrier with six audio tones. For Azon one tone . .:-
lieved to be subject to microphonic disturbance; in was selected for full-right rudder, a second for full-

the tests at Muroc on September 10, 1943, the receivers left rudder. Absence of an audio signal was to result 0.•

had been packed in sand in the body of the bomb to in neutral-rudder position. This recommendation,,. .' '

aodthis difficulty. The superregenerative receiver, was submitted to the Army by the Division at a -f. .. "

while most economical is notoriously unstable under meeting called by the Air Communications Officer

changes in temperature. Furthermore, the whole under the auspices of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The ;:

system of proportional control which had given rise recommendation was accepted without dissent. In
to the Gulf radio development program had been spite of such expressed unanimity, the Signal Corps

found to be unnecessary. Even when it was available liaison officer on the project, in whom responsibility -

the controlling bombardier had successfully guided for the selection rested, insisted on the use of a super-, ,'''3..•,

the bomb with rudders full-right, full-left, or neutral.' regenerative receiver. In the face of such inflexibility ,,.':

Had proportional control been necessary, a different the Division was left without option. . ._

system would have been required as loss of the con- A contract (OEMsr-108I) had been negotiated by '
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RADIO SYSTEMS FOR INITIAL COMBAT USE 137 -

the Division with Union Switch and Signal Company each of which offered hope of increased security.

to engineer Azon for production. This contractor Accordingly, the Division undertook both pro-

now made a subcontract with General Instrument grams. A contract was made (OEMsr-1195) with

Company of Elizabeth, New Jersey, to develop a Harvey Radio Laboratory of Cambridge, Massachu-

superregenerative receiver4 which would operate with setts,for the construction, under the close guidance of

the RC-186 transmitter in the manner planned for the MIT consulting engineers, of receivers utilizing a

the superheterodyne. This became accepted as the 75-kc i-f amplifier. Under Contract OEMsr-1314,

A/N-CRW-2A (Figure 5). In accepting it, the Signal Philco6 constructed receivers using a 15-me i-f strip. 'r .

Corps officer found it necessary to waive many ap- Each group added special features although, in the

plicable portions of Specification No. ARLI-102-A. main, the receivers were similar. The MIT-Harvey

This receiver was produced in some quantity under receiver was provided with an AGC actuated from It * I -

subsequent Army contracts. A similar receiver, on the the output of the detector. This type of AGC has the

whole rather less satisfactory (the A/N-CRW-2), result of widening the acceptance of the receiver.

was pro(luced in even greater volume by a different However, if a fifth modulating tone, already avail-

contractor. able in the standard RC-186 control transmitter, is

applied whenever the stick is in neutral, it increases

6.3.2 by nearly tenfold the strength of jamming signal..-
Razon Receivers required to block the control. The Philco receiver had

The unsatisfactory experience with the Azon re- a plug-in fixed-tuned r-f and local oscillator section, a

ceiver taught the Division that a radio system satis- real saving in storage and issue. Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9

factory for initial combat must be available before show circuits and photographs of the MIT-Harvey

the Razon would be ready for production. Accord- and the Philco receivers respectively.

inglv, MIT extended their studies under the guidance Figure 10 shows the comparative selectivity of the ,

of the radio specialist in the Division.' This more A/N-CRW-2A, the Philco, and the MIT-Harvey re- .,.

thorough study confirmed their summary recom- ceivers. The last is shown with the audio-actuated

mendations in favor of a crystal-controlled super- AGC and with the more conventional form. For a

heterodyne receiver. They further recommended an sensitivity 2,000 times down (i.e., microvolts at an-

i-f amplifier operating either below 300 ke or one op- tenna to operate relays is 2,000 times value at

crating between 10 and 20 me. The lower frequency resonance) the bandwidths are:"' ~~M IT-Harvey r '

held the possibility of resistance coupling, with con- Conven.

sequent simplicity and stability; the higher frequency tional Audio

had promise of successful apr,lication to supersonic A/N-CRW-2A Philco AGC AGC

modulation controlfrequencies orto pulse techniques, Bandwidth More than 5 me 935 ke 450 kc 2.5 mc

Cr. T"-CT-R
R.F STADE OSCILLATOR AMP

1< ti. K; .
, ..{ . FILTER I

, / RIGHT SGNI L

L ,C.

510 KING

lI(WRtE 5. Wiring diagram of A/N-CRW-2A. RMATOI
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RADIO SYSTEMS FOR INITIAL COMBAT USE 139 S

* The sensitivities as the battery voltage declines are made a contract with I)eleo lladio fur thp develop-
* shown in Figure I. ment of another Razon receiver. It is substantially

The increase in bandwidth of the MIT-Harvey the same as the Philco circuit. ('rystal control of the
receiver, due to audio AGC, is shown in the preceding local oscillator is retained. The fixed-tuned r-f head
paragraph. The antijam tests showed that wvith a and the audio AGC are omitted. It should also be.
200-microvolt signal. which is rather below the ex- noted that the final stages of this receiver, the
pected minimum signal strength, from the control- A/N-CR W-7, are not biased to cutoff, which makes
ling plane, the enemy would have to transmit it extremely sensitive to noise generated by other
to the Razon an 1,800-mierovolt CW signal within equipment in the bomb-control assembly.,'..
200 kc of resonance in order to block the control. Some fifty of the MIT-Harvey sets were built and -- K

This antijamming ratio of approximately 9 re- usd in Razon and Roe tests while the decision as to
mains about constant with change of control-signal the A/N-CRW-7 was pending. After the manufac-
strength. turing eccentricities present only in the first seven

* Samples of each of these receivers were sent to the units were eliminated, the sets were wholly satis-"
A ircraft Radio Lahoratory for test. This organization factory.

• " Flt~IMUREl 7. MIT-Harvey receiver. '.
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ANT FOUR -CHANNEL r *- "
R-F STAGE CONVERTERT -F STAGE I-F SAGE sLErrC"OR VTLTER uwNT r -

I * . p'

- % I 0

5Cf

A,,o o.....

RUDDER -I 'ELEVATORRELAY RELAY i ,r''.

DYNAMOTOR r'-.

STO SERVOMOTORS

Fzcuaz 8. Philco rceiver circuit.

6.4 SECURE SYSTEMSa their number. Especially was this the ease as some of -""-

them, notably Rex under development for ARL,
Security of a radio-control system for guided mis- were of great promise. The Division, therefore, under-

sites can be obtained by two methods. One method is took no new projects in so-called jamproof control
to use secrecy. In the ideal case the enemy would not systems. From Section D-3, a predecessor unit of N
even know that the missile was under control. This NDRC, the Division did, however, inherit one proj- 4N
ideal is probably hopeless of realization, but it might ect in secure radio-control systems. It is discussed in-.-N
he possible to make the system so difficult to analyze Section 6.4.1.
that the enemy would have to resort to large blocks Probably the greatest promise of success for an
of radiated power over a wide range of frequencies. invulnerable radio-control system lies in the use of
Such a system of jamming %wuld present to the coded pulses. If the pulses are made very short., their

enemy serious logistical problems. The second meth- power levels can be very high. The microwave fre-
od is to use a control link in which the receiver an- quency range is extremely suggestive of possibilities:
tenna is substantially blind to signals not originating for example, the continuous focusing of a receiver -.

at or near the control point and to provide sufficient antenna which would have a narrow field of view on 0
strength in the control signal to blast through enemy the transmitting antenna. Such a receiver would be -.

interference, substantially blind to an enemy jamming transmitter "
Soon after its organization the Division canvassed not collinear with it and its control transmitter. -

the developmental programs on secure radio-control
systems under way in the Services. In view of the 6.4.1 Hammond Control System"
acute shortage of research facilities it seemed inadvis-
able to duplicate any of their projects or to add to It has been pointed out (Section 6.4), that one way

of producing a secure radio l1ink is through secrecy.

SSee also STR of Division 15, NDRC, for a much more The contractor's approach to the problem was along
complete discussion of jamming and its avoidance, this route, producing a radio-control link whose
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ainalysis could be accomplished only with great use of two supersonic modulation frequencies, ea~ch oif
difficulty, which in turn is subject to frequency modulation ataS *

The sy.stem consists of a radio transmitter radiat- five different frequencies, all of which are at the low
ing power at an average carrier frequency of 84 inc. end of the audio range. The modulating frequencies
This carrier is "wobbled" at a frequency of 440 e swing about a mean value of 60) and 80 kc. For a
throuigh a band 20 kc wide. Control is applied by, the right-turn signal, the 80-kc tone is frequencv-modu-

1 N
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142 RADIO-CONTROL SYSTEMS .r. *

lated at 140 c; for it left tur,', the same carrier is the missile is equally complicate(1. It. consists of (1) at

frequency-modulated at 240 e. For an up signal- sup ,rhctcrodync receiver, followed by a detector to

increase in range-the 60-kc tone is frequency- eliminate the 84-me carrier; (2) filters to separate the

m xlulated, at 140 c, and for a down signal the 60-kc 60-ke control tone from the 80-ke control tone;

tone is modulated at 240 ke. When no control is ap- (3) discriminators to eliminate the low-frequenye;

plied, the 80-ke tone is frequency-modulated at 180 c. modulation; and (4) a set of filers to energize the

'Thus, the Carrier is on continuously, swinging at 440 proper relays from the 140-c or 240-c voltages pro-

e around a mean value of 84 me. It is continuously duced. An audio AGC is provided which is actuated

amplitude-modulated at a control tone with a mean by the voltage following the low-frequency dis-

criminators.
_ ....- . . - - The purpose of wobbling the carrier is to make

- .I sure that no single jamming note present on the air

' , .! will beat with the control carrier and produce false
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- Vilil- 10. ('ijnil irnti,c =,I(,('iiviiy of i, A N /CI{\\- oD in of the rehlays , T he p urplo.e of tie super- ,.. ,
2A; B, -lhirve~y audio A(GC; C', lhiho; tnd ,

MIlT-ih1rvcy conventi,)ilitl At-It. sonit tilplituide-i-odulting control tones is to in- t

crease the difficulty of anal 'ysis. The low-freclueny
modulation provide,,, among other things, for obtain- '

' vihieof 0 k, lnd hisconrol one40i inAtunseondre"ing more than one control function from at single..""

amue-nodulatn ontro tone0 ofr 1 c io amplitude-modulating control tone. The purpose of.'-""
ampltud-mouh~ingconrol oneof 0 k istin the audio AGC has ah'eadvN been dismissed (Section"""'

ineiiteil and. isfeu.*.oultdatcte

140trittl 240 6.trqec-mdl~da. ,te 3.2). The other purposes of these circuit elements -'

140 or 240c. are explained in the followig quotation from the
To produ(ce suc'h a complicated energy array re-entaorsinlept n  '-. -

quired a somewhat complicated transmitter circuit.'.' .,,.

Even its' block diagram is not reproduced here. The a. Use of Su/,eraudifle Alotddalion*, The pritile reason for ,#,,

dheeod hin of the signal to obtain control operation of usitiil superaiudI rates4 of a nplitde m-od lation is beca uise,'" - -,
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-: -usually types of transmitters do not produce such modulation... wave signal alone, and this is abruptly changed in strength as
If a CW or an ICW signal only is impressed upon the receiver by telegraphic keying, then there will be corresponding changes"
in the wave band of the desired signal, then power representa- in the energy content of the filter device. If the circuits are
tive of the interference will most certainly get through to the too sharp, oscillations may he set ui) in the filter in the process " "
detector, but the selective nature of the output system of the of changing its energy content, so that voltages of frequencies
etertor will reduce the effect of the undesired signal upon sub- which thle filter would transmit may he proucedl at the radio

sequent circuits. Only when the transmitter modulations are receiver output, even though the proper transmitter to produce - - .

in the proper frequency range will the effect pass through into such voltages in a sustained manner is not operative. , N
the subsequent circuits, and even then only when they are These three effects of beating, blocking and shocking either .-.
properly otherwise characterized will the later circuits be singly or conjointly limit the ability of the radio receiver cir-
properly actuated. cuit to deliver to the signal reproducing circuit a wave form
I. lterferemce Upon Operation by a Standard Transinitter. curresponding to the transmitter modulation transformer ur-

There is of course some considerable virtue in a receiver sys- rents, in the face of excessive interferences. p--
. tern which cannot be operated by the usual types of trans- c. lolitime Control. When Multiplex transmission is used, as

mitters. But the use of such a receiver system does not insure required for the present equipment, the selective channels
- that the control exercised by the proper type of transmitting must be kept at about proper signal level, or else a signal which

systems will not be interfered with by a standard transmitter, is sufficiently strong will he able to actuate also the adjacent
by causing the final receiver circuits to fail to operate, or to channel. Ii general, the lower the degree of selectivity between
oiperate in an incorrect manner. Three possible sources of dis- adjacent channels, the greater is the need for good volume
turhance ipon operation by the undesired type of transmission control operation. Proper adjustment of signal level in the .
must be recognized and understood. selective channels may be made hy instantaneausly operative
1. itaing Effects. Power which will pass through the receiver volume control devices, such as chopper type limiters, signal

and develop oitput voltages can lie produced by the conjoint amplitude limiters, oir by integrating devices such as rectifiers
action of two transmitters. For example, if the wobbler of the operated by the signal to produce dc which in turn controls .
radio transmitter of the present equipment, and also the modo- the gain of amplifiers prior to or succeeding the signal channel
lation transformer, are not actuated, then the output of the in the receiver chain. The usual Automatic Volume Control
receiver unit will he actuated if the transmitter carrier is systems commonly found in broadcast and communication ..1v

- heterodyned by any continuous wave transmitter either 60 or equipment produce a rectified and integrated de control volt-
" 80 kes. different fron the proper 84 mrs. carrier. If now the age in accordance with the amount of total signal impres.ed

wobbler is set int.o operation, then the beat due to the con- upon the detector. This arrangement inost definitely should
joint action of the transmitter and the interference will not be not ie used when interference is expected upon the receiver
steady, but will le frequency modulated, over a wide range. olperation, since the gain of the receiver would be diminished "
As a result the root mean square value of the voltage at the even when the true desired signal radio field is constant, Even
radi(o receiver output teriminals will be much less titan if a con- with reasonable preca,,tins, the amount of operating signal

fer., hold if the transmitter is modulated in such a manner may require compensatory gain control of the signal system

that its outptt is analysable into a plurality of continuous ili accordance with the ratio of interference to signal.
wsives. The artificial wobble of the transmitter, in short, is it summary, the radio transmitter-receiver conbiiaation > V

*." foti the purpose of scattering or distributing the beat frequen- must be coordinated so that (a) standard transmitters in com-
* cics duii to the conjoint action of transmitter, modulated by maon use cannot of themselves cause operative functioning of -

signal forming circuit, and the action of continuous wave type the final receiver circuits; (b) standard transmitters ianaot
* . iinterfereices. The range of wobble is not desired ti he so great readily disrupt operation by the proper signal by (1) beating

• - s to vary apprcri nb " tile iffty of tile radio receiver to pro- effects, (2) blocking effects, or (3) shcking effects; and .[

icue the desired output in an efficieat manner. (c) standard transmitters eninot readily control the signal K-2.-
:*. 2. Blockiiir Effects. lnterfering energy which is imlpressed level in the final circuits corresponding to the desired signals,

.lipoi the detector together with the desiied energy can modify through improper arrangement of the vtlimie control system.
tie ability oif the detertir to produce the idesired anuouit of
ntjoutput. The detect or sensitivity for the iirotper signal is it fulnc-
tio of the ratioc ,r interference to signa. This is not necessiailh, The foregoing discussion of invulnerability to jan- U
a questiot oif ovirlhading, bit in the ctase (if liiar detectin ming is supported at length by mathematical anal-

.. is ii niat,,al iascjeaae of the ntiare of the linear detector \'sis in the contractor's final report. No tests were
ropsirt. Unless a "square law" detector is iseil, which woulid

, uniy in oteor indlsirahile effects, the lo)ss of (.etector scaisiti- reported by him, however, as supporting his assump-

it . as thel result of the presence of the interference aliast ie tions and the mathematical analyses developed there-
coapensateid for by use of automatic :;ignd leveling devices from. Th Division's consulting engineers at MIT

--. siliusequanit to the detector. (Contra't OEMsr-240) made antijamming measure-
3. ,hocking Effects. Usually the detector circuit is so cOi- mints on the system in the same manner as has

-." nected that the voltage inpressed upon the detector input aio t
-. changes the dc current through a filter coil of the selective a
' output system, o.' cianges the de voltage across a filter call- f|arvev receiver. No significant difference was oh-

dvwser. If thervfore the detector is eneraized iay a continuous Irvctl in the performance of the two systems.
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]"I'iRYs 12. Audio-frequct'y control oscillators of Purdue transmitter.

.5 EARLY STUDIES form, with economy of tubes over conventional oscil-

IN PROPORTIONAL CONTROLS lator design. The outputs of the oscillators for two
channels were combined in a mixer stage driven by

This chapter on radio-control systems h should not cathode followers. The mixed signals amplitude-_---..
close without a brief comment on a research program modulated the carrier in the usual manner.
carried out by Purdue University at the instigation
of Section D-3, NDRC. The purpose of this program
was to develop a multichannel proportional control RELAY

warith o ne ayu rd toe fore a ht cot r h ane l Thetig atio

link. The scheme developed was to modulate a carrier C, -o
w ith o n e a u d io to n e fo r ea ch c o n tro l c h a n n e l. T h e 

:R 
3 

ITt" 

. .. C. ,

frequency of each audio tone was varied in propor- STAGE 45V -
tion to the control desired. In the receiver sufficiently - -
broad-pass filters separated the channels and drove a
discriminator stage for each (Figure 12). The result ./, -
was a d-c voltage for each channel proportional to the /
controlling signal. L- ----- /

The audio tones were provided from resistance- FIGURE 13. Discriminator and motor control of Pur- "  "
capacitance oscillators consisting of two twin triodes due receiver.
in a phase-inverter circuit. One grid of each twin
triode was grounded. The other grid was driven from Tedvlpeto iciiao o h -
an appropriately tuned phase-shifting circuit across
the plates of the second tube. The tubes operated, range presented some new problems. The final designtheni psh-pull outputwithescn seebed npuat, is shown in Figure 13. Twin diode discrimination isth en , in p u sh -p u ll o u tp u t w ith sin g le-eoded in p u t. u se d as in c o n v e n tio n a l r-f p ra c tice . In th e r-f a p p li- 

. " -,_ ,

This type of oscillator gave good stability and wave- uain oventinlr-tractice i t e r- apli__________________________ cation, however, the input transformer is tuned so ~ ~
b See Chapter 4 for further discussion of methods of obtain- that the voltage across the anodes of the diodes is at .

ing proportional control. 90 degrees with the primary voltage. In the a-f appli- .
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EARLY STUDIES IN PROPORTIONAL CONTROL 145

2 cation an iron-core transformer is used whose second- adjusted midway between the pickup and drop-out
* ary voltage is substantially in phase with the primary values for the relay. If radio transmission is lost, the
* voltage. The tuned circuit L1 C2 is* resonant at the servomotor will continue to run to the limit of its

frequency corresponding to a zero control signal. It is travel in whichever direction the relay last happened
excited at 90 degrees from the primary through the to be.
phase-shifting circuit consisting of C1, C 3, and the Considerable difficulty was experienced with hunt-
tuned loop. L, is made variable, and its value is de- ing of the servomotor. Although, through an ingen- a
termined by the servomotor. Thus, if the control- ious vernier on Li, the contractor solved that insta-
channel frequency is raised, a voltage will pick up the bility, his success is no indication that hunting would ' '
relay RY, energizing the servomotor which readjusts not have appeared if the system had been applied to

* L , until balance is restored. a missile. Hunting is a servo-system problem. If it is
'4. It should be noted that this system is not "fail- attacked piecemeal, success will result only by '

safe." The plate current of the d-c pentode stage is chance. -. '

%

*0
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Chapter 7

SERVOMECHANISMS

7.1 INTRODUCTION a production design was in progress as the war i. ,

ended. -
S ERVOMECHANISMS ARE control devices to impose Pelican and Bat rill soon become obsolete with

an output which must vary in time according to a the advent of powered missiles of long range, W
varying input signal. The power for this output must but the philosophy of design of the control system
not come from the input but must be supplied locally, and the dynamic methods of testing will, with proper
The operation of the device depends upon the error modifications, be applicable to a wide variety of ,
signal obtained by comparing the existing output future missiles. Increased speed and cost of future
with the existing input and driving the device in the missiles will lend additional importance to the meth-
sense to minimize this error signal. Servomechanisms ods of design and of simulative testing. The two re-
are the mechanical analogue of feedback amplifiers ports submitted by the laboratory'3 in their entirety
and are subject to similar instabilities. Much of the are strongly commended to the attention of all
recent progress in the theory of servomechanisms is guided-missile engineers. The abstracts to be pre-
due to the recognition of this analogy. sented here are accordingly brief.

Much progress was made during the war in the
development of servo theory and in its application to
fire-control problems. Section D-2 of NDRC, its sue- CONTROL SYSTEM
cessor Division 7 (Fire Control), and the Applied FOR PELICAN (RUB) MISSILE
Mathematics Panel all promoted investigations in 7.2.1 Prnciples of Construction
this field. Of the several reports written as a result of
these activities, the reader is particularly referred to The first report 2 from the Servomechanisms Labor-
one by MacColl,' from which the definition of a servo- atory at MIT covers the work from May 1, 1943, to
mechanism given above is paraphrased. A homing March 15, 1945. Because homing control was re-
missile is a particular type of servomechanism. Its quired, a particular airframe (Figure 1) had been
direction of flight is controlled by the error signal designed by the National Bureau of Standards to
between its present direction of flight and the direc- give as nearly constant an angle of attack as possible.
tion of the target. This again is a feedback process For this reason the conventional airplane arrange-
liable to instabilities. Servomechanisms were devel- ment of rudders, elevators, and ailerons was aban-
oped for the control of the various homing missiles of doned in favor of full-span trailing-edge flaps called
Division 5. (If the human operator is included, the elevons, which performed the functions of all three
control systems of Azon, Razon, and Roe are also types of conventional control surfaces. Differential
servo systems.) 

These 
have already 

been discussed; 
action 

of the elevons 
produced 

the effect of ailerons 
in 

- _

one project, however, deserves special discussion and roll control; cooperative action changed the lift of the r.,
has been reserved for this chapter. wing and thus regulated the angle of glide. Turning

The Servomechanisms Laboratory of the Massa- was accomplished by the horizontal component of
chusetts Institute of Technology had played an im- lift when the missile was put into a bank by the
portant role in the development of servo theory and differential action of the elevons. All this has been
had been successful in applying it, to the design of described in detail in Chapter 1. It is set forth briefly
fire-control equipment. Shortly after Division 5 was in the report from the Servomechanisms Laboratory F
organized, the laboratory was persuaded to accept a as it governs the design of the servo-control system.
contract to apply the same principles to the design of Advantages and disadvantages of this type of aero-
a stabilizing and control system for the glide bomb dynamic control are also discussed.
known as Pelican. Before the work was completed, In place of the rate gyros used in the NBS system,".-
Service interest shifted to Bat, and the design free vertical gyros were selected. The first model
of the control system was altered to fit this missile. utilized a vertical gyro manufactured by Minneapolis- ,.
A satisfactory control system was developed, and Honeywell. It was altered to employ rotatable trans-
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CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PELICAN (RHB) MISSILE 147

formers to indicate gyro angles in pitch and roll. The four magnetically actuated clutches. The motor was
stators of these rotatable transformers were in turn nonreversible, and pairs of clutches connected it in
rotated by trim n.,tors to permit changes in the re- either sense to each of two points in the linkage. Mo-
quired angles of glide and of bank. In a second model tion at one point in the linkage drove the two elevons
a Sperry Mark IV bank and climb control unit was in opposing directions, while motion at another point
used which included rotary air valves to measure the drove them together. This device secured rapid re-
same two angles. The second model used a smaller sponse with high motor efficiency. The relatively
gyro and required a minimum of electronic equip- short life of the clutches (20 hours) was entirely -.- ,.
nent; the comparison between gyro position and adequate for the testing and use of the missile. '

elevon position was made mechanically through a
linkage to the air valves, with differential introduc- 7.2. Flight Test Table
tion of trim corrections into this linkage (Figure 2).

In both systems an error of roll position or of glide The portion of the report of most continuing sig-
angle called for elevon action of an amount to set up nificance is a description of a laboratory flight table
restoring forces proportional to the magnitude of the (Figure 3) for the simulative testing of the control
error. This was true whether the error was measured system and of its components. Construction of this
from the original preset flight orders or from the device consumed considerable time but paid valuable
altered orders introduced by trim motors responsive dividends. The table carried the radar receiver and
to the instructions of the radar receiver. Ii the pitch gyro and pointed toward a radar target set up a short -

control a small permanent-magnet generator, geared distance in front of it. Only those portions of the sys-
to the pitch trim motor, holds the rate of elevon mo- tom sensitive to the motion of the glider had to be on
tion proportional to the radar error signal. the table. The servomotor itself was set up on a

After an initial attempt to drive the two elevons near-by bench, and its output was loaded to repre-
independently, a linkage system was developed to sent the elevon wind loads. The position of the ele-
control the two elevons from a single motor through vons in turn controlled the motions of the table. Rate

' Z.

,%0

Fiut'R 1. I$ad.ar-h mnitg glide, bomb with M IT stabilizing and servoniechanism.
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148 SERVOMECHANISMS

of roll of the table was governed by the differential determined from the flight table were found to oper-
displacements of the elevons. Roll orientation of the ate well with the missile in actual flight. '

table determined its rate of rotation about a vertical In addition to its use in establishing design para- ....

axis. Pitch was simulated by raising and lowering the meters for the MIT servomechanism, the table was

radar target. The electric, hydraulic, and mechanical used to examine other stabilization systems for _.. %

components used to accomplish this are described in Pelican. The control system developed at the Na-
the report. It is sufficient here to state that the oper- tional Bureau of Standards (see Chapter 1) was also
ation of the table approximated the dynamics of the tested on it to find optimum adjustments. L

missile flying at large ranges from the target.
Tests using this table gave the quantitative data .. Preliminary Flight Tests

needed to determine the dynamical characteristics of
the overall control system at a fraction of the cost in Detailed results are given of a number of flight
money and in time that would have been needed to tests with each of the two systems described. These
obtain the same data by flight tests. There is the tests were made against a radar beacon target sus-
further advantage that in laboratory tests all the pended from a barrage balloon. The tests and the
variables are under the control of the investigator, parachute recovery device to preserve apparatus and __qr.

whereas in flight tests this is far from true. Some of flight records are summarized in Chapter 1 and
the flight responses which were studied were (1) the Chapter 8. Four units were tested with the Minne-
accuracy with which the missile would hold a course; apolis-Honeywell gyros and rotatable-transformer
(2) the damping of the missile to suddenly applied pick-offs. The first rolled excessively and tumbled the
roll moments; (3) the nature of response to changes gyro, then went into a steep dive until the parachute

in flight direction. In general the control constants recovery device operated. The second passed about
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9,0.X ft to the left, of the target and about 90 ft high ; a final report3 from the Servomechanisms Laboratory
" *, cross wind of approximately 20 mph was blowing is a detailed description of the system developed and '

- from the right. The third test unit flew an oscillating of its components. Some of the material contained in :

-. course toward the target but the parac:hute opened the first report is repeated where it is necessary to :'
* prematurely before reaching the target, and the mug- elaborate it, but the second report should not be read "

nitude of the miss could not be determined. The without the first. Some thirty pages of analysis are I
*. fourth unit lost its radar signal during an instability given which apply to this problem the analytical .,

i : early in the flight but later flew a smooth course methods referred to in Section 7.1. The purpose and *,¢

i': without radar, scope of this analysis is best described by a quotation *:
• Four units were tested with the Sperry gyro and from the report: "Experience with a variety of con- '
:" the pneumatic take-offs. The first, test failed because trol problems has proven that the system analysis

of prenmture functioning of the recovery parachute, must yield much more than an answer as to whether
: The second unit homed on the beacon and cut the the systemi is stable or unstable. The analysis must .

•. cable of the beacon 18 ft above the target. In the lead to a design with a determinable and satisfactory ':
-, remaining tests the beacon was mounted 12 ft above margin of stability, must determine and control such ,. **

"" the ground. The third unit flew well: its nose passed factors as the natural frequencies of the complete ,,

-' 15 ft to the left, of the target and 8 ft ab~ove it. rfhe system and its damping characteristics, and must _-=.
:= fourth unit passed 18 ft to the right of the beacon and establish the system sensitivity factors.1' A summary

17 ft atbove it. is given of servo theory,' so succinct that it is repro- .>-
" duced here.

*. 7.3 CONTROL SYSTEM V'' ?
FOR BAT (SUB) MISSILE 7.3.1 Dynamical Analysis

*As a result of the work described in the contractor's of System Performance
4 preliminary report,2- it was decided to develop this

,- type of control for use in Bat. As has been detailed FREQUENCY" RESPONSE OF AN AUTOMATIC ..elsewhere, Bat is somewhat larger than Pelican, car- CONTROL SYSTEM

0 ries a heavier bomb, and has a send-receive radar "Most automatic control problems can be reduced .-.
rather tha the simple re eiver used in Pelican. The to a simple blosk digram a illous trated by Figure 4..
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150 SERVOMECHANISMS

The problem illustrated by this diagram is that of variety of applications, the best system response is
making an output shaft whose motion is designated underdamped, but with a high damping factor, as .
by O follow an input shaft whose motion is designated illustrated by the response curve so marked. The
by 0. The servomechanism approach to the solution length of time that the output requires to reach a new
of this problem is to compare the output 0. with the position is a function of the damping and frequency
input 6. and use the difference between these quan- characteristics of the oscillation. An estimate of the...'V'
tities to so operate the controller and servomotor that length of time required for a transient to disappear '•. -

the difference between the output and input is made is given l)y a knowledge of these two factors.
zero or minimized. The difference between the output "The transient approach to the problem is satisfac-
and the input is termed the 'error' and denoted by e. tory if the response characteristics as calculated or

measured are satisfactory or will be satisfactory with "e.

w a PI SERVO NO only minor readjustment of system parameters. In
NO Nm ao CONTROLLE [MOTOR ILOAD oum general, however, it is very difficult to design or re-

design a system from the transient standpoint.
"The second method of approach to the design and

analysis problem is to study the response of the sys-
FwounFa 4. Block diagram of automatic control system. tern to a sinusoidal input. In this approach 1i is made

"Two general methods of studying the response of RVE A. oVERAMPE s~rlI --
such a system are in use: the first method studies the cuRV 8- my ITICA.m _ cu MPE D Yauu

CURVE G: UNtmgDaIW sutffu p -transient response of the system, and the second CWIVE , USTA"E SYSTICEMI

method studies the sinusoidal response of the system.
In the study of the transient response, the procedure gt) , P
is to displace the input 6i in accordance with some
transient test function and measure or calculate the - . . . -
response of 0.. A common test function is a step func- .
tion as illustrated by Figure 5. The output can follow L O

the input in a number of ways, depending upon the k-A
C t

Fiouka 6. Responses of automatic control system to -.

step displacement.

a sinusoidal function of constant magnitude and vary-
ing frequency, and the steady-state performance of
the output is calculated or measured.

"The response of the system to this type of input 7.
is prescribed by determining as a function of fre-
quency, first, the ratio of the amplitudes of the out-

FIGuRE 5. Input step displacement, put motion and, second, the relative phase between

the output motion and the input motion. Mathe- 6
characteristics of the amplifier-controller-servomotor matically speaking, if 04(i) is the input and 0,(t) is
combination. Certain types of output response to a the output of a servomechanism, then, if Ol -
step input are indicated in Figure 6, If the system
parameters are mischosen, the system may be un- o(-) = A sin t.-
stable, and output will have a continuing oscillation and A is small, it will always be true that
illustrated by the unstable response. For another se- 0 = B s (w + )2
lection of parameters the output may approach its OaQ) = B sin (ct + ') (2)
required position in a very slow fashion. This response "In the above equations A is known as the ampli- . - - -

is called overdamped and for many applications is tude of the input, B is the amplitude of the output,
ais unsatisfactory as the unstable response. For a (o is the angular frequency (equal to 21f where f is
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in c) of motion of 8j(1) and o(t), and . is the relative 7 are readily calculated if the constants of the system ,s:.t-9

phase angle between 01) and 0o(t). and the differential equation relating the output to
"The amplitude ratio B/A and the phase angle 0. the input is known. rrhe calculation i; effected by re-

when determined as functions of angular frequency co placing the operator p by the frequency operator jW
comprise the frequency-response characteristic of the and applying conventional vector arithmetic.
system. "The frequency response of a servomechanism may

"As shown above, the relationship between 0.(t) be closely correlated with its transient response. Im-
and &it) when O(t) is a sinusoidal function of time is portant natural frequencies in the transient response
specified by a magnitude B/A and an angle 4,. These are indicated by peaks in the amplitude-response
two quantities can he considered as the defining prop- curve. The magnitudes of the peaks of the amplitude

- erties of a vector whose amplitude is B/A and whose response are measures of the relative damping of the
. phase is . Thus it is frequently stated that a rector natural frequencies of the transient response. The

retationship exists between 001) and 0,() when Oi(t) frequency band over which the amplitude response
varies sinusoidally with time. This vector relation- has a substantially constant magnitude is a measure
ship is represented symbolically by (0/0)(jw) in of the speed of response to transients, since a high
which j(= k- 1) itself is generally thought of as a natural frequency (and, therefore, a high speed of

* vector and emphasizes the vector properties of the response) is linked with a high resonant frequency in
ratio. The vector ratio (01/90)(jw), is characterized
by an amplitude I (/0.)(jw) I and a phase, arc r -o"-,i'.[(0/, )(mj 0)]. 1, -, ",."- :".

"The preceding development is briefly summarized '-12,

a. follows: .0-
If in an automatic control system - o.lo -0 .,

theaO(0) = A sin -ot (1) .-.---" then o -*"I x:
"': ~~0,,41) = B sin (wt + 0) (2) o -a x..

0 0.k.8 12 . 20
By definition, the frequency response is denoted by 0 0.4 0.8 A . 2.0

(,/0) (jw). The amplitude response is given by
FutiF 7. Frequency response characteristics.

00(i = the amplitude response. When, as indicated above,

and the phase response is represented by the frequency-response characteristic is correlated -.
with the transient-response characteristic, the former

arc - 0 (4) becomes a powerful means of analysis.
"The correlation between the sinusoidal and tran-

"The amplitude and phase response curves of a sient characteristics is illustrated by comparing the

typical system are illustrated by Figure 7. transient and frequency response of a simple system.

"The curves of Figure 7 may be obtained (1) by cal- representable by a second-order differential equation.

eulation, if the constants of an actual or proposed "If the input O(t) is a step displacement and the

* design are available, or (2) by measurement, if the output Oo(t) is determined for various values of the

* servomechanism itself is available. The frequency- damping ratio, the set of transient responses illus-

response characteristic is measured by moving the trated by Figure 8 results. If O(1) is made a sinusoidal

input sinusoidally at a fixed amplitude but at various function,

frequencies. At each frequency the amplitude of the O(t) = A sin t (1)
output and its phase relation to the input motion is )
measured. The ratio of the amplitudes, plotted for and the amplitude response of the output o(t) is de-

each frequency, yields the first of the curves of Fig- termined, the set of curves of Figure 7 are obtained.
tire 7. The phase difference between the input and Comparison of the transient and frequency responses 0,

output, plotted for various frequencies, gives the reveals a number of points of correspondence: (1) the

second of the curves of Figure 7. The curves of Figure frequency at, which the transient response oscillates
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152 SERVOMECHANISMS --.,-

(the natural frequency is approximately the same as to which the curves of Figures 7 and 8 apply. The *

the frequency at which the amplitude response has a principal advantage of presenting information in this -"-.
peak (the resonant frequency); (2) as the damping fashion lies in the means it provides for visualizing
ratio is reduced, the transient response becomes more the frequency response and in the fact that it em-
oscillatory, and the peak in the amplitude response phasizes the very important relationship that always * .#
is magnified; (3) when the damping ratio is made exists between the amplitude and phase responses of i ],...
larger than unity, the transient response becomes a system. "

sluggish, and the amplitude response falls off rapidly U
without a peak. TRANSFER FUNCTION OF AN AUTOMATIC

"It is frequently convenient to combine the infor- CONTROL SYSTEM
mation contained in the amplitude-response curve
and in the phase-response curve of a system by a "It is clear from the block diagram of Figure 4 that ,X -( -.
single graph. This can be accomplished by remember- a single function completely defines the performance .. .
ing that the amplitude ratio and the phase angle are of a servomechanism in which the feedback link con- ;'

tains no frequency-dependent elements. The defining , .
4.50 function is the relationship between the servo output

00(t, and the error e(t). If this relation is known in i.

IMAGINARY AXIS 
:%

4b (Ur PLANEREAL AXIS 3 0 "0 ) LN

7 0 .7 ,5 1 .0( , .

0 FREQUENCY PARAMETER-,S

0.50 105

0.25 06 .1

0 t' 
4V

0 2 4 6 I FIGURE 9. Complex plane plot. of sinumoidal responses.

FioRes 8. Itiponses of second-order system to step operational, sinusoidal, or time-response form, the
displacement, of performance of the system is completely defined for

all conditions that may be imposed upon it. This
quantities defining a vector which relates the output function, relating the system output of the closed-
and input. As the frequency of the input is varied, cvele system to its error, has been termed the transfer r., ,.

this vector varies in phase and magnitude, and the function of the system. When the sinusoidal or fre- - . '

amplitude- and phase-response curves present the in- quency-response form of the transfer function is
formation on the manner in which these two proper- studied, it becomes a powerful analysis and synthesis " -

ties of the vector change with frequency. The same tool. The transfer function may be derived from a
information can be provided in an alternative way known frequency-response characteristic of the servo
by plotting on polar coordinate paper the path fol- system, it may be measured directly, or, if system
lowed by the tip of the vector as the frequency varies constants are known, it may be calculated. The trans- :. ,*
over the band of interest. If various points of the fer function of the system can be written in the form
curve are labeled with the frequency to which they (00/E) (jw). This function is a vector quantity with
correspond, one curve will supply the information an amplitude and a phase characteristic just as the
contained in two curves when the amplitude and ratio (0o/0,)(jw) is a vector quantity.
phase response are plotted separately. This graphical "The transfer function of a closed-cycle system is
presentation is known as the locus of the frequency- always the product of two parts, one that is invariant -
response characteristic. It is illustrated by Figure 9 with frequency and a second that is frequency de- L%-':'-
which was drawn for the same second-order system pendent. The fact that these two components exist is .. ,
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emphasized by writing the transfer function in the Figure 10. Suppose it is desired to calculate the mag-

following form: nitude and phase of (/O)(jj,) for a particular fre-

S =quency w, with only the transfer locus available. The
fi(iaz) = Kac3") (5) transfer function at (0,, KGUw,), is represented by

the vector oc while the vector ac represents the term

"The term K represents that part of the transfer [I + KG(jw)], since the point a is located at

function which is invariant with frequency. This por-
tion is known as the gain or the sensitivity factor and lUMINARY AXIS ,. , N

is a function of amplifier gain, etc. The second part K6tJtoLA=

of the transfer function is denoted by G(jw) and rep- K_

resents the portion of the transfer function which
changes with frequency.

"The frequency response of the servomechanism is RaL

related to the transfer function by the followIng vec-
tor equation:

OoT.p = K(6)) (6) I1 ± KG(jc) 
(

"The transfer function of a svstem is calculated by - -

straightforward circuit analysis techniques, or by de- , -

termining the differential equation relating the out-
put to the error and replacing d/di by jw. FIGURE 10. Transfer-function locus. 0

THE TRANSFER-FUNCTION Locus (1 + jo). Therefore, the magnitude of (&/O)(jw,)

"The transfer function can be studied b means of is given by

its frequency characteristics just as other functions o.K_)e["' "

have been so studied. The amplitude- and phase- 0 I KG (j,) I 1a (7)

response curves of the transfer function can be drawn; tK. = :: W. wc)I ac l

fhese curves completely define the characteristics of while the phase of (0./0) (J w) is given by ..

the transfer function of the servomechanism and _ 1
therefore completely define the system itself. Just as arc e(J) = arc (oca) (8)
the phase- and amplitude-response curves were corn- ar N'4
hined into a single polar plot with frequency as a The angle, arc (oca), is negative. Thus the magnitude a
parameter, so can the frequency- and phase-response of (o./Oi) (jw,) is equal to the ratio of the magnitudes -

curves of the transfer function be combined. This of the vectors oc and ac and the phase of (0o/8j) (jw,)

parametric polar plot of the transfer function hai is equal to the angle between these two vectors.

been called the transfer-function locus, or simply the "Equations (7) and (8) permit readyvisualization or

transfer locus of the servomechanism. The transfer calculation of the magnitude and phase of (O/Oi)(jw).
locus completely defines the characteristics of the At small frequencies, such as Ob (see Figure 10), both

servo system. A study of its nature provides a very vectors oc and ac are large and approximately equal,

effective method for the synthesis of servomecha- and their ratio is approximately unity. The angle be-

nisms intended for particular applications and a use- tween the two vectors, the phase of (Oo/O9)(jw), is

ful general guide to the adjustment of servomeeha- small at this frequency. As the frequency increases,
nism parameters to secure optimum performance. the angle between the two vectors increases, and their

"If a parametric frequency plot of the transfer fune- lengths become smaller, so that differences in their

tion KG(jw) is available, the magnitude and phase lengths cause the ratio Ioi / acj to depart from

of the function (0./0i) (io) may be found by graphical unity. Whether the ratio I ocI acI [the magnitude t -

calculation. The function (Oo/O)(jw) has been related of (0./0)(iw)] increases or decreases as the frequency I

to the transfer function by equation (6). A plot of increases depends upon the shape of the curve rela-

a typical transfer function KG(Jw) is illustrated by tive to the origin and the point (-1 + ju). A con-
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154 SERVOMECHANISMS --

tinuation of this reasoning for the remainder of the a servo system must be more than barely stable to be
frequeney range permits the general shape of the satisfactory, a stability criterion of one type or an-
phase and magnitude of the servo output to e coin- other is generally the first test applied to proposed L'"

pletely determined. If desirable, the phase anti mag- servomechanism design. Several criteria exist; how- 0
nitude curves can be determined from the transfer ever, the one described here was developed primarily
locus with accuracy and ease by the use of a protrac- for application to feedback amplifiers. ,.

tor and divider to measure the angle-s and lengths "It is at once apparent to those familiar with feed- -
directly from the graph. back amplifier theory that the transfer locus of a

"The general nature of the amplitude response may servomechanism is analogous to the Nyquist diagram " "
be obtained also by (irawiag in the complex plane of a feedback amplifier. The term Nyquist diagram
curves of constant (0 O ). These curves are has b~een given to this type of plot for a feedback- Z:

circles and are shmwn in the upper part of Figure 11. amplifier because of a very useful criterion developed
If a servo could hae a transfer-function locus that by Nyquist for determining the stability of a feed-
lay along one of these circles, the system amplitude back amplifier. This criterion may be applied equally
response would he independent of frequency and well to the transfer locus in order to determine from
equal to the value of .11 for which the circle was lulin- .....

IMA6aIftfVIS 1 ?..

iUMmNY AXIS

a- - ..-1..L..

" lRAIUS OF CIRCLI[.

-0 75 I.0 +.0 -00r-3.0" 3 0.0M0 - o "-:':-"
1.00 

X I

K OMOF UNSTAOLE LOCUS OF STASLEC%

SERVOMECHANISM SERVONECHAMI-U

FIcUiIE, 12. Transfer loci of closed form.
K.2.0 K. 1.0

Fittil II. I )ernliatoion of srvo.ii. its shape and position whether or not the servo-

mechanism for which it is drawn is stable. To apply
drawn. The center and radius of each circle is de- the Nvquist stability criterion to servomechanisms
pendent upon 31, and the relation is given in Figure the following procedure is employed: (1) the transfer
11. The frequency at which the transfer-function locus KG(jo), plotted in polar form, is drawn for all
locus crosses one of these circles is the f-equency at frequencies from zero to infinity; (2) the conjugate
which the magnitude of I (0./O) (Jw) I is equal to the of the transfer locus is drawn (the conjugate of a
value of If for which that circle is drawn. If the locus curve is the mirror image of the original curve about
is tangent to a circle it indicates that a maximum or the real axis); (3) if the curves so formed enclose the
minimum in I (0o/O)jw) I occurs at that frequency. point (-I + j0), the system is unstable; if the
Thus the amplitude response of the system whose curves do not enclose this point, the system is stable.
transfer function is plotted in Figure 11 has a peak The application of this criterion is illustrated by
of 1.5 at a frequency w = 2, if k 1.0. Figure 12.

"The above criterion applies to curves of closed
kBsol-UTE STA IiILiTY C',nlTEiuO" form; that is, it applies to transfer loci of such char-

acter that the loci and their conjugates join at zero
"Thepriimiary% requirement that almost everyservo- and at infinite frequency. Actually the tran-fer loci

mechani.sm mu.st snti.-f\" i.; that of stahilitv. Although of most servomechanisms are of the open form, and
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CONTROL SYSTEM FOR RAT (SR) MISSILE 155

some extension is required in order to apply the Instead of plotting KG(jw), the function Gj) only
stability criteria to these forms of transfer loci. The is plotted. If the scale of this plot of G(jw) is correctly

* open form of the transfer locus can be changed into altered, then this plot will represent KG(jw), and the
the closed form by connecting the curve and its con- factor by which the scale must be altered is equal to :0

,., jugate at the zero frequency point by means of a K. The factor by which the scale of the plot of G(jw) ..- -

- circle of infinite radius. The connection should always must be altered to transform it to a plot of KG(j)
be made in such a way that no phase discontinuity is determined by the maximum permissible value of . *

oc.curs along the path of the curve. This is illustrated 1 (0o/O(jw) . The procedure is as follows:
by Figure 13, in which are plotted the transfer loci "It has been shown that if the plot KG(jo) is tan-
of two common types of servomechanisms, both of gent to a circle whose center is M 2 /M2 - 1 on the
which are stable. negative real axis, and whose radius is M/(M 2 - 1),

that the function I(90/O8,)jw) I corresponding to this
- IRASF LcFOROFKG(jw) will have a maximum value of M. Now a '-' IRANSFERi Loci FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF

* STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE Ecircle whose center is at M/M - 1 on the nega-
tire real axis and whose radius is M/(M 2 -1)

"The performance of a servomechanism under will have an intercept on the real axis equal to
*- steady-state conditions is always of great importance.

If the servomechanism is primarily a positional de- , AXIs
vice, it is desirable that the servomechanism take up UNPLA--

various positions without requiring an error to main-
tain it in that position. Similarly it is frequently nee-
essarv for the servomechanism to follow an input, of .
constant velocity, that is, one in which o(t) = kt. AL

In this case it is desirable for the servomechanism to
- follow various velocities as requiied without the ne-

cessity of a system error to maintain that velocity.
Servomechanisms that satisfy the first condition fre- - s R

quently are termed zero-displacement-error servo- StEVOSIOHAISU SERVOMECHANISM

- mechanisms, and those that meet the second condi- CIT gone DISM Z ERO

tion are called zero-velocity-error servomechanisms.
It can be readily shown that if the transfer locus of a FIGURz 13. Transfer loci of open form.

servomechanism approaches infinity along the nega-
tive imaginary axis, the servo will have zero displace- M/(M + 1), and the following ratio will be main-
ment error. Similarly if the transfer locus of a servo- tained: Center of circle A9
mechanism approaches infinity along the negative =i." Intercept on real axis Al - 1"'"
real axis that servo will have zero velocity error. The I p e s
zero-velocit-ero servo will, of coure, have zero "The scale factor K can be readily found if a circle

displacement error also. In Figure. 13 is illustrated can be located on the plot of G(j) that is tangent to
the transfer loci of a zero-velocity-error system and the locus G(jw) and whose center on the negative
of a zero-displacement-error system. This concept real axis is M/(Af - 1) times its real-axis intercept.
can be extended to servo systems that will follow a The location of such a circle can be found by a cut-
const ant input acceleration vithout steady-state er- and-try process with a pair of dividers and is the work . -.-

ror. and so forth, of but a few moments. Suppose such a circle has a
center at A, on the G(jw) plane. But it has been r

DETERMINATION OF THE SYSTEM SENSITIVITY shown that if the scale were correctly chosen in order
that the locus be a plot of KG(jw), the center of the -

"A verysimpleprocedureexistsfordeterminingthe circle would be at M/(M2 - 1). rherefore the scale
system snsit ivity K permitted by a prescribed maxi- must be changed by the factor M1/A (M - 1), and
mum value of I (./,)(j.)j. This procedure makes use the sensitivity Km is equal to M 2/A(M 2 - 1). The
of the fact that variations in the sensitivity K are value of KM is the system sensitivity that will provide

* equivalent to changes in scale of the plot of KG (j )  a maximum value of (8/))(j w ) equal to Al.
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156 SERVOMECHANISMS 

"The above procedure of plotting only G(jc) and comparison was to he made with an equal number of
then determining the sensitivity K is easy to use and Bats equipped with the system developed at the
permits greater freedom in the study of transfer loci National Bureau of Standards.
since it essentially nondimensionalizes the plots as In the Warren Grove tests the first unit hit the
far as the sensitivity factor is concerned." ground 60 ft in front of the corner reflector. The

second unit flew just over the reflector and landed
approximately 70 ft behind. The third unit mal-

7.3.2 PoutoSyemfunctioned and dove into the ground immediately , '--
Production System after launching, The tests against the ship target

Later chapters of the report' cover system descrip- were more encouraging, The target ship was 260 ft
tion, component description, test equipment, flight long and 45 ft wide, and had a wooden lattice built "•r
tests, and a brief discussion of the production model upon the deck to a height of 30 ft above the water
engineered by the Bell Telephone Laboratories in line. Six missiles were dropped. There were two
close liaison with the Servomechanisms Laboratory. direct hits, one 20 ft aft of midships, 2 ft above the
The system is essentially that described in the earlier water line, the othr 45 ft forward of midships exactly
report. It uses the Sperry Mark IV bank and climb on the water line. Three skip hits struck the water 15
control unit with pneumatic take-off of bank and to 50 ft short and skipped into some portion oif the
glide angles. Ten units were prepared for flight tests ship or its superstructure. There was one miss which
-three against corner reflectors at Warren Grove, passed ove the bow and hit the water 100 ft beyond. "
N. J., and the remaining seven against a ship target Units with the NBS system had one hit on the ship,
in Pamlico Sound. N. ('. In the tests against the ship, two on the top of the lattice, and three misses. .
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Chapter 8

INS5TRUMENTATION

8-? 1.1 INTRODUCTION to ride a buzz-bomb and take records of its perform-

ance during flight. Fraulein Frisch made several
, ACCUHATE AND MINUTE measurement seems to the flights in buzz-bombs over the Baltic Sea, and the

non-scientific imagination a less lofty and digni- data which she took were of unique value to the
fled work than looking for something new. But nearly scientists and engineers engaged in the development
all the grandest discoveries of science have been but of the weapon.

.* the reward of accurate measurement and patient,
long-continued labor in the minute sifting of numer-
ical results." These sentences are from an address by 8.2 GENERAL
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin, on the occasion of 821 The Problem
his installation as President of the Royal Society of r
Edinburgh.' In a more pungent, if somewhat less ele- In order to analyze the performance of a guided -
gant, speech Reichsmarschal Goering pointed out the missile it is necessary and sufficient to measure its
need for scientific and quantitative observation spe- relative motion with respect to the target, and to
cifically in connection with the development of measure the control applied and the missile's re-

A German guided missiles.2  sponse thereto.
Mat,!re work can go forward neither in the field of This is a simple statement of an cxceedingly com-

scientific research nor in that of engineering develop- plicated problem. The study of the relative motion
* ment, without rigorous quantitative thinking. The between the missile and the target involves the posi-

requirement of quantitative thinking, however, im- tion, the velocity, and the acceleration of each. The ,
plies the existence of quantitative data. It is par- study of the control involves the determination of
ticularly true in the field of guided missiles that ob- what controls should have been given in the partieu- *.--

servation by trained individuals is wholly inadequate. lar system of guidance under consideration, what
Different observers differently located will necessari- actual control was applied, and, in the case of a
ly have different points of view. To each of them the discrepancy, the measurement of the performance of

4,* apparent performance of the missile may well be each link in the closed loop of the servo system to
,, wholly different. The ana!vsis of the performance of establish beyond doubt the cause of the malfaction.

the missile made from the reported observation of Furthermore, the complete measurement cannot be -e
several witnesses s then a matter of discussion be- made until the response of the missile to the control
tween the witnesses and the chief of the experiment., applied has been determined.

*' Always there is a danger that clashes will arise which As- regards the missile, the problem involves meas- ..
are resolved on the basis of the skill of the obiervers urements oi position, velocity, and acceleration in six
in the field of debate rather than on the technical degrees of freedom. These can be defined, for exam-

- merits of the case. Where the military are involved pie, as location of the center of gravity of the missile
there is a further complication of rank. In a discus- in the range, azimuth, and altitude directions, and as
ston 'with juniors it is alnost impossible for a senior rotation of the missile's structure about the axes of

* officer to be in error. roll, yaw, and pitch. As regards surface targets on
-" For these reasons it is vital that measuring and land or sea, it involves measurement of position,

recording instruments be provided which will pre- velocity, and acceleration in two degrees of freedom,
serve objective and quantitative data as to the per- specifically in the direction of range and of azimuth.
formance of the missile during each experiment. For air targets the additional degree of freedom in
Without them the program easily degenerates into the direction of altitude is added.

* Fourth-of-July play. It is significant that the German For aerodynamic missiles, that is, missiles which
:. developmental program on the V-1 missile did not derive their control from the forces exerted by the air

reach material success until Hilda Frisch, the famous mass on aerodynamic surfaces or on the missile's
glider pilot, volunteered, or was caused to volunteer, structure, there must also be considered and meas-
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1 ] 58 INSTRUMENTATION -

tired properties of the air mass; wind speed and direc- The data obtained from these instruments was in-
tion as a function of altitude are vital. Temperature valuable. The problem involved in film and record
and dew point. may also be significant, especially if recovery and their subsequent analysis is not, how-
experiments should be abortive because of icing of ever, to be underestimated. A flight of one of the 0
control surfaces. With missiles of very high velocity, glide bombs of the Washington Project normally
the relative position of these two properties may occupies approximately five minutes. With a motion-
interchange, temperature and humidity becoming picture record taken at 16 frames per second, the
more important than wind velocity, since the speed analysis of 4,800 frames of motion-picture record in r
of sound in air is inversely proportional to the abso- involved for every drop. Nor is 16 frames per second .*

lute temperature. With missiles approaching sonic too fast a speed for recording such data. Indeed,
velocity it is probably more important to know the during transient disturbances due to gusts, fading of
temperature of the medium and, therefore, the veloc- the radar signal, or to other causes it is hardly ad-
ity of sound and the Mach number of the missile than equate. Radiosonde techniques possess the possible
the ground speed of the air. With reaction-guided advantage of producing the data in continuously .
missiles, where transverse accelerations are imparted plotted curves, a much more readily analyzed form
by the reaction of a laterally directed jet, it is possible than the moving picture film. Furthermore, the prob- 0 #
I hat the whole problem of air measurement both as to lem of film recovery, which the Division never com-
wind velocity and temperature may become insig- pletely solved for any of its projects, does not exist
nificant with this method. It requires, however, an additional

radio link which must be carefully coordinated with

5.2.1 Methods Used other transmission in the vicinity if interference is tobe avoided.

In the Division's program all the attacks were
made against stationary targets. In general the posi- ... Other Possible Methods
tion of the missile was determined from ground
measurement. Observation from the ends of a base The use of two phototheodolites to determine the "
line can provide continuous information as to the spatial motion of the missile can give reasonably pre- ''"-,

altitude, range, and azimuth position of the missile cise data as to the trajectory of the flight. The addi-
during its flight. Such observations were made by tion of a third phototheodolite gives multiple redun-
phototheodolites, by conventional view cameras dancy and increases the precision. Furthermore, it " "
when the work was done at night so the shutters greatly increases the probability of a complete record

6
could be left open, and by specially constructed slit throughout the flight from two instruments. The . ,
cameras. The angular position of the missile with problem of coordinating the operation of an aircraft
respect to its three principal axes was in general and two or three phototbeodolite stations on the
recorded by means of missile-borne motion-picture ground is acute. Radio communication must be of
cameras viewing the terrain approached. very high quality--higher than that usually found in

In general, the derivatives of the positions of the portable equipment. Time synchronization is essen-
missile, both spatial and angular, were not measured. tial, and the development of a routine procedure

In addition to the determination of the spatial similar to target tracking in coast artillery practice
position of the missile from the ground, supplemen- seems vital. Such a procedure is very difficult to fol- b

tary measurements were made with bomb-bay mo- low where aircraft maneuvers are involved. In experi-
tion-picture cameras in connection with the dirigible mental work it is desirable that subordinate vari-
high-angle bomb project. These instruments pro- ables, such as the crab angle of the dropping aircraft,
vided, perhaps, the most valuable means of obtaining be minimized. The direction of the bomb run is
data suitable for rapid analysis. If unaccelerated therefore not easily scheduled, especially if the winds
flight of the aircraft. after release of the missile is aloft are variable. It is probable that radar tracking.
assuend, they produce a ground projection of the using one or more such instruments as the SCR-584,
trajectory from the point of view of the bombardier, should be invoked either in place of, or as an adjunct

Performance of the control system was recorded by to, visual tracking by means of phototheodolites.
mans of motion-picture cameras, by chronographic This technique is particularly attractive since it
re(or(lers located in the missile, and by radiosonde, offers a ready means of obtaining with some precision
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* first and second derivatives of the spatiAl position of of frequency of variation is required if specious re-
the missile, suits are to be avoided.

Angular motion of the missile is probably better Where different data are to be compared directly, .
recorded through gyroscopic instruments than from it is desirable that they be recorded with the same
motion-picture records of the terrain. Three gyros instrumentation. In certain missiles (see Chapter 4)
can measure the angular position of the missile about it is significant to measure the angle between the
each of the three axes. Quantitative take-off has not heading of the fuselage of the missile and the tangent
y yet been fully developed, but it would appear that to the line of flight. If the line of flight is determined %

appropriately shaped condenser plates on the inner from ground records, either by phototheodolites or
gimbal frame could be used in a circuit of reasonably otherwise, and the heading of the futelage is deter-

- high frequency so that the change in capacitance in a mined. for example, by a missile-borne motion-
bridge circuit with changing relative position of the picture. camiera, thle correlation of these records is
missile and gimbal frames could be determined. Such tedious and can le anbiguous. The alternative would
a take-off would impose no friction on the gyro. he a miissile-borne instrument which would continu-

*-, Rate gyros can measure directly the angular veloc- ously measure and record the relative direction of the
ity about each of the three axes. Such gyro instru- airstream with respect to the axis of roll of the mis-
ments are already in an advanced state of develop- sile. This poses a problem in aerodynamic design. No
ment. very suitable angle-of-attack instrument has yet

Measurement of angular acceleration about the been developed.
three axes poses a different problem. Angular ac- It would appear that radiosonde, particularly with
celerometers are required. An instrument comprising a plotting board which would yield a graphical record
a polar moment of inertia, elastically mounted, would of the missile-borne instrumentation is a better ap-
appear to be easily developed. Care must be taken proach to the problem than missile-borne motion-
to see that the natural period of such an instrument picture cameras. Time coordination would appear to
is well below that of any frequencies likely to be be simpler, and the whole problem of film recovery is
encountered. Strain gauge techniques for propor- avoided.

' tional takeoff are suggestive.
The experience of the Division indicates that a-,

the velocities of the missiles are increased, the meas- '- MISSILE.BORNE INSTRUMENTS
urement of velocity and acceleration, both linear and 8.3.1 Glide-Bomb Cameras,4
angular, will become crucially important.

The initial camera installation on the glide bombs
8.2.4 General Principles of the Washington Project consisted simply of stand-

ard 16-mm motion-picture cameras with the spring-
In addition to proving the vital necessity of ad- motor drive replaced by electric motors powered

equate instrumentation, certain basic principles of from the missile's storage batteries. This camera was
instrumental techniques have appeared from the bore-sighted so that the optical axis would be tangent
Division program. Derivatives, where required, (and to the line of flight. Four miniature lights were so".-'.

" as has already been indicated their importance is placed as to appear in the field of view of the camera
likely to increase) should be measured directly. The but not so as to obstruct the portion of the terrain

* differentiation of experimental data is subject to immediately adjacent to the principal point. These
error, whether it is done graphically or by a calculat- lamps were marked I, L, D, and G and were con-
ing circuit. Physical measurements, particularly in trolled through relays to light when the indication
the fields associated with guided missiles, are likely to from the radar called for a right or left turn, (live, or
yield fluctuating results. Their differentiation magni- an extension of glide.
fies these fluctuations, and the resulting derivative This somewhat qualitative record was soon im-
may be seriously false. Smoothing of the data can be proved by providing miniature instruments which
employed, as in damping of instruments or by indicated the output of the radar in milliamperes
smoothing filters in the measuring circuit. Such cur- from the differential amplifier which biased the gyro
rective measures, however, are inherently processes coil (see Sections 1.I and 1.7). An attempt was made
of integration. A careful study of time constants and to establish a standardized instrumentation scheme,
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_* ~~and the l)iiri made a contract with Eastman view along the line of flight together with the radar ,.....

" ~~Kodhak Company to develop a recoverable motion- output meter and a mechanical indicator of the ele- ',...-""

- ~~picture camera which would photograph the field of von position. The very large number of variables. ,.;y'
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Fm~~unin 1. Camera installation in Pelican. (A) Internal camera, (1) external camera." "" .
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NOSE CAMERAS FOR HIGH-ANGLE DIRIGIBLE BOMBS 161 -

capable of measurement, however, precluded the This method of instrumentation was followed
standardization of a single instrumentation scheme. throughout the dirigible high-angle bomb program, W'

Furthermore,, OSAP (gunsight aiming point) cain- including Felix. In the early work the cameras were
eras were more readily available from the Services recovered by parachutes ejected ty squibs fired by
than new cameras of the type developed under the
contract.

The method finally used on most of the flights
placed two GSAP cameras within the fuselage of the , -
missile (Figure 1). One camera photographed the
field of view along the line of flight through a train of .
mirrors penetrating the fuselage skin. The other k-..:. T
camera photographed an instrument panel contain-
ing the elevon position indicators and instruments
appropriate to measure the parameters of major in-
terest. The film drive mechanisms of the cameras
were mechanically connected to assure synchronism,
and a cucing light in the field of the camera which
viewed the terrain in series with a similar light of the -... I -
instrument panel provided means of tying the film
records together. Steel casing of Yj-in. plate lined -

with sponge rubber sufficed to protect the cameras
from damage in crash landings.

The data obtained from the internal camera (that ,"
recording the instrument board) was of predominant .,....%

importance. [he data from the external camera (that
recording the terrain along the line of flight) was of
qualitative value only. GSAP cameras are not pro- "", .
vided with fiducial marks which record sharply at the
focal plane. The somewhat blurred outline of the
frame has to be used. Since the data required from .

this instrument, however, comprised only the bearing
of the target with respect to the line of flight, inaccu-
racies remote from the principal point of the frame
we,'p not important..

8.* NOS!: CAMERAS F'R HIGH-ANGLE 4:
DIRIGIBLE BOMBS'

Tle early high-angle d.irigible bombs were made
approximately the same size as a standard 1,000-lb ,
0OP bomb, but were fabricated of sheet metal and
loaded with lead. The purpose of this construction
was to provide room for instrumentation and later
(see Chapter 2) to provide room for television. 'he
instrumentation consisted of a standard 16-mn.
motion-picture camera. By means of partially sil-
vered mirrors the image of the sweep second-hand of'
a stop watch was projected onto a ring immediately
surrounding the central field of view. Small sectors at • . .

the top and bottom of the frame carried records of
the position of the aerodynamic surfaces. Ficitts 2. Samph' frames from (gulf nosw (!arI. e,-.-.
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162 INSTRUMENTATION

barometric switches a few meconds before impact. tre 4). Initial tests with this type of camera showed
Parachutes prove'i unreliable; in any event, the cru- that the film was protected within the cassette from ,-- -.
cial information is obtained in the last few hundred tearing or breaking. The camera was dashed to -
feet of the flight, pieces on impact, and the portion of the film in the 0

Camera cases were built of welded 4-in. cold- shutter mechanism unwound and exposed much of ;; .'; ,i,
rolled plate to protect the film against destruction the film contained in the cassette. A spring-loaded '-
ait impact. knife was mounted at the opening of the armored

The steel camera casing was not adequate to pro- magazine. The shock of impact tripped the knife,
tect the camera, nor indeed was it expected to be. shearing off the portion of the film which had been _____._
The impact velocity of a dirigible high-angle bomb exposed and wound within the armored casing. The F-
dropped from 15,000 ft is in excess of 800 ft per see- ._, ,_ -,_
ond. Even in moderately soft ground decelerations of ' -"

several thousand g can be expected. Much of the film -. %'..i-,.

L .- T-- --- - -- -

093 .-.-=_I t .fto.ft

Fiun( 4. Cassette with shearing knife for Roe mis- -
-ie-borne motion-picture camera.

knife also helped to close the slot and prevent light
from fogging the records. ," ...

Fx;viru 3. Nom- camera assembly for high-angle - rdirigible bomib. .- ,, "

.6 GROUND INSTRUMENTATION

waS ' ',Vr (Figure 2) bu~t :almost never in oeric .. Phototheodolitesopiece. The (htita were available, but too much credit IA '0
can hardly be given to tie ontrator's personnel for Phototheodolites were usd in connection with the

patie ,and perseveranc in transcritbing and ana- iigh-angle dirigible bomb developmental work at

lyzing lin motion-picture film in fragments. Fglin Field, This use, howevar, was not successful '
III tile Hoc programll a siml-lilar problem confronted because of the difficulty of coordinating the activities

the investigators. For Ioe-1 the cameras were of the airship crew -with the phototheodolite op-

mounted externally behind the dive brakes on the erators.
empennage. Their function was to photograph the In connection with the Roe project, however, they. .
field of view. consisting of a light target (see Chapter proved very valuable. The instruments are compli- " "
4), In addition. a telltale light between the wings in- cated and need to be carefully maintained. Well
dicated the operation of the rate gyro which limited maintained, and in the hands of competent oper-
the rate of roll of the missile. In this position, the ators, they can yield accurate data for missiles which
camer"IS (Figure 3) were somewhat protected by the are visible and whose speeds permit manual tracking. -

empennage structure of the missile: nevertheless, With two phototheodolites located at the end of a
much film was lost. reasonably long base line, say 35,000 ft, the precision

To correct this difficulty this contractor designed of location of any point on the trajectory is probably '

:Ln armored magazine aimed to protect the film (Fig- of the order of 50 ft.
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GROUND INSTRUMENTATION 163

The use of three instruments giving three pairs of The data are thus presented in a form suitable for
- data would reduce the error by the square root of 3. analytical, rather than for graphical, analysis. It ap-
' A further advantage, however, would obtain. With pears that a punchq1-card or punched-tape comput-

two instruments, failure to track by one ruins the ing machine technique would be valuable with the
trajectory from that point onward. With three in- instrument.
struments, the probability of a failure which would A simplified method of reducing the data was de-
frustrate the reconstruction of the trajectory is re- veloped by the contractor.' This method, easier to

duced to V4. Care must be taken to insure that the apply than the standard method of the technical
bombing run and the flight path of the missile do not manual, gives somewhat improved accuracy. V
require the operator to look into the sun. Further-

N N

Finuex 6. Unattended K-24 camera station.

Fiauitr 5. \Va.hington cinema recording theodolite. Open Cameras

Where experimental flights are made at night and :'6

more, a path of the missile over the zenith of any the missile carries a flare, qualitative data which may
observer is almost impossible to track. have some quantitative significance can be obtained --

The data obtained from the phototheodolite con- by ordinary view cameras located in the plane of the
sists of 35-mm motion-picture film with the image on target and the bomb run and on its flank. Indeed if
the missile photographed against a fiducial scale, the cameras are provided with fiducial scales, good
Superposed on the same frame are the readings of the quantitative data may be obtained with them, using .-,4
azimuth and elevation scale of the instrument. The the technique well known to astronomers.
record on the film thus consists of the bearing of the Such quantitative refinement was not employed by
telescope in azimuth and in elevation with the error the Division's contractors. The use of open cameras,
due to faulty tracking preserved. A time interval cir- however, furnishes a rapid means of getting an over- 0"

cuit periodically photographs a serial number on the all assessment of the trajectory. It is particularly '
"' frame of all instruments, synchronizing them at that valuable with homing missiles as it discloses to a first

point., order of approximation whether the control is oscilla-
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164 INSTRUMENTATION br r.

tory, damped, or unstable. Figures 12 and 13 of driven cameras and stop watches were started, track- '
Chapter 4 present data of this type. ing by both base-end operators having been estab-

lished (Figure 5).
This method assumes that tracking is perfect,

3.5.2 Synchronized Ground Camneras since no photograph of the missile is obtained. Anal-
ysis of the records, as in the phototheodolite method,

Recording the motion of an object by simultaneous leads to redundance in the apparent altitude of the
* tracking from two base-end stations can be precise missile. Without means of correcting for errors in"- ._'* .:

only if the instnments are carefully maintained. The tracking, discrepancies of several hundred feet in
optical axis must be carefully aligned with the azi- missile elevation were not uncommon.
muth and elevation scales, and these must be free To eliminate these errors a photogrammetric-.
from backlash. Section 8.5.1 describes the use of method was evolved. Two AAF K-24 cameras were
instruments carefully designed to avoid these mounted at base-nd stations. These cameras have. ,
errors. motor-driven film transport mechanisms and an "

In the early work of the Washington Project spe- electrically tripped shutter. The minimum cycling
cial theodolites were constructed, designed so that time is 0.3 second. The pictures are 5 in. by 5 in., and
the azimuth and elevation scales could be photo- the magazine carries about 120 exposures. Lenses of 5- .
graphed from a single point of view. A stop watch to 12-in. focal length were used. The shutters and
was placed near the instrument scales and photo- transport controls were wired in series so that strict
graphed with them. At an oral signal the motor- synchronism was assured. An intervalometer, tuning- .'- 2-.

-.. t..*

,4

lie

hocus 7 Bomb-trajectory camera.
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GROUND INSTRUMENTATION 165

fork controlled, produced the impulses to trip the a photogrammetrie process. The K-24 camera is pro-
shutters. vided with fiducial marks which produce an accurate i.'.'

These cameras were left fixed during a trajectory coordinate system on the film. A transparent overlay
determination (Figure 6). Thus the analysis became of 0.005-in. cellulose sheet was laid successively over

A.-%
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166 INSTRUMENTATION

each exposure and the position of the rnsssde prieked em- is, fixed during a trajeetory, and successive cx-
on it. With the aid of a watchmaker's glass a preel- posures are madIe on a single film. In order to avoid
sion of approximately 0.003 in. could he obtained, overexposure a moving mask successively uncovers
which resultedI in an overall precision of about 10 ft those zones of the film where the image of the missile6
in the elevation of the missile, will appear. The film is held in a cylindrical framne

concentric wvith the axis of tracking. A chronometer
9.5.4 SiCa ra momentarily closes the shutter, giving a time record

as well as, the spatial geometry of the trajectory. In
The- pliototheodolite technique described in See- addition, the instrument having been developed for

tion 8.5 j)f)-ses problems in coordination. In order to Azon and Razon, pilot lights controlled from a radio
ob.tain trajectory information more rapidlly a special receiver, recorded the instructions given the missile.
trajet-tory camera was (lcveloped by Gulf (Figure 7). Figure 8 shows typical frontal and profile traces of a
This instrument is panoramic in principle. The eamn- Razon drop.
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Chapter 9

MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS -. :----

* 0.1 INTRODUCTION having the minimum departure from the standard .

geometry of the 1,0004lb GP bomb. Chapter 2 dis-
TX ADDITION TO THE four integrated systems of cussed the cooperative investigation made by MIT
I guided missiles discussed in Part I of this report, and the Gulf Research and Development Company
the Division undertook the development of a small in the evolution of a dirigible high-angle bomb. This

* , number of separate control devices. All but two of cooperation was continued in the development of
these control devices were calculated to produce Felix. Gulf concentrated on the development of a
homing flight of the missile for tcst purposes only. high-angle bomb demonstrably capable of homing, ,
There were two reasons for adopting this course of MIT on the sensory or target-seeking device. For
action: (1) homing devices suitable for combat appli- preliminary work it was impossible and indeed un-
cation were in general complicated and difficult of desirable to use thermosensitive elements to detect
procurement; (2) as an interim measure during the the target. For the experimental purposes of proving
development of the missile, it was essential that a the capability of the missile to home satisfactorily, a

. homing device so simple in concept that its reliability photoelectric target seeker seemed much more desir- "
-. was certain could be available to test fundamental able. Photoelectric cells of high sensitivity were plen- '.

homing oualities of the missile and other elements tifully available. By performing tests at night, a very , N'-
of the servo system. high degree of contrast between the target and the

There was also the possibility ti at a control device background surrounding it could be assured..
might appear in a laboratory not onnected with the The experimental bomb was constructed of sheet ,N..,:,"

ft development of missiles. It was conceivable that a metal, like the early Aton and Razon bombs, and (V.a.4

profitable development could be undertaken under was provided with a cylindrical shroud substantially . . ,. ",

these circumstances. The Division undertook two at the center of gravity to increase its maneuverabil-
programs in this category: the organic homing system ity (Figure 1). The empennage was made octagonal
and the to-and-fro scanner. Neither of these devices as a result of the work done in the wind tunnel at
reached a successful degree of development, although MIT in connection with roll torques and cruciform . r' .

there is some evidence that had it been possible to structures with simultaneous yaw and pitch. (See.-.":
achieve closer integration between the group engaged Chapter 2.)
in the development of control devices and those The missile was stabilized in roll in the same man-
working on the other portion of the servo system, ner as the A.on and Razon. Absolute roll stability
each of them might have been carried at least to suc- in a homing missile of symmetrical structure is prob-..
cessful test, if not to actual combat application, ably unnecessary. In fact, it will be shown in Sections

Until a system of analysis appears which will indi- 9.3 and 9.4 that Roe was made to home successfully ,
- cate clearly and reliably the interrelationship be- without being so stabilized. All that is necessary is to
*," tween all the elements which comprise such a guided- limit the rate of roll in such a manner that the sea- -°...

missile system, separate development of components sory device which detects the target can cause ap-
followed by their assembly can only be regarded as propriate operation of the control surfaces to produce
most hazardous. a lift in the direction to correct the error. This means

that the scanning period, with the accompanying lag -:
*in computing circuits and operation of servo link,

9 0.2 t1lGt-ANGLE PHOTOELECTRIC must be short enough to permit only a negligible -

HOMING BOMBi change in the attitude of the missile about its roll

..1 General axis. In this project, however, the determination of a
suitable limit for rate of roll seemed undesirable since

As has been discussed in Chapter 3, the Felix bomb absolute control of roll had already been established
under development by the Massachusetts Institute by the contractors in connection with the Azon and " "
of Technology was conceived as a high-angle bomb Razon projects.
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168 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS -

Missiles with fixed wings, such as the lift shroud L = cok (2)
provided for the photoelectric target-seeking bomb, 4' = c26 (3)
or with bomb casing itself acting as a wing, fly with an 8 = k1o (4)
appreciable and varying angle of attack. A scanning L = cic,k,9 4 1
device rigidly mounted in such a structure will have - - ko (5)
a field of view centered around some rigid axis in the Gravity being neglected, the lift is balanced by two....
missile, which in general is not along the line of flight; accelerations, centripetal and yawing, so that
that is, a homing device simply will not look where
it is going. For this reason, a portion of the optical -k0 W-A + k 4 # (6)
system of the photoelectric scanner was mounted on Under the assumption of linearity between 4, and 0
a wind-vane-actuated support, so that the axis of this reduces to
scan was always parallel to the axis of flight. Poten-

k 6 + W2 + WG = 0 ___

OOnE sn - 4:,1+0(7)

the well-known damped oscillation. ,-."

The validity of equation (6) is dependent on the
assumption of linearity expressed in equations (1)
to (5) and also upon the assumption of secularity of
such parameters as the range R and the velocity. ' _-
Furthermore, there must be no time lags in the sys-
tem of control. Actually such time lags always exist
so that the real control equation is

5 = - kf(t) (8)

FIGURE 1. Photoelectric target-w-eking bomb. The presence of lag introduces negati--e damping. "

As the missile comes on course, the rudders should be

tiometers mounted on the control surfaces provided in neutral under the control regime selected. If they
a feedback to cutoff so that the position of the rudder lag, however, then an aerodynamic moment appears
and elevators satisfied the equation which causes an overshoot. Energy is fed into the

system in an amount equal to the summation of the
8= -- 1kO (1) -. _:

where 8 is the rudder or elevator displacement and 0 - h

is the course error in the corresponding sense.. V., - - - h

-- TARGET " ,L,.' Dynamics of Flight
FzcuRa 2. Projpction of homing trajectory.

Figure 2 represents a portion of the trajectory of a
homing missile. At the instant under consideration overshoot multipliod by the moment producing it.
the missile has a velocity along the vector V to pro- Only one thing appears tobalancethissource of energy, ..-

duce an expected miss h. The homing device, which namely the aerodynamic damping of the missile. r-LA

is assumed to look along the velocity vector, meas- Transient wind-tunnel studies are needed for its de-
ures the course error 0. Under the system of control' termination.
selected for the photoelectric target-seeking bomb,
the servomechanism causes the rudders to deflect *.. Photoelectric Homing Device
proportionally to 0.

For small values of 0, such that tan 0 is negligibly A S. 'A,

different from 0, the lift L is proportional to the angle
of yaw 4,, which in turn is proportional to the rudder The preceding section showed the necessity of pro-
displacement 8. portional control. The optical system, including the
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HIGH-ANGLE PHOTOELECTRIC HOMING BOMB 169

method of scan, was designed to attain it. An objec- Figare 3 shows the limit of displacement of the
tive lens focused the target image on a scanning disk. objective lens in one direction due to the operation
The scanning disk was provided with slits mutually of the wind vane. The wind vane controlled a racking b.' \ -
at right angles which periodically swept the field of system similar to the rising and falling front of a

view camera. Racking in the pitch direction was ac-
complished by two wind vanes connected to the rack

i omechanism through a differential which averaged the
AXIS OF direction of the wind stream on each side of the bomb.'lSL"OO..a | \ " - NORMAL ,.=_
DISPLOO t ' FIELD OP VIE Racking in the yaw direction was accomplished by a
FIELD OF VIEW FIEL OF VIE

I \I single wind vane well below the body of the bomb to
,A, I ' oavoid turbulence. The differential construction was 0-

°J-'--vE.LENS"impossible in the yaw direction because the presence

ol/' (OINETOSIVT LINS of a wind vane on top of the bomb would have inter-
OS4EGTIVE ztSo I fered with hanging the bomb from the usual shackle. - -
(IN DISPLACED I

POSITION) , The slits of the scanning disk swept the image area . -

alternately up and down and then left and right. The
SCANNING DISK scanned image of a point source produced a pulse

" \ output of the phototube. This pulse was amplified

- IAPNRA M and fed into the grid of a thyratron (Figure 4). The
plate circuit of the thyratron was closed by a com-
mutator at the beginning of the scanning cycle, thus

CONDENSING
LENS SYSTEM setting the tube up to conduct at the instant a pulse

was received. The tube remained non-conducting un-

til the pulse on the grid triggered it, at which time it
remained conducting until the commutator broke the
plate circuit at the end of the scanning cycle.

" 4PNOTOTUUE A voltage thus appeared across the plate resistor -

of the thyratron as a square wave, the length of
which measured the position of the point of light in S
the field of view. This square wave was filtered and. - -

FIGURE 3. Optical system of scanning unit. amplified to operate relays controlling the rudder and
elevator servomotors. The final stage of the control

view in an approximately horizontal and vertical amplifier was biased by a voltage fed back from po-
direction. The target, therefore, appeared as a single tentiometers driven by the servomotors operating the p 2 .
flash of light through the slit which ultimately deter- control surfaces. Thus, any given length of pulse
mined its vertical or its horizontal position within the would establish a voltage level in the control ampli-
field of view. A triple condensing lens focused the fier. This voltage would be extinguished by the bias
spot of light on the cathode of the photocell irrespec- voltage from the control surfaces, and proportional-
tive of the position of the spot within the frame. ity was obtained.

OBJE TIVE CONDENSING - IA-OLE NS LENSES II "I-"-"

ON GROUND .,,.--

COMMUTATORoPUL SE CRET RUDDER

AMPI
DRIVE MtOTOR P

S ~ S A N 0 SI S S S S 5 5 9 5 5 5

I'"u;t 4. Schematic diagran of scanning system".n.,
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t70 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL, mYSTEMSVVI.

falling. WVithl the photoelectriic target-seeking bombh
l~ii(i(~''Uii~ AN A~iLr~r~a all oper-at-ions wereO p.annect to take place at night,

The pliotot'oIbe selec'tedl was at (E- I-AA with a am~i such'I photographic tellhniqutes were irnipi'ac'
sonifjivitY of approximately 300 nicroamperes por' ticale. Acicordingly, a simple radio transmitter Wa
ItinienI. Th1111 pulseotput Of this tube was amplified inistalledl ;iI the btombl to transmit to aground station
hr'ough two penltotie anid three trioide stages. het tile otputt p)ulse, thle length of which meiasuired tle

pulse amplifier was resistance coupled, with time p~osition of tile target with resp)Q(t to the line of flight.
constants of the coupling circulits solecteol to give he ecived pulse wa-,s appliedi to the vertical (le(
negligib~le phase dlistorrtion ill termys of thle scanning tion ciri'uit of anl oscilloscope through anl clectronol
frequency (approximately 40) v). A single photocell switc'hing circuit which produced rev'ersal of alternate
scanned both tip-olown and right-left directions, the square-wave pullses. Thus the length of positive pulses

ot utJ)t of thle pulse amplifier firing a tYpe 2050 thyra- 00 thle oscilloscope screen measuredl the bearing of
troll . Alternate puilses frot fihe thyratron were the target in one coordinate (e.g., azinluth), and the
switelit't by, the commutator to the left-right and upl- length of the negative p)ulse measuredl the bearing inl
down channlel so that thle netted scanning frequency the orthogonal dlirection, T hese measuiremients were
;apphroximnately 20 e. recorded bYlmenuis of IG tim moving-pictures (Fig- 1

With the target tlirectlY onl course, the pl~ose will ore 5).
ppeto' in the( center of the scanneol field, and the

ruddloers and elevators will assume the position re- 9.9 .2jiigTs

ojlified to maintain that c'ourse. The correct heading
dlep~ends upon the (ontinhlotis reception of a light Five miissiles were dlroppled at Eglin Field in D)e-
.signal from tile t arget. Failure of thle signal due to thle cember 1943. Of these five missiles, one failed; thle
VgtvllitShiing Of the t.1Lrget. filare or thle tailur'e of thle -rnaindlcr made seores of I 16 fIt, 89 ft., 94 ft, 243 ft,
ihototlie wouild caulse the VitilV'S and( elexatorS to and 47 ft.
gto their extremev positioin. saY left and down-i. Thel target consistedl of a I ,000,l00-candlepow~er
Ini the first few seconds of flight, linti lthe bombl has It ,yrot (ella: flare. At an altitude of 4,000 ft, the re-

nosed over onl its paralboliv traje('tor 'y, tile target is suit ing intensity of tine- p~hotoelec~tric target-seeker
iiot in the field of view. An auiir 5a a pi*0)- wAS appr'oximately .34 times tile thres,.hold of opera-
xided to hold the( rudders and elevators inl the iieuitral t ion. Ini addition to the radlio.-ondl system just men-
position lintil thle target first appleared inl thle field of t ionled, records were taken with lmmb-hrtv enmeras
view. It. thenl closed and scaled it.-elf inl, making the giv-ing the ground projec'tion of the bomb from the
4ervono01tors operative. T[his system (Call hardly be p~oint of view of the( aircraft. Slit camneias iuppt'oxi-
vonsidered "fail safe." Thle irelay which centers, the niately 6i miles onl thle flank of the trajec'tory recorded
1,10 let' and elev'atori shltiildl iiot seal inl bunt sh ouhd 1 h its profile ( Figtirte 6 ).
alloiwedl to return to the ('ent eirig pi si tionl afteri a Frame-I *t\-frinme anti sis of tie( roeordls fromt hel
-easiaal t timle lelav. following tite hiss of a tanrget rnajiostiile apparat us gave a1 eontiniious plot of .11v
sig:uil. appuri)IMIt hetaring of t Ihle t arget. along the line of flight

Phit t lie pu11rpo ses foir \% hili his Ioinig device was Fi guric 7. k . simnillar anal ,ysis of' the I oml -bay cami-
itrt('idld, thtis was not anl iImport ait et it icr. It era gav e the appro xi mate( groounI pro jeet ion of the
s iould, lit wvet-. bin Imtittc tnii 1'11N ciat kn ap- t rajec(t or (F i giiri 8).

pl cat :t 0 of a hioin g levie. Lo ss of siginal shoulii I Set itin 9.2.3 shnowed thlit a cont rol s ,ystem . inl wr-
ittot re suilt in groiss t o'n-s. t hat is, error's greateri t I al I l('i to (I tot iumn lioosviIlat inrg fl ighit, mi ist dlevelop
wv oul hi iave I ienl atta inied Ihand thlice 1 eenl li at teill tt liff t forces whIt c are proiport io nal to tile tirime deriva-
ii t 11tonii at ic hoim in g. ti ye of erro il hI eant g. as well as to itle error it scIf.

hI e reviorls, ju st given! for b ombd No. 83, whie Iill-'e

9.2.4 R~adiosonde tI ioaI of' thle fotur sitei'csSfiil Miissiles, failed to show
:1It\' signs oif suchl tos(il hit ii t. The Nyii wang 1inth Iiitt'l-

A zoi aitnd I Iazi ti were o'hiekeiI(I turing t lie early e-x- ii ig of sinel it m nissilec as this Itit prodice lift forces in -

Is'ri it tal ph~ase's if t heilr levelo pmnt byt inlealis of flit' a zillitill alit ranige direct ion iimist bse Ueetill-

gra phin g I i'( I erralill towr wh( ilf ine 11111 i waIxxs einough energy' to inke thle systemIi n imtstilhittirx.

w 41 UP 6 9 4P w 11P 6 6 6
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17 2 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS ' -

QUADRANT PIOTO(:ICLI. seeking. The extreme scareity oif radtr target-seeking
T.,RGET SH"KER" equipment made it wholly undesirable to use this

means of intelligence during the developmental stages
As has been stated in Chapter 1, the missile R oc of the missile itself. As a portion of their contract for

was originally intended for use with radar target the development of the missile, the Douglas Aircraft
Company undertook the development of a photo-
electric target-seeking device to prove the homing , .

'

property of the missile. , .-
'lle scanning systeii consists of a cloverleaf photo- -,- .

cell having four cathodes, each occupying approxi-
-- POXMA " mately one quadrant sector of a disk I 1 in. in diam- -.

POINT eter (Figure 9). This photocell is located in the focal .-..\
plane of a scanning lens which is mounted eceentri-
(ally with respect to the four cathodes. The eccentric -

lens with its housing is rotated it . 1,8W rpm concen- , .

trically with the photocell axis.
With this scanning system a target flare (lescrilbs 1 .

a circle as the objective lens rotates around the cen-
ter of the quadrant-cathode array. If the target is
dead ahead, the circle will lie for an equal time inter-
val in each of the quadrants. If the target is off course,
the duration of its excursion within one of the quad-
rant sectors will he greater than its excursion on the
diagonally opposite one. The time difference between
the length of excursion in diametrically opposit"
cathodes is a measure of the error in heading.

A two-channel preamplifier accepts the output of
'- - FLAREtwo diago)ally opposite cathodes, amplifies them to

a suital)le level, and in a saturated stage clips them. .._
The result is a pair of pulses of equal amplitude but

F IO1itr 6. Trajectory of photoeleeti'iv Iarget-se king differing in length. These pulses are then subtracted
bomb. and the output filtered and integrated. For each of

0
RANGE ERROR

S-4

o IMPACT.-j -M - ..

DOWN

-4 - . .

TIME IN SECONDS (ARBITRARY ZERO)

S EC It ET ,,1_1

. . ... .. ... .. ... .. ... ,_
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QUADRANT PHOTOCELL TARGET SEEKER 173 S

the two channels, right-left or up-down, there then flaps; if the displacement of one flap advances ahead
appears a d-c voltage which is a function of error in of that of its mate, a voltage is injected into the con-
heading. For small errors in heading, the relationship trol amplifier to extinguish this differential, thus
is nearly linear, so that the output of the photocell maintaining control surfaces of this pair of wings in
amplifier for small errors in heading can be consid- phase. 7-
ered to be: e KO, where e is the output of the am- No attempt is made to keep the control surfaces on

the other pair of wings in step. In fact, a rate gyro-
AIMING POINT 150 FEET
FROM TARGET scope is provided on this channel to bias the speed .

of the wing motors to correct excessive rate of rota- ..

TARGET FLARE tion. To repeat, no attempt is made to maintain an _

- / absolute roll of stabilization. Designation of the chan- '-,i

FLARE STATION nel, therefore, as "up-down" or "right-left" is for
32 convenience only and has no physical significance. -.

31 As the missile rolls during its flight, the different
TOlAL TIME ASSUMED
33.0 s EC pairs of wings successively perform the function of

providing lift in the range and in the azimuth direc-
RADIO RECORDING tions. It was well understood that such a target seeker f-

TATION 28 was somewhat qualitative in its response. Figure 11
shows that the output of the photocell preamplifier

LIPHOTOGRAPHY STATION 6 depends not only on the error in heading but also on
25 .the bearing. Further, it shows that the right and

GROUND FLARE 4WINDOW RUBE DRIVE WHEEL

Z -CANNING MOTOR21

GROUND FLARE IS CONTROL BEGINS AT

ON RADIO RECORDING I1
PA IPER RECORD

GROUND FLARE R - II ,

F'IOUmE P.1rojected patlh of Gulf photoelectric target.-
seeking bomb No. 83.

,'..-.

plitier, K is a factor of proportionality, and 0 is the CAP

angular error in heading. This voltage is then fed to LAMP

a differentiating-mixing cic,uit which develops a volt-
age for driving the Flap motor at a speed proportional
to the course error and to its first time derivative.
(See Chapter 4., Fiuuim;I 9. Section of quadrant I)hIotoCPI target seeker.

The minisile is a four-winged device with individual
servonotors driving full-span flaps on each of the down, or Ibetter, the x and ; components, or the error
wings. ('onsequently, each of the two channels has in heading were not pure orthogonal components;
two ou t puts, and each of the opposite wings is con- that is, the voltage resulting from an error in heading
trolled 'rom one of the all)lifi'r eihannels. The uI- of 5 degree.s in azimuth varies with varying errors in --

down channel IFigure 10) is ia,.,d by a it feedack heading in the range sensc. These vagaries, however,
\lltage from poteltlomeI('ters iounted on thi n \ tg were considered as not seriously affecting the signifi-

SI'LET
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174 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS 2 ,

canoe of the experiments in proving the homing char- anodes so that the whole tube comprised four six-
acteristics of the missile, stage photomultipliers.

Other difficulties with the system were, however, The basic scheme of operation of the preamplifier
serious. The initial quadrant photocell was a CE-47 involves the measurement of the length of the volt-
which the Army Air Forces had made available for age pulse arising from the time that the target image ,'.

this project. Serious variations appeared in the sen- is on a particular quadrant. This requires that the V."
sitivity of the various quadrants, even within a single sides of the voltage pulse shall not deviate materially
trube. In many cases these variations were beyond the from the perpendicular. The physical circuit cannot P.,
capability of the preamplifier to limit and clip. Fur- tolerate even finite discontinuities. It is impossible

for r. voltage to rise instantly across a condenser
SCANNER LENS ND0MUNT without the expenditure of energy at an infinite rate.

4DE An engineering compromise is effected by designing .

T" 1 circuits which would tolerate reasonably rapid volt-
age rises, and by incorporating into the power supply

RIGHT to the dnodes current-limiting resistors to provide
LET UP-DOWN EF. T within the photomultiplier itself a measure of AGC,

CHANNEtL CHANNELIPNOoELJ so that the clipping action required from the pre-

Fit w amplifier would not be excessive. Thus spurious
PREAMPLIFIERS uP lengthening of the pulse due to clipping farther arid

farther down on a trapezoidal wave was eliminated.
O UTPU AMPL ULSES Test results with this homing device have been dis- -

INTEGRATED PEN CYCLE cussed at some length in Chapter 4. In summary it
IGHT-LEFT UP-DOWN MOTOR DRIVE AMPLIFIERS (an be said that the quadrant photocell target seeker

IGHT LEFT UP:DOWN FOLLOW-UP gave good qualitative proof of the horning character-
istics of Roe and a measure of quantitative support

for the particular control regime selected..

OUTPUT
RIGHT AND LEFT CHANNELS

e. 1 t1 -t 3 ) + K -t(t - t)±0
GYRO ACTION a " .4 WJDE-ANGLE *.
UP AND DOWN CHANNELSPOT LCTI SAN RS'A-S V' + K- PHOTOELECTRIC SCANNER-•

FOLLOW-UP SIAS --..,-
5.4.1General

TOP TO The photoelectric target seeker just described had -,
certain inherent limitations. The corrective signal in ,

RISNT LEFT UP DOWN azimuth depended not only on the azimuth error but
Ilctia; 10. Block diagram of uuailrant I)hotocell also on the error in range. Furthermore, as has been
target. ,kvr nid vontrol (irt-uit. already mentioned (see Section 9.3), difficulties in

procuring suitable quadrant photocells made the out-
t hierluore, the glass work of the envelope was seriously come of the project rather doul)tful. To overcome
defec-tive, the end )i' the envelope being so irregular both of these difficulties, the Division made a con-
that the prath of the rotating circle of the targd- image tract, OEMsr-1 182 with the Fairchild Camera and
was seriously dist ort ed. This tubewas finally replaced Instrument Corpor'ltion to develop a wide-angle
I)y a much better qu:drant tube especially ae -eloped photoelectric scanner which would develop a signad
Iv the Farnsworth Radio anlTelevision Corpoatiin suitable to eoitrol Roc through the servo link de-
thr,,gh the cooperatior of Section lI6.4, N1)l(C .The signed for it. I'
four cathodes of this tWtbe were mounted in an en- Specifically, this requirement Is for an output volt- -' -

velope having an end of optical glass optically pol. &:g" from the scanner such that when
isbed. ('eat I uncrea.led sensitivity was obtained b,
photomnultipliciation. Each cathosle quadrant had its 0 0 5 10 degrees
individual asA.mildv of Ialtiplier (:'ps land coilector e = ." "

SECRET
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WIDE-ANGLE PHOTOELECTRIC SCANNER 175

100.

+°, 0 • 3,745"

0

0 t. 4 0 I 1 6 I 0 t t 6 98 3 E

ER I- O

a,

ERROR IN HEADING IN DE[GREES (AZIMUTH) ,,.

% Froum 11. Output of quadrant photocell preamplifier. Parameter 0 is measure of direction of tatal error.
,tn_* degrees range error - .

degrees azimuth error

- and when ever, required good optics; the resolution had to be.4
10 degrees such that the size of the image of the target was small10 degrees 67 0! 40Odegrees. 0 0dgin comparison with the width of the cardioid slit at

°E the smallest error angle which it was desired to meas-

The general approach was to scan the landscape so tire. Without resorting to elaborately corrected lenses,
that a luminescent target such as a pyrotechnic flare it was found impossible to attain so small a circle of
would produce a spot of light on the cathode of a confusion. For errors of the order of 1 to 2 degrees
single photomultiplier tube. The optical system was off course, the diameter of the target image was
arranged so that the length of the pulse produced by greater than the width of the cardioid aperture.
the image of the target would be proportional to the The general system was reversed, therefore, and an
error in heading for small angles and consta-t for aperture similar in shape to half a keyhole was made,
larger errors. A cardioid aperture in the focal plane such that the light from the target excited the photo-
of a simple lens, if rotated at a constant speed, pro- multiplier cathode for a period varying proportion-
(IducCd a pulse of light the length of which was pro- ately from Y8 of a scanning cycle with zero error in

" portional to the error in heading of the missile with heading to 1/24 of a scanning cycle for a 10-degree
re.et to a. lumineseen target. Such a system, how- error. For errors in excess of 10 degrees, the excita-

SECRET
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176 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS V

tion period was constant at 1/24 of the scanning view; 35 degrees is approximately the limit of total ' -
cycle, angle attainable with a system of uncorrected lenses .-'*.-'

The output of the scanning cycle was then made without experiencing serious aberration, with con- K
proportional to the dark time of the phototube. A sequent increase in the size of the circle of confusion.
commutator driven synchronously with the scanner In order to increase the angle of the field of view,
analyzed the output voltage into orthogonal corn- a wedge prism was mounted in front of the objective -

ponents and distributed them to the up, down, right,
and left channels of the motor-control amplifier. The
Roe missile is essentially a Cartesian structure.. Cor- U ELSCANNER 01DLNSSSE

rective instruction to the control apparatus has to .M.
be given in terms of right, left, up, or down, or bet- I r
ter, since the missile is not absolutely stabilized in MISM

roll, in terms of +x or ±y. The commutator, there- 91A

fore, must not only distribute the output of the scan-
ner amplifier to the appropriate quadrant correspond-
ing to the wing system on the missile, but must also IRIS

resolve the output in accordance with the sine and GEAR t..

cosine of the instantaneous roll attitude of the missile. KEYOLE APETUR IN DISK .

BEARIN

'7 LIENS

FmouE 13. Lens and prism system of wide-angle ""-
TARGET LAMP-\ photoelectric scanner.L

lens. The angle of the prism was such as to bend the "

optical axis of the system so that the boundary gen-
- eratrix of the cone of scan was parallel to the axis of

SCANNER COMOR the objective lens. The whole optical system, then,
prism, objective lens, and iris diaphragm, was rotated 4-- ~~FwcunE 12. l)egign of Fairchild aperture with ideal 1..-

about the optical axis of the objective lens. This gave *- -optics"
the optical system a squint so that at one instant it , -
viewed the terrain from dead ahead to 40 degrees to - ."

9'4.2 Optics one side. One-half scanning cycle later it viewed the - "

A synchronously driven shutter interrupts a light terrain from dead ahead to 40 degrees in the reverse g.-

for a period proportional to the bearing off axis if it sense. A second effect of the prism was to move the
has a semicircular aperture which rotates about one principal focus of the entire optical system to a point
end of its boundary diameter (Figure 12). The diam-
cter of the semicircle in degrees is equal to the portion
of the field of view in which proportionality is de-
sired. A sector from the outer edge of the semicircle
to the edge of the field of view gives constant dark
time for errors in heading greater than the semicircle
diameter. The scanning aperture thus has the shape
of half a keyhole. For the signal to be of the character FicuRE 14. Actual shape of keyh,)le scanning aperture. . . -.

desired, the aperture (Figure 13) must be located in
the focal plane of the lens and must rotate about the on the edge of the field of view in the focal plane at
optical axis. Then, if the target is dead ahead, the the end of a radius perpendicular to the dihedral of_
image of the targot will lie at the principal focus of the prism. As the optical system was rotated by the
the lens, which is the center of rotation, and no pulse scanning motor, a point dead ahead would be con-
wi ll be transmitted through the aperture to the pho- tinuotisly focused on the outer end of this radius. All
torell. Such a sy.stem, hoA ever, has a limited field of other points in the field of view would describe con- ,
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WIDE-ANGLE PHOTOELECTRIC SCANNER 177 -

centric circles around this point. The radius of these . Preamplifier
concentric circles was proportional to the error in
heading. The total effect of the prism, then, was to The phototube was a type 931-A ten-stage photo-

increase the field of view and, by shifting the prin- multiplier. With 1,000 v between the cathode and the .0..

cipal focus of the optical system from a fixed point ninth dynode, threshold sensitivity was approxi-...'
-at the center of the focal plane to a synchronously mately Y3 microlumen, 0.001-footeandle intensity at * .

revolving point, on its boundary, to require that the the scanner. This threshold sensitivity is equivalent .". ."

aperture (Figure 14) be reconstructed so as to cover to a signal-to-noise ratio of about 2,
substantially the entire diameter of the focal plane. I MEG

Some distortion resulted from the use of the prism, I MEG 1 MEG

and the aperture no longer consisted of a semicircle
terminating in a wedge sector. I MEG

The technique of producing the aperture is worthy 3 4 = .3M E

of note. A shape simulating the ideal aperture (see 2

Figure 12) to scale was cut out of black cardboard I M 6 1EG

and mounted on a white screen. This shape was then So MEG

floodlighted and photographed on a sheet of Kodalith
film mounted in the focal plane of the scanner with ," . -"

which thc aperture was to be used. This technique t E

aut omatically compensated for the aberrations in the
optical system. After the film was developed, retouch
artists made the negative opaque, to give sharp -10o

boundaries to the aperture. The iris diaphragm is
located -.t. a focus conjugate with the cathode of the FmuHE 15. A(, arrangement in phototube conn.e-
phot (,multiplier. tions. -. - ,

ai--. -N.H-A.ING

0 > I _---
:_ I l l , l ___ .. .......
............................................................ ..........-.. '-,

0.3

0.001 0.002. 0.01 0.5 I 4
FOOTCANOLES "

Fiwuim 16. A ;(C hm,'a,.i,.,isli, ,of witic-angle ,(-anntr lri-,,,piifi,.r. I' Zvpt s:in a rox.inatety pro;pn~orm.,, at 9 f4, - [::.t:..-

candles.
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178 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

SEF.LF AGC AMPLIFIER INTEGRATION . .'
TI & V AND C.IPPIN0

Ar AMPIFER. -

AND ZIUT

4-

k..-.-.ru-.

Ther

-

INTOANNGER

gain during a missile flight. In a drop from 10,000 ft high pulse at the trailing edge of the triangular wave. .' .'r. .
(14,000-ft slant range) it rises from 0.005 foot- This pulse was used to trigger a square-wave genera- (:'".-:
candle at release to 4 footcandles at the beginning of tor. The amplitude of the triangular pulse, passed-+.':'''("
the last second before impact, some 58 dl) rise in through a rectifier, was applied to the square-n-ave ,: ..
power level. It wvas therefore necessary that the pre- modulator. ,...:

I amplifier supplied by the phototube have as much The square wave produced by the generator was S
AGO as was practicable (Figure 15). In addition it essentially a gate exactly 34 of the scanning cycle :.-,
was necessary to limit the current from the dynodes wide. The output of the square-wave modulator, .-+-'-
at stages 5 and 7. The overall effect of the AGO am- therefore, was a pulse 90 degrees in width and having "" "
plifier and the photumultiplier power-supply net.- an amplitude proportional to the error in heading for .' 

'" "-work was to give substantially flat voltage from 0.001 small errors and constant for larger errors. This ''":'-.--
• footcandle to 4.0 footeandles, wave was suitably amplified arid commutated. The .4-'

After they were amplified, the pulses were clipped commutator was phased mechanically with the scan- .:-. -.
to a fixed amplitude and then integrated to produce ncr and the wing structure of the missile. A ladder :. +
a triangular pulse, the amplitude of which wvas pro- filter in the output of the commutator provided ':°"

portional to the excitation time of the p)hototubc smoothing so that the final output was substantially ..- -
(Figure 17). The output of the integrator w-as fed to) a (i-c voltage. S ..SECRET R
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WIDE-ANGLE PHOTOELECTRIC SCANNER 179

a proportional to the instantaneous phase in roll of the .

phase. Figure 19 shows the degree of approximation '' .-.

to the appropriate sine and cosine function obtained
' by the exponential function expressing the charge of

I.MEG I MEG +X the initial condenser in the output filter of the scan-
ner system. Figure 20 shows the output of the pre-
amplifier and w ide-angle scanner combined.

0.04 51f 0.051OOAl

I MEG I ME% -K
00:+

-o 1

z -1o -
.1 MEG IME EG +Y

0 50

T T T"
0 I r _ I I ! I I I I I -

IMEG I MEG -Y

FIGURE 18. Commutation system and ladder filter for
wide-angle scanner, 15-

0atYX rY
In order to change the polar coordinate character- > '

istics of information developed by the scanner to the .
" Cartesian information required by the wing structure I.-

of the missile, the first element of the ladder filter
(Figure 18) consists of a series resistor and a con-
denser, the constants of which are so selected that &
the charging rate of the network closely approximates I _-.
a sine function. Without these stages, the common 0 1 2 3 4 5 , 7 9 10 11 30 40

0.1-megolim resistor and the 0,04-if condenser, the ERROR ANGLE INCIDENCE f.%

x and y components of scanner output would be neuns 20. Output of preamplifier and wide-angle s.,

scanner.

20j.9.4.4 Test Results

d ACTUAL Six scanning devices were constructed in accord-
12 - ance with the principle above described. Three weie

" tested wvith Roe missiles during the early summer of

1944; the remainder, unexpended, have been turned
o / over to the Air Technical Service Command.

270 205 300 315 330 345 0 15 30 45 60 n5 go Considerable difficulty was experienced, due to er-
PHASE ANGLE IN DEGREES ratic operation of the control surfaces when operated

FAp iioi uibby the output of this device. As has already been, . FmimE 19. Approximation of sin,, funetion by (COil- ""'%

denser-resis.tor combination. stated, the control svstem for Roe (see Chapter 4)
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180 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

was built,,about. a regime of ontrol suh that. the rate device of this nature The pr-ject was relinquished
of change of wing incidence angle was proportional in favor of other developments in connection with
to the error in heading and to its first time derivative. Roe. So far as photoelectric target seeking itself i6
The error in heading was measured by the output of concerned, this development seems an adequate solu-
the amplifier associated with the wide-angle scanner. tion to the problem of providing quantitative re- ....-

This output was then passed to a differentiating- sponse over a wide field of view. With some further
mixing circuit for each of the two channels, right- engineering, directed, perhaps, toward simplification
left, or up-down, or preferably, + x - x, + y - y. of the preamplifier, there appears to be no reason why .
The output of the mixing circuit produced a voltage it would not furnish adequate means of testing horn-
proportional to the input voltage and to its first time ing missiles. _
derivative. The factors of proportionality were such
that the derivative component in the output w ROLL STABILIZATION
about five times the component due to input voltage. WITHOUT A FREE GYRO4

Thus the whole control system following the pre-
amplifier was extremely sensitive to irregularities and In Section 2.4 the problems of roll stabilization
fluctuations in the output %oltage of the preampli- were discussed in detail. Early in 1943 the Division .
tier. was seriously concerned over the threat to the Razon

Fluctuations can result from several causes. Those program due to failure of the roll-stabilization system
due to variation in light intensity can be eliminated then in use, and also wished to make a stabilizer
by an appropriate AGC system; this was (lone. Those available for Roe should it be needed. Electro-
due to noise originating within the preamplifier cir- Mechanical Research, Inc., who had worked upon
cuit and to interference from other radiating circuits the problem, was asked to perfect its device. Eventu- , -

in the missile are overcome with more difficulty. Cir- ally Gulf and Douglas solved the problem for their
cuits with high grid impedances are much more sub- specific missiles, but in the meantime some work had
ject to both of these types of fluctuation than are been done on the alternative device.
circuits with moderate grid impedances. The pre- Lacking a free gyro, this system reduced roll to a '.

amplifier associated with the wide-angle scanner con- minimum value rather than eliminated it. This was
sisted of a triode stage, a pentode stage, and two in accordance with the thought (Section 2.4.1) that
triode stages. The grid impedances respectively were in cylindrical coordinates or for a homing system
10 megohms, 5 megohms, 10 megohms, and 5 meg- (Chapter 4) a slow roll is inconsequential.
ohms. Even beyond this point, grid resistors of higher
value than 3 megohms were the rule. 9.5' .Theory of Operation

After the input circuit to the preamplifier is care- h of ""-r"-i"
fully shielded and suppression filters are applied to The EMR device used conventional ailerons for -

the noise-generating equipment on the missile-gyro control, the only unique feature being the method by
motors, wing-flap motors, and scanning motor-the which hunting was minimized- By means of a con-
output of the preamplifier associated with the wide- denser memory circuit, the position of the ailerons
angle scanner for various errors in heading lip to 10 was reversed whenever the angular velocity was re-
degrees is as shown in A of Figure 21. B shows the duced to an arbitrary fraction, for example, 2 of its

results of differentiating the output for I degree, 5 original value. In the absence of time lags in the
degrees, and 10 degrees, The corresponding armature system, rolling should be reduced to zero in less than
voltage is shown in C, and the flap displacement vs three cycles. In an actual mechanism, sustained oscil-
time resulting from the overall control system is lation will occur, the amplitude of which varies with
shown in D. Three missiles were dropped with this the eul)e of the total time delay, with the size of the
control system. One of the three failed to operate flaps, and inversely with the run-out time of the flaps.
for causes which could not be determined. The two "
remaining missiles scored errors of 142 ft and 372

IDE'AL CASE-No TuiME DELAY
ft, correcting aiming errors of 2,40() ft and 900 ft
respectively. Case 1. No initial acceleration. In this case control

Three drops constitute a wholly inadeqLIte sImplC starts when the bomb has an angular velocity but
on which to b ase mature conclusions concerning a no initial accelerating torque. At t = 0 a motor starts
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ROLL STABILIZATION WITHOUT A FREE GYRO 111

to move the control flaps so that the restoring torque Control starts at A, and decreases until o/2
is directly proportional to the time. If aerodynamic at point B (Figure 22). The direction of motion of
friction ik; neglected, the total angular acceleration the control flaps is then reversed, and the correcting -

will be expressed by torque decreases in proportion to the time. At 0,
- p and reach zero simultaneously, andl there is no

overshoot.
in which I is the moment of inertia about the roll If the ailerons were not reversed at some arbitrary
axis. By integrating equation (9) value of roll velocity shown here as 9 2, the missile

would continue to return to a stationary condition
- + o C10) in the roll sense hut would have a considerable dis-

placement of the ailerons resulting in :j large roll ac- h
and, eliminating I between equations (9) and (10) celeration, as indicatedl in the extension of A B to U

- I(~)2± (11) in Figure 22. While there is no fundamental method -

( )2 b (11)in mechanics to store acceleration, the structure of a
missile with ailerons does exactly that because of the

which gives the relation between the velocity anld the time reqluired to move the control surfaces. Thus,
acceleration. while it would appear that a systemn sensiieol
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182 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

* to velocity is fundamentally not oscillatory, oscilla- faces reduce the total roll torque, and therefore the
tions creep in by virtue of this apparent storage of acceleration, to zero at D. At this point conditions . .
acceleration. are the same as at A in Figure 22 and the curve sub-

With reversal of the ailerons at the appropriate sequently traced, DEO in Figure 23, will be similar
time, the roll velocity will reach zero at the instant to A BO in Figure 22. r.

If, instead, 4, and '0 are opposite in sign, the course
* of events will be as indicated in Figure 24, starting '.-

o Nb
b2 A

,"ctine 22. If-rlanonoship betweie roll velocity and
a..elvration. FriuE 24. Nonoscillatory roll stabilization with ini-

tial roil velocity anti acceleration of opposite sign.

when the acceleration is also zero, and no further at F. Here two reversals of the ailerons, each at the
*" angular motion will take place.

(ase 2. Initial acceleralion nol zero. To eliminate instant when the angular velocity has been reduced
to half its most recent maximum value, are necessary

one of the tuireal assumptions, assune that asyin- --ntetrv in tht(- bomb 'onstruction introduces a roll to stop rotation at an instant of zero acceleration."tr i o cCase 3. Initial velocity high. If the initial roll ye-

locity, 4, is very high there may be oscillation. This

IA

* K

d _5 D IU C -"

Fi(iukc 25. Oscilatory stabiliz, atiton, producel by excs-
sive initial angular roll velocity.

Fi; o 23. Nonusillatcrv roll stahilization with ;ni-

ta roll -e'hbratimn. oscillation derives from the memory circuit and can

continue only if memory is permanent-that is, if
torque. This adds the constant teri 4% to equation direction of the aileron motion alwavs reverses when
(9). (;rahically it is expressed directly hy changing 4 = k4,.. Consider a missile with initial conditions
the starting point of the 4 vs graph as in Figure 23. represented by A in Fig-tre 25.
If hoth , ani j, are positive, the curve will starl The roll velocity will increase until the aileron ex-
at point s.'h as C in Figure 23. The control stir- cur.sion has developed sufficient to'que to kill the
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ROLL STABILIZATION WITHOUT A FREE GYRO 183 -

initial roll acceleration. From this point B, the ye- - In this expre-ion all parameters are determined by
locity will decrease with increasing (negative) ac- the construction of the missile, which permits the . .
celeration until the limit of aileron travel is reached evaluation of T.

at C. From C the velocity will decrease under con- Preferred Arrangement of Control System. It is im- S
stant accelerationuntiltheriticalvelocity, say 1/4., plicit in the foregoing that r should be made small
is reached at D. Here the direction of aileron travel enough so that the locus will reach the axis of $. on
reverses, and the velocity and deceleration decrease the first reversal of the ailerons. 4 - need not exceed . ."..- .'

along the locus DEF. At F, on the same ordinate as 24,.
D, reversal again takes place, and stable oscillation When the value for - has been chosen in this way
is set up about a mean value of roll velocity k4. the controlling voltage is made proportional to 4 for

Memory is established by charge on a condenser. absolute velocities smaller than 4, but the rate gyro -

Since the time constant cannot, be infinite, the volt- is blocked so that higher values of 4 cannot be regis-
age on the condenser and, therefore, the critical value tered. In this way sensitive control is provided for
of velocity at which the ailerons reverse their direc- low velocities, and at the same time a means is avail- .t' .
tion gradually decay toward zero. The locus DEFH, able to handle high velocities in the manner indi- '..

therefore, drifts slowly toward the origin. cated in Figure 25.
When a point J is reached such that the next swing

will result in a reversal of velocity, damping will set *.5.: Effect of Time Lags
in, since memory is erased with each crossing of the
axis of roll acceleration. Unavoidable time delays in operation of relays and

Case 4. Measured angular velocity limited. If, in- aileron mechanisms must introduce residual oscilla-
stead of always reversing the ailerons at the maximum tion in any actual device. Assume for example that
value of 4, a limit 4, is set to the angular velocity the representative point is traveling from F to A r c-n

that can be registered linearly by the control circuits, along the locus of Figure 26. Instead of reversing
any increases in velocities higher than 4 wvill be dis- instantaneously at A, where 4 = 24, and proceed-
regarded; that is, a voltage used to operate the con- ing to 0 along the dotted path, the mechanism suf-
trol would be proportional to 4 in the range from fers a time lag and does not reverse until some point
- t to + ,, and constant for values of 4 outside B has been reached. The path BCE will be followed,
these limits. Then, in Figure 25, the actuating volt- reversal being called for at D and actually accon-.
age would be constant from A to U. There the con- plished at E. It is evident that sustained oscillation
trol would operate as before, the flaps would reverse must occur.
at J, where the velocity is half that at U, and the If r.is the total time delay in seconds, P the period
bomb would come to rest as indicated, of the residual oscillation, and 0. its amplitude, it

Evaluation of ,,. From Figure 25 we can obtain can be shown that
information for design. If we define 4, as that value 4i 2 r0 "lrseods (4
of * at which the flaps must be reversed to stop the - /2 -1
roll without oscillation (SQT), the value of 4,, and 4 T - 26.6Tr ra
hence4(= 24,) will be uniquely determined by the = -3 2- )T  - M r

line CJ. This in turn is determined by T, the torque 3 ( "

generated when the flaps are in their position of maxi- 'See Experimte al lIaestigatiotis ia Connetion with Iligh-
imum deflection. Angki Dirigible Bombs-The AZON Bomb, Gulf Research and

If I is the moment of inertia about the longitudinal Dewtlopment Co., October 15, 1043. OSRD No. 3086, in
which the author finds that the amplitude of oscillation is:axis, X the coefficient of aerodynamic friction, and r(t(2_r)T, :.,*;

(01'(2k - ).j
the run-out time of the flaps, it can be shown that 8 8(k - r) 1I '

XT where k is a constant relating the coupling between the rate
T[ '-, 1 2) gyro and the free gyro which were used in the stabiiizing of

I T -) (12 Azon. In equation (15), reducing r to a very small value
2 X + causes 0m_ to increase. In the Gulf equation, making T equal

to zero redues the amplitude of ocillatioo to zero.
If in turn xr/I is small, this reduces to Actually the Azon ailerons were powered by solenoids and

the action was made very rapid (r = 0.1 second). The oh-
TAX ( erved oscillation during drops (see Chapter 2) was very

21 small. ',-...
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184 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

It is evidIent that: (1) r0 should be minimnized; (2) de- The voltage E-1 across tcrrninailK. 7 and 8 can be ~ .

creasing 7. and increasing r improve performance computed to be
-is far as oscillation is c~oncerned(. EE- KE.

2+ K
E2  (16)

Contrl CiruitsIf K = 2, H =4;if K =1, H --. When E

Figure 27 shows the essential storage circuit which drops below HJE., the polarity of E-2 reverses. This,~
vauses reversal of the ailerons when is reduced to through amplifiers, a polarized relay, and mnagnetic
Rtnv desired fraction of 4j.- clutches, is made to operate the; tilerons,

where K-= proportionality constant in resistors 67
and 9 of Figure 27,

E =voltage across potentiometer 1.

E

D4

% %S

0 F TF

A ~
mV R

T KR

FwIT uR 27. Storage circuit for reversal of aiI4eroti. % .

Experimental Results

Using a model bomb in which the control appara-
Fwuu~ 6.()silut oneaoo~dbylim dlayii meh- tus was mounted, windl-tunnel tests at low wind ve- .

tili~lO.locities were made. Direct measurements were made 2

of T', ,T and the time for various amounts of rota-
Potentiometer 1 is (driven by3 the rate gyros. A posi- tion. The period of oscillation of the actual device as . -

five Voltaige charges condlenser 4 but is blocked from built was measu red and found to 1)e 1.37 seconds;. Tlhe
conidenser 10 by diode 11. A negative voltago charges amplitude as measuredl andl computed agreed well a~t
Condenser~. 10 hut, not 4. The polarity is referred to about 16 degrees.
terminal 8, at the midpoin, of the potentiometer. If Faulty% adjustment of the potentiometers, so that
Sincreases positively, the ,-barge on 4 builds up to reversal occurs at values of q6 greater than 4./2, canf

ai value E.~, corresponding to 4. Then its decreases, be shown to induce sustained oscillation accompanied K
the time constants of the circuit are sufficiently long by (drift. This was confirmcd by test.
(of the order of 20 seconlds) so that the charge on -4 By' the time this work was completed it was evi- F
renuuons constant until * reaches zero. A relay (not clont that the bomb was operable. Nevertheless, r

shown) then short-circuits the condenser. Similarly stabilization of the Gulf bomb had by then been ae- -

a negative sw~ing of w ~ill impress at voltage on 10 comphished by other means and there waus no further

repre~wrfltie of demand for this device.
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THE TO-AND-FRO SCAN"NER 18i

Tht, following comment, are pertinent. AjoronIiielts

I . If tithe reversal (if the ailerons occurs too so1

I wcatue of improper funtctioning of the storage' cir- A hevat-homing device ulsing a conical scan, suich Lis
vuit, roll oscillation superposedl on a drift of roll Felix and D~ove Eve (Chapter 3), cannot be allowed l
orientation m ust ensue. toI see the horizon. Since such a device operates on

2. Functioning of the storage (ircuit is contingent the largest thermatl discontinuity within it-, view, it
upion (discharge oif the( memfory condensers every tunec tends to attempt the maneuver of homing onl the
Ohe anguilar veloc!ity becomes zero. This is acconi- horizon. O n the other hand, if tlit( area scannfedl call

1 lished by a cirecuit containing two (I-c amplifiers and ble kept wide horizontally but narrow vertically, it is
a1 relay. Sensitivity is a hfti(,tin of the adjustment possible to prevent the scanning element from seeing
of these am11pli fiers, the horizon even if the angle of flight is fairly flat.,

31, The whole device is operab~le when prop)erly ad- say I1I degrees. Thel( only method of obtaining it scan-
justed, but has miany more parts, more adjustments, ning lpattern of this shape. utilizes at to-and-fro
anid hence more (chance of nialfunetioning than par- scanner.
allel (devices developed at G ulf and at, Douglas.

1. 1In retrospect it is ilifhiilt to sev what major adI- 9.6.2 S-3 Scanner,
vntage is obtained by this rather elaborate cireluit
lye!' the very simple devices developed for the same The first laboratory model of such a scanner wats

pu~rpose hv MIT (see Chapter 2) and Douglas (se equipped with lights to indicate right or left target
Chiapter 4)t. This Conclusion could not, of course, have bearing, antI operating relays in lieu of 1)01111 Controls.
ben reached aI priori. The c,,ntrjibution of this conl- An 8-in, parabolic mirror (focal length 6I in.) reflected
t ac i t- to the analysis oif roll-stability problems was thle target. image upon a bolometer strip. The optical
valuiable andl encotiragetl the lDivision to cirntinue svstem, incluiding the thermal receptor, was oscil- ..

thei (eeimentall work necessairy to vembody the prin- lated tit 12 c about a vertical axis through the apex

viples of his atayi, na worwking system. of the( mirror. A narrow-band amplifier, tuned to the
scannling frvee)y amplified the holot er outpuit.

IIE TlO-AND).FRO( SCANNEIIl THEOHY OF 0Vuu'Mox'
1  .0"

Section 4.2.4 described hiow Roc was built so that Considcr a pairab~olic mirror which oscillates in a
iev rate of changet of transverse lift w~as proportional to-afld-f ro manner so that it scans a field of view eonl- . .

toth -ro heading anid to its first derivative. All the tamning at thermltre.Iinielhlmtr ~.
early ( v ulf bomlbs (Section 2.2.7) also usedl propor- one having a very- smiall mass and specific heat, is

iommal control until (Section 2.7.3 t it was discovered located at the focus of such a mirror, its rosistanee
that, for Azon at least, it wats not needed. In ant at- will rise sharply each time the image of the target

tomilpt. to suleml~fent tit(- Roc and Fe lix projects by d

(levelilpingy ani infraredl scanning (leviec caple:1 of OOTE

giving quiantitaLtive inasuremient of error angle .*

rat her than quadrant inidication alone), Electr1,- tI II-\V TOAMPLIFIER

.NI echanllical Rtesearch, Inc.. was dlirected1 to comntinuie
port im is of the work the(,N had st arted indlependencitly TRANSFORMER
mil at heat-homing bomb similar nmorphiologically to BALANCIN

1'lideIr the EI t I out rant , a roll-staldli zer \\-:s de- 14 I,2 IidII Ieriut('rmI.

veb tpen whic icl eeded nto free gyro (Sect ioni 9.5),
In loiiictecis w~erv improved ( Set tion 9l.6.2), six Ktue- fa.lls upon it. If the I lomett m is c onnected in at bridge -
vessi vell relicte I seanning devices uisinig t o-anid-fro circutit suchI a., that. i Figure 28, the rise in resistance
scanilning were built, and contribultionls were made to w~ill beauc 0111 a Ie bya v~oltaige pulse at. the second-
the( theory of latlomiefer response to mll it ed beat auN of the transiformerII

m y.rgv No way was found by this contractor. how- In gener al thbere wsill he tw~o voltage puilses; pe r
(vvr, to achieve lrolportitoial control. cycle of -wan. If' the target is dead ahead, the pulses
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186 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS -K.

will be evenly spared at dlouhle thle scanning fre- the systen is in anl extremle position and starts back. .

queney. At some error angle 0, thle pulses will be When it is short of the mid-position 7r by the error
spaced at. intervals of ir ± 20, where 2~r is the period angle 0, it will again pick tip the target,. producing a
of the -scanning cycle (Figure 29). In the special ease second pulse wit~h a fundamental frequency corn-
where thle target is at the edge of the field of view. ponent. V,. The -.um of these t wo sine waves at sean- . *

fling frequencyis* \

n 1 13 1---1 E = 2 1 sin 2..(17)s

1-- VChNlINO CYCL -NJ
I I The magnitude ofth v oltage protiucedi as a func-

1-0 intion of error angle canlflow h~e plotted from equation

Fi~r~ 21. PI~c due~i ~wrmI ~(17). It rnst be emphasized, however, that this plot
(Figure 31) does not represent the instantaneous out-
put of tile amiplifier as the scanninig mirror makes a

o = r ' and - 2 becmeszero sothattIWtwo swinig through half a scanning cycle. Riather it is a
pkilse's coalesce(. steady-state plot of the rnaguiude of a sinusoidlal

Now- let thle s(eonclary of the t rantsfoier (-iin Figurie
28 sppl inanilifet:tune tothescanin fr- voltage which varies with error angle.
28 uppy a amlifer une tothes('nnig fe- As thle v'oltage pasises through zero, corre-spqondlulg

tjuencY, the 1frequencY at which the ifirrnor oscillates, to zero error, there is a phase reversal. With a left
but wit~h sufficient band-pass to prevent miaterial

j~hlseshit. 1'h omt pt.of hisampifir wll onssterror the cere-st. of the voltage occurs when the system

priiieipallyN of the fundamental components of the
Fourier expansion of the pulses at scanning tie- 1-uEXV,

quenei~y. EachI fundamental -'oniponent will he in

phase with its jMiI5P.
If it rotat ing xvetor sol represents the position of

the axis (if thle muirror during at ,canning eycle. thle ~ A **
diagramn olffigure 30 rel)Iodhices in a polarpjlot ev'ents5 ERNOR ANGLE

luiring thle scanining cycle in Figure 29.At time 11 thle Fu 3i. Oupu of S-3 scantill preampi1)ifi(Ir.

is at it~s extreine of left travel, that is, ait timeI 7/r,2;
with a right error the voltage is at it naximumi when *

the systemn is at its extreme right travel, that is at .

time 7r. 2.
Sense (if dhirectioni is readily obtained if at syn-

e B chronois voltage is aded toi thle out-put of the pre-
'IT 0 amlplifier. at ai lphiai to su~pport th 1woutput wheni tile

('iror is ill oneW selise .111d to supprless it it' thle erro r is
'I-- -jrin thle reverse sense. Equation (.17) represents the

n im urlo wo h udtent ol co mponent of
thle ouitpuit. Its instant aneoius v-alule is

c,=21_i - sin (W1 +

Vi,.uttO: 30. Vetti- relmi'shcitit it' fudat-a ri~llI~IIi he doublei sign for thle phase angle indicates the
4~ IpouiuiI ~ hu I igolphase reversal which takes place as 0, niiI'osurctl f rom

the scanning axis, changes sign. TI'lu added v-oltage
vco111111g svst i iS, l(oo k ing dvad ahlead . At someW lter eon be writt nas

inst ut, after thte systeml huas Swept through the error e H sin (Wt + (1
aIigl 0, tlhe ree)t or will pick upl the I I ernul target 2 /

:111d 1)'' Idlie .1 vo ltag I(pulse %Ihose ftilulnwtail comn- In this case the sign of the phase angle is arbitrary* -

pt 11111) is ill phs with lit( iilv at V,. At timec r/2 but not ambiguous. The Sum1- of tihese two voltages
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THE TO-AND)-FHO SCAINEIIKK

a.- a function of 0 is plotted in Figure 32. It is seeni D ove Eve used theinist ors. Iuul the E. TR to-and-fro
to have the formi scanner used met allie gold evaporated upon thin films

of cellulose nlit rate. Each of' these holorneters had its
F+2 1 sin -- (20) -ncb -teriti but all had a useful -,ellsiti't

The cuirves of Figures .31 and 32 are( plot ted as pure theaeoid'ofagtd,2.Xl0 wtpr
single-frequiency functions since all the development meeprenamolbthfFliad

*of thle theory hias been concerned with the fividal (If 1)()\e Ey e e fihl-t\ Pe h))olet(rs
mentIll(ofU)Ou(~lt f th (keet~l uke *~~. II'I FATIR bolonleters consisted of ai thinl strip of

lion of harnmonics (list orts t he shape of thle curve but~ w~rae nacells i rt im(.

E to

0 MAX

ERROR ANGLE

0

Fi~oiiait 32. (X,,itiad oit put of preamipliier ida
SY1vchrluloous focal volt tge.

does niot. introduce nlles unless the harmonics are Lt 1 0.41 0.6 0.4 OA 0 GA0. 0.4 .'1 UI

high compared to the fundamental (Figure 33).0F-OREAL NDEEE

T'he locl voltage was5 prodhleed by a svinchronous Fiouu 33, Typical signal from S-3 scanner as funic-
generator dr'iven from the same miot or which osci1- tioni of urror anglc.

hated the scanning mirror (figure 34). The vomlbineil
(tit pills of t lie preampllifier and thle generator Were iciron thick) With ZinlC black t later replaced by gold
aniplilied inl a niarrow-pas's pentotle stage andl sulp- black I evaporated in tturn upon that. Sodium loridle-A

pidto a tw~o-channel rectifier anid amiplifier, wlmhieb windows, groundl flat and sealed with beeswax, al-
operalted the coto ea\.lwdtasiso o nrrdeeg otl oo

-, ~~eter. After a short timeh the seal usually leaked and. .

the vaclulin was (lest rov(.

'rim ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A deloo **r~t*~ lvelopmfent proceeed~, glass cases Werev Ie-

I hie IDivision hand three vontractors w~orkin~g on1 placed bY successivelys smaller metal eases, various
bolometvir developmevnt. Felix uised nickel strips, protective- coatings toi thme salt Will1lows proved~ nlone~

- SYRCHROSOUS

SIGNAL IECREASES

- S~dRSIGN
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tot gotIl andi siver Oloriidc wtidow-. werV uht~(oeiin
tiltedl, anlI finally gold blackening in the presence of Cnliin

traces of, telliltritin) 'va! shown to give~ the most sat is- Thel( device as built was much too large and cum-

fact rNv performincntte. bersome; it possessed moderate sensitivity; it w"as
A letigthY stti(IvN of (desirale characteristics of bo- operable only when adjusted frequently to eliminate

lotneters' shiowed that at metal p~late about fOO in. the offect of variation of background noise. It was .

behuld thle film shiould give greater sensitivit ,vin therefore not suitable its a military device.
nitrogen I 1001-turn presure) tha tin ner a v aettui * i*

this was voiitirliiatl. Of the mletals trliedl kol(I proved 3.6.4 S-4 anti S-5 Scanners
best. ivities liezisulr(d were of the( ordecr of, I v per' The S.4 was, essentially the same type ats the S-3

watt, pet sq (-II at tie gril of the first tihe, ifl tennis except that the frequency anld amplitude of the scan
of the t otal energy field at. the holom-eter. It is per- were adjustable. Amplitude was variable from 0 C
thtenit at this point t~o mnition that MIT, Polaroid, to ±+8 C4, frequency from 3 to 12 c. Work with the
and~ E_111 all measulred sensitivities of holuineters; hv S-3 had indieated that there might be advantages to

sliht y liferet ethds ndobtine rsuls hich tising higher harmonies of the fundamental scanning do

agreedl V\ thiin about 10 per cent. Polaroidl hals shown-i froie- so two amiplifiers wvere used simultaneous-
that, becaulse of' variation in the absorption roeffi- lv in series with thle holomieter, one tunedi to 12 c andi
ient of the( btlackeing resulTing ill spectral dlistt'ibuoi the other to 24 c.
tion of the iticidlent enlergy, this mluch ditjet'ence is to The S-5 scannier was designed for compactness. A

he expect ed. For at giv-en total qIuntity, of energy in- spheric'al mirror with a diameter of 3- 8 in. and a focal
(itllit. upon thle belomleter. tile amlount absorbed lengthI of 2.25 in. collected the inc.oming energy. TIhe
all ielie effect ive) troni a shlort-timie hligh-temiper- bolotneten was mounted in a hole inl the center of -

at tone pulse will differ fromt 11lnt fromi at longer low- this mirror. Energy collected by the spherical mirror
teltnperatt iln pulse. Thierefore, tite mleasulred senlsi- wvas reflected by it upon at plane mirror I V,4 in. in
fivit ies w~illd(iffer in the tw1o cases. No general law hals diameter, which in turn mrected it upon the boloni-Z.
been adlced, and tile oly relmdy is to Specify ex- etoer. Trhe flat mirror was oscillated about a vertical _____

perniuetlial conolitiolis exactly, . Polaroid hals also axis. The adlvantages of this type of' construction
shown that, thle timle contstanit of the( etotiro systemi is Vvere (1) small power consumption and (,2) compact-
an1 impIotan1t variable factor in the' niasitrenient oif ness. Its miain fault was that it was useful only for
Senisit ivityv. narrow scanning angles. When the scanning angle *~.

wvas such that the field of the flat mirror passed the .>*

H u.~st.'i'sedge of the curved mirror, energy from a uniform
background would lbe modulated at the scanning fre-

Wfien test ed at NIIT i te scani wvas set ip look- quency, giving a spurious signal. This limitation re-
intr vent ivally oowiwantl at at tanik of watoi' 4:30) (Si moved the S-5 from vrtious consideration.

14 ft. 2 il.) Ibelow. The~ bittAvkied ('til of a brass cvl- 1k

itoler, 15 sq enif it :trea. was t he target. A difference 9,6.5 I laritionic Scannig
of 1 .5 C. to 2 C bet weitarget amnI sutrrounings, C ur-

re'spotnding to at ignal itit enisit : y ot 0.02 tiieo\ilit t F'ront this point on the dliscuitont will deal largely
p('i ml cmi oper'atedl thle signal lights inl -o rice t ord er with operattion based upon use of the second liar'-
ats tie( target m1oved aceross tile field. nonic of the scanning frequency. It is necessary,

'laketioutlorsins i fit ted wit hai a agncsiutn oxhie t herefore, to sec what is to be gained therefrom, and
filtler to 4 (llnat t v isibl e light,. the (c eice was te(stedi at what cost.
oil ships inl Bost on HIa rbour, (otrevt inicbat ion ws If thle scantner consists, of ai bolonieter and a fixed
ol taimied frotliita dest rover at 31,104) Yd hit iiit ot at iiiroi', the( plot of output. vs azimuth angle will be
1 .500) , v. qualitatively as shown in Figure 35A."

)p'atioo w\as seriotisl. liatuipered by ti( necessityv Now if an oscillating mirror is used, and the ho-
for frequent readlist Iltlt ofthfle level of' thle local lomietet' output is fed to a shatrply ttuned amplifier-
signal. TI'his was cauised( by bv ackgroutnd inmegilaiis. rcsjpotsive only to the milrror frequtenicy, the plot of
whlich of (Ollril't 4erVcit as faldse t''gets. (ttput vs; angle will be as in Figure 3511. The exact,
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THE TO-AND)-FRO SCANNER 189

shape depends upon the design factors, but it will harmonic the two pulses will be 180 degrees out. of
always he of the general shape shown. phase, produeing a mininmum at two points along the

If the amplifier is tuned to the second harmonic, scanning cycle. Similar analysis applies to higher
twice the mirror frequency, the response curve will harmonics.
be as shown in Figure 35C. This curve will obtain if When the individual energy pulses are short (nar-
the scanning angle and the bolometer strip are both row image, narrow bolometer, wide scanning angle),
narrow. For larger angles, the relative heights of the the amplitudes of the fundamental and of the lower

* center peaks and the outer peaks w~ill change. harmonics are approximately equal. T1his is based
Figures 351) and 35E show the patterns obtained upon the following reasoning.

with the third and fourth harmonies respectively. It In the case of rapidly interrupted energy of rec-
is evident that the number of peaks is n + 1, if n tangular waveform, the amplitude of the ath har-
is the order of the harmonic used. and the numl)er of monie of the output voltage is
interior minima is equal to it. 2E ,, - _At,

E.- rVf+UJ- sin (21)

A where E = voltage when ample time is allowed;
E, = voltage of tith harmonic; .

n = arder of harmonic;

At /27r = frequency of pulse;
INY." r\ At = duration of pulse.

. 0 E u, is analogous to the ratio of reactance to resist-
Fxoirwow 35. Outlut of t ud arnpli fir with error aughe: ance in an electric circuit containing inductance and
(A) fixed mirror, (B) amplifier tuned to s unng fre- resistance in series. In the simple ease of a holometer
quency, (C) a jlifier tuned to two lilgt'S scanning
frequency, (D) amplifier tutod to three times scanning which loses heat only by radiation
frequency, (E) amplifier tum-d to four times seanning
frequency. = , (22)

FP'NDAMENAr:L RESPONSE In this a = effective radiation constant of the strip;

This results from the general analysis described in HI = total thermal capacity of the strip;

Section 9.6.2. Two pulses per cycle are produced by
the, boloneter. Tile amount of the voltage output de- Since U, is directly proportional to the frequency
lpends upon the position of the target with reference of interr, ption of the received energy, equation (21)
to the swing. With the target at. either end of the indicates that the response should be proportional
scanning arc, the fundamental-frequency outputs add to 1 /x/ I + k2f2. This is substantially true experi-
ill) to a maximum. As the target nears the center, the mentally.
vectors represent-ing the two pulses rotate in opposite Other things being equal, equation (21) shows that
dii'ection, reaching direct opposition with the target the amplitude of the nth harmonic of the bolometer
on course. The t.wo pulses being equal and 180 de- output is proportional to I/n sin (nwAt/2). For small

. grees out of phase, a minimum voltage output is o1)- values of the quantity in parentheses, this reduces to
tained. Ati/2, and the amplitudes of the lower harmonics

are equal.
.illl-t:n llAiIo.ws The above has been predicated upon a rectangular

pulse. Theory and experiment agree that the value of
Each series of' pulses will also generate harmonic the peak amplitude will he less if the pulse is a half t' -

conponents of voltage in the output, and each pair sine wave instead of rectangular, but the relation-
of such components of a given frequency can be rep- shil among the harmonics is undisturbed.
resented by a pair of vectors, as shown al)ove. With So far we have deduced that the target signal
the target at the extreme right of the swing, a maxi- should be approximately the same amplitude whether
munt is obtained as before. As the target moves to the amplifier is tuned to the fundamental or to one
the left, however, the phase shifts will be propor- of the lower-order harmonics. Similar analysis shows

- tional to the order of the harnonics. For the second that slow changes in the intensity of a uniform back-
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190 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

ground, or a uniform gradient across the background, S-4 except that it was built for mounting in the planr
should introduce greater background noise inlto the and therefore was not geared to the recording volt-
fundamental than into each successive harmonic. meters.
This was also verified experimentally%. At the wide scanning angle of 14 degrees, the ad-

vantages of second-harmionic tuning were not very
~~'OFS~ON)~great, and results in general were none too satisfac- .6 .1.
~uoii *AII~~ictory. Among the reasons were:

If tile fundamental or the third harmonic is used, 1. The scanner was being compared by the Navy - -

distinction between right andl left indication is by with instruments having much smaller fields of view.
phase determination, as has been seen in the S-3. Trhey necessarily showed less background noise (and
WVit~h thle third harmonic, however, peaks 1 and 4 consequently higher signal-to-noise. ratio).
(Figure 351)) have the same phase as peaks 3 and 2 2. It was a laboratory device operated by field
respectively, and if the target is at the extreme of thle personnel. Such aI combinationl frequently leads to a
fieldI of view, the resulting voltage will be of the feeling by the operators that the apparatus is un-
wrong phase and thle control reversed in sense. This reliable, by the development personnel that it is in-
limits the use of the third harmonic to targets near competently used.
the center of thec field -obviously imnpossible to 3. Sensitivity (again a function of the scanning anl-
guarantee in a mnilitary, application. gle) was too low, so that at desired ranges unreliable

Using the second harmi-onic - -whichi has been seen target indication was observed.
to give a better signal-to-noise ratio than thle fiinda- It is important that liaison on this project was not
mental ----the response curve (Figure 35C) is symnmet- adequate to keep either the Division or the contractor , '-

rical, and the phase of the voltage cannot be used for fully advised as to the success or failure of the scan-
control. In the case of the b~omnb control, t-his led to ncr in the field. As has been repeatedly pointed out,
thfe design of the S-8 scanner, in which two halves of only by continuous c'orrelation of all the data taken
thle mirror oscillated independently, and right-left in- by all agencies associated wit~h a project can success-
Eicat ion wa,,s derived from this fact. Before that wvas fill work be done.
built, however, mnuch experimental evidence verify-
ing these theoretical considerations was acquired Ini g~. S-7 Scanner 1.
work oit scanners S-4. S-6i, tand '4-7.

While the S-6i was on loan to the Navy, a similar '

1~x~bu~vriiy ~i~si~rsscanner was built for laboratory and field use.,j

In thle laboratory, with a target showving a uniform
gradlient across the field of view, thfe second-liarionic
tiolse for a scannilig angle of 3~ degrees was shown to This is shown in Figures 37 and 38,
be from 1/ to 11 hefmhnnalfeVec noise. ''ene-w features were provision (1) for adjust-

III tile field, at an observation station overlookiing ment of the scanning angle (from 0 t-o ± 1.75 degrees)
zialvestoii Hay,\ results were similar. Recording the 1wh the larger knob seen at the b~ack of the case, and

ot putt voltages of the t wo amiplifiers simultaneously (2) for focusing the bolomieter during operation.
bV melanIS of r-colin~g I-oltme(te-rs,. cuoves similar to The reduction in size from the S-3 is evident. The
IIigurv ic31; were obtaine~d. T'hese typical runs show desirable redulction in electrical complexity is also ap-
that differentiation l,.Jtweell thle tairget andI the back- p~arenlt. Target indication was accomplished by lights
groundl noise is ver-y mluch better withtl 24 r than wvith operated by a reclay connected to thle output of the
12 c (thle f undlamenital). Ri(' tube seen at the right.

W~hen the scanner is pointed directly at the target,
9.6.6 the phiase of the output voltage of thle amplifier can i

S-6 Seannter be adjusted (by the phiase-shifting network at the top
F'or uise ill a target suvyto be madeh bY a Navy left) to that one( element of the 24-c synchronous rec-

Bureaul of tOrdnance plane, a scanner was built to titier produces a maximutm positive potential. The ~
operate onl both 12 and 24 e, as before, without right- other element of the rectifier is permanently 180 de-
left I Ii cat ion. Esse t i al Iv it was v'erN similar to) the grees out of phase with thle first; it therefore develop.
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192 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

tuning gave a great lx- improved I perform anee, tih "t
th wtalnilkjgg angle znuw.&t lw at1 a luirimui and that

Field runs Figures 31 and 40W showed the tvpical withi proper 'ldjusiment a signal strength below 1
two-peatk pattern for the 12-e log and three peaks for mierbwatt per sq c'n at the mirror was adeqtzatc for
the 24-c, together with lowered background noise for reliable operation. The first tuvo conlusions, inon-
the latter. sistent with the principles of the ,-3 ( which involved

Ihe major conclusions from the experience with wide-angle scanning and phase ,liscrinir1ion for
.c-.nn1ers 8-3 through S-7 were that. second harmonic right-left indivation . foreed design ehanmve, hi A-8.

,-.-. ..>?

a-S

Fi ;uit ,7. scatiner iivas (top andiii cir1pItc- S-7 suminnr lhottoiw.
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lild-itr 3*. W'iring diagrani of anipliter of S-7 seanner.

SIBSSanner (o0NsT~uwerio-

The foregoing portions of this section report the Figuire 41 shows view6 of the ,;canner as assembled
dlevelopmnent of a principle for scanning which m-ight and wvith the came removed. The first novel feature-
be( applicable to at missile. None of the scanners so far is the split mirror. The me type of spherical mnirror
disculssed was contemnplated for such application. The is u ised its in previous imels, but it. is cut along a

At. O .5 lao a&G

12 ru 24 euAT

Fmn t.~ 31). Field rvstilts wl ih '1 7sc.a unr (run from) I
en,0t toward north),

S-8 scannur wvasan attemipt to shiow- the applicability Foiua 40. Fidd resuilts with K-7 scanner (run f romi
of the principles discovered in development of the cst towar(I .nuth).

earlier models t~o the guidance of a glide boinb in1
azimutth. Control in the range sense was to be con- horizontal diameter so that the two halves are, in ef-
sidered later. After the termination of the project by N feet. separate mirrors which can look in different
the D~ivisioni, the contractor comipleted this latter directions. The two halves are oscillated at the same
phase of the investigation under contract with the frequency, but both the angle between their axes and
Air Tlechnicn! Servict- Command, the relative phase of the motion are continuously ad--
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194 MISCELLANEOUS~ CONTROL. SYSTEMSi

justable by knobs. This latter makes it possible to range of input vnoltapte with practically no change in
distinguishi betweert the signak derivM. fromn thet two ouitput leve~l.
halves by using phase-se' t ing circuits. Voltage fromt t lit last limiter t tbex is suipplied tot the

Secondiv, the searyli is mounted on a iotor- four rectifier elements. TheC two upperW rectifier ele-

driven turntable to iwrmit automatic tracking of the ments (deliver oultpult voltage of ()pliosite Ix)Ilanty.

target, TIhe two lower elements are also 180 degrees out of
'rhirdly. driven by the scanning ntot'r aire two 2- plame ith each other. but are in (piadral tire with the

element 24-c svnchronous rectifiers whose function- lower elemnits.

ing is d15fl~~ ".-r 0. .ed

A~ii'ririi~ ('iicurrsThese rectifiers serve twvo functions: first. they po

The ampllifier circuit (Figuire 42) consists of four vide a neurns for distinguishing between the signals
parts: a tunied preamnplifier, at volume limiter, the rec- received from the two halves of the mirror, and ser-

tifier and d-c output circuits, and it vactimn-tube (Mid, they enable all three lbes of the response pat-

voltmeter ineorporated fore(xlwrirnieritl convenlience. tern of one mirror to ow~rate the relay in the same
It will be noted that the wide-band amplifier of the wav. Since the signal from the center lobe. is out. of

S-3 has been eliminated. Instead, the phase-shifting phase with that from either (If the outer lobes, two
nietwNork at the uppe-r left adjutts for an% phase shift rectifiers 18(0 degree, apart must he associated with

through the tuined amplifier, each mirror. One element develops a positive poten-
Following the phase shifter comes a three-stage tial forclosing the relay% when the target is in the ccvi-

limiter. This simple c-ircuiit will handl~e a very wide trl loIN' tof the pat tent, w.hile the oither dlevelops thec

scallUer
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1960 MISCELANEOUSL' CONTROL SYTM

nIessarv p~ositive potential when the target: lies Its sensitivity was of the order of magnitude oh-
*within either of t he oliter lois's. served for Dove Eye and for Felix---in other- words,
*The magnituide ot the outut of a synchronouis ree- it should have been capable of operating bomb con-

tiljer is (lcpefl(leflt upon flhe phase of the impressed trois -it usable distances.
* a-c pot4~rnti:4. with respect to the rectifier. When the It, had fewer tubes tharn its predeessors, and far
*phatse differencv i-; 90 degrees, the output is zero. The less complexity than Dove Eye, but some of the ad-

two pairs of rectifiers shown in F'igure 42 are in juist-ents, for: example the phase-shIifting network,
* 4lIaratIure with each other. The two halves of the were critical.

mirror are 45 (legrees out of phase, which put.., the _____

secConl-hiaflhofic signals from the two mirror.; also in
quiadrature. Therefore, the upper pair of rectifiers 9.7 PROJEFCTF BEETLE"
will respond only, to signals front the right-hand mnir-
romr (one looking to the right) and the lower pair o)nly The diffheult'es enumerated above in connection
to signals from the left-hatnd mirror. with the quadrant photocell target seeker and with

The differential relay shown operates two indicat- the wide-angle photoelectric scanner led the Div'ision
inmg lighits, anol also two (single, relays for operating the contractor, Bendix Aviation Ltd,, to: tiggest the use
turntable inot or. of CXV radio target seeking. In the centimeter range,

this could have been the Moth technique (see Chap-
* , ter 1) and wouldl have been parallel with the testing

technique used in the early phases of the radar-
I In thle labora tory, , while tOw amounit of hunting dc- homing glide-bomb program. The technique envis--

penott'd upon the st rength of the target, it was of the aged lby the contractors, howvever, involved less corn-p
*order of + I to 2 degrees,. The mininmmi radiation plicated techniques than those of centimeter radar.

field strem'gili to operate the steering mnechanism in- Thew frequency proposedl was in the neighborhood of
dfer favorable conditions waos (0.01 muiirowatt per Msf 2(X) mnc and the corresponding techniques were par- -.

*cmn at the mirror. Thias when the Scanning angle allel with those well establishied for radio goniometry.
Was + I degree and theangle bet ween the two mirrors The D~ivision sup~portedl this suiggestion of its con-
was 4t degrees, giving a total field of view of the ho- tractor andl extended the contract (OEMsr-1002) to

* lonetcr of between 7 anl 8 degrees. include the development of radio-homing devices for
)uit.doors, operation was irregular, sonic of the few (*xpxrimental pu1rpose,,,.

- plmssible targets observed b~eing t racked reliably, oth-
* ers~!-. not . One suiccessful ron involved trac*king a lack S.e7gno.1stn

hurg( aial tumg to a range ot 2,50( vd. At 2,7001 yd the
Farrand H eal \leter recorded a field strength of The systemn proposed by Bendix consisted w- four

* f0. 11 inicrowatl per sq cmi. On ancther run, a freighter antennas syrnmtrically and orthogonally arranged
was tracked at ablout 7,(1 OYd when its field strength abot. the roll ad :s of the missile near' its nose. Each

- ~ a 0 .03i microwatt per sq cm1. aintenna was, sucocessively connectedl through a comn-
imutator to a fixed-tuned receiver. The signals from
diagonally opposite antennas, s!uitablv rectified and. -

Compared, gave ain error signal proportional to thle
Th'le '8-8 showed mooich m1ore sat isfavt ory sensit ivity v eror in heading.

thanl its predeccessors. [The signial-to-nioise ratio is .1 The foin' antennas consisted of (puarter-wavelength
funcwtion of the scanning angle, sincee the greater t he spikes radiating from at tapered nose oi the forehotly

-angle the great em mu11st neeessaril ' be the probalolity% of the missile. A superregenerative detector was ca-
*of pic-king up backgrouind irregularity. Two mirrors pacitively couipled to each of the antenna spikes in

at a angle %Nith em-ch other, (eh oscillatedl ind- rotation thi ouigl a motor-driven commutator. A svn-
- lendlntly, will cover an effective area slightly larger chronotislY (driven commu-ntator at the, output of the

than the sumn of the angles mneasured (because of the detector and amplifier distributed the rectified and
length oif the bolometer. strip) wvith only a small ampilified oout lmt to) a smoothing filter, so that at
scanning angle. The, S-S provided a reliable means, of smooth d-c voltage appeared across the output ter-
steering, the first in the weries so equlip~ped. minals of the filter. (Se F~igtir( 13.)-
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ANTENNA A. 2
0 OMMUTATOR A DEECO 

14 CERO

A 0EEVOLTAGE /4./

OUTPUT COMMUTATOR

DRIVEN BY THE SAME MOTOR

WAVE ANALYSIS

OUT PUT IuIIIilh
ANTENNA --- ENLARGED SCALE

COMMUTATOR

23 4-

ERROR ON NO ERROR ON
I AND 3 2 AND 4

B OUTPUT OF DETECTOR ANDAM~P

AFTER COMMUTATION

UTILIZING I AND 3 AVERAGE D-C VOLTAGE

FIGURE 43. Block diagram of Bendix Beetle system.
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198 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

With thel( niir.ule directly on course, the signal in- ait Rosamond Dry Lake. The ground test showed
tensitie, ait each of two (lianletri(tally opposite an- reasonable promise for this system of control in the
tunonaspikes w,%ould be equal. With an error in course azimuth sense, although signals with azimuth errors
hecading, the (liffereutial in signal strength at two in one direction were not precisely symmetrical with
dilagonally opposite antennia spikes, shown in Figure those in thle reverse direction (Figure 45).
43A, would be m('aslired by the receiver, thle output Thle ground test-s were followed by airborne passage

* of which during a1 eycle oIf commuittation would lbe as tests to give an indication of its prob~able effective- ,.

ness in the range direction. Reflections f romn the '

grotindl gave erratie signals in the region adjacent to
zero error heading. Since precise quantitative results

are reuired in this region for accurate homing flight-, P
___ this failure was considered sufficiently serious to

justify shelving the project. It is probaible that a
miore elaborate transmitting antennia structure than
the one shown in Figure 461, with a suitable reflector
behind the radhiating element might have elimina ted
this difficultv. Trhe appearance of satisfactory quad-
rant photocellIs from Farnswvorth IRIadio and Tele-
vision Cor-poration, however, eliminated the p)ressing
need for this type of target seeker andI the project
was dropped.

" ORGANIC TARGET SEP'KING ',"',l!

Eu wsu, 44. Wivot ('W radio i argut svvkvr.
General

shown in Figure 4:311, Figure -1:311 shows the result oif T1he simplest method of obtaining target discrimi-
conitation andl the appi-araflce at thle output. of nation is through its recognition by intelligence.Th

the filter (of a smooth d-c voltage at the filter output .Japanese suicide missiles employedi exactly this tech-W 7
terminals, proportional to tilie dlifference in received nique, using human organisms to guide the missiles

*signals at. thle antenna. into impact. While this technique was extremely ef-
fective and imposed serious losses on our naval units,

'I'ets wth Betlemany misses were scored, and it was obvious after
Test Nvih Betlethe program had been in operation for some months

An experimaental model (Figure 44) of this homing that thle problem of steering an aircraft into a small
device was constructed, and was tested on the ground target at combat speed is not a simple one.
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Economy as well as considerations of humanity counting relay system which will deliver food only if
suggests the use of lower organisms to perform the a predetermined number of pecking impulses have :.

functions of the Japanese suicide pilots. The use of been made against the processed plate within a pre-
trained house cats to steer a homing torpedo was sug- determined interval. Initially, a single peck will de-
gested in World War I. in this program the sugges- liver a few grains. At a more advanced stage, several
tion was to use any easily available and readily pecks, for example five delivered within ten seconds,

* trained animal organism. The contractor, General will result in the delivery of food. In the final stages " Ky

* Mills, Inc., retained a psychologist in the field of of this phase of training, thirty pecks must be made
organic behavior who made a broad preliminary in ten seconds in order for the conditioned reflex to
study before submitting his proposal to NDRC. In be reinforced.
his preliminary investigation the contractor con- This method of training builds up what is known
cluded that the common pigeon or dove, columba as a reserve of impulses. If the bird is placed in the .

Uria, is a satisfactory organism for rapid and easy environment in which he has been conditioned to ex- h'" ""

training and that the supply is considerably in excess..
of what would be required for military operations.
Following the contractor's initial survey, the Divi-
sion made preliminary studies on the assumption that
a satisfactory servo link could be developed to couple

* " the response of the pigeon with the control surfaces
of the missile. These studies justified a small con-
tract (OEMsr-l0(;8) for further developmental work.

The advice of the Applied Psychology Panel of

NI)R(' was solicited and their approval of the stand-
ing of the )s ychologist was obtained,

9.5.2 Training of Pigeons

The training program is divided into three phases.
In the basic phase, the birds are taught to peck at a
distinctive object, not necessarily related to any mili-

* tary target. During this period, birds with apparently
low intelligence levels and temperamental birds are t .0%
weeded out. The basic training course consists of -

feeding the birds through a metal plate provided with
a hole of distinctive shape. The entire plate is covered peet food by pecking, he will proceed to peck and
with a translucent membrane such as vellum paper, will continue to peek although no food appears. It is
and the whole assembly illuminated from the rear. this property which made the organism attractive for .,

The birds learn to peck at the illuminated spot and combat use. A complicated mechanism in the bomb

recover grain located behind it. Additional feeding is to assure that the bird would be fed during the com- '
restricted during this period to a level at which the bat flight proved unnecessary. Once this reserve has --

* birds lose weight. Their weight is plotted, and those been exhausted, however, there is doubt whether it :

birds which lose weight without developing a condi- can be restored. That is, if the bird's faith is broken
- tioned reflex to pek at an illuminated spot on a sheet that peeking in the approved manner will produce

of paper are culled out. food, he cannot be so trained as to restore that faith.

The selected birds are then given a more advanced Care must be taken, therefore, during the training
training in which they learn not only to peck at a dis- program to see that at no stage are the birds sub-
tineti'e object but to peck more accurately and at a jected to a requirement which will extinguish the re-
higher frequency. Accuracy is taught by reducing the serve of impulses.
size of the target which will result in delivery of food After the pigeons have been trained to peck at dis- 'J

to reinforce the conditioned reflex. Higher frequency tinctive objects, the final phase in the program is to,.'
is taught by introducing into the training system a train them to identify and to peck at a specific, dis- -
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200 MISCELLANEOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS Y

VEHICL. ON TARGET,:CONTROLS AT' ZERO"

PRESSURE SPRING AIR ENTERS THROUGH BALL VALVE .

_+ W GYRO CONTROL
I FREE TO OPERAT

____T SIGNAL FORCE EXHAST

TARGET

LENS ESAE SO CONTACTS

.DIAPHRAGM UNIT *

VEHICLE *OFF TARGETCONTROLS AT CORRECTION"

VALVE CLOSED "

SILOVERBALAED B
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VIEW PLATE OMING FORCE
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F wu;V F. 47. Diagram of pneum atic se .rvo for pigeon-controlled bom b. . :. . ..

crete object. Considerable work was done by the con- The scanning system consisted of a camera obscura 4........

tractors from aerial photographs of ships at sea. Well- enclosing the bird. A simple convex lens projected
trained birds, approximately the top 50 per cent of the image of the target field onto a sheet of ground
the class, would invariably, at the close of the train- lucite in front of the bird. The focal length and angle
ing program, peck at the largest boat in a convoy of the lens were selected to give a reasonably large
irrespective of its position in the array. Other birds field of view so that for any expected launching error .
,were trained on aerial photographs of cities, and were the target would lie somewhere within it. % .
trained to select a particular building or street inter- The lucite screen which presented to the pigeon., * '.

section and would attack the image of this spot, ir- the field of view with the target on it was mounted
respective of the orientation of the photograph as on a double gimbal system. With an error in heading
presented to them. which would make the target appear up and to the J.-

The basic training course, involving culling out un- right, the pecking of the pigeon would affect the .
satisfactory birds and training the remainder to peck gimbal-mounted screen to give corrective impulses
at a satisfactory frequency at any distinctive object, downward and to the left. A pneumatic control sys- -
occupied approximately six weeks, Having completed tern (Figure 47) was developed to connect the deflec-
this course, the birds require approximately 48 hours tion of the screen with the gyro pilot (see Section 1.6)
briefing on a specific target. of the glide bomb. There was considerable doubt as

to whether this system of control was adequately
.n Se nsquantitative to control a glide bomb without serious

hunting. The fundamental problem in the servo sys-
This method of target seeking was intended for use tern was to obtain an error signal proportional to the

with the glide bomb. The reason for selecting the error in heading. The initial link in the chain which
glide bomb was that it flies with very little change in developed the signal produced an impulsive force of
angle of attack. Therefore, the problem of the bird random magnitude which was exerted at a distance
was much simplified. If he could keep the glide bomb from the center of the platen proportional to the error
pointed at the target, the probabilities of a hit were in heading.
high. The contractors built a flight test table which was
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controlled so as o point at a moving target under the solve. The problem of devising a stable nonoscil-
guidance of a conditioned bird. Hunting with this latory servo system is difficult. Whether it is more
flight test table was not unduly serious, the bird being difficult to solve than some of the servo systems de-
able without great difficulty to keep the target within veloped during this war for fire control and for other
2 or 3 degrees of the center of the screen. There was purposes is debatable. The frequency of the response ,0 .'
considerable doubt, however, as to whether the pa- of the bird was dependably three per second. This is
rameters of the flight test table closely matched those admittedly marginal for a rapidly moving missile. .
of a glide bomb in flight. The experience of the Division, so far as it is con-

The program was given up because the mechanical elusive, would point to the general observation that "
engineering problem of developing an appropriate an organic system of control should not be rejected
servo link seemed too difficult in view of the available simply because it is organic. Investigators in the . -

personnel for solving such problems and the high physical sciences are inclined to discount unduly the
promise of success with Pelican and Bat. The Divi- findings of their colleagues in the field of psycholog-
sion is not prepared to recommend whether further ical behavior. Such an attitude is far from scientific,
study along these lines should be made. Certainly, and there is implicit in the success of the Japanese
however, should the suggestion be made in the future, program with organic homing systems the suggestion
it should be examined on its merit. The program of that further study in this field might well be profit- h
conditioning organisms is far from a difficult one to able.
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Chapter 10 MA.

: SIMULATION AND TRAINING AIDS

. 10.1 INTRODUCTION of unity for the speed-length ratio, and it is precisely -
in this region that the interest of the naval architect

F rANCIS BACON is quoted as having cited as the is most acute.
I greatest need of mankind "a machine to aid the The product integraphl and its successor, the dif-

mind in thinking as a tool aids the hand in working." ferential analyzer,2 were developed at MIT to meet

Mathematics is such a machine. Without its aid exactly this need. With these powerful tools differ-

- quantitative thought becomes almost impossible; in ential equations can be solved, if their order is not

" the field of science and technology, general thinking excessive, provided only that the coeflicients of the

not reduced to quantitative evaluation is at a very derivatives in the equation can be presented graphi-

-:" low level indeed. In many cases, however, ordinary cally. Thus, not only is the limitation of linearity . - "' ' -.

mathematics breaks down in the solution of problems avoided, but a further extension of power is made in

in research and development. In the field of manual that it is unnecessary to express the derivative co-

activity, hand tools become inadequate where the efficient in algebraic language. Empirical data from .b

scole of effort to be Cxplended exceeds what can eco- the wind tunnel or from the model towing basin can

nomically, be supplied by the energy of workers. be used directly without recourse to an approximate

Where hand tools are inadequate, machine tools sup- algebraic fit of the experimental data.

l)lement or replace the energy available from the These aids to analysis are simulative in nature.

operatives. They consist of electrical and mechanical circuits.,

In research and development, problems similarly which can be so adjusted that their performance ex- ,.-.

arise where the :cope of mathematics, as ordinarily actly solves the differential equation under consid- .

conceived, is inadequate for the solution of the prob- eration. They have been classified as replica com-

Slem. Sometimes this inadequacy finds its expression pukr in contrast with counting computers of the

in a1 ,ss of economy. Thus, when many repetitive oper- Hollerith type. r
Sal: are to be performed, the computing and tabu- Other types of simulative computers are also well

* lating machines of Hollerith and his successors per- known. C. A. Nickle constructed in 1924 a transient

- form analytical processes more rapidly and with more analyzer which explored the transient behavior of

accuracy than they could be accomplished through electrical and mechanical systems by recording oscil-

the effort of many workers. lographically the performance of a dynamically sim-

Problems in mechanics find their most succinct ilar electrical system. In general, Nickle's analyzer

statements in the differential equation. A numerical was limited to linear systems, although he recognized

solution, however, is possible only if the function in- that the introduction into the simulative circuit of

volved in the differential equation can be integrated, electronic elements gave a possibility of exploring

The solution can be obtained only with considerable systems with bonlinear characteristics..

difficulty if the coefficients of the derivatives are not -A

linear. These are various limitations in the applica-
tion of mathematics to engineering problems, so that 10.2 GENERAL

-" the ruse is frequently adopted of considering the rela-
tionship between the elements of a problem as being In the analysis of guided-missile performance, sim-

linear in the region in which a solution is sought. Such ulation has been a powerful tool of the Division's

- simplification, necessary though it is to permit appli- contractors. Its aid has been invoked to accomplish -

cation of conventional mathematics, is frequently un- three aims. As an analytical tool, simulators have

justifiable. The naval architect's curve expressing the been built by the Division's contractors to solve per-

*relationship between driving horsepower and the ra- formanee equations of missile systems and to adjust

tio of the square root of the length to the speed of a the parameters of design so that the probability of *

hull is a well-known example. This curve commonly successful flight test with the missile would be at a ?.'..

- has a sharp break in the region adjacent to the value maximum. This is not to say that simulative studies
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GULF PHOTOELECTRIC BOMB 203

can replace flight tests; rather, they serve as a val- foolproof target seeker available, one utilizing a pho- .
uable preliminary supplement to flight tests so that toelectric cell.
valuable effort and irreplaceable time are not ex- The general principle of operation of the Gulf *

pended unnecessarily. This is one of the most valu- bomb, that the bomb body supplies most of the lift,
aile functions which simulative analysis can per- left some problems to be settled in the design of the -
form. In general, a simulative test can be performed mechanism. Preliminary experiments with the test .- " -

in minutes or, at most, hours, whereas flight tests table, for example, showed that oscillations of dan- .

with the missile occupy days and, if the time of prep- gerous amplitude could be set up if the target seeker
aration an(l analysis of the test is included, weeks, were rigidly aligned with the axis of the bomb and - -"

A second function of simulative analysis by the on-off control used. This effect was due to the spring-
l)ivision wvas the determination of the optimum coin- like reaction between rudder deflection and yaw an-
bat use of the missile and the exploration of tactics gle. After a sudden reversal of rudder setting, it took -

wvhich (ould 1)e employed by the bombardment air- some time for the bomb l)odv to assume a trim angle
craft using them. The economy of such a method of attack. During this time it was oscillating, and the
where the dynaimic similitude is authentic is obvious, target seeker was therefore yielding alternating error

The third application of simulation by the Division signals. Later investigations dealt with the type of
vas in the development of training devices intended control that the preliminary analysis had shown to

to go in the field with the combat crew, continually lie most suitable-the target seeker directed by
to supplement their training and combat experience. "ears" to point in the instantaneous direction of
Such a device could also perform an extremely useful travel, and with proportional control. As the coupling .2
function in basic training by giving the bombardier ratio of ears to rudders, range of proportional con-
his first experience with the peculiarities of the new trot, and spring and damping constants were varied,
weapon. the stability of the bomb in yaw anti pitch was ob- 0 , -Y

Each of these three functions permits a different served.
stan(lard of construction. For the analytical device,
to be used only by trained laboratory personnel, de-
vices may be crude, yet extremely valuable. Acces- 10.3.1 The Test Table
sibility of components and adaptability to variations
of parameters add to the power of the simulator in This table (Figure 1) was built for the purpose of -
such cases and are more readily achieved when the simulating angular motions of target-seeking bombs *

design is fluid than when it is frozen. To investigate in yaw and course, One of the photoelectric target- 4'
possible tactics, the engineering must be sufficiently seeking units identical with those in the six bombs
refined to convince the operating personnel of the was mounted on the top platform, which rotated in .
authenticitv of the simulation. The construction accordance with the motion of the bomb axis, The
must he good enough to allow the average technician lens was coupled as shown (lens coupling linkage)
to keep it in operating condition. Lastly, the training directly with the large spur gear. The latter, driven
device must be light, portable, and well engineered by the course motor, rotated according to the varia-
to operate correctly and reliably under adverse con- tion of the bomb in course, right or left. The three
ditions. light beam projectors shown in the photograph were

used to show, respectively, rudder motion, yaw mo-
tion, and course motion of the bomb. . .

A few liberties had to be taken to reduce the num-
ber of factors to be simulated. The parameters nec-

In the experiments leading to Azon, Razon, and essary to account for the effect of gravity and for va-
Felix, the question arose as to the practicability of riation of aerodynamic behavior with bomb velocity -C._

any homing mechanism; whether r, target seeker at- were maintained constant. The yaw displacement was
taclhd to a wingless bomb could ever supply suffi- spring-coupled with the rudder deflection to simulate
cient stable control, utilizing the limited available the aerodynamic coupling between rudder and yaw .". "

amount of lift, to bring the bomb to the target. Ax in flight. Similarly, as shown, the yaw motion was
pointed out in Section 9.2.1, the answer to the gen- subjected to viscous damping by means of a paddle . .
eral problem was sought iny using the simplest, most wheel moving in oil. Z.
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THE GOLD BUG 205

In the vector diagram shown in Figure 2, whereas overcoupling gave stability, but at the pen-
4, = course error angle; alty of decreasing the range of error angles for which ,.-.

a = angle of attpek; the rudder displacement can be kept proportional to
o = angle of bomb above line of sight; the target displacement. In turn, this proportionality
e = target bearing; was necessary to prevent hunting (see Section 9.2.2).

* " then = - a '.The curves in Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of vary- t "'*.*
ing the coupling ratio.

a 'The equations the simulator solves are derived as
follows: Ia B-r~ ~ ~~i I+A& + kin = k+.+ 1 ..

In the above -

I = moment of inertia .
. = aerodynamic damping coefficient
,= spring coupling coefficient representing the oun

stabilizing moment TART

' = rudder angle LN Of SIGHT

k l trim VELOCATT

- -- ka when -5 % e - +5 2 Fmvi rE 2. Vector diagram or horning bomb.

or '

a = - 20 degrees whene < -5 As it affected the design of the bomb, this observa-

and tion meant that it was essential for stability that the K -Zlens (which was directed by ears projecting into the
20 degrees when >wind stream) move exactly the amount to compen-

and a - = ka, sate for pitch and yaw motion of the bomb. This was
Per cent coupling - 100 accomplished by adjustment of the linkage between

when k 100 (3) the ears and the lens.

By-, sutitutingin equation (1),This test table had its faults: it did not yield itspropo utn conato (own record except as the observer watched the lights
proportional control, -

move, its damping was partly frictional and only
a + A& + La = k2ke (4) partly proportional to velocity, and there were indi- ' S

cations that the coupling between the lens and the 4
or beyond course indicator was not free from backlash. But with

.& + Ai + k: = k2 -20 (4a) all its approximations, it gave evidence which was
."a t5) used in adjusting the actual bomb for field tests. In

turn, five out of six bombs so tuned made good scores
Equations (4 and (4a) were solved by the simlat on the target, a record unique in the Divisions x-
Equation (3) was set tip by adjusting the coupling pe tance.,As a by-roduct, i te sevedoas e
between the lens and the course gear. A, k, and k]/k - feoence a -rouc , this table served as the

were varied by adjusting the stiffness of the spring basis for the design of the Felix simulator.

and the viscosity of the damping oil.
10.A THE GOLD BUG, *. -:

1I.3.2
• ..'" ,,.s., Results : : "

RebltsEarly work on the test table described above
The yaw stability was found to be sensitive to the showed the general feasibility of the method of con-

* value of the percentage of coupling between the lens trol adopted for Felix, the MIT heat-homing bomb.
and the course. (100 per cent coupling is defined as Because of the bulk of the apparatus, the direction
the case in which the motion of the lens exactly com- of view of Felix could not be shifted readily by means Y,
pensates for the change in the field of view caused by of ears; instead, the scanning element was coupled ''

yaw motion.) Very small decrease below 100 per cent mechanically with the rudders and elevators. By
coupling was found to result in yaw oscillation, using the known value of the trim angle of attack
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NAYNA F2@UHO AS aMPkOOFYA FPOE I .. yTION

CA1'AC ASSETIO OFR RATEIMNT 0 -

TIMECIO INFLCONS 4

FniuRE 3. Response of test table simiulating target-seeking bomb; 100 pvr ctmt ear-to-lens couling. ± 5-4degree range

of proportional resjxnmse. 4. 0

Produced by a given rudder setting, and hence the principles seemed sound but that details needed cor-

direction of flight with respect to the bomb axis, it rection. It was realized that manual computation of
was possible to couple the rudders and target-seeking the effects of altering each of the variables was im-

eye in such a manner that the latter was always possible, and MIT built a simulator using the Gulf

directed along the line of motion at equilibrium. To model design as a basis but capable (If giving more

the extent that equilibrium was reached without os- information. The main improvement was the addi-

cillation this represented the ideal case, in which it, tion of recording pencils to draw curves showing the

wws learned that the method wa~s basically sound. To oscillations of the various vectors.
insert the oscillation about. the trim positioa, corn- With the same terminology asI in Section 10.3.1, '

putation was resorted to. the equations to which the Gtold Bug conformed

Eglin Field tests of Felix showed that the general follow.
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Coupling: 10.4.1 Construction
=)- kg, (6) '. '+

kr = coefficient of coupling (controlledl The photograph (Figure 6;) shows the construction.
The recording drum and attached pencils ith their

Bomb body: piano-wire drive, are easily recognized. Heavy cylin-

+ I + ) + R& + k(e - 6) = 0 (7) drical weights supply the inertia. The scanner is near

y = angle between vertical and line to target the top center of the picture, and the target is under "
the wooden housing to the right.

Velocity vector: Figure 7, taken froni the opposite side, pictures th r
+ = kLa (8) inertia weights, the coul)ling springs, the five arms

, =- lift factor which drive the recording pencils, and the differential
Rudder: which operates the course arm.

Reference to Figure 7 reveals how little engineer-
6 = zigzag, with reversals shortly after target ing refinement is required to build a simulative mech-

crosses line of sight anism of great analytical power. In spite of its crude -.

Angle of attack: appearance, it was thoroughly adequate to give quan-
titative answers which determined the optimum i7
coupling ratio between the control surfaces and the

R = 1k, + R' scanning system, and to evaluate the permissible

k = spring coupling coefficient overall time lag within the precision with which the

' aerodynamic damping fundamental characteristics of the missile could be
determined.

It will be noted from the schematic diagram (Fig-
tire 5) that gravity is inserted as a factor, and that 1o..2 Results
seven variables are recorded. ,

EYE , $ Representative curves as drawn by this device are

COUPLIG A shown in Figure 8. It will be seen that as the target
0somae wias moved manually, the elevators and bomb body

oscillated about an average position, following the .-
target motion, and the velocity vector swung around

RUDOER.G smoothly.
MOTOR It is safe to sav that not until this machine was put

GRAVITY VELOCITV into operation was it possible to settle design factors
MOTOR - upon a basis better than an inspired guess.

MOTOR ~TARGET JTisi~

REF0RENCE 11.5 TIlE PELICAN SIMULATOR.

In the two simulators described above, the corn-
putations were carried out mechanically. The investi-

RELAYS gators on the Pelican project found it profitable to

UDDE R combine electrical and mechanical computation in
, their study of longitudinal (pitch) stability. The con-
a trolling equations have been derived in Section 1.4.

VELOCITY -6

F VE - i1.5.1 Construction
TAE R W The circular table (Figure 9) was free to rotate

about a vertical axis. Angular motion was damped
by a direct-connected oil-filled cylinder with close
clearances, so that the damping was directly propor-

FiGURE 5. Schematic diagram of Gold Bug. tional to angular velocity.
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208 SIMUL.ATIO)N A4ND TH UNINI; UDS

* '( earecl to the table were t wo svnehros,~ The first. I =moment of inertia of thv table system

* the table svnchro. produvedl a voltage proportinmul damp(limnng voefficiemt of the talstcm.
* to the angular dlisplacement of the talblF from the lOwn the ni(oof t he table will he exact ly ident ical

neutral position. Theeod the torqjue rsyncbro. a to the Pitching action of the glide bomb whben con-0
plied a driving torque of a niagnitmtle and direct ion

detenund bythegVIOni~it~e~l m te talethe trolledl by the same gyro andl ,srvo) link, providled the
- following relationships; between the glide-bomb) char-

* ~~servo link under test, and the comnputing circuit (Fig- tisadth ici prmtrstr aitie
* ore 10). The third svochro shown in this figure iva

moulntedl on the output of the servo link so that it, I - -. lq - Mixr
voltage was proportional toi servo outp~ut veloit..
'The torque applied to the table then lwcomes,: IG -?C, -

L=KE, 11th KC,
= - a + (1-11

whbere EQ is the voltage be~tween the two grids of V3. C(I-
*Now if IV t b- .Ib, + ti3it)

-'IIhr( is~ n worfl eoned b he \av to indi..b3Ji ;i
di n i-elec mac hine ha ving j igejhas rooran
tl ree-pbn'w stator. Specifically, Bevii Co Aits ".r C4

mn'~V I

l'icvca 6. Gold Bug calculating nmhioc', front view.
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THE PELICAN SIMULATOR 209

*In the above,. 11= angular acceleration in pitvh unit right). Performance wa., recorded by- a record-

air all all ing osvillograph (Brush Oscillograph,. Model OB('.
Ala H6 3,if&=- 1- q ( Oscillations in 0, a, and 6 were r-cordled rdieen4

dassettings of the minimum angle t which saturated the9

811 aMdifferential amplifier, the gyro rate oL.; a, and aL/06.

q is the velocity head V112 Results

6 is the ce angleatk In this device, simplicity of construction and neat
6 is he dvon ngleappearance were achieved by converting the calcu-

NA procedure for adjusting the circuit to satisfy hated outputs to v'oltage, proportional to the angles
equaions(II is given in the investigator's rep~ort. to- esrd h dantages are apparent; the

longer time required for calibration was more than
16.52 OeraioncompensatedI for by the greater stability once adjust-
10.52 Opratin sents; were made,

The entire assmbly as it was used in stuidying the With this, as with the others already described, it
performance of the gliders constructed by this con- was determined that slight variation of some of the
t ractor included (Figure I H: the test table (center j, design factors, (4 , gyro rate, L., and Ls) from the
aservo unit (left) in which torsion rods simulated the adopted values could produce unsatisfactory oacil-

'Aerodyvnamic loads on the elevons, aanl the power lation. "I-ere again the time scale was tremendously

...... . . . . ..

4-.7

FicuivE 7. (.old Bug calculatinig nist~hine, resr view.
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OOWN *1'

-5

..-

" ~ ~ ~ ~ LVATORS! b ,",
(05-v

VETO

". EYE

0 10 15 20 25
TIME IN SECONDS I' ~

iciultE S. Horning curves computed by (old Bug. V'

shortened by the transfer of hundreds of "flights" 5. Rechecks upon the flight tabie of tQhe control
from the test field to the laboratory table, system comprising the components finally adopted;

6. Flight tests of the complete missile. . -"

Items 2 and 5 entailed the use of a mechanical -
10.4-PELICAN flight table that actually simulated the Pelican glider

SROT TTBEbut was, capable of adjustment for other missiles of r
Chapter 7 included a discussion of the servo sys- similar characteristics. It should be mentioned that

tern dc'eloped at MIT for use in the Pelican series this study was the only one in which the entire closed
of glide uoinbs. The stages in the work of this con- loop was explored as a system, including the servo- '

tractor were: mechanism, airframe, and target seeker.
* . 1. Mat hemaical andlysis of a proposed system and The flight table as built by this contractor wps de-

(etermination of the required dynamic and static signed to simulate the missile in roll and in pitch. -.
characteristies of each component; Figure 12 is a functional diagram of the complete

2. Study of the ststem on a flight table designed test table with its associated equipment. It will be
to simulate the more important dynamic and static noted that this bore some similarity to the table do- ' g

characteristics of the glider and radar system; scribed in the preceding section but allowed for the
3. )esign of components; introduction of two additional variables-roll orien-
4. J)ynamic and static checks of each component; tation and action of the radar receiver. Rotstion of _
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ELECTRONIC SIMULATORS: AZON AND RAZON 211%

t he table t op MWot it 1 rim nitaI and Vert ical axes sitnu- tilc entire serv-o system vwas tested thoroughly before
fatedI roll 4tid Yawv motion of the glider, respectively, and after installation inl the glider. Trhe effectivecflC5
I'l-and(-lown motion of the target proided fori the of this procedure was reflert ed in the performance, as .* *

equtivalent of' pitchb motion. deseribed in Chaplter 7.
Portions of the mechanism which w.ere Ihot ,ensi-

five toI the motion of thle tab-le, such as tile elevonls

Unfd their servomotors, were located conveniently '.--

Iiear-lhv.
The equation of motion of the glider in roll was:

hd&i - L = A(12)

b,= differential displacement of the elevons;
I,, = toll torque for unit elevon dlisplacement;

L,= damping t.orqu1 e for unit rate of roll;
0= roll angle;

4 = moment. of iinertia about the roll axis.
Au exact simulation of equation (12) w~as obtained

by designing thle table So that:
I J? = moment of inertia of the table plus its mio-

tom and gearing referred to the table; -
L, H? = effective damping of thle table; * .,

iA'= torqlue produced upon the table by unit
displacement of the simulated elevons;

0= roll angle of the table; 6
I? = :1 scale factor.

A x'aiabl-dispacem nhdraulic pump whose '

tlisplttementil was a1 function of thle roll angle of thec
table provided a rate of yaw pr'oportional to tile anl-
gle of roll. It will be renmembered fromt Chapter I that.
the Bureau of St andIards glide bombs were unique F icritm it. Plieiian pit el simulator.

anitolig thte missilesz of the Division in that thley- t urned
in yaw only as Ithe result of roll. t ~ EETOI IUAOS

I v coo t ra ct or's report71 describes how t he ap parmi-
uns was arrainged to make the above relationships AO N AO

valiid. Wt ti le flight table, most of the uonditions Philbriek has liseussed" the fundamental Ipriflci-
met inl flight were adeqpuately represented. Imnportant. lples of elect-ronic or mehncleetoi ilation,
meaVS1mlr111illits mnade' with tilt utse- of this table were: and related the history of the collalioiation b~etweenl

Iacceuracy with whichl thle glider holds it~s course ; Division .5 and lDivision 7 onl this subjet. It suffices
2) damping of thle glider to suddltenly applied roll to say here that, as thle result of wvork upon ))readl-

mnome(nt s; ) 3) the nature of the response to (listumrb- boiard mlodel, at ('(ohmmhulil Unjijversity4 uinder Section
anlees ill flight direction. 7.2. it was shown that the differential equations for

Twon general systemls Nvere stutdiedi, onev using mate the flight of Azon, liazon. arid Hoc. wcnre amenable
gyro is t uil v ftr icStail iizat ion, and thle other using tree tom approximate solutions by , V nca-lctia
gyros tool rate information obtained elect ricaly. The eans. Somne work at. C olumbia allso showed the
results eloinlaten t lhe first I vpn in favor of tile second. t('tsilbilityv of st able control off thle television Roe andI

thle necessity for p~rop)ortional (omit mol for Roe. Re-
~O.6.tliesalts (uction (if bimulboard models toa useful training inl-

E'ngineeri aig sold( ft inl of cOlomponets was hasied - ' i,,miig Cntrols in U iriti r rdtn. nc, 6. A. 1miii nick
u pun I 1i6i bel taxio il tilie test tt al e. I d lit t, ivisiomnm 7, Volume 3.
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ROLL TRIMl UNIT RADAR , '

ROLL POTENTIOMETER- --

RADAR TARE--RADR RECE[IVING~~u

-- %.SYNGHRO . ANTENN A DRItVE[ .ON

HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION MGII ADROro* FOR
ONTROL SIGNAL GENERATOR ELEVATING ANO

LOWERING TARGET ~

HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION GENEATO
ORIVE MOTOR S.Ito

TRANSMISSIONO

RADAGENERATOR1SET

CONTROL AMlPLIIER$D#*'

Ficuas 12. Pelican flight test table.

struments was accomplished by Division 5 con- both range and azimuth channels. The above equa-
tractors. tions then reduce to:

10.7.1 M athematics " = f(1)5, (16)

The equations representing the motion of Razon All the constants in equations (13) ani (14) have

* ay, bIe expressed (in rectangular coordinates) as been absorbed in the time function, which is very

follws:nearly a square law, i.e., ftl) =KtT. Adding the per-
, C 2(3 spective effect, the bomb deflection as seen by the

ACL( V- COS 0 (13) bombardier is, if z = the altitude of drop.

= Ox = tan-' z-h

2 CAM](141 z z-.h (17)
X = range C, cordinate; Oy =tan-' "

S= azimuth coordinate; z-/i z-,.
"" .I alrea (11 ) ross section of bomb;

.1 l = mass of Ionll; 10.7.2 The Computer
e) air density at altitude h; For Azon and Razon a simple on-off control stick
V = velocity of b~oml) tangent to trajectory"vliol)l) t t ; was used. Application of control caused the bomb-

S= angle bet ween vertical and tangent ito rudder to move at a constant rate of 33 degrees per
rl second to a limiting value of 20 degrees. In the con-

*,=aglei iputer this was simulated by applying a voltage of .
I = ballistic coefficient as function of rudder proper polarity to an integrating amplifier and a

diode limiter. The output of this amplifier therefore P
.angle,

yielded 6, or 6 ,, according to whether range or azi-
We maysiniplifythese byexpressing pV2 cos 0 and muth was under consideration.

p I as average functions of time, and by neglecting Two different methods were used in inserting the .
ois 6 ill order to permlit. 1uC of the same linkage for time function. In one. the potentiometers concerned
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214 SIMULATION AND TRAINING AIDS

were wound on 10-to-I taper cards, which approxi- cessed by a voltage applied to the trail 4ols, the.
mated the square law reasonably well. Only one man- effect being that of a galvanometer capable of motion -;
ufacturer, however, proved capable of winding po- in two coordinates.
tentiometers of the high resistance and steep taper A spot of light reflected 1y the galvanometer mir-
required, and he was unable to supply adequate ror appeared superposed on the target pictulre pro-
numbers. For all later models, linear potentiometers vided by an Army A-5 or A-f6 bombing trainer (Fig- 'C '.
were used, driven by the simple four-bar linkage (Fig- tire 15). In effect, the bombardier, looking through
ure 13) described by Philbrick and so designed as to the Crab sight, saw the bomb flare superposed on the N;
rotate the potentiometer shaft at a rate proportional target. Control by the standard stick resulted in ap- -
to the square of the rate of turn of the synchronous propriate scaled motion of the bomb, Suitable relays

permitted automatic stopping of computation (for
scoring purposes) at the end of the time of fall, fol-
lowed by recycling to prepare for another run.

TLhe flare projector, seen enclosed in the vertical
rectangular box to the operator's right in Figure 15,
is shown in detail in Figure wi. The computer box is
shown in Figures 17 and 18.

The A-5 and A-6i trainers simiulated the usual pro-
vedure of the bombardier in standard bombing, wuith.
a target photograph projeeted upon a white surface
for observation through tlie bombsight. The equip-

F"IOITHEr 13. Sqaelwfour-|)ar linkage. -5%*340 Ai--

200 - __.-

.'motor driving it (Figure I4). The result is to multi- ,sa.,/. '-- -.
ply 5 by Kit o ,so , _ ._ ____.

1 4 n was oi~taine from x by double intlegr'ation inin- -,__o.7]- o __|_ . -.-.

tgr twin mlfir. Tqh foutroma amliier 220'~____-

was, a voltage proportional to the azimuthal (displace- 1 2--- ..
mnent of the guided bomb from its unuided trajec- 2 so
,,,ry. I1stly, the variable scale factor, ,vhich was l)ro- 40 - t EA

portiont' to the distance between the bomb and the 2o0--;irplane was ime romued biwas also prolportionad n 12 , 240 300 360

to R ,fI], So another potentiometer on the same shaft DEGAES ROTAtION OF T(NTI0SEE SRAT--..
tlowed maultipli apiion of the gain of the last ampli- Fmaiuz 14.Apmxmation of square law by onkage.
tier a ctae popor I o(z - th) = I [(thal " O

mnt for operating the bmbsight was st anrd, and-
0the response of the field of view to the bombardier's-

Model0 10controls reprolucedl the actual target as it would 1e 2 • 6

'The snot-put. was plresentedl in tone of two ways. In seen fr1om1 al moving pla ne. To0 sulperpose the Razon .-.-"-.lhe Model 1010 trainer, the output voltage for each attachent equired addition of the flare projector, -

isotdmina c a was fed to one pair of fiel coils of a spe- the control stick, the ompqter box, and the Crab.
c.l galxnoeter unit. This unit wbss a Mark 18 sight. and

S gunsight, ntxlified by the replacement of the stand- Adjustments needed were alignment of the flare-
rd trail coils with special high-resistance ,oils. In projector with the imnpaue t light on the trainer, and .

othir unit, a gyroscopieally mounted mirror was pie- balancing of the then ampliiers in the compter box. - ,
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have hit if uincon trolled. W~ith expert. )onitbardiers puter were fed to the deflection plate., of a t-athode-. -

the latter point was so near the target that it was fre- ray oscillost'ope. The target photograph. mountedl in
quently desirable to dire-t the bombardier to syn- the illumiinated box seen projecting from the left
t'lronize on one target and then steer the bo0mb to front of the scope, was rendered coplanar with the
another target. face of the scope by the 45-dlegree seniireflecting glass

The dynamics of the moving spot suggestedi by the mnountedI on the front of the scope. The operator.
trainer in resp~onse to control-stick manipulation are pushed the release button on the front of the comn-
very (close to those of the apparent motion of the puter and maneuvered the flare spot to the chosen .,

Rlazon flare as, seen from the bombardier's position. target. The spot positioner allowed the instructor to
E'xceQpt, therefore, for the discomforts of flight, insert any dlesired aiming error.
crampedl position, noise, cold, altitude, etc., the This device, while less realistic than the Model
Model Xl01O is a verv realistic trainer. A ve-ry short 1010, was portable and require-d no special photo-
program with this device is equivalent to a good graph. Any photograph or transparency printed to
mnany flying hours. Installed first at Fort D~ix and the proper scale (1 in. = 1,000 ft.) could he uttilized.
later at the Columbia (S.C.) Air Base, it was used in
training Azon anti Razon crews. (For Azon, of course, 107. ResulIts
the range sec'tion of the (levice was not used.) A simi-.
lar trainer has been made available to the Navy and With early versions of this etquipmnent it was d~e-
is tinder analysis by them at Traverse City, Michigan. termained that: W1) Razon with on-off control was .

stable; (2) Roe 00-1000-V required proportional con-
tro fo gudane; 3)bomb-guiding techniques could

Osciloscpe-Mdel 020be acquired within a relatively short training period;
(4) the fact that the design involved several approxi- >

A p~ortable model was also dlevisedI for b)riefing inations militated against its use as a quantitative
bonibardiers with actual target photographs. In this device, as had been proposed, but (lid not invalidate
model (Figure 19) the output voltages from the com- the above conc lusions.

FziUR19. Model 1020 trainer in uw
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.. MINO ELECTRONIC SIMULATOR i (2) both experienced and inexperienced operators
improved their scores by continued practice.

Remote control of Roc, using television informa- By the time television equipment for Roe was

tion, was the subject of extended investigation. Pre- available, the contractor's representatives had ac-

liminary work under Section 7.2, reported by Phil- quired the necessary skill with the aid of their test

brick, had shown that an unmodified pursuit course cart (Section 4.6.2), but it was manifestly impractical , .

A Boma

N. BOMB ~i

Mq £ g £1 E0

FiGuRE 22. Circuit for multiplication and division.
TARGET YeV

VECTOR REPRESENTATION OF BOMB 
"

F-'i(;ijus 20. (eometry in vertical bomb-target plane.

-- lob

"- 
.g ?.<.

Itt

_. -- S, - .

k [Gr;UHE 23. Circuit, for integration. . ._

. Fzu'o 21. iruit fr u~lition atul subration, to wa ste bo0th bombs and time training Army born- :-t' '

". bardirs with the actual matriel. The Division,

~~~~must result, in a miss of a moving target, h~ut that a therefore, arranged for the building of a trainer fol- .- .

• "regulator" for converting the prsuit to a collision lowing the general outline of the Model 1020 Razon '

_ ourse would give good results. The Lolunmbia sim- trainer, modified to conform to the Roe system of ' ..,X

lator5 also showed that (1) satisfactory steering was control (propor ticonal and to present the results from

" accomplished only after considerable practice, anrd the point, of view of the nose of the wissile. L
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' "

1e.9.1 General 3. V,, r, and p are linear functions of time after
Principles release and are not affected by actual control excur- .

In Figure 20, sions about the assumed course.
r = angle from vertical to line of sight from bomb Of the above approximations, 1 (a) is valid, since

to target; X is always small; I(b) seems unjustified, but V, is so
y = inclination of bomb axis from vertical;
X angle between line of sight to the target and b

the axis of the bomb;O +3 00
r = slant range to the target;

V, = bomb velocity in air mass; N N3  R

V, = target. velocity in air mass; R1 4

L = aerodynamic lift;
.1 = mass of bomb;

fl acceleration of gravity;R5G
K = control surface constant;
6 = control surface angle;
p air density;
8 area of control surface.

Then for ue in the simulator:

- - +(18)
r- = lkX + 1', (19)

L g (y
'Y pf(0

The above equations arc linear, derived from the
actual equations" by introduction of the following
simplifying approximations.

1. (a) sin r r (Equation 19,
(b) cos T I (Equation 19)
(c) sin -Y -Y (Equation 20) "-L*° 1 8 V,-I

2.~ P. Kp a

T I ' V2 C

dl INPUT 4

_T I FOR BALANCED OUTPUT, USE b AND W

9 go E 2 FOR BALANCED INPUT, USE it AND '
I FOR SINGLE-ENDED OUTPUT, CONNECT b OR b""

TO GROUND
4 FOR SINGLE-ENDED INPUT, CONNECT i OR 4' '

TO GROUND
5 FOR AMPLIFICATION WITHOUT CHANGE IN SIGN

(+A) USE 4 AND b,OR 4'AND b!

a FOR AMPLI FICATION WITH CHANGE IN SIGN
"-(-A) USE u AND ',14 A b

FJXvim 24. Circuit for differentiation. FIURE 25. Basic amplifier circuit.
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~-TIME .L *
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HANDLE R, R R K
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_ _

IS3  
RAY *

VIEWING 
. %,-SCREEN-,

-45 +45
Fmitm 26. Computer schematic for one coordinate.

much smaller than V, that substitution of V. for If A is high enough, this reduces to a simple alge.
V, cos r has only a slight effect upon 13; 1(c) is sub- braic summation,
ject to similar reasoning-g-, /V, and g sin -y/V, are n--Y
both small numbers ith little effect upon the first i..4 Multiplication and Division
term of the equation.

For simulation, a voltage corresponding to X was Similarly a single circuit (Figure 22) can be used
applied to the deflection plates of an oscilloscope, for multiplication and division. In this case

E aiR= - (22)
1.8.2 Electronic Computation 

RI + 1 R)]
Electronic solution of the above equations and ap- Again,if jilarge, this reduces tothe approximation

plication to the design of the simulator were based R'_:
upon a few general principles which are not new but Bo = 2E (23)
are not too well known, so they will be discussed -
briefly. "

Time Integration
... 3 Addition and Subtraction The circuit for integration (Figure 2-3) is better

The circuit in Figure 21 may be used either for known. For this arrangement,
aldition or subtraction, depending upon the polarity E0dt = 1 ) + Eodt (24)
of the applied voltages. The block in each of these CRi(1+ Of CRI( + J
circuits represents a d-c amplifier, with gain p. Again, if u is high enough, and, better, if E0 re--

The exact input-output relationship is verses occasionally or periodically, this becomes very
0 (E. + E + E .. ) nearly

E,2 (21) 1=(5
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MIIMO ELECTRONIC SIMULATOR 221

T044ifretato higher the value of u, the greater the accuracy of :: :

Interchanging F?, and C gives the usual circuit for casofputato 5h0 ml0. r sd Fgr 2~ht
differentiation (Figure 24). Figure 20 shows how these p~rinciples- were utilized.

Here the exact statement is Amplifiers 5 and 6 simiulated the control servo on the
Cl?2  bomb. The signal indIicating the position of the con-

I + I +1 trol handle, combined with 6, the rudder position, -

dletermined the speed of the swervomnotor driving the
If ~ islare enugh ths beome th (leirei ~ rudder. The input to amplifier 6 therefore represented

fere ti 6. Limited and surmmed algebraically, it was applied
En - 2CFE, (27, to amplifier 5.

10.1.7 ReIntegration of i in amplifier 5 yielded 6. This, mul-
Computertiplied by KpVP in the motor-driven linear poten-

The principles (deduced above indicate that the tionieter A1, was combined with the gi Vp factor to

A

B

Fuw 27. Comple-te simulator model -No. I wvith dual vontrol stick (tttle, witi, two ,Ningle-control sticks (bottom).
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229 SIMULATION AND TRAINING AIDS

yield -j, solving equation (20). This, integrated in to the needs of the Roc program. lie combined with
amplier 4, yiehed . the basic computer developed at Columbia the prin-

Similarly, T was obtained from the summation of ciples of sound electrcnic.s engineering, so that the
XV, and V, and division by r in amplifier 3 -see resulting apparatus was stable, reliable, and other-
equation (19). wise suitable for training purposes. The report also

Integration of Tin amplifier ], followed by subtrac- gives a good statement of the principles to be fol-
tion of -y from r in amplifier 2, yielded X for applica- lowed in selection of components for similar com- , -tc.-.
tion to the oscilloscope plates. puters for other projects.

The presentation is not too realistic. A spot of light
DONARD"E CONTROL on the oscilloscope screen represents the target, its

TARGE ZRNGE T ARGET motion corresponding to the motion of the target on
VELOCITY the television screen as the bomb falls. The operator

_e .A POWER gets none of the sensation of target approach pro-
duced by increase in size of the image. Nevertheless,

a large number of tests run by the contractor have
shown that training is necessary to insure good con- -
trol, and that this simulator could provide such

AZITH RANGE training.
SIMULATOR LIGHTS SIMULATOR A more serious deficiency in this particular device -R A G is the fact that the design is based upon the assump-

tion that the steady-state c(eficients are valid in the
.0. ' MTIE transient state. Within the existing body of knowl-

POTEN iO edge this was necessary, but as a result the trainer
TIME DELAYfailed to reproduce oscillations which were very no-

UIT rtieable in the actual missile. It was possible to
K V. II V CAoN introduce oscillations to match the characteristics of

EEE T those observed in any given case, but not to deter-

mine what oscillations would arise under different
CHODE-RAY VIEWING SCREEN con(itions. This would be most desirable in future .

training devices, but is dependent upon nonexistent -
FIUUIO: 28. Iiehk digram of two-coordinate televi- (at present) wind-tunnel studies of the effects of

sion bi ll1ih ( inlo) S liuluhtor I lIOtI{ -No. I ('o nll IlX Ients. transients.

The Roe designers built (Section 4.6.2) a computer
A separate circuit allowed recording of the miss on which was to be mounted on the face of the scope. ',

meters on the computer panel. (Figure 27) It was to provide a reticle specifying in two coordi-
'[e block diagram (Figure 28) summarizes the nates the desired position of the target in a pro-

above and shows parallel computation for the two co- grammed collision course. The design was analogous
ordinates. to the single-coordinate computer attached to the

contractor's test cart.
30.8.9 Results With the Army preparing to test the Mimo-Roc, -

the simulator and computer have been supplied to
Ti. contractor adapted the basic ideas developed the test group for use in training the bombardiers -,.--

ibv the Division 7 contractor, Columbia University, concerned. : ,

-e
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Chapter 11

TRANSITION AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES

11. INTRODUCTION cases, however, outstripped the capacity of this ger-

cral office to render engineering service. so that I)ivi-
N 
ANY DEVELOPMEXTAL program the provision of sion 5 planned early in 1943 to establish a group of

cL'omipetent laboratory research is not sufficient to engineers in I)ivision headquarters.
produce a finished usable device. This is equally as These engineers would be assigned to the several
trie in the ease of guided missiles or other instru- projects within the )ivision. During the research
mentalities (f warfare as it is with automobiles, air- phases of the project, they would advise the section
craft, or any peaceful product. This need is well rec- chiefs as to methods of development which would . -

ognized in normal peacetime industrial endeavors, lead to readily producible items and assist in explor-
Indeed. in some large industrial organizations, the ing possible sources of procurement for the device
researh laboratory is supplenented by a general en- after it had been developed. During this phase of the
gineering laboratory which is charged with the reduc- work their responsibilities were advisory only: that
tion to practice of the basic principles evolved by the of the section chiefs was fundamental.
research group. Thus, under ordinary peacetime con- The device having been proved in test, these en-
ditions the research group finds its primary activity gineers were responsible for directing its development
in the discovery of new sientific principles in the ex- for production. They acted as continual and author-
tension of human understanding. itative liaison between the developmental contractors

The engineering group finds its principal activity and Division headquarters. They maintained con-
in the application of the new aspects of human un- tinuous liaison between the developmental contrac-
derstanding to human use. Even in wartime when tors and tie section chiefs under whom the research
research laboratories are more concerned with the de- originating the device had been carried out, to the
vlopment of deviees than the estal)lishment of new end that none of the basic principles evolved during
laws. this need is still acutie. The activities of an en- the research phase of the program would be violated.
gineering group in inipleiaenting a research organiza- During this phase of the program their responsibility
tiom are manifold. Such a group modifies the basic was fundamental: that of the section chiefs was
design established by the research laboratory so that advisory.
techniques of proved economy and reliability can be These philosophies were in no sense contradictory-
applied in production of the new device. It schedules The group of engineers contemplated for the Di- %
operations during the initial production phases so vision headquarters was not intended either as a
that the whole project comes to fruition siiulta- duplication of or a a substitute for the Central En- ,-
neouslv. Finally, it is able to make wise compromis gineering and Transition Office at NDRC headquar-

between the ideal requirements of each component ters. Rather, it was the intention that this group,
of a system so that the integrated design of the whole through close liaison with the central engineering '

system is at an optimum. It. compromises the ideal organization and by virtue of its continuing associa-
requirements of the integrated system with the re- tion with the projectt of the Division, would be able -

(luireinents of rapid and economie production. to draw from the headquarters office help and advice
necessary to meet the peculiar requirements of each

1 ENERAL Division problem as it arose. This pattern of opera-
tion closely followed that of normal peacetime de- "0.

The NI)RC philosophy as regards this phase of velopmental enterprise.
developmental activity envisaged a central office Pressure of wartime operation thwarted its corn-
charged with the responsibility for all engineering plete consummation. It was impossible to assemble
activity of each of the nineteen divisions and the two in the Division headquarters a group of engineers of
panels. This office was to serve as a consulting engi- sufficient size and individual competence to carry to
aecrin g organization with the divisions and panels of completion each project instituted by the research
N )1( a:s cints. The needs of the divisions in w-m-n groups.
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224 TRANSITION AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES Ir- 4r

There is no question that the failure to organize by the National Bureau of Standards and by the
a sufficient engineering staff to supervise in detail the Servomechanisms Laboratory of MIT under the di- -.

-_* engineering developments of the programs initiated reetion of Division 5. ___

in laboratories resulted in loss of economy in the lhe welding of these research programs into a i
Division's operation. The importance of economy in workable missile was in each case an engineering

. wartime activities is frequently overlooked. It is just project of some magnitude. Under its contract with
as vital in research and development programs in Massachusetts Institute of Technology (OEMsr-240)

" connection with warfare as it is in similar programs the l)ivision established an engineering group at the
of p leateetinxe nature. Under conditions of war, how- National Bureau of Standards known as the MIT

ever, economy is measured in the saving of time. Field Experiment Station. While this group had a
Funds can he made available in very large quantities; certain fundamental research responsibility, it was

i *.(. time is inexorably limited, recognized by the Division that tie major problems
The experience of every industrial enterprise points remaining to be solved were technological rather than ,..

* to the value of lodging responsibility for engineering scientific in nature. Senior responsibility for the ac-

development iii a (lifferent group of individuals from tivities of the group, therefore, was lodged in an _-_-_.

those associated with research. The lessons learned engineer rather than in a research scientist. A small
f from the experience of these organizations is readily group of associate engineers and a few draftsmen sup-
transferred to wartime activity. The contract made ported him, and under his direction a pilot produe-

--. by the NI)RC Engineering and Transition Office tion line in radar equipment and in servo links was
with the New England Power Service Company is established with Navy cooperation supplying per-
iyjiical of wha.t can be done to make engineering sonnel.
talent available for the advanced 1phases of wartime This same group undertook and discharged the
development. Should the Government in the case of responsibility for coordinating the design of the air-
another war undertake the mobilization of science, frame with that of the servo link and for seeing that
its wa-s done in World War If, a similar procedure all items scheduled for production met appropriate
should lie followed. It should, however, ibe initiated specifications for performance at an altitude and un-
Svnrlier in the program, and its scope should be ier conditions of adequate range of temperature and
broader. humidity. They developed production designs and

It appears that with a large staff of competent checked them on the pilot assembly line. They acted
*" engineers made available in this manner, the work of as consultants for the Navy's supply agencies when

the entire organization would be benefited. False problems of mass production arose. ,

starts along avenues of unprofitable technique would They assisted at early flight tests and supervised
b avoided through the guidance of mature engineer- the tests in the more advanced stages, so that ap-
ing judgment. Research would be strengthened by lropriate data obtained in these experimental activ- h A..

.eliminating the necessity for diffusing the efforts of ities became embodied promptly in the working de-

. research personnel into fields inappropriate to their sign. All the field test equipment for the initial squad-
, I articular talemit.s. ron that used Bat in combat was designed by this

group and fabricated onl the production line under
i.) G;lIDE BOMBS its supervision. It provided a competent engineer r

to accompany the Bat missile into the theater, and
As has already been stated (see Chapter 1) the it recalled him to supervise its modification and ex- ,

basic research oi tile Pelican missile was carried for- tension to the aircraft equipment as suggested by the
" war(l under two coopicrating groups. The aerody- initial combat experience with the weapon.
" namics and servomechanism were developed by the

National Bureau of Standards under Division 5; the 11.4 AZON AND RAZON
radar receiver, by the Radiation Laboratory at MIT
under Division 14. Similarly with Bat, research was For the engineering development of the high-angle

carried forward on the radar equipment by the Bell dirigible bomb, the Division made contracts with the '

Telephone Laboratories under contract with the Union Switch and Signal Company (OEMsr-1081,
Bureau of Ordnance and the Navy, while the air- 1285, and 1415) under the terms of which the con-
frame and ser,-o development was carried forward tractor \\'as to Lake the designs developed by the
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FELIX 225 "

(if Research and Development Company under Early experimental work on the high-angle diri-
Contract NIDCre-l3 and modify them for produc- gible bonb program had been dogged by unreliability ' - - -"

tion and for combat use. The activities of this con- of the flare by which the bombardier followed the
l ractor were directed from the Division headquarters trajectory of the bomb in flight. Under these con-
office. The l)ivision was supported in this work by tracts the contractor investigated other types of py- h P
the consulting engineering service furnished by MIT rotechnic flares, assisted hrough the Division head-
under Contract ()EMsr-240 and particulary by the quarters office by contractors of Division 11. When
advice and assistance of the N I)RC Engineering and a satisfactory design emerged, the Army Ordnance '..
Transition Office. The missile originally designed by Department was encouraged to undertake its produc-
(ulf to prove the fundamental principle developed tion at the Picatinny Arsenal.
by MIT only approximated the final geometry and Finally, it was the responsibility of this group to
loa(ling. It was necessary under this contract for the work out all the multitude of compromises necessary - -
new contractor to devise means of incorporating the to meet the several, and in some cases conflicting, "
exact payload required by the Services into the dir- specifications which were deemed to be pertinent.. " -
igible design developed by their predecessor con-
tractors. sFLI21. FELIX :

Furthermore, the components uised by the research. ...

group, radio, flare, gyro, and servomotors, had been The N D1 Engineering and Transition Office was
impirovised and had not been necessarily intended for the major contributor to the engineering of Felix for
combat use. Union Switch procured an electric- production. A group of contracts was made by the
driven gyro to replace the pneumatic-powered one Division to procure engineering development of this
used in the early dirigible high-angle boib program missile for production. Pressure from the Army Air
by MIT and by Gulf. The original radio receiver (see Forces, suggesting an early operational use of the .
Chapter 6) had been of a type which would produce weapon, prompted the )ivision to undertake pro-
maximum rudder or elevator deflection in case of loss duction design before tile missile had been completely
of the received signal by the missile. Union Switch, proved in tests..
through the NDRC Transition Office, procured the Accordingly, onc contract (OEMsr-1274) was
development of a superregenerative receiver under made with the Norton Company of Worcester,
subcontract with the Gieneral Instrument Company. Massachusetts, for the design and sample production --

While this radio receiver was later superseded by a of one hundred tails of cruciform structure, although
more selective model, it had the property of being it was well realized that oll stability with this type"
"fail safe," so that if radio transmission were lust of structure posed problems not yet fully solved. A
during a drop, the error of impact would not be in- succession of contracts with Remington Rand pro-
creased by virtue of the radio control feature of the vided for the production design of tail structures
missile. having octagonal fins, for nose housings, and for the

Power for operating the bomb had been obtained target-seeking assembly.
from an assembly of batteries-conventional storage Remington Rand subcontracted bolometer supply
batteries for the servomotors and for the aileron to Cambridge Thermionic laboratories, Cambridge, '
solenoid, dry B batteries for the plate supply of the Mass., and to Eppley Laboratories in Newport,
radio receiver. Union Switch procured, through the Rhode Island. The Heat Research Laboratory ti
cooperation of the Navy Coordinator of Research and MIT had built bolometers of satisfactory sensitivity .
Development (now the Office of Research and Inven- and thermal time constant. They had also (see Chap- -

tions), a compact, one-shot, expendable lead and stul- ter 5) worked out a spring mounting to keep the bolom-
phuric acid storage battery in a spillproof case (Wil- eter strips under constant tension (sec Chapter 3).
lard NT-6). This battery had adequate capacity to This mounting had the effect of reducing micro-
.supply all the power required for the bomb -recha- phonics. In order to embody the elements of design
nism at the low teriperatures likely to be encountered developed by MIT into a structure suitable for mass
on long high-altitude missions. The radio receiver production, the Division, with the cooperation of the -

was provided with a dynamotor so that the ph-te Vatuum Tube Development, Committee, made a
supply did not require B batteries, whose output contract with the General Electric Company (OEM-
voltage at low temperatures is very low. sr- 1348). Under the provisions of this contract the
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226 TRANSITION AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES 6

rtmlpany revised the design of the Heat Resarch O.6C AND ITS CONTROLS - -
Laboratory, applying the well-known techniques of
vacuum-tube manufacturing. These designs were The development program of Roe and its controls '
used by the subeontractors just mentioned in nmanu- never reached the stage of production for combat.
facturing bolometers for field use. The Division made The situation with respect to this project, however,
contracts with the Fairchild Camera anti Instrument is sufficiently different from the normal run of a proj- ,
Corporation for complete scanning units and with ect as carried forward in the I)ivision to its final
the General Instrument Company, in Newark, New stage to deserve special mention. -
Jersev, for scanner amplifiers. The coordination of all The development agencies were each commercial
of these ecatracts with the activities of the Heat production units: 1)ouglas Aircraft Company for the
Research Laboratory at MIT (see Chapter 3) was missile and its servo links, and Bendix Aviation, -
carried on almost entirely by the Engineering and Limited for the electronic control equipment. Engi-
Transition Office. Personnel who were made avail- neering details, therefore, as well as the development ,
able bv them to the I)ivision for full-time work of scientific principles, were assigned to them by the
undertook activities ranging all the way from super- Division. The Division headquarters maintained a
vising field tests to acting as purchasing anti procure- supervisory responsibility for both contractors and
ment agents for the l)ivision contractors and their undertook to coordinate their activities. There can
subcontractors. be no question that engineering for production is bet-

Through the contract of the NDRC Transition ter accomplished by commercial organizations than
)ffice with the New England Power Service Com- by governmental or endowed laboratories, whether

pany (()EMsr-1260), personnel in several specialized devoted solely to research or to research and educa-
fields of engineering were made available. These tion. A danger, however, exists in lodging both re-
engineers undertook the construction of targets at search and engineering phases of a program in a
proving grounds from designs developed by the Heat single contractor. Unless strong supervision is main-
Research Laboratory. They made a special trip to an tained it is easily possible for the Government to lose
arsenal and there designed and built special tools to contro! of the program. In times of peace this might, -..-

measure the variation in standard bomb dimensions perhaps, not be serious, since the personnel of the - '.,
from approved drawings, allowable tolerances being contractor is almost certainly more competent in
unavailable from the Ordnance I)epartment. They detail than any personnel the Government is likely
developed a technique for applying supporting bands to assemble. In time of war, however, this is not ,.
to the bomb body, using patch bolts with heads necessarily true. Competent industrial organizations r
which sheared off at a known loading; thus it, was during both World Wars have been heavily loaded
impossible to prestress the holding bolt or supporting with war work, and those projects not operating
band so as to impair the factor of safety against under strict supervision are likely to be assigned to
stresses dcue to impact during lauding of an aircraft the least competent staff of the contractor's organi-
with a bomb load. They ,,:mght out materials im- zation. -
pervious to tropical fungi to replace felt, gaskets used This is not to say that the Division experienced
by the laboratories in early work, and organized and this evil in either of the contractors out of which the
systematized the production layout. They checked Roe program emerged. Rather it is a warning against s -

ineny hundred production drawings to ensure that the assumption by a Government agency that the -
th, pilot models would operate in accordance with need for strict supervision vanishes just because the
the sientific priniples developed by the MIT Heat contractor's organization is prepared to undertake
Res,areh Laboratory. both basic research and reduction to practice. ,

Finally, one of the engineers from the NI)IRC ,r.
Transition Office continually supported the Division 1.7 MISCELLANEOUS
by maintaining a constant liaison between the re- ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES,
search laboratory at. MIT, the production contrac-EER A I E
tors. and the proving ground so that difficulties as In connection with all its guided-missile programs,
they arose in field tcsts were promptly referred to the the Division used consulting engineering services
laboratory, corrected, and the correction eml)odied made available to it by MIT tinder Contract No, It
in the produlution design without delay. OEMsr-240. The activities covered by the engineers K-
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MISCELLANEOUS ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES 227

assigned by MIT to this contract were extremely these units by the Union Switch and Signal Company
broad in character. under Contract No. OEMsr-1415, they performed

proof drops at Wendover Army Air Base with the

11.7.1 Azon Program cooperation of the Air Technical Service Command _ --
and supplied personnel to cooperate with the Army

In connection with the Azon program-t, a study of Air Forces Board for evaluation tests at Orlando,
storage batteries was made, resulting in the develop- Florida.
ment by Willard Storage Battery Company of a 12-v, The Guided Missiles Subcommittee of the Joint
nominal 10-amp lead and acid storage battery. As a Committee on New Weapons and Equipment of the
by-product of this program, the company was able to United States Joint Chiefs of Staff had recommended L,

increase the capacity of the NT-6 battery used in to the Assistant Chief of Air Staff that the services of ..- 7
Azon so that it was adequate to handle the increased NDRC be utilized in connection with the evaluation
load of the 2,000-lb Azon and of Razon. program at Orlando. Personnel from the Gulf Lab-

Increased storage battery capacity was not ob- oratory instructed Air Forces personnel in the use of ,,

tained immediately. Considerable work had to be the weapon. Personnel from the Applied Mathema-

done by the Willard Storage Battery Company; as a tics Panel assisted in planning the tests and analyzed
parallel enterprise the project engineers for the Divi- their results. The coordination of the activities of
sion requested the Division contractor responsible both these groups with the activities of the military
for the missile to redesign the components so that the was handled by the MIT engineers.
current drain was materially reduced. Through the
combination of these activities the reliability of the
missile in long missions, where low temperatures can :1.7.1 Additional Engineering Activities
be expected, was materially increased.

The 2,000-lb Azon VB-2 was engineered for pro- In addition to carrying a considerable responsi-
duction almost wholly under the supervision of the bility in the two major programs just mentioned, ..
engineers made available by MIT. They worked these engineers were continually occupied with a
closely between Division headquarters and the Divi- large number of miscellaneous assignments. A few of
sion's contractor, the Union Switch and Signal Corn- them were: expediting the production of fifty Crab
pany. When pilot units became available they super- attachments to be made available for experimental %
vised drop tests at the Army Air Base at Tonopah, operational use in the Pacific Theater; the search for 6-
Nevada, reporting continually to the Division. Fi- more reliable flares of higher intensity and studies of
nally, they cooperated with the Army Air Forces in color discrimination with filters for multiple-release
the performance of evaluation tests by the Army Air operation; the investigation of fuze drives which
Forces Board and assisted in analyzing the data re- would not impair the aerodynamic performance of
suiting from this testing program. the missile: the elimination of radio noise produced

by gyroscope motors; supervision of the procurement

11.7.2 Razon Program of )ombing trainrs for guided missiles (see Chapter .
O). b tae f

The activity of these engineers in connection with As World War II closed, the representative of this
the Razon program was identical with the service group had been alerted for overseas service as a
performed by them it. connection with Azon. In addi- scientific consultant to the Thirteenth Air Force. The .
tion to supervising the production engineering on cessation of hostilities made this mission unnecessary.
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Chapter 12 ....

SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES ,

12.1 INTRODUCTION to hold the missile on a prescribed course. The missiletY'. 4
receives no information relating to the target, and %"'A'

M5ODERN WARFARE is primarily a warfare of missiles must be launched in the direction required to strike * .%

"VI-bullets, shells, rockets, bombs, and grenades. the target. This type is really a kind of long-range '

The chief problems are to transport, project or pro- artillery, although the missile itself carries a part ofv
pc. and direct these missiles accurately to strike tar- the computer.
gets of military importance. Missiles may be trans- The second type, illustrated by the Japanese sui- -
ported to the vicinity of a target by men on foot, by cide bombers, carries a human pilot in the missile .
mobile artillery, by tanks, by aircraft, or by ships. who is expended with the missile. This solution is ,
They may be dropped from aircraft, projected from known, involves no new technical problems, but is
guns on land, ship, or aircraft, accelerated for all or not attractive to a nation placing a high value on I

parts of their trajectories by rocket motors, or they human life.
may be self-propelled. Most of the missiles in current The third type, illustrated by the German Hs 293
use are not under the control of the user after launch- and FX and the Division 5 NDRC Azon and Razon .
ing. Some form of sighting device is necessary to es- series, uses a remote human pilot who may (1) see b. .

tablish the initial direction of travel in a manner to the missile and target visually, aided by flares on the
cause the missile to strike the target. Gunsights, missile and by sighting devices, (2) be guided by tele-
bombsights. and complicated gun directors and com- vision or radar information furnished him by ap-
puters are mere aids to determine where to point the paratus contained in the missile, or (3) be guided by
gun or release the bomb, and after release of the radar location of the missile in relation to map or
missile no further control is possible. radar location of the target.

For many years much thought has been given to The fourth type, of which there is no existing il-
the possibilities of guiding missiles after their release lustration, uses some type of beam directed toward
to correct for errors in sighting and for evasive action the target which the missile automatically follows.
of moving targets. The development of radio corn- The fifth type is the target-seeking or horing type, ' ,

nmnication stimulated inventive activitv in this £eld illustrated by the Division 5 NDRC Pelican, Bat, _Z.-

and even during World War I there were experi- and Felix. Such a missile must utilize some physical \$, wo:'N

ments on radio-directed aircraft. There are innumer- property of the military target which causes it to
able patent applications relating not only to radio stand out from the background. The most commonly
control but also to other aspects of guided missiles. suggested property is the emission or reflection of

articularly attractive has been the idea of missiles electromagnetic radiation. Separate techniques are ... A'
which will seek out a target automatically or "home" available for transforming three major divisions of '"

on the target. the electromagnetic spectrum into directional infor-
D)uring the present war much serious scientific ef- mation. Of the three-visible light, infrared, and ."-

fort has been devoted to a full exploration of the radio-radio frequencies, for technical reasons, hold

practical)ility of guided missiles as useful weapons. the most promise for useful weapons. Radio tech-
The German experiments with Hs 293 and FX and niques as developed in radar are directly applicable.
later with V-1 and V-2 stimulated the interest of our Visible light and infrared are useful for certain spe-
militar leaders and enlisted their support in the fullest cific types of targets. Investigations in other suggested r.
exploitation of the possibilitiesof thistype of weapon. properties, such as the emission or reflection of sound,

have not given promising results for aero-missiles.
't't Classification of Missiles

1211 Casfctino isls1.1.2 Necessity for Technical Coordination,.'.-.',

From the standpoint of the source of control, there N s for T-c "d t

are five possible classes of missile. The first, illus- This chapter is concerned with various aspects of
tioted in the (Ger'mnan V-1 and V-2. iies- an autopilot the design of this last type. the homing aero-missile.
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232 SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES I"IW

The impreus-ion is prevalent that, seientific advances design a vehicle which does not change its attitude
in many fields have progressed to the point where the with application of the controls. It becomes a a
development of such a missile is purely a matter of matter of research to determine which solution gives
engineering design on the part of the several special- greater accuracy and hence how responsibility is to 1O
ist groups, with the usual coordination as to dimen- be allocated between the two specialists. ,,-" ."

sional requirements, weights, and time of completion.
Experience has taught otherwise. Optimistic time , Purpose and Background
schedules based on such an assumption cannot be
met. The development of successful homing acre- These broad aspects of the design of homing aero-
missiles requires the solution of certain research prob- missiles are treated in this chapter. An attempt has
lents associated with the complete device, involving been made to make the discussion general in charac-
complex relationships between the performance char- ter and applicable to all such missiles, whether pro- "
acteristics of the component parts. There is required pelled or not. It should be stated, however, that the .
n type of overall technical coordination beyond that discussion arises from experience with the radar-
required in the design of aircraft as ordinarily prac- homing missiles of the Pelican and Bat series, and
ticed. this account undoubtedly reflects the solutions there
'The necessary technical coordination is made diffi- adopted, as well as the problems peculiar to radar ,

cult by the wide variety of specialists required, each homing.
with different scientific and technical backgrounds
and accustomed to different vocabularies and habits ' .'
of thought. For example, in the case of a propelled 12. TARGET DISCRIMINATION
radar-homing missile there will be represented ex- AND TRACKING

perts in aerodynamics, aircraft structures, propul- .. Limitations of Mechanisms
sion. servomechanisms, electronics, radar, computers,
exp)losives, and fuzes. Other types of missiles will re- In visual shooting or bombing, the target is identi-

qu-ire experts in radio, optics, infrared radiation, heat, fled by the pattern of optical radiation as perceived
etc. No one person can be expert in all these diverse by the human eye and interpreted by the human
fields, but the suceess of the project requires a project brain. In radar fire control or bombing, the target is
engineer who has sufficient knowledge of these fields identified by the pattern of short-wave electromag-
to be able, with the help of advice from the special- netic radiation exhibited on the screen of a cathode-
ists, to assume technical leadership in the solution of ray tube as perceived by the human eye and inter- -
research pol)lems associated with the system as a preted by the human brain. During the flight of a - -

whole. homing acro-missile these radiation patterns must be V-

In the design of any homing missfle, there soon made to operate control mechanisms, and the ele-
ecierges a number of problems which cut across the ment of interpretation by a human brain is absent.
boundaries of the specialist groups. The particular This introduces many problems and severe limita- .'",'

design which seems best to one group of specialists tions. A mechanism can perceive only a limited num- -

creates difficult problems for other groups, and the ber of physical characteristics of the target pattern
requirements put forth by the several groups as op- and can exercise no judgment in interpreting the
timuin are often contradictory. For example, certain received information except of the simplest kind-
errors are introcuced unless the intelligence device for example, smoothing over a certain time interval.
"looks" along the direction of motion, i.e., is accu- At present no mechanism is known which will select a
rat-ely bore-sighted. The conventional airplane flies given target from an optical image of a complex vis-
at an angle of attack which varies with the position of ual pattern. In their present state of development
Sthe elevator. If the aerodynamics specialist adopts a homing missiles can utilize only simple target situa- ' "
conventional aircraft design with elevator contro, tions, the most favorable target situation being that
the intelligence device must, he coupled to the eleva- of a small number of ships on a large body of water
tcr control in such a manner as to compensate for or, more generally, a few isolated discontinuities in a
variations of angle of attack for all condition- of radiation pattern which is otherwise nearly uniform. r,
flight. However, the designer of the intelligence (ie- From this point of view, aircraft also present favor-
Ngi,,e, cight properly suggest that the aerodynanicist able target situations.
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TARGET DISCRIMINATION AND TRACKING 233 %r"-.

* 12.2.2 Principles of Target Discrimination or more, This represents one method of stating a
figure for the field of view of the receiver, all targets

Except in the case, which seldom occurs, of a single being assumed to return signals of equal intensity.
isolated discontinuity in the radiation pattern, the In Pelican, the target is illuminated by a radar
first main problem in designing any homing missile is beam, and the directional characteristics of the trans- .. .,

to (letermine the method or methods to be used for mitter antenna provide additional directional dis-
target discrimination when several targets are pres- crimination, which is not of interest in this discus-

" ent. In the simpler devices the missile homes on the sion. In Bat, the missile carries the transmitter and
-- : biggest discontinuity within its field of view. In many the same antenna is used for transmission and recep-

homing missiles, means are provided to l)ermit the tion. The field of view is accordingly smaller than for
* initial selection of the target by a human operator lPelican.

who often has available informtion supplemental to In other types of intelligence devices, much smaller
that given to the control circuits of the missile. fields of view are used, the width at /. power being
Means may also be provided within the missile to 10 degrees or less. This is advantageous from the
keep track of the initially selected target and to re- point of view of directional discrimnination of targets.
spond only to signals from that target. Even in the Limitation of the field of view is the first general
simpler missiles, the operator attempts to release the method of securing target discrimination. However,
missile either with a single large discontinuity within

*-.-, the field or on such a path that a single target comes o -- - - - ,'-."
* within the field, and he depends on the precision of - / - - - --

5 0.5
" the controls of the missile to keep the missile track- 0 -. 4 -

ing this target. 0

Ia order to obtain information about the location 1 - - -

ofthe irget, a homing missile must be direetionall,
sensitive. Usually the received intensity of radiation ; - --

is greatest when the axis of the radiation-receiver is 20 ,-
p)ointed directly at. the target. Figure 1 shows a por-- - %-- - - - - - -
tion of the response curve of the receiving antenna of 30 o 0 toa a20 s

lhe radar receiver used in the Pelican project. The TARGET BEANING, RELATIVE TO AXIS OF ANTENNA, IN DEGREES

* relative power is plotted in terms of decibels, a loga- FUtrRE 1. Directional sensitivity of antenna of Pelican
-*:" rithmie unit. hut the power ratios are also indicated, radar receiver. ,,

-The width at 'A power is 23 degrees, and the width
at 1 10 power is 43 degrees. In other words a targetata a narrow field of view introduces tracking problems,
hearing 21'/, degrees from the antenna axis gives /, as will be discussed later. a-A,
as much energy to the receiver as a target on the axis The second method of securing target discrimina-
giving the same intensity of radiation. tion is by means of signal strength. This cannot be

The radliation pattern shown cannot he used entirely separated from the directional properties of
directly because there is no discrimination between the intelligence system and permits little choice other *-,"-

* right an(l left. or up and dowvn. The usual practice is than to home on the strongest signal. It is usually
to scan the field of view, to commutate or phase the necessary to include some type of automatic gain

* received signal intensity with the scanning, and con- control to obtain direetional information at signal
pare right with left and up with down or perform levels which may vary more than a billionfold as the

* com npari sons in some other coordiinatc systemn. The missile approaches the target. The strongest signal
on-course indication becomes then an equality of two within the field of view will govern the Sensitivity of -

signals, and a directional sense is provided. In Peli- the receiver through the action of the automatic gain
can, conical scanning is used, the antenna axis des- controller.
cribing a cone with a half-vertex angle of 11 degrees. Target discrimination may also be secured through
A commutator provides the phasing. If there were a the selective action of the intelligence device in re- ,.
variety of targets of equal intensitv, every one within sponding to radiation within narrow wavelength
aI cone of half-vertex angle of approximately 22 de- limits. This is best utilized when an intense beam of
grees would give signals of one-half naximum power the desired radiation can he concentrated on, the tar- *-X *
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234 SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES

get and the missile made sensitive only to wave- proceeded a definite distance. The limit of perform- - V

lengths within the narrow limits of the transmitted ance is set only by the permissible complexity of the
radiation, mechanism.

In systems in which a pulsed illuminating beam is The suggestion has often been made that lower ani-

used, as exemplified particularly in the Pelican and mals be used as intelligence devices, since their . -i

Bat radar-homing systems, another method of target brains, like human ones, can perform difficult tasks of
discrimination may ibe used. This is range selection discrimination. This possibility is perhaps the only ,-.

and synchronization. By nmaking the intelligence sys- one of adequate complexity to deal with the pattern
tern sensitive only for a short period at a predeter- discrimination required to select, for example, a
mined time following the emission of an illuminating particular building within the complex optical radia-
pulse, the control information can be restricted to tion pattern presented by a city. Proponents of this
that received from targets lying within certain range method point out that almost mechanical reliability
limits, say within a zone of ± 250 ft of the actual target may be realized in animals by establishing in them a
range. A given range corresponds to a definite time of conditioned reflex associated with the object selected
transit of the pulse from transmitter to target to re- for attention.
ceiver. Naturally, such a range selector requires an
automatic method of tracking the target in range as 12.2.3 Relation between Field of View
the range decreases. The operation of the range selec- and Permissible Motion of Vehicle
tor also requires the synchronization of the receiver
and the transmitter. The synchronization is effective After a target has been selected by the operator
in discriminating against reflected radiation originat- before release of the missile or by the mechanism of
ing from other transmitters operating on the same the missile itself, the target must be tracked, i.e.,
radio frequency but with different pulse rates, held within the field of view of the missile during the

The use of range selection is found to be essential remainder of its flight. The simplest method of track-
in radar-homing missiles launched from aircraft be- ing is to have the intelligence control the motion of
cause of the so-called altitude signal, i.e., energy re- the missile so that the target remains within the field.
turned from the earth directly below the aircraft. If a If this method of tracking is selected, restrictions are *.

reasonable cone of vision is to be maintained, the immediately placed on the permissible motions of the
directional selectivity of the antenna is insufficient to vehicle, which must be considered by the aerody-
discriminate against the large reflecting area lying namics specialist. These restrictions depend not only .%S'1
beneath the aircraft. A range selector and range- on the aerodynamics of the vehicle and the field of
tracking device makes possible the elimination of this view of the intelligence device but also on target con-
signal in the case of glider misiles, since the altitude trast, characteristics of tracking circuits, and be-
is always less than the range to the target. Presently havior of the servomechanism in the absence of hom-
available radar-homing devices cannot be used under ing signals.
conditions where the target may appear at the same When a missile is to be released blind, the aero-

range as the altitude signal-for example, in air-to- dynamics specialist can compute trajectories for vari-

air missiles at ranges greater than the altitude. In the ous release conditions and so provide estimates of the ..
case of ground-to-air missiles using only a receiver, time at which a target in a specific location relative to
the geometry is more favorable than for the glider, the point of release will lie within a specified field of
and the range of the target will not coincide with that view. The relation between field of view, servomech-

of the altitude signal. For a send-receive missile, the anism, and acrodynamical characteristics must be
missile will at some time be at the same altitude as such that tracking will be preserved. The controls
the range to the target and hence may thereafter mu4it he sufficiently effective to check any overshoot,
-hone on the altitude signal. or the servomechanism must have a memory to bring

It is possible to devise more complex mechanisms the vehicle and field of view of the intelligence device
to perform more difficult feats of discrimination, for back on the target. For some types of vehicles, the

4example, to permit the launching of a radar-homing aerodynamic design can be made such that the tra-
missile at long range without advance selection of a jectory with no homing signal will include the de-
target and to have the range-selection device search sired target within the field of view. The larger the
for. chosce, and lock on a target when tht missile has field of view, the easier the task.
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TARGET DISCRIMINATION AND TRACKING 235

Before release of the vehicle, the target must be sible will be larger, the larger the field of view and the h. ,,z
brought into its field of view and tracking in range greater the target contrast.
established. During launching and thereafter, the Sonic of the restrictions on the motion of the ye-
motion of the vehicle must be such as to maintain the hile which are imposed by a narrow field of view can
target within the field of view of the intelligence de- be removed by the use of an intelligence device fitted
vice. Memory circuits within the intelligence head with automatic directional tracking. In this system
may allow the signal to fade out for short time inter- the output of the intelligence device is used to drive
vals and resume tracking in range when the signal servoinotors to center the field of view on the target
level is restored. If during thb. period of no signal independent of the motion of the vehicle. The control
return, the vehicle motion removes the target from of the vehicle itself is then derived from the relative
the field of view. the intelligence device is unable t) position or rate of motion of the intelligence device
secure further information on target direction. The with respect to the vehicle, or both. The minimum
permissible motion will depend upon the intensity of permissible field of view is then limited only by the
the signal returned by the target. If the target signal precision and speed of response of the servoniechan-
is only a small amount of the background signal, the ism. The extra degrees of freedom may give rise to
effective cone of vision is reduced (in present radar- more difficulty with the stability of the two servo-
homing equipment) to about 70 per cent of its maxi- mechanisms---one driving the intelligence, the other
mnum width. Thus a smaller change in attitude will the vehicle. There has, as yet, been no field exper- -

be required to lose directional tracking than if the ience with a missile control of this type. %
target signal is much larger than the background.
Since the average signal level and its consistency in 2..

ampiitude depends on target size, target orientation, Background Signal

and meteorological conditions, it is difficult to give All electronic intelligence devices have a certain
defiite design rules. However, the smaller the field of internal noise level which cannot be less than that
view, the smaller the change in attitude required to produced by thermal agitation of electrons in the in-
reduce a low signal to the background level, and from put circuit. The magnitude of this internal noise sets
these considerations a large field of view is desirable, a lower limit to the signal, which can be detected.

The behavior of the servomechanism in the ab- However, in actual practice there, is a much higher
sene of the signal, or, more exactly, just following background signal, representing the signal return
fading of the signal, has a definite bearing on the rela- from areas other than that of the target which also "

tion between field of view and permissible motions of lie within the field of view. Thus in a radar-homing
the vehicle. If the servomichanism maintains the device, the background signal is the reflected radar
vehicle on the course it was flying, the field of view energy from the land, rough sea, or other obstrue- %

can be small without risk of losing the target outside tions that happen to be at the same range a the tar-
this field should the signal fade for a few seconds. If, get. It may be very small or zero when the target is
however, the servomechanism maintains the rates of an airplane and the background is cloudless sky. In
turn and pitch which exist at the time of signal fad- an optical homing device, the background signal is
ing. the target would probably pass outside a small the reflected or emitted optical energy from land, sea,
field of view before the signal returned. Either of or sky.
these types of performance of a servomechanism is The important atrib.te of this unwanted back-
somewhat idealized and not accurately obtainable ground energy is its variability, not only from place
in any actual mechanism. The maintenance of the to place but also at the same place, especially with
same course is of advantage when the vehicle is weather. Where radar is used against ship targets,
nearly on the desired course and loss of signal is due the "sea return" depends very greatly en the height
to fading. and shape of the waves and on the orientation of the

When the vehicle is initially coming on course, it wave troughs with respect to the receiver. The par-
may overshoot by a sufficient amount to lose track, formance of a radar-homing missile against a speci-
If this occurs, a servomechanism which maintains the fled target is affected very much by the condition of
course of the vehicle at the time the signal is lost will the sea surface, the permissible range at release being
thereafter give no opportunity for again picking up reduced as the sea becomes heavier because the sig-
the target signal. The amount of overshoot permis- nal returned by the ship is smaller and the amplitude
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of signal fluctuation is greater. Small targets, regard- 12.3 MANEUVERABILITY OF VEHICLE "'

less of their range, may be lost in the sea return. AND OTtIER AERODYNAMIC PROBLEMS . .
Similarly, missiles using other parts of the electro- 12.3.1 The Six Degrees of Freedom ..

magnetic spectrum encounter background signals
which usually depend greatly on meteorological The trajectory of a missile is determined by the-2
conditions, force of gravity and the reactions between the missile ,

The ratio of target to background signal may show and the air through which it flies. The force of gray-
large short-time variations during the flight of a sin- ity acts vertically downward through the center of
gle missile, and if the target contrast is not sufficient, gravity of the missile. It is convenient to represent '.

tracking at long range may be difficult, the resultant of the aerodynamic reactions by three
mutually perpendicular force components acting
through the center of gravity and three moments act-

2.2. Fnting about the three axes along which the force com-
Flcuain fSinl neniyponents are taken. These forces and moments on a

As a homing missile approaches its target, the sig- given missile are functions of the shape of the missiie,
nal intensity and, usually, the background signals the orientation relative to the direction of motion of
increase very greatly, making necessary an auto- its center of gravity, the speed. the axis and amount
matic gain control in the electronic equipment. The of angular rotation, and the density ar.d other physi- -
time constant of the gain control must be short cal properties of the air.
enough to take care of the rapid change at the end of The missile has six degrees of freedom, three linear
the flight but not so short as to obscure the variations and three angular, The 'iser of a missile is interested
of scanning frequency which give the directional in- essentially in the three Iinear degrees of freedom, i.e..
formation. The reliability of the information obtain- in the linear motion of the center of gravity of the .
able is dependent on the target contrast, which is a missile. The angular motion of the missile is of inter-
function of the strength of both the background sig- est oily as it modifies the three force 'omponents and .
nal and the target signal itself. In addition to the thus the trajectory. A spinning or angular hunting
slower variation of signal strength as the missile ap- motion is of no interest, if the missile strikes the tar- . V
proaches thc target, there may also be more rapid get. a result dependent only on the path of the cen-
variations associated with the changing geometrical ter of gravity. It is generally true for the ordinary
relationship between missile and target produced by bomb, propelled aircraft, or glider that an absence of
the motion of the missile and the linear and angular angular motion gives a more predictable and con-
motions of the target. Such fluctuations are always stant trajectory. But in some other missiles (for ex-
found in radar reflections. ample, shells), a spinning motion is deliberately pro-

The presence of fluctuating signal intensity and vided to give a more stable and prdictable trajec- P "
fluctuating background signal means that the missile tory.

d1 servomechanism cannot be (lesignedl on the as- The dynamics of a missile, even if restricted to air-
sumption that information as to the angular bearing plane-like or bomb-like objects, is a very complex
of the target is continuously available, subject and hardly appropriate for this chapter.

'The effects of fluctuating signal intensity which (Readers are referred to Acerodynamic Theory' for a
must be guarded against are possible resonance ef- discussion of airplane dynamics.) Only elementary
fects in the servomechanism, synchronization with and general aspects will be discussed here.
the frequency of scanning, and loss of tracking. It is The path of the missile can be controlled in a num-
not practical to lay down methods of design. How- ber of ways, but the most usual method is through
ever, in the radar case the MIT field experiment changes in the aerodynamic reactions by means of
group working on Pelican and Bat have found it ad- changes in the shape of the missile. Other methods
vantageous to make photographic records of varia- may be advantageous in special cases. Thus, the use
tions of signal strength of actual targets., to construct of rocket motors makes it possible to apply reaction
a special signal generator which emits variable sig- forces on the missile to change its path. This method
nals controlled by a cam cut to the observed varia- is effective in the stratosphere, where the air density
tions, and to test the effects of such a signal input on is very small, and in free space. Control requires the
the intelligence device output. ejection of a part of the missile, a process differing
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NMANEUVERABILITY OF VEHICLE AND OTHER AERODYNAMIC PROBLEMS 237

* only in degree from the burning of fuel to produce the three mutually perpendicular axes through its center
powe that operates othcr types of control devices, of gravity total zero and if the resultant air force is

* Where otler types f control are possible, it is usu- equal to the weight of the missile and acts vertically
ally more economical to use them. upward. Such a state does not exclude the possibility S

A missile may be controlled b varviiig its mass of a spiral or spinning motion. In fact the tailspin of , .
-distribution to modify the position of the center of an aircraft is a steady motion in which the above con- -" .

gravity, thus changing the resultant moments of the ditions are fulfilled. Such motions, however, will not
air reaction-hence the orientation o; the missile, be considered further. Although there is no logical , ,*
which in turn modifies the force components. This necessity of excluding spinning missiles, the guiding
was (lone in early airplanes by motion of the pilot but of such missiles would seem to introduce many tech-
the method has been little used since that time. nical complications.. -

It is possible to use power-driven devices, such as The equilibrium of a propelled missile differs only
propellers or turbojets, or to use thermal jets to pro- in that the resultant aerodynamic force must equal

" duce forces that modify the path, or to use such de- the resultant of the weight and the propelling force.
" vice.s to apply moments to the missile that change its Practically all missiles now used or under consider-

orientation and thus produce forces to modify the ation have one or two planes of symmetry and a ton- "
path. It is more common to use these devices cs pro- gitudinal axis which lies within 10 degrees of the in-
pulsion elements, and some centrol of the path, es- tended direction of raotion. The exact location of the
p(-cially changes in the vertical plane, is accomplished longitudinal axis is usually chosen to suit the con-
by varying the propulsion force. venienee of the specific problems but always in a

The most common method of control is through plane of symmetry. The other mutually perpendicu-
changes in shape of the missile which usually alter lar reference axes are called the lateral and normal ..
the moments of the air reaction and change the orien- axes, and if the missile has only one plane of sym-
tat.io, of the misile in additicn to modifying the metry, this plane contains the longitudinal and nor-
force components directly. The use of a power-driven mal axes. In the practical construction of aircraft or
propeller may he regarded as a special case of a per- missiles it is found impossible to make the device suf-
iodic change in shape. All changes of shape for ouir- ficiently accurately to ensure that, when flown or
poses of control involve the application of power, released, the aerodynamic moments about the refer-
which may be derived from any of the usual types of ence axes will be zero, It is always necessary to apply
power sources. It is ob.viously desirable that the control moments of suitable magnitude about all
power requir d for control be small. This has ted to three axes, or if it is desired to have the controls in a
the ,onventional type of control used on aircraft, in given neutral position with no force applied to the -
which the primary effect of the controls is to apply control levers, to provide adjustable trim tabs. These
imoients to the missile, which, in a time determined adjustments are easily made when a human pilot is
by the angular moments of inertia and the magnitude on board, but other provisions must be made when -- ,
of the applied mcients, changes the orientation of unmanned missiles are to be used.
the missile to the direction of motion of its center of For unbalanced moments about the lateral and
gravity. As a result of the change in orientation, the normal axes. a stable missile compensates by angular
forces are changed and the path of the center of gray- rotation to new positions of equilibrium, since di-s-
it" is modified. It will be seen later that there are placements about these axes produce restoring mo-
-d'antages. when designing homing aero-missiles, in merits. The missile would then fly at a somewhat.

_ selecting a change in shape which produces little or different angle of attack than planned and at an
- no change in moment but does produce directly angle of yaw which would give rise to a lateral force

changes in the force components. Such a method, producing a lateral drift of the missile. An unbal-
however, requires greater power for operating the anced moment about the longitudinal axis, which lies
controls than the convcntional method. approximately in the direction of motion, cannot be.

compensated in this way, because rolling about the
123.2 Equilibrium and Trim direction of motion produces no static restoring mo- .? .

ment. The only methods known of compensating for
An unpropelled missile can be in complete equilib- this unavoidable and undesired moment arising from

rium oniv if the moments of the air reaction about lack of symmetry in the actual unmanned missiles
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238 SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES

involve automatic trimming by control-surface dis- ing somewhat with the size of missile hut decreasing
placements under the control of one or more gyro- with its speed.
scopes. The most desirable method is to compensate
for the undesired moment directly by displacement of 12.12 Magnitude of Lateral Forces, 
the ailerons. In soeic cases. for example, the German Aei
robot bomb V-1. the autopilot moves the rudder,
thu., forcing the bomb to travel at an angle of yaw Consider a symmetrical missile falling vertically' "-IN -

sufficient to produce a rolling moment due to yaw with its longitudinal axis also vertical. The forces,
equal to the unbalancid rolling moment. This meth- acting are the force of gravity and the air resistance.
od of correction gives rise to a lateral drift, which is Because of symmetry there are no lateral forces. The 0.
one source of error cootributing to the dispersion. downward acceleration wxill be equal to the difference
One of the results of the early work on the Pelican between the acceleration of gravity and the ratio of
and Bat developments was the demonstration that the air resistance to the mass of the missile. The ac-
provision must be made in the autopilot for compen- celeration will ultimately approach zero as the mis-
sating for undesired aerodynamic moments arising sile approaches its terminal velocity, at which the air
from lack of symmetry, i.e., "trimming" the missile, resistance equals the weight. At any point along its
and that a gyro or equivalent reference is essential. It. length the trajectory may be modified only by intro- - -

is fairly well known that pendulums or aerodynamic ducing a lateral force. This force imparts a lateral
surfaces whose position is controlled by aerodynamic acceleration which causes the missile to travel in a
reactions are ineffective for this purpose. In the Azon path which is approximately circular for some time.
and Razon developments it has also been found de- To move the missile in a path of radius R requires a
sirable to introduce automatic trim devices to elim- centripetal acceleration of V2/R where V is the ve- -
nate rolling motions, although not there required for locity of the missile. The rate of change of direction
stability reasons, since these missiles have two planes of the trajectory dO/!dt equals ViR.
of symmetry. The elimination of the rolling motion The usual method of securing a lateral force is to
in those missiles simplifies the control problem, as change the orientation of the missile so that its axis
will be discussed in the ection on coupling between makes an angle to the trajectory. The missile does ..TO
eont ols. not then travel in the direction of its axis. The change

The state of complete equilibrium is rarely at- in its direction of motion is dependent on the magni-
tained in the practical use of missiles. The linear xno- tude of the lateral force produced by the change in .'
tion of the center of gravity is an ace.,crated one, the orientation in relation to the mass of the missile. If
mass times the acceleration being equal to and in the the force is small or the mass is large, the trajectory
direction of the resultant force. The time required to will be modified very slowly, even though the axis of
reach equilibrium is often mi'ch greater than the time the missile is at a large angle to the direction of mo-
of flight of the missile. For example, a falling bomb is tion of the center of gravity. The missile behaves in
in complete equilibrium only when it reaches its ter- the same manner as an automobile traveling on ice
minal velocity, a process requiring fall from a great when the steering wheel is suddenly turned. 67

height and many tens of seconds. This long time con- Experience from tests on bombs and airfoils shows - -

stant arises from the limited rate at which energy is that the lateral force produced at a given angle of the
supplied from the gravitational field. In the case of an missile to its trajectory is approximately propor-
aircraft the slow phugoid oscillation arising from in- tional to the square of the speed and to the projected .7..

terchange of kinetic energy and potential energy has lateral area. A reasonable value of the lateral force
a period of approximately 0.22V seconds when V is is about 10 psf on the fins or wings at a speed of 100
the sped in ft per se,. i.e., the period is 88 seconds ft per see and about 1/ psf on a body of revolution
for a missile traveling at 100 ft per sec. The design at a speed of 100 ft per sec for angles of yaw of 15
of servomechanisms and intelligence devices cannot degrees, although with larger angles of yaw still
be based on the assumption of equilibrium condi- higher values can be obtained. Extremely large an-
tions. gles of yaw give large drag forces which slow up the --

Fortunately the time constants of the angular mo- missile and thus reduce the lateral force. The lateral
tions are much shorter, usually of the order of a frac- acceleration to be expected is therefore about
iion of a second or at ihe most a few seconds, increas- (10A.'V)(V,'100)2 rg, where A i- the area of the fins or
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i-ings in srq ft, V th'speetl in ft per -ee. W the weight the average value of L must equal m)n posI6. The "

of the missile in lh, and.q is the acceleration of gravity available control then depends on the changes in 1.
in ft per sec per see. In any actual design, the lateral which can be effected by the controls, and the control -- .. -

acceleration should be determined from wind tunnel is the same as for a vertical trajectory. However. the
measurements on a model of the missile. A radius of requirement L = mq cos 0 is the requirement for rec-
curvature R requires an acceleration '2 IR. Hence tilinear flight, and the speed required is dependent

again on the area of the fins or wings. The minimum,,
3.--I speed for rectilinear flight, assuming the use of the

or if- maximum control, is gi cen by e. .

HI =31 t
A1 1 2 10ty

(0_0J Ir- Cos 8
The rate of change of direction dO di A V,31 If-. o,

For the standard 2,000-1b bomb, A for the stand- 100 -"
ard fins is about 4 sq ft. With a suitable rudder, it -:':.
may be expected that lateral forces of the above mag- For the 2,000-lb bomb on a 45-degree trajectory, V
nliti(Ie may be reached, in which ca.e R =- 15,500 ft is about 600 ft. per see.
and dO0/dt = V! 15.501) radians per sec = 0.0037 1 At lower speeds than the minimum speed for recti-
degree per see. In the next 500 ft of fall after the linear flight, the rate of change of direction is not as
rudder is applied, the bomh would move laterally great, and the radius of turn is larger. Values for an%
about 7 2 ft- particular case can be estimated. The control obtain-

It is to be noted that for this case of a vertical tra- able depends greatly on the ratio of the speed to the
jectory. the radius of curvature obtainable with a rectilinear flying speed, and the rectilinear flying
given tin area does not depend on the speed, since speed is determined mainly by the area of fins or
both the required and the available acceleration vary wings.
as the square of the speed. However the forces which
the missile structure must withstand increase in pro- a2.3.4 Nonlifting Missiles

portion to 1I.1?.
When the trajectory makes an angle to the verti- From the aerodynamic point of view the properties

cal• the force of gravity has a component at right an- of missiles in which the average value of the lateral
gles to the trajectory. It is customary to measure the force is zero are so different from those for which the
angle from the horizontal and to denote its value by average value is not zero that the two groups deserve
0. The gravity component is then g cos 0. The path separate treatment. Although an aircraft or glider -' .
then curves downward unless a sufficiently large lat- could be trimmed to give zero lift, its general flight
eral aerolynamic force overcomes the gravitational behavior would not be satisfactory, and the nonlift-
component. Calling the lateral aerodynamic force L, ing missile usually takes the form of an elongated

we have the following equation for the radius of cur.- object with two or more planes of symmetry and in --

vature of the path. some cases a body of revolution. The simplest ex-
mW 0 . de ample is an ordinary bomb or rocket stabilized by

in V ti g cos 0 - L tail fins. When the axis is inclined, there is a restoring
i f moment because the line of action of the resultant

Consider first the case in which L is zero, i.e.. a force passes behind the center of gravity. To keep the
conventional bomb. We find R = V2/(g cos 0) and axis at an angle to provide a lateral force, this i-
(/o dt = (y cos 0) 1'. The imaxinmm value of d0, dr ment must be balanced by a smaller force in the op-
occurs when the axis of the bomb is horizontal and posite direction applied by a rudder at the tail or a
equals fl V radians per see. At a speed of 320 ft per spoiler at the nose. The action of the r udder or spoiler
sc, do,/dt = 0.1 radian per sc = 5.7 degrees per must be such that the missile still has sufficient stati.
sm,, and R = 3,2(X) ft. As the speed increases, (lO/dt and dynamic stability about the new position of
decreases and R increass, equilibrium.

Next assume that the trajectory of the missile is Missiles of this type are best adapted to steep tra- ".".'.-
to be approximately a straight line to the target, as jectories for the followving reasons. Launching speeds
is usually desired for a homing missile. In this case are usually limited to a few hundred feet per second.
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240 SGME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES

Control against the deflecting action of gravity is wing loading the time required corresponds to a fall
effective only near the rectilinear flying speed. The through a very great height.
minimum rectilinear flying speed is of tha order of The lifting missiles are intended to follow an ap-
lOWIJ'(1/A)(cos O1O). As the path approaches the proximately straight flight path, which for powered
vertical, cos 0 decreases, the minimum rectilinear fly- missiles may be horizontal or inclined upward. We
ing speed decreases, and the control improves, shall consider first an unpowered missile, i.e., a glider.

A decrease in W/A also decreases the rectilinear The only forces acting on a glider in flight are the
flying speed and hence improves the control at low force of gravity and the resultant air force. It is cus-
speeds. This principle has been used in the Roe proj- tomary to consider the resultant air force in terms of
ect, in which additional surface has been provided to its components perpendicular and parallel to the di- r
give larger lateral forces for a given angle to the tra- rection of motion, the lift and the drag. In equilib-
jectory. rium gliding flight the resultant of lift L and drag D

The control of a nonlifting missile in the horizontal must balance the weight and hence must act in the
plae is of course independent of gravity, and the vertical direction. The flight path is therefore inclined
general considerations discussed for a vertical tra- downwards at an angle 0 such that tan B - D/L.
jectory apply. The resultant force R is usually expressed in terms

When control moments are applied to missiles of of the dimensionless coefficient Cn defined by
the nonlifting typu about two axes at tight angles to R = CRA -IpV2 , where A is the wing area, p the air
each other, the resultant air reaction cannot be rep- density, and V the flight speed. Since at equilibrium . .

resented solely by a resultant force. There is also a the resultant equals the weight I', the equilibrium
resultant couple producing rotation about the longi- speed of the glider along its flight path is determined . _...
tudinal axis. In other words the missile has some of by the relation
the characteristics of a screw propeller or windmill. IV 2
It has usually been found desirable to provide ailer- 1 VA V. ,
Ons controlled by gyro elements to keep the missile , -
from rolling. Such a control is desirable to permit For an airplane the value of Cli increases from a
easy separation of right-left from up-down controls of small value at zero degrees or some small negative
the missile. angle of attack, depending on the shape of the wing

It is inferred from the successful use of the German section, nearly linearly tip to angles of the order of
V-2 rocket, which is a nonlifting missile, that the 12 to 15 degrees, reaches a maximum value of the g..-.-
problems of controlling missiles of this type at super- order of 1.2 to 1.4, and then slowly decreases. The
sonic speeds will not be too difficult, ratio of lift to drag reaches a rather sharp maximum

value at some angle between 5 and 10 degrees and '
fhen decreases rapidly. The slowest equilibrium glid-

12.3.5 Lifting Missiles speed corresponds to the maximum value of CR ..

ar the stalling angle, and in this region of angle of
'IrllTh nonlifting missile follows the normal type i. ack the glide angle changes rather rapidly but -.

approximately parabolic trajectory except when the I only small changes in equilibrium speed. As the
controls arc operated. The fins or wings ordinarily at is reduced, the glide angle becomes flatter, anti 6'. -

exert no lateral force. If, however, the veitlical con- the., iilibrium speed increases. On passing the angle -

trol is held deflected so that the longitudinal axis of of maximum LID the glide path again becomes
the missile is maintained at an angle to the trajee- steeper, and the equilibrium speed increases still
toiy, the missile will ultimately reach equilibrium as more. The steepest path is the vertical dive, in which ,-
a glider traveling at constant speed (the terminal the equilibrium speed reaches its maximum value, - "t.

speed for this orientation) in a straight path which is the terminal speed at which the weight is balanced
inclined at an angle to the vertical. If propelled, the by the drag.
path may be inclined upward. Even if the controls The preceding description applies solely to steady-
ar maintained in the neutral position, the missile state conditions, i.e., those which occur after the
will fimilly approach an equilibrium state of unac- lapse of a sufficient interval of time. It is important
-elerated fall vertically downward at its terminal to observe that an increase in angle of attack at an- '''"

Speed. For an ordinary bomb or other missile of high gles beyond i ,at of maximum L/D at first flattens
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MANEUVERABILITY OF VEHICLE AND OTHER AERODYNAMIC PRORLEMS 241

the angle of glide or even causes a temporary ascent, curvature R of the flight path is r/cos 0. Call the

and the steeper glide angle is obtained only after the angle of bank 0 and the lift L. The available force is

lapse of sufficient time. then L sin 0 and hence

Let us suppose that while the airplane is gliding W V P
steadily at some angle of attack, the angle is sud- L sin 0 = R:
denly changed to a new value. The lift at angles be-
low the angle of attack for maximum LID is changed V being the flight speed, W the weight of the air- ,'
much more than the drag, and the principal effect craft, and g the acceleration of gravity. Setting
will be to produce an unbalanced force nearly perpen- L = CLI PA V2 and solving for R
dicular to the direction of motion, which will curve

the flight path. Ultimately of course the unbalanced
drag force will modify the speed but this process re- R = -. ___

quires some time. Suppose the lift coefficient corre- PL-t.I

sponding to the steady, straight flight at the instan- The radius of turn can be decreased by increasing
taneous altitude and speed is CLo n h cullf CL as the glider is banked. This is the method com-

coefficient is C1 •. The unbalanced force is then monly used in aircraft to make a tight turn. If C. It
(CL - CLo)AjpV', and hence the lateral accelera- is zero, i.e., a nonlifting missile, banking does not give
tion will be [(CL - C o)AIpVP] /(W/g). The radius of rise to a turn, R being infinite. If C1. is not zero. i.e.,
curvature of the path will be W/(C, - Ceo)Agj.. a lifting missile, banking gives rise to a turn even if
This corresponds to the value 31W/A given earlier, CL is not increased by action of the longitudinal con-
if CL, - CLO is taken as 0.84. For a given wing loading trol. This is one of the essential differences between
and air density, the radius of curvature of the flight the aerodynamic properties of lifting and nonlifting
path depends on the difference between the actual missiles. The right-left steering of lifting missiles by
value of the lift coefficient and the value which would banking will be discussed further in Section 12.4.
be necessary in steady flight. It is quite possible to design a lifting missile which

The minimum radius is obviously obtained with could turn without banking. A large vertical surface
CL 0 and CL equal to the maximum lift coefficient, would be needed, and various practical difficulties
i.e., with a nonlifting missile. The use of a lifting mis- would arise.
sile increases the minimum radius of curvature and Norilifting missiles will probably have less diffi-
hence gives lower maneuverability. culty with compressibility effects at high speeds. The

For angles of attack beyond the angle of maximum chief difficulty with the lifting missile arises from the
LID, the effect of the drag may predominate, and the fact that the missile is unsymmetrical about the plane
speed may be reduced so rapidly that the lift force of the wings, and the orientation is maintained by re-
is not increased, although the lift coefficient is greater. actions on wings and tail whoge moments about the

-The foregoing discussion applies to control of the center of gravity are equal and opposite. Compres-

path of the missile in a vertical plane. The lifting sibility effects first appear on the wings, usually pro-
missile usually has larger surfaces, i.e., wings for sup- ducing diving moments and large changes in atti-
port and control in the vertical plane. For right-left tude. The nonlifting missile, on the other hand, is
steering the lifting missile is usually designed to use symmetrical, and both body and fin moments are
the airplane method, i.e., banking or rolling the mis. zero, except when control is applied. Thus the trim
sile to obtain a component of the force on the large position of the nonlifting missile is not likely to
wing surfaces in the desired direction. The turns change with speed in the absence of control. The con-
which can be produced without banking are of very trol will undoubtedly be modified by compressibility

large radius. An airplane with dihedral angle will au- effects. Vr "' '

tomatically bank if the rudder is turned and ailerons At the present time aerodynamic data at super-

are not moved, and will turn to right or left if the sonic speeds are quite limited, consisting mainly of
airplane is rolled e ither by deflecting the ailerons or information on the drag of projectiles obtained in K .
by turning the rudder, firing tests. Adequate supersonic facilities are now .

Turns of a glider are descending spirals. If the in- being provided, and within the next year or two a
clination of the spiral flight path to the horizontal great. deal of the necessary basic research should be
is 0 and the radius of the spi'al is r, the radius o cotplete-i.
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2412 SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES r *'r

12.3.6 Powered Missiles In the flight of an unpowered homing missile in
still air against a stationary target, the flight path

The control of powered nonlifting missiles requires is approximately rectilinear. The initial speed is usu-
little further discussion. When no control is applied, ally much less than the terminal speed in the straight
the propulsive force acts in the direction of motion, glide path, and hence the speed increases. To main-
Variation of the propulsive force changes the speed tain the rectilinear flight, the lift must be main- A -
but not the direction of motion. When control is ap- tained constant and equal to W cos 0. As the speed %

plied, the orientation may change, in which case the increases, the lift coefficient must be decreased by ,
propulsive force has a component at right angles to the action of the controls.
the direction of motion of the center of gravity, in- It appears desirable to operate unpowered homing
(reasing the lateral force available for control. missiles within the range of lift coefficients lying be-
This effect is usually not large. tween zero and that for maximum lift-drag ratio. As

In the case of powered lifting missiles, variation of is well known, the equilibrium flight path first flat-
the propulsive force constitutes a second and inde- tens and then steepens as the lift coefficient is In-
pendent method of control in the vertical plane. Un- creased. There is accordingly a reversal of control as
der equilibrium conditions the speed is approximately regards the final effect when past the maximum lift-
independent of the value of the propulsive force, sat- drag ratio. Missiles are not usually in equilibrium on
isfving the equation their flight path, and computation shows that the .. -'

211' o ' first effect of control is always that of the change in
= A PCI lift. If, however, the lift-drag ratio at the maximum

lift coefficient permitted by the controls corresponds - f.

For horizontal flight the propulsive thrust T is equal to a slope of path steeper than the actual path slope p
to the drag D. If T is greater than D, the missile to the target, the control proceeds to its limit and
climbs at angle 0 such that T = D + W sin 0. The stays there. The intelligence calls for a higher lift.
angle 0 may be negative, corresponding to descent if A higher lift coefficient is obtained as the control
T is less than D. For a more complete discussion, moves toward its limit, but a higher drag coefficient
reference should he made to one of the many books also results. The drag reduces the speed so that the
on the subjec't of airplane performance, actual lift does not increase very fast, and the flight p

path is corrected very slowly, if at all. It is probably
12.3.7 Homing Missiles desirable that powered horning missiles should also .

h" be operated in the region between zero and maximum "".
In homing missiles, the apparatus contained within lift-drag ratio.

thle missile locates the target with reference to some If the homing missile is powered, various coinbina-
axis fixed in the missile. The information so obtained tions of control are possible. For example, the pro- "14Z --

is not adequate, unless this reference axis is always pulsive thrust might be controlled by a speed-sensi-
in a known relation to the flight path of the center of tive device to maintain a constant speed in the later
gravity of the missile. Tie implest solution is ob- stages of the flight,
.ioisly to make the reference axis coincide with the

flight path, i.e., to have the intelligence device "look" .S Stability Probleis
along the flight path. The installation is especially
simpe it' the al)plication of control does not. change In theory a homing missile might receive sufficient
t he orientation of the missile with respect to its flight control information to give stable flight without in-
path. The securing of this result is one of the acre- herent stability of the missile in the absence of eon-
(lNlynalnic )rollems peculiar to homing missiles. The trol. In practice, a missile must have satisfactory
solution uised in the Pelican and Hiat. lrojects; was toi staility to maintain its flight. inl periods of intenl-
ch'ange the lift of' the wing by trailing edge flaps and tional or unintentional absence of control informa-

so to locate the center of gravity of the missile and a tion.
fixed tail structure that the downwash effects on the It is not practical to review the many aspects of the " -

tail prod(c'(d moments counterbalancing the ma- stability of missiles. The disturbed motions of a
ments prsduee4l by the flap deflection. The Roc l)rj- stable airplane-like missile in the absence of homing
vet :ilopted the sae sAlution. control consists of various combinations of a rapi(d.
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COUPLING BETWEEN CONTROLS 243

* heavily damped, longitudinal motion (in which the In a similar manner the slow spiral motion asso-
angular pitching motion is most prominent), a slow ciated with the lateral stability of the free-flying mis-
oscillation (the previously mentioned phugoid oscil- sile disappears. There are short- and long-period, 'a-.

lation, in which the missile rises and falls with the combined rolling and yawing oscillations, where
speed decreasing and increasing), a rapidly damped damping may be positive, zero, or negative, and the L: %

- rolling and yawing oscillation, and a slow spiral mo- long-period motion may degenerate into aperiodic

tion. motions.
Under certain conditions the missile may pass from Some aspects of the stability of homing missiles

steady rectilinear flight to a steady spin. In a true will be discussed briefly in Section 12.5.
spin, as distinguished from the spiral motion referred
to above, the wing surface is stalled, i.e., it meets the
air at a large angle. The spinning motion is, however, 12. COUPLING BETWEEN CONTROLS

*.." a steady motion with the following balance of mo- 12.4.1 I d d of Controls
ments and forces: n rpnn-

1. The stalled wing rotates of itself at such a speed A missile in flight has six degrees of freedom, but
that the rolling moment is zero. (A wing at normal if it follows conventional aircraft design it has only lv"
angles offers resistance to rolling; a stalled wing is in three controls-unless it is propelled, in which case
unstable equilibrium at zero rate of roll.) it has also a throttle or equivalent thrust control.

2. The aerodynamic pitching moment that tends The three controls are usually movable surfaces to
to reduce the angle of attack is balanced by the cen- control the moments about three mutually perpen-
trifugal pitching moment that tends to increase the dicular axes, and there is no direct control of the
angle of attack. linear motions. Unfortunately the three controls do

- 3. The aerodynamic yawing moment is balanced not give independent effects. Thus the rudder pro-
by the centrifugal yawing moment. The spinning dues a small rolling moment as well as a yawing
characteristics are greatly affected by the angle of moment which turns the aircraft to right or left.
yaw at which this balance occurs. When the missile is yawed, a much larger indirect

* 4. The airplane descends at such a rate that the rolling moment results, arising from the aerodynamic
vertical component of the air force equals the weight, reactions. The ailerons produce yawing moments as

5. The horizontal component of the air force gives well as rolling moments, and the yawing moments
the requisite centripetal acceleration of the center of may be either favorable or "adverse," i.e., the re-
gravity towards the spin axis. sultant yaw may produce a rolling moment in a direc-

A missile can be made difficult to spin by a suitable tion opposite to the desired rolling moment. In ex-
disposition of tail surfaces to give large aerodynamic treme cases the ailerons may turn the aircraft to
pitching moments and a favorable antispin equilib-- right or left without rolling it, or the rudder may roll
rium angle of yaw. the aircraft with little yaw. The effects may change

When a homing device is applied to an airplane- sign for the same aircraft at different speeds, i.e., at K
* like missile, the disturbed motions take on a some- different angles of attack or at different lift coeffi-

what different character. For example, if only the cients. The interaction between the rolling or yaw- r
. longitudinal stability is considered, the slow phugoid ing motion and the pitching motion is fortunately

oscillation disappears and is replaced by a damping very small.
of any disturbance of the velocity along the flight In the case of nonlifting missiles, operation of the
path; the period and damping of the fast angular left-right and up-down controls simultaneously pro-
pitching oscillation are controlled in part by the duces rolling moments, and hence it has been found
static longitudinal stability of the missile and in part that a nonlifting missile must have ailerons if rolling
by the power of the control surface and the lag of the motions arc to be avoided.
servomechanism; and there arises a second angular
pitching oscillation of longer period, which may in 12.4.2 Intelligence Coordinates and Controls
, some cases degenerate into two aperiodic motions.
As the missile approaches the target, the frequenie,; The intelligence devices generally available for use
and damping constants change somewhat, and an in homing aero-missiles give information on the bear-
additional mode appears. ing of the target to the right or left and up or down
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244 SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES o-t .

from some reference axis, i.e., an essentially two- etc. Combinations may be used but it has not been
dimensional presentation. In the case of radar de- customary to use the throttle for up-down control of
vices, range information can also be obtained if de- the flight path.
sired. The missile, however, has three controls if The more common two-control airplanes use the
unpropelled and at least four if propelled. There is elevator-rudder or the elevator-aileron combinations.
evidently a problem in connecting the two-dimen- Both methods have been used in the design of mis-
sional output of the intelligence device with the con- sies. With proper design reasonably satisfactory tI,.%

trol system of the missile, turns can be made either with ailerons or with rud-
In the case of a nonlifting missile, the obvious der. For homing missiles, aileron control is believed

method of connecting the controls is to connect the to give somewhat smaller errors, since out-of-trim-
two channels of the intelligence device to two con- rolling moments can be balanced without introducing
trol surfaces producing moments about two mutu- yaw. In either case, the use of two controls alone
ally perpendicular lateral axes, which are aligned with makes possible independent connections of the two
the intelligence device. While the two control sur- intelligence channels.
faces may be designed to give independent action It has already been pointed out that a gyro is re-
about the lateral axes, the application of control quired for trimming the missile in roll. It is desirable
about both axes simultaneously will produce rolling that this gyro also limit the maximum angle of roll;
moments about the longitudinal axis. If the sero- otherwise the missile is likely to turn over on its back j...

dynamic design were such that, the longitudinal axis when a control signal is continued for some time.
remained in the direction of motion, the roll would In automatic pilots for aircraft, the rudder and
not be objectionable, unless the rate was so high that aileron are often controlled together for turns. Such
the lag in the control system introduced phase cr- a coordination is possible for one flight condition or,
rors. However, most missiles of the zero lift type at most, a narrow range of conditions. For missiles
change orientation as the controls are applied. The intended to operate over a considerable speed range,
roll takes place about the axis of the missile and intro- the rudder displacement for a given aileron displace-
duces incorrect error signals in the intelligence de- ment varies both with airspeed and angle of attack.
vice. A better solution is to stabilize the missile in and it has not seemed necessary to attempt the de-
roll by means of ailerons controlled from a suitable sign of the necessarily complicated control. By suit-
gyro system. Thus in the simplest method, the roll able aerodynamic design of a two-control missile, the L '

control is governed )y a gyro, and the other two by sideslip during turns can be made reasonably small.
the channels of the intelligence device.

There have been many ingenious suggestions for ,,.,, Effect of Roll on Error Signals
connecting tie controls of a nonlifting missile to per-
mit continuous rotation of the missile. It does not The lifting missile of the airplane type banks dur-
seem l)rofitai)lc to discuss them here. For remotely ing a turn. The reference axes of the intelligence de-
vontl'olled as (listinguished from homing missiles, vice are fixed with reference to the missile and hence
such devices bc(lome computers, often of complex (ie- rotate with the missile. The axis of rotation of the
sign, for transforming from fixed to rotating axes, missile does not usually coincide with the direction
and metering the degree of control to 1e given by of motion of the center of gravity of the missile.
each of the two control surfaces. Hence the intelligence device no longer measures the

In the case of a lifting missile of the airplane type, up-down and right-left errors with respect to axes
turns are accomplished by banking the airplane, and fixed with respect to the vertical.
it is therefore not desired to prevent roll. It is neces- It has been previously pointed out that an airplane
sary either to reduce the number of control surfaces is made to turn in its tightest circle by banking and
from three to two, or to couple two of the control then pulling back on the stick to increase the lift eo-
surfaces together to be controlled from a single intel- efficient to its maximum value. The coupling between
ligence channel. If the missile is powered, the throttle the up-down and right-left controls produced by
or equivalent power plant control may 1)e arranged banking automatically gives an error signal to the
to be controlled by airspeed, altitude, or some quan- elevator or elevons in a direction to increase the lift
tity associated with engine performane is for ex- coefficient and thus accelerates the turn. At the same
ample, mixture ratio, peak plresslre, temel)crature, time the increased lift bends the trajectory of the
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SYSTEM STABILITY OR HUNTING PROBLEMS 245 .

center of gravity upward. The exact behavior of the 124.4 Effect of Angle of Attack
system depends on the characteristics of the intel- oYw nEr Sia
ligence device, servomechanism, and missile.

The error angles are readily computed for idealized In the nonlifting missile, the application of con- be
motions. If the missile rotates about the direction of trols pitches or yaws the longitudinal axis so that the ,

motion of the center of gravity, the effects amount intelligence no longer looks along the flight path. :-
simply to rotation of the axes of reference of the error Using the same notation as before, the effect is given
signals. If the error angles referred to the original by the relation
axes are 6, in elevation and 6 in azimuth, and if re- 6/ = 0 - 8,. r ,
ferred to axes rotated through an angle 4 they are
6' and V2, the relations are The same relation applies to the elevation control of

a lifting missile. It is in theory possible to intercon-
5,,' = 6,, cos 0 - 8, sin 0 nect the controls with the intelligence device to move

.' 6 sin -+- *+ 5e cos 0 the reference axes of the intelligence device to com-
pensate for this effect. If it is undercompensated

If, however, the rotation occurs about an axis mak- there will be a stabilizing action against oscillations; .
ing an angle 6, with the direction of motion of the if it is overcompensated a destabilizing action.
center of gravity

cs 0 8'.0M sin.4. Methods of Reducing Coupling
, ,o - (, -,) sin € between Controls

51 = 6,, sin 0 + (.. - 5,0) cos ,
The methods of reducing both the interdependence

In the general case the dynamics of a rigid body of the controls and the undesired effects of the angu- I

with six degrees of freedom and the aerodynamic lar motions on the error signals are still in the early
characteristics of the control must be considered, development stages, and much additional aerody- :. "
Thus the axis of torque varies with the displacement namic research is required. A homing missile can be
of tle control surfaces. The 1)ody rotates not about made to work with all these effects present in some ''

the axis of torque, unless this axis is also a principal degree. It would seem fruitful, however, to attempt
axis of inertia, but about an axis intermediate be- to make the normal flight path coincide with the
tween the axis of torque and a principal axis. Thus longitudinal principal axis of inertia, for all control
the instantaneous axis of rotation travels in the body, positions, and to do further research on reducing
and an integration process is necessary. Because of interactions between controls.
those complications it is not very practical to correct
for these effects by inserting a computing device be- -,
tween the intelligence and the controls. One of the I'S SYSTEM STABILITY r
important consequences of the foregoing effects is OR HUNTING PROBLEMS
that when there is an elevation error angle and the .5.1 Illustration of Hunting
true azimuth angle is zero, an azimuth error is passed,.
on to the controls equal to - (6, - 6,,) sin 0. To Perhaps the most difficult of the special problems
illustrate, suppose that the target is high, so that associated with the design of homing missiles is that 6
6. - 5, is positive, and that the airplane rolls as for of securing a satisfactory stability of the complete
a right turn (positive -). A negative azimuth error is system, since the overall stability depends on the
then given to the controls, which tends to oppose the characteristics of the missile, intelligence, and servo-
right turn. If, however, 6, - 6.0 were negative, i.e., mechanism and especially on their interrelations. To :7.
true elevation error is zero but axis of roll above illustrate the problem there are shown in Figures 2, .-

flight path or target is low, the azimuth error given 3, and 4 the observed motions of three homing mis-
to the controls would assist. the turn. In the first case siles. In Figure 2 it is seen that the missile rolls and . C
there would be a damping effect on oscillations; in yaws in increasing oscillations of about a 10-second '

lie second, a destabilizing effect which would pro- period until the missile strikes the ground. In extreme
mote hunting. In the usual lifting missile the effect cases, such a missile may turn completely over on its "."is on t baverage n destabilizing one. back, lose track of the target and descend in a steep c % -
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* V =400 ft per see, Oo 3 degrees = 1/20 radian, a.29 FcosLaigt ntbt
and T = 2~r seconds, the flight path oscillates ap-
proximately 20 ft. On the other hand, if T 1 see- The presence of error signals from a hoining die-

ond, the flight path oscillation is only 3 ft. vice would seem at first sight to remove most of the
These simple computations underestimate the er- sources of instability and to supplement the aero-

ror since the actual missile does not look accurately dynamic damping forces which are present in any
along the flight path under dynamic conditions. This normal design. The element which introduces difi-

effect is, however, greatest for the short-period osc-illa- culty is the unavoidable lag betwveen the presence of
tions where the errors are small, an error angle and the application of the corrective
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248 SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES

forces and moments to the missile. The lag may arise The time lag of the usual electromechanical servo -

in the mechanical and electrical parts of the intel- system is of the order of 0.10 to 0.15 second, but con-
ligence device, control system, or servomotor, or it siderably smaller values can be obtained by special
may be introduced by the motion of the missile re- design.
sponding to the controls in such a manner as to intro- Either a time lag or a time advance may be intro- )" -. t.
duce errors in the measurement of the error angle by duced by the relations between the motions of the 'A
the intelligence device, missile, the axis of the intelligence device, and the , -

The physical effect of the lag in producing hunting direction of motion of the center of gravity of the e

may be appreciated by considering the missile dis- missile, as discussed in Section 12.4.3. In the usual- -
placed from the correct flight path toward the target design, the axis of roll lies between the longitudinal
but being returned to it by the action of the controls. axis of the missile and the direction of motion of its
As the error angle approaches zero, the control sur- center of gravity, and a time lag is introduced. For
face deflection is approaching zero and should reach example, if a disturbance rolls the missile for a right
zero at the same instant as the flight path intersects turn, a false azimuth error is indicated in a direction
the target. If the control is of the on-off type, re- to aid the turn and amplify the effect of the dis-
versal should occur at the instant the flight path in- turbance. From the point of view of lag, if the missile
tersects the target. If this could be effected, the aero- is off course to the left and is being corrected to the
dynamic damping forces would absorb some of the right, the centering or reversal of control is delayed r

kinetic energy present., and the next crossings would until the missile moves off course to the right a suffi-
be made with successively decreasing speed until the cient amount to bring the rotated reference axis on
missile reached equilibrium on a steady trajectory. the target.
Because of the inevitable lag present, the control sur- The use of automatic lead computers to reduce
face remains deflected in a direction to increase the errors associated with wind and moving targets often
error angle of the missile for a short time and thus leads to a difficult stability problem, as discussed .
feeds energy into the oscillatory motion. Equilibrium later in this chapter. -.
is reached at an amplitude of oscillation such that .
the amount of energy fed in is equal to that absorbed 12..5 Antihunt Devices
by the aerodynamic damping. It is possible that the ,
energy fed in does not equal the energy absorbed for Since hunting indicates a phase lag between the .1 1k

any amplitude, in which case the oscillation builds up error angle and the application of corrective forces
until the missile capsizes. and moments, the remedy is obviously the introduc-

The amount of energy fed in is directly propor- tion by some means of a phase advance which is ,, 
3
-.:w

tional to the time lag, and to the overall sensitivity, greater than the lag. As the missile comes on course, r,__

i.e., to the magnitude of the correcting forces and the control must be reduced or removed before the
moments'produced by a given error angle. This over- error is actually zero. The most common method of '.

all sensitivity is dependent on such factors as the accomplishing this result is to incorporate a rate " '
area of the control surfaces, the speed, altitude, and term in the control, i.e., to make the position or speed,"
attitude of the missile, the deflection or rate of de- of the control dependent in part on the error and in
flection of the control surface for a given electrical part on the rate of change of the error.
input to the servomechanism, and the sensitivity of A compensating or antihunt circuit can often be "
the intelligence device, introduced in the amplifier or output circuit of the

The aerodynamic damping is a function of altitude intelligence device itself. It usually takes the form of
and airspeed as well as of relative areas of various a suitable condenser-resistance network which may V
parts of the missile and of the amplitude of oscilla- be considered either as a phase-advancing device for
tion. sinusoidal signals or as introducing a rate component S.. -

The time lag in the intelligence device is usually for arbitrary signal variation. Difficulties often arise
determined by the amount of integration or smooth- with such a circuit if the input signals are "rough"
ing found desirable to give a reasonably stu,.ady out- (fluctuating in magnitude for a given error angle), *-.

put signal from the intelligence device. For the radar- as, for example, is the case for radar reflections from
homing systems used so far, the time lag has been many types of targets. Because of the antihunt cir-
within the range fron 0.05 to 0.25 second. cuit, the higher frequency "roughness" is amplified Z.
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SYSTEM STABILITY OR HUNTING PROBLEMS 249

much more than the slower variation as the missile path introduce errors which cannot he wholly cor- **.-"

comes on course. A further characteristic of this anti- rected in the time available. -
hunt circuit is that good performance is obtained Experience has shown (lecreasedl dispersion in tests
only with considerable attenuation of the input sig- of homing missiles over water as compared with tests
nal, so that additional amplification is required. over land, an effect which is probably to be attributed -P

The rate term may be introduced by a gyroscopic to the decreased gustiness over water. In one instance ,--..
turn indicator which measures the angnlar rate at over land, a severe disturbance was noted from the ' -o
which the missile comes on course. This method has sharp boundary between a heated layer of air at the . -
been found completely effective in obtaining system ground and a cold air mass aloft. While the designer
stability. It has the disadvantage that winds or mov- of a missile can vary the frequencies of the natural
ing targets require a steady rate of turn, which intro- modes of motion through small limits, it is practically
duces a control signal. The presence of this signal, in impossible to change their order of magnitude. For-
effect, limits the maximum rate of turn and thus in- tunately the errors in the trajectory decrease as the , ,
creases the errors associated with winds and moving rectilinear flight speed increas. -,.
targets.

12.5•4 Methods of Analysis ..
12'5'4 Time to Come on Course The problem of the design of stable systems has

One of the important characteristics of the control been approached by several methods of mathemati-
system is the time required for a missile released with cal analysis and by experiments on mechanical, elec-
an initial error angle to come on its proper course, tromechanical, or electrical models. If sufficient in-
The time can be controlled to some extent by the formation is available from tests of the component
overall sensitivity of the control system. It has al- parts, the choice of control parameters to assure sys- -,

ready been pointed out that increasing the overall tern stability can be made by any of these methods
sensitivity increases the amount of eneigv fed into of analysis. The purely mathematical methods re-
the system when a time lag is present. Even if the quire more or less idealized representation of the per- -.:
system is stable, the missile may come on course with formance of the component parts of the system and
a damped oscillatory motion, and the damping is are most useful for systems whose performance is de-
small if the sensitivity is too great. A return without scribed by linear differential equations. The various
oscillation can be secured with suitable values of the methods using models have the advantage that some .. "' -
control parameters. Both experience and theory show of the actual components can be incorporated as part .
that. it is necessary to make a compromise between of the model, so that nonlinear control mechanisms
the stability characteristics and the time to come on and on-off or step controls whose mathematical anal-
course. In most cases it is necessary to make the time ysis is often difficult can readily be investigated.
to come on course about 10 seconds or more. The control system of a homing missile constitutes

a closed-cycle control system or servomechanism.
The chief difference from ordinary servomechanisms - - -

'2.5.1 Effect of Wind Gusts is that the parameters of the system are not constant
but vary through considerable limits during the flight

Wind gusts introduce disturbances which excite of a single missile. More specifically, the parameters -

the natural modes of motion of the complete system. assoeiated with aerodynamic forces and moments are "
The effects persist for times which depend on the functions of the airspeed, air density, and attitude-
periods or time constants of the natural modes, and of the missile and its control surfaces. If these varia-
the disturbed motion at any instant depends on the tions are taken into account, the usual methods of
history of disturbances over comparable past periods analysis of servomechanisms may be applied. These
of time. Exclusive of the effects of changes in speed involve a study of the response of the system to cer-
along the trajectory for which the time constant is tain standardized conditions, the two most useful
very large but which in themselves do not cause the conditions translated in terms of a homing missile
missile to miss the target, there usually exist modes being a sinusoidal displacement of the target at var- '...J'
for which the time constant is of the order of 10 ous frequencies or a sudden permanent displacement
seconds. Hence gusts in the latter part of the flight of the target. If the system is a linear one, its per-
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250 SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES

formanee is completely known when the performance motion- As an example, methods of automatic roll
under either of the above conditions is known. stabilization may be investigated with the actual

Readers who are interested in the details of the gyro and servo elements by using a mechanical sys-
mathematical procedures are referred to reference 2. tern (damped pendulum or damped rotor) to simu-
This paper describes the application of the sinusoidal late the inertia and damping of the missile about its
analysis to the design of linear servomechanisitis roll axis. A system of this type and a more compli- f..,

with continuous control. An example of analysis using cated electromechanical model of the longitudinal IN
suddenly applied disturbances may be found in ref- motion were used in the study of the Pelican and Bat ' -. ,
erence 3. The same laboratory has developed this control systems. In addition, the Servomechanisms
method of studying the control of certain types of Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
missiles. developed a flight table in which the pitching, yaw-

The preceding methods of analysis lend themselves ing, and rolling motions of the missile with proper
to a complete study of the performance of the sys- cross coupling were fully simulated and on which an
tem, including not only the question of whether the overall test could be made of the complete control
system is stable or not but all questions of the magni- system including the intelligence unit, gyroscopes,
tude of the errors. For determination of stability, one and servomechanism. This flight table was extremely
may apply the method of small oscillations commonly useful in determining the best adjustments of the
used in airplane stability problems. This method as several parameters of the control system.
applied to an airplane without automatic pilot is de- Comparison of these models with actual flights of .
scribed in great detail in reference La. The method, homing missiles shows that they reproduce the an-
in effect, determines the period and damping of the gular motions encountered in flight extremely well.
natural modes of oscillation and the damping of the Designers of homing missiles will find that the use of
natural aperiodic motions. If the damping constant this method of studying system stability and overall
turns out to be negative, the corresponding mode is performance will save much time in the development
unstable, of a stable system and in adjusting it for best per-

The mathematical methods are in practice limited formance.
to systems described by linear differential equations
and find some difficulty in the treatment of actual
servo systems with friction, "dead" regions, and time 12.6 PROBLEMS ARISING FROM
lag. For this reason models have been found useful. WIND AND MOVING TARGETS -

These range in complexity from systems representing 12.6.1 Pursuit Curves
a single degree of freedom of the missile to more com-
plete flight tables, which include the three angular If the target is moving or there is a natural wind,
components of the motion or the "phantasmagoria" a flying missile which always heads toward the target
which simulate one or two components of the linear follows a path known as a pursuit curve or homing

curve, depending on whether the motion is referred
to the air or to the ground. The radius of curvature

POINT -of the pursuit curve becomes very small as the target
is approached and becomes infinitely small for the
idealized case of a point target. The maneuverability
of the missile is limited, and hence the missile will not
hit a moving point target or a stationary target in a
cross wind. The magnitude of the miss depends on '.ft '-%

the speeds of the missile, wind, and target, on their

.06 relative directions, on the range, and on the maneu-
verability of the missile as expressed by its minimum

WIN radius of curvature.

RET APPARENT This problem in idealized form has been studied by - '

MOTION the Statistical Research Group, Division of War Re- 1*'-

FiouRt 5. Diagrarn of launching variables determin- search, Columbia University, under the direction of
ing purguit curve errors, the Applied Mathematics Panel. For convenience, . f I
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PROBLEMS ARISING FROM WIND AND MOVING TARGETS 251

the effect of wind and target motion are combined to siie, direction of launching toward the target, and

give an apparent target motion of speed v. (See Fig- missile continuing along an osculating circle when

ure 5.) The azimuth 0 of the launching position re- the minimum radius of curvature is reached are

ferred to the direction of apparent motion of the tar- assumed.

get, the launching radius r0, the ratio n of the appar- The computed miss M is shown in Figure 6 in the

ent target speed v, (the resultant of wind effect and form of a plot of M/p, vs 0o for n = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and -.

target motion) to the speed of the missile 1, and the 0.4 and r0 = 6p., 10p., and 14P.. The essential points -.

minimum turning radius p, of the missile are the to notice are: (1) that the maximum miss varies but

quantities determining the miss for the case of the little with launching radius; (2) that the maximum '-

point target. Constant. velocities of target and mis- miss is approximately equal to Y/p,n; and (3) that
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the miss becomes very small fur 0, between 140 and placement of the axis of the missile after a certain 4,

180 degrees. The only factors within the control of time or distance by means of a free gyro which main-

the designer of the missile are the speed of the missile tains a fixed direction in space. A knowledge of the
and its minimum turning radius. The speed rtio angular displacement and the range at the beginning

should be as small as possible and the minimum and end of the displacement permits a computation
turaing radius as small as possible to minimize pur- of the desired offset. This computation also assumes-.

suit-curve errors. The user of the missile may reduce a constant value of i throughout the flight. -

the error by making his attack on a course such that Still another possibility is a continuously integrat- %

oe is approximately 145 degrees. In the case of ship ing angular-velocity meter which continuously sets in

targets this course gives a good compromise between the appropriate offset.
the magnitude of the error and the projected length Study shows that the roughest sort of correction

of the ship, which determines the permissible error reduces the pursuit-curve errors, even though a true r .

that still yields a hit. collision course is not obtained. Hence it is worth
while to experiment with the simplest conceivable

2.,., Computers computers-for example, those dependent merely on
the relative frequency and length of error signals in

ri'he essential feature of the pursuit curve is that the two opposite directions.
the missile moves along a path which makes an angle The chief bar to the general us of computers lies
tan-'(n sin 41(l + cos 0) with the line joining in their effect on system stability; in fact, the auto-
the missile and target. If the axis of the intelligence matic devices described cannot be used because they

device were rotated with respect to the'longitudinal produce excessive hunting- The computer essentially
axis of the missile hv this amount in the opposite puts in a lead on a moving target. If the missile, as a
direction to the apparent target motion, the path result of a disturbance, rotates to increase the lead, ....

with respect to axes fixed in the target would be the angular velocity developed acts to increase the

straight, and the missile would travel on a collision lead still further and thus builds up an oscillation of

course. If the user of the missile has the necessarv increasing amplitude. The computer cannot distin-

data to compute n and -o and the means of offsetting guish betiveen angular velocity arising from disturb-

the axis of the intelligence device by the computed ances and angular velocity caused by the missile fol-
amouat, and if the variations of n and 0 may be lowing a pursuit curve. Consequently an automatic
neglec.ed, the pursuit-curve error may be eliminated, lead computer is an inherently destabilizing device.

It is, in theory, possible to design a computer which The two methods of solving the stability problem
automatically offsets the axis of the intelligence de- are: (1) to feed in only a fraction of the correct lead - '
vice by the required amount. The simplest scheme, angle, or (2) to introduce a time constant in the in-

in theory, is to equip the intelligence device with a tegration process which is long compared to the nat-
separate servo system which always keeps the axis ural period of oscillation of the homing missile. In the

of the device centered on the target. If the missile first case, the permissible fraction is dependent on
flies a collision course, the bearing of the target, will the stability reserve of the complete system of the -

remain constant; hence the angular velocity of the intelligence device, servo control, and missile. In the - -

intelligence dex ice will be zero. If thc controls are so second ease, the time constant must be of the order

arranged that the missile is guided to make the angu- of at least 20 or 30 seconds for missiles exhibiting .0
lar velocity zero, the course followed should be the natural periods of the order of 1 to 8 seconds.

desired collision course. In practice, a high precision The computer problem is susceptible of math.'- -

is required, since the rate of change of bearing for a matical analysis for any specific missile and control

small offset is very small at long ranges. Further- system, and it, is not too difficult if all elements of the
more, the missile is subject to numerous disturbances system are linear. Actual experience with computers

of attitude, and it appears that an accurate, linear- on a homing missile is not Yet available.
integrating, angular-velocity meter would be re-

quired. It is not known whether the scheme would BORE-IGIT ERRORS
work or not; it has not yet been tried on a missile.

Another possibility which amounts to integrating If the axis of the intelligence device does not co-

the angular velocity is to determine the angular di6- inide with the direction of' motion of the center of
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BORE-SIGHT ERRORS 253

gravity of the mis.ile, there arises an error which may The moiLt difficult problem is to determine that
be termed the bore-sight error. Let us confine our reference axis of the vehicle which lies in the direr-
attention to the case where the intelligence device is tion of motion of the center of gravity of the vehicle -

not equipped with a computer or other means of in free flight. In fact a vehicle designed like a conven-
introducing an offset angle, i.e., the axis is fixed with tional airplane travels at different attitudes for dif-
respect to the missile. The missile then flies at a fixed ferent positions of the control surfaces. Particularly
angle to the line joining the missile and the target, in the vertical plane, the angle of attack varies with -'

and hence follows a logarithmic spiral whose equation the elevator setting. Thus, there is a variable bore-
in polar coordinates is p = pe- -  where po and sight error which might amount to as much as 10
O are the coordinates of the release point and e is the degrees or more.
bore-sight error. As the missile approaches the target, A similar error may occur in the horizontal plane
the radius of curvature decreases antl finally becomes when rudder and elevator control are used, for in this
equal to and would be less than that which the mis- case the rolling moment due to any lack of symmetry
sile can follow. The radius of curvature of the path of the missile about its longitudinal axis must be bal-
is equal to p/tan t or, if e is small, to p/t. Thus if p. anced by application of the rudder to yaw the mis-
is the minimum radius of turn of the missile, this sile, which then flies at an angle to its longitudinal
value is reached at a value of r equal to piC. This axis.
value of the range to the target at which the radius Two methods have been used to reduce bore-sight
of turn becomes p. will be designated R. If it is as- errors from aerodynamic causes. The first and most
sumed that the missile continues to travel in a cir- satisfactory is to design the missile so that the change
cular path ef radius p., the miss is readily computed in attitude with application of control is as small as
to be 4pmC. If the path were straight, the miss would possible. This requires aileron-elevator control rather

RreR, P,0. and the circular path produces a cor- than rudder-elevator control, so far as the horizontal
rection .pez, leaving a residual miss of 4p-e2 . For motions are concerned. In the vertical plane the aero-
p4. = 10,000 ft and e = 1 degree, R_ = 167 ft, and dynamic design should be such that the lateral forces
the miss is only 1.4 ft. The miss increases as the are modified withoudt change in attitude. One method
s(u-are of the bore-sight error, is to use flaps on the trailing edges of the wings to

Bore-sight errors arise from many sources in addi- change the lift and to balance the pitching moments
tion to the obvious one of inaccuracy in construction so produced by pitching moments from the tail aris- .
of the vehicle and of the mounting brackets of the ing from changes in the downwash angle. This can be
intelligence device. Both mechanical and electrical done by proper choice of tail size and location of tail - -.

imperfections of the intelligence device may produce and of center of gravity of the missile, -

hore-sight error. Thus, in a radar-homing device the The second method which has been used to reduce
electrical axis of the antenna system may not coin- bore-sight errors from angle of attack changes is to
cide with the geometrical axis because of unsymmet- mount the intelligence device on trunnions and cou-
rical distribution of dielectric or conducting material pie it to the controls in such a manner that the ref-
near the antenna. The output circuits may be un- erence axis of the intelligence device is rotated to
balanced in such a manner that the output is not zero compensate for changes in angle of attack. This com-
when the target is on the axis of the antenna. The pensation can be made perfectly for steady-flight
servo control system may contain elements which are conditions, but there are residual errors under dy-
not balanced when the input signal is zero; for ex- namic conditions. In addition a stability problem
ample, the pick-off of a rate gyroscope may le dis- arises, as in the ease of computers, and usually only
placed from the correct zero position. Errors from a partial compensation can be made if hunting trou-
these and similar causes may be controlled by careful bles are to be. avoided. In some instances, such a
inspection tests of the individual components, and coupling of intelligence device to controls has been
an overall check of an installed system can readily used as a means of damping, as previously discussed. r
be made. The reference axis of the vehicle can le In such a case the bore-sight error is not completely
oriented with respect to the target until the indicated eliminated,
output is zero, in which case the angular displace- A final source of bore-sight error is the inevitable
ment of the target from the reference axis gives the inaccuracy in construction of the internal shape of
bore-sight error, the vehicle. The axis of zero moment, i.e., the diree-
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254 SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILLS

* tion. of travel, will vary somewhat from one missile release point to the final target position is small comn-
to another of the sanme intended shape. Such errors pared with the initial range Xo - x, and the slope of -

can be measured in a suitable wind tunnel, but only the trajectory dy/dx to the same line is small comn-
with great, expenditure of time, and the requirements pared with 1. The differential equation is found to be
for uniformity of flow in the wind tunnel are difficult ,.*.

to mect. In the ease of Pelican and Bat missiles, or- I _d-y r 1 ~ ~ dy 1
rors of about 0.8 degree were found fr'om this source. A. inG, Lpxaf/ J(-- 9

WVith sufficient care and exclusive of actual equip- The solution of this differi~tial equation was found
A ment, failure,., it should be possible to reduce. the bore- to be .

sight error to the order of magnitude of I dlegree.r

y~e~xo-x) X0 _ H(xo/p,o,)

128 SLNSITIVI'FY, LAG, AND)l g osi
MI IUM RANGE dy lo' XG H(;ro/p.,(r)

dx LX0 - T x0/po-Z
Thle preceding discussionr of pursuit. curves and( d2X -1. x

bor~e-Sight. erriors has atsumedl certain ideal charav- dxY

teristics of the intelligence device and has not taken -- X

into consideration (1) that the intelligence dlevice where
miust look away from the target to produce error1 2 6
signals andl (2) that it has a certain lag. H (x) =1 + -+ -1 + -~+

Let us consider~ first an intelligencte device without x x
lag which gives an output signal proportional to the For practical values of xo, p.,, and v,., tha second term
orror anglo tip to a certain angle a,., and which gives in the brackets is entirely negligible. If, at a range
a constant output for angles greater than a,, Trhe. o - x = R?,., the missile is assumed to follow a circle
maximum output signal gives the minimum radius of of radius N,,, the miss M is given by
curvature of the path p_,. For any error angle c y 1 ,.
smaller than oc. it will he assumed that tire radius of M =Y + R~X
curvature p, is given by pjlp o,../u; i.e., the radius P

of cur-vature is infinite f. r or 0. If then the discus- Whence
~ion of the pursuit curve is reexamined, it is seen that R2~
the axis of the intelligence (device must point awiay M =e(R. + Pmi)-

from the target by an angle cr when the radius of
cur11veture is P_. The range K,. at which a" CF,. or P. p,. is equal

An exact solution of this p~roblem is (difficult arid to
has not been carried out. We have already seen that since
the pursuit-curve error is entirely analogous to a 1 __d

2y f ____ e* -
bore-sight. error of mnagnitudte tan'(1r. sin 00(I + it-
('oSO()), where 11 is the ratio of the apparent target ~ x
speed to the speed of the missile and 0o is the azinnitl Hence the miss is given by
of thu missile referred to the direction of apparent A + jp L
motion of the target. This eqluivalent bore-sight error ~*-
varies during the flight of the missile along a pursuit If we assume a-, 1/15 we obtain the following
f'trve lpecalse Oo v'aries, andl the pursuit-curve culeti- values-:M

ltosare complicated by thre determination of 00 as
function of the initial 0zi.05r intil0anean6

It will be instructive, however, to conrsider tlh, sim- 0.10 0.0117

pler problems of tire effect of thre value of~a wt 0 the 0.205 0.023
miiss; arising from a constant bore-sight error e. 0.25 0.0480

Trhis, problemn has beeni worked out by Skrnistadl~~.
(i ttlpublished) for the case where e is small, the lateral The effect of the value of a.,, is zero if e =0. Thus,
displacement y of the wmsile front a lire joining the if the missile travels a collision course and the bore-
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sight error is zero, there is no error from limited sen- This cart be solved for R,,' and introduced in the r'*

sitivity of the intelligence device. When e is rot zero, equatiopn previou4ly given to find tile corrected miss.
the effect of a. is to give an error term propLrtional For most cases the total equivalent bore-sight error
to e, whereas the miss due to bore-sight error alone may be approximated in practice by 0
is proportional to e2. I lence the effect of a,,, predomi-
nates at small values of e. V"

It is possible to use the formulas previously given
\ + ';e

/7"
to compute the pursuit-curve errors by means of an The magnitude of the additional error is not large. -
equivalent boe-sight ci ror for the azimuth angle 0, If the intelligence device overloads as the target is
of the missile, referred to the direction of the appar- approached, the directional information may dis-
eat position of the target, changes from 0 to appear completely, or the error signals may even be
0 = 0 - dy/dx. By introducing the value of dy1/d reversed in sign. Furthermore, certain types, such as
in the expression for equivalent bore-sight error, radar, have a minimum range within which no error
there is obtained signals are given. If the minimum range is R, the

missile in this case continues in a straight line and the
sin Go - -logo + elogi) miss is given by '9

It+ Cos( 0 -+e log -E-+ e lo) M = Y + e(Rpum
pm dx

This transcendental equation can be solved for e as For example, if R_ = 2,000 ft, as was found in-
a function of o , n and ob/p, and with the expression one design of intelligeace device, pm = 10,000 ft, ,r-- -
for M in terms of p,,,, a,,, and e the values of 111/p. a. = 1/15, and e - 1/30, the miss is 89 ft. If R, is .t
as a function of a,,, 4, n, and xolp, can be found, reduced to 200 ft, the miss is 29 ft, of which 7 ft is
The accuracy is not very good when 10 - jI ex- associated with the minimum range and 22 ft with
coeds about 0.3. the radar sensitivity a,. '

Since large pursuit-curve errors correspond to
large values of t, the term in a,. is the smaller, bat STRENGTH PROBLEMS
for o, = 1/15 corresponds to increasing the miss by OF HOMING MISSILES
50 to 100 per cent.

The effect of a time lag r in the intelligence device The structural design of a missile is in most re-
may be estimated in a qualitative way by consider- spects entirely analogous to that of an aircraft. It is
img thiu effect also as an equivalent bore-sight error. desired here to call attention to only two design con-
The error signal actually present at a range R is that ditions peculiar to missiles.
appropriate to a range R + V r, where V is the speed For rocket or jet-propelled missiles it is often in-
of the missile. This may be regarded as caused by efficient to design the power plant of sufficient size
an error angle at range R differing from that actually to include the take-off condition. It is better to use
present by an equivalent additional bore-sight error assisted take-off by means of a catapult or by special
equal to the change in the error angle between launching rockets. In German experience with anti-
It + Vr and R. This is readily seen to be aircraft and long-range missiles, accelerations from

/ ( )2g to 16g have been used in launching. The missile ,
I - p.a,,eVr structure must be designed to withstand the inertia

\ I? R + 1'r/ loads produced, and so must all the parts of the intel-ligence device and control system. ' ' "

Th le total equivalent bore-sight error is then lgnodvc n oto ytmThe second design condition peculiar to missiles is
r ,that of full control application at maximum speed.

l+ mo&R ] Because of the bore-sight error which may be pres-
ent, the intelligence device will call for the maximum

The range at which p, = p,, is then given by rate of correction. The missile must be able to with-
stand the loads so produced, or some automatic de- .,

P p,,,,,Vr ] vice must be used to limit the acceleration which may
; = r,,,, + + 1U, VT) be imposed.
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256 SOME ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN OF HOMING AERO-MISSILES

12.10 LAUNCHING PROBLEMS the amount by which it should beK lower depending
OF IOMING MISSILES Somewhat on the drag-weight ratio of the missile. In L',.

some cases interference effects between the missile
Some discussion hias been given Of launching prob- and the aircraft may cause an unfavorable trajectory.

lems in the discussion of the relation between the field However, no such effects have been encountered for
of view and the permissible motions of the missile, missiles of high wing loading.
Trhe target must come within the field of view and
remain there. A sighting device or computer may be 12.11 CONCLUSION "9"
required for determination of the proper release time.

A special l)roblem encountered in the release of A survey has been given of some aspects of the de-
missiles from aircraft is that of avoiding maneuvers sign of homing missiles for flight through air, pri-
which cause contact. between missile and aircraft marily to place on record that part of the experience
after release. It appears essential to keep the homing in the study of the radar-homing glide bombs, Peli-
device disconnected from the controls until the mis- can and Bat, which is likely to be of value in the
.;le is at a safe distance from the aircraft. The choice future development of homing missiles. None of the ___--_-

of airspeed and attitude at release can be made after topics have been treated in detail in this chapter, but
the study of computed trajectories confirmed by ex- it is believed that the discussion is sufficient to indi-",

perimental tests. In general the airspeed must be catee the nature of the problems and possible methods -
lower than the horizontal flight speed ::f the missile, for their solution.
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Chapter 13

THE DESIGN OF HIGH-ANGLE DIRIGIBLE BOMBS

11.1 DESIGN PROBLEMS forces from such surfaces as may be placed on a high-
23.1.1 General angle bomb, dimensional limitations leave no alter- , -A

native but to yaw or pitch the entire bomb so that it

I GENERAL, the structural configuration and di- attains a trim angle of attack in the airstream. Since
mensions of high-angle dirigible bombs are suffi- the lift force increases in proportion to the angle of

ciently restricted by tactical considerations to pre- attack, it is desirable to make it as large as possible,
clude any extensive liberty in their design. Except but drag forces increase disproportionately and soon .
for exceptional cases, they must be carried within reach the point where the ballistics of the bomb be-
the 1omb-bays of airplanes which are designed pri- come intractable, so a compromise is required. More-
umarily for carrying standard bombs comprising only over, the rudder surfaces start stalling seriously at
the explosive case and sufficient tail-fin area to pro- around a 20-degree angle of attack, so that other -
vide reasonable weathercock stability of the bombs problems are introduced if very large yaw angles are
in flight- Thus the bomb-bays, including the carrying contemplated. Experience indicates that it is not de-
racks, are designed to pack a maximum number of sirable to maintain trim angles in excess of 15 degrees,
compact explosive cases, with very little additional and hence all dirigible bombs designed in this project
space for anything except the most rudimentary type have been held closely to this value. F
of fin surface at the tail. Moreover, there existed an
almost unsurmountable resistance on the part of the Pi.. Mass vs Maneuverability Reiatioiis -
military to accept a dirigible bomb design which
would not pack in existing bomb-bays in numbers The lift force generated by any aerodynamic sur-
equal to the number of standard bombs normally car- face having an angle of attack in an airstream at
ried. This point of view will undoubtedly be changed velocities below the critical velocity at which the air- K-' -

to a reasonable degree when in the future such special flow regime changes because of compressibility ef-
weapons have proved their comparative worth in feets may be expressed as:
terms of potential effectiveness. However, during the V2 "
recent period the design of special bombs was defi- Lift force per unit area = CLP2y,

nitely handicapped by this understandable but none- or V2
theless discqncerting viewpoint, which necessarily Lift force = Area 'CL • P-2,'

dominated developments. where V = veloity of the airstream:L

A few simple basic principles are involved in the
p = density of the air;

aer'odynanic design of dirigible bombs, and the dis-
cussion which follows is intended to outline in the th a•umei'ic nst rate r
simplest possible nontechnical terms certain major the aerodynamic surface. * -..
considerations which suffice to cover the broad as- The p V2 /2 term is, of course, something over which ,

pects of the problem, we have no control, but it is of interest in the case of" -
Control of a bomb in flight requires first of all con- high-angle dirigible bombs because, in spite of the

trol of forces at right angles to the direction of flight ever-increasing velocities of a falling bomb, the
so that the bomb may be deviated sideways, in any V2 factor results in a practically constant maneu-
(lirection, from its normal trajectory. Since the dir- verability. That is, if control is applied continuously
igible bombs contemplated here do not include the throughout the drop, the radius of curvature of the
use of any internal power source such as jets, there resultant deviation path in space is substantially a
remain only aerodynamic forces to accomplish the constant." This arises from the fact that, whereas the
maneuvering of the bomb. Aerodynamic forces imply total velocity of the bomb along its trajectory is
lift surfaces of adequate area to generate the desired * The radius of curvature of the yB-I is ahout 27,000 ft;
fores, and means whereby these lift forces may be for the VI-2,approximately 32,000 ft; and for the V11-3, about
controlled at will. As to the method of obtaining lift 10,500 ft. %
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258 THE DESIGN OF HIGH-ANGLE DIRIGIBLE BOMBS :-_>

steadily increasing under the constant acceleration of whose area and aerodynamic effectiveness are such
gravity, the lift or deviation force is increasing as as to produce adequvte lift for a certain desired ma-

'2. Geometrical considerations will show a resultant neuverability, then the same design in a 2,000-1b
deviation of practically constant radius. Thus, to the bomb will have only 79 per cent as much maneuver-
extent that the fin surfaces retain their effectiveness ability as the smaller unit. In the larger sizes such as -

at high velocities, the maneuverability of a dirigible the 12,000-1b, the loss in maneuverability to 44 per
bomb will be practically constant anywhere in its cent of the 1,000-11) unit becomes very serious and for
flight. This, of course, is a very pertinent character- really satisfactory performance would require an in- %
istic. crease in lift-surfaee area amounting to about 2.25

The lift coefficient CL is a dimensionless constant times the area provided by merely scaling the 1,000-
describing the effectiveness of the bomb body and its lb bomb to the larger size. This is a fundamental
fins in producing aerodynamic lift. Its numerical difficulty in designing dirigible bombs which pro-
value is determined by actual measurements, either hibits unlimited expansion into large sizes without.
by wind-tunnel tests on scale models or by actual major modification of the design. In particular, it re-
drop tests of full-size bombs. However, here we are quires an ever-expanding area or lift surface to main-
(oncerned with the broad fact that lift forces gen- tain a fixed maneuverability. This circumstance must
crated aerodynamically are proportional to the area be borne in mind carefully in considering the applica- i , . .

of the airfoil. This is of interest in verifying an in- tion of the dirigible bomb principles to larger and
tuitive guess that the more fin area applied to a bomb, larger bombs. The current development of a 12,000-
the greater the lift or maneuverability, but it is more lb bomb (Tarzon) is illustrative, for after using all
important in indicating that the size of bomb which available space for the most efficient lift surface dis-
may be maneuered effectively with a given type Qf fin tribution practicable, the maneuverability is down
con figurnlion is definitely limited, to about 40 per cent of that obtainable with the

In considering the maneuverability of a bomb we 1,000-lb VB-3. While this may still be quite satisfac-
are comerned with the rate at which it is deviated tory for azimuth steering, its adequacy for range
from its normal path when control is applied; that is, steering is seriously questioned and will require actual
maneuverability depends upon the sideways or de- trial to provide any satisfactory conclusions about
viating accclcrahion. Since a = ,/m, the deviation the practicability of this boml).
acceleration is equal to the total lift force divided by
the mass of the bomb. From the above, since the lift u.i.s Mass vs Yaw Oscillation
for(, is proportional to the area f-, and since mass is rCharacteristics
proportional to 1P, it. is found that. for bombs of C r ic
similar design and density factor, deviation aecelera- Another aerodynamic feature characteristic of high-
tion is proportional to L2/L, or 1/L. angle dirigible bombs having broad implications in

Thus for a particular design of bomb and fins, the the application of controls to very large bombs per-
maneuverability of the bomb decreases in proportion tains to the yaw and pitch oscillations induced when -'-

to the increase in lineal dimensions, if the density control is applied.
factor remains constant and the dimensions of all As already mentioned, the necessary lift forces are ," VS
parts simply increase proportionately. In terms of obtained by applying rudder or elevator to the con-
weight, the decrease in maneuverability with in- trol surfaces, which yaw or pitch the bomb into a
creased size is shown in the following table. trim angle of attack of about 15 degrees, whereby the 7--

desired aerodynamic lift forces are brought into play.Lineal A111el Inertial'.

-uaeit momet Per The application of the yawing moment by the rudderWtI.. of ditnensioii vc~rability moment Peri(At (if .""'

bolli) factor factor about e.g. oscillation induces an overshoot of the bomb beyond its normal
1_.O 1. 1.0 .0 trim angle, and the steady-state trim angle is ap-

2,000 1.26 0.7) 3.18 126 proached only by a damped oscillation about the
8,000 2.0 0.5A) 32.0 2.0 trim position. Unfortunately, the aerodynamic damp-

12,000 2.2 0.44 13.0 2.29 ing induced by such oscillation is rather small; hence22,000 2.8 0.3(i i172.0 2.8-.-• .

,- ___-. --- -_ - care must be taken in the application of rudder or
llence, if it is assumed that a 1,000-lb bomb case elevator so as to limit the initial overshoot of the yaw

has been supplied with a controllable fin structure angle as much as possible. It can be shown that, if
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DESIGN PROBLEMS 259

the small damping term is neglected, when rudder is that the high-angle steering problem also demands
applied instantaneously from neutral position, the reasonable speeds in response to controls; otherwise,
initial yaw angle will be double the normal trim angle, accurate steering would be impossible. The optimum
and the yaw angle will be greater by far when the design is one of compromises throughout, and great "A
change involves immediate deflection from full rud- care must be taken that the whole purpose of the
der in one direction to the opposite angle. It will also control feature is not vitiated.
be evident that a very slow application of control will The above discussion, while far from complete, is
inhibit overshooting; in fact, no hunting will occur if intended to point out forcefully that there are limi- .-.

the rudder application is in phase with the yawing tations to the practicable weight of dirigible bombs,
angle. Thus the rate at which rudder is applied must unless the space made available for the aerodynamic -
be limited to a value somewhat comparable to the surfaces is allowed to expand disproportionately. One
natural period of the bomb oscillation about its cen- cannot cope with the area vs mass relationship, or
ter of gravity. In the 1,000-lb VB-3 having periods the moment of inertia vs mass stability problem
ranging, because of ever-increasing velocity, from without some additional freedom in the design of the
about 2.5 seconds at release to 0.7 second near the aerodynamic surfaes other than mere uniform ex-
end of a 15,000-ft drop, experience has indicated that pansion of dimensions. L _
reasonable suppression of oscillation is obtained with
rudder speeds of about 1.2 seconds for travel from 13.1. The Roll Torque Problem.
neutral to full deflection. By way of comparison, the
12,000-lb Tarzon design indicates a period of about It)rigible bombs of the type discussed here all re- ,-

1.75 greater than the VB-3; hence, the maximum rud- quire stabilization of the bomb in roll about its
der speed must be reduced to about 2.0 seconds from longitudinal axis. This basic requirement that the 0
neutral to full deflection. Moreover, this reasonably roll orientation be fixed throughout the flight of the .
short period for the 12,000-lb bomb oscillation is bomb will be evident on considering the necessity of -

achieved only by increasing the weathercock stabil- defining the plane of action of the rudders and ele- -

ity of the bomb relative to that of the V13-3, a com- vators with respect to azimuthal and range coordi-
promise which is obtainable only at a sacrifice in ef- nates in space. Thus the rudders must be maintained
fective lift for a given area of fin surface. The details parallel to the vertical or azimuthal reference plane, 4D•
regarding this inherent loss of lift with increasing and the elevators to a horizontal or range reference ..-.

weathercock stability are beyond the scope of this plane. The use of a suitable gyro control acting
discussion. However, it is mentioned merely to indi- through roll-stabilizing ailerons has accomplished the
cate that the increased moment of inertia of larger required stabilization in the Razon-type bomb, VB-3.
bombs leading to embarrassingly long oscillation Throughout this chapter the importance of this
periods cannot be compensated for by indiscrimi- roll control problem has been stressed, and particular
nately increasing the stiffness or weathercock stabil- attention has been called to the difficulties encoun- , .-
ity by greater tail stabilization. It might appear that tered in attempting to stabilize the flat-fin cruciforn- . - .
slowing tip the rudder action arbitrarily to handle the type empennage. Indeed, reliable performance was
long-period problem is sufficient. Such a device will, never attained with this type of structure when it
in fact, serve to keep the yaw oscillations within rea- was subjected to simultaneous yaw and pitch con-
sonable bounds.1, However, it must be remembered trol, although attempts to "brute-force" stabiliza-

tion with larger and larger ailerons were carried to
1, An alternative method might ibe devised whereby artifiial the point at which practical considerations of power

damping is introduced by properly controlling the slled and and space limitations called a halt to further at-
phase of rudder applications, or by ap)lying some kind of
aerodynamic brake. While considerable thought has been given temipts. At the same time, considerable effort was
to this problem, it has not yet appeared amenable to solution made to analyze the problem from a quantitative
without an excessive amount of auxiliary eqnipmnt. In ldd|- aerodwnamic viewpoint by means of wind-tunnel
tion to added power requirements for special controls, it
appears to require at lept two or perhaps four additional gyro tests designed to measure the roll torques generated
controls. Sueh devices might be found practicable for the very when a bomb equipped with a cruciform-fin structure
large bombs, such as the VB-13, hut it is questionable whether was exposed to simultaneous pitch and yaw. Such -
the added complexity and acompanying decrease in reliability %
of the instrumentation would be warranted, except as a list tests were made in several wind tunnels, but reliable '.,
re,'ort. quantitative information was found very difficult to
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260 THE DESIGN OF HIGH-ANGLE DIRIGIBLE BOMBS C.'... Y:d

obtain. However, numerical data were secured which, missile is yawed in azimuth, it will be stable if the fin
qualitatively, shoNed the typical roll torque eharac- is vertical; but if given a pitch angle of attack, it will
teristics that were anticipated from the early cursory be stable in roll only if the fin is horizontal. In the
visual consideration of the structure. Quantitatively, case of an empennage having two flat fins at right
the data were of no great value. On the contrary, angles, as in the cruciform structure, it will be. evi- N k

they were misleading to the extent that in some quar- dent from similar considerations that it will be stable

ters they encouraged the belief that the roll torque in roll if subjected to pure yaw or to pure pitch, but a * .. :-:
problem was less serious than seemed evident from combination of the two will develop a roll torque. ::. _.
actual drop tests. In large measure, these deceptive This stability characteristic explains why the cruci- -__"__"

data were responsible for the illusive hope that suffi- form structure is reasonably practical in the VB-1,
ciently large ailerons could be applied to the strue- which is controlled in azimuth only (or in range only,
ture to assure roll stabilization, if desired), but is impractical for a Razon bomb

Although this is not the place to discuss the aero- steered in both range and azimuth.
dynamic aspects in detail, the importance of the On the other hand, if the vertical and horizontal
problem, in view of future work on dirigible missiles, fins have unequal areas, the assembly will behave

warrants brief consideration of the source of the roll like the single-fin structure to the extent that the
torque phenomenon. Indeed it seems imperative, for two sets of fins are of unequal size. Tiis effect was
even now development work appears to be under way observed to a pronounced degree in actual bombs
using cruciform-type empennage designs with too when an experimental attempt was made to use
little consideration for the seriousness of the problem. unequal fin areas to obtain greater maneuverability

It is as if this contractor had never been plagued with in range than in azimuth. Hence, the Azon empennage
the roll problem or, if so, had labored under delusions carries horizontal and vertical fins of equal size.
regarding its seriousness- The above discussion can be summarized by stat-

As regards the source of the roll torques developed ing that the roll torque characteristics of the cruci-
when a fiat-fin cruciform-type tail is subjected to the form structure are inherent because the projected . .

cross wind associated with combined pitch and yaw area of the assembly varies with the angle of roll; -

angles of attack, a cursory study of a model will pro- that is, the structure is not radially symmetrical as
vide all the qualitative information required. regards exposed area. Obviously, the area asym-

The first and simplest consideration is that the metry could be improved by increasing the number
structure comprises flat radial surfaces; hence, any of fins from, say, four to eight, but other practical
unbalanced lifts produced on these surfaces represent considerations preclude such a design. Moreover, the
roll torques whose magnitude is merely the product simple explanation of roll torque considered thus far k.

of the unbalanced force and the radial distance to its is only one part and not necessarily the major part of -

effective center of pressure. It is pertinent, then, to the roll torque problem.
examine the conditions which will give rise to un- Thus far we have ignored the effect of interference
balanced lift forces, or shading of one fin on another or of the body of the

If we assume that there are no interference effects, missile on the fin surfaces. We have also ignored the
that is, no shading of one surface by another due to effects due to the shape of the body Rection of the
an asymmetrical wind, unbalanced lift forces (and empennage to which the cruciform fins are attached.
therefore torques) will be produced, except when the The shape of the body lying wilthin the cruciform
direction of the wind vector is such that its projection structure can markedly affect. the roll stability pat-
in the plane of the lift surface is parallel to the axis of tern in both magnitude and angular distribution of
the empennage. In other words, any flat surface con- the stability anges. Details regarding the latter "
strained on a central axis will always orient in a fluid effects can be obtained only from wind-tunnel studies.
stream so as to expose a maximum surface at right However, the shading effects may be considered
angles to the stream. It will te clear that, if a missile profitably in a qualitative manner by recalling that
carrying a tail surface comprising a single flat fin is any unbalanced lift forces oii the radial fins of the
vawe~d in the windstream, it will roll on its axis until cruciform structure will generate a roll torque. More-
the plane containing the wind vector and the axis is over, it is evident that any aerodynamic shading
normal to the surface; that is, it will roll until a affecting the several fin surfaces unequally will neces- -

maximum area is expose(d to the wind. If such a sarily result in unbalanced lift forces. ., t ,
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Consider a bomb equipped with a cruciform tail roll torques due to shading effects might he relatively '.,

having elevator and rudder flaps on the trailing edge unimportant,. .

of each of the horizontal and vertical fins. In normal However, yaw and pitch oscillations of a bomb are
flight the tail section is subject to the wash of the very poorly damped (the coefficient of damping is
bomb body, so that the inner portions of the surfaces approximately 0.25 for the Razon bomb) so that,,,-- .
may be exposed to very disturbed air while the fin because of randomly imposed control applications, it
areas at some greater radial distance outward may be is easy to induce transient angles of attack 1.5 or even -
in relatively smooth air. However, since all four fins 2.0 times the normal trim angles. Moreover, as a
are symmetrically disposed with respect to the cone result of such oscillations, it is possible that the angle
of rough air behind the bomb body, and in normal of attack of the bomb may at times be the opposite
flight the surfaces have no angle of attack, no roll of that called for by the rudders or elevators. Should
torque of appreciable magnitude should develop, this occur, then the shading effects on the rudder and

Now suppose that elevators are applied so that the elevator will not cancel as in the case considered
bomb attains a trim angle of attack (15 degrees up- above; their roll torques will be additive, and the
ward pitch for typical Razon bombs). The frontal resultant magnitude will depend only upon the asym-
area of the bomb body has now increased because of metry in the lift forces induced by shading. It should
the attack angle, and the area of the disturbed wake also be remembered that this roll torque is a plie-
will likewvise increase, accompanied 1by even greater nomenon due to control-flap action coupled with
turbulence. Obviously, this will result in an increased aerodynamic shading effects and is distinct from and,
shading of the upper half of the vertical fin, accom- depending upon the phase of the events, may be
panied by a decreased shading of the lower half; but additive to the torques due to radial asymmetry of
since the vertical fin is still parallel to the wind the fin structure discussed earlier. It is also likely
stream (no rudders applied) no lift will be developed that it is the more important of the twvo.
and no roll torque. Similarly, the right and left sec- The qualitative description of these sources of roll
tions of the horizontal fin are symmetrically disposed torque, characteristic of the radial-fin cruciform
in the wake, and no torque should result. Thus, in pure structure, indicate conclusively that the torques are -
pitch or yaw alone the bomb should be stable in roll. strongly impulsive in character. But, however short

When the elevator angle of attack is maintained their duration, the energy will be exhibited as a roll
and right rudder suddenly applied, considir the aero- acceleration of the bomb, which must be balanced by
dynamic reaction due to the rudder application an equal and opposite acceleration produced by the
bNfore the bomb has yawed to any appreciable extent roll-stabilizing ailerons, which for practical reasons
in response to the rudders. It will be apparent that, are necessarily limited in capacity. It will also be ap-
ais described in the preceding paragraph, the upper parent that the magnitude of the transient roll
section of the vertical fin in the tail of the bomb (the torques will depend to a large extent upon the for-
aiose of which is tilted upward 15 degrees in its ele- tuitous coincidence of certain combinations of yaw or
vator trim position) is heavily shaded within the pitch oscillations together with control applications,
wake of the bomb body, while the lower section is in with the result that the occurrence of excessive
smooth air. Since the rudder flaps on the vertical fins torques will be a random event. Both the impulsive
are deflected, the lift force generated will appear as a and unpredictable occurrence of the phenomenon ' 7
thrust directed to the left. on the vertical fins. How- have been observed repeatedly in actual drop tests.
ever, since the lower fin is more efficient aerodynam- Finally, it may be said that the magnitude of the
ically than the shaded upper fin, the lift forces tre not torques due to control asymmetry resulting from
balanced, and the excess thrust on the lower vertical aerodynamic shading on a cruciform structure vill be
fin will generate a clockwise roll torque. As the bomb directly proportional to the lift forces produced by
yaws into its proper trim position, it will be observed the control, to the area of the disturbed wake in
that a similar shading effect will be exhibited by the which the fins are emersed, and to the degree of tur-
horizontal or elevator fins; but the resulting roll bulence within the wake which gives rise to the dele-
tor(lie will be counterclockwise, tending to cancel the terious aerodynamic effects resulting in asymmetrical
torque from the rudders. Thus, it would appear that lift forces. It will be clear, therefore, that at low
if the yaw and pitch response of the bomb was always velocities the net effect may be small, hut with in-
in trim with the rudder and elevator applications, creasing velocity the disturbed wake behind the
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262 THE DESIGN OF HIGH-ANGLE DIRIGIBLE BOMBS

bomb body will increase in diameter and in degree of ability must be sacrificed in proportion unless larger -
turbulence, with a resultant rapid increase in the lift surfaces are permissible. But if it is assumed that
aerodynamic asymmetry of the fin surfaces. Thus, cleaner design of the empennage may be attained 7-_-_
failure of roll stabilization may not occur until the than was possible in converting to a dirigible type the "u-
velocity of the missile attains a critical value. Doubt- aerodynamically inept standard bomb, it must be
less the failure of wind-tunnel studies to produce a remembered that such gains may, to a large extent,
reliable quantitative analysis of the roll torque prob- be vitiated at the very high velocities contemplated '-"

* lem consistent with the phenomena actually ob- for some of the proposed highly maneuverable missiles.
served in drop tests is due to the lack of wind-tunnel Hence, a careful study of the problem is warranted. -Z-_
tests at sufficiently high velocities. It is a well-known The Division is well aware of the compactness and
fact that it is quite impossible to extrapolate low- particularly the attractively "clean" aerodynamic
velocity observations involving especially the type of features of the radial-fin structures which recommend
phenomena referred to here as shading since the flow them, particularly for high-speed missiles. In the case
regime undergoes marked change,- beyond certain of the dirigible-bomb project, time did not permit an
critical velocities which are a function of the aero- exhaustive study of the roll torque problem and this
dynamic shape of the structure. definitely precluded the use of radial fins in the

Indeed this effect has been clearly observed in Razon-type bomb. The alternative was immediate
nose-camera motion pictures wherein, occasionally, adoption of a type of structure inherently free of the
hoinhs of the V11-1 type carrying cruciform fins have problem. Thus, the use of cylindrical shroud surfaces
been observed to develop spurious trim angles of eliminates any possibility of a serious roll torque prob-
attack up to 5 degrees or more near the end of a lem, since such surfaces have radial symmetry and
15,000-ft drop, even though no control was applied, are. so disposed that any lift forces produced act ra-
'This is a direct result of the blanking of the stabiliz- dially and cannot generate a roll torque. Hence, from
ing fins by the turbulent wake of the bomb body. the roll torque aspect the structure is inherently free -.-

Similar effects have been observed visually in the even of the aerodynamic shading problem. The prac- -

last several thousand feet of 15,000-ft. drops of stand- tical requirement of suitable radial supports for the - '"-
ard 1,000-1b bombs. In these cases the effect was shroud apparatus does introduce some radial asym-
observable because of a slow rotation deliberately metry. Likewise, simplicity of design calls for a modi-
imposed by very small ailerons on the standard fication of the ideal circular shroud to an octagonal
bombs for the purpose of eliminating dispersion. The shape which facilitates the use of simple control flaps.
effect was exhibited occasionally ) the sudden initi- But these modifications result in only minor asym-
ation of a conical wobble of the bomb and an aceom- metry and present no serious problem in roll stabili-
panying visible increase in trail angle compared with zation. For use on missiles whose velocity range is
others in the group. within the permissible limits for this type of stnc-
Two obvious sources of roll torques in radial fin ture, their adoption may be contemplated without

structures have been considered. There are more serious worry al)out the roll stabilization problem, ..-
* complex effects, such as mutual interference of the fin and reliable performance may be assumed with confi-

A surfaces themselves, that should be considered. How- dence. This obvious advantage of the shroud-type"
ever, this very qualitative and cursory discussion control and lift surface over the radial-fin type for. -

should serve to emphasize that the use of radial-fin highly maneuverable missiles warrants some exten- -
structures on dirigible missiles should be contem- sive study to determine the practical limit of velocity
plated with caution. True, the shading effects may be for which they are applicable.
ameliorated by the use of far better streamlining of
the aft portion of t he missile than was possible in the ""- *

design of the high-angle dirigible bombs. Moreover, 1.2 FUTURE APPLICATIONS
the roll torques due to all causes fade out. rapidly as OF DIRIGIBLE BOMB TECHNIQUE
the angles of attack re(uired for adequate maneuver- .. Alleviating Limitations
ability are reduce(l below the large values necessary -,',.on Size of Dirigible Bombs
in the dirigible bombs. But no empennage remains,
well-streamlined when large angles of attack are in- The above discussion is intended to outline the

*volved; and if these angles are kept. small, maneuver- salient features of high-angle dirigible bomb design
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF DIRIGIBLE BOMB TECHNIQUE 263

which impose inherent limitations on the weight of amenable to roll control whereas the more orthodox "
bombs which may be controlled in the manner of the cruciform-fin design was not. While the latter design
V11-1, -2. and -3 units. It is indicated that in the is undeniably a "cleaner" and more compact nero- '"*
12,000-11) V13-13 we have already passed the point at dynamic structure and amenable to higher speeds, its
which truly effective control is obtainable-effective use must be envisaged only with great caution in
in the sense that these bombs are intended to permit regard to its unfavorable characteristics.
accurately directed maneuvers of 1,500 to 2,000 ft in In addition to the roll control problem introduced .
order to secure hits on targets executing evasive by the use of the cruciform fins, certain additional " . '.

action. features should be mentioned. It will be recalled that . i' .
These considerations lead to the inevitable conclu- one of the attractive features of the cruciform-fin de-

sion that specifications for very large dirigible bombs sign is its compactness as ordinarily fitted into a %
imist allow for a disproportionate increase in the size bomb-bay. As applied to the standard 1,000- and "
of the aerodynamic surfaces as compared with the 2,000-lb bomb cases in the VB-1 and -2 designs, only .
1,000- to 2,000-lb sizes. Alternatively, the use of some about half of the fin area projects beyond the diam- -"
type of controlled jet-power units must be contem- eter of the bomb body. It is of interest that a success-
plated, provided adequate side thrusts are obtainable ful cylindrical or octagonal control shroud for these
with compact units of a type which can be turned on bombs cannot be made unless its diameter is greater
or off as occasion requires- than the bomb diameter. The standard bomb cases

used in these bombs have such a short tail that no
real streamlining of the aft portion is possible, and,-

13.2. even at low velocities normal airflow breaks away
o Dbehind the main section of the bomb. At very high

The success of high-angle dirigible bombs might velocities one would expect a complete break-away at .l
lead one naturally to the conclusion that similar this point, with a resultant decrease in effectiveness
aerodynamic methods of control are applicable to of the airfoil within this diameter. Low-speed tunnel
other types of projectiles. Aside from the weight con- tests cannot show this effect, but the Division has '. .
.i(Ierations mentioned above, there are also limita- direct evidence, from trajectory photographs, of the
tions on the velocity at which such aerodynamic con- cruciform-type VB-1 which shows that near the end
trol, may be reliable. The extent to which the velocity of flight these bombs evidence changes in their nero-
of the VII-3 maV be increased without loss of control dynamic behavior. Similarly, in the case of standard
is not vet established by experience. It is known bombs with standard tail fins, the evidence shows - -
from high-speed wind-tunnel tests that the drag that they have lost some of their normal weathercock .,.:
coefficients on all structures start increasing rapidly stability. This experience clearly indicates that if a
above a spee(l of about 800 ft per see. This corre- cruciform-type fin structure is used, it should be
sponds approximately to the terminal velocity of a placed on a well-streamlined conical section having
15,000-ft drop. The VB-3 has been tested at 20,000 ft only a gradual taper from the bomb body, in order to
with no indications of failure, and it is felt that at minimize break-away of the airstream and particu-
25,000 ft it should be quite satisfactory. However, larly to minimize shadowing of the fin structure by
while the Division has no data on drag coefficients the bomb body when the bomb is yawed.
above the critical velocity mentioned above and It is believed that both the roll torque and shadow-
hence cannot calculate the probable terminal veloc- ing effects discussed above are sufficient to justify
ityv, there is little reason to expect a terminal velocity discarding the cruciform-fin structure from any con-
much above 1,000 ft per sec with the small bombs. sideration for projectiles having the general propor- - '..

Because of lack (;f adequate information at present, tions of the VB-1, -2, or -3 types, particularly if the . .
the performance of the aerodynamic controls, either aerodynamic control requires yaw angles of the order
aileron or directional, is an unanswered question of 10 to 15 degrees. It is felt that these structures will
when the terminal velocity due to aerodynamic drag be unreliable for such projectiles at velocities in ex- -
has been reached. This is especially true of the corn- cess of about 800 ft per see. With a longer tail section, -.
plete lift shroud-control shroud assembly of the providing possibilities of streamlining the empen-
VB-3 or VB-13 type. However, it will be recalled nage better, these objections might be materially
that this type oif deign wn. used because it was mitigated, especially if only small angles of yaw or -
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264 THE DESIGN OF HIGH-ANGLE DIRIGIBLE BOMBS

pitch are involved, but the proble deserves very Thus it would seem that the ideal controlled nis-.
serious study in any case. sile would be propelled by an annular jet slightly for- r -

ward of the center of gravity of the missile. This jet *

would be directed rearward at an angle of 45 degrees -

1.2., Jet Control of Bombs or Projectiles or less from the axis of the missile, depending upon
ofBms Poetls the degree of maneuverability desired. If this jet is of

The use of aerodynamic lift surfaces on very large the fuel-injection type, so arranged that the annular '

bombs entails inherent limitations as to the weight of distribution of the fuel may be controlled, the direc-
the bombs, unless the area of the aerodynamic sur- tion of the net thrust and hence the direction of -b

faces is increased proportionally. Questions regarding flight would be controlled at will. Such control could
velocity limitations also require study. Moreover, as apply a large fraction of the total thrust as a deviat-
high-velocity bombs are intended to attain deep ing force. Moreover, if such a scheme could be de-
penetration on impact, the effect of a 15-degree or veloped, the control of fuel distribution could be ac-
greater angle of attack at impact nmust be considered. complished with relatively simple, fast-acting, and
In using the VB-3, for example, there were observed compact control devices, well adapted to automatic
a few ca-es in which the bomb had control applied control equipment. While such a self-prop 'ed, con-
just before impact, and the bomb deflected upward trolled missile may appear rather fant ", and,
after entering the ground. Thus, any use of such indeed, may be relegated immediately to t,, e tealn of
bombs contemplating a semi-armor-piercing type the impractical on the basis of already known prop-
requires further study. erties of jets, other mechanical and performance fea-

Therse problems all lead to the consideration of tures are very attractive. Initial acceleration to high
some means other than aerodynamic forces to achieve velocity may be obtained by means of a rocket
control of the trajecton. Moreover, certain contem- which could be released from the tail when expended.
plated types of high-speed controlled projectiles re- Above all, such jets appear to be the only means of
quire a degree of maneuverability hardly amenable circumventing the maneuverability limitations of
to an aerodynamic solution. The only evident alter- aerodynamic methods for missiles requiring a very
native at present is some type of jet power, applied high degree of maneuverability, such as either
radially without introducing roll torques. While the ground-to-air or air-to-air antiaircraft weapons.
contractor is not sufficiently informed regarding A missile of the above type would be designed with
either rocket or fuel-injection rocket-type jets, it a high degree of weathercock stability to minimize
would seem that the latter have attractive posibili- yaw. This would minimize the roll control problem,
ties for controlled missiles, which is one of the really serious problems in all

Rocket or jet-propelled missiles have been built in dirigible missiles. Alternatively, if the annular-jet
which control has been applied by means of deflectors power distribution is amenable to simple and rapid
in the high-velocity jet stream, resulting in a change control, the missile may be allowed to rotate at a
in direction of the thrust. If this thrust is applied aft reasonable and controlled rate, with only the control
of the acrodvnamic center of pressure, then the com- apparatus stabilized in roll. Certain types of homing
ponent of thrust normal to the axis which is induced devices involving rotary scanning might make effec-
by the deflectors serves to yaw the missile into a trim tive use of such a scheme.
angle of attack, with a resultant change in course due These rather futuristic suggestions are offered pri- "
to aer'o-dvnamic lift. But the maneuverability ob- marily to stress the fact that the contractor's four
tainable by aero-dynamic forces is distinctly limited years of experience in the development of high-angle
by practical limitations in surface dimensions. If dirigible bombs has rather impressively indicated
mechanical problems can be met, it seens not im- some of the limitations of-normal aerodynamic solu-

)racticable to apply the lateral component of the jet tions to the controlled missiles problem. In view of
thrust at or perhaps slightly forward of the center of some of the weapons which have been visualized, it
gravity, in which case the full benefit of jet thrust can is considered that a substitute for the completely
he used to deflect the course of the missile, aided by aerodynamic methods is imperative. The great
the incidental aerodvnamic lift induced by any yaw- weight of some of the'contemplated bombs, the high
ing of the bomb since this lift will be in the same velocity, and particularly the very high maneuver-
direction as the jet thrust, ability desired in some of these weapons do not ap-
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF DIRIGIBLE BOMB TECHNIQUE 265

pear amenable to the usual aerodynamic controls, require yawing of the bonib, which will seriously
Fuel-injection rocket-type impellers to provide the affect penetration; yet one cannot handicap the at-
necessary deviation forces appear to be the only curacy of control by prohibiting steering at the end
.olution. If developed to the point of practicability as of flight, where it is most needed for precision control.
a power source, such units will offer attractive possi- As a solution to some of these problems, it has
bilitics for simplification of control mechanisms, es- already been suggested that rocket aecelerators
pecially of the automatic or target-seeking type. For might be used at the end of flight. It has occurred to
these reasons an intensive study of such methods not the contractor that. perhaps a shaped-charge bomb-
only is justified but is an urgently needed program, with a follow-through missile might be more prac-
Indeed, if present airplane speeds are even margin- tical. It is suggested that a 3(i-in. diameter shaped
ally close to vitiating aerodynamic controls for anti- charge about 48 in. long would penetrate 16 ft of %
aircraft missiles, such methods are then already concrete and leave an opening through which 200 to
obsolete for future use. Yet some method must be 300 lb of follow-through explosive would be pro-
devised wvhereby control of the missile between the jeet-ed. Such a bomb would also serve against steel
launching point and target is made possible, however armor. There remains the question about the influ-
fantastic it may appear at this moment, ence of impact angle on the effectiveness of the shaped

charge. The follow-through charge would not appear
F-Igh. z-A--le tArmor-Piercing Bombs to present insurmountable difficulties in view of the .'

solution of a similar smaller-scale problem.
Tlhe current development work on the VB-13 A bomb of the above type would be. smaller than

12,000-lb dirigible bomb) is indicative of the impor- the VB-13 and hence more adaptable to the dirigible
tance of controlling very heavy bombs of the semi- type. It would have a penetrating power on some
• rmor-piercing type. The difficulties in providing targets equal to the VB-13 and could be more de- .
maneuverability without decreasing the available structive for certain purposes. Since the only evident. "-..,
penetration have already been mentioned. Such problems are the two mentioned above, both of which
heavy bombs require large control surfaces with re- should be readily solved without a prohibitive .'

sultant aerodynamic drags that seriously limit the amount of research, it would seem that such a bomb
terminal velocities. Moreover, aerodynamic controls is well worth investigation.
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Chapter 14

PROJECT ROC IN RETROSPECT

14.1 INTRODUCTION search on the one hand and flight testing on the

other. In fact, flight testing might well be considered -.--

THE PRESENT CHAPTER was prepared for the pur- more as a part of the research activity than as a ', ,
pose of collecting some of the lessons and experi- function of proof testing, involving as it does

ences that were learned by a group engaged in the technical problems of considerable magnitude in.-
development of a family of guided missiles designated itself.
Roe. Flight testing in the Roc project was the responsi-

Chapter 12 covers some of the broad aspects andl bility of the same organization as research and de-
fundamental philosophy of the design of guided fly- sign. The advantages of this union were keenly and
ing missiles with particular reference to experience frequently felt.. So was (while it lasted) the relative
gained with projects Bat and Pelican. Since most of proximity of the testing range to the location of the
the conclusions and recommendations presented engineering organization.
there express the corresponding sentiment., of the Guided missiles have been classified according to a.-
Roe group most admirably, there is no need to re- great variety of viewpoints. One of these is that of
capitulate the entire subject matter here.. The present the trajectory slope. Distinction can be made be-
note will therefore be restricted to such supple- tween (1) bombs falling essentially in a ballistic
mentary remarks as appear appropriate to convey or trajectory corrected only by a small fraction of the r
preserve incidental bits of experience which were height, (2) bombs beginning to fall in a ballistic
peculiar to Roe, to its developmental history, or to trajectory but possessing aerodynamic devices to de-
the personnel engaged in the project. fleet them appreciably from a passive trajectory -

Of the five types or categories of missiles enumer- through a distance commensurable with the height,
ated by Dryden, namely, (1) autopilot-launched, and sufficient to make an accurate bombsight ap- -

(2) suicide-pilot directed, (3) remote-vision guided, proach unnecessao y, (3) glide bombs which develop
(4) beam-borne, (5) self-homing, Roe started out as a enough lift to carry their own weight in a steady t
project of type 4 (beam-borne); it was then devel- glide and travel a distance several times the height of
oped toward type 5 (self-homing) and finally built release, and (4) propelled missiles capable of climbing f
as type 3 (remotely guided), adapted to a variety of to considerable altitudes. -

intelligence devices. While the advantages of versa- Of these, the Roe project was deliberately assigned .
tility under conditions of rapid changes of the for- to fill category (2), the moderately steep dive bomb.
tunes of war are impressive, it must not be over- Tactically, it is closely related to category (1), the
looked that the price of versatility is compromise of steep high-angle bomb, from which it differs essen-
performance. The best device for any particular pur- tially by the concession of a wing system which ex- " -

,)ose is likely to be the one specially designed for it ceeds the caliber-circumscribed box so that more lift --
and nothing else. The best procedure, however, is not can be generated than by any system wholly con-
necessarily to lay down a utility specification and tained within the diraensions of such a box.
then have someone else meet it, but rather to make a
careful study of the prospective merits and penalties
of variations of any tentative specification. 14.2 WING SYSTEM

Many viewpoints of a technical, tactical, and
strategical nature have to be reconciled. This requires When a wing system is to be attached to the bomb. - -

the close cooperation of specialists in many fields, body, the problem ari,es of how it should be ar-
who should have some understanding of the realms of ranged. One school of thought favors an arrangement
neighboring fields. The necessity for intimate coor- after the manner of an airplane, with the wings in
dination at the research and design levels has already one plane generating lift normal to that plane only;
been stressed in Chapter 12. Equally close coordina- this requires banking of the vehicle into such an
tion is needed between design and preliminary re- attitude as to tilt the lift into whatever direction is
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WING SYSTEM 267 -

desired. This is the natural configuration for flat- 14.2.1 Roil Stabilization
flying or gliding bomibs, which have to develop lift to

balance gravity at. all times and may require only The problem of wing configuration around the pro-

secondary anti occasional corrections in other diree- jectile axis is intimately linked with the problem of

tions. roll stabilization- With cross wings or their equiva-

()n the other hand, missiles designed to fly steep lent it is possible, though not necessary, to stabilize

paths (or, for that matter, those required to generate the missile in some particular roll attitude relation.

lift amounting to multiples of the path-normal coin- Such stabilization is advantageous where it is desired -

ponent of gravity) may e called upon to develop to maintain a certain geometrical correlation between

lift quickly in any direction. This may denmnd large a remote control gear on the one hand and range and

and rapid changes of roll attitude of a monoplane line response of the missile on the other.

vehicle and therefore require a powerful aileron sys- This was the case of Roe 00-1000V" when con-

tem. In a conventional airplane, the span and hence trolled towards a collinearity program by direct

the available aileron leverage are large, the roll vision in the Carp sight; , suitable type of roll stabili-

dainping is appreciable, and the moment of inertia zation gyro system, already developed for Azon and

against rolling is relatively small. If, however, the its descendants, wds therefore adopted for Roc

wing system of a missile is of small span compared to 00-1000. Other types of roll stabilization, however,

the radius of gyration, and if the aileron loading is of can also be adapted to Roe or the Roe missile to

necessity high, as in a dive bomb, then it is more them, provided the guidance system is emancipated

difficult to generate and control large rolling mo- from geometrical correlation with the original target

mnents to initiate a rolling motion and to stop it in orientation and is based either on a televised image

time. This problem becomes particularly severe when or is wholly automatic and bird-contained.

the lift demand drops to or near zero, only to increase One such roll stabilization system may be evolved

again in the opposite direction without much of a from a gyroscope aggregate arranged to maintain the

lateral component present. It is here that the advan- elevator axis horizontal. This has a certain advantage

tage of providing wings in all directions makes itself when it comes to compensating automatically for the

felt, and this is why arrangements of three radial computed gravity effect on path curvature, because

wings at 120 degrees to each other and of four crued- then only the elevator system need be equipped with

form wings at 90 degrees were tried and a universally the gravity compensator; the rudder remains entirely

jointed ring wing finally adopted in project Roe. The unconcerned with gravity. This type of roll control

extra drag of the wing component not needed at any may be advantageous when guidance is wholly by

one time can usually be tolerated on a gravity-pro- automaiic target seekers or by television, not by -'

pelled device. As to the extra apparatus, it is a ques- direct vision or any other remote-control system

tion of weighing it against the more powerful and which would lack recognition of vehicle orientation. OF " '

elaborately controlled aileron system otherwise re- In all other roll stability or control schemes, gravity

quired. will generally deliver a component into each of two %

It. is interesting to note that the Germans, inde- orthogonal control planes, which may be aerodynam-

pendently, seem to have come to a similar conclu- ically equivalent (as with cruciform and annular

.-ion; their steep-angle guided bomb, Fritz X, was wing systems) or which may perform different pitch

equipped with cross wings, originaily at an obtuse and yaw functions (as in a truly banking vehicle).

dihedral angle, later at 90 degrees to each other. In Where the gravity components are not to be com-

steep-climbing antiaircraft rockets, the drag of the puted but are expected to take care of themselves

extra wing may be more serious. The Germans had because the missile's control system is designed to

not settled this question: of their four foremost anti- sense higher derivatives of path errors, roll control

aircraft and two air-to-air missile projects, Rhein- can be relaxed. In fact the vehicle may be permitted

tochter, Wasserfall and X-4 had cruciform wing sys- to roll without preference for any particular attitude,

tems while Enzian and the Schmetterling missiles _ __-___

were banking monoplane structures. It is interesting Roc 00-1000 is the designation of the Roe mimsile with ring
to note that the former were under development hv wving and ring tail and 1,000-lb warhead; "-V" denote.s the

version adapted for direct vision guidance, " denotes the
ordnance experts, the l atter hy airplhne mainufac- verio,, guide i t~ te viion RoeX a. the erlir e ri

tilrer, uiental Inilel with cirur ifuii ri wing aid C1niK on ge.
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268 PROJECT ROC IN RETROSPrCT 0 -*

but prevented from rolling too fast and making its produces changes in the magnitude of the force and
intelligence "dizzy." This system, in the opinion of thus affects the path drvature in its own plane
many, ,xacts lesser demands of the gyro-dynamic dirc 2y_ In yaw the situation corresponds to that in .-..

apparatus than that of positive roll attitude control, pitch if the wing is not a monoplane structure but -

Roll attitude remembrance, however, is necessary for cruciform, annular, or otherwise effectively symmet- _W1.07
a commutator to distribute the proper instantaneous rical around the longitudinal body axis. r . "

pitch and yaw components where guidance is by
remote control, or where gravity correctionb is to be V "
properly accomplished (without recourse to a tele- 14.2.2 Lift Control
vi:ed horizon4). In the German antitank missile X-7,
Max Kramer went so far as to make a monoplane If the (main) wing is entirely rigid and fixed to the
vehicle deliberately roll at about 2 turns per second whole vehicle, then its lift can be varied by merely
while flying on an essentially horizontal path; thus, controlling the angle of attack of the vehicle; this is
antigravity lift was made only half the time, and a usually done by means of a separate aerodynamic
v cry fast response of the aerodynamic controls to the control element (elevator) at some leverage from the
cimmutated signals was requiied. For this purpose center of gravity producing a trimming moment. In
he advocated the flow spoiler type of "interrupter" order to achieve a stable motion under control, the
controls, which absorb remarkably little power. It wing and empennage system must be so controlled
would appear that this device conjures up a number that a restoring moment is evoked by the accrual of
of new difficulties for any precision intelligence sys- an angle of attack until moment equilibrium is at-
tern and for tLe dynamic response speed of the entire ta.ned against the deliberately produced trimming
missile. Nevertheless, the fact that the design trend moment of the elevator. However, the tilting of the
toward deliberate rolling of the missile was adopted vehicle from the flight path takes time after the
in at least two groups of German projects' toward elevator has been applied; inertia comes into play,
the later phase of the. war, even though these projects and a pitch oscillation is initiated, the dynamic
were sponsored by individuals of considerably dif- stability of which requires investigation. The heavier
ferent backgrtund, is notable. the wing loading of the vehicle in comparison to the 5- ?l

There is also another possibility of providing effec- velocity head, and the shorter the coupling, the more
t ivc roll control without attitude control of the body serious this dynamic problem is likely to become.
of the missile. namely, by articulating the wing sys- The leverage of the control surfaces may be positive
tein on the body so that the one can roll with respect or negative, corresponding to a Canard type of head ' "-
to the other, stabilizing the wing system only but controls on the one hand and to conventional air-
letting i~hc body assume whatever roll attitude it plane tail controls on the other. In the former the
may. This system has merits where the wing o lift control-surface lift is additive to the wing lift; in the "

controlling system is very compact (more so than on latter, subtractive.
Roc) and of relatively low moment of inertia in roll. In high-speed missiles the tendency is for the vi"-
No ruch device seems to have been developed by the span to be limited and not large in terms of fuselage
(ermans. width, as compared to conventional manned aircraft.

The free-flying missile has six degrees of freedom, Hence, in such a missile the lift generated by the
which may be defiied as three components of trans- body or fuselage when riding at an angle of attack is
lation &nd three components of rotation. When appreciable, like the dynamic hull lift of a dirigible -
referred to an airborne system, the three rotation airship. It is therefore possible to equip such a missile
components are not. of equal significance for the with a tail-less wing system and yet provide a fair
guidance of the missile; rolling rotates only the leverage for control. Since an elongated body or fuse-
vector of aerodynamic force generated by the missile, lage is inherently unstable in attack, these tail-less
whereas any angtlar motion in pitch immediately wings must be positioned aft of the center of gravity

and perform the duties oif fins as well as wings .

b In the early experimental hoc-X missiles, primary gravit3 ("fings"). The speed of response in attaining the at-
correction of flight path wms not attempted; hence no position tack at titude commanded and the dynamic damping '.&

gyro and no commnutator were provided, of the ensuing pitching motion here become problems P"

X-3. XN, X-5, XN-, X-7, Rhtit,rlh ,.-3. of special significance. ' ,
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WING SYSTEM 2.69

In Roe the original plan was to forgo fhe lift con- tween oscillation and control. Any attempt at. avoid-
I ribution of the fuselage or body and generate the lift ing such fanning by smoothing out the control, or the
exclusively by the main wing system as close to the missile's response to it, over the period of a cycle or
center of gravity as possible, and to provide sufficient more is tantamount to a delay in control which may
arrow stabilitv to force the vehicle to ride at zero sacrifice precision of interception. On the other hand,
ingle ,f attack of the fuselage. It was believed that it should be possible to damp the oscillation greatly

thi would simplify the control of self-homing and and speed up its frequency by anticipation. A suit-
television guidance to such a degree as to justify the able device may take the form of an autopilot boost
moderate sacrifice in maneuverability otherwise at- system responsive to gyroscopically (or optically)
tainable. Encouraging results were obtained with determined pitch rotation, or better yet the form of

experimental Roc-X missiles which had cross wings, an automatic elevator servo boost responsive to the
radial interdigitated fins, and generous span at. mod- local angle of attack at the tail, in order to increase
erate wing loading. Howev'er, when it caine to de- both the decrement and the frequency of the oscilla-
signing the heavier producti-On article, clearance- tion.' The booster must then be adapted to actuate
space limitations for it underneath the wing of the an elevator at reasonable long leverage to the center
Navy's carrier airplanes led the design compellingly of gravity.
to the adoption of an annular wing as a more corn- In Roe 00-1000 the entire wing ring is articulated
pact lift-generating device; because larger moment- in a Cardan joint. The moment of inertia of the wing
of inertia resulted, an equivalent dynamic stability system constitutes about 3 per cent of that of the
was not retained, entire missile; hence, according to the law of con-

servation of angular momentum, the execution of a
1T..3 wing incidence command of 0-13 degrees would,

Trim Stability aside from all aerodynamical trim effects, tend to
'I'.(e trim-stability characteristics of Roe t)-1(X)0 produce an angle of attack of -0.4 degree. This may

arc such that an initial trim disturbance would, ac- not be serious but theoretically it means that, to a
(Crling to calculations and extrapolations from wind- small extent at least, incidence control will also
tunnel tests decay in the form of a weakly damped superimpose a slight attack disturbance.
oscillation, the frequency of which may vary from
about 0.25 c at low airspeed and density, to about
0.75 c at high airspeed and density, while the ampli- 1.2.4 Incidence Control
tuite would subside to about 60 per cent per cycle. In
atual flight drop tests, oscillations of approximately With an annular wing, tilting the rigid ring as a
the computed frequency have been observed but the whole on a universal joint is obviously the mechani-
story of their subsidence is not so simple. Occasion- cally simplest method of incidence control, whereas
ally, the oscillations seem to decay slowly; on other with radial wings many other methods besides tilting
occasions, however, they seem to persist, or even to the whole wing have merits; two have been consid-
increase temporarily. Whether these anomalies were ered and tried on experimental Roc-X models-full-
the result of eaual disturbances or a symptom of span flaps with internal and external balance. The
Conditional or quasi-instability has not been defi- choice between these and other possible incidence-
nitulv established. It is possible that trim stability is control methods is mainly governed by aerodynamic
dvi)eendent upol ( and sensitive to localized down- considerations: (1) the lift. coefficient should be a
wash, wake, flow detachment, and interference ef- smooth, nearly linear function of the control dis-
" w.ts which ,1a1y vary intricately with wing incidence placement in the entire speed range; (2) the torque

in pit'h anid Yaw as well as wit I Heynolds awl Mach required to produce the displacement should be low
nu1 mb1her, esPeially because of the flow constraint in the entir, speed range; (3) whether the torque is ,.-. -

let we(en th(. wing ring and the fuselage. The influ- iiioaiotonie function of the displacement or not is not ,
Ie-m(.s 1m1V be morv pronounced in the regime of necossarily of much importance so long as the control
hligher speceds t han11 t hose explored in t he wind-tunnel system is irreversib~le or gustproof by virtue either of

*," tlests that were ma'Ic. It i, also possihie, in self- - ,.h a too;ter will he even more important on guided
*'.' homing or television guo',ance, to fan such oscilla- ntiaireraft in'.iles whicth have to 1w precisely controlled in

I iolHms In- ilvoluintaril t', - 11 it pi' l I-tg h. o- i),r,'h t o, l,,er stir thni t uided |ol s-ini,
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270 PROJECT ROC IN RETROSPECT

friction or of the servo circuit chosen. A small (in the absence of a gravity component-for in-

unstable torque at low deflection is easily tolerable if stance, as deflection from the vertical); that is,

it helps to keel) the maximum restoring torque at _

high deflection a bit lower, provided the system is MV 4pAV 2Cz, .

free from backlash. r

In the development of Roe, the design of the con- hence_! = -

trol balance was based essentially on computation, 2Al

Attempts were made in the wind tunnel to obtain
rough checks of the adequacy of the servomotor but it remains proportional to the air density p.

drive to provide the necessary torque, but these ef- Roe 00-1000 was designed to have a performance _

forts were seriously handicapped by the relatively equivalent to a path-curvature radius of 7,500 ft

low speed of 185 mph available in the wind tunnel from the vertical at sea-level density. At a terminal

and the uncertainty regarding the behavior of Reyn- velocity of about 700 ft per see, the centrifugal force L

olds number and Mach number effects at speeds evoked by such a turn amounts to approximately 2g.

higher than the test speed. The flight drop tests Computations of sample trajectories had shown this

made with the finished Roc model revealed much amount of agility necessary to execute a sail-dive

useful information but they were not sufficient in program according to the Carp technique to attain

number to afford opportunities to explore all the early collinearity at release speeds of the order of 200

factors governing control efficiency and adequacy. mph and altitudes of 15,000 feet and still leave a fair

Therefore, thorough wind-tunnel tests at full scale margin for the superimposition of manual remote

and full speed and numerous systematic drop tests corrective control.

with complete instrumentation cannot be too highly With television control, however, there is no com-

recommended where scientific procedure is not over- pelling reason upon which to base a prediction of "

ruled by the pressure of military exigency. how much maneuverability will be necessary; such
factors as field of vision encompassed, orientation of

1,. Maiu LitDmnsoptical axis, wind or target speed to be overcome,
Maximum Lift Demands and distance from which interception maneuver is to

'The maximum amount of lift to be demanded of a be begun, all have a bearing upon the maneuverabil- .

missile has been the subject of a good deal of contro- ity required to score a hit. To accomplish circular

versy. For a given design the maximum lift that can interception with controls full-over, the minimum

be generated is determined by the velocity head, the distance at which leading must start is Ro = 2rU/V;

wing loading, and the stalling characteristics of the hence for r = 7,500 ft and V = 600 ft per sec,

wing configuration; the stalling characteristics, how- U = 20 40 60 ft per see
ever, may themselves be influenced by the Mach R, = 500 1,000 1,500 ft

number. The maximum lift which can be borne by
the structure without failure in strength or velocity aside from any gravity component which may be im-

may limit the permissible incidence at high velocity; peding in a rear- or up-wind attack, or aiding in a

brakes may be installed to safeguard against exces- head-on or dov'n-wind attack.

sive loads. The highest maneuverability demands of 0
any guided missile are likely to occur during the last M..e Lift Control Rate

phase of the flight in an effort to convert a miss into
a hit. In a bomb (contrary to an antiaircraft projec- The following questions now arise. How fast must

tile) this phase lies in the region of highest velocity the controls be capable of changing lift, say front

head and hence highest maneuverability. Because. zero to full-over, and should this rate be fixed or con-

both lift and centrifugal force evoked in a deflected trollable? If controllable, then should the integration Llo ...

path are proportional to the square of the velocity, of the control speed, i.e., the determination of the yt

the g.ometric effectiveness of an aerodynamic lifting control angle, be accomplished on the guider's sta-

device can be expressed independently of velocity V, tion or on the bird? This latter question asks whether

in terns of path curvature I r forced upon a missile it is the control speed or the wing incidence angle -

of m'ass 1 by a wing system of effective wing area A that should be signalled. In the experimental Roc-X ,
jul11 .dii n nItid m lhw ing 'a lift coefficient CL missiles, control speed wils signalled because the bird
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ROC GUIDANCE 271

was permitted to roll and no means were provided to 14.LT German Lift-Control Systems ""
ascertain the instantaneous roll attitude; hence, none
were available to compute the proper incidence Some of the German designers have favored
angles to allow for gravity. "trembling" spoiler controls, in which the amplitude &

Trhese points have been made: (1) the actual physi- of the control movements are almost always in excess
cal quantity which it is desired to control in order to of those needed and the speed of the control move-
achieve interception is the position of the missile in ment is also much faster than any response desired,
s)ace; (2) velocity components, acceleration coin- the missile smoothing out the response by the effect
ponents, and jolt components are the first, second, of its own inertia in the course of integration over
and third derivatives of position; (3) the higher the sensible periods. Even if the trembling is done at
order of the derivative controlled, the greater the natural resonance frequencies, it. would seem that
delay in executing the maneuver and in relaying the this artifice is predicated upon precise balance and
information of its success to the guiding agency. upon indirect. control via elevator and fuselage angle t -

lenee, it should be desirable to guide by operating of attack.
on as low a derivative as possible. Rudder or wing The Gernmans also devoted a great deal of study to
incidence essentially defines the transverse-path ac- the theory of the so-called Black-White or Yes-No
celeration of the vehicle (second derivative of posi- type of key control, in which the signals are not
tion), rudder speed the jolt (or third derivative of quantitatively modulated but pulsed, the length of
position). Deliberate control of the former thus ap- each pulse governing the accumulation of response at
pears faster hut it requires knowledge of other a definite servo rate. The mathematical treatment of
accelerations (for instance the gravity components) Yes-No types of control, especially when lags are ..
present. There is no doubt that incidence-angle con- taken into account, becomes rather involved because - .
troi is mechanically simpler, more foolproof, and in- linearizing simplifications become treacherous. The ,. .

rinsically more efficient from a power-conservation advantages of intermittent control signalling systems
viewpoint than incidence-speed control. presumably lie in greater simplicity and jamproof-

As to the speed attainable in moving the control ness of the receiver decoder for radio remote control.
element, it depends upon the servo power available It would seem, however, that their application should
and on the degree of balance of aerodynamic forces be limited to devices whose tremble frequencies are a
a('hieved; Roc's control speed was not so fast as to good multiple of the natural response frequency and
make the inertia of the controlled mechanisms a sig- whose torque requirements are not critical.
nificant factor. On vehicles controlled from the tail,
secondary influences, such as ,iownwash wakes and
aerodynamic interferonces, make it difficult to ROC (;UIDANCE"
achieve high-precision baiance over a large range of 14.. Ro Radar Beam Rider
incidences with simple mechanisms (except possibly
with spoiler types of control). Obviously the torque As to the type of intelligence to which Roe was to
balance problem is more severe when the main wing, be adapted. there have been repeated revisions of
which generates the whole lift, is to be controlled opinion during the course of the (levelpment. Roe
than when only an elevator is controlled, which gen- started out as a vehicle for a radar beam rider. Later
erates only the small forces needed to serve as an air- it was intended as a radar-homing )omb. Subse- _AL_
impelled servo device and to operate on the main quently, other homing target seekers were consid-
wing via the fuselage leverage. The advantage of ered, among them acoustic and heat-homing; photo-
direct wing-incidence control which is bought with electric target, seekers were actually tried out in drop
the more precarious torque balance or power penalty tests. In 1914 a serious effort was made to press Roe'-'-
should be a greater response precision of the vehicle into service for direct collinearity vision radio con-
as a whole, pIrovid(d it is thereby relieved of (isturb- trol. Simultaneously it was developed as a vehicle for
antes (hue to angle of attack. Therefore, to fully television control. These changes of policy were
justify the type of wing control of Roc, it would be dictated by the advancement and delays in the de-
desiral)lc to complete the investigation into the velopment of the intelligence devices and hy encour-
origin of observed attack oscillations and into the aging or discouraging results obtained with them. -

prlospets of devising ineans to prevent them. Varying strategic considerations als) bore an influ-
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ene on the program as World War II progressed. leave this part of the job to the human brain which"
The beam-riding bomb project was shelved in 1943 still can apply judgment in a more versatile and

bIcause it was believed (1) that it would be difficult delicate manner than any man-made machine char-
to train the beam from the parent airplane on the acterized by anticipation and standardization. To
target and to lock it thereon so precisely and steadily apply judgment on the spot means either a suicide .' ,
that the bomb would not be constantly subjected to pilot. or a guider close at hand but at a (relatively)
excessive and abrupt control commands by the beam safe distance, transmitting his services by radio front
jitter; (2) the precise transmission of roll-phase in- the parent airplane (or from an advanced ground
formation down a slanting beam from a parent air- station) to the falling bomb.
plane executing evasive maneuvers was deemed a
(lifficult task at the time; (3) the accelerations im- 14,1.4 Guider Station Control
posed upon the bomb when the parent airplane exe-
e. tes evasive maneuvers was appreciable, and con- From the viewpoint of economy of the expendable
siderable maneuverability would be required of the article, it. is naturally attractive to dispense with all
vehicle if it was to meet this contingency. It was then target-sensing apparatus on the bird and to rely
thought that the development of a radar target entirely on the recognition and intelligence directly
seeker responsive to an echo from a target illumi- available at the guider station. Fundamentally, this
nated from the parent airplane or another airplane amounts to tracking both the target and the missile
farther behind would be a less ambitious task. from the guider station and guiding the missile in

Later experience indicated that. this conclusion such a manner that the two tracking rays coincide
may have been fallacious. Although success was either at or prior to impact. Theoretically, for this
achieved in feeding the output of a radar-beacon- purpose it should suffice to treat the missile as a mass
homing receiver into a differentiating and smoothing point, provided its attitude is a unique function of *. -, t
amplifier suitable to actuate the controls of Roe-X, the control-command history. Since unaided and un-
flight, tests aimed at measuring the reflection from disturbed ocular vision from aircraft has a discrimi-
foreign-illuminated target ships at sea gave discour- nating power of approximately ! rail, it is tempting

aging results in that reception from the upper quar- to rely on direct vision of bomb and target from the
ters from whi-h a moderately-steep-angle bomb parent airplane for aim. However, it would be over
would approach was handicapped by sea return clut- optimistic to expect that the potential hitting ac-
ter. ,Until a new way could be found by the radar curacy would be equa; to the virmal acuity in detect-
experts to get around this difficulty, radar homing ing an error in aim. Te. arrive at a more reasonable
seemed limited to flying or gliding vehicles coming in expectancy, it is necessary to assess the accuracy
on a flat approach path. with which the aim can be held continuously for

sone time prior to impact. On the other hand, some 7

14.3.2 Heat Horing improvement of resotv~ng power can be attained by
F-lent Horning resorting to moderate optical magnification in the

While no attempt has been made to equip Roc sighting device, provided the telescope is gyrostabil-
with heat-homing devices for drop tests, it would ized against vibration. A prerequisite -Jf any point-
seem to be reasomably certain that Roc should be at aiming w4heme is that the parallax between target
least as suitable a vehicle for heat homing as the Gulf and missile, during the critical guiding period at
Isirnb is in project F-lix if there is any tactical advan- least, is either quite small or else rather accurately
tage in the greater inherent maneuverability of Roc. computed and subject to derivative measurement in

control. An encouraging amount of success has been

14.33 e achieved by some techniques of collinearity or three-
point-alignment guidance. This principle, including

Any kind of automatic target seeker must cor- the stabilized telescope, was exemplified in this 4 lb
prise a discriminator element which recognizes the country by the Azon and Razon projects and the
target as such and distinguishes it from its back- Fianklin Institute's bombsight projects Crab and
ground and environment. Camouflage, decoys, and Carp, and in Germany by both Max Kramer's X-
other ruses complicate the technical problem of bomb projects and It. Wagner's Henschel glide-
target discrimination. It is therefore desirable to bomb projects.
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1,.5 rA apicture and how to govern the control command to

e given in response to it. The observer of the tele-

Roc was brought into this picture as a compromise. vision screen has to perform the duty of the dis-
It promised to have enough maneuverability to at- criminator; he chooses and holds a target that can be
tain target collinearity after a sail-and-dive Carp recognized on the screen by the human eye but does
program without imposing serious zoom-and-slow- not necessarily have such outstanding features that
down restrictions upon the parent airplane. On the fully automatic apparatus could follow it while its
other hand Roe's potential feature of riding at or image appears to change in size and perspective.
near zero angle of attack of the fuselage was wasted Otherwise the guider's function is but a link in the
on a remote-vision technique in which the missile was chain of an automatic regulator loop, though he may.
treated as a mass p;int only. In fact still more lift depending on his understanding, experience, and
per wing diameter can he attained if the fuselage is skill, also introduce corrections to allow for known
permitted to asume an appreciable angle of attack; deficiencies of the remote control and regulating
a (ulf type of bomb with a fixed ring wing and a con- circuits.
trollable tail would accomplish this purpose in a Attempts have been made to steer unmanned air-
simpler manner than Roc with its more expensive craft and automatic flying missiles by radio remote
Cardan-jointed wing ring. However, the pending control toward a target seen by a television camera

S development of Roc as a television vehicle seemed to carried on the missile and observed on a television
promise a fairly maneuverable missile to become receiver elsewhere, These experiments have taught

-* available for Carp technique sooner and as a by- that to direct the missile into the vicinity of the
product, so that this course of action was adopted. target is one thing-to score a hit is another and

Actually the development of the optical, naviga- much more difficult task. The reasons for the diffi- p
. tional, and practical aspects of the Carp apparatus culty are not obvious. In fact it has been argued by
. and technique turned out. to he a much larger project some that steering the vehicle by watching the tele-

I han was anticipated by its proponents. To expedite vision screen should be no more difficult than to fly
its completion would have required a more generous an airplane while looking through a small w-indshield

*'[ assignment of test missiles and research manpower, and gunsight; even the apparent enlargement of the
as well as a deliberate advance development of all target image upon approach should not complicate
component parts of the system (flare, Carp sight, the task beyond that of the pilot of a dive or suicide N.-

radio link, roll stabilization, and bird mechanism) bomber.
efl'ore attempting to test the complete article. 'That It seems that there are several major differences,

a good solution for the collinearitv-guided bomb to wit: (1) the pilo, in a manned aircraft has a much
would be of considerable interest there can be no greater field of vision, whereby he receives a great
dobtt., esl)eeially in view of the fact that in antiair- deal of helpful information, mostly subconsciously,
,raft techniques there is a definite trend toward partly by perspective, partly by reference land- - ..-

making full use of the collinearity-aiming principle, marks; (2) the pilot receives vitally important see-
" The Germans claim to have achieved considerable ondarv information from other than the visual sense
. sucCess with it in drop and glide bombs. However, regarding acceleration and rotation, which have an %

thle )roblem of stabilizin g the bird in roll so as to re- influence upon the coordination between what lie
tain correspondence or range-and-line correlations on sees and what controls he has to apply to effect any
the bird and on the guide station will be aggravated desired course changes; (3) the pilot undergoes elab-
when the guide-station carrier is allowed to perform orate training in spot landing so that he can practice
evasive action to outn'aneuiver antiaireraft defenses. the whole maneuver, except the very last suicidal - .

phase;' (4) in conventional aircraft, lift is made in % 6

onec direction, and it is necessary to roll and then to
1.4 ' TELEVISION CONTROL "unroll" at the proper orientation. The rolling .-..

24.4.T maneuver can be readily learned in nearly horizontal
TheO. erver s Task flight and in nearly vertical dive, but it is much ,uore

hThe advent of Mimo television equipment ;mall It is uderstood that remarkable numer Jf
('lail to he accommodated on a vehicle such as Roe suicide attacks mid their targets, indicating that Ifit.

mise ,il the problem of how to interpret the tclcvision were in.iiffi'ie".tly trained in th- finial phase.
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274 PROJECT ROC IN RETROSPECT S
difficult to learn in moderate) steel phaes. In Roe also experimented with two-man operation, though

this difficulty is altered in that the pilot has to learn in a different nmanner: in collinearity guidance of a,
to coordinate pitch and vawx\ instead of elevator and glide bomb, one man would roughly aim a master
aileron (controls, bult thle gravity component influence telescope while the other would sight through a
remains confusing. repeater telescope and operate the remote control of

That training of the operator of television remote the missile. Otherwise the Germans went to great
control is important has also been recognized, and troul)le to render one-man operation more convenient
simulators have been built in which the trainee sees a and effective by developing means for training in
target area )hotograph gradually enlarge and move proper coordination. Matters of this kind, involving ,",-
when the conventional control stick is manipulated, psychological and physiological problems, cannot be
more or less as he would expect the image in a real solved dogmatically by theoretical analysis alone. It
flight to behave, while an instructor may introduce is for their solution that the advent of simulators is of
various disturtances. When operating such a simu- particular significance.
lator one begins to appreciate the magnitude of the 1)efinite advantages are seen by some in the idea of
task of learning how to parry these elusive disturb- providing the bomb guider with a control device that
ances. reduces his job from that of a flier piloting an aircraft

to that of a gunner aiming a gun or turret. The

14.4.2 underlying philosophy is that this is much more a'.. ~~Aiming Aids •""' "
Aiming gunner's than a flier's job and that it is neither nee-

There are reasons to believe that the job of learn- essary nor natural to fly an aircraft in an acrobatic
ing the technique of steering to hit the target can be maneuver. In the ideal device, all the estimating,
vastly facilitated by relieving the operator of as extrapolating, and leading would be relegated to a
much of the estimating, anticipating, and parrying regulator or computer so that the gunner's task
as possible, in exactly the same manner as a gunner would be reduced to maneuvering a reticule or bead
is helped by a lead-computing gunsight and aided onto the chosen target image. -'

traking. This can be accomplished by inserting a , Suitable steering equipment will then comprise a I - - '"
regulator in the reaction chain which leads from the reticule or bead system which is directly or indirectly
operator's perception of the chosen target as some movable over the surface of the television receiver
spot oin the telex ision scope screen to the application screen. As to the most convenient method of moving P
of a quantitatively metured-out amount of aero- this reticule, there are two schools of thought.
dynamic elevator ant rudder control. In a conven- In one, manipulation is accomplished by means of
tional aircraft ,oatrol system, the control stick pri- a direct mechanism, after the manner of a panto-
nri!y governs the rates of turn of the vehicle but it graph pointer or a telautograph tracing a pattern;
c'auses sP'oIdal'y displacements of the image by this method is most directly borrowed from the idea
virtu,, of the banking necessary to veer and of the of aiming a gun towards a target and is particularly
change of angle of atta('k accomlpanying any changes convenient when the inertia of the apparatus is
of lift. Wind and target evasive maneuvers introduce negligible and where jerkiness of manipulation is in-
unknown distitrlancec. which conjure ip the corn- consequential or self-averaging. The linkage of the - -

plicalions of interception of moving targets in space. mechanism can be equipped with suitable electne
In any vchile descending at a steep slope angle, like pickups which feed into an electric computer. The
Roc, information about the amount of trajectory ie- latter computes the control values to be signalled to
lection due to the( gravity component normal to the the missile via the radio link.
path tangent is not well conveye(d by the television The other idea is to motorize the movement of the
image; therefore, it appears as an unknown disturb- reticule and to control it after the manner of a motor
anc. control, speeding it. up or slowing it down to "go

In this conniction it is interesting to note that after the target" or intercept it in due time. Tle hit-
during Mimo-lloe tests observers were led to experi- ter method requires a little more indoctrination to
mnt with two-.n ontrol, each taking care of the master but it has the advantage of lending itself -.

:1i in one ('oimponet direction only. This was meant better to a mechanization of the pickup of the reti-
to be a tenilorary expedientt while operations, were 1-'olv speed.
still hampered by variools trouibles. The (ermans An optical beani projector can be m ade to serve
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the same purpose as a mechanical reticule holder. cedure; this obviously affords a maximum of physical
T'his projector can be mounted in a universal joint or possibilities of correcting random bad aims.
it may comprise two coordinate-line projector ele- 2. Another method utilizes a late drop, requiring -

inents, throwing a luminous image of a reticule pat- some early diving results in a very steel) or nearly
tern upon the scope screen from the outside of the vertical impact which may be tactically desirable .
oscilloscope but within the hood. The light can be of against certain types of targets and which has the
a color contrasting with the fluorescent target image. advantage of minimizing the path-deflecting effect

Eventually an electronic reticule image can be of gravity, possibly to the point where the effect can
developed, for instance, by producing a couple of be neglected; the tactical disadvantages of a late
bright (or dark) spots on one vertical scan line. The drop are belated arrival of the target proper in the
verical lead motion would move the spots along the field of television and greater exposure of the parent
line, and the horizontal motion would select an aircraft to antiaircraft defense of the target.
earlier or later scan line. The aiming point could be 3. A sail-dive program, after a sufficiently early re-
the virtual center between the twoa pip spots so that lease, has the same advantages without the excessive
the target itself is not blotted out by them. exposure to antiaircraft, but it may increase the

chance of the missile veering too far off laterally.
' amantl4. An early release with a relatively flat glide

wCamera Installation tard the target is a favorable technique as far as
At a relatively early stage of the Mimo-Roc, it was early television of the target and minimized exposure

arbitrarily decided to mount the Mimo television are concerned, but it requires more careful treatment
camera (fixed coaxially in the Roe head) looking of the path-deflecting gravity component, extends
forward. It was hoped that the advantages of flying the flight time, reduces the impact speed and angle,
at zero angle of attack would reduce the reasons for a and encroaches upon the forward-range-correction ,
squinting or nodding eye. It was realized that several tolerance.
ditadvantages would have to be suffered as a conse-
quenve of this design choice: (1) navigational lead 1.4.4 Compensation for Wind
would have to be limited to half the field angle en- and Target Motion
conpassed by the camera, (2) the target would not a- .....

rome into view until after about the first third of the Obviously it would be strategically most desirable
fall time had elapsed, and (3) any tendency of the to provide the missile with the equipment necessary
vehicle to suffer disturbances in angle of attack to accomplish all these tactics and to leave their
would have to be effectively subdued. choice to the individual mission crews. Sufficiently

As to the first of these three penalties, it was felt precise gravity correction would have to be provided
that a reasonable compromise could still be achieved for this purpose. The question of what should be done "
with a field angle of 20 degrees, at which a properly to take care of the influences of wind and target. 0
led target having 20 per cent of the missile speed motion, which are functionally equivalent, has come .
comes close to the image edge. As to the second prob- in for a great deal of attention. -

iem, a removable down-view prism was developed If a missile is so controlled that it tends to center
which afforded a view of the target during the flight the target in the field of a fixed eye, then an approach ' .
approach before release, so that target contrast and develops into a pursuit curve, and the qtestion arises
telcvision reception could be checked directly. The of how far the missile will miss under typical condi- ,
first phase of the drop would then be blind for about tions of target or wind speed not being compensated
12 seconls. In order to enhance the probability of the for by navigational interception. The bird will miss
target then coming into view, an unorthodox bomb- if it does not lead the target because, in a pursuit ap-
run-approach technique was developed which tended proach at large speed ratio, the rate of turn required
to ,ninimize the crab angle. Similarly a variety of to keep the aim of the target is small at first but in- r
mneliods of choosing the release angle can be consid- creases toward the end phase until it finally exceeds
cred: the agility of the missile. The redeeming feature is

1. One is defined by the ballistic trajectory of the that while the missile can at best wind up in its
passive missile i.e., with controls zero, and deter- tightest circle osculating the pursuit spiral, the total
mined in a conventional bombsight-tracking pro- miss may not he so large as to be objectionable, nor
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even larger than the inevitable errors due to other 4)'(l'2r - g sin y)---a miss of magnitude a =. .

causes, especially when the wind or target speed is ]?,j'/ V is incurred. -. ".

moderate. A rough idea of the order of magnitude of The following table gives an idea of these critical
the miss can be readily given on the slightly opti- ranges and misses for various values of target (wind)

mistic assumption that the link anO servo system lag speed U and terminal path slopes -y.

is negligible. _'.'.':

Under this assumption the miss is defined as the Critical range r in feet Mi, in feet . -.

difference between the distance Ut yet to be traveled Degree.. 1 = 20 40 60 20 40 610 *-.* '

by the target at speed 1' and the deflection of the Tail-wind 167 333 1,000 18 17 25

or bow 30 225 450 675 11 23 34
attack 15 25 570 855 14 2" 43

0 3530 700 1,050 1S 35 .5.3

Ifead-wind -- 15 410 820 1,230 20 41 61

tor stern -30 455 9110 1,365 23 45 68 -

attack -- 45 420 840 1,260 30 42 63

It would seem that a quasi-seopodromic approach -

without automatic navigational lead is probably

adequate for target and wind speeds up to about
40 mph. Some deliberate lead can perhaps be applied
by the bombardier, aiming for the bow of a moving

ship, or to the windward in case smoke indicated a.

v strong wind in the lower strata.
The Mimo-Roe drop tests were conducted without --

benefit of a lead-computing device, although the
need for some such device has been recognized and

emphasized. It had been recommended that under

Re reasonably favorable weather conditions none might
be needed, at least until the television and control
functions of the missile had proved practicable. As it "

H -- -----x turned out, about half of the drops were hampered ,-.. ,-
i by television troubles and the rest by angle-of-attack k--:;

L oscillations of the bird, either of which would have .- o.
I interfered with any precise lead computation, which,

ut -OP~ so far as it aims at interception of target motion or

F~u~rE 1.wind, depends upon a measurement of a rate oflimmE 1. Angular relationis in range-vertical projec- widdensupnamsumntoartef,'"-.-:

tion of p ursiat a iurve. change of the target bearing as seen from the missile.
This rate can be picked up directly from the target

path from the last tangent at which maximum avail- image speed as seen on the television receiver screen,

able control was attained, i.e., at the critical range provided the optical axis of the television camera re-

i,, under the combined influence of the path-normal mains pointed in the direction of the misile's air- n,
accelerations due to this control and due to gravity, speed vector. The most direct method of accomplish-

(See Figure 1.) The available control is characterized ing this measurement consists in forcing the vehicle

by the minimum turning radius r = 1 , so that the to ride at zero angle of attack, like an arrow. Whether

acceleration due to it is " V = 1 r2;; the acceleration Roe can be made to avoid unfavorable angles of at- 0 .

due to the effective gravity component is g"sin -y. tack, either by moving the center of gravity far

Hence, as soon as the path-curvature demand enough forward or by auxiliary stabilizing controls

(U cos -y)/Ur exceeds the available maneuverability automatically responsive to the least angle of attack

due to aerodynamic control, namely 1/r, plus (or and more effective in wiping out any disturbance N %-

ninus) that due to gravity, namely (g sin y)/ U- than the fixed empennage now provided, remains to -%

that is, after passing the critical range R, (UV cos be explored. Theoretically this should be possible,
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but the apparatus required may turn out to be 3. If the camera were mounted in a Cardanic sus-
burdensome, pension on the vehicle, but so softly sprung like a --

seismometric mass that it will not appreciably par- _"____'

. Compensation for Ange of Attack ticipate in the oscillation, then it would of necessity
also lag behind the rate of turn of the missile in its

If angle-of-attack oscillations and appreciable trim curved trajectory, possibly frustrating the advan-
angles are not eliminated from the vehicle, then there tages of such suspension. 4- ,
are several possibilities of compromise. 4. In Germany, the DVII (Deutsche Versuchsan-

1. The control command, or its execution, is made stalt ffir Luftfahrt) developed a pendulum scheme
s o sluggish as to smooth out the pitch and yaw oscil- for orienting an optical system (a photoelectric con-
lations, either bly making it impossible for the guider trast seeker, not a television camera) parallel to the
to follow them with a geared-down manual control flight-velocity vector. The scheme is based on the V
element. (like the knobs tried out on the last two idea that the direction of the resultant airforce
Mimo-Roc drop tests made thus far), or by means of (vector sum of lift and drag) is a unique function of -

electrical-mechanical smoothing devices inserted in the angle of attack, presumably known from wind-
the chain between the guider's manipulation and the tunnel tests. The optical system is mounted on a
command execution. Whatever artifice of this kind pendulum which is articulated on the missile by
is resorted to. it will of necessity reduce the alertness resting on a (three-dimensional) evolute cam body.
of the response to the real target bearing derivative It seems that some means to damp the evolute to-
and introduce a time constant. of the order of the tion will be required to make this system practical;
period of the attack oscillation which is to be its self-containedness and freedom from aerodynamic
averaged. appendages are distinct advantages.

2. The Germans were very conscious of the angle 5. A more indirect method of allowing for the angle
of trim because the vehicles on which they tried tele- of attack of the missile is also conceivable. It pro-
vision were controlled by more or less conventional vides a pitch-and-yaw meter on the vehicle and
elevator systems. They experimented with television transmits its readings to the guider or computer sta-
cameras mounted in a swivel joint on a sailplane and tion via television or radio. If this is done via tele-
tilted mechanically by means of a pitch wind vane. vision, then the observer is burdened with having to
For guided missiles they were sold on the idea of con- read or interpret two pairs of coordinates from the. -.
trolling at least the pitch angle of the optical tele- screen, that of the target and that indicating the air- ', -. -

vision axis by a prism or mirror system governed by speed vector. If it is done by a radio signal, though
a pitch wind vane. In yaw, however, they believed possibly within the television channel, the data can
that a banking monoplane missile could be endowed be picked up and digested by a computer without
with sufficient arrow stability to avoid adverse yaw bothering the observer.
oscillations. In a vehicle possessing aerodynamical -.

axial symmetry, like Roe, alignment of the optical 1.4.5 Interception
axis with the flight path tangent, independent of trim
oscillations, would necessitate mounting the camera If a computer is to be provided at all, then it is
in a universal joint' permitting several degiaes of obviously desirable to make it do as much of the job
novenent in any direction, and providing a means as has a significant influence upon the hitting accu-
to govern the nodding motion by what amounts to a racy. The theory of interception by means of auto-
vector wind vane. Instead of building a mechanical mnatie target seekers has been studied by many
wind vane, which has inertia and tends to oscillate investigators. There are various ways of effecting
itself, aside from being disturbed by the airflow past interception of a moving target. The theory must
the vehicle, a three- or four-orifice pitch-and-yaw recognize and introduce the various influences which - -

meter may prove easier to develop as a means to affect the giving of a control signal, the control ef-
govern the alignment of the optical axis, and it can fected thereby, and the result of the ensuing maneu-
lie made more rugged and serviceable. ver showing up on the scope screen and inviting ,.s

further correction of the signal. The geometry of the
A pitch and yaw mirror or prisn 5ystem woold hm very orieptation of the seeker with respect to the flight * "

ch:zasv at best. path has a dominating effect upon the presentation
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of a television picture and hence upon the guider's speed ratio V/U, can be approximated by the first
reaction. Various methods of changing, biasing, and order terms:
regulating the orientation of the seeker's axis with
respect to the vehicle's flight path have been pro- T ra)
posed and tried by different investigators; they may R
introduce an artificial, mechanically controlled angle where V is the speed of the missile and i = U cos r,
of squint between the axis of the seeker and the fuse- the target speed component normal to the instan-
lage and may have to take account of whatever angle taneous slant range It.
of trim of the fuselage axis against the flight path in The angular acceleration of the line of sight is then .t
air may remain unsuppressed; or else they may con- -* *

trol the orientation of the seeker in space by gyro- (VJA-Y.TJ- WRt.,t!ui (2)
scopic means and measure the space orientation of .-
the vehicle independently by similar means. The range shrinks essentially at the rate -

As to the interception maneuver to be executed ft = -

by remote guidance, several alternatives offer them-
selves, which condenses the above into

1. The least that can be done is to make the missile
turn early enough so as to intercept before the turn- . (2t-_.OV (2a)
ing requirements exceed the agility of the missile. -'

2. The geometrically most perspicuous proposition This means that the angular acceleration grows large,
is to distribute the turning evenly over the entire hyperbolically as the range R shrinks to nothing
flight path; this implies approach along a circular are when
path. It is the path of least peak curvature and ac- W(
complishes the greatest path deflection for a given -

maneuverability. In the horizontal plane this is oh- F.
viously also the method of least aerodynamic effort; , = 2 r makes ¥i vanish and produces a constant rate
in the vertical plane no similar criterion exists h*- of turn ,:,. If the proportionality factor (i!' of control
cause gravity and density variation confuse the issue, is not 2 but K, such that
the aerodynamic effort required being but the sum
or difference of the force required to produce the = K (Sb)
geometric path curvature and of the variable gravity then the choice of K < 2 causes the turning to lag
component already tending to produce some path and grow late, whereas K > 2 causes the turning to
curvature. overdo at first and to diminish forthwith. A very

3. If ample agility is available, then it may pay to large K lemls quickly into a straight collision course.
do the turning early. so that less turning is required To accomplish control aceording to equation (3a)
later, and the path soon settles down toward a or (3h) would require the measurement of the angu-
straight-line collision course which may be repeated- lar velocity r of the line of sight against a reference
Iv or gradually correctd to frustrate evasive action dire'tion fixt in the medium or in terrestrial space.
-y the target. A practical method known to measure T directh, con- N-

The geometry of interception can be convenientlv sists of gim-balling the eye on the bird, locking it on
expressed in terms of the angular velocity of the line the target, autonatically in the case of a target S
of sight in a coordinate system to be anchored in the seeker or via radio remote control in the case of tele-
flying medium, oriented in such a manner that the vision and measuring its rotation gvroscopically, for
angles to the line of sight r and to the line of flight co instance, by governing the rotation through precesor
are measured from the normal to the line of target motors or otherwise influencing a free gyrokscope car-
motion of presumably constant speed U with re- ried on the eye gimbal system.
sl)ect to the medium., viz., After + is measured, the required angular velocity

of the lint: of flight is thus determined in proportion.
_ (U sin r - V) sin tW - r) +- t cos ( - T (1) The amount of aerodynamic force to be generated in

ordr to produce the rate of turn 4, can then he corn-'-
which, for snmall lead angles w - r and for large puted (if all ambient factors are known).
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If the eye is not gimballed but fixed in the bird, as If n is some value other than 2, then X does not tend.
was the case in the Roo missiles, then angular veloc- to be constant, but
ity of the line of sight is not directly measurable with n - 2 V cV
reference to terrestrial space but only that of the n -. ....n- k R R (5)

lead angle between the line of sight to the target and as can be seen by inserting equation (4a) into equn
the bird axis, which latter is represented by the cen- tion (2a). Consequently, since ,-A ',./_
ter of the television screen. The lead angle ), is cor-
related to the absolute sight-direction angle r by the R -R, -+ Rt = R - Vi "., ,
identity : ,, '-

\R)
where a is the angle of attack, as illustrated in Figure and
2. If the latter is forcibly kept zero then X + u/V _R 

-

X = o (4a) 4 +t U]V -. ()-'-,--'

is the current lead angle. Equation (31)) then be- but for n = 2, 'O and
come= K -K - Kk X + u/V R (7a)

hence O + U/V 14(7)

K__ which states that an incidental lead angle has to ap-
I K- X (3c) proach the collision-course angle linearly as the range

shrinks during the approach. When n > 2 the turn-

S= corresponds to n , pursuit cuse ing has to be done earlier, and for very large n it
degenerates into the collision course. For n between

K = 2 corresponds to n - 2, circular inter- I anti 2 the turning has to be delayed, and the ap-
ception proach degenerates toward pursuit. For very strong

K = c corresponds to n = 1, immediate turn
negative n the pursuit tends to become clinodromic,
i.e., it tends to maintain any existing lead N un-

lision course changed.

Any automatic control scheme based on equation LIFT PATH CuRV '

(3c) directly would become unstable whenever K
dropped below 1, as this would imply a negative value % -
of r- This difficulty can be overcome by designing .4
the automatic control regulator so as to take into ac- - "
count the fact that any deliberate change in (, *vill
entail an identical change in X, because such a change
will not immediately affect i, which is H - . tence, CEPNmTGL

the change A6 necessary to establish compliance FOR"

with equation (3c) from a condition of non-compli-
ance (cb, Xt) for any chosen value of n is FiGURE 2. Angular relations in Roe trajectory. "

o
- aX 7 The question of how the image speed X can be

0 - I picked up from the screen has already been touched

whereupon the new image velocity X indeed becomes upon. It can be done either by manipulating a reti-
cule to coincide with the target image and measuring

-- the derivative of its position or by motoring the reti-
cule after the target image and measuring the motor

This means the servomotor system of an automatic spele directly, always provided no angle of attack a-
regulator should be arranged to tend to reduce any exists toenterintoequation (4), or that such angle of
difference between the existent value of 6,j and a attack is suitably determined and its rate of change .* .

prescntly computed value 6 = K((': - , subtracted from X.
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280 PROJECT ROC IN RETROSPECT " -

Assume, now, that by this procedure and by suit- Two servomotors are arranged to move the controls
able choice of the interception factor K or Yi, the de- until two accelerometers match the signaled values. -

sired rate of turn c is determined. The knowledge of The airspeed still enters the picture. So does the 4 .
to itself does not, however, suffice to determine the method of roll stabilization.
amount of aerodynamic controi as governed by the As to the influence of gravity upon the missile's
wing incidence angle a and the lift coefficient Cr cor- path, it can readily be seen that to compensate for
related with it. The latter is determined by the equna- it alone the bird should develop a lift coefficient .,.

tions
V 2 C  CL = 2V sin w (9)

jpA 9 sin W1. + ZYV (8) xpAW,
upon which the lift demand for curving the path;-

if wp is measured from the vertical, for a wing control upo wcthe lfemand fo in the pth
compnen so rieted hatitsliftis n thpich / V must yet be superimposed. (W is the weight ofcomponent so oriented that its lift is in the pitch the missile.) Equation (9) applies to that plane of the

plane defined by the vertical and the flight path, vehicle which contains the graNity vector. There are e-' -A'-
while .several schools of thought regarding how the variable

., CLy  values of p, V, w should be determined and entered S
jpA V rV (8a) into the control-regulator system.

without the gravity effect for the wing control corn-
ponent in the yaw plane, i.e., normal to the former. 14'4" Mimo-Roc Computer
Hence One school of thought prefers to arrive at the an-

2M(d + sin w, gl!V) swer by means entirely contained on the parent air-
CL . . V (8b) craft so that no expendable apparatus need be in- '

stalled on the missile for this purpose. The computer
(the parenthesis term in pitch only). developed by Division 7, NDRC, for Mimo-Roc be-

If the elevator and rudder planes are not roll- longs in this category. The scheme amounts to an in-
stabilized with respect to gravity, then each of them tegration of the motion of the bird under an assumed
will be affected by a component of g times the sine or recorded history of the control commands given
and cosine respectively of a roll angle suitably de- or not given. Such integration is afflicted with some
fined with respect to the horizon, uncertainty because of the accumulation of inevit-

Since aerodynamic action depends upon air den- able inaccuracies of zero setting and command execu-
sityv and airspeed, the control sensitivity to X should tion. This inaccuracy, if it is of any consequence at
vary with the parameters. In other words, as the all, can theoretically be reduced by telemetering the -.
bomb drops into denser air and gains speed, the con- velocity head 3/2 pV 2 and attitude w on the missile by
trol commands should be attenuated, the X term in- means of an airspeed indicator and a free gyro.
versely proportional to pl'. Some German authors Whether a greater precision might actually be real-
have emphasized the desirability of such progressive ized in this manner is doubtful in view of the diffi-
attenuation. Against it, the opponents of the idea culties attending any scheme of telemetering, whether ''-.
have adduced the argument that since some leeway it is accomplished by existing television or by a sepa-
broadens the choice of the interception factor a, it rate radio channel. 0
ought to suffice to select a fair value for the middle It has also been proposed to take care of the gray- --

run. con(one some weakness of response in the early ity influence by a series of trial-and-error glide-angle -

stage of the fall, and reap the benefit of sharper con- changes in which a straight collision course would
trol toward the end of it. eventually be reached after several discrete steps.

There is, however, a solution which evades part of The Germans tested this principle on one of their
the issue by operating on the centrifugal force so that flat-glide bombs. The success of the scheme (which O
no knowledge or estimate of the air density is nee- has a correlate in surface navigation) depends upon
essarv. This scheme consists in signaling not a defi- the time available and the precision of the deter-
nite control-surface angle but the desired accelera- mination of (, and X. In dive bombs it is hampered by
tional load factor n, in pitch and tn. in yaw, viz., variations of air density and airspeed, and by the -
t,. ", 'yu + sin w, and f,, = Cri '.q respectively. brevity of time.
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MC.I otteAs the sum of the couno cummrand received by theCt0s (omputation on the Mlissile ' [-;-radio link and the gravity-component correction. In

Another method requires some expendable devices this event the wagon-wheel gyro rotor can be dis-
on the bird but has certain merits, especially that of pensed with, the new spinning top rotor replacing the
being entirely independent of the television and former and thus accommodating the whole gyro svs- ', .- ,.

command-transmission svstem-in fact of the entire tem in the same standard Schwien gyro housing. The
command and lead-computing system. The gravity roll-rate check gyro has to be retained. Although it *

connection is separately computed on the bird and cannot easily be coupled mechanically to the free .

applied there. If it is to be done during all phases of gyro, the coupling can be accomplished electrically.
the flight, an airspeed indicator must be provided to The action of this new aggregate would not differ A._
measure the velocity head JpV2 and a free gyro to much from the -onventional system *n the early
furnish w and thus sin w. The quotient of these quan- phases or so long as the flight path did not become
ities is then fed into the bird's amplifier or servo very steep. If the missile came within a few degrees

system so as to superimpose the value indicated 1y of a vertical dive, slight pitch or yaw control deflec-
e(quation (9) upon whatever command arrives. tions might call for large roll adjustments to keep

It so happens that the speed of the missile tends the elevator axis horizontal. This might overtax the
toward the condition of equilibrium between the drag ailerons and confuse the observer. Since in this con-
and the axial component of gravity, viz., dition the gravity correction would be very small".-

= AD anyhow, no harm is probably dine by preventing
2 rapid rolling through the roll-rate gyro.

Substituting 2W,!plT 2 from equation (9) into equa- The possibility of coping with roll stabilization bv
ion (8) makes means of the standard Schwien gyro unit and cf solv-

ing the gravity correction by means of a supplemental .
CL = tan , I1) fre;e gyro with vertical axis, transverse inner gimbal

axis and fore-and-aft outer gimbal axis also presents
where AD is the equivalent drag area of the missile, itself. In this ease the tan w potentiometer would
which is approximately known (except for the in- be driven between the gyro frame and the gimbal
duced drag, which depends on the lift coefficients) frame, and a sinometer between the gimbal and the

Equation (11) shows that the correction is essen- bird itself. The :inometer would directlv furnish the 0
tially governed by the slope angle w. It tends toward sine and cosine of the roll angle 0 as the bird rolls
zero near the vertical dive but would be large if the with respect to the horizon when it is called upon to
path were flat. Fortunately, in Mimo-Roe flat-flight veer from the original heading, so that range and
path, phases are of no concern because the target is line control remain as originally oriented, while the -
not yet in the field of view. It probably suffices to elevator axis does not stay in a horizontal plane. A
apply this correction for angles of w greater than 45 suitable circuit would then have to be devised to sup- O
degrees. ply tan w cos 0 to the elevator bias and tan w sin -

The angle w can be measured by means of a bird- to the rudder bias.
borne free gyro which is uncaged upon release. Un-
fortunately, the standard -Schwien gyro aggregate, as . Tests and Conclusions
it is installed in the direct-vision-controlled Roc.-V,
is net adapted to measure w because its free rotor In view of the multiplicity of methods and devices
rotates as a wagon wheel with its axis in an unsuit- arid techniques of steering a guided missile via tele-
able orientation. vision toward a target, too much emphasis cannot be

The job ca.n be dlone hy means of a free gyro which placed upon the desirability of trying them out in
ha., its spin iaxis vertical, a tan w potentiometer on nondestructive tests which duplicate or simulate the
the outer gimbal, and roll-stabilizing contacts on the essential theoretical and practical aspects involved. -

inner gimbal. The potentiometer could be so con- The Germans recognized this need quite some time
nectd to the circuit of the present e-levator-actuator ago and spared no efforts to develop mechanical-
follow-up potentiometers that it would bias the ele- electrical simulating devices. In connection with the
vator radio signal by just the desired amount and Mirn-Ro venture a similar effort was made in two -'-

make the actuator find the position, which is defined directions: one with an all-electronic simulator for
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thle St ii(IN of cit ll(.I iuii~laniii piciple iis. thle o the ir In g to in t(e th iia xI similar I raiing cart was developed
with aI test e-arl oiI which two-imen.sional ilte(relp-, by the ( vernaris
tioi probn ilemls withI lead-c')itilp 11 ('out ir oii ie 1N Nol~' poisio has)1 as2( ySet I w'i tlt Inad ilti li cart tI)
rimi. 'Ihel le'ssons ll'arll4 il1 thlese d evice, were on ist simutlaite4 trim11 osci lint ii i, alt houagh t his was seriouisly
in A ii i(t ive. The history of t his eft h i Ngal at :II considlered . The cart %vas i th )re apl1ied mostly to4
early' stage (if Roc." dlevelopineit, . when t"he mnissile thle c'larificaition ouf praclticalt asp('cts oif guiinig with
Nvas si i1i meant to( ly wit ii' ait de illi t v rmlI-imien I t it atl a111(i Wit houit 1mlea-c o11ptit ing id s. Various ( m1 re ori n'
cnitrol. 1levre tite sp)ontalinous ('h2111g4 of oivillt ut lll less pr'imit ive t rackinig aids5 or1 selicnies were c'ursorily

posed'i a1 cmilpeX simunhlatori pirobi lem fo r 1hle solui tio n tried Iil tie carnt for e Iticat 0 ional ptill) uses, but1 one1
of wio I rathler anlibt 34 lix proj ect of 211 ilel- inkj- Sch emie. for which thel th1eority had b eeli a14 antelI ill- ~
site text raiige was ait onle t ime scriui * e4onsnier4'd. der a pri4Uct of D~ivision 7. NNWH was invemtigatell
I ii tii' i meanime111 t' NI t girouipi at ( lumlii 121 11- mor ie 1114) iigiil. Tis xchewnle comipised all ec.
veixil ievvl ipc' I elctrioi I sxli 2 Itorns o t gu iied I In il c' niptit en which woO1ul alow tor target motionl
miissile trnajectory ge.onie(t ny toi tin'- pi nt wheure i' andi graitY inifluence inl one plane and aid tile guider
I15'ls 4)1 of 1 indiiual rns coul 211( h (liii) til it ivil byv 1 llens ofi a m)4oorzed net ictile sYste('21. Thisx devicel
I 1'2i) )listi"ttl w' Iit houit reprodul(I cinig thel [It liysical 114 - \%axi 1)1111 anti ioperated4 o il thle (-art uniider' a1 vaielt S
1in of ti w inmissil I y 1 iv lrb orn cari2g1. In tuiit such' o f vo41(111 ions. After i some priact ice hadl 1 ieli obt aid

:1 xita (liitu asa I to IneLtiCUl uISe lntilt inug o13(11- r~es iit s we're sulfhi('vlt ly conininifg to encourage til
a1tot's M Ii)w('rv to) paritticipa2te in th dro 40 p tesx 5ts of vnst ruiie 1) ot an ail 'ort. hrtt)type of thell cornl
vismally controlled lbRov I00- using the ( 'anp p~uler, which is available to) he inst alled itl tile test
tehiq(u1214pe. It. affordl dvailualei llppr ilt iiIts to con44- airplan Ill lii'liti ic test drops. Thiis pi'oe(hir brout' aght;
Vl'y :401e (if the( (lnail' responitse ehiarau'teristi' (If lhome thle value oif simuilators of this kind ax it inan 6
tit( operatloll. rhat th:', iRo(-" test., were'( li'vvi-the(- tiro o1) ut btigs ori to dIispel unleritainlties regarding

less hamifpered'( by pralctic'al 411fficllt l(' of gulidling flew and2( ('oifplex dlevices which('l have t.o performl as at
shouuldi~ not. reflect on tlnm potential valuet. of such s11111- lin1k in at chain(I- or l'giilt-ory loop. Appreciation of tile 0;
hitoirN as5 traininlg (ll'\jes; rathier it was due to tihe simnulator' experienice is not dilmmed' by tile realiza-
o1ll55j021 frot thel sinlniltatol' sVste(ll o Itile4 (list uiitlig tion oft thle facet thait someac of thl' sigllificunt features,
factors. T'hisx brings to) mind1( thait a. siitltoto bi'10le were 21ot1 piort~t'iYel in thie inl~lel lange, espec(ially the
tiiiivi'isillo. tixetill iln tile- experimienital sta1ge' of suh behavior in triim and roll.

a poJ'(l ilustli Vt'S~tjl' 11(1 '1jujlp('l iiad li It wol(i lbe prnemature tt till' present stage of the
tolls a1114 infililees thait tur ou'1 it to bill i1)1e Signili- cart studies to judge till relative merits of various
eatit thl 1(11Ias illti('ipu)il.l'I ('onlljitet' seh4'iine proposxed (or 'onlsiderecd for appli-

While tit(. C olunia 1I'liv('t'sit% groulp was( w~orking ('ation21 Iin coniljunctioln w1 lih teleylidon. This uh
owar d fihe development (if moire uniiversal electronic howe'ver, ('an lie xafelv concluded: the D)ivision 7,

simltorstut' and( of simnuilors adapted tol til' i'epnc(- N 1)1W, comlpultert and1 retic'ule sc'hemne does perform
xc'lftatio4)1 of tele'visionl guidlance. the Roe group tilli- ill tinly onie planie ax.calulted'( af(I is fat'- enou1gh ad-
(ei('t ook thle conlst ructioni of a1 tiie('iimiil'i model t'uiigt' vanved t1w tx ried1 out iui pracitical dt~op tests. Aside
swiitile( to simulate the( mo1(st uirgenit probilemis (of t(-I(,- from this, it is felt that simlulaitort and cart test-,
visioni grululiil(' Ill this lillold rangre thle missile was should i)v a1l1 menis be c'onitjinued i 1(I extenldedl to
i''I('54'vlt Ii ld y a1 st e(ral( car2t , mointg at1 it speed( (if coYel' Various refinements :tit(l to afford training to1
:Ipproxi~tvtl sal e ove .:0( 5(11'O4'''U 11(otli flo' to-1 those5( re'suming flight-test oiperaltioins.
wal :i target inldepen'ldenltly' mfovleoil)1 a cal e If 2111 attempt is 1112(11' to sumarifi'ze the lesons

titaick. MII ollo in only one- pl 'waS simullated, and learned ill tile l)III'5111t oif I ie( Roc1 project, it fllitit I'
roll wans ilot 'eipr('seit ed, but deiVces5 we're prtovided4 horne i11 mind1( that this proujct was1 butt 21 cog inl the
1to app)I illitl e path i (leflectiotl il grav~it% vwhen' getlnworks of it variegated gituidi(nl~iile (levelop-
d esirted4. E'xper;'limenlt. 5\r 1 ''tIitudI( withi tille r'eal t4'Ie- nielt (firel't(' bY NIDlI( and not a rival (If blut rat-her
viilon vailiieta miounted'i oni till' i'rie tl ll 'l '('( Av.rdart. a suppleenut to other' missile projects. There seem
Th' hulk if till' illvest jgat jils initoi var11 iu gi iilic l'4 1)11 enoug ig1ffere'nt tail me('1 Iritsx iti missiles I nrav-
I echll.ji as 11 iilet witlnit t elvvixioli. till guiider Cling to thiejir targets oil diffe'rently incIined( flight.\

I ii'-g'' sptmicv tiroughl l'(lilv t1 opt~ic's. It is interuest- silos. Th leu~finition of thel bordier lineIs (If their various -%. -
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al)licatioi litay l'( ,i)illewl at arbitrarv, huit some of hostilities and resulting relaxation of security

overl'apping anong theill can 1be accomplished by a ineasures. the exchange of information has brought

judicious compromise letwee n versatility and spe- to light some cases of duplication, but, more impor- ,,_

ciali zation. tant. it has answee'd questions oii unsolved problems

"l' aerodvilaIIics of iissile. d(e''rves to 'oiie in atnd posed questions on important new problems. It

for more svinttfic investigatioll \when higher speeds is fell that a system which will allow the exchange of

are to be attained. The supersolnic regime. especially information in this field of endeavor under wartime

is becoming a new field of expanding knowledge in rest rict ions mast be developed.

which the pursuit of guided-llissile projects is hound The flight testing of guided missiles is likely to be-

Io Ibe in the forefront and to have an influence ,1)0o come at discipline of ever increasing importance and

the Irogress (,f the entire rt, including the design of scope. Ilere again the usefulness of close cooperation

11iannuied lirnaft for high speeds. The ehoice of a suit- het wtven those responsilble for the conduct of the tests

azlle aertyn:aii ionliguratio for guided missiles is aiin tlhe 'eov'ery of instructive information, those

dictatd bt lcilisilrz'tins peculia'r to them and in- responsilble for the design of the missile and its con-

sivpar'lh' from the 5'id 1('le l sc'ine "11l its tactical trols, and those who deternine its tactical purposes -

implicat ions. This colmpl)x network enlstitites a and perfornitnee specifieation eannot be overempla-

regult ory o lp. the satisfactory solution of which sized. In order to facilitale this cooperation during

czin Ie .lhieled oalk 1h , lose coonudination between he flight testing of the missile, it. is believed that

the speialists in the fields of acro( s Ivna nics, regula- adequate flight test facilities should be developed,
tiolt, and intelligevIee. litealse of the importance of with satisfactory housing and laboratories necessary

coorduit ion ietween these fields. it is helievecd that for maintaining a high scientific standard in these

the resp usibility for the (or'dination shoild be intricate and significant tests.

placed at ll indust rial level ap)i n a prinle uioit ret or Iln closing, one is tempted to reaffirm the belief that

fir' the entire svsten. the missile, its payload, propulsion, stabilization,

Thi need Ior facilitating the disselinatioi; of mu- controls, guiding, and launching and all the appara-

tually pe'rtillent lttta aiong the workers in this and tus iieessary to make it operate, constitute an in-

associted tichls has been impressed upon the per- tegral system which must hue considered and treated

sonumv worki, n g hl i ' oc project. Since tc e ending as a whole.
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Appendix A

INTERCEPTION AND ESCAPE TECHNIQUES AT HIGH SPEED
AND HIGH ALTITUDE'"

D~uring 19)41, under contract from thev U. S_ Armiy Air ing, vector sight, anti many others) have since been ,

Fores, Douglas Aircraft Conipuny undertook it study t o de- adopted mare generally, while others have entered
termnine the (Ilects of high speed at high ait it uh's oni tlihe pint- the language of gunsight, radar, andl antiaircraft fire-
lon faced by fighters when attacking bomnbardmient aircraft. director techniques. The "G1reek" words introduced

The epot wicharoe fom ha wok mr~r t e 1W ~ in the present report were not proposed for uiniversal
Appondix A. Tin- probhvin of mianeuvetring a tighter plane

agu~st a ig-sped omer o a tobrng he ixd gns o doption but merely' to fix the ideas until coordina-
hi-ar is one of flying a pursuit course. The work of lDouglaa, tion with the nomenclature of rclated techniqutes I
thvrvfore, involveld a soarvhiog analysis of the dynamnics of could b-w accomplished.
Pursuit curves, and although the votitent of the contract in- An admirable bibliographic survey of mnathemati-
VOlve no work oil guided miissiles, its ouitcomle has becomne at Cal treatments of pursuit prolemsn has since been
funflamoenital (lassie, Which hats been invaluable to) all the lDivi- preparced for the Special D~evices Division, Research
sion's comtraetors c'once'rneWli the dlevelopment of hioming 'Section, B~ureau of Aeronautics, 17. S. Navy D~epart-2
mniAsileS. JEIiToal1 ment, by Tufts College MLathematical Research

Project. It is entitled Project R.M-6, Mathempatical.
Tihe study which led to the essay, Intceeption and A nalysis of Ordinary arid Deriated Pursuit Curves.

I.Nrape TcchPiques at Hligh Sperd and High Attitude, A survey of some pertinent German papers produced
was originally undertaken in 1941 in conjunction during the war is expected to become available in the
with it design study of a fast long-range bomnbard- near future. ~9...
miett. airplane in anl effort to arrive lby theoretical Ili Sections A.3 and A.5 various conclusions were
a111Nlsis at. sonow judgment of the mnerits of a design dIrawn regarding the tightest turns that could be
trend t.owalrd safety through high performance flown in combat maneuvers. Tfhe analysis did not --

which wats then beginning to take shape in the indms take into account the possible variability of the maxi-
of visionary engineer-;. T1he idea was still a bit abcs 'I mum lift coefficient of wvings with Mach number. In '

of ctmteiporary concepts of immediate necessities ojf the light of knowledge and experience gained in the,
Ithc inilitary situation, in which England was seen as meintimie regardling this variability, some of the con-
hard pressed and in need1 of relief while America was clusions dIrawn may require revision. Whether the .-

not yet. actively embroiled in the world conflict.. The pursuer or the pursued is likely to be more hampered .*

high-pcrfortnance bomber project was shelved at the by premature stalling or flight stability difficulties '9

tirme, Ibut the principle wats eventually incorporated will depend upon aerodlynamical details of either
in the Inter development. of the B-29 bomber. c raf t.

Thel( report on interception and escape techniques Section A.F, which (deals with problems familiar
was written at the time as a part of the project pro- to artillery experts but unfamiliar to the aeronautical .
p)0511 and not intended to be published by itself or to engineer, is particularly sketchy. It was meant to be
pose5 ats a c()mlprehensive treatise on the subject. It in- elaborated after consultation with experts in this
indleed hut at ve-ry incomplete part. ofa survey oth fil, bu tereot a to be concude before the -
field t hat could bie covered or implied by the title. necessary information could be gathered. T1his see-

Ini retrospect, p~resentation of the report without a tion must therefore be considered as a mere collection
bibliography of the subject. matter which has been of thoughts and an enumeration of problems rather
ai fruitful field for many investigators would seem than their solution.
someitwhat presumptive. As at matter of fact, no time Section A.9 miust also be forgiven as somewhat
ait. aill was allowed for a literature search in view of cursory in view of the vast amount of study which
deadlines for the submnittal of the project proposal. other agencies concerned with the training of pursuit

rlhis, faict also contributed to the decision of coining pilots have actually devoted to thll task of simulating,
codle wvords for technical terms which are peculiar to teaching, and practicing pursuit and interception 6.0

I lie science of pursuit, and for wvhich more common flight techniques, even though the author did go to
wordsz were in rather lax and ambiguous usage, though the trouble of verifyving some o~f the statements made
somne of them (e.g., pursuit curve, dog curve, squint- by improvised flight tests.

Occupation with the thoretical. aspects of air-to-air
Written October 23, 19)41. interception at the time the investigation wvas carried b
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286 APPENDIX A /. s

jut gave the organization a background which served firing guns to bear on tile target. closer than 500 yd . ,
it in good stead when it was called upon to contribute from angles greater than about 30 degrees, or even
to the development, of guided missiles,. and particu- closer than 1.000 yd from more than 60 degrees off
larly of Project Roc. the tail of the target without suffering more titan 3g

acceleration.
Attacks from dead ahead appear to be extremely

A.i SUM\IARY unlikely I)ecause of the terrific speed of approach, ,
which leaves but a few seconds for recognition and

The purpose of the following investigation is to decision, less than one second for fire at effective
anticipate and analyze the armament requirements range, and but a fraction of a second to maneuver ____-,___

for a radically new bomber project designed for such out of the way to avoid collision.
high speed and altitude that its own performance The influence of properly leading the target is in-
would render it extremely hard to intercept. The vestigated. It is shown that this refinement must be
study envisages performances that may sound fan- taken into account. in order not to overestimate the
tastic but they can be shown by proven aerodynamic acceleration suffered in the homing approach. How-
methods to be entirely within the realm of immediate ever, it is also revealed how complicated a job is the
realization; they are probably no more in advance of accurate determination of the factors governing the
the aircraft now in service than the latter are of those aim correction in any homing maneuver hut the tail
of but a few years ago. Phase. These considerations may help justify the lina-

The results of the present study bear out the eon- itation of the bomber's defense gunnery to a rear
tention that the need for defensive armament of a field cone.
high-altitude bomber decreases as its speed ap- It is shown that cross-passage combat phases are
proaches the value at which air compressibility in- theoreticaily possible at all angles without the inter-
fluences begin to impede further progress seriously. ceptor suffering acceleration loads. However. it is also 0

shown how utterly brief such encounters would be, ,-
]*IMITATIONS OF INTF-IICEPTION how few bullets could possibly sweep through the

target, and how difficult it would be for the inter-
A raider entering enemy territory in the strato- ceptor. in the few seconds available, to determine and .

sphere, safe from ground fire, can penetrate enemy attain the best intersection course which wou!d bring
territory to a consideral)le depth before he can be him into effective range just at the correct insiAnt.
challenged by interceptor aircraft which have to be The only way for the interceptor to challeige the
designed to match the raider's high ceiling. The high-speed, high-altitude bomber effectively hom ap-
chances of being found by an interceptor depend on preciable angles off the tail, and thus require h;rn to
the latter's climb and speed advantage, which can defend himself there, is by mounting slant guns.
-it best be small, and on an excellent, alert, detecting, Turrets would probably cost too much drag, reduce
warning, dispatching. and control organization on the speed advantage of the interceptor, and defeat
the ground. their own purpose. Moreover, even pursuers with

fixed oblique guns cannot very well attack effectively
INTE.:RCEPTION VS STRAIOHT F~(..\PE from very large angles because of their own maneu-

vering problems and windage influences. ,, \ .
lven the fastest interceltor has very little chance

t pour effective fire into an almost e(ually fast CoIB. t M.\NETWEaINo "sc NmqUrS
lsunher, except. in a straight tail chase. Therefore,
retir armament covering a moderate tail-cone field is It is shown that the bomber, if equipped with ef-
tall the armament definitely necessary on the bomber. fective tail defense, can maneuver so as to force an r .

High accelerations and unfavorable leading condi- attacker into a tail chase in which the bomber has an
tions hamper or thwart any (lose approaches from aerodynamieal and tactical advantage. Also, he can,
blunt angles. Unless he is fr out. of range, the piur- if he so elects, assume the initiative in a combat; it
!suer has to turn so fast to keep his bead on his quarry is shown tinder what conditions the bomber can frus-
that the accompanying high accelerations would trate or delay an attack by certain dogfight ma- v1_
greatly impair his aiming accuray, or even vause him netivers.
to black out. A variety of aiming and approaching k' -

'

te(hlniques are studied in detail. The practical limits
OJI peedan~l ~ fringrang uju it MULTIPLE INTERCEPTION ~

depend on speed and effective firing range but it is ,,6
sho wn that for a very fast, high-performance bomber In a study of the possibility of multiple intercp-
an interceptor cannot practically bring fixed forward- tion, the difficulties of accurate coordination of the
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LIMITATIONS OF INTERCEPTION 287

interceptors lit high sped a)pear flimidale -) that developed ill tie time before it. lecoines obsolete. To
- iio this score the lomber would not seem to reluire fix the idea, assume that the Ibomber approaches the
S increase(d fire (overage in space. Simple escape ma- e; ,-i, area in the stratosphere, say at 40.0XW)-ft alt i-

netive's it- likely to force sioultaneouis attackers tilde, at a speed of 1" = 450 mph. so high and so fast 10
into tile sailie tail quarter to le resistel by the tail that any attempt at ballistic ground defense would 7;3l.

glllller" as they come into rainge. he ineffective and useless. As to air combat, tile idea
is to fli the bomber so fast that it approaches the ,-,,.*

sped limit set by compressibility burble drag so
MAss RAIl)"rECHNItJUEe l s .'.'--:-

closely that the interceptor, who is of necessity sub- ba

Consideration is giv-en to mass formation flights ject to similar limitations, is left hut little speed ad-
,til to the influence of mass formation tactics upon vantage with which to catch tip with his prey before
he thimnament requirements. While even in this case he runs out of fuel: his pursuit maneuvers are further

" a tail defense is probably adequate. the tactical ad- handicapped hy the high load factors which accomn-
- vantage of equipping at least some of the bombers pany any turns at high speed.

- with forward-firing fighter guns is brought to light,

No Standing Patrol
-- ("[INSII)EI.ITIONS OF E"FIEt'TIVEF.M.8 OF FIRE;

) iO.r olif the defender were compelled to set ip continu-

An investigatiou; into the data required to establish ous aerial standing patrols of ,ursuit airplanes at high
.ionic sort ))f probahiity calculus for the chances of altitude, he would require it fleet of many thousands

receiving fire fromin definite quarters leads, although of airplanes constantly devoted to no other duty than
oiit to any rigor;is calculation, at least to qualitative this waiting job, a gigantic waste that might surpass-

Confirmation of tie overwhelning predominance of in drain of resources the potential bomber damage it
the tail (hise if tie- attacker is equipped with fixed is set. ip to avert. One can try to estimate the size of r
° forward-firing guns. The appearance of interceptors such a curtain defense fleet, but for the time being

eh.quipped with oblique gllls pitched within reason- the idea will be dismissed as fantastic.

• . atile limits would favor a proportional increase of the

-- altllr coveralge oif the tail ione. Ai Defense Detector System Assumed

o I E o O LDisregarding the possibility of the development of
M ,OC'K l-N-ErC , TO SC.ALE: radically new weapons as yet unknown, we shall as-

_ Some rules are established for the interpretation of surie that both the bomber and the interceptor are %
practical studies of high-speed interception problems equipped with directive radio detectors enabling
Iv means of reduced-speed mock-maneuver flight them to spot and locate enemy aircraft in the air
tests which iay serve to practice various intereep- within a range of several miles (say 5 to 20), and that
tion phases and to throw some light on their respec- the defenders possess a highly organized scanning andN

ti' practicality and seriolisiess. warning system on the ground along their border by
means of which they can detect and identify any in-
vading bomber force while it is still at a distance D

A.2 LI! ITVI'IQNS OF of many (say 30) miles away. The possibility of dis-
abling the detectors by jamming (or electric camou-

.*. The lresent stiudy was prompted by an endeavor flage) may he admitted for close range in the air but

to find answers to tile query: To what extent is a it can probably be dismissed as far as the ground
long-range, high-altitude, iltra-high-speed boiber warning system is concerned.
safe froim attack by conventional defense means, or

what specialized defense means and technique would a.:. Iterceptor's Climb Required"
." . lhave, to be devised to 'iimliat it?

In order to be able to intercept the bomber before
- A.Z Bomber's Speed and Altitude it reaches the shore or boundary of the defender, the

time Tu available and the average climbing speed C
-- 'lhe advucates of ultra-high performance of the required from the instant of detection to the arrival

-. lhiomber as its best protection contend that armor and at the invader's flight level in the stratosphere (alti-
arnanent can be sacrificed or at least reduced to tude I above the defender's take-off field) are de-
pritection from very limited critical quarters for the termined by the equations Tit - D/V = H/C. If V
bcnlefit of speed and ceiling to the point where it can is taken in mph, D in miles, and 1I in feet, then T1,
escape any, effective defense against it that can be and C have to be multiplied by G0 in order to give
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--" 283 4PPENI)IX A

the time in minutes and the average rate of climb in A.3 INTEI1CEPTION VS STRAIGHT ESCAPE
conmentional units of feet per iniute. lable I gives
an idea of the magnitude of these tuantities for In this part of the investigation it will ie assumed
U = 450 mph. These figures bring home to what de- that the homber crew, Iecause of their high speed,
gree the interceptor is hiandicapped by pressure of feel so secure and invulnerable that they flvy serenely

time, even if no time were lost in transmitting all on toward their objective on a straight and level path '

necssry informtion anti dispatiing the pursuit without paying any attention to enemy efforts at

formations, challenging or intercepting them. This assumption
will be dropped later in this appendix, but it is at .'. '

TA.EX I once apparent that it is much to the advantage of
. the bomber if it can afford to minimize any depar-

) miles) 15 30 45 6o tures from its direct course towards its objective or .

II tft) 'Ill (,in) 2 4 ( 8 at least toward a feint objective.

30,M) C ([pml) 15,000 7,500 r,,(XEX) 3,750
35,M) C (fin,) 17,50(0 8,750 5,833 4.375 A.3.1 Homing Pursuit (Seopodrome)
40,0W) C (fpm) 20,000 10,000 6,667 5,)00 Hoin "usi (S.

Let it first be assumed that, after the interceptor
has located and chosen his quarry, he pursues his

A.2.5 Unilefendable Zone vs Climb rime target in a homing pursuit curve, aiming his airplane
constantly at his victim without leading his target .b

As a reasonable example, if the detection distance The maneuver winds tip asymptotically in a stern
is 30 miles, that TO = 7 minutes (time lost in trans- chase. The pursuit pilot holds his fire until he has
mitting the message and in take-off preparations), arrived at close enough range and close enough on
and that the actual climbing time to 40,000 ft will the tail to require but negligible target lead.
he 7, = 20 minutes, there remains an undefendable This scopodromic concept of flying in the direction
zone of over 200 miles into which the bomber may toward the target represents an idealized technique,
penetrate unchallenged. For various other conditions, introduced here for the sake of mathematical sim- --
tlhe depth A,, of this undefendable zone, as deter- plification, close enough to be fruitful but predicated
mined by the relation D,, = '(To + T,") - I), is upon several artificial assumptions. One of these is
given in Table 2. The last column of Table 2 indi- the supposition that the interceptor is equipped with
rates to what extent the detection range will have a sight which tells its pilot the direction of its in- _
to be increased to assure defense preparedness right stantaneous flight path. In the past, airplanes were
Up to tile border, not so equipped. Their gunsights were bore-sighted

with respect to their guns, which usually were in- -
"''Anz 2 stalled parallel to the normal speed flight path in

--------.. ------- straight flight. In a turn, however, the angle of attack
7", Range of detection J) Range of detection is increased to overcome the centrifugal force, and-t- T. (mles)required for co -

+(i116(mil145 30leue for cm- this variation was not revealed by the conventional
Wmt 1 45 5 plete defel)KC (miles)

gunsight. An estimate of the influence of the angle of

20-'K) 15 1 ) 13 ISOattack with a fixed gun and fixed gunsight will be

21 .120 135 154) 165 - 180 made separately.

2S 150 165 180 IS5 210
:32 180 105 210 225 - ~ 240 NECPOKS EDOKT TW
36 210 225 240 255 " 270 lNTERcsI'TOn'sSPEED CONSTANT

Assume that the interceptor approaches at constant
airspeed t, neglecting the fact that as he turns his

A.2., Interception Maneuvers Required 'Reaonis for not leading the target may he that (1) at long

lwever, even after the interceptor arrives at the range he may le uncertain as to the enemy's flight direction
altitude of the bomber and finds it, he still has to 2 r moderate range becaise he may want to evade . v-

hte complication of allowing for a variable lead vector as he
maneuver into position for attack. The success of this banks in the approach turn while still Iieyond firing range. The '-

maneu'er will depend greatly on the conditions and term "homing" is not any too apt here, though derived front
technique of this approach. Consideration will le hea-flying technique with wind. It may he well to coin siex- r V _.

cial words to identify the various approach techniques for
given to a variety of such conditions and techniques; ready reference. rhe term "scopodromic" is proposed for the
although this survey may not be complete, it. is in- present method; the word signifies "driving so as to Move

tended to cover at least the critical phases. toward the visible target."
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INTERCEPTION VS STRAIGHT ESCAPE 289

drag must increase. (An estimate of this neglected by the pursumer in such a seojxxlromie approach and
influence will be introduced later.) what consequences will they have? The centrifugal

acceleration in terms of a horizontal load factor n,
HORIOA PLNis simply the product of the tangential and angular
HORIZONTAL PlANE SCOPODROME velocities of the pursuer; thus, nq - vda/dt. The

Further assume that the pursuer eitherdoes not at- angular velocity, however, is -da/dt = V sin a/r,
tempt to dive on his prey or that any advantage de- so that
rived from such a dive can be expressed as a slight vV

-, increase in his speed advantage over the bomber. n.g = r sin (4

This is constant for constant r/sin a =vV/ng, which
RANGE VS AZIMUTH is the diameter of a Thales circle, tangent to the pur- _

* The polar equation of this horizontal scopodromic sued's path at the pursued's instantaneous position.

pursuit curve in terms of instantaneous range r and Such Thales circles are isobars, i.e., loci of equal load
azimuth a of the pursuer's position off the pursued's factors for the pursuer. A family of such circles, with

tail can be written: the corresponding resulting load factors

(tan (n)C = + 9(5)
r sin a rr annoted, are shown in Figure 2, together with scope-

= v/V, the speed ratio of pursuer to the pursued, dromic pursuit curves and range circles for the ex-

which is here assumed siightly greater than unity, amples v = 500 mph and V = 400 mph (1/e = 0.8)

say 10:9 for a 500-mph interceptor or a 450-mph and V = 450 mph (1/e = 0.9). Table 3 shows at

bomber; rT is the range at which the pursuer was what ranges and azimuths certain load factors would .-

headed at right angles to the flight path of his quarry. be suffered in scopodromie approach. If the pursuer •

If he does not take up the chase until he is in a rear enters the innermost n = 5 circle, he would probably

quadrant at an azimuth ao and at a range ro, then black out.
rr may be reconstructed by following the process in , .
reverse, or else the same curve can be expressed in TABLE 3. Range in yards 0, = 500 mph) for various

terms of any coordinated initial values of ao and ro, pursuer's resultant load factors and azimuths.

namely: 2 25 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
tna() V a f 1.732 2.29 2.83 3.35 3.87 4.39 4.90

(t 2n sin ao
=(2)* . 0 2,895 2,190 1,773 1,497 1,295 1,142 1,023

(tan a n 5617 2,405 1,820 1,472 1,243 1,077 948 851

the tail chase for which 4 2,045 1,547 1,252 1,058 916 807 723
As the pursuit approaches 30. 1,447 1,095 887 "749 648 571 512 %

a nears 0, equation (2) approaches its first order 15' 749 567 459 388 336 296 265

term, namely, 9o 2,570 1,945 1,575 1,330 1,152 1,015 910

r -  "d 60' 2,225 1,687 1365 1,152 998 879 788
"- - (3) 4 51,19, 2,005 1,518 1,228 1,038 898 792 709

To " io S 45' 1,840 1,375 1,113 940 813 718 643

Typical approach curves of this character are "3W 1,285 973 788 665 576 508 455

shown in Figure 1 in a coordinate system assumed 150 666 504 408 345 299 263 236

traveling with the pursued aircraft for speed ratios Fo
of pursued to pursuer i/o = 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, For any given resultant load factor n, the diameter

* 0.6, and 0.5. Of these, 1.0 is a limit case because, with of the Thales circle or cross-path range is:

S.speeds equal, the pursuer never catches up with the vV
lrsued; he can approach him no closer than l rr. rr Vn2 _ 1 (6)
The case of V : v = I/ e-- 0.9 is a practical example.
T0 aThe banking angle - required to execute the turn

AccE-LEIATIoNS with the resultant load factor n is, of course,

. The question now arises: What centrifugal "ac- = sin- t  (7)
-clerations" and what load factors would be suffered a

By substituting the range r from equation (1) into
For derivations see Section A.4. 1. equation (4), the centripetal acceleration at any azi-
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FIt Glu 1. Scopodronie approach.
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292 APPENDIX A .

mutt point a of a definite ptrsuit curve can be ex- The critical range r. at which the maximum load
Apress as factor occurs is, according to equation (1),

n _ - (4) r, = rr(sina.)" t  (1 + eos a)-' (6a).
T t *

tan" - and the steepest banking angle o.,. is 0

*At some place along the curve this acceleration be- 2)( )(-1) 1
comes a maximum, This critical place is defined by +"'. = tan_ 1 * l - j( 7 a) .-.-'

COs ae = e/2, a remarkably simple result.4 The criti-
cal angle a, and the resultant load factor n.X are All these values typically grow quickly with the
shown on Figure 3. In a polar chart (Figure 4) the product of the two speeds. Table 4 gives a, lm .. &'

1
m,.c r, and . . for a v = 500-mph pursuer going .2 after a bomber flying at speeds of V = r/e from 350

4 -J 1.0

0.9 W so

Ia - 0

o.7

90 O.0
so 94 4e 2_

.S -. - Li ,_... *..:
300

2 to k '-

- 0.Z 04- -O6 0" 1.0
.1.. FIGURE 4. Azimuth of greatest load, seopodromic.

FmuRia 3. Load factor peak in horizontal scopodromic
approach. to 450 mph; and also for a 450-mph bomber withO.

three different pursuit speeds. The proximity param-

critical azimuth is indicated by a straight line. It eter rr indicates the distance at which the pursuer
shows clearly how, for large speed ratios near 2 : 1, passes abeam of the bomber. It is a parameter of the
the banking is concentrated in the last phase of the scale of the scopodromic curve and fully characterizes
combat, whereas for speeds nearly equal it occurs the path. -- ":

near a 60-degree azimuth. Table 4, as well as Figure 2, gives a vivid picture
The magnitude of the horizontal load factor corn- of the 1k A factor limitations of the pursuer's ap-

ponent peak depends also on the proximity of the proach. It is readily seen that no aiming (scopo-
approach, as expressed by the cross-path range rr, dromic) approach can be carried into firing range .- ;.
namely: while still on a forward quadrant without entailing

i-V +/ [ \It-42 excessive load factors which would not only impair
= 1 +... 1 - (4a) the aiming accuracy but also slow down the pursuer. "The critical azimuth a,, which is 564 degrees for a .-

and the rspeed ratio of I/e = 0.9, is of some significance for

hr n a k the armanent coverage of the bomber because from
tin ..... = Vt/ + (5a) any greater angle the pursuer is hampered by the

load factor's increasing as he approaches. Once the

1 lor proof see Section A.4.2. pursuer has negotiated this critical azimuth, the load
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TAnLx 4. Criti'nil proeh phae (of iotereeptor in from the instant of catching up, is(o .s,1 ,.mipsI M it. F t"n b?

- P rsitBom ber sp~eNd +
V(11)1 W 37)400 45 450) 450 c

Pr h0it sjx3 4 The progress of the approach can thus be plotted
(nph I N 0 W.540 .0 563 500 450 Ihprresf p.

S " speed ratio 1 0.7 0.77 0.8 1.s 0.9 1.0 on a time scale. This has been (lone in Figures 5, 6,
' Critical azinuhth and 7 for the example V 450 and r = 500 mph.

angle 1421' 49 32' 51 19' 51-1' 54V 15
' 

6 W The plots refer to three initial positions (defined by

S (.yards

8,000 ,,..., 0.86:1 0.848 0.85 1.075 0.867 0.7313 .... _.

fi yar'Is) 3184 3856 4104 4104 4820 5333
. 0°47' 4018' 40022' 4W 4056' .,4o10

4. ,X) 1.725 1.6i 1.70 2.15 1.735 1.4625 ,
,S 1.984 1.969 1.972 2.37 2.000 1.77 .
r, (yards) 151r2 1928 2052 2052 2410 266.
0-1 5W54' 5929' 59'32' 653' 60°3

, 55'38'
20)0 , 3.45 3.393 3.40 4.30 3.47 2.925 ft '" 

.

n, 3.51) 3.,5) 3.545 4.42 3.62 3.09
r, (yards) 71% 9 4 1026 1026 1205 1333

4",, 7350' 733 ,5' 73'37' 7654 73155, 71'8' , '".-"i.LO00W ,. 6.AX) 6. 7 W- 6.80 8.60 6.94 5.85 ..-..

n"0,1 6.97 6.850 6.875 8.66 7.05 6.65
r, (yard-s) 398 -182 513 513 602 66) 9
0- 8!415' 81 37' 8138' 83O22' 81'48' 80°18' ... mo-

S. .. ..-. . . . ... . . F;mu E 5. Scopodromic approach agminst time; -

.-- g 3.00 , r r  2,455 yd, g, = 0.
- factor eases u, again, and he becomes more dan-

gerous. This need not mean that the tail guns of the "------ ----- 1
bomber must cover a field extending 5 degrees off
the tail axis, because the range at the critical point -,,.=

is till large; for our 500-mph vs 450-mph example, *."" it is 850 yd for 5yj or 1,070 vyl for 49, and the azimuth
diminishes rapidly with further approach (to 30 de- ,, "os

grees when the range has4 shrunk to 512 yd for Si -1

:nd 1648 d for 4y on the limit circle, or 655 Nd for 5y .
- and 825 yd for 4I. respectively, along the critical

approach curve).
I1 is interesting to note that for a given pursuit .. "

speedl, the maximum load factor sutffered in sopo-
S-droinie pursuit varies hut little with the speed of the Jo"-.

. quarrV, and is almost entirely determined by the di- o -- . . .. 0 ..
tance at which the approach arrives at any definite ".6o'-aaan e
azimuth. As a niatter of curiosity, it may he men- Na-ur 6. Smolxlrnie approach against ti0. e;

tioie(I that for a given pursuit speed, the least maxi- = 4.O0g, r 1,793 yd,
mum load faetor is attained at * = 1.3, 1/f = 0.77,
i.e., where the bomber's speed is 30 lwr cent slower rr) so chosen as to reach load factor peaks of 3, 4,
than tile purluit,' and 5 yi which occur 47/1, 34Y2, and 27Y2 seconds,

respectively, before catching up. The graphs show
TIE vI . i'.nSED' the gradual approach in range and azimuth toward

the tail and teie sudden surge of load factor and bank-
[Tie tiroe it takes the puirsir to gain on ti target ing angle. For instance, it appears that the intercep-

frotm any initial azimliti angle is appreciable. Ac- tor ha to be banked and releveled very accurately;
cording to the simnplh scop(lrolnlic cnctelpt, at con- the rolling sxd has to attain peaks of the order of
stant airsI)e('ds, the elapsedl time, counted hackwards 6, 82, an(l 1 degrees per. cond, TFhe maximum load $-

e ction A.4.3 for ',.F
.  

I See section A.4.4 for derivation. 1
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tactor. ix-cir at ranges of 1,50)4N. 1A) .Ot 'I ad 8~44) Vdi. FIl IAJ
respec'tiv ely. A lactor hallway ' v~ een I aind the
maximumin is, 4-eveded for 1 2.6. 9i.6. and 7.11 seotis. lpt its now allow the interceptor to at tack front a

-re.qxfzctively. Figure 1% is a synopsis. showing that the differprnt flight level so that lie has to mianeuver ill
tirtal approach lihse piroeevdI- praet ivillV inflipeni I- space. and(Ilh., flight path has curvature components
cuty ofth sarpness~. and proxi mity of the( chase' both Ii i horizontal and vericaidl projection, to bie (Ii-

I rnlioteil by the irulives 17 and in homblier~s flight co?-
- .. ordinates. Theoretically. the miathepmatics of the ,,

scojxolrontlic pursuit curve are the samine for either -

coinpoilit. as well as in the resultant slanting apl- W_____

proachl p~lane deflined byV thei putrsuied's flight plath and
the line ouf sight bet wel the two craft at some "mui-/ ~tiaL- 'ondfition. Tlhe main dlifferences between the

-, \i \general ease of oblique and horizontal approach arl.
\i \ the. load factor andl~ the retardation suiffered.

",- --- 50 /i )-, 149 1 )

Sp S.C

* I However, it muihst lie reillembteredl t hat the idealized
* scop(Mromic approach is a theoretical simplification

andl the( time history as shown here is bit an approxi- iiES'ij4l)ll4lpr(ahI51Cgilstme

inatioli of any ' real eoinlbat maneuver. F'or one thing. 0i;iEK Aomrni ppoerneammttne

as has bieen pointed out, [in reality the pursuer lohsotlledtr s~o o mrl
*sll( of his theoretical speedi adlvantage becaus e, as ne~ toa loa fato n snwntmeey-;i

he( banks, the extra lift req1uired to overcome cell- a'so horizontal t urns, but a it + nj . With

tifugalfore etais m~llcef ilag.whih sowshi -y the angle oif the slant-flight path plane against the
dowfti.a 11orlei tils induitedidreg. whc.lw i horizon, this is determined by

* tho busHcasl( cued is i (Lsn 'y+ V/ I O -5l i&t2 y

'L 'X +I ±(- SCos -Y) (10)

* where 1) L. is the glide ratio at high speed, ai is the where r = VV~ is the centripetal acceleration and i,..
load factor. and X = I' JVL 01,._. is the raltio) of the the angular velocity of the interceptor's axis in space
flight speed over his best glide speed. If. for example. dluring the oblique turn.
1) L =1 :14. X = 1.7. and an average n of 3. the The steeper the descent in the turn, the more se-
deceleration would be 2 ft per seo- per sec. This would vere is the extra load factor because a given rate of
consume all the speed advantage of the interceptor turn produces only 11 = -,/I + (C/g) 2 when c is honi-

*in 10 seconds, and half of it in the 5 seconds it would zontal and the path is horizontal, but Pt 1 + r.9
take him to creep in from 90) degrees to 561 degrees, when c is v'ertical. and the path is horizontal. At a
the worst part of the approach. Allowance for this cent rifugal force of 4 3 y the load increase gets twice
retardation wvould have to be made step by step if as great in a vertical dive zoom (it = 7 '/31 as in a
pursuit maneuvers of this eharacter were to be horizontal turn (t = 5 /3). The higher the eentrifu-
studied in greater detail. A% an additional refinement, gal force, the less difference the slope of the flight

*the extra drag due to aileron deflection while chang- path makes.
*ing the bank angle may tie taken into consideration. As to the retardation, the aerodynamical extra

____ ___.... .. drag is also slightly greater for the descent turn in
*9 F or iroof -we. Section A.4.5- proportion to the 'effect of the increased resultant
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INTERCEPTION VS STRAIGHT ESCAPE 295

load factor ri. hut a grzavity e4)Ytp~mf-et -fi sin -y, where a = I + t ,in ~iand 1 = 1 - sin J1. Here rr
helpful for retgativ' -y, readily Offsets the induced indicate., that hypotheTical range at which the pall-
(drag. A doscent of 4 degrees in the phase of the pre- suer would have been vertically above (or below) the
violislv aiddu(edl example would suffice to balance pursuedl (and upside down) had he begun the ap- ___

completely I he ifldllced drag dfie to the turn. Steeper proaeh that far away. Some sample approaches are
desceilts Wouldl a(tuallv help in lboosting speed were pictured in Figure 9 for a speed ratio 1 . 0.9 and
it [lot for thle bugaboo of thle. compressibility burble, for gun inclination angles of 5. 10, 15, andl 20 degreese
In ant attack from below, on the other hand, thle tip andl - 5 and - 10 dlegrees (down, load factor and
L.avity component becomes it serious retarding fac- aZimluth being plotted against rayuge.
to r, iut the load factor diminishes slightly. The load factor built uip by virtwti' of the gradual r.

'pull-out'' is simply

I~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ c ost ( a +.n ( U i I O C O ' b i M ~
Ii n ertain com-bat p~hases a gun inistalled itt till ap-ncoaj) j-'

p~reciab~le angle to the flight. piith max- have certain which is
* advantages (espile Obvious ballistic and less oh-

violls maneuivering disadvantages). If the gun were 11 = Cos (a + 0) + --.. (sin a + t sin 0) (13)
mounted at at skew angle, the phoronomy oIf the ap- gP'
proach would becomne mathematically' rather corn- Telc feulla atr r ~~'smTheaed Thei saf isua true facfr the gun wermoutepli(-d.The ani istrue thegun-cremoutedcurves also shown in Figure 10.af it fixed angle (of' pitch or yaw only, because as the It is significant that, with the gun pitched, the

* m ereptor ank. tliedislacmen ofthetraectry pursuit terminatesi asymptotically in an approach
rotateN arouind the flight-path tangent, and the latter from ain angle at slightly greater than the negative
degcnlerat('s into at bent skew spiral. The description gupicanl ,vzsn,--esn8.Drg

ofuhit"eicirmi"pthwudrequire tesu-thle end phase, the pursuer slowly creeps uip from be-rl Iion of' t no simitaneous, differential equations be- low ( if gun is pitched uip) or stalks from above (if gun
* Iween the range and thle pursuer' Positor azimuth ispthdow)ihnelgbeahcuvurad
* and latitude. C'onsiderations of trajectory dIrop andli lceldw)wt elgbept uvtr n

angle-of-attavk variation with lopid factor further aclrto et t ls iigrne
complicate the mechanics of such an approach. If
n('tessiiry,ta ste(p-by-step construction beginning with A.S. Leading Pursuit (Ballodrome),
ti given set of' initial (conditions ('an of course be GnPrle oPt
1xvecttd, though it will t.t best. be tepdious andl in- GnPrle oPt
volved. It must be realized that all scopodromic pursuit

0nf' particular rase is amenable relatively easily t~o maneuvers thus far studied, although automatically
anl explicit Solution, namely, the attack in a vertical winding up in a stern chase, fail to make allowance
plane with a vertically elevated (or depressed) gun. for leading the target. In e-der to hit the target from
Inl this "clinoicopic" ease the approir .h does not such an approach while the azimuth is at all appre-
requIire hanking, and with a the apparent elevation ciable, the gun would have to be flexibly mounted in
of the pursuer as seen from the pursued and # the the interceptor with automatic or semiautomatic lead
pitchi angle of thle interceptor's gun with respect to correctioa control. Obviously, the mechanical corn-

its air path, the differential eqluation of the approach plication of such a system would be appreciable. It
heo-omes is much easier to apply the lead corre.ction to the

dr t ('0 -cos a gunsight, either by automatic or semiautomatic con-
r - tsiin 0 +- in a d(1)trol, or even by "guess and experience." This alter-

native, however, complicates the mathematical treat-
For constant gun (and sight) inclination this equa- ment of the approach maneuver. It transforms the
tion is solved by simple homing or scopodromic interception curve

*vs into one that, for the sake of descriptive identifica-
I + ()tna W)tion, will be denoted as "ballodromic" (meaning "to

* T - + - tnd drive so as to hit"). Its characteristic is that the in-
Ii 1 ) leads it by an ever diminishing lead angle in the planer

U 4 of approach which is defined by the line of sight and
__________________________________ in the target flight path (aside from the elevation

* hFor derivation mee Section A.4.6. correction for trajectory drop due to gravity).
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"ANxGE v AZIMUTH TABLE 5. Balloxiromic approach.

If the gun elevation is controlled by a device at 1/c = 0.9 " = 450mph r = 500mph rr = 1,419yd .,

least compensating for airspeed (angle of attack) and 0.225; 2,200 fps 4 = 0.1F3; a = 2.875 fps-
trajctory drop so that the buliet trajectory chord is Ai- Iead Load Lead L.
parallel to the straight flight path, then the lead cor- mothI angle Bank fac- angle Bank fae-

-ection angle is determined by a "refraction" relation a a Range * tor 8 [range 6 tor r\,\
(tie- (de- r (de- v (de- r (de- ..

sin v 1 gree) (gre4) (yards) grees) (9) grees) (yards) grees) (q)... .. . .. -- ,(14) '; "

Sin a U150 .5 32,300 4 1.00 5.2 20,870 61' 1.01
140 8.3 11,110 15 1.04 6.8 9,934 16V4I 1.04

where if is the average bullet speed with respect to 130 9.9 6,118 2814 1.15 8.1 5,641) 31 1.17120 11.2 3,806 43!/2 1.38 9.2 3.570 461- 1.46
the muzzle or K is its ratio to the pursued's airspeed. 110 12.2 2,580 56 1.78 9.9 2,494 58 1.89

This can be directly derived from the bullet, inter- 100 12.8 1,865 64 2.29 10.4 1,840 65 2.38

eph)r, and targetspeed triangle.i The polardifferen- 90 13.0 1,419 61) 2.83 10.6 1,419 7014 2.99-

tial equation of the ballodromic curve is thus: 70 12.28 1,1241 74 3.3267 10.4 1,140 73 3.875

dr s46 cot 0 - cot a o 11.2 776 75 3.85 9.2 790 76 4.10
fir t c .dt 55 10.6 719 75 3.85 8.6 743 76 4.06

50 9.9 670 75 3.80 8.1 696 7514 4.00
45 9.2 627 74 3.68 7.4 652 75 3,90.

V2cot a 4da ( 40 8.3 580 73! 14 3.54 6.8 614 741 3.73
1.-.) 35 7.4 555 721. 3.32 6.0 581 73Y2 3,49

30 6.4 525 71 3.05 5.4 550 72 3.22
lThe halhdromic equation is amenable to integration, 25 5.4 497 081- 2.73 4.4 522 691. 2.88

s that the range can be expressed as a function of 20 4.4 470 65 2.38 3.6 496 661 2.49-
the ha imth by 15 3.4 433 601J 2.03 2.7 467 6134 2.08

azimuth 03 10 2.2 412 51 1.59 1.8 437 52!, 1.64

r / *2 5 1.2 369 3414 1,21 0.9 394 36 1.23
• = ( cos+ #cosa\ 3 0.7 341 24 1.10 0.6 365 25 1.10
L\cos Ci a COSa/ 1 0.2 290 10 1.02 0.2 313 101,/2 1 '.2

•.g 0.1 245 4 1.00 01 198 5'I 1.01

COS a ( 16 )J rived from the rate of change of the pursuer's course,

Rage wthsimu= thinasro euaio (4) which is defined by the difference of the two azi-_.Ranges with sin 6 sin a from equation (14') muh a -6,vz

have been computed for a representative value of uts -6vi

sjlted ratio e and muzzle velocity ratio 0. The results r (d. dA• an' tabulted in Table S and shown in Figures 11, 12, ", = tan4) = - -d - "

and 13. = -(I - e#Y sin (1 - 4.Cos) ( 17 )k

gr Cos
..\CC:LEaATIO and hence the total load factor (if the approach takes

Astothehankinganglesandloadfactors, itissignifi- place in a horizontal plane) is n = V/1 + nl
can"t that in the Iallodromic approach they are some- The loci of equal load factors are ovals, slightly

what less svere than in the scopxlromie approach distorted from the scopodromic circles of equal load
clauise the whole path is cut shorter. The entire factors. These ovals and hallodronic approach curves, -.

,anemuvr takes several seconds less time. (The sco- as they appear in a polar coordinate system flying 0

1xolromnic nianeuver may he regarded as a special case with the bomber, are shown in Figure 11. The equa-
of t lie ballodromic with infinite muzzle velocity, i.e., tion for these ovals is
4"' -=0.) rV(1 *4') .sin 4 cs

An accurate evaluation of load factors It = sec ) r = - t ( i a- (18)s a

in lalhlromic approach (still with the gun assumed - cos -

in the direciion of the flight-path tangent) can be de-
____ - TIME ELAPSED

1 Atk frumi blow, ho,,ever, canot very well e aroul-
jllishd without lo. of sjIel, whereas tile as.umption of n) The time elapsed between passing any particular
gaiti in siped in attack from above is not Ko far off Ilviause of position ai and catching up has been determined for,.- .""
the col)rcm.ihility drag

" For prof refer to Section A.4.7. k For derivation ard exilanation see Sectioi A.4.7. r
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300 APPENDIX A

several sample conditions by graphical integration equivalent to an elevation or depression of the gun
after having computed n, from equation (17) and with respect to the flight-path tangent in straight.-
according to equation (14) for suitable steps of azi- flight as well as in turns. * . -I
muth a. Figures 12 and 13 are time scale plots of *
ballodromic approach examples thus derived. These *, soo .
are interesting to compare with the corresponding r

scopodromic chart, Figure 7, which refers to the same C%
"initial" position, namely, 1,419 yd abeam. While ". ' C

41 o 4000 I*YOscopodromic pursuit from this initial position leads 0 "OJ -
to a maximum load factor of 5, the ballodromic ex-
amples reach 4.1g and 3.85g for two different muzzle
velocities, namely 2,875 and 2,200 fps, respectively. s3 MO MO

The critical azimuth angle at which the maximum M £•0

load factor is reached is practically the same, 56 to r - 00 '- ?,
57 degrees, independent of the aiming technique. ho

The time elapsed from the abeam to the critical posi- "0 So .
tion is 3 seconds scopodromically and 4 seconds bal- go A
lodromically; the time from there to theoretical col- 6o
lision is 272 vs 24 seconds. is Iwo 0 ti

40- - , .% ,J

40 30 20 10 0
ningsld8 T IN SECONDS

44 d *' 141 V r2 FIGURE 13. Ballodromic approach against time; r
n* 0.25 4.10g, rT = 1,419 yd, o = 0.183.

3; 3000 --- 50
- 140

_a- ,3o INPLUENCE OF ANGLE or ATTACK I,<;

11 0 The possible effect of this apparent gun-vs-path
elevation upon the ballodromic approach phoronomy .' t,

W: can be estimated. If the gun is fixed with the barl ,
60

,, ,DO' so at high altitude and high speed v and the excess angle
40 , of attack 0 of the aircraft varies essentially in propor-

_ 20 tion to the load factor, i.e., 0 = i(n - 1). The factor
o10 i is defined as the quotient of the lift coefficient of

*0 4 40 0 0 V straight level flight to the slope of the lift-coefficient-

N SECONDS vs-angle-of-attack curve of the interceptor; i is of the
Fmu 12. Ballodromic approach against time; order of a degree or two. The maximum value of the
ii..g = 3.85g, rr = 1,419 yd, 1P = 0.225. excess angle of attack may be of the order of 0 = 5

to 8 degrees, and this is about half of the maximum
lead angle S. I

A3. Leading Pursuit (Ballodrome), In a horizontal turn the banking angle 0 is defined
Gun Fixed by n = see . The excess angle of attack has a honi- t

zontal component of T = 0 sin i(tant - sin 0), .
Thus far it has been assumed that the gun is auto- which is the angle to be deducted from the lead angle

matically elevated to the tangent of the flight path b to arrive at the flight path. The vertical component
of the interceptor. This assumption, however, is 0 cos t = i(1 - cos t) may be disregarded; it would
somewhat strained during the strongly banked phase merely subtract itself from the trajectory drop cor-
of the bllodromic chase, where the high load factors rection which, at a large banking angle, appears as a
induced by centrifugal force require larger angles of lateral or yaw displacement. Yet, an analytical cal-
attack of the aircraft than in normal high-speed culation of the refinement, even under the further
straight flight. With the gun fixed in the airplane, - _ _ _.__ _ _
any change of angle of attack of the airplane is 'Explained in Section A.4.8.
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simplifying assumptions of constant speed, leads to Table 6 is a list of values of this proper lead angle
unmanageable expressions. for various azimuths and speed ratios. Figure 14

shows them in a polar diagram.

APPROACH BETWEEN SCOPO AND BALLO
TABLE 6.

As a first approximation it cannot be far off to ex- T__ _ _ 6. '__ _S

pect the resultant path and history of load iactors to a 1/ a lb
fall between the scopodromic and ballodromic curves (deg) 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 (deg) 1.0 1.1
corresponding to the same initial position, about half- - oo  0. 00 o 0.00""10 0 ° S 0* or-
way, in the phase of highest load factors, between 10 4059' 5059 ' 6059 , r5' 80593 il70 I0 1 oi
a = 90 degrees and 30 degrees azimuth, and closer 20 9051 ' 11050 ' 130511 15-521 1756' 160 20 ° 2M ,

to ballodromic in the early (obtuse) and late (acute) 30 140203 17027' 2029, 23035 26045 ' 150 300 33022f
4As a more accurate approximation a step-by- 0 18045 ' 22005 ' 26045 ' 3056 35°191 140 40 44059.phases. 50 22050' 27023 32025 , 3748' 43038 ' 130 50 57028,

step correction method can be devised by determin- 0 25'40' 31023 37018' 43-52' 51016 120 0 72022 ,

ing successive correction angles. (See Section A.4.8.) 70 28001 ' 34°20' 41009' 4804l' 57034' 110 700
_ At any rate the maneuvers studied give a fair in- 80 29030' 36014 ' 43035 52°00 62023' 100 W4,0

sight into the difficulties with which a high-speed 90 30*00' 360521 4426 5308 64-09' go ___-__

chase at small-speed advantages is fraught. (A column for 1/ = 1.1 is included here to show what

limited chance a slow interceptor has when his speed is 10/11
that of his target; he has to attack from a forward sextant or

Intersection Passage Without Banking else he would be left behind.)

* The approach maneuvers discussed in the preced- TOMODROMic APROACH RATE

ing chapters are by no means easy to execute. They r

require an utterly precise b'inking technique, not The actual rate of approach in the tomodromic
only for the sake of preventing black-out but also for maneuver is
keeping the bead on the target. Thus, any type of
range may be impractical. Following is a study of - V = - sinE.l

what techniques of approach the interceptor could _ V (20)
resort to in order to emancipate himself from the
shackles of high load factors at firing range. Obvious- Table 7 gives values for the bracket expression y
ly, the trick is for him to do most of his turning while which indicates the rate of approach as a fraction of

,he is still so far away that ' can be done at moderate the bomber's get-away speed. Figure 15 is a hodo-
angular velocity and thc! o approach so that by the graphic chart of it. A-

time he arrives within firing range he has sufficiently TABLE 7.
straightened out to minimize banking and load

* factors. a 1/.

(deg) 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1

COLLISION COURSE (ToMODROME) 0 1.000 0.667 0.429 0.250 0.111
10 1.004 0.671 0.430 0.251 0.111

As a hypothetical maneuver, because of its aid in 20 1.0155 0.678 0.435 0.253 0.111
the treatment and presentation of the analysis, and 30 1.037 0.692 0.443 0.256 0.112
not because of any particular tactical effectiveness, 40 1.0685 0.710 0.456 0.262 0.114
the study will first consider what may be called a 50 1.115 0.745 0.475 0.274 0.11860 1.174 0.791 0.507 0.29 0o.12
"tomodromic" approach (meaning "driving so as to

70 1.2565 0.856 0.553 0.318 0.133
cut or intersect"), namely, leading to collision on in- 80 1.364 0.946 0.624 0.367 0.151tersecting straight-flight paths. This condition can be g0 1.500 1.068 0.729 0.450 0.211

devolved from the ballodromic equation (11) by 100 1.660 1.226 0.976 0.581 0.325 0.0602
li 110 1.860 1.420 1.069 0.770 0.499 0.234

120 2.076 1.645 1.302 1.010 0.749 0.50 0.285
tor zero, which indicates that the azimuth does not 13o 2.2939 1.887 1.561 1.351 1.048 0.826 0.532

" change when the proper lead 140 2.518 2.130 1.824 1.576 1.364 1.173 0.910
150 2.713 2.344 2.065 1.844 1.660 1.50 1.357

sins = s in a (19) 160 2.87 2.518 2.260 2.060 1.900 1.764 1.652
170 2.966 2.635 2.386 2.201 2.057 1.940 1.843 ."

is attained. 180 3.000 2.667 2.421) 2.250 2.111 2.000 1.909
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SLANT TOMOiROME 310 530 o-. 30 s0

Whether the plane of tomodromie intersection is V . -os cot-i.
horizontal or vertical, as in a glide approach from 290 TO

higher up or slant, the results are the same. Only the
speed ratio is affected. The speed gain derived from
a glide angle -y at a given power is a matter of aero-
dynamics near the compressibility burble limit and
may have to be left to a step-by-step investigation of
typical examples if of sufficient interest. 20.01

Interception Passage (Brachydrome)

The tomodromic approach would be suicidal if car- t'0 ."
ried to the end, which is collision. It is theoretical 23O

also on the count that never during this approach is o.

a fixed gun aimed at the proper lead angle; it would 3.0

always fire ahead of the target. It is therefore necessary
for the pilot, before he arrives at the desired firing ..
range, to abandon the true tomodromic approach line
andcutinbehind the tail of his quarry. At close range 210 20 06 I o1 o
he cannot afford to change over into the nearest ballo- *.,.

(ramic curve as this would entail an S-turn requiring Fiusst 15. Tomodromic approach rate.

extremely rapid aileron action, entailing high load
factors and probably winding up in as much of a tail cept that the initial lead angle 5o is now chosen
chase as a ballodromic approach from the beginning slightly less than the tomodromic lead angle of equa-
would have. To avoid this dilemma, all the pursuer tion (19). The choice of this new initial lead angle 5o "
lhma to do is to make an imperfect version of the will be to a great extent a matter of training and ex-
st raight slant approach, yet not to intersect but to perience. Once it is attained, the interceptor pro- .
iniss the collision-in other words, slightly short. ceeds essentially straight and observes how the tar-
Suc'h a maneuver will be denoted as "brachydromic" get gradually creeps up toward the firing lead angle
("driving short"). This maneuver may attack the a* which is identified by the ballistic triangle, namely
victim from vulnerable angles. However, the pur- sin 6* = II sin a*, while the azimuth off the target's
star's firing rate must be very high, for he will have tail will have diminished slightly from ao to a*. The
his guns aimed correctly only during one instant of idea is to begin firing just before arriving at the .,
the passage and lie may not be certain just at what proper range and lead and to continue firing until

range this will occur. the target appears dead ahead. It must then have
'[lie technique of this approach begins very much flown through a hail of bullets (provided proper al-

like the true intersection from initial azimuth ao, ex- lowance for trajectory drop was made). The pursuer
need not swerve from his course and he is sure to fly

Ito ,,0 '00 ,o 0 SO. 70 4 through the wake of the victim, missing a collision.
• '*'%."'A.

0 so BRACHYDROMIC APPROACH ..

The range equation governing the brachydromic
passage is

r e sin (0 - ao ) + sin (o21)
150 so ro0 f sin (0 a) + sin a

,s0 to where r0 and at are any given initial conditions and
0 is the angle at which the two courses cross. If U

IM S. ,0 M,_) ,o denotes the "shortness," i.e., the range at which the - .
so ,, o--- - -- - '- -enemy crosses dead ahead, then .

r sin - I Sill (2.)
FiunE 14. Tomodromic lead angle. n sin (6 - a) + - -
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The rate at which the range changes is: range, expressed in terms of the dead-on "shortness" ,'t'.
(which is not the closest passage distance), varies in * " -

d V[cos a -fcos (cx - 0)] (23) the maneuver.
In polar coordinates the paths appear as straight *

and in bomber's polar coordinates course lines intersecting the enemy course at the ini-
tial azimuth angle a. while the pursuer is actually S.-d s - [ o sin ( -a) + sin a] (24) headed in the direction 0 as shown by the sample .
silhouettes. 

ba-A

The azimuth a. at which the approach would have J
begun from r is identified by: BRIACHYDRnOMIc FIRING RANGE AND LEAD J _1

cot a.= cot 0 - sin 9 (25) The firing range at which the lead is correct is at-

The closest approach ever reached occurs at an azi- aied at a firing azimuth a* for which:
muth of a. - 90 degrees. sin 0

Table 8 and Figures 16, 17, and 18 show how the tan a* c - )

cos(oc -#-(6

TABLE 8. Braehydronic interception approach at course intermetion angle e.
r/u for I/ = 0.5 r/a for I/e A 0.6 . .

a~~~ ef~a~c,-
(degrees) 0 30 60"' 90" 120' 150' (degrees) 30 60. (30. 120 150, ,. ,.

0 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 - 0 0.600 0.600 0.600 0.600 0.600 a- *"

10 0.583 0.507 0.466 0.422 0.343 10 0.672 0.597 0.551 0.498 0.389 -.
20 0.727 0.531 0.450 0.375 0.267 20 0.791 0.595 0.523 0.437 0.308
30 1.000 0.577 0.4485 0.346 0.224 30 1.00 0.650 0.515 0.399 0.257
40 1.685 0.653 0.460 0.332 0,198 1 40 1.415 0.714 0.521 0.379 0.237
50 6.10 0.779 0.488 0.327 0.183 .50 2.55 0.821 0.532 0.371 0.208
60 1.000 0.536 0.333 0.178 60 15,15 1.000 0.589 0.375 0.197 a%.,:..

70 1.472 0.615 0.350 0.172 70 1.33 0.662 0.391 0.194 K.-.-
so 2.88 0.751 0.382 0.174 80 2.085 0.785 0.413 0.196 .- -
90 1.00 0.433 0.183 90 5.18 1.o0 0.472 0.205

100 1.565 0.519 0.199 10 1.438 0.557 0.221
110 3.91 0.674 0.221 110 2.71 0.705 0.244.
120 1.000 0.28 120 33.0 1.00 0.294 %
130 2.06 0.3451 13 1.86 0.374
140 0.506 140 11.87 0.536 "' V
150 1.000 150 1.000
160 160 9.62

a, 53.80 90.0 116.63' 139.1 1591.9 1 62.0" 96.6" 121,0" 141.8' 161.2

r/u for 1/c = 0.7 I r/u for I/ 0.8 -

(degrees) 9 = 30" 60" 90" 120" 150" (degrees) 30 60" 90 120" 150

0 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800
10 0.755 0.684 0.634 0.572 0.458 10 0.831 0.765 0.707 0.639 0.511
20 0.847 0.688 0.595 0.495 0.348 20 0.894 0.756 0.659 0.543 0.385
30 1.000 0.721 0.576 0.450 0.288 30 1.000 0.769 0.632 0.472 0.316
40 1.265 0.766 0.576 0.423 0.252 40 1.172 0.808 0.625 0.456 0.275 T"50 1.798 0.854 0.594 0.411 0.230 50 1.475 0.881 0.637 0.443 0.248
60 3.03 1.00 0.633 0.412 0.218 60 2.07 1.000 0.680 0.442 0.236
70 22.7 1.25 0.700 0.426 0.213 70 3.68 1.107 0.731 0.453 0.229 . .14.
80 1.74 0.810 0.450 0.215 so 18.5 1.55 0.833 0.481 0.231 * . - -.

90 3.02 1.000 0.505 0.223 90 2.31 1.000 0.530 0.240" '
100 12.92 1.347 0.588 0.240 100 4.78 1.303 0.609 0.257
110 2.41 0.706 0.269 110 1.95 0.745 0.286
120 6.56 1.000 0.316 i 120 4.15 1.000 0.335
130 1.67 0.395 130 1.57 0.418
140 5.59 0.561 140 4.00 0.582
150 1.000 150 1.00
160 5.32 160 4.00 %

", 71.6" 103.0" 125.0 144.2 162.3" a' 82.5" 108.5" 128.7 146.3 163.3
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__TABLES (Cnwtinnrf) and the lead angle at thin instant is 6I = * - 0 for
r/e for I/ = 0.9 which: :..

(degrees) - 30 60 9O 120 o  1600 #sin 0"
-0 i 0.900 0.900 0.90 0.900 0. sin S* - sin a* or tan S" =- (27a)0~~~~ ~~ 0.90 0.90 Ow 090 090Cos 8

10 0.903 0.837 0.790 0.709 0.570 or r
20 0.934 0.821 0.721 0.601 0.419 tan -3o 1.100 0.821 0.683 0.835 0.342 tan 6" = 5 (27b) -
40 1.110 0.846 0.669 0.496 0.297 u -
50 1.294 0.903 0.676 0.476 0.269 1 + v cos Cos 6 -2 a
60 1.605 1.000 0.704 0.471 0.253 Fe/.J
70 2.21 1.16 0.758 0.481 0.246
80 4,20 1.43 0.849 0.507 0.246 where u/v is the ratio of the muzzle velocity to the
90 14.70 1.94 1.000 0.554 0.255 interceptor's own airspeed.

100 3.20 1.262 0.631 0.272
110 11.7 1.786 0.764 0.302 ~ ~When the pursuit pilot does not know and cannot
120 3.22 1.000 0.352 estimate the course of the quarry, he can,theoretically, , -
130 19.2 1.51 0.436 so maneuver that he finds at what lead or crab angle ,-
140 3.29 0.598 a he can fly straight without the target changing its "
150 1.00o apparent angular position during the approach. He

knows his own bullet-to-flight speed ratio u/v. Thisi a 93.90 114.10 132.0 148.20 164.20 would suffice to solve the ballistic triangle, except
-r/. for 1/c 1.0 that the inaccurately known enemy-to-own speed ra-

(degres) 30 600 90 1200 1500 tio Ie* = V/v enters in equation (27b) as a slight
0 1.0.000 1.000 100 1 0 0 correction.- The resulting ballistic lead angle re-

10 0.969 0.922 0.864 0.777 0.612 quired to hit the target is, however, ambiguous. The
20 0.969 0.879 0.780 0.653 0.451 larger one corresponds to the case of encounter, the
M 1.000 0.866 0.732 0.577 0.366 smaller one to that of overtaking. The values of

proper lead angles for various tomodromic approach50 I. 180 0,922 0.710 0.508 0.285 -+
60 1.3637 1.000 0.732 0.500 0.268 crab angles 6, and a series of bullet-to-pursuit speed
70 1.668 1.13 0.780 0.508 0.259 ratios u/v = 2.7, 3.0, and 3.3 times the pursuit speed
so 2.28 1.35 0.864 0.532 0.259 arc given in Table 9 and plotted in Figure 19 and a
90 3.73 1.73 1.000 0.577 0.208 cross plot for u/v = 3 in Figure 20.100 11.1 2.53 1.233 0.653 0.285C110 4.98 1.67 o.777 0.315 Table 10 and Figures 21 to 25 give a synopsis of104M9 1.6}7 0.777 0.315

120 2.73 1.000 0.366 values of proper lead angles and ranges in brachy-
130 8.14 1.462 0.451 dromic interception for a series of course intersection
140 2.88 0.612 angles 0 in steps of 30 degrees and for various speed
150 1.o0 ratios e and 4.160 2.97

ao 105.0 120.0 135.0 150.0 165.0

!- r/c for 1/# = 1.1 EXAMPLE

(degrees) 0 = 30 °  60 900 1200 1501.0 1. To quote an example, take the case of 4 = 0.225,
0 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 which may correspond to a v = 500 mph interceptor10 1.03 0.9m5 0.936 0.8W0 0.f6

20 1.00 0.935 0.843 0.701 0.582 (1/* = 0.9) and u/v = 3 (effective average muzzle .)
30 1.00 0.908 o.777 0,615 0.388 velocity it = 2,200 fps). If this interceptor pilot
40 1.03 0.908 0.746 0,5 0.336 wanted to so intercept a V = 450 mph bomber as to
50 1.10 0.937 0.741 0.537 0.301 hit at, say, r* = 400 yd, he would have but a few
60 1.21 1.000 0.757 0.524 0.282
70 1.40 1.108 0.799 0.530 0.272 seconds for the several phases of such an attack, and
so 1.73 1.285 0.875 0.552 0.273 less than a second of effective fire. Table 11 shows
90 2.34 1.585 1.000 0.596 0.280 for various course angles 0 how much time

100 3.57 2.16 1.21 0.669 0.297
110 11.1 3.55 1.59 0.788 0.328 r* sin 0" r* sin cc*--
120 10.98 2.42 l.00 0.379 -V = - - - (28)
130 5.49 1423 0.464 s + si

140 2.61 0.624 _--_-__ _
150 18.8 1.00
160 2.72 ' A torpedo-directing technique can be developed from this

method of tomodromic approach and brachydromic inter-
115.10 124.7r 137.7 151.6' 165.7 ception.
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TARL; 9. Proper brachydromic lead angle V after TABLZ 10. Values of r*/. for k - 0.175, 0.200, 0.225,
tomodrotic approach at crab angle 0. and 0.250, and for a = 30', 60', 90', 120', and 150.

1/c - 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.10. L
u/Ir = 2.7 u/V = 3.0 u/v = 3.3

A j*" ,* 59" " 55 , 8, 9 0 30' 6) 90' 120 150 180'
For 1/ -0.7 , = 0.175

100 349' 11°' 3034 0°56,  3021' 051' a 0 35'54' 69'27' 99055' 12758' 154021' 0

200 71s' 2o' 649' 1057' 6022 '  1047 '  6' 0 Y'54' 9027 '  9055 ' 758' 4021' 0
300 956' 3033' 9°11, 3013' 8037' 2'58'
40* 10'S0' 5050/ 10001 '  50" 9018 ,  4-54 ,  1/. = 0.5 1.27 1.315 1.425 1.56 1.69 1.78 1.81

4426, 8051' 8051' 8005, o's ' r28' 0.6 1.175 1.205 1.31 1.43 1.56 1.64 1.675 -0- 0.7 1.10 1.14 1.235 1.35 1.47 1.55 1.57 _.

For I/ - 0.8 0.8 1.055 1.09 1.185 1.30 1.41 1.48 1.505 , -.
0.9 1.025 1.06 1.15 1.26 1.37 1.43 1.46 '.

100 3057 '  0042' 3042' 038' 3024' 0'35' 1.0 1.00 1.035 1.12 1.23 1.34 1.40 1.425
20 7036' 1028' 7007' 1020 W40' 1I13 1.1 0.98 1.015 1.10 1.21 1.31 !.37 1.40
300 10036 '  2023' 9052' 2010' 9014 '  159' "
41o 12018' 3o39' 11025 '  3*18' 10P37' 3002' 0.200
3W0 1135' 606 10039 5*33 9*511 5105-

53008' 8055' 8055 8013 '  89'13' 724' 7024/ a 0 36055' 7054' 101018' 128056' 154051' 0 - -
6" 0 655' 10054' 11V18' 8*56' 4051' 0

For l/. = 0.9 1/t = 0.5 1.33 1.38 1.53 1.70 1.85 1.95 2.0

100 405
,  0022' 30501 0020' 3037 0'18,  0.6 1.20 1.24 1.37 1.53 1.66 1.76 1.80

20 754' 0045'  7024' 0041' 6057 '  0037' 0.7 1.12 1.17 1.29 1.43 1.55 1.64 1.68
300 11009 ,  1.13' 10026' 1'06' 946' PO' 0.8 1.07 1.11 1.22 1.36 1.48 1.56 1.61
400 13'23' 147' 12*28' 1*37" 11035/ 1028 '  0.9 1.03 1.07 1.18 1.31 1.43 1.51 1.55
50. 14002' 241' 12057' 2' 12001' 212' 1.0 1.00 1.04 1.15 1.27 1.39 1.47 1.50

00' 11-52' 4-27' 11001
'  4002'  9057 '  3040' 1.1 0.98 1.02 1.12 1.24 1.36 1.44 1.47

6410' 7-45 '  745' 7 701' 62C 6'24' a 0 0.155,.--

For 1/ 0 1.00.,-
1110 37'58' 72.22 10241' 129856 155' 1

10 4 013'  12 M' 00 13"' 00 0. 0 758' 1222' 1241' 956,  525' 0
20° WIT2 0°  7r41'  0W r14' 01

30 1 3 0. 10 5 , 0o 1 0 3 0. 1[e 0 .5 1.4 1 1.48 1.65 1.87 2.05 2.19 2.23 " ' ' ,
30' 1415 '  0O 10*17 ,  0 10*13, 0o 0.6 1.24 1.30 1.45 1.64 1.80 1.94 1.96 -.-. =
50 °  15°351 0. 14'25'  0 °  1323' WO 0.7 1.14 120 1.34 1.51 1.66 1.78 1.81 W

.0 1510' 00 13'52' 00 1251' 00 0.8 1.08 1.13 1.26 1.43 1.57 1.68 1.70

700 12o21' 00 11'14 0 °  10019' 0 0.9 1.03 1.08 1.21 1.37 1.50 1.61 1.64

800 7'12' 01 60301 00 5054
,  00 1.0 1.00 1.05 1.17 1.32 1.45 1.55 1.58

900 00 00 0' 00 00 00 1.1 0.97 1.02 1.14 1.29 1.42 1.51 1.54

V, = 0.250

elapses between the arrival at proper lead angle r* a* 0 39'05' 73053' 104002 ' 13054' 155'53' 0
and zero lead (dead-on) and how far the bullets of 0
any one machine gun firing at the rate of, say, 0.5 1.50 1.59 1.78 2.08 2.30 2.47 2.50 ,. . -'
b 20 rounds per second would be spaced on the 0.6 1.28 1.36 1.52 1.77 1.47 2.11 2.14

0.7 1.17 1.24 1.38 1.61 1.78 1.92 1.95
moving target, along the target's longitudinal axis 0.8 1.09 1.15 1.30 1.50 1.67 1.79 1.82

0.9 1.04 1.10 1.24 1.43 1.58 1.70 1.73

s=- •' (29) 1.0 1.00 1.06 1.19 1.37 1.53 1.64 1.67
b 1.1 0.97 1.03 1.16 1.33 1.48 1.59 1.62

and laterally with respect to the sighting line if the quarry pursues a straight course. The success

u of this typa of interception is, however, very prob-
, = -~- V si (30) lemat;cal because it depends on (1) rapid fire power

to ascure that enough bullets will hit the target,
(2) prompt alignment on an interception path that

BULLET DENSITY will bring him within the desired range, and (3) early
It is immediately apparent that for any intercep- detection and identification of the enemy and his

tion passage at appreciable crossing angle 0 only one flight direction. .'
or two bullets per gun will have a chance of hitting The first condition is necessitated by the fact that
a vital part of the airplane. The fact remains that the the bullet stream sweeps or saws through the target.
slanting or brachydromic attack can be pressed home This may be an advantage inasmuch as it mitigates
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INTERCEPTION VS STRAIGHT ESCAPE 30-

TAXLE 11. Firing opportunity for r* - 400 yd, b - 20 rect the interceptor's course quickly so that the crab
rounl per er, V, 0.225, r = 500 inph, V- 450 mph, angle (0) appears to remain nearly constant until the
u -2,200 fp s, a 25 ft. firing range is approached. Then, instead of swerving

0 Time to dead-on Lateral spacing toward the wake of the target, the interceptor need
8, ((ee) s ft) merely throttle slightly to let the target creep up .- ;-,

30' 0.52 - close to the proper lead angle 0*, which can be de-
300 0.45 23Y2 rived from the previously observed crab angle 0 ac-
90 0.40 24 cording to Table 9 and Figure 19, if only the speed

120' 0AS 18-k ratio e can be estimated with sufficient accuracy. As
150 0.29 9 soon as the target has arrived at the proper lead an-

gle 6*, or slightly before, the interceptor may open
any inadvertent horizontal aiming error, but it may the throttle wide again and fire.
also be a weakness if the bullets are spaced too far It will be noted that the final maneuver is free from
apart, especially in a near broadside attack where the turning and involves no increased load factors while
scatter is greatest. The interceptor must, of course, in or near the firing range, but the actual combat time
he equipped with several guns adapted to be fired is much shorter than in the ballodromic tail chase.
yncopatingly. The question remains whether there is enough time

As to the second problem of prompt alignment, the to determine the constant crab angle 0 and the cor-
maneuver is more difficult than an early phase of a responding firing lead angle a*. The computation of
scopodromic turn. The trick is to straighten out into the latter can be automatized by means of a cam de-
a near tornodromic intersection approach and to cor- vice set to the proper value of the speed ratio e as

44 - .

42 -. &- 03
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Fiouna 19. Braichydromic lead.
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" ~soon as it is estimated. The pilot would merely adjust descent yields a speed advantage which, though " i
a diopter toward the target during the tomodromic small, ig constant and easy to compute.
approach phase with constant crab angle. This would ' ,
automatically cam the proper correction into his re- A..ii Outlook
flector gunsight, ready for use when he is ready to
"cut short." The protagonist of minimum defense on the fast ;

However, it is possible that the maneuver can be bomber may concede that interception from blunt ,
learned and practiced even without such a device by or even obtuse angles is possible but he may justly ,
allowing for the lead to diminish from the tomo- argue that such attacks will be rare, because of the ." _.."
dromic value which is sure to be too large, to zero early decision required to prevent the encounter from[.:-'!_.':' "

(dead-ahead) which is sure to be too small. The prob- developing into a stern chase, and that at best they
ability of a hit, however, remains small at best. will be weak or ineffectual because of the brief time

The third problem, prompt detection and identifi- of combat fire, Should the first attack miscarry, then "" "

cation of the quarry, is aggravated for the interceptor a second one by the same attacker would inevitably :: .

by the shortness of the time available (.1 to 2 min- wind up on the tail. The more blunt or obtuse the ,.r:
-- 1 ~utes) to obtain and digest any information received first attack, the greater the chance of the bomber to !,7, '

from the ground, and the time (but a few seconds) run away because of the speed drop of the pursuer '"- ::
to maneuver into any other than a tail chase position. in his turn to resume the chase. In fact, the latter .

may risk losing his quarry altogether. For example, " -:3-
Sl~a 'r BACHYROMEif the paths crossed at 90 degrees and if the pursuer

made an immediate quarter-turn at 4g with hits speed ,:-.-"
The braehydromic interception can be executed in dropping down to the same (450 mph) as the bomb- *,'

a sloping path as well as in a horizontal plane. The er's, he would drop about 1,300 yd behind, On the ON;
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other hand, if an acute tail attack, either brachy- -
dromic or ballodromic, is unsuccessful, all the pur-
suer has to do is to zoom up, drop behind, and resume 4 .

the tail chase. The tail chase remains the normal
combat phase of the fixed gun interceptor going after
a high-speed, high-altitude bomber flying straight.

What now if the interceptor is equipped with some % Ito
flexible guns with which he can attack obliquely from - 'm
some angle? Such an installation may be considered
as belonging to the category of a "new weapon" but
it cannot well be entirely ignored. (In fact, it is not
entirely new; in World War I, the Nieuport fighter
was thus equipped.) The old argument that slant
fire is inaccurate because it requires compound lead
correction is not wholly conclusive. If the pursuer
succeeds in creeping up into some position on top or .
below or off to the side or at some skew corner of his 0 40 60 o 06 too I0o ,40 IG0 !_

victim and then flies parallel to it at the same speed, , ib,,SI,.oW ASL( 9 i , 0(6("

he can leisurely pour lead into it, keeping an uncor- Fimum 25. Lead angle for brachydromic interception.
reeted bead on it since the lead corrections for the
two parallel motions would cancel each other. The firing speed of the guns-the thought of immunizingapproach phase was treated in Section A.3.1 under ," "the interceptor personnel against higher acceleration .,
Pitched Gun (Clinoscopodrome), but once the inter- stresses, rather than avoiding them, is worth follow-
ceptor approaches the terminal position angle he ing through. By seating the pilot in a crouched posi-
may throttle back and stalk his quarry. tion with the body bent forward and the face for-

The only obvious arguments against the effective- ward, the limit of resistance to impairment of visionness of this stalking technique are : "'
nessof tis talkng tchnque re:may be extended 2g, from 6ig to fig for 2 seconds or1. The approach into Such a dangerous position mabeetne ,frm6to8fr2sensorI=.-

1. Te aproch ito ucha dngerus osiion from 5g to 7g for somewhat longer periods. On the
would probably come from the tail through a clino-
scopodromic or ballodromic pursuit during which the other hand, a reclining position, with the head back
attacker would have been exposed to the tail defense and as low as possible, compatible with a clear view

of the bomber. The lattcr's job would be to prevent thrug tesins and ith thpered to
the pursuer from ever catching up with it. Maneuver- p e s aub u d y

even more effective in reducing the total head of~~~~ing into a skew or top or bottom stalking position on bloanyebemrcmftbeadhlpuing. '
blood and yet be more comfortable and helpful in I.'a tomodromic interception approaching from an un- attaining the steadiness required in aiming, though

defended blunt angle would require a great deal of special gunsights may have to be devised for this
skill and practice.

2. In firing at blunt angles the projectiles are likely technique. Liquid pressure suits may eventually be

to tumble, especially at the extremely high airspeeds perfectd to raise the acceleration tolerance. How-
ever, similar concessions to the protection of the per-contemplated here.
sonnel might also be considered for the bomber to

3.raise its maneuvering limitations, insofar as they may
pilot, who, after all, has to keep one eye on where he re itsemneuvrn imia iar th ey may

is oin, epecall athig sped.Theintrcetorbe governed by physiological rather than structuralis going, especially at high speed. The interceptor o tl iis
may carry a separate gunner for the oblique gun, but
even so the pilot has to watch the quarry closely
enough to fly parallel to him. It is a task similar to
formation flying at high speed. It is reasonable to
assume that this technique is therefore limited to A.. Scodromie Pursuit Curve
moderate cone angles off the tail of the pursued, per- in the Pursued's Polar Coordinates
haps up to 45 degrees. Attack from the upper quad-
rant would be particularly difficult because of vision
limitations; attack from underneath the tail would be ANALYSIS
least difficult.

In speculating abouu "new weapons" that may be Radial speed component:

developed to bolster the defense against faster and dr Cos c V.
higher-flying bumbers-aside from stepping up the d -
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it~ Quotient:

tan
a n2

SM a Q. E. D.

&..4..2.,,.J£4.2 Peak Load Factor
in a Seopodromic Curve

V - true airspeed of pursued ANALYSIS
v = true airspeed of pursuer ANALYSIS
e = v/V = speed ratio d(ng)
a = azimuth of pursuer off pursued's tail = 0
r - range da 7/trr = range in cross-path position vV sinla VV + CS a, o)
0 = refers to any initial position for ng =r

aT rr V Costan --
FIouRE 26. Diagram of scopodromic pursuit. 2

and a = o.

Azimuthal speed component: For a quotient, the derivative vanishes when the
product of its numerator by the derivative of theia_ - V sin a denominator equals the product of the denominator

dt rby the derivative of the numerator; that is,

Quotient of above: sinz ad (tan- tan' 2j- d(sina)

dr V cos a - v dr. - da

cia V sina Thus,

Rearrange and substitute = v/IV: sin 0 of. .tan- x T- -f t a* 2 sin ao4coo a .

dr na cot da. 2 coso t- 2

Transform: Everything cancels except " p

d In = d e In tan c- d In sin a. - = COS ac Q.E.D.'

Integrate: Thus, cos a =
a and siSa fi1--

lnr lntan'-- lnsin a+C. Sin t a=l 4

Hence,
Antilog: 12+ cos a+_

a sin2 a. 1 1 -- ad '

r 2sin
a

Same for initial position: = +j (2t- (+-jT,5 .Q-0 f'2
tan, = (1 + • -L

ro 
2)>

sin a Q.E.D.
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Equation (6a) can be transformed to read minimum and not a maximum is readily seen, when
the second derivative is inspected, namely,

r2 l2 i -' 1 '
2 1 + -.!- I

A.U.s Least Load Factor Peak 2 q.

in Scopodromic Pursuit 2 1- "

The maximum centripetal acceleration is 0-
1+1/2 1-,/2 This is indeed positive (which is the condition for the

n = r ". + . . presence of a minimum) for all values of e < 2. (Of
2 2) course, for larger speed ratio no load factor peak is "' ''

reached during the approach phase, as the load factor '-and for v = constant, V = v/c, the above becomes a would keep on increasing until the pursuer has caught,•..
minimum for up with his victim; no a, can have a cosine greater r . y.

+E e than 1.)
d .k

Li +-- •=0 '"% '

=.A., Time of Scopodromic Approach '. i.

Let i + =) and 1 - - B From Section A.4.1, the reciprocal of the azimuthal
and dA - A' and = B speed component is 4'

dd - B dt = r

Then: da V sin-a
(BA' + AB')e- AB= 0'ii

and from equation (1), a second form of .
Here, however/42

A' A + -2) In= s1 + Cos -/ :j4i:os

When combined, they result in
and B' = jB In 1 di r2ico

so that da V sin' a l+co.sa

E[DBA In (I + - AB In (I - -- ]= AB, Nowsincesin 2a= 1- costa= (1- coaa)(l +cosa)

dt ~r (1 - Cos a)'1/' 1
where AB cancels and by combining thi. logs, da--= V (1 + cos a) '11+1

In l- = This is integrated by the substitution
22

van- z
2s

The order of magnitude of its solution is readily which makes 1 - cos a = 1 + '
found by expansion and with + x,

X = Cos2 (Z C f)2 and 1 +cosa = + X2

2X I +X and da= 1 X2

With these substitutions the integral becomes
and the actual value by a little trial and error. It "
furnishes t/2 = cos a. , 0.65, a, = 49 degrees, and = -- r (
e = 1.3; 1/1 - 0.77. That the extreme value is a 2V Jo
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which is Hence, after substitution and cancellation of reA,

- [... + CD C**L - C
2
L.

0 1% 2C*24-

Now, in order to carry the same weight,

r, -ta 2- +  t 
_ r __+22 CL = L2

Q.E.D. Thus,
CD C% •1(1 + 0-) Co + ,-) L

.4.5 to Now in the presence of a load factor n, the induceddrag increases from Ci = Co/& to n'Co/ '. The dif-

NOMENCLATURE ference in drag coefficient then becomes ACo = ACi
= Co(n' - 1)/04 and its ratio to the steady-flight

V(L/D).r is the airspeed of best glide angle. drag Co becomes;
0 = V/V(L/)., is the ratio of the actual speed to 1CD n- - 1

that of the best glide angle. 1 + r
cA= effective aspect ratio.

2 -With , = wing area and q = velocity head, the
C -L weight carried at high speed is .
= e is the induced drag coefficient.i c e gh ds

Co is the parasite drag coefficient. MY = CL-Sq 'a

so the deceleration of the same mass M due to excess

ANALYSIS 
drag is

At any speed the drag coefficient is made up of = AA iCD

C2L ~,C
CD CO + aCd kz) *

At best glide angle (indicated by ") it is:-(D\ - 1 n'-.

0%= 0 I C*L\ ,'k+ QE.D.
D CO 7rTd

but here" Figure 27 illustrates a elinoscopodromic approach.

'Proof for the fact that, at the best glide angle, induced and FIGT . -
parmsite drag are equal: '

OL
= -em FuVs 27. Diagram of clinoscopodromic approach.

where c.l4 is the effective aspect ratio.

("' _ CO CLThu,,, = - + Tear AA
Thu, UL - i A Glinoscopodromic Approach

The derivative of this with respect to CL, must vanish:
ANALYSIS

dL 'L+ 1 0 Radial speed component:

for least CD V o c o

namely, at C Azimuthal velocity:namel, at n'-- = redol

Hence, -O Ci da V sin a - v sin#

reml dt r
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Quotient of above, with v e eV A.4.T Ballodromic Approach

dr c cos ( - cos a Figure 28 illustrates a ballodromic approach.
= sin + a r

whence equation (11), which is (with dr/r d In r) rA -

e cos (3 - cos a d"
d In r da

esin (3+ sin a

To integrate, since e and ( are constant, split ,

fflTEdaC.- f
in t sin $ + sin a

- j. cosada+c .. -
S sin O+ sifa ,

The last of these integrals is simply

In (e sin (3 + sin a) a
u = muzzle velocity (average)
v = pursuer's true airspeed

The first one (according to Manual of Mahematics V = pursued's true airspeed
and Mechanics by Clements & Wilson, integral 205 b) £ = v/V
is ' = V/(AU + v)

r = range
2 tanh'* a azimuth

./I - e2 sin2-  5 lead angle

i 1 -_%/ r sin 2 ( . an ;I FIouRn 28. Diagram of ballodromic approach.

L + t sin 0 2 4 ANALYSIS

With a = 1 + e sin (3, and b = i - t sin (, this is ab- According to the law of sines in the interception
breviated to: speed triangle ABC:

2 al b of_ r _

t Vanh- tan -- sina u -t v
Speed of range change AE - BF,

!towever, for the sake of getting rid of the other log- dr -rcos ".--
arithms it is preferable to express the tanh - ' by a dt V cos a - ', Cos
logarithm also, according to tanh-1 I = Y In (1 + z) Rate of azimuth n( -:I
/(1 - z), where the [] expression above plays the change (PD - EC)/AB,
role of z. da --V sin a + v sin 6

d t r N I N

Thus, Their quotient is
Ins r In 1 + z I + dr V cos a -v cosa

In r = EC l In1 - ln i+sia)+ (- Vssina- + ssinn
VV s-n da r

Cos a- fc5 Cos 6
and for a = 90 degrees, where tan (a/2 - r/4) 0 rsin a- esin "
so that = 0, or

lnrT = -Inusin$+ 1)+- dr cosa- ecos6 .r sin a - t sin5

The difference of the two is free from C; its antilogis: Substitute for 6

I' t .-sin -- +in I --I +Zr e - 01 sin' a - co fesn~+ LF~i r - sisin a(1 - -d
'T e sin# + sin a I .

which turns into equation (12) by substituting for eVscK 2 a - #2 - cot a I
I + e sin ( and fort. 1z.,,
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Hience The calculation being somewhat cumbersome, it

1 I/1" 1- may be of interest to note that approximations will

I ir t - 1 da serve to speed up the computation where second-
Ik f1 S! 5n 21_  order terms canbe neglected. Inasmuch as 4' is of the

Sd I- 121 order of 20 to 25 per cent, its second-order terms aref j - C4 practically negligible, especially in view of other er- h. .' .I

rors or inaccuracies of assumptions, notably the dis--The fiscon itegs s by the su iastit+ton regard of the variation of the angle of attack of the ''.'
Thie first one is solved byte -.tiuin aircraft with varying load factor. Therefore, a first-

z cos a - cos a = EA order expansion approximation is useful to gain an
N/1 - sin' a cos 3 EB insight into the influence of ballodromic leading, for 4V---

-1111 since sin 5 = b sin a any special case; that is to say,
dr i csc a - cota

the differential is da
r 1-

(1 - Z #/' -z which can be directly integrated to give _._.""

so that the first integral, I,, is transformed into /ta. a - T,12,-"

I. (S r~ 2 - [1 -Cos af-
4,_ --- * L) 4 iaJ - + Cosa'f~+'J ,

f t -_ -) _rL( -1 ,- -Z2)
Tis = ' 1 ( - z-)(l - ) which significantly turns into the scopodromic for-

This is split into a product of linear denominators by mulas (2) when P' is neglected.
1 + To visualize the significance of the exponent, it is
+ Z ¢,- z well to remember that it is half of 1/(1- )_0

4'+z 1) _1 =I - v/u, in wvhich v/u is the ratio of the pursuer's
±+ -±1z = (4'- z-(1 -+z 

-  own airspeed to his ovn gun's average effective
muzzle velocity.

and solved by successively eliminating all but one mzl velcty, of the stern chase, when theFor the last phase o h tr hswe hterm after another by successively allowing z = - 4, higher-order terms of a also can be neglected, the ap-
4,- 1,1, which furnishes A = B = Y24'(1 - 4,2) and proximate range equation boils down to
C = = 2(02 - 11. With these constants the solu-
lion becomes e- fU-1  (1+

V Iu)
(
l-Vl } I

I,= bIn -r
etisis e io te o l pwhich again agrees with the scopodromic ease, equa-

hien this is Introduced into the original problem tion (3), as soon as 4, is disregarded.
2 - '/' -14" For the calculation of load factors, take da/di from

In -- I - In sin a the third equation of this section.
For da/dt observe that: -

For a = 90 degrees, where z = 0 the range is r = rr. d.'da.d 0
Thus, d3 da dt a -

1 ~dt da dt " ""
+ = -- _Z) sin a and since sin S 4, sin a0

Resubstitution for z now furnishes equation (16). Cos , osa
Q.E.D. dh co. Csc

-In view of the complete equivalence of the respective hence 0 %s a-
azimuths a and a of one ship against the other, it is logical to da -Cos
k a solution of the part of the integral which involves the

lead angle by referring the geometry not to the coordinate Thus, da .d V sin a I - )' COSa
system of either ship hut to the only system that is equivalent Ti Tit er sio)
to bxoth, namely, their instantaneous line of sight. The pro-
jections on it of target speed and bullet speed bear the ratio To determine the time elapsed, the reciprocal of
z 4cos a/cos 6 and by virtue of the "refraction" law, ":nt e d-c.
,-in 6 = V sin a, governing the relation between the two the apparent azimuthal angular velocity, dt/da k
angles, this is also the ratio of tle two azimuth tangents, viz., = r/V sin a(1 - e4,), is plotted against a, and the
z= tan 6/tan a. graph is integrated by planimeter, which yields the
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h%

time elapsed. This was done for E = 10/9 and two podao = pgda,; hence pt = podao/dai. The corrc-
values of 4' 0 .183 and 0.225. sponding "breadth" dao and da, are bordered by two : :

scopodromes of slightly different parameters rr.

A.4.1 Influence of Angl of Attack Therefore the variation da/dai must be expressed by !.-.

the ratio of da/df(rr) and da,/df(rr).
The influence of angle of attack is shown in Fig- The parameter rr is defined according to equation .

tire 29. (1) by any set of corresponding values of r and a, .
namely, r

v r sin a
rT --

tan'

Its derivative with respect to the azimuth is
-- 3 "

dry cosa-e Cosa - E

an sin

I V Hence, A
FISeda sin fa

• V cos 'g dIn rT C¢ oa - 6 -,

The ratio of the two corresponding derivatives
thus becomes:

dat, f - Cos a sinaOoV2
d I -- Cos a-0, "sin&o-,,

Ficam 29. Diagram of angle of attack. (For a = 90 d,,v-csasna
degrees, sin a = 4; thus, for 4, = 0.225, a = 13 degrees.) and with this %

e- COS t sin ao
P' Pe

In computing the progress of the approach step by e cos ats a1,

step, the following procedure was adopted. In other words
From an initial position chosen far enough away sin a

so that the influence of the angle of attack is negli- p constantr; - Cos ar
gible, determine a first approximation of n from the
ballodromic load factor from equation (17). Thence, In order to determine the variation of p at the'_A?
compute U = i(U - 1). For a practical example the theoretical limits of a = 0 and 180 degrees, note that

aerodynamic coefficient i may be assumed 1 de- pj/po approaches ao/ai for a -+ 0 and (180 - ao)/

grees. Now lay off the line of flight at a course (180 - at) for a -*- 180. Now the first-order terms

a - 6 + r (r = 6 sin o) and progress at the rate v of the series expansion of r = rr tan& Y//sin a are

for a step of Y2 sec. The new position furnishes new rT'-'/2, and rr2*/( 180 -- a)t'+ , respectively. The

values of a and r and ha/At from which a new bank- ratios of the corresponding limit angles thus become

ing angle is computed according to tied up with the ratio of the initial and subsequent -

range by

tan = sin (b - r) -- sinai a= ro 180- a Q 1rur and 180- t -t0/,""

whereupon the process is repeated. !.i1 8 -a:2
During the subsequent scopodromic approaches, for a -*0 and 180 degrees, respectively. In view of

the azimuth a decreases, thus shifting the peak of the this, the limit probability ratios become:
frequency curve more toward the acute angles. Each ( r, ,' I .+)point of the frequerey curve is shifted from the ini- ,, I p0 t-r -)  and p, = tpo- )--- -*=

tial azimuth ao to a new azimuth ai corresponding .1o/

t o the same scopodrome, which is defined by a certain respectively.
value of rr satisfying both aot and r0. The value of the Note that for speed ratio e = 10/9 the increase of
ordinate, however, undergoes a change from the the limit probability at tail azimuth a , = 0 is af-
original value of p., to p, because the same number flicted with an exponent 9 and quickly assumes astro- " -
of attacks now cover a different range da, such that nomical proportions. The probability of receiving
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fire from any finite azimuthal sector, though less celerations or inertia forces accompanying every con-
spectacular, also crowds most markedly toward trol movement, (2) The bomber's rearward fire is
o = 0. more accurate and the projectile has greater impact

energy left because of the lesser trajectory drop and
lesser air resistance as the projectile speed against air O

A-6 COMBAT MANEUVERING TECHlNIQUES is u - V for the rearward fire versus u + r. for for- "
ward fire; the ratio of these bullet speeds is almost

The point has been made that the chances of an 1 :2 so that the air resistance of the attacker's bullets
interceptor's destroying a straight-flying, ultra-high- is several times that of the bomber's. This is ir-
speed, high-altitude bomber from any quarter but an portant because at the larger ranges at which combat ' .r
acute cone around the tail are remote and that it will probably have to begin at the higher flight speed,
would therefore appear justified and economical to, trajectory drop is quite pronounced. As an example,
provide the bomber with defense for the tail cone the deflection of a .50-in. bullet is tabulated in Table
only. 12 as computed by extrapolation from Aberdeen

What now if the enemy became wise to such lim- Proving Grounds Ballistic Research Laboratory Re-
ited defense and if he developed the technique and port No. 117forvarious ranges and for u, = 2,700 fps L
practice of slant (brachydromic) attack to the point initial muzzle velocity and for firing backwards from
of a menace? The bomber might then be forced to a bomber flying 450 mph and forward from an inter-
change his tactics, abandon the straight-course flight ceptor flying at 500 mph.
plan and dodge the interceptor.

It is at once obvious that a drastic change of alti- TABLE 12..50-in. bullet deflection and drop.
tude would avail the bomber nothing, as the bomber
and interceptor would suffer similar performance V = 2,700 s initial muzzle velocity .
changes. Any loss of altitude would only aggravate v= 55 mph fighter firing rforward
the danger of later interception by other fighters. The h = 40,000 ft altitude rgoa
following study will therefore first be directed to the Deflection Trajectory drop* Energy rato ,.'.
effect of veering maneuvers in a hoizontal plane. We Dfco Tatrdp ngri

shall consider three distinct types of maneuvers: yard) Fighter Bomber Fighter Bomber Bomber:
luring the interceptor into the tail cone (see Section forward rearward forward rearward Fighter
A.5.1), foiling the interceptor's attack by spoiling his (miL) (mils) (feet) (feet)

aim or lead (see Section A.5.2) and heading toward 6o 4.6 4.1 8.35 7.4 1.124
the interceptor to deprive him of maneuvenng time 800 6.4 5.7 15.3 13.6 1.159
(see Section A.5.3). 1,000 8.3 7.3 24.8 22.0 1.202

1,200 10.3 9.0 37.2 32.5 1.251
1,400 12.4 10.95 52.0 46.0 1.318

Veering Away to Force Tail Combat 1,800 14.7 12.9 70.4 61.8 1.370 -_ '

The most obvious maneuver to thwart an attack fit approximation by extrapolation from Aberdeen
Themostobviok Provin Ground Basllistic abotory taeort No. 117. min reistance

from an undefended angle is to veer away from the to vary approximately proportional to air density and suare of bullt flight

interceptor. This automatically brings the intercep- S -S:d.
* tor into the tail cone where strong defense is assumed

available. Any attempt on the part of the interceptor Figure 30 is a graph of these values versus range.
- to avoid the tail-cone defense zone would of neces- At lower altitudes the difference is even much more .

sity spoil his aim, increase his range, and practically pronounced because of the greater air density.
ruin his chances. Similar tables can be constructed for 20- and 37-

mm caliber if trajectory data are made available.

AERODYNAMIC BALLISTIC ADVANTAGE
DISP.ARITY OF ARMS

If the interceptor's forward guns are of the same
fire power, caliber, and muzzle velocity as the tail If the interceptor carries guns of larger caliber and
defense guns of the bomber, then the bomber is at a /or much greater muzzle velocity than the bomber,
great advantage over the interceptor, for the follow- then this may offset the interceptor's handicap. The
ing reasons: (1) The bomber's tail guns being flexible bomber pilot will then have to resort to other tactics
(though within limits), the bomber pilot need not to shake off the attacker. He can still veer away from
aim the entire airplane whereas the fighter pilot must him as long as he is out of the attacker's range in
do just that; at high speed this is much mo.-e difficult order to gain time, especially if the speed differential
than at conventional speed because of the high ac- is small. However, it will be essential for the bomber's .
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COMBAT MANEUVERING TECHNIQUES 323 ,p

'ommander to know the armament and performance under much better aiming conditions, safe from re-
characteristics of the attacker. The bomber coin- turn fire. The next phase following the encounter of-
mander n w even decide to enter a mock dogfight fers the bomber a gain of range before the pursuer k
1and emerge I rom it into tail combat at a short enough can turn around and resume the chase. The bomber _" __"

range to bring his own tail defen;c armament into may so maneuver that the pursuer blacks out in the P
* most Wife. ive action. chase or, if the bomber does not want to pass a given

certain load factor, he loses his pursuer before he ar-
A.5. Dogfight 0

%

If the bomber wishes to avoid tail combat, he can
accept a dogfight before the attacker has approached
to within his firing range.

Attempts to express the phoronomy of such a dog- ..5- "
fight in analytical terms indicate that the results are
too complicated and cumbersome to evaluate load
factors and lead angles. Even in the simple idealized
case of the bomber flying in a steady circle and the 10
pursuer following in a scopodromic spiral, the equa- 40
tions describing the pursuer's path are rather un- 0-c -r

manageable. However, some insight into the effect of *I'.-"
various maneuvers can be gained by graphical con- "
struction of the pursuer's path. 5 1 s15

ACCEIERATION HANDICAP OF PURSUER V.-
It is immediately apparent that if the pursuer con-

tinues at full power seopodromically, ballodromically,
or somewhere in between after the bomber has turned
toward his side in front of the pursuer, then the
pursuer's path tightens up and reaches a much higher
load factor than the steadily turning bomber. 2 . ±5

If the pursuer is unable to stand more than a cer- RANGE ,N 10 0

. tain load factor in combat, say 4 or 5, then he has to
relinquish his quarry and let it pass. Fiouft 30. Impact energy ratio and bullet flight time.

The success of an escape turn on the part of the m el
* bomber depends a lot on the ratio of the turning rives at firing range. This sort of maneuver effectively

radius to the range at which the turn is begun. If the shakes the pursuer off while the bomber passes ahead
radius is large compared to the initial range, then the of him. If the pursuer attempts an S turn after pas- r

* chase might develop into an advantage for the pur- sage, then the bomber will straighten out its course
suer who would essentially trail the bomber, just when in opposite position and put so much distance '". -
slightly cutting short to properly lead the target. between himself and the pursuer that the engagement -.- ,
Thus the pursuer would catch up eventually and his is broken off.
load factor would be but slightly higher than that
suffered by the bomber in fact, little more than in

*,- proportion to the square of his speed advantage. RACKING IN CIRCULAR FLIGHT
If, however, the turning radius is commensurable The pursuer may, of course, prefer to follow the

to the initial range, i.e., if the bomber does not let pursued in his track rather than cut short across the
* the attacker approach (.loser than a couple of thou- turn and avoid the higher load factor in the later

sand yards, then the attack can possibly he out- phases. He would then simply creep up behind him
maneuvered by turning toward the attacker. If this though it would take a little longer. However, this is
maneuver is judiciously executed, it can be made to easier said than done. For one thing, the flight path
lead to a close-range encounter passage in which, it is does not usually remain visible, and when it does
true, the attacker has an exceedingly brief chance of a leave a condensation track, it is preferable not to fly
burst, but under exceedingly unfavorable aiming con- through it. Secondly, when tracking along a curved
ditions. Immediately afterwards, however, the bomb- path, the aim is very far off, unless a very large gun
er's tail defense has a chance of hitting the pursuer elevation is available. Obviously, tracking 1,000 yd *.-
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behind on a 1,000-yd radius places the target 30 de- chance to hit or fire at the bomber during the first en-
grees off the pursuer's flight-path tangent, to which counter, and passing the bomber's course ahead of . .
a lead coriection still has to e added. him merely in order to lose less distance for a subse-

quent tail attack. This, however, the bomber can foil
INITIATIVE OF ESCAPE: by starting to trail the interceptor. The trick here

Once the bomber has taken the initiative and objective or lured into the fire of other fighters.
started to turn in the direction to force the higher
load factor upon the pursuer, the sense of turn in the A.5.4 Vertical Escape Maneuvers
dogfight must not be changed because the first one
to make an 8 turn suffers a tactical disadvantage, ex- The question may be raised if vertical escape ma-
cept when the bomber decides to accept tail combat neuvers or their combination with horizontal ones
in a flight direction favorable to him with regard to have merits for the bomber.
the sun, clouds, or reinforcements.,I. A-LCHAS i

,, NOT IN TAIL CHASE

Head-on Parry In the tail chase the answer apparently is no. Most

If the interceptor is detected while still in a for- likely, the pursuer would suffer the lesser load factor
ward quadrant, then the bomber may choose to head and he would be in a favorable position whenever the r
directly for the attacker. Even though the latter may bomber levels off.
not be flying at top speed, the range will now dimin-
ish so fast (say at 400 to 450 yd per see) that only LooPING
one to two seconds are available for combat.

Only if the bomber were to start looping just be-
SNAG DODGE fore the pursuer has arrived at his maximum firing

range would the attack be foiled. However, the pur-
The bomber allows the attacker to come on to suer could probably follow suit and be right on the -

within about 2,000 yd, or almost within long-range bomber's tail after the loop is completed or when the
firing distance, and then veers out of his way to spoil bomber rolls out at the top of the loop. To continue
his aim. An effective escape maneuver now consists looping would theoretically be a possible defense tac-
in an S snag so close to the enemy that lie has no tic but it is hardly practical and would only serve to
time to turn after the bomber and cannot turn sharp- let other fighters catch up and join the chase.
ly enough to lead properly. Then the bomber gets
away before the pursuer can complete a 180-degree ZOOMNG Ur BEHIND

iturn. The chances of a destructive hit in such a de-

layed veering maneuver from a head-on encounter The pursuer, however, may benefit from vertical
are very slim indeed, maneuvers. For instance, if in catching up fast he
The intercepotor may choose to attack ballodromic- fails to bring his quarry down, he may instead of

ally during the encounter but he will get only a few veering out of the way, zoom tip behind him to kill
rounds in and these under very unfavorable lead con- speed only to utilize the potential energy thus gained
ditions, practically at "cross paths," which means in diving after the quarry in a subsequent attack.
about, 20-degree lead. (At (00 yd, this is 6 to 8 bom- However, the only effect of such a maneuver as com-
ber's lengths.) During or immediately after the frus- pared with merely throttling would seem to be the
trated close-range passage, the bomber reverses his interruption of fire which may be desirable while
banking angle and returns to his original course head- changing ammunition drums or clearing jams. Other-
ing. While the pursuer completes his more than 180- wise, between a fixed gun pursuer and a limitedly
degree turn, he loses about 3,000 yd in dstance be- flexible tail gun of the bomber, the advantage would
fore lie can resume the tail chase which will bring him usually be on the side of the latter.
within a few degrees of the bomber's tail by the tine
(almost 2 minutes) he may again arrive within firing l)EMCENT o LOWER-ALTITLTDE BOMBING
range, unless lie bas lost his quarry in the melee. D" F

The bomber may be tempted or forced to descend
HEA-O PASto lower altitudes to fulfill his mission when poor vis-
HEAD-ON IPASSAGF ibility obscures the target at great height. During the

On the other hand, the interceptor may choose a descent itself he does not necessarily enhance his risk V
Sc(Cnd alternative, namely, that of foregoing all iecanse in the descent he picks tip extra speed. TheC
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MULTIPLE INTERCEPTION 325 -

proximity of the compre-tsibility limits his gain, just chaser off permanently, but he can probably turn any
as it does to the interceptor who may be trailing him angular attack into a tail combat whenever he wants t X
down. The interceptor Ihay perhaps gain a little more to.
if it has thinner wings but this advantage may be The bomber can accept a dogfight and may out-
balanced by the fact that the interceptor is probably last the interceptor. -r
already designed to have its best performance at a
lesser lift coefficient than the bomber so that the A.$. Maneuvers with Slant Gun
same speed-up would increase its drag more. At the
higher descent speeds, load factors in any curved pur- The most effective countermeasure to improve the
suit increase with the square of the true speed so that interceptor's chances in a dogfight near the load fac-
the hazards of angular fire are still further reduced tor limits would appear to be its provision with some
until the advantage is absorbed by the greater air elevated guns. This will permit the interceptor to fire%
density, across a chord of the dogfight circle without running A. .1.
The time the tbomber has to stay at lower altitudes into excessive load factors-without, in fact, having

can be very brief. The descent can be made very flat to cut too much across the victim's path. In such a
and may take 50 miles, certainly enough to correct sharp turn, both ships are steeply banked so that the
for a reasonable navigation error. After delivery of gun elevation becomes essentially an azimuth correc-
the bombs, the bomber's climbing speed is increased tion. The slight lateral correction, consisting of the
and he may still have excess kinetic energy to re- gun elevation times the sine of the banking angle, can K:x
trieve several thousand feet before being slowed be compensated by the pursuer circling slightly lower
down to the steady climb rate. During the remainder than the pursued and by trajectory drop. Visibility
of the climb to the stratosphere he would have little for aiming such a gun elevated at, say, 15 degrees can
to fear from those interceptors that might be taking be easily provided for the pilot. This arrangement '. '

off to go after him. Only in ease other interceptors will also come in very handy in a stalking straight
have been hovering above and dive after him would attack from below the tail without dogfighting. How-
he be at a speed disadvantage. However, he could ever, such an elevated gun requires means for proper
have known of their presence if he was equipped with lead correction for the own-sped vector, and it does
sufficiently long-range detecting apparatus and could not by any means assure superiority of the pursuer
have decided to stay up until he might have shaken against a bomber equipped with tail guns covering .
off or outlasted the interceptors or chosen an alter- similar cone angles and similar lead correction de-
native target for which he would not have to descend. vices.

The consequences of the presence of a slant gun on
A..Recapitulation the interceptor have already been mentioned. If ahigh-speed fighter version of the high-speed bomber "'
To summarize the results of the maneuvering prototype were eventually developed, it might to

study thus far, it may be said: good advantage also be equipped with a slant gun of
The best plan undoubtedly is to provide the bomb- moderate caliber or one that can be elevated in

er with sufficiently powerful tail armament so that turns.
it can accept a tail chase on better than equal terms
with whatever interceptor is fast enough to catch up A.6 MULTIPLE INTERCEPTION A,
with him before running out of fuel. Better than
equal terms does not necessarily mean more power- The question now arises whether concerted pur-
ful weapons because of the aerodynamical bullet suit by several interceptors having fixed guns may
speed advantage for the rear fire, as has been ex- become unduly dangerous to a lone bomber.
plained in Section A.5.1 under Aerodynamic Ballis-
,',I lvahtage. " Multiple Brachydromic Approach F &i

At a speed differential of only 50 mph (or 25 mph)
it takes the tail chaser fully 5 minutes (or 10 min- If an interceptor squadron flying in close formation
utes) to ercep up from 7,000 yds into firing range. tries to attack the fast bomber in brachydromic ap-

Any attack from a forward quarter can be turned preach from some odd angle, the individual intercep-
into an almost head-on encounter and foiled short of tors would be forced to peel off as the rear ones would
firing range. have to head more ahead of the bomber. Therefore,

The bomber can so maneuver that any attack will if all the interceptors were to participate in the fire
eventually wind up as a tail chase and that the at- their formation would become loosened up. As for the
tacker will drop behind whenever lie tries any other bomber's defense, the situation hardly differs from
trick. The bomber cannot be sure of shaking a tail the brachydromi. attack by a single interceptor be-
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cause the individual fighters come into range one by highly improbable. it would seem almost impossible
one and all from the same quarter, almost from the to spot the bomber so accurately, to disseminate the
same angle. information to all concerned,and to work out and

transmit a timed multiple interception plan to the

A.6.2 Multiple Tail Chase several fighter units, all of which were moving at a
rapid pace while these preparations were taking 6

If several interceptors were to come up from the place. Then they would have to approach from sta-
rear and tried to place themselves simultaneously tions several miles apart in space. The least error in
around the tail-say one to the right, another to the their calculations or any deliberate course change on
left, one above and another below--and if they were the part of the bomber would completely upset the
now to press into firing range together or in such schedule. It seems certain that most of the intercep-
rapid syncopation that the bomber's defense gunnery tors, insofar as they do not miss the engagement al-
could not cope with all of them, then the bomber together, would wind up in a tail chase. The small
might veer slightly to the side of the nearest attacker speed differential would make it difficult and tedious
just before he comcs into firing range. This maneuver for them to sneak up at once.V
brings all the attackers into the same quarter, and
they would lose a lot of time if they rearranged them- A.. Multiple Frontal Attack
selves.

Multiple frontal attack is dismissed as impractical
La.:. Multiple Ballodromic Approach because of lack of maneuvering room and time.

In ballodromic approach a squadron of intercep- A MASS RAID TACTICS I."*

tors would be more handicapped by high load fac-
tors, aggravated by the requirements of maintaining Navigating a fleet of bombers together toward a 0
formation, than a single interceptor. Otherwise the common objective or toward different objectives may
situation for the bomber's defense winds up in a tail offer each bomber some measure of protection.
chase or can be turned into a tail chase prematurely
whenever the bomber veers to run away. £.1.1 Decoy Action

A-,.4 Multiple Clinobaliodrome To what extent such protection may be secured bydecoy action, drawing the interceptors to a feint and

A situation annoying to the bomber can possibly away from the real raid, is a matter of strategy which .-

arise from simultaneous attack by two pursuers ap- is considered outside the scope of the present study,
proaching ballodromically, but one in or above and except insofar as it may have a bearing on the arma-
the other below the bomber's level. Of course, they ment requirements for the bomber. If some of the
would quickly get into each other's way if both were decoy bombers were equipped with extra armament
equipped with fixed-level guns only. However, if at instead of full bomb loads, a bluff might be perpe-_
least the lower one is equipped with an elevated gun, trated which might discourage the enemy from at-
they can attack simultaneously without interference, tacking the real bombers from undefended angles or I.:
The bomber might then try to turn in order to ham- ranges. Such extra armament should then be so de-
per the two closely flying attackers by high load fac- signed that it is not easily distinguishable and that
tors. Such a tactical turn may be especially indicated the standard and specially armed aircraft cannot be
where the two attackers make it a habit to fly in a told apart in the air.
staggered formation, the one above slightly ahead of
the lower one, leaving the burden of avoiding inter- A..2 Lateral Attack K.p'2

ference to the lower one who has the better visibility.
In the escape turn, the upper forward one becomes In a mass formation raid by a fleet of fast high
the inner one and gets into the firix.g line of the rear bombers, dodging of interception would be impracti-
lower one, which has to take the outer line, and there cal. The chances for slant attack by interception ap-
is not much the latter can do about it. but cease firing, pear somewhat enhanced because, if the interceptor

aims to intercept one airplane, he may miss it but

AAA .catch another, but the interceptor would also risk
drawing fire from several of the bombers.

Now what if several interceptors were to make con- The vulnerability of a mass formation could un- ',
certed attacks from entirely different sides and angles doubtedly be reduced by providing special arma- V
timed to arrive simultaneously? .Such tactics are ment and/or armor for the airplanes assigned the ex-
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MASS RAID TACTJCS 327 a

treme positions in the formation at the expense of training attainable under combat conditions but also
their bom load. This has the design disadvantage of very much upon the concentration of interceptors
a duplicity of type and the tactical disadvantage of loosed against a mass raid.
more replacement parts and limitations of the tacti- Obviously, any three-dimensional pattern with
cal disposition of the units. However, if mass forma- several bombers in tiers above each other would have
tion raids are contemplated, it may be well worth to open up upon arrival at the objective 'n order to
while to create not only the full-load bombDer but also avoid hitting the lower ships with bombs from the
a protective fighter having the same performance and upper ones. T hVe technique of this maneuver would
range with reduced cr -even with no bomb loads, hardly differ much from that of similar situations of

The fighter version would have some forward- bombers at lesser speeds, so that no new problem
firing guns, possibly capable of elevation, and pos- seems to arise from a boost of airspeed or altitude.
siblr armor for the occupants. The elevated guns If the rear bombers are to derive tactical aid from All
need not be continuously movable in elevation. It the firing power of their formation neighbors, then
may suffice to provide two elevation positions: for their spacing must remain dense enough; it should be
instance, (1) parnllel to the high-speed flight path but a fraction of the dangerous firing range. For ex- -"

and (2) at 10 or 15 degrees elevation therefrom. ample, assuming the bomber's tail armameat covers %
In view of the probability of most interceptions' a cone of 30 degrees semiapex angle (i.e., 30 degrees

winding up in a tail chase, the bombers--or at least off the fuselage axis), a spacing of more than 200 yd ;lk
those assigned the rear positions in the formations- would render the bomber powerless to assist his
might deserve rear armor, neighbor when the pursuer approaches within 350 yd.

A very much more scattered formation, with sev-
'1.3 Formation Shape eral hundreds or thousands of yards spacing be-

tween bombers, would cover a huge area. For in-
The shape of the mass formation has an influence stance, 400 bombers in a single-layer square lattice of

upon the mutual assistance between units. At high 2,000 yd spacing would cover 500 square miles of sur-
speed, considerations of the prevalence of tail attack face. This would be highly confusing to any ground
may call for different formation shapes than at organization trying to dispatch interceptors. How-
speeds at which the interceptors can attack from all ever, once the interceptor squadron encounters any ,
quarters. part of the raiding force, a man-to-man duel is likely " S

Lone stragglers behind would have to rely on their to result, with no further immediate advantage to
own fire power to ward off pursuit. the bomber; on the contrary, in order to prevent dis-

A compact phalanx with many bombers abreast organization of the raid schedule, the individual
along the trailing edge of the formation has the ob- bomber will refrain from escape maneuvers and stay
vious advantage of drawing any tail attacker into the on his job.
defense fire of the adjacent bumbers at good azi- Mass raids in waves of bomber groups, in dense
niuths and almost at the same range with almost no formation of each group, timed to arrive at the inter-
lead correction requirements. ception gateways at intervals intended to exhaust the

A dcnse packing of bombers in several tiers above interceptor force will probably have even greater
each other (three-dimensional formation), all termi- merits at ultra-high speeds than they have at current
naling in one huge vertical trailing plane, would fur- moderate speeds. If they are timed to arrive at inter- ..-

ther enhance mutual assistance against the tail chase vals equivalent to the interceptors' flight duration,
into which any persistent interception must develop, then all the fighters sent up to intercept the first wave

Single leaders or navigators ahead of the main pha- will be out cf fuel and out of commission for the next
lanx may not be particularly endangered, provided alarm. Furthermore, while they land they are mak-
some of the bombers in the front line of the main ing so many airports less available for take-off of the L
formation arc equipped with a forward-firing gun. next lot. It may even be a good trick to disperse the

If some such forward-firing guns are distributed first wave into several spaced groups 50 or 100 miles
throughout the formation, it might serve to discour- apart in order to arouse interceptors from many
age any interceptors from trying to break into the places so as to disorganize many stations when the
formation from above or below in case any of them next, more concentrated wave comes through. Stra-
have enough extra ceiling or climb (or rocket boost). tegic choice of targets for various waves may aid in L

creating further confusion of ground defense mess-
A.7.4 ures. The opportunities for such long-range strategy

increase rapidly with the speed and range of the craft
The safest density of the formation will probably as distances shrink and decoy and evasion detours be-

depend not only on the degree of mass formation come more feasible. They force the defender tospread
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his interception out thinner. Similarly, the long-range 1. The speed of the bomber at the high altitude of
and high-speed bombers cooperating in a mass raid the raid and his initial maneuvers.
can he directed to disperse and feign repulsion-only 2. The speed of the interceptor, both in the climb .. , , -'

to reunite, after the fuel supply of the interceptors and in high-altitude level flight, and the speed losses
has been exhausted, to complete the bombing raid due to maneuvering.
and return to their bases. 3. The probability of any one initial position at the

instant when the interceptor detects, identifies, and
A. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS picks his quarry.

OF EFFECTIVENESS OF FIB E 4. The mechanism of direction or the technique of
hothe chase up to arrival at firing range. 'e ,

The previous chapters of this investigaion con- 5. The load factors that the interceptor can or will
tain a great deal of evidence of the overwhelming pre- tolerate.
ponderance of tail combat phases to be expected 6. The maximum and minimum firing range.
when an ultra-high and fast bomber is to be inter- 7. The technique of the chase while in firing range.
cepted by fighters having but a small speed advan- 8. The influence of the chase maneuver (range,
tage. In a qualitative way it appears obvious that banking, and acceleration) upon the interceptor's
any defensive devices that impair the bomber's per- aim.
formanee may work to its own disadvantage, rather 9. The perfection (if the interceptor's aiming de- -_

*'. than to its safety. The performance is impaired by vices, especially its correction for phoronomic in- rv -
" the weight of armor and armament and, even more, fluences. - ,

by the drag of protruding parts, which increases rap- 10. The number and distribution of guns on the in-
idly with the degree of angular gun coverage. A quan- terceptor, their caliber, and firing speed. -
titative treatment would require expression of the 11. The interceptor's firing tactics (burst density
performance loss in terms of armament coverage. In versus range, azimuth, bank, etc.)

view of the multiplicity of means (guns of various 12. The influence of range on scatter and penetra-
caliber, fixed mounts, eyeballs, and turrets), this is tion.
hardly feasible. However, it is obvious that arma- 13. The size and pattern of vital areas on the bomb-
ment covering a limited tail cone and one or two er and the influence of azimuth thereon. ,.
fixed, essentially forward directions can be accom- 14. The chances of the interceptor to approach to -
modated at an almost negligible drag and an easily any particular proximity and azimuth without being
tolerable weight penalty, whereas full coverage of all warded off by the bomber's defense or by the fire
angles would entail either many guns involving a from other bombers in the same formation.
very heavy weight penalty or turrets involving a pro- 15. The influence of cooperation between several
hibitive drag penalty. fighters attacking the same bomber upon items 4, 7,

11, and 14.
* A.~i imiatios o PrbablityCalulaion16. The effect of the bomber's escape maneuversupon items 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, and 15.

If it were possible to show that the chances of be-
ing hit from certain angles are entirely negligible, then a.8.3 Assumptions
defense against attack from these angles would be
wasteful on any count. If it were possible by rigorous It is at once apparent that the variety and multi-
methods to arrive at a quantitative probability dis- plicity of these influences alone constitute too com-
tribution of hits from various angles in space, then plex an aggregate to cover completely. Only by the
the decision of armament limitations of the bombers most radical process of elimination of variables and
could be put on a scientific basis. The following study selecting "representative" examples shall we be able
does not pretend to accomplish all this, but merely to to reduce the problem to a useful digest. If this is at- •"'".
analyze the factors governing the chances of hits in tempted here at all, it is done with a keen realization
interception and to substantiate the inference that of the fact that different assumptions will lead to dif-
ultra-high performance is more valuable to the bom- ferent results, but it is contended that the examples=, ~bet than defense against ineffective comblat phases. selected are representative in that they indicate a :

significant trend. r
A.3. Relevant Influences 1. Let us assume (a) the bomber's speed v = 450

mph at 40,000 ft and (b) that it is not diminished in ,A-
The probability of a hit in interception f[om any combat and that he continues in straight level flight. %%

particular angle off the toil of the bomber depends on 2. Let us assume (a) the interceptor's speed V =
many factors, such as: 500 mph at 40,000 ft and (b) that it is not appreci-
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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS OF EFFECTIVENESS OF FIRE 329

ably diminished in combat. (Taking this speed loss theoretical (path-fixed gun) ballodrome. Later, lie
into account will favor tail combat. phases.) approaches the latter more closely, but then they ,""

* 3. Let us arbitrarily assume that the range at (liffer but little, and the azimuth will have shrunk to h

which the interceptor detects and selects his victim very acute valuesi.
is a definite value, say 5 miles or 8,800 yd. If the in- The probability of arriving at various firing ranges P.. -
terceptor pilot's knowledge of the whereabouts of the at various azimuths can be computed by transferring
bomber before he detects and identifies it on his own the initial probabilities along or between the scopo- -..r.
detector is but approximate or inaccurate, he may dromie and ballodromic curves of Figures 2 and 11.Q
patrol an assigned area at random course. However, Figure 31 shows examples of the effect of scopodro-
this assumption might introduce a systematic error mie approaches from 5 miles detection range.
because the chances are that the pilot does have a 5. When arriving at firing range, however, the ap-
fair idea of the bomber's whereabouts and he already proach may be thwarted or hampered by high load
heads for him. The azimuth at which he is most likely factors. The tolerable load factor depends on the
to come upon his quarry will therefore depend upon time of exposure. For simplicity's sake, let us assume
the interception strategy. Not knowing whether this that a load factor of 5y is the limit for the interceptor
will be in the nature of a patrol barrier or of a long- and that if his path would tend to lead to higher loads,
range forward hinge or a mass melee after the in- he would ease up and drop into the sector between
vader has penetrated deeply into the territory, we 4g and 5.g (more crowded toward 5(). The result of
mar defend a random-course-at-detection asump- this restriction is also shown in Figure 31 in dotted

-" tion as representing a sort of grand average of various lines. In reality, at least the later phases of the attack .g - - .-
such strategies. must be more nearly ballodromic in order to hit. The '.-- -

With this assumption-namely, all initial course transition means a temporary increase of load factor
angles 0o of the interceptor equally likely-the prob- followed by some relief. -" %.
ability for the bomber to be detected from any partic- 6. The probability of receiving effective fire fromular azimuth a, is then any particular azimuth depends very much on the ,t

0,-J2 firing range of the interceptor. The critical azimuth

P = cos d0o at which the maximum load factor is attained is of
27r the order of 56 to 58 degrees and the critical range at

with sin 00 this azimuth for 5g is 550 yd (with u = 2,200 fps
O= tan-' 1 (o f31)' muzzle velocity) and 090 yd (ith u = 2,875 fps). If

- Cos 00 the firing range begins at but little less than this, then
O the combat azimuth region is very narrow; as larger

This integral has been computed for I/e = 0.9 for firing ranges than the critical are considered, the reg-
azimuth steps of 10 degrees and the resulting proba- ion of combat azimuths expands rapidly.
Ibilitv distribution plotted against azimuth aa in Fig- As to the minimum range at which the engagement .
ure 31. is considered decided or broken off, let us arbitrarily %

4. It may be expected that, after detection and assumeit to be 150 yd. Changing this +50 yd would
identification of the quarry, the pursuit takes a not affect the result very much.

* course somewhere between the scopodromic and hal- 7. Let. us assume now that during combat the
lodromic concept. (Let us disregard the alternative of quasi-ballodromic chase continues, and the pursuer--
brachydromic interception sinve it may be contended keeps creeping up without throttling until he arrives
that its probability is very much smaller because of at a certain minimum range where he breaks off the * .. -
the greater skill required for its execution, in the engagement to avoid collision. (This assumption is

_ very much shorter combat duration and its consider- rather arbitrary. It tends to enhance the probability
ably lesser fire concentration.) In fact, the scopo- of hits from close range and acute azimuth near the
dromic technique is but a special case of ballodromic, tail. Any departure of the interceptor from these tac-

*['i nrely, with will0. tics will affect the conclusions. If he throttles down to
In reality the interceptor will at first have to stick the same speed as his quarry, he can extend the dura-

close to the scopodrome until lie gets close enough to tion of any range convenient to him at will, but this F
determine the relative motion of the quarry accur- will only crowd the probabilities of hits more closely
ately. J)uring the passage through the region of high around the tail a = 0.) it
load factor, even if he wanted to open fire already, he 8. The accuracy of aiming the airplane by the gun- I -
would have to allow for his high angle of attack, sight at a distant target undoubtedly depends some-
which puts him between the scopodrome and the

'FrdiaiseStin,6.The calculation im explained ii, Section A.8.6 for scopo-
° P For derivation see Seetion A.8.6. dromic approach.
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FiGURE 31. Azimuthal distribution of encounter probability at any range r, in terms of the detection range r.

what on the size of the target as it stands out against get, large errors will be introduced whenever a large
its background, but sufficient information is not lead angle is required. However, even where the sight
available to express this influence in mathematical is equipped with a lead corrector to bring the cross- ,

terms. Therefore it will have to be left implied in a hair back on the target, the range and turning rate or
generous assumption of the influence of range upon the target speed and aspect have to be first deter-
scatter to be introduced separately. mined and then cammed into the sight. At best this

A transient surge of acceleration (load factor) has a introduces guessing errors which increase with range
very pronounced influence on aiming accuracy inso- and with the sine of the azimuth. Again it is difficult
far as it impairs the steadiness of the pilot-gunner's to assign definite probability values to these errors :t
head position and his precise coordination. It must beyond stating that they cause the average scatter
broaden the scatter pattern in the direction of the re- area to increase with a. Practical experience may %'%*

sultant inertia force, perhaps somewhat in proportion eventually be accumulated and applied to arrive at
to the excess of the load factor over unity. a more rational choice for this coefficient. Reference

The banked attitude of the airplane causes the si made to item 13.
trajectory correction of a conventional fixed gunsight 10. The number and the firing speed of the guns de- ,
to be in the wrong plane. The error due to this in- termine the density of the fire but they will have no
fluence would tend to increase approximately in pro- influence upon the relative probability of hits being
portion to the square of the range and the sine of the attained from any one quarter, although they do have
banking angle. Not enough information is on hand to an influence upon the seriousness of transient com-
assign a definite value to the proportionality factor. bat phases, such as those discussed in the section on
As a compromise it may perhaps be arbitrarily as- brachydromic passage.
sumed that the last two errors combined will tend to 11. While the desire to conserve ammunition will
double the scatter pattern at 3g and treble it at 5g. prompt the interceptor to hold his fire as long as the

9. If the gunsight of the interceptor is fixed so that defense of the bomber permits him, it may be as-
he has to make allowance for leading his target by ps- sined, (a) for simplicity's sake and (b) in order to
timate and keep his crosehair way ahead of the tar- stay on the conservative side for the bomber, that
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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS OF EFFECTIVENESS OF FIRE 331

the firing is done continuously (or at regular uniform approach. At any given azimuth, these chances are
burst intervals) from a certain long firing range r. to a governed by the influences of range, target aspect, -.

certain short firing range r,. In reality, the tendency lead required, azimuth, bank and load factor, the
to fire more or longer bursts at shorter range would ballistic air velocity on bullet impact, and armor. It
favor the acute tail azimuths. may be justified to make the same assumptions as

12. To arrive at any definite probability values, the outlined in Section A.8.2 except that the interceptor
primary scatter function which is characteristio for is likely to be a smaller target, say 400 to 500 sq ft.
the gun and its installation would have to be known But this may be approximately offset by the fact
for various conditions. that a flexible gun of the bomber can fire at appreei- .,- .:..

13. The size of the vital area is assumed to be ap- able azimuth, with negative lead correction fully cor-
proximately 700 sq ft, which comprises either the cen- rected for by a simple mechanically compensated -
tral part of the fuselage in lateral aspect or the four sight like the French Alkan sight; this correction is
engines and the fuel tanks in rear aspect. Neglecting accurate enough for the assumed bomber's high .
the variation of the vital area with azimuth helps a speed V, whereas the additional forward lead to be
great deal to simplify the problem. This simplifica- guessed to allow for the pursuer's cross-field velocity
tion is, however, rather arbitrary, especially if it also component is only a negligible fraction of that re-
neglects the difference in compactness of the vital quired by the interceptor's gun. As to the ballistic
area. In rear aspect the height of the vital area is advantage of the bomber, let us assume that it is a -
smaller and its span larger than in lateral aspect. stand-off against the interceptor's protected fuel
This works in a way to compensate for the variation tanks.
of errors in trajectory drop-errors which are most The decisive difference between the two craft then,"..-..
serious at the longer ranges which are more likely to remains the presence of the load factor on the pur-
be associated with large azimuths. It is proposed, for suer and its absence on the bomber. A quantitative
simplicity's sake until more accurate knowledge is appraisal of relative chances of the two combatants
gained, to offset this aspect influence against the therefore depends largely on the assumption made in .
influenceof imperfect leading described in paragraph 9. item 8 and on their relative fire power (number of

14. For the present purpose, let us disregard the guns in action). -. ":2"
possible influence of defense fire from the bombers
upon the attacker. One may later attempt to ap- .6 Probability of any Azimuthal Position "
praise the relative chances of the two craft.

15. Let us merely assume that cooperation between The probability of arriving at a definite fixed de-
interceptors concertedly attacking a single bomber is tection range ro at any particular detection azimuth
effective in diverting the latter's fire so that as- a0 is assumed to be proportional to the cosine of the .a."
sumption (14) is justified. angle , at which the relative flight vector of the pur-

16. Let us assume the bomber refrains from execut- suer intersects the range vector. If all course angles
ing any escape maneuvers and keeps on flying 0 of the pursuer are equally likely, the probability
straight, relying solely on his own speed to let all at- per unit sector is p., = l/2r f cos 0 do0 ; but of these
tacks eventually develop into tail chases, only the positive values of cos 0 are to be taken as

representing approaches. The negative values would

a.1.4 Examples represent recession from closer range, i.e., stepping
out of the detection range circle rather than into it;

Under these numerous and drastic assumptions, they must be disregarded. The integral of all prob- ' -
the relative probability of a hit in a vital area from abilities for all ao is therefore less than unity, mean-
any azimuth can be evaluated theoretically by com- ing that many courses Oo are misses. (See Figure 32.) S
putation and shown graphically. To express 0 in terms of 6o, observe on the speed -

It is certain, however, that under any of the as- vector diagram that V -" t = W is the relative speed -

sumptions proposed, by far the most of the serious vector of the two craft making an angle w with pur-
fire will come from acute azimuth angles near the tail. sued's path. -.-.

In the vector triangle the law of sines says a

A5.6 Interpretation e sin (w + O) = sin w

The likelihood of the interceptor's approaching to from which sin 0o .

a range of effective fire at acute azimuth in pursuit of tan w- ,
a bomber flying straight will depend on the relative-- cos 0o) .. a

chances of the attacker and the attacked to put each /

other out of combat during the earlier phases of the and € = 180 - W - ao.
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332 APPENDIX A

' - RA oA.9-2 Instrumentation LK>w,

Aircraft to be used for mock-interception studies or %

practice should be equipped with accelerometers, gun
cameras, gunsights, and airspeed meters on the dials
of which the true airspeeds desired to be held are %
suitably marked with proper density correction for

/the altitude at which the maneuvers are t o be ex-
OL• Itecuted. On the bomber, if the defense is to be sir-

00 ulated by a gun turret or flexible tail gun, some-0 means should be provided to record the gun excur-

sion, or at least its azimuth, on the gun camera film
-14 or on some separate recorder adapted to be syn- .

:' Fi 32. Speed vector diagram, chronized or otherwise tied in with the gun camera.
Fi~um 32 Sped vctordiagam.In planning the various maneuvers Figure 33 will

be helpful. It shows the turning times for the comple-
In this way values of cos t were computed for 10- tion of a 180-degree nonskid horizontal turn at vari-

degree steps of course angle 0o, plotted against 0o for ous constant speeds and properly banked so as to.'V :-
each ao; their positive parts were then planimetered. attain and hold certain g values on the accelerometer. -.

The result of this procedure is the master graph in It should be remembered that all course changes in f .
* Figure 31 labeled "detection range." mock maneuvers must be executed with reference to ,

true compass points and not with reference to land-
marks because otherwise wind might distort the

A.9 MOCK INTERCEPTION TO SCALE maneuvers appreciably.

Interception of aircraft at ultra-high speed and al.
titude involves techniques which differ from those A.9.S Stretched Time Scale
applicable to conventional interception practice in If i m..u.oa c
many respects. It is therefore appropriate to study If, in simulating any curved approach at reduced .. ,
the new techniques not only theoretically but also speed scale, the distances between the two craft at

practically as far as possible in advance in order to be various maneuver phases of the mock combat are

prepared to use the new craft to full advantage as - -
soon as it becomes available. Any extrapolation from
lower-speed to higher-speed operation must be gov-
erned by certain scale rules lest it be misleading. By
observation of proper scale rules, however, it should

be possible to gain some insight into the practicality a
or difficulty of some of the maneuvers theoretically Cos 0

studied, into the practical validity of some of the as- -

sumptions made in the theoretical studies, and into j-'W
the chances of interception combat in the various ['<

* maneuvers investigated.

Scale Rules

As a general rule, in order to maintain geometrical ,- -
similarity of the relative motion between the mock
maneuver and its prototype, the ratio between the
true airspeeds of the two craft must remain un-
changed and the speed advantage of the pursuer 11 o

must be the same percentage of his true speed in both - 5-As

cases. However, this will not always allow the load -0

factor (acceleration) to remain the same in corre- ..... -1 . --

sponding phases of those maneuvers which involve 0 toto 30

turning in any plane; only in straight-flight intercep- I TIME FOR ISO* TURN aCO-s

tion like the brachydromic passage do no load factor FCGIT .L3,. Turninr times for completion of horizontal

problems arise. turns.
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MOCK INTERCEPTION TO SCALE 333 h_"-C. r,

-

correctly reproduced, the problems of target recog- in order to complete it in a definite time (say 17 .see).
nition, range determination, and aiming accuracy He then proceeds straight and level at the same orig- -
may appear in "full size" hut the time available for inal altitude and speed in the opposite direction .. -

the planning and execution of the maneuver is (course 180 degrees). The pursuer also turns at the
stretched in inverse proportion to the speed redue- same rate, either after the same lapse of time since
tion, and the severity and precision of the accom- the break-away or after a shorter or longer period ac- '- - 04

panying banking operation are much reduced, ac- cording to a prearranged schedule; he turns in the
cording to Figure 33. opposite sense (say to the left) to maintain sym-

For instance, in practicing scopodromie or ballo- metry. He may not have to complete a 180-degree , I. .
dromic approaches of various parameters, i.e., from turn but picks up his target, boosts his speed to the
various abeam distances rr and also from various ini- desired speed advantage, and heads for his quarry. If , _ .
tial azimuths c0 while at a given initial range r0, say
at speeds r = 333 mph pursuit vs 300 mph bomber, ISo' TURN IN T SEC AT 2.5 6 -. ,

to simulate 500 and 450 mph respectively, at a speed
scale of 2:3, each mock maneuver will take ' as 30 SEC
long as the real one, and a load factor corresponding -
to 3 .42 g will represent 5g in the real case T

A.. S,
Reduced Range Scale

It would also be interesting to study or interpret SOL,
such maneuvers on the basis of time available rather
than of correct distance. This simply amounts to in-wt - .... - -

terpreting a mock approach to represent a real one
from 2 the distance at. every azimuth. Then the C.

target will appear times too large at every phase
but the load factors (q) and the banking are correctly
represented, and a vivid picture of the difficulty of
performing the maneuver and aiming during the 27 30 33 SEC
anked phases is conveyed.0-

Practice Maneuver Pattern

for Curved Approach

In executing specified mock approaches from defi- t"
nite ranges, it may be difficult to determine these '"
ranges in flight. Post mortem evaluation can prob- r
ably be reconstructed from the gun camera records.
Besides. the following procedlure may he helpful in
planning the mock flights somewhat as depicted in
Figure 34.

First fly the two craft in close formation at a cer- FxuuuzE 34. Practice maneuvers (S - scopodronic,
tain (say 0 degrees) compass course to check their Ba = ballodromic, Br = brachydromie).

airspeed meters against each other. Then agree by
radio on the speeds to be maintained during ma- he turned simultaneously with the bomber, then he
neuvers. Upon a definite signal the pursuer turn.; 90 can sweep into a scopodrome after completing but
degrees off the course (say to the right, course 90 135 degrees of a turn (to course 315 degrees), and he
degrees). The bomber flies straight on for a prear- will begin the approach at 135 degrees bomber's azi-
ranged number of seconds (say 30) and then corn- muth. The later the pursuer turns, the greater is the
pletes a 18( degree right tu n carefully to maintain a parameter rr of the ensuing pursuit curve. If the pur-
definite average load factor (say 2.5) during the turn suer waits to begin the turn after twice the time the

bomber flew away before he started his, then the dis- .
La(d favtors in horizontal turns are not exNictly proper- tance traveled straight by the pursuer is approxi-

ionel to thlie seed r~aio t: I, but mately rr. The bomber will be found dead ahead on %
141 ,,2 = Vi of2 + 1.1) (82lg + '12') course 270 degrees, and the scopodrome will be large, N-,

where IR is the turning radius, winding up in a tail chase before entering firing range. _. -
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334 APPENDIX A

The sooner the pursuer turns, the sharper and the bomber so that the latter appears at an angle off your
more vicious the critical phase of the approach ma- bow slightly less than that at which you would esti-
neuvers becones. mate your ship appears off his how; if you find the :. - -

It must be noted that the banking maneuver dif- course where this "lead" or relative crab angle does
fers in character for different speled ratios. If the pur- not change while you fly straight, it will lead to colli-
suer has an ample speed advantage, then the phase sion (for safety's sake the pursuer may fly at at
of steepest banking occurs very late, while already slightly higher level than the bomber); during the ap- ". "
close to the quarry's tail. If he flies twice as fast as proach, correct your course slightly, so that the tar-
the bomber, the pursuer has to bank more and more get seems to creep up slowly to smaller and smaller
as he approaches collision. However, if the speed ad- lead angles and finally passes (lead ahead at short
vantage is but a small fraction of either craft's speed, range, all while bath ships fly straight.
then the pursuer has to "unbank" again, viz., begin As an aid in executing practice maneuvers of this
leveling off at a certain position in the chase. As the sort, the two cooperating pilots may again start out
speed advantage diminishes, the critical phase of flying in formation; then on a signal the pursuit r
steepest banking approaches the position where the breaks out at right angles and they both fly straight
pursuer passes 0) degrees off the pursued's tail. For a for a predetermined number of seconds (or until they
speed ratio 10:9 this critical azimuth is about 56 signal each other by radio). Now both make a 180-
degrees. As soon as the pursuer passes this azimuth, degree turn in opposite sense and so that they head
lie has to give counter aileron and begin to unbank, for interception near the original parting point, as
even faster than at the rate he banked before. Other- depicted in Figure 34. Thus, only slight course cor-
wise he overshoots. rection (toward the bomber) will be necessary for

the interceptor to properly "miss" the bomber and to
A.. Practice Maneuver Pattern let him fly past ahead, while getting in a "burst" dur-

for Straight Passage ing the passage.

In simulating brachydromic passages, again either AS.7 Escape Turns
the ranges can be considered full scale and the time
stretched as in a slow motion picture or else the time Maneuvers involving escape turns on the part of -
lapse can be reproduced correctly by reference to pro- the bomber may be practiced either under exactly
portionally closer range phases. In practicing brachy- the same time stretch and acceleration-reduction r
dromie passages, the trick for the pursuer to learn consideration or else under the same range scale equals .
consists of the following maneuver. Aim ahead of the speed-scale condition as outlined in Section A.9.4. -

0

7tt
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Appendix B

LATERAL STABILITY OF HOMING GLIDE BOMBS

WITH APPLICATION TO NAVY SWOD MARK 7 AND MARK 9

BAt LATERAL STABILITY EQUATIONS center of gravity. Let us define the following quan- ?.
titles: ''

The motion of a glider in flight is determined by '
two factors: the aerodynamic forces and moments q r==age, fewerl lgtpt n oiotlI1

due to the reaction of the air on various parts of the nse f
glider, and the forces and moments due to gravity. 3 = anglardslcmnofaeos
The- resultant of the gravitational forces may be rep- as.r,,vaee.
resented tbv a force equal to the -weight of the glider W=wih fgiei.-.."\:
acting vertically downward through the center of V = velcit malsong Xis:,..
gravity. The resultant of the aerodynamic reaction Vy = velocity inal eton idsli velocity)
is conveniently represented by three mutually per- v=are~iy ,i -ieto sdsi eoiy -
pendicular forces acting through the center of gravity pb = irnspinrty

S = wingsare
and three moments acting about these three mutu- b=wng s
ally perpendicular axes which meet at the center of Yfioreaong-as(ltrlfre

gravity . In general, a glider has a plane of sym - L = m o e t a ut X - is , r:n m m n ); " %. "

metry which in normal steady flight includes the N=mmn bu -xs(aigmmn)d=:-

direc'tion of motion. For convenience, we will choose N=moetautZxi(ywnmmn) 49

axes as follows: the X-axis is taken in the plane of p - = rate of roll..,-.,,
symmetry in the direction of the relative wind dur- ';+¢

ing the steady-flight condition, the Y-axis perpendic- r = - rate of yaw : +:
ular to the plane of symmetry, and the Z-axis in the dt

p -'an ofsymetr ad ¢,v ,. , me'arto he -axs. A -- moment of inertia of glider about X-axis . .

RoainaotteX, Y-, and Z-axes are denoted C = moment of inertia of glider about Z-axis. -. %:,

by the angles q , 0, and ik respectively, and angular j
rates of rotation about these axes by p, q, and r. Let us also define the following coefficients:. :

We may ordinarily consider the motion of a gliderP ritD +

a+s divided into two independent types of motion. One CL.=.-+- CD :.;
type, called longitudinal motion, includes motion
thiat does not displace the plane of symmetrv of the Cl . t
airplane, and the stability of motion in this'plane is jPSVtb I,, V-i6 ()b ..

termed longitudinal stability.' The other type of mo- C. = Y '
tion, called lateral motion, includes all components ,SI72 V -'""=..

that do displace the plane of symmetry, and the,:.[.
stability of this motion is termed lateral stability. At equilibrium, the quantities L, N, Y, p, r, .,
The longitudinal stability of homing glide bombs is and v are all equal to zero..L--
discussed in detail in reference (1), and will not be Let us now assume a small displacement from

--" considered further here, The present discussion of equilibrium and determine the equations which go% - -

-- lateral stability refers principally to gliders in which ern the motion. In order to reduce the complexity of,. ,
the aileron is the only lateral control surface, al- the problem to enable a solution to be obtained with- +""'

surfaces applies equally well to gliders equipped with assumptions are made:
both rudder and ailerons. 1. Forces and moments on lifting surfaces are

The stability characteristics of a glider are studied assumed proportional to the square of the airspeed.
from the stadpoint of the motion obtained from 2. Forces are unaffected by angular velocities and A

small displacements from a state of eqluilibrium. Un- angular accelerations, and moments by angular ac- e .
der equilibrium conditions the glider flies in a straight celerations. _
line at constant speed with the plane of symmetry 3. The glider is assumed symmnetrical, and thus .,.,
vertical-v dngs level. The resultant air rea ction lies lateral motions and longitudinal motion-, are as-,- .

in the. plane of symmetry and passes through the sumed to be independent. 7
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4. The combined effect of two or more forces or the time, and the motion will be stable. If X is corn- .

moments is assumed proportional to the algebraic plex, the motions will be oscillatory, with increasing .tr
sum of the separate components. or decreasing amplitude depending upon whether the

5. The changes in aerodynamic forces and mo- real part of X is positive or negative.
ments due to a deviation are assumed proportional to If we substitute the values of v,, 4,, and 6 given
the deviation. by equation (9) into equations (6), (7), and (8), we

6. Secondary effects involving the product of two obtain: %
small quantities are neglected.smal qanttie a negectd.(X - Y,,)v - (g cos j)o +- (XV - yf sin y)4, = 0 (10) 4A .7.'

7. The principal axes of inertia of the glider are (.j,
assumed coincident with the reference axes. -Lwv + (X2 - XL,); - XLV, - Lia = 0 (11)

The lateral equations of motion are given by: -N.1 - ,Vo + (X2 - X.N,)4 - V = 0 (12)
dv vd44' ':.

in + mV-# Here we have three equations involving four vari-
= Y ± gi csi sn 2 ables, since so far we have made no mention of the L .

- +tv +mg sin Cos -Y + g sin , sin 3y (2) variation of A with the time. -

d2@ OL OL aL at
A d1 -v + --p r+ ± ---a (3)

.O STABILITY

ay r +N a a (4) WITH FIXED CONTROL SURFACESdt = .r v + -- p + r + 6-6 4 .,:.

dil ac aa
If we assume fixed control surfaces, we set a equalLet us define the following quantities: to zero, and we have three equations in three vari- -

1 OL 1 ON' ables. To determine what values of X satisfy the j %' ,
SA Op N = - above equations, it is necessary to determine only .

1 OL , 1 ON what values of X make the following determinant
_--C r vanish.

I OIL 1 ON X-1, -geo0s y xv - gsiny
L. N. (5) X2 -xL, -XL, = 0 (13)

I aL 1 aN -N. -xNP X 2 -XN,

A7 -- - N4  C 8 -Solving the above determinant, we obtain the fol-
1 a Yy 1 OY lowing equation for X:

X5 + (-N, - L, - Y.)X"
Remembering that p and 4, are assumed to be 4- (L,, - LN, + LY,, + N,Y, + VN.) 3

small quantities, equations (2 , (3), and (4) become: + (-L,NY,+LNY, - Lgcos 7 -- Ng sin -y

dr ld4 + VLrN, - VLV)X 2 + (LN,tj cos y

di = - ' + Y,v + (9 cos -)# + (y sin )4' (6) -- L,N,g cos -y - LrN LI sin y

d 2 do + d + LNg sin y)X = 0 (14.)

v+L 4 + L, +L.dt"L dtrL dt (7) This equation may be written in the form:

424 d4 V±r+ BXa ( AX 0 +B++? X+D X +EX+F - 0 (15)dj-2= NrV + NGjo + N,-dt- + NsS (8) .. "

= N~v+ where

Let us assume that r, ,, 4', and 6 vary with time A = 1
according to laws of the form: " -' -B --L, - NI - Y. ...-

v = = (3 LpV, - LN, + Y(L, + N,) + V, --

4' 40 6 = 50C (9) D = (L,N - Lp.V,)Y, - Lj cos -3)
-Nrg sin ; + V(L,N, - LrW,)and determine what values of X will satisfy the above E = (LoNr - L,-V)g cos -j + (LN, " pv"(6

equations. The stability of the various motions will - L,.VPg sin 7Y ---
be determined by the nature of the values of X that p = o
satisfy these equations. If X is positive, small dis-
placements in these quantities will continuously in- The determination of the values of A which satisfy r.
crease with time, and the motion will be unstable. If equation (15) depends in general upon the solution of L f."
A is negative, small displacements will decrease with a fifth-degree equation. Since in this ease, one root is
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Wttro, t rtiltict- to a fou'th-dtegre eq uatiol. The With thtese l)proxiilntionIs, ) is give) by:
v'ales of tle allove quantities for i c,, 'en l ionl type
glider are such that the rotsof eqiat ion (15) atione X1 = r
pair of conjugate complex roots, two 1iwl l11i roots, f1 si 0, Ni
Mil, of course, one zero root. fit general, th ' I =_ ,+ -.
parts of all the roots will lie negative, corresponinhg I \I,..sV, -,.\' "
to a stable condition, ifi all e(,fllieients are positive (V + , + 1. (22)
anl Rouths' discriminant (BCD - D - BFE) is . = *V + }' +

Let us now invtstigate which are the important + V, - Y- +
terms in the equation in X atid thus show how the I
nature of the solutions depends upon the values of X" = 0
the aerodynantic ctfficients involved. In C, the
quantity I-N, is large compared with the other terms ['bus. P'.0, Iald (, e.in be represented ly equations

prtsent, and in 1) the quantity -(L..N - L,.V,) is of the form
large compared with other terms. Let us, then, for t L,N
the present, neglect the other quantities involved in , , exp LP -- 'i
these terms, and let C and D1) he given a.s follows: C ,' o",,N I.,, ]

- C = I'., D = I.V L :,.,. (17) + C-2 exp V -\I, -IL.,NV,. +  V7

In general, C and D will he large compared with B + Cj exp " N, + Y, + (23)
and E. Let us assume then that we may approxi-
mately reduce equation (15) to the following form:

[x2±(n~Co X,~][+~ [±~xo +~ + Y,~ + "'l+ C4]

where C, C2, C3, C4, and C5 are arbitrary constants
Multiplying, w obtain: which have values depending upon which of the

+ E)X+ [C + _ ) + BE] quantitics v, 0, and i is being represented and the
X + B + (B +.+ - C - particular boundary conditions for that quantity and

where cxp R
+ D+ C + D B _ D) + EX= 0 (19) In general, the first term in equation (23) repre-+ sents a; rapid subsidence, whose rate is a function

mainly of L, the roll damping term. This is the most
Tius, in order that equation (15) may be approxi- important term in roll motion.

mately represented by an equation of forni (18), the The second term is a slow subsidence or diver-
f,,llowing relations must hohl: gence, whose rate depends primarily upon the magni-

BE + tude of L.N, compared with L,N., and upon the glide
B>>D .E C>> 1- B + 1) >> - (20) ahgle y. This term determines the spiral stability1) C I )characteristics of the glider; if the exponent is neg-

In general, the values of the aerodynamic coefli- ative, the glider is spirally stable; if positive, spirallyifntiS for normal vliht conditions of aircraft type unstable. In general, L,.N, is larger than L,., and
mibsiles are sutch that these conditions are satisfied, spiral stability is obtained, although the stability is

Inswrting the values of B, C, D, and E in equation alw.ays small. As seen from the second term of equa-
(18) and assuming the approximate values of C an(i fion (23), spiral stahility is increased greatly at steep

!) given by equation (17), we obtain: angles of descent (sin 'Y -+- - I).
/, The third term represents an oscillation whose

[1-vp) + ;,,V period is determined largely by the term VN,, and is
+ - Yr - / + given approximately by 7' = 2r/N/V . As is to be

(xpeete(l, this period depends mainly on N,., the yaw-

- C01 ' - ing moment (111 to sidleslip, and the dlamping depends+ .- ' -, ~mainly on the term N,, the yawing moment due to
rate of yaw. These are the main terms in the yaw

N0motion. The constant C occurs because of the fact
(21 -- that. in a nonhoming missile, the zero point for meas-
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338 APPENDIX B 1w'.
uring angle of yaw is arbitrary; there is no preferred the lateral force coefficient. The values of the damp-
direction in space. ing terms

aC C C and C,
D. STABILITY OF SWOD MARK 12 ',, )' a r, (_pb , n ( rb,

AND MARK 13 AIR STABILIZERS 2V Y 2 2 ) r

The following is a table of values of the lateral co- are estimated by the methods described in
' eflicients applicable to the SWOD gliders: references (3) and (4) and should be considered as

Mark 12 Mark 13 only very approximate.
Mark 12Let us substitute the above values into the stabil-

It' (Ibs) 900 1500 ity equations for a typical condition of flight of Mark
S (s@ ft) 18.3 24.4 13, with fixed controls in pitch. Assume C, = 0.3,
b (ft) 8.4 10 which corresponds approximately to an average posi-
A (11) sec2 ft) 23 45 tion of the elevons of 10 degrees up from neutral. At
C (lb see2 ft) 75 200 equilibrium this gives a velocity of flight at sea level

act of V 415 fps.
-0.3 Under this condition of flight, the following quan-

-'.Qy) tities have the values listed below:

___ =- 0.2( V =4 lfps

r' ly = - 12.5 degrees
:: OCt L - C pV =-4.0 see- '

C1 =-0.17 b A 4.sr

S-0 0 3 cL L - aCt jpSVb2  +0.8 Nec-,

17a(_i+ A

r = 0.2 , A pSVb = -05W (25)
C N0 - c I pSVb=- -dc - = 0 -11( b

aC, ac IC pSVbl
-0.6 Ir = b p = -0.6 .9c

- 1

The values of IV, S, b, A, and C are measured
values determined at the National Bureau of Stand- N c, jpSVb = +0.1 ft - se -'
ards. The values of OCj/O0, aC,/aO, aC1ag given in C"
the table were obtained from a wind-tunnel test at = aUY. ThW -. 18sr
the California Institute of Technology of an early Y o = .m

model glider somewhat similar to the Mark 12
glider. However, since there are some marked differ- Let its now substitute these values into equations
ences between this model aad the present Mark 12 (16), and thus determine the coefficients in equation
and Mark 13 gliders, these values should be consid- (15) for X. We thus obtain the following equations
"rCd as only approximate. Page 20, Table 3, of refer- for X:
ence (2), gives the following values: ) ± 4.75X ± 44.6X + 189.0k2 + 9.81k 0 (26'

."eq = 0.003 ..... 0.003 (24) X, = -4.35 X2 -- 0.053
2 o~~~0, k34 =-.72±65i X6 =0(7

and from Figure 12 of reference (2), X,4 - -0.172 ± 6.55i X6 = 0 (27)

.C X, represents a rapid subsidence which corresponds
= 0.010 to the high damping in roll. X2 is a slow subsidence

determining the combined roll and yaw spiral ma-

where C. is the crosswind force coefficient, which for tion, Xs and X4 are a pair of conjugate complex roots
small angles of yaw may be considered equal to C., which represnt a damped oscillation in yaw.
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LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM OF SWOD MARK 7 AND MARK 9 339

If we put the values of the constants in equation only a very small effect on the stability calculations '

(25) in the simplified expressions given by equation for free flight, but must be taken into account in the r2.: t$:-

(21), we obtain: case of homing flight.

(X2 Since the flight path is on the average toward the
(N -+ 4.15)(X +- 0.057)( - 0.6X - 41.5) 0 (28) target on a true homing course, the error angle as

,= -4.15, X2 = -0.057 measured by the homing device will differ from the A.

Xa., = -0.30 + 6.44i (29) error angle referred to coordinates where the X-axis
-These values are a fairly good approximation to is in the direction of the axis of roll by an amount

those given by equation (27), except foe the damping given for small angles by the following eqation:_

of the yaw oscillation. 00'-l* (30)

where 4' is the error determined by the homing de-
vice, 4' is the error angle, referred to coordinates with

B.A LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM' 4  X-axis along the roll axis, # is the angle between the %

OF SWOD MARK 7 AND MARK 9 roll axis and a line from the glider to the target, and i-
is the angle of bank. .

In the case of homing gliders, that is, the case Let a represent the angle the axis of the gyro
where the control surfaces are moved in such a way makes with the axis of roll. Let c represent the rate of k- ,
as to direct the glider toward a target, the manner in yaw in degrees per second that produces the same
which the control surfaces are caused to move in tru n tegimba r ec an angr e ofoetorque on the gimbal frame as tin angular error of one ... : ,

response to the homing signals depends upon the degree. The particular contact on the gyro which is
characteristics of the particular servomechanism clod e epends on the sign of the quantity w defined 

used. It is not possible to compute the effect of a I). , .0
general functional relation and to consider all possible d4_
specific relations which have been used as a basis for t + tan a + C(IP -/0) (31)
servomechanisms. We will consider here only the case
of the lateral control system used in SWOD Mark 7 When a is positive, that contact on the gyro wll be . %

andi Mark 9. The complete theory, taking into closed that causes the servo-control unit to move the
account the off-on link between the gyro and the ailerons differentially at a constant speed to produce
servo, time lags in the servo, time lags in the homing a rolling moment to the left; when a is negative, the

control, and the complete set of lateral stallity other contact. will be closed, causing the ailerons to
a u d move at constant speed to give a rolling moment to

it is thought that by treating these various factors the right. Thus the movement of the ailerons is al-

separately as to their effects, the discussion may be ways in such a direction as to reduce the value of w to
made clearer. zero. A hunting motion is set up, the gyro contacts

Lateral stabilization is obtained through the turn zer.tAlhunting m ni the gyroontats .

gyro, which is essentially a rate gyro equipped alternately closing and the ailerons moving alternate-
electromagnet ~ ~ "P~e col n eetialcnat . it "' ly for right and left differential.

electromagnet coils and electrical contacts. The ele- If we neglect this hunting motion, and assume that
Iromagnets are connected to apply torques to the . ,ro, we h-
gimbal frame which are proportional to the error . 7
angle in yaw as obtained by the homing device. The d + ta.. .'- 0 (2
electrical contacts are arranged on opposite sides of d t d-
the gimbal frame so that one contact or the other is I.fli-t i
(losod, (epending upon the sign of the sum of theand
torque applied by u o the gn an the tortele assume, for the moment, that equilibrium of forces

(ul to precession of the gyro wheel. Closing of a con- always exists along the iateral axis, equation (6)
tact causes the servo to move the ailerons. The gyro reduces to: -.- '

is mounted in the gli ier at an angle so as to be sensi- o =) -).t

tiv0 to l-ot rolanji + (g cos -,')o + (y sin y)4, (33)tive to both roll andeyaw. tion o.the.euation
It was assumed in the derivation of the equation In general, y is sufficiently small so that the term

d motion that t the principal axes of inertia of the involving sin y may be neglected in equation (33) -glider were coincident with the reference axes. In gen- adcs e qa ouiy qain(3 hs,--'.
ge-and cos, -y set equal to unity. Equation (33) thus

eral, this is not true, for in the case of SWOD Mark 7 becomes:
and Mark 9, the roll axis under normal equilibrium .,comes.
flight conditions is inclined to the direction of the d4' y -% (34)
relative wind bv about 3 degrees. This difference has dt V -).
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340 APPENDIX B

Substituting equation (33) and its time derivative SWOD Mark 7 and Mark 9, This gyro' is similar to K-"
in equation (32), we obtain: the turn gyro except that it. does not contain the elec- v'.

/ troinagnets, but only contacts, one or the other of "
d24, d 1 g cos ' g sin y tan a k which closes, depending upon the sense of the rate of ig"
dt2 +d tanta -V V turn. Its design and operation are described in detail

(IL± an -y)cg Cs - 0 in reference (5). This gyro is mounted in the glider .

+ 0 (35) along the average roll axis so that it will be sensitive
V tan a chiefly to the yawing motion of the glider. Rolling

If we use the simplified equation (34), which neg- motion will affect it slightly, because the axis of roll

lects terms in sin -Y and tan -y, and assume cos -y does not remain fixed for all conditions of flight.

equal to unity, we obtain: The bias gyro is connected in the circuit of the turn
gyro so that when the rate of yaw of the glider is to

d a t + 0 the ight, the right coil in the turn gyro is shunted by

d12- +dt~ \V tan %) V tan a a resistor, and when the rate of yaw is to the left, the

This equation has the following approxmate left coil in the turn gyro is shunted. The effect of the

solution: shunting current in the coils is shown in Figure 11

of reference (5). It is seen that a bias is given to the

4' = exp 2 ta signals put into the electromagnets in such a direc-
tion as to oppose the yawing motion of the glider and

S(V -- thus increases the damping of the yaw oscillations.
Cos Vt + (37) Experimentally, it has been found necessary to use

this bias gyro to obtain sufficient damping in yaw. -
This equation represents a damped oscillation in yaw. Figure 1 shows a typical flight of SWOD Mark 9.

It is seen that the damping is influenced consider- The curve labeled "Apparent Angular Horizontal

ably by the value of Oc. The effect of this quantity, in Motion of Reflector" shows that an oscillation in -,r
general, is to reduce the damping. If the line from the yaw of period of about 20 seconds is evident, but it is

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~a damin ofpeoclaioesdcesd;irt' b ioly ot eas on d ed ing evdcte byiti
glider to the target is below the roll axis (g positive), of very small amplitude.
the damping of the oscillation is decreased; if it is ovrysml hramitude dmigpeite y '

above the roll axis, the damping is increased. As has the simplified theory is not obtained is due to the

already been noted, the average value of 0 for SWOD approximations made, which, in effect, neglect the
Mark 9 is about 3 degrees. 0 occurs in the damping effects of sideslip velocity, the time lags present in
term multiplied by c, the ratio of the rate of turn of the homing signals, and the roll hunting motion in-

the gyro to the error angle. The effect of # on the volving time lags in the gyro and servo system. - i

damping is thus emphasized by a large value of c. In Let us now consider the effect of time lag in the

the case of high sensitivity homing information- homing intelligence. The homing intelligence has a '

that is, a large signal for a small error angle-the time lag which is equivalent to that produced in an b *-

damping may become negative, the oscillations be- RC circuit of time constant of approximately 0.3 see-

come undamped and increase in amplitude to a limit ond. If we assume that the homing information has a

where the homing information saturates on each lag corresponding to an RC circuit, equation (32)

oscillation, and these assumed equations no longer becomes

hold.r
Let us assume typical values of the constants in d% dk tan a ( c)

this equation. Let a = 20 degrees, 0 = 0.05, d. + (it aacexP RC J RftC

c = 0.5, and V = 415 fps. We obtain: exp t dt =0 (39)

4' = t0 exp (-0.103) cos (0.3261 ± t') (38) Combining this equation with equation (34), we K i

This shows that an oscillation in yaw should occur obtain: * -. -

with a period of about 19 seconds and damping to 1/f / d
P4 1 )d 24,

of its initial value in about 10 seconds. ± + + 4%/

Although this simplified theory predicts quite 03 G Vtan a + RC d

closely the period of the oscillation in yaw actually [c d4'

obtained in flight, the predicted damping is not ob- \R tna Rtn ]d '-t-'- -
tained, and sustained hunting of about this period )c ana -

and of an amplitude of about 4 degrees is obtained. ,' = 0 (40).- ,

a bias gyro has been added to the control systems of If R is zero, this reduces, of course, to equation (36).
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342 APPENDIX B

If we substitute the values of j9, c, a, and V used in E = (L,N, - LN.)g cos -y + (-iVo iV
equation (38), and in addition let RC = 0.3, equa- + LN,)g sin - + KLa &-cN,Y - cgVY,
tion (40) becomes: + No cos 7 - &VN, - (N, tan a)g sin -]

O4' + KN[#cLY, + cLY, - Lg cos -y
-35.- 06874+ 0.3554L= 0 (41) + gsVL, + (L, tan a)g sin y]dt 5dt2  (11

Solving, we obtain: F = KL [cNo cos - + fcNg sin e] - 'tW

+ KN,[-cL.g cos -y - fcL,,g sin Y/] (46)
+' =12 exp - 3.38t Let us now substitute values for the coefficients in 4
+ 4z exp - 0.086t cos (0.3241 ± r) (42) this equation for the typical flight conditions given

It is seen that the period of the oscillations is virtu- by equation (25). We need values for the additional
ally unchanged, but that the damping is decreased quantities La, N,, K, a, and 6. From wind-tunnel
about 20 per cent. Sideslip effects and the hunting in tests2 we may take C1, /S - 0.072, which gives r t

roll with its various time lags involved are still La = 80. We will assume for this flight condition 10 1 1
neglected. that no yaw moments are produced by the ailerons;,A

To investigate the effect of sideslip velocity, let us that is, N, - 0. Let K - 5, a = 20 degrees, and
consider the general stability equations, with an ideal # = 0.05, which are typical values. The equation for '" '*

servomechanism, where the differential of the ailer- X becomes: "
ons 6, instead of increasing or decreasing at a con- X5 + 150.4)" + 138.1X3 + 6,229x2 + 953)-
stant rate depending upon the sign of w, will actually +622=0 (47),+ 62t=0o47

This equation has the following approximate roots:

6 -Kwi- -K&4+± 4tan a+ctf0 * (431 X = - 498
r te' .Xs -- 0.225 ± 6.43i,

If we assume 5 is given by an expression of the type 45 = -0.0765 ± 0.316i (48)
61 = 6 exp (U), we may write equation (43) as Comparing this result with the free-flight results,

follows: equation (27), we see that instead of two subsidences, '

6 + K( tan a - ftb) + K(X + c)tk = 0 (44) a damped oscillation, anda zeroroot, wenowhavea
very rapid subsidence and two damped oscillations.

If this equation is combined with equations (10), The roots Na and X, represent a natural yaw oscilla-
(11), and (12), the values of X, which satisfy the four tion which is similar to that for the free-flight condi-
equations are those that make the following deter- tion and whose period and damping are mainly a
minant vanish. function of the aerodynamic constants. The roots X,.
it - 1', -gcos -y 7V - g sin, 0 and X, represent a damped oscillation whose period

L, X - XLP -XLr -La ,0 and damping depend primarily upon the constants a

- N, - X,, X, - X Vr Na and c assumed for the ideal servo system. The period

o K( tan a - c) K(X + c) 1 (45) of this oscillation is about the same and the damping
somewhat less than that obtained from equation (38),

When the above determinant is solved, an equa- in which sideslip velocity was neglected. While the-.
tion of the fifth degree ii; X wti, 55 terms is obtained, effect of sideslip is sometimes taken into account by
This may be written in the form given by equation introducing an "aerodynamic lag" in the simplified
(15) with coefficients given in the fAlowing table: equation, it is important to note that there is no evi- -.'

dence of a true aerodynamic lag when the complete
equations of motion are used.

B = N, - L, - Y, + K[N, + La tan a] By examination of the solutions of equations (36), ....

(40), or (45), it is seen that the damping in yaw
C = LpN, - LrNp + Y.,(L, + N) + VN, should increase as a decreases. If we let a = 0 in

+ KL[-N,tan a - fc + N, - Y.tan a] equation (36), we obtain:

+ KN,[L, tan a - Lp + c - Y,] 1-

+) = 1,,N+ N,) -Lg cosy tl + __ (9
N4, sin -y + V(L,N, - LpN) 1

+ KLJ [ON, + eN, + NY, tan a + flcY., Solving for 4,we obtain:
- NPY,, + VAr, tan a] + KN,[-lL, 4' = 4o exp/- Ct50)
-- ct - L.YV. tan a + LY., - cY,

VL, tan a] SECRET
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ROLL STABILIZATION SYSTEM 343

This equation shows that the yaw oscillation zero, and at i = 4t, it is equal to its value at t = 0.
should reduce to a subsidence when a = 0. However, Thus a periodic hunting in the aileron motion is ob-
if we let a = 0 in equation (46), which takes into tained of saw-toothed waveform, and with a period
account sideslip velocity effects, we obtain the fol- 4t. The aileron differential 5 as a function of the time
lowing equation for X: is shown in Figure 2.

X5 ± 4.75X4 + 22.00 + 173.7X2 + 851k": "\
+ 622 0 (51)

which has the following roots:

-.., - -4.08 2.49i '

X = +2.14 ± 5.16i (52) v, 4t7

We obtain the rapid subsidence and the damped 4
natural yaw oscillation as in the case a = 20 degrees, "
but now X4 and X5 represent a rapidly divergent oscil-
lation, and thus an unstable condition. results. At
some small value of a, the real parts of the roots X4
and X6 change from negative to positive, changing the
oscillation from a damped one to a divergent one. V.V

Fi.uRE 2. Aileron differential a as function of time.

B.5 ROLL STABILIZATION SYSTEM We may express the motion in roll between t = 0

In order to study the effects of the roll hunting and t = 2t4 by the equation:

motion on the lateral stability, a more detailed dis- d'40 4
cussion of the roll stabilization system will be given, Ld+
taking into account the off-on character of the link
between the gyros and the servo clutches, and the Solving this differential equation for p and 0, in-
time lag in the response of the servo. Let us assume eluding the initial conditions that p = pi, and
that the glider is flying straight and level, that the A = *1, at t = 0, we obtain:
hunting motion 'i roll has reached a steady-state {]condition, and that the motion is periodic. If the p t- I 1- exp(LJ) -

effects of rolling moment due to rate of yaw and LtL
rolling moments due to sideslip velocity are regu- - + x ) (
lated, equation (7) for the motion in roll becomes: - t -[1 - exp(Lt)I + p exp(Lt) (55)w

d(5 = Ld + L(3) K 2 L,

At time t equals zero, let the rate of roll p equal pi, -,P
the angle of bank ,equal 4,, and the rolling accelera- 1  exp(L)1
tion produced by the ailerons equal Ls(dA/dt)t1 . Let L- 1 --
us define K as equal to La(d/dt, and thus K becomes - P [i - exp (Lt)] +)
the acceleration in roll produced by the amount of L (56)
differential on the ailerons developed by the servo in
moving the ailerons at constant speed dS/dt for one At I = 2t, let p = m, and€ = . Then p and,
second. will be given by the following equations:. ,

At the instant t = 0, the ailerons start to move 1 exp (2L/i) (57 -

differentially with a constant speed and in such a P = - t + 7 (57) -n'.
direction as to reduce the rolling acceleration. At LL L, 1 + exp (2441
time t = t,, it is easily seen that the rolling acelera- -= + - - exp(L,,)] (58)
lion will become zero, and at t = 21, it will become K; 1 + exp
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to its value 1+ep2Li
at t = 0. At t = 26, it is assumed that the direction Since we have assumed a steady-state condition,
of motion of the ailerons reverses, so that at time the values of p and 0 at i = 2t, must be equal in

= 31,, the rolling acceleration is again reduced to magnitude and opposite in sign to their values at
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344 APPENDIX B

I = 0. Putting p, - ph and ot = -o2, we obtain equations (60) and (61) in equation (64), we obtain:
the following equations for p and 4: Kg (At)12 +

a:..
K V14 ~~t -- L,11 A1 - At ± L~ + 1  '

K tan a [ 1 (65.
( 1 + At- - 0 (65)

1 1+exp(2L,1i)-2exp(L) (59)L
1 + exp (2L.t) Solving for ti, we obtain:

KF LI' + 9 ___2

'k~p-jjjl LL,+--2 -bA m VL, an (2 ( _6)

I I ± exp (2Lti)- 2 exp(Lv)] £1L - L)
± 4+(exp60) 1 + VL, tan.( a,. .1

Let us assume that there is a time lag At between It is seen from the above equation that for values

the time the angular velocity to which the gyro is of a such that -g/(VL tana) < 1, the period of
sensitive (d#/dt + d4,/dt tan a) is reduced to zero the roll hunt is determined chiefly by the damping

and the time the ailerons reverse their motion. This acceleration in roll L, and the time lag At. The ampli-
time lag includes the time it takes for the gyro con- tude of the roll hunt from equation (60) is seen to be

tacts to reverse and the servo clutches to engage and a linear function of the period and directly proper-
reverse the direction of motion of the ailerons. If tional to the ratio of the rolling acceleration produced
reversal of the aileron motion takes place at t = 2, per second by the elevons. Thus, to keep the roll

the angular velocity to which the gyro is sensitive amplitude small, time lags in the gyro and servoe o
must reduce to zero at time t = 2t4 - At. Let the units must be kept to a minimum, sad the rate of.
values of p and 0 at this time be denoted by p3 and application of restoring moment small.

, which are given by the following equa ions: As a takes on smaller and smaller values so that
-g/(VL, tan a) becomes of the order of unity, the
denominator in equation (66) becomes very small,

P3 = -A-. -t1 + At increasing the period and amplitude of the roll hunt-
L, ing motion, until at the value of a determined by the

1 I1 -2 exp t)- ++t (2L t) equation
L 1 + exp (2L,d1 ) 9-(= + A'=1 (67)

V tan a\L, / p
0-L,) - At + (Al the denominator of equation (66) becomes ro, and

2 the hunting motion becomes unstable. ?

- 2 expL,(2t, - ) + exp (2L1,)]} Let us substitute appropriate values of L,, g, V, a,
+ 1-2 exp 1}(2 7 - (62) and At for SWOD Mark 9 and determine the result-ant values of the amplitude and period of the roll

Since, at time t = 21, - At, the angular velocity motion. Let us use the values of L, and V given by
to which the gyro is sensitive is reduced to zero, we equations (25) and, in addition, set a = 20 degrees
have the following relation: and At = 0.1 second. Substituting these values into

equation (66), we obtain ti = 0.35 second. Thus the
d k tan a G30 at 1 2 - At (6) roll hunting motion should have a period T - 4t,
d + - 1.4 seconds. The amplitude will be approximately

given by -a, which has a value of 0.095 radian or 5.4
If again we neglect the effects of sideslip velocity, we degrees. These calculated values check well with ex-
may make use of equation (34) and thus obtain the periment as is seen by referring to the curve of Figure .
following relation between p3 and 03: 1, showing the angle of roll as a function of the time

for a typical flight of SWOD Mark 9.
vita + (tan a)p. = 0 (64) From equation (67), the smallest value of a that

may be used before the motion becomes unstable is
Pecause of the high damping in roll, the terms about 3.5 degrees. This equation, however, neglects 

exp (2Lt) and exp [L(2t, - At)] are negligible corn- rolling moments due to sideslip and to rate of yaw
pared with urtity for the observed values of t, and At, which, if taken into account, have the effect of in- N

and will be neglected in what follows. Substituting creasing this minimum angle.
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B. MODEL TESTS ical model to represent equation (53) was construct-

OF LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM ed. A photograph of the model is shown in Figure 3.
It consists of a table free to rotate about a vertical

To study the effect of time lags and speed of the axis and carries the turn gyro used in the control
servo system on the roll hunting motion, a mechan- system. On the same axis is a cylinder which rotates

inside a concentric cylinder with a small separation.
The space between the cylinders is filled with oil to %,%
produce viscous damping of the motion of the table.
Since the spacing of the cylinders is small and the oil
is sufficiently viscous, the damping force is quite ac-
curately proportional to the first power of the angular
velocity of the table. A cord is wound around the -".
shaft which supports the table, and each end is con-
nected to a spring. The other ends of the springs are
connected by cords around pulleys to the servo arms.
Thus, if the small spring displacement caused by the
motion of the table is neglected, the torque applied to
the table will be proportional to the displacement of
the servo arms and to the constants of the springs.
If the ratio of the torque applied per radian displace-
ment of the servo to the moment of inertia of the

FmOU 3. Mechanical model to represent equation table is made equal to the value of L, for the missile, r . d

S= f + L5. and the ratio of the damping torque to the moment of
-dt 4 d inertia of the table is made equal to the value of L,

Contact spacing-wide, servo speed-normal Contact spacing-close, servo speed-O.7X normal

Contact spacing-moee, ser v sped-nrmal Contact spacing - close, servo seed- 1.normal

Fjuuns 4. Roll simulator records showing effects of gyro contact spacing and servomnotor speed on amplitude of roll
hunting motion. Sawtoothed type curves represent differential motion of elevens; sinusoidal type curves, angular motion
of table; and broken line.s, operation of right and left servo clutches, respectively. Film speed is approximnately 1 inch per
seond.
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346 APPENDIX B

for the missile, the motion of the table will be gov- under test. Electrical circuits were arranged so that a
erned by equation (53). If the turn gyro mounted on torque was applied about the roll axis proportional to -.
the table is connected to the servo, as in the missile, a the differential displacement of the ailerons and to
hunting motion will be set lip, simulating the roll the rate of roll, with proper constants of proportion-
hunting motion of the glider. Some records obtained ality so that the motion in roll would be represented
with the model are shown in Figure 4; they were by equation (53). The platform was driven in rota-
taken to study the effect of time lag in the system and tion about a vertical axis at an angular velocity pro-
rate of movement of ailerons on the amplitude of the portional to the angular displacement about the hori-

zontal or roll axis, and the constant adjusted so that N

4 i__
U5,#03" R •50000

"'Q-,5* C'.,6 R, - 000

-' rM-101 .o 4.5- R-500-

1 -- _ - .. . .,-0.0-

-~~~~ a.i ~ ' t5000

M-20 RR5000

_______ 0_,t0" _ " 
* 

_-_000 ,

k- SECs M-k0- f.00 R 500

e-S~~ SIEC """

FiuUHE 5. Series of runs in which angle of rvro is FI.

varied from 2.5 to 20 degr s FwtH 6. &-ries of runs in which angle ko is variedt

- roll hunt. The results are in accord with the theoreti- its motion would be represented by equation (34).

cal treatment above. All effects due to sideslip and the cross derivatives L,
The Servomechanisms Laboratory of the Massa- and N, were neglected.

chusetts Institute of Technology, in connection with The turn and bias gyros and antenna system used

the development of an alternative control system for in SWOD Mark 7 were mounted on the platform and

SWOD Mark 7 and Mark 9, constructed a device to a beacon for homing signals placed at a distance from

* simulate the roll and yaw motions of a glider. A plat- the platform. Ine system was operated so that the
form was arranged so as to be free to rotate about a lateral motions of the glider in flight would be simu-

horizontal axis (representing roll motion) and to be lated. Records obtained of the angle of bank € and

driven in rotation about a vertical axis. A torque the angle of yaw .of the platform as a function of the
motor and generator were connected to the roll axis, time for various adjustments of the control system,

and synchros were attached to the arms of the serve are shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. In all records
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MODEL TESTS OF LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM 347

shown, the platform was initially set 5 degrees off the
axis of homing. The vertical scale for 4 is four times
that for 4$.U.

Figure 5 shows a series of runs in which the angle
of the gyro is varied from 2.5 to 20 degrees. For 2.5 -
degrees the motion is unstable, as predicted by the ... 2500

roll stabilization theory in Section B.5, the platform
hitting its limit stops during the test. The value of 15
degrees, found to be most satisfactory from flight t- ,^^-.-
tests, is somewhat larger than the best result from
the model tests, the difference being due to the terms
neglected in the equation governing the model tests. R - -5000

Figure 6 shows a series of runs in which the angle

designated as o, the minimum error angle that pro-
duces saturation of the differential amplifier which L-,n

feeds into the turn gyro coils, is varied. This, in
effect, is the same as varying the value of c, the rate
of yaw in degrees per second that produces the same
torque on the gimbal frame of the gyro as an angular a-ice t. 6- N o0-000

error of 1 degree. The value Vn = 6 degrees was
found most suitable from flight tests, and this value
i- seen to be satisfactory by this model test.

Figure 7 shows the effect of the bias gyro on the
used (R = cc ), sustained oscillations in yaw are oh- -'

tained both in flight tests and in the model test. The ai 6 0- . R .4

most suitable value for the biasing resistor deter- -

mined from both flight tests and model tests wag Ft is 7. Effect of bias gyro on damping of yaw
found to be about 5,000 ohms. oscillations.

77-_
%%
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Appendix C .

INFRARED RADIATION L---

AND ITS APPLICATION TO HOMING MISSILES

cA INTRODUCTION ent frequencies changes with altered temperatures.
In Figure 1 is plotted the radiant energy as a function

Target-seeking devices based upon infrared radi- of its wavelength for several different temperatures. v -
ation are rendered unique by two factors. First, an This shows graphically the reason for our particular

object at any temperature different from its sur- interest in using the far infrared for heat detection.

roundings radiates heat differentially. Second, this It will he seen that the temperature must rise to

differential radiation can be detected in the dark about 500 C (932 F) before there is any appreciable

without revealing the observer, as occurs, for exam- radiation appearing at wavelengths visible to the.

pie, when using radar. The term "infrared" has been eye. Nevertheless, at any temperature above abso-

used to include all electromagnetic waves between a lute zero, any object is continuously radiating heat

wavelength of 7,000 A (= .7 = 7 X 10 - 1 cm) and energy. Furthermore, for many military targets

3,000,000 A (= 300 , - 0.03 cm). Wavelengths whose temperatures will be slightly above that of

greater than this are most satisfactorily produced by their surroundings, the peaks of the radiation curves

electrical means. occur within the wavelength band designated in Fig-

In accordance with well-known laws, the total ure I as the "water vapor window." The atmosphere

amount of energy radiated by any object varies with is transparent to radiation of these wavelengths,

the fourth power of its absolute temperature, and the while on either side are large areas within which ab-

distribution of the radiated energy among the differ- sorption by atmospheric carbon dioxide and water

ULTRAVIOLET VISIBLE NEAR INFRAREDv d-FAR INFRARED-Po

PHOTOELECTRIC AND "HgAT" REGION

PHOTOCHEMICAL; I REGION

I0

*%

: ] -WATER VAPOR_

0

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.7 1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 15 20 40 100

WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS .',..-

FIGUVRE 1. Black-body radiation. :
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 349.

vapor is complete. This transmitted radiant energ' and ozone have strong absorption bands, and various .b

may be detected by appropriate devices other than atmospheric colloidal particles-smoke, dust, clouds.
the eve. The fact that such devices can be made of etc.-cause considerable attenuation.
phenomenal sensitivity has led both scientists and
gadgeteers to pursue intensive work in this field, c.i Energy Loss
This in turn has resulted in many hundreds of pro- Due to Tiny Suspended Particles
posed, and a few successful, devices.

Devices for detecting an object by infrared radi- Any solid or liquid particles in the atmosphere may
ation may be sharply classified into two groups: attenuate incident radiation by two distinct proc-
those utilizing the far and those dependent upon the eses. The first is by absorption of the radiant energy
near infrared. Partly by nature and partly by defini- within the particle, which in general will result in its
tion, the two classes have the following character- reradiation at a longer wavelength corresponding to
istics: the black-body temperature of the particles. The see-

ond is by a change in the direction of the incident -
Far Infrared Near Infrared radiation due to diffraction, reflection, and refrac-

1. "Far infrared," as used 1. "Near infrared," as used tion, or to any one of these. Such change in direction
in this report refers to heat ra- in this report, refers to the after contact with many particles is considerable, and -
diations of wavelengths longer wavelength band between the virtually no radiation is transmitted. Only when the
than 2.5 ,a. However, because visible and 2.5 u. particle size is small with respect to wavelength, as is p-of atmospheric absorption,
operations are restricted to the case in very faint haze, do the dispersing phenom-
the band between 8.5 and ena become substantially less effective. When the
S3.. particle size is very small, attenuation may be due

2. Far infrared devices usu- 2. Most near infrared de- only to scattering. In such cases, as is well known, the
ally depend upon the heat vices require the use of a spe- scattering may be considerably less for the longer

* energy radiated by all objects cial qource of radiation di- waves.
- ratber than upon the use of rected over a path of some There are essentially two types of atmospheric

- special sources. Reflection is kind to the receiver. For de- particles-solids and liquids.
of minor importance. Most tection problems, reflected Smoke, Dust, etc. Solid particles are nearly opaque

" solis( and liquids radiate ap- radiation is frequently used.
proximately as "black bodies" With only a few exceptions, to visible and infrared radiation; hence, attenuation
at these wavelengths, so that when a natural source is hot by large particles is due simply to reflection and ab- 6

the contrast for any detection enough to emit much energy sorption. For particles small with respect to wave-
problem is primarily deter- in the near infrared, it is hot length, attenuation is chiefly by scattering. The re- .

% mined by temperature dif- enough to emit some in the sulting use of near infrared ix aerial photography for
ferences. visible at the same time. penetration of atmospheric haze is common knowl-

3. Most solids and liquids 3. The optical system may edge.
absorb completely all radia- be handled by the same gen- The penetration of smoke screens is another appli- "
tion not reflected at their sur- eral methods as for visible cation for infrared which has received some consider-
faces, so that very few ma- light. Certain selective absorp- ation. A limited number of field and laboratory tests
terials may he used as lenses tions and reflections create
and windows. Changes in di- some of the special uses for on smoke penetration have been made.' These indi-
rection must usually be ac- near infrared devices. cate that there is good penetration by the far infrared r-?
complished by reflection, in some cases and by the near in a very fev eases, '"

4. Photoelectric and photo- 4. The most sensitive arid depending on the type of smoke used. In general, the
• chemical receivers cannot be rapid receivers in this range size of the smoke particles tends to increase with4

iused. The basis of operation are photoelectric and photo- time aftc, original production of the smoke, so that
depends on the absorption of chemical devices, penetration, particularly in the near infrared, de-
radiant energy as heat., creases eventually to useless values. Attenuation by

other opaque particles. such as dust, is also a matter
C.2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS of particle size and presents a similar special problem

in each case considered.
Many of the problems met in infrared research are, Water Droplets. A considerable study, by both ex-

of course, common to both the above categories. In perimentationi.2 and theory3 has been made of infra-
this classification falls the matter of attenuation over red fog and cloud penetration. The evidence at first
long paths in the atmosphere. The principal constitu- seems conflicting. However, if the question of particle
ents of the atmosphere, nitrogen and oxygen, have no size is correctly understood, the results ere eonclu-
absorption bands of any importance to this discus- sive, This quantity is difficult to measure, particular-
sion. tn the oiher handwater vapor, carbon dioxide, ly when the density of a fog or haze is go low that the
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350 APPENDIX C

visibility may be several miles. However, transmis - a path a few hundred yards long near the surface of
sion for several wavelength bands and the distribu- the earth, is large enough so that absorption may be
tion of water particle sizes have been measured simul- considered complete at certain wazvelengths for such or
taneously in a series of experiments. 4 The longest longer paths.
wavelength band used included the 8.5- to 13-,u water Carbon Dioxide. This gas is present to an extent of
vapor window. Something of the order of one hun- but 0.03 to 0.04 per cent, but this is sufficient to cause
dred observations were made in several different nat- sharp absorption at several wavelengths in the infra-

ural fogs and clouds. In no instance was any differ- red.
4 ence in transmission observed between the visible Ozone. Substantial quantities of ozone in the strato-

and the infrared. All this information indicates con- sphere limit the infrared and the ultraviolet solar

elusively that reflection, refraction, absorption, etc., radiation received at the earth's surface. Below

are sufficient at all useful wavelengths to restrict the 20,000 ft, however, ozone is negligible.
transmission in most fogs and clouds to ranges little, Absorption by water vapor and carbon dioxide in

if any, greater than for visible light. Use of the infra- the atmosphere generally limits the use of infrared to
red beyond 15 Y is not helpful, as water vapor ab- two broad bands in the spectrum, one extending from

sorbs strongly at longer wavelengths, and energy the visible to about 4 1A and the other from 8.5 to
levels are low. 13 M. The former covers the near infrared, plus a por-

When the particle size is small with respect to tion of the far infrared which does not seem particu-

wavelength, the problem is the same as for dust, larly useful for military purposes. The temperatures of

smoke, or any other small particles. Apparently, haze sources whose radiation peaks are between 2.5 and

and fog particles often are less than 1 in size when 4 p (see Figure 1) range from about 500 C to 1,000 C.
the visibilities are a mile or more. In such a haze Such sources seem to be uncommon, and where they

infrared might have appreciably increased range over do occur they are easily shielded. Furthermore, those
the visible. Some dense fogs and clouds may have a in the higher part of this range radiate sufficiently in

sufficiently high percentage of small droplets so that the near infrared to be detected by the more sensitive
"a small increase in range for the infrared might be photoelectric receivers. As is indicated in Figure 1,

observable through them, also, and some fogs may increasing the temperature of a black body increases

contain a large amount of smoke. However, it is un- the intensity of radiated energy at all wavelengths at

usual to find a cloud in which more than 50 per cent which there is any emission, not just at the wave-

of the particles are smaller than 10 p in diameter or a length of the peak.
sea fog in which many are smallei than 20 i.' In most Water vapor shows strong absorption between 13
clouds and fogs the infrared is attenuated as much as and 20 p, and beyond 20 p it renders the atmosphere
the visible. virtually opaque to infrared radiation. In general,

Mist and raindrops (also snowflakes) are, of course, therefore, the nature of the sources, existing receiv-

considerably larger than any of the above, and no ers, and atmospheric absorption confine the work to

reliable observations in the infrared indicate any im- the near infrared (0.7 to 2.5 A) or to the 8.5- to 1-1s
provement over visible light when such large parti- water vapor window.
cles only are in the optical path. As wii11 be seen from Figure 2, this limitation is not

% Certain experimental results obtained under spe- particularly unfortunate. Here is shown the per cent
cl conditions, and some theoretical work based on transmission at various wavelengths through an at-

rather doubtful assumptions, indicate some improve- mospheric path containing water vapor and carbon
ment in transmission in the infrared. This work dioxide. On the same wavelength scale are super-

accounts for the common misunderstanding concern- posed the curves for black-body radiation at temper-

ing fog and cloud penetration. It is considered, how- atures from 0 C to 100 C. It is evident that this win-
ever, that if the visual range is something of the dow covers the peaks of the radiation curves for ob-
order of 500 yd, the complexity of infrared apparatus jects at common terrestrial and atmospheric temper-
needed to increase that range to C00 or even to 800 yd atures. In this region, also, nonselective receivers

is not justifiedi may still be very sensitive.
For aerial photography, where atmospheric haze

presents a common difficulty, near infrared suffers

C.2.2 Absorption Bands Due to Gases less attenuation than visible light. Other than this,
the use of near infrared offers transmission advan-

It/ ler Vupor. The abserption by water vapor has tages over the visible only in very special cases.

been measured in detail throughout the infrared Smoke-screen penetration might be an example. The
spectrum over actual atmospheric paths.6 Under av- 8.5- to 13-y transparent band, however, is useful be-

erage conditions, the iotai amount of %%ater \ apor, iII cause it covers exactly the wa eleulgthls radiated by
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HEAT-DETECTION DEVICES 351

many desirable military and naval targets under use of appropriate devices. The chief limitation ill
usual conditions. detection is the factor of baekground radiation, an

object being detectable only if it stands out suffi-
C..3 Emission of Infrared Radiation ciently against a more or less uniform heat back-

ground This memorandum describes means for de-
The most common sources of infrared radiation are tecting such differential radiation.

solid materials which, in general, radiate as black
bodies. In other words, their surfaces may be consid- c.:.i Receivers
ered 100 per cent absorbing or 10 per cent emissive
at any infrared wavelength. Most solids and liquids The utility of any device is obviously determined
come closest to being ideal black bodies at the longer by the characteristics of the receiver. Any jar infra-
wavelengths, beyond 5 or 10 gA. Exceptions are pol- red receiver is essentially a radiation thermometer, in
ished metals, such as are used for refletors. The most which radiant energy must be absorbed by the sensi-
common sources in the near infrared are simply solid tive element, producing a temperature change. Meas-
materials heated to incandescence, tires of merit which s.hould be considered in compar-

Gases behave in a very different manner from sol- ing different receivers are: (1) sensitivity; (2) speed
ids and liquids, radiating and absorbing only in ,0.
rather narrow spectral bands. It has frequently been OI--r------r - -- o
suggested that various targets, particularly aircraft,
be detected by the energy radiated by their exhaust
gases. However, exhaust gases are largely water va- t10;

por anti carbon dioxide, which are also common in 10.C
the atmosphere. Consequently, the energy radiated e
at wavelengths characteristic of these gases is re- 2 4W --

*absorbed in a relatively short atmospheric path. This .
, conclusion has been verified experimentally. ! so-5

Where long-wavelength infrared is concerned, it is W 60 40

important to remember that almost all solid and liq- i L "
oid objects are radiating in a manner characteristic of " ?a 30
their temperature. I onsequently, any infrared re- So-
ceiver is affected by radiation from its immediate or
surroundings and from any other object included in to -to
its field of view, as well as from the particular source
under consideration. Any heat source must be con- too .
sidered with relation to its background. This point is __ y.."fundamental in designing infrared receivers. ' 5 0 T It IR 1 Ii;

C.2.4 FmuR 2. Black-body radiation and relative trans- r
Conclusion mission through air containing H20 and CO.. %

Any solid body which is at a temperature higher
than its surroundings (and this includes many other- of response; (3) ruggedne.s; (4) adaptability to a
wise indistinguishable military and naval targets) suitable type of indicator; (5) size and shape of sensi-
will emit heat radiation in the far infrared which can tive area; (6) freedom from vibration, from changes
be detected by appropriate recei ors at distances of in ambient temperature and pressure, etc.; (7) size
several miles through clear or hazy air, and weight, simplicity of essential auxiliary appara-

tis, etc.; (8) other special features
Determination of relative merits of receivers,

C.: IIEAT-DEtTECTION DEVICES therefore, is truly valid only in terms of specific ap-
a a b a c r u plications, but it is possible to make a few general

* Reasons have ahready been advanced for the use of comparisons.
the far infrared between 8 and 13 y (80,000 and The temperature change produced by the ab-
130,000 A, 0.0008 and 0.0013 cm) for detection of sorbed radiation may be measured conveniently by
militiy targetF It has been shown that such varied any of three well-known types of sensitive receiver.
targets as men, ships Imildings, and airfield landing Thermocouples. A thermocouple is a joined pair of
ramps are continuously radiating energy which can conductors of d' -similar metals forming a closed cir-
be detected at distances up to several miles by the cuit. Alin differemie in temperature between the two
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352 APPENDIX C

junctions wvill produce a measurable voltage differ- cation, the signals from infrared receivers can be used
ence, and hence, a current will flow through the cir- for relay operation and consequently can serve to aim
cuit. Several tiny couples may be connected in series or guide a vehicle toward any heat source or other
to increase the sensitivity, forming a thermopile. thermal discontinuity in the background.

Thermocouples may be madp of fine wire or of thin This section has concentrated its efforts in the heat -

films of metal on a nonconducting surface, such as field on the development of a high-angle, heat-
cellophane. The speed of response is governed by the homing bomb, designated "Felix."
mass of material to be heated. In most cases with This consists of a standard 1,000-lb GP demolition -.
which we are concerned, this means that the thermal bomb with added false nose and tail. The nose carries A 4 - 4

mass should be as small as possible. Thermocouples the heat-detection unit with its associated amplifier,
may be made of approximately the same sensitivity while the tail carries the means of guiding the flight.
and ruggedness as any other device but tend to be A small, parabolic mirror mounted with its axis 5 de-
slower in response. Suitable amplification for indica- grees off center is rotated rapidly, thereby scanning a
tion can be provided. Size ai d shape are less variable field totaling 20 degrees in diameter. Any thermal
than is the case for bolometers and gas radiometers." discontinuity in the field produces an electrical pulse

Bloiomcters. A bolomcter is a radiation receiver in the output of the nickel-strip bolometer. A corn-
whose temperature change due to incident radiation mutator on the mirror drive shaft makes possible
is observed through some accompanying change in identification of the particular quadrant of the field
its electrical properties, such as resistance or dielec- in which the target is located. Suitable relays and
trie constant. servomotors operate the control surfaces of the bomb

Here again, the smaller the thermal mass, the more in accordance with the information received from the
sensitive the device and the more rapid its response.' eye. As an antihunt device, the whole eye is linked
Bolometers have been made of thin films or strips of with the rudder in such a manner that the projectile,
metal, of scmiconducto.: with high temperature co- in turning, is made to see ahead of where it is going at ,
efficients,'0 or of condensers whose dielectric constant the moment. Only wben it is pursuing a straight path
changes with temperature." (toes it look directly forward. A bolometer strip of

Bolometers of special Ionstruetion have been made blackened nickel, 0.2 p to 3 A thick, 0.25 mm wide,
with extremely high sensitivity, high speed of re- and 5 mm long, in low-pressure hydrogen, gives
sponse, adequate ruggedress, and freedom from un- adequately fast response.
wanted disturbances. The signal from bolometers is
particularly well adapted to electronic amplification.

(his Rdioineters. If radiation is admitted to a tight, c.s.3 Background Radiation
gas-filled chamber in which the radiation is absorbed,

the temperature, and consequently the pressure, will It is obvious that any automatic control problem
be raised. The pressure change may be observed op- involyes discrimination between the particular target
ically or electrically.i  and its surroundings or background. If variations in

Such instruments may be rugged, extremely sensi- the background are of the same order of magnitude
tive, and rapid in response, producing a signal capa- as the discontinuity presented by the target, such
ble of high amplification, but they are subject to means of control cannot be used. It must be remem-
greater difficulties from vibration than the other bered that any single receiver has a field of view and
instruments, that the field of view of such a single element deter-

Imfi(J-P roducitij Rccei,crs. So far, the only method mines the resolution of the whole device. Conse-
of producing an image or "infrared picture" has been quently, even if a particular target is very much hot-
by some scanning proce&ss, except for some instru- ter or colder than any other area in the background, - 0
nnts which are as vet in the early research stage.13  if it is small with respect to the optical resolution of

the receiving system, it may be impossible to dis- -.-

tinguish it fromn the background. In other words, the
C.i.2 Applications of the Far Infrared change in radiant energy at the receiver as it sweeps

across the target may still be less tha' changes pro-
This section ha been interested in the application duced by the background. Using a smaller angle of

ol the far infrare, t to automatic control of homing view lessens this particular difficulty but at the same
missiles. Other workers have investigated possible time increases the difficulty of searching. A number
uses in signaling and in various detection problems, of receivers arc now capable of detecting the radi-_k
lndler proper conditions the latter idea shows ation from common military targets at distances up
promise, to several miles. When these detectors are inserted in

.4 uotiaic Cottrol. By the use of electronic amplifi- heat-homing missiles, the necessarily widened field of
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HEAT-DETECTION DEVICES 353

view makes the target-to-background signal ratio or be amplified by some means and used to aim a de-
signal-to-noise ratio, rather than ultimate sensitivity, tector or operate a contro!.
the limiting factor. In the second method, a single receiver would be r

Studies on background radiation have been carried plated in the focal plane of the optical system and
out extensively by Section 16.4 of NDRC and by the one set of thermopile junctions connected to this re-
U S. Navy Department. In general, natural vegeta- ceiver, the other set to a large thermal mass at am-
tion tends to remain at the same temperature as the bient temperature. In such a system, under most
surrounding air, both day and night. Consequently, conditions, there would be a difference between re-
regions well covered with grass and trees present a ceiver and ambient temperature, and a resulting emf,
fairly uniform background. By contrast, in urban but the coupling to the amplifier should be made so ______

areas surface temperatures vary widely: in the (lay- that only changes in emf would cause signals. Some
time, because of varying rates of absorption of solar sort of scanning would be provided to produce a
energy; at night, because of varying rates of cooling change in emf when the image of the target crossed
and different internal heating. the receiver.

The conclusion is that satisfactory heat targets are Other types of radiation receivers may also be used
moderately rare on land. Large factory buildings or in both ways, and thermopiles may perhaps be used
areas are acceptable when surrounded by natural more effectively in some variation of the above, but
vegetation, but usually not when in the midst of here we are comparing only the two methods. The .
urban districts. The influence of camouflage on this first permits radiation from the target to remain on
picture might be interesting. Airport landing strips the receiver for a comparatively long period of time
and parking ramps -iffer one particularly useful field so that, in general, radiation equilibrium may be
for attack by heat-homing missiles. On the other established with the target; this is known as the
nand, ships of 5,000 tons and up may be detected steady-state method. The second, involving scan-
easily from altitudes of 10,000 ft against sea back- ning, places only a pulse of radiant energy on the
grounds. receiver and has been named the pulse, method.

The chief advantage of the steady-state method is
that it permits the realization of higher sensitivity

C.. Methods of Operating simply because the longer exposure times permit the

Infrared Receivers receiver to absorb more energy. The chief advantage
T e n l m t a de of the pulse method is that any false signals super-
This sectiun will compare two rather different imposed on the system may be excluded from the

methods of operating long-wavelength infrared re- amplifier, provided they have a long period compared
ce'vors for detection or control. It is obvious from the to the rate of scanning. The most sensitive steady-
preceding section that any dletection or control appa- state receivers devised to date have a relaxation time
ratus functions best on the differential between the of 0.5 to 10 seconds; i.e., that amount of exposure
target and its background, not on the absolute signal time is required to approach the steady-state condi-
rtrength of the target. This may be accomplished in tion. Many military detection and control problems,
two ways:iI1 however, require that an exposure time of consider-

1. SP'¢dy-state method. Provide two receivers. One ably less than I second produce usable signals. Also,
"sees" the target, the other its adjacent background, sensitivity is greatest for an optical system which *

and the indicator operates on the differenee in tern- just cover, the receiver with an image of the target; -.

perature between the two receivers. but again, speed of operation requires a considerably
2. Pulse method. Provide one receiver, which sees greater field of view. These two factors make it diffi-

the target and its background alternately, and an cult for the steady-state method to be fully effective. •
indicator operating on the resulting change in tern- The pulse method, on the contrary, must be based
peratire of the receiver. on the use of a fast-response receiver. Where a relax-

('onsider the use of radiation thermopiles for spe- ation time I of I second might be satisfactory for a
cific examples of each method. In the first, two re- steady-state receiver, from 0.1 to 0.001 second would
ceivcrs would be provided ani the thermocouple be required for one working on the pulse method.
junction connected so that the emf would be in one Sensitivity is proportional to V/, other factors being
direction if one receiver was warmer than the other, properly matched. The steady-state method would,
ard the reverse if colder. The two receivers would le then, be three to thirty times more sensitive than the
tiountnd adjacent to each other in the focal plane of pulse method, because of this effect. However, the
a mirror or lens so that 'm image of the target could scanning procedure used in the pulse method permits
be placed on one receiver and an image of the back- a smaller instantaneous field of view, which gives a
ground on the other. Any resulting emf would then comparative gain in sensitivity if the total field of .
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354 APPENDIX C

view swept out by the scanning equals the stationary It is essential to consider all the facts mentioned
field of the steady-state receiver. The ratio between above in designing an infrared detector or control
the two instantaneous fields might also be three to apparatus. In general, for an application which per-
thirty times, so that these two factors offset each mits fairly slow operation, such as searching for ships
other. It is concluded, then, that the maximum sensi- from a shore station, the steady-state method may be
tivities which can be achieved bv the two methods used if the apparatus can be kept in balance. For
are not widely different for most military applica- applications involving very rapid response, as is the
tions. There will, of course, be exceptions. case with most airborne equipment, the pulse method

The greatest advantage of the pulse system has not appears more promising. 1,*:-

yet been considered; namely, its elimination of slow
"drift" effects. All slow changes in the receiving net- c.s.s Infrared Receiver Development
work of a steady-state system appear as signals. In1V
the pulse system, however, only changes which occur This report covers the receiver development which
at the scanning frequency come through as signals. has taken place under Section 5.5 of NDRC toward
The causes of false signals which may occur in the two objectives. The first was to develop a receiver
two systems will now be considered. particularly adaptable to flight conditions, including

In steady-state systems two receivers and their flight in a target-seeking bomb. This requires extreme
circuits are compared, so that any difference along portability, rapid response, large angle of view, free-
the network causes an apparent change in the match- dom. from microphonics and from drift of "zero set-
ing. Such changes might be caused by thermal emf's ting," and operation throughout rapid changes in
at. points other than at the thermocouple junctions, ambient temperature and pressure. It was felt that ?"
or resistance changes if we have a bridge circuit, or these requirements could best be met by a simple r -

other effects of changing temperature and pressure, metallic bolometer in a d-c bridge circuit with some
which will varv in each case with the particular type sort of scanning to furnish a-c pulses for electronic
of receiver and circuit. Also, if the radiation receivers amplification. Work has also been done with thin 1

are not perfectly matched with respect to the ther- thermopiles produced by evaporation.
mal maps, their temperatures will change at different The second objective was to develop receivers with
rates is the ambient temperature changes or as they similar characteristics but with considerably higher
may shift from a condition of radiation balance with sensitivity than anything previously available. A

-- a very cold field of view to radiation balance with a very promising possibility was found in the ther-...-

field considerably warmer. mister bolometer initiated by the Bell Telephone
To overcome these difficulties, the circuit must be Laboratories and further developed under the super-

very carefully designed and matched electrically, the vision of Section 16.4 of NDRC.
entire circuit well insulated thermally and possibly - V.
held at constant temperature by a thermostat. Even MILIC BOLOMETER,
so, all steady-state systems must be furnished with 

-," -,L ,E-

some balancing adjustment. This adjustment can be The Hammond Platinum Bolometer, Starting in
either manual or automatic; if automatic, it can be January 1941, Laurens Hammond, of Chicago, co- '
arranged to change the balance at such a rate as to operated in the development of an infrared device for
overcome changes which occur at a sufficiently slow locating surface vessels from aircraft. As primary re-
rate. The system then begins to approach the pulse ceiver, Hammond used a thin platinum-strip bolom-
method, but.in a rather complex manner. eter. When two platinum strips about 1 1 thick,

In the pulse method, slow changes have no effect connected in adjacent arms of an a-c bridge, were
unless they are so large as to affect the sensitivity by used, moderate sensitivity was obtained. Later in
severely unbalancing a bridge circuit, overloading a 1941, it was decided that the use of a d-c bridge eir-
transformer with direct current, blocking the ampli- cuit was much more satisfactory for an instrument
tier, or some similar effect. There is, however, a diffi- requiring extreme portability. When the circular
culty to which the steady-state system is not subject scanning system already mentioned was used, any
at all: the circuit is commonly tuned to the scanning thermal discontinuity in the field created an elec-
frequency, or at least. responds t-o signals occurring at trical pulse in the bridge circuit. By this means an a-c r
that frequency, and in that case some false signals amplifier could be used with the d-c bridge circuit.
are bound to be generated by the scanning itself. For As this work progressed, it became apparent that %
example. microphonies resulting from mechanical un- both higher sensitivity and faster response would be
lalance might be synchronous with the scanning fre- essential.
qiuen(y. Variois ther kinds of noise due to the scan- Improved Metallic Bolometers. Under Contract
iung navy occur, OEMsr-60, Harvard University 0 has been. able to .
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HEAT-DETECTION DEVICES 355 e

improve greatly the design of metallic bolometers Transparent Materint. The classic material for far
requiring rapid response. It was shown that a small infrared optical parts has been rock salt. The only
thermal mass is essential to good sensitivity. Other limitations in its use are the difficulty of obtaining it A.tL,

considerations in the same study indicate that the in large pieces, and its solubility in water. Waterproof
shorter the relaxation time of the bolometer, the coatings have been necessary to combat the latter.
greater the sensitivity. Designed on the basis of the For Felix, however, it has been found that sheet sil-
factors discussed above, bolometers have been made ver chloride possesses many advantages. Experi- '- . ...-
with relaxation times as short as 0.002 second. Sub- ments indicate that silver chloride sheets can be cut
stitution of the thin nickel strips for platinum, and and pressed into the desired shapes for windows
mounting them in an atmosphere of hydrogen under which are thin enough so that rapid changes in am-
a pressure of 5 mm has resulted in bolometers with bient temperature do not produce fogging, strong
ensitivity enough to detect a minimum signal of enough to resist wind velocity of the magnitude to beL

10- 1 watt per sq cm when used with the scanning expected, and yet transparent enough to transmit at
system employed for Felix. least 80 per cent of the incident energy in the 8.5- to

Much acrimonious dispute has raged over the rel- 13-u band.
ative utility of these different types of receiver. As
has heen pointed out, the absolute sensitivity is not c.3.7 Infrared Electronics
the only criterion. If there were no other limitations,
we could amplify the receiver voltage indefinitely, Almost all infrared devices considered by this see-
and hence, we could detect indefinitely small quanti- tion have involved electronic amplification. As has ".
ties of heat. However, it is well known that a certain been pointed out, most of the work has been with '-'
random noise voltage will be developed across the resistance bolometers placed in some sort of bridge
grid of the first tube in the amplifier. If the voltage circuit. This leads immediately to two quite different
acrost the bolometer strip is much less than this, it means of amplification, both of which have been ex-
will be swamped by this noise. Noise voltage may be tensively developed. The first involves the use of an
due to (I) fluctuations arising in the amplifier, a-c bridge current and an amplifier tuned to the same
(2) thermal noise in the bolometer bridge-so-called frequency. The second uses a d-c bridge current with
".Johnson noise," (3) "current" or contact noise and an amplifier less sharply tuned to amplify pulses of
(4) microphonics, if any. By proper design it is pos- unbalance of the bridge.
sible to minimize, liut never to eliminate, this irregu- A-C Bridge System. This system has been used al-
lar voltage variation. In addition, of course, for most entirely for the thermistor bolometer and is
homing devices the thermal noise due to response to under development.
the background is high. Subsequent amplification T
applies both to target-signal voltage and to noise
voltage, so that the limiting factor in determining ,
useful sensitivity is the ratio of signal voltage to
noise voltage. For control purposes, this ratio must
be of the order of three to one or larger, or erratic "4

operation may ensue.j.

Infrared Optics F_"s'3. npt crcit
FmuKE 3. Input circuit.-7

Scanoninp Systems. Fo- automatic control of a mis-
sile, a circular scanning pattern seems necessary, D-C Bridge System. A major difficulty in the design
rather than the simplest form of back-and-forth line of an amplifier for the d-c bolometer excitation sys-
scanning. Most of the work of this group has been tem is the building of a low-frequency amplifier
carried out with a system which scans by rotating a which will give a sufficiently good ratio of signal to
parabolic mirror off axis. The alignment is such that noise and which at the same time does not produce . '
the axis of rotation passes through the optical axis at too much phase shift with variations in scanning fre- K '-S
the focal point of the parabola. This means that an quency. It may be impossible to obtain as high over-
image at the center of the receiver is always in sharp all sensitivity by this method as is possible with an - . -
focus. Such a system can be arranged to scan a circu- a-c bridge system, but there are other advantages for ..
lar area and, by means of a commutator, to indicate a rugged field instrument. These advantages have . %
in what sector of the field of view any particular heat been brought out. A large part of this work has been
source lies. done in designing such an amplifier for use with the "
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CONCLUSIONS 357

low-resistance metallic bolometer. Because of its low the wavelength band from 8.5 to 13 p to which the
resistance, the bolometer is coupled to the amplifier lower atmosphere is transparent. These wavelengths,
by means of an input transformer. The most efficient far beyond the visible, will pass through most ordi-
input circuit seems to be that shown in Figure 3, nary military smoke screens, and, of course, are as
which is the result of a careful theoretical analysis of easily received by night as by day. The use of easily
the network. The amplifier has been particLIlarly de- produced metallic boloIneters has demonstrated that

signed for control relay operation so that it is quite receiving devices can be operated rapidly enough by
different from one which might. be evolved for a dif- this far infrared radiation to control homing missiles.
ferent purpose. (See Figure 4.) With the aid of a scanning device utilizing a rotating

mirror, heat targets can be distinguished from alti-
G.4 CONCLUSIONS tudes up to 10,000 ft.

The heat-homing missile, Felix, has been designed
In brief, then, Section 5.5 of NDRC has demon- to operate in this range. Tests currently under way

strated that many military and naval targets are con- will show whether its reliability in the field will corre-
tinuously radiating large quantities of energy within spond to its laboratory indications.

kw

.
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GLOSSARY

AAF. Army Air Forces. CASSE;RAIN Mntnon. A plane nirror mounted between the

AFC. Automatic flight control. surface of a spherical (or parabolic) mirror and its focus. The
purpose is to project the image formed by the out of the in-

AGC. Automatic gain control. cident rays. Named after Cassegrain the astronomer, who

ALTITUDE SIGNAL. The radar signal returned to an airborne invented it.

radar set by the ground or sea surface directly beneath the CHORD. The dimension of an airfoil perpendicular to its span. tt
aircraft. The name derives from the chordal character of such a %

dimension with respect to the curved surfaces of the airfoil.
ANGLE OF ArrAcK. The angle between a reference line fixed

with respect to an airframe and the apparent flow line of the CIRCLE OF CONFUmON. The smallest circle which can be re-

air through which it flies, solved by an optical system.

ARRow STrAILITY. The partial derivatives of yawing and CLAMP CIRCUIT, A bias-control circuit forthe output stage of at
pitching moments with respect to angles of attack in yaw video amplifier.
and pitch. CuNoDnoMnc. Heading at a constant lead angle (from Idinein,

ASG. A specific airborne radar search set. to lean or to incline; dromos, course).

ASPECT RATIO. The ratio of span to mean chord of an airfoil; CLINOSCOPIC. Looking aslant, specifically sighting to lead a

therefore, in wingless missiles such as Azon and Razon, the target (from kitwin, to lean, to incline; skopos, target, aim).

ratio of the bomb diameter to its mean length. CoMPLIANcE. The reciprocal of stiffness.

Axis or SCAN. In a scanning system, the axis about which in- COMPRESSIBILITY BURBLE DRAG. The large and sudden in-
formation as to the target location is collected and with crease in parasitic drag believed to be experienced by an air-
reference to which target displacement is measured. foil as it passes through the velocity of sound.

AzoN. A visually directed remotely controlled bomb radio con- CONTROL-PLANE. adj. The qualifying term which describes A
trolled in AZimuth ONly. The AAF nomenclature for the the transmitting antenna on an aircraft which radiates the
1,000-lb version is V B-1; for the 2,000-lb version, it is V B-2. control signal by which a gaided bomb is steered.

BACK COUPLINO. A mechanical feedback link which displaces CRAB. An attachment to the Norden bombsight which super-
the scanning system through an angle which is a function of poses on the field of view of its telescope an image of a falling
the rudder and/or elevator displacement, bomb at its predicted point of impact.

BALLODROMIC. Heading to hit; leading (from beU cin, to burl, to CRAB ANaz. The angle between the direction in which an air-
hit; drornoa, course). craft is heading and its true course.

BAT. A glide bomb of controlled flight steered by full-span CRoss-PATH RANGE. The direct range from a pursuing air-
trailing-edge wing flaps and a fixed empennage structure, craft to its quarry when the former is flying a true pursuit
Guidance is accomplished by a radar transmitter and re- curve.
ceiver on the missile. The bomb is steered to fly toward the
direction from which the distinctive reflection is received. DARK TIME. The time interval or portion of a time cycle when

BEAM-RECEPTOS CHARACTER. The characteristic of an antenna a photosensitive device (e.g., a phototue) is dark.

array which gives it a maximum sensitivity in a single direc- DEAD BAND. The region near zero where an instrument sensi-

tion, with continuously decreasing sensitivity with angular tive to positive or negative values of a quantity gives no

departures from this direction. response. 4,

BORE-SI GHTED. Aligned. The phrase is borrowed from gunnery DEAD REGION. Dead band. %,

usage where it means aligning the sight of a piece with its l)EPRESSION ANGLE. The angle measured downward from the
bore. In the present volume, it refers to the alignment of the horizontal to the axis of an airborne radar beam directed at
axis of scan (supro) of the intelligence device of a missile a target. This is the complement of the incidence angle of
with some appropriate reference axis such as the tangent to the beam at the target plane.
the flight path. DovE EYE. The thermosensitive element used to control the

BORE-SIGHT ERROR. Error in alignment of the axis of scan of heat-homing missile, Dove.
the intelligence device of a missile. See Bore-Sighted. l)RAG-WEIHT RATIO. The ratio of drag of an airframe to its

BRACiYDROMIC. Heading short; slanting to pass through the total weight.
wake (from brachys, short; dronos, course). EARS, Wind vanes mounted in the wind stream surrounding a

CANARD TYPE OF HEAD CONTROLS. Aerodynamic control sur- missile and used to align a homing device (or television
faces placed at the noe of the fuselage of an airframe as con- image) axis with the line of flight.
trasted with the conventional aircraft empennage. ELEVONS. Wing flaps combining the functions of ELEVators .,-.

(ARDAN-NIOUNTED. Gimbal-mounted. and ailerONS. "
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360 GOSSARY

* EMiR. Electro Mechanical Research, Inc. JAG. A device attached to the Norden bombsight which biases

FELIX. A heat-homing missile developed by the Massachuselts tesnhoimajsmn ftesgtt rvd ata
eof Technology, correction for systematic variation in time of fall of a RazonInstitutecae by application of control.

FLOW SPOILER TYPE. A type of airframe control in which the

smooth flow around an airfoil is interrupted or "spoiled" or LADDER FILTER. A chain of T or 7r filters.

so disturbed as to destroy in part the lift. IATITUDE. The range in brightness of a scene over which

FREE GYRo. A gyroscope mounted in two (or more) gimbal fidelity of response of a television pickup tube (or photo-

rings so that its spin axis is free to maintain a fixed orienta- graphic emulsion) is maintained.

tion in space. LEAD PREDICTION. The act of directing a missile (or projectile)

FREQUENCY PULLING. The tendency of a modulation stage to ahead of a moving target-leading in aim-to a predicted

change the frequency of a direct-coupled master oscillator, collision point.

GATIN(i. The act of making a radar receiver operative for short LEAKANCE. A reciprocal of resistance. Conductance.

intervals periodically spaced so that in effect a "gate" is LEVELING CIRCUIT. An r-c filter circuit used to level out flue-
opened for wanted signals and closed to others. tuations of a bias voltage.

GLIDE BOMB. A winged missile powered by gravity. The wing LUBBER MARK. A mark on the casing of a compass which gives
loading is so high that it is incapable of flight at the speeds the heading of an aircraft or vessel carrying the compass.-V
of conventional bombardment aircraft. Such a missile must, MAcH NUMBER. The ratio of the velocity of an aircraft to the
therefore, be carried rather than be towed. velocity of sound at the location of the aircraft.

GLIDE-PATH ANGLE. The angle, measured from the horizontal, Mamo. The Miniature IMage Orthicon, a television pickup L
of inclination of the tangent to the glide path. tube.

GLIDE-PATH RATIO. The ratio of lift to drag. This is the co- MIMa-PLANE. The television receiving antenna located on the
tangent. of the glide-path angle. aircraft controlling Roc by means of television.

GLIDER (Bomb). A winged missile powered by gravity. The MIMO-Roc. The television transmitting antenna on the Roe
wing loading is sufficiently low so that it is capable of flight missile.

at the speeds of conventional bombardment aircraft. Such a
missile may, therefore, be towed rather than be carried. MIT. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

MosAic CATHODE. The photo cathode in the iconoseope char-
oM n u bacterized by .being made up of discrete particles like a

GSAP (Camera). Gun-sight aiming-point camera. An auto- mosaic.
matic motion picture camera put in operation by the pres- MULIPATH The several paths by which, due to reflections, a
sure on machine-gun trigger. It was developed and used by radiated signal, particularly a television signal, may reach
the Services to record precision of aim in fixed-mount gun- t
nery. the receiving antenna from the transmitter. I

HEAD-END TUNER. In a radio receiver of the superheterodyne NACA. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

type, one or more tuned radio-frequency stages in advance NBS. National Bureau of Standards. -'V
of the first detector. NODDINO MOTION. A method of inclining a homing receiver so

HELICODROMIC. Heading along bent skew spiral. that it can "look chordally at" the target across the tra-
Hmswx I\IOMENT. The moment tending to restore a control sur- jectory during the early phases of the flight of a homing

face which has been displaced from a position of equilibrium missile when the attitude of the missile is relatively hor-
izontal.

HOMING INTELLIGENCE. A signal received in a missile from its ORCHARD HEATER. An oil-fired heater used to ward off frost in
target which can be made to cause the missile to fly toward citrus orchards.
or to "home on" the target.

IIt'N'rlN. An oscillation about a mean or intended value as: a PARABOLIC THINKIN. Nodding motion.

course, a desired frequency, a control-surface deflection, etc. PELICAN. A radar-homing glide bomb equipped with a radar
receiver and which automatically homes on radar reflections L

A technique itelevision scanning wherein, from an airborne radar set mounted in the aircraft which
the lines are sequentially numbered, all the odd-numbered releases the missile. It is also characterized by full-span,
lines are scanned fimt following which all the even-numbred trailing-edge wing flaps and 't fixed empennage structure so
lines are scanned. that it -flies with substantially constant angle of attack.

INTSRRUVE CONTROLS. See "Flow Spoiler Type." PHANTASMAGORIA. A simulated guided-missile system by which

INTERVALOMETER. An instrument associated with the bomb- one or more of the motions of the missile may be dynami-
sight which measures the time interval between the release eally studied at a reduced scale in space and an expanded
of several bombs dropped in train. scale in time.

ISOBAP.S. Curves of constant acceleration loading of a pursuing PHORONOMY. Science of relative motion of moving bodies with
aircraft flying a true pursuit curve, respect to each other.
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GLOSSARY 361

PHUO(,ID. A path of flight; specifically, the path of a glider RHB. Radar homing bomb; specifically, one in which the radar

having longitudinal stability and having its control surfaces transmitter is not located in the missile, e.g., Pelican.

fixed. lIINOINC. Sustained oscillation which occurs in a high-gain

Pi(eK-OrF. A means of having a sensitive instrument, as for amplifier inadequately stabilized.
example a gyroscope, actuate a control system or an element. oc. A medium angle controlled missile characterized ly

thereof. () four symmetrical wings with full-span wing flaps and

PITCH. v. To rotate, usually through a small angle, about a four fixed fins or, (2) a single cylindrical wing capable of

horizontal axis called the pitch axis, which is perpendicular being rocked about. the yaw and pitch axes and a fixed

to the longitudinal axis of an aircraft. or ship. ni. The act cylindrical empennage. v

of pitching. o41. Of, or pe',rtaining to, a pitching motion. ROLL. v. To rotate, usually through a small angle, about. an

PITCH GYRo. A gyroscope. so mounted in an aircraft as to bhe axis substantially collinear with the longitudinal axis of an

sensitive to pitch. aircraft, or ship. i. The act of rolling. adj. Of, or per- A
PiTCA-INl'UT LINK. A link in a srvoinechanism or simulator taining to, rolling motion. 1kI-

whereby the molion of pitch is inserted into the system for lUN-OUT TIME. The time of travel, from neutral to full ex-

control or study. tension, of the control surfaces of an airframe.

PRESENTATION TuBE. A cathode-ray tube for the presentation SAILPLANE. A glider capable of soaring.

of a signal such as a radar signal or a television picture. SAP Bome. Serni-armor-piercing homb.

PROPORTIONAL CONTUOL. Control in which the action to cor- SATURATION ANGLE. Radar width.
rect an error is made proportional to that error. Seoronole. Heading as looking; homing (from skopos, tar-

PROXIMITY PARAMETER. A parameter which expresses the get, aim; dromos, course).
distance between an aircraft., flying a pursuit course, anti its SERvo-INE. A mechanical power amplifier by which signas

quarry when the pursuer pass es abeam of the quarry, at a low power level are made to operate control surfaces re-

PUL-OUT. The act of changing from a power dive to level (or quiring relatively large power inputs; e.g., a relay and motor-
climbing) flight, driven actuator.

RADAR DisH. The dish-shaped reflector behind a radar SsRVOMECHAN1is. The feedback loop of a servo system exelu-
antenna. sive of the missile itself.

RADAR WIDTH. In a radar homing set, the range of error within SERvo SYSTEM. A closed feedback loop comprising the intel-

which the response is prolmrtional to the error in heading. ligence device, automatic pilot if any, the amplifying link,
andi the missile itself. -

ltANos.-TrRACKING ELEMENT. An element in a radar set which a t il e
measures range and its time derivative. By means of the SRADINu. The appearance of dark areas in a received television

latter, a range gate is actuated at the predicted instant of picture which sometimes cover the entire screen.

signal reception. SSINK. A point or element in a system where energy is dissipated

RAPIn INCIDENCE ADIUSTMENT. A short-period highly damped or otherwise removed from the system.
oscillation of an aircraft about its pitch axis following a SLANT RANGE. The range to the target along a line of sight.

sudden change in altitude. SPOILER. A surface which is projected into the wind stream

A. sTER. A system of luminescent lines traced on the phosphor surrounding an airfoil and "spoils" or interrupts the air flow
of a cathode-ray tule by motion of the cathode-ray beam. reducing the lift.
Th changes of brighi ness in the lines produce a picture as a
television picture or a radar map. This word is of German Sum. An electrically ignited charge of explosive contained in

a~~iso cyltureer usdtacu t r cs rm tlegt ee s

origin and is used in particular in television. In the present a cylinhe used to actuate a process remotely, e.g., to release r
volume, its use is limited to a system of parallel lines for the a parachute. 9

product ion of a television picture. SR. Send-Receive Bomb, a radar homing bomb in which the
It arE (inile Ainia goroscop wt atransmitter as well as the receiver is carried in the missile, "

it r . re i single gimbal mounting sucA eyg., w-st
that angular rates.f rotation about an axis perpendicular to
the axis of the gimbal mounting produce measurable pre- SYNCHuo. A dynamo electric iachine having a polyphone
epssional forces. stator and a single-phase rotor.

IlAz.o. A high-angle radio-controlled bomb visually guided in 'I'EAsHI . The destruction of a received television picture due

Range and AZimuth ONly. to interference or malefaction characterized by the appear-

lI('A. Radio Corporation of America. ance of tearing.

TIME, OFF. The time interval during which an intermittently
lIEDiiNDANcE. 'Ihv property of an equation which permits a-• ~energized control element is de-energized. .''

plurality of solutions; therefore, in a mechanical syste em
describable by such an equation, the property which permits TMN ON. The time interval during which an intermittently
h plurality of ino11 of action. energized control element is energize d. *
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ToMODROMIC. Heading to cut; intersecting (from tomos, a cut- "VENFTIAN BLIND" STRUCTURE. A form of electron multiplier

ting; drouos, course). structure in the image orthicon pickup tube; so-called on
account of its cross-sectional resemblance to a Venetian

TRACK IN RANGE. To adjust the gate in a radar set so that it blind.
opens at the correct instant to accept the signal from a tar- blnd

get of changing range from the radar. WATER-VAPOR WINDOw. The region in the electromagnetic
spectrum between 8.5- and 13-si wavelength radiations V .

TRAIL ANGLE. The angle between a line joining the point of where water vapor is transparent. k- -

impact of a bomb and the releasing aircraft at the instant of .
impact, and the vertical, the aircraft having performed level WEATHERCOCK STABILITY. The partial derivatives of yawing't -- I

-

unaccelerated flight from the point of release. and pitching moments with respect to angles of attack in t 'v _ i
yaw and pitch.

TR.ANsFL FUNCTioN. The function relating the output of a WIN(,-INCIDENcE ANGLE. The angle between the airstream

closed-cycle servo system to its error. incident at the leading edge of a wing and the direction

TRFMBLING. Shaking, vibrating, oscillating, which such an airstream would have were it to produce zero
lift8.

TumneR. The act performed by a 2-frame free gyroscope when
both frames become co-planar. Under these circumstances, YAw. v. To rotate, usually througha small angle, aboutanaxis .

the gyro wheel rotates about a diameter as well as about its perpendicular to the pitch and roll axes of an aircraft or "N

polar axis. Control is lost, ship. For an aircraft in normal level flight, the yaw axis is
vertical; in a missile, however, it adopts an inclination as the

UMBILICALr SWITCH. A switch located in the cable connecting a missile noses over on its trajectory. With a high-angle bomb -

missile with the aircraft during carriage. This switch is dropped from great height, for example, the yaw axis is

actuated upon release of the misile and the pulling out of nearly horizontal at impact. n. the act of yawing. adj. Of,
the cable, or pertaining to, yawing motion. I-

-- -...
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CONTRACT NUMBERS, CONTRACTORS, AND SUBJECT OF CONTRACTS

Contract Number Name and Address of Coniradtor Subject

Transfer of funds National Bureau of Standards Glide bomb I.

Washington, D. C.

NDCrc-96 Hazeltine Electronics Corporation Television
Washington, D. C.

NDCrc-173 Radio Corporation of America Television, gliders, aerial torpedo
New York, New York

NDCrc-180 The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Heat control
Cambridge, Massachusetts

NI)Cre-183 Gulf Res-arch and Development Company Bombs '
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

NDCrc-188 The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Bombs I.
Cambridge, Massachusetts

OE\sr-141 Radio Corporation of America Glide-bomb controls
New York, New York--

OEMsr-171 Radio Corporation of America Television r -
New York, New York

OEMsr-187 Remington Rand, Inc. Television apparatus-
New York, New York

OEMsr-240 The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Engineering, bombs
Cambridge, Massachusetts

OEMsr-278 Purdue University Radio control for model airplanes
Lafayette, Indiana

OEMsr-286 Hazeltine Electronics Corporation Television
Washington, D. C.

OEMsr-298 Radio Corporation of America Television equipment
New York, New York

OEMsr-327 Douglas Aircraft Company Dive bomb
Santa Monica, California I.-

OEMsr-441 Radio Corporation of America Television K- :%'
New York, New York I

OEMsr-476 Vidal Corporation Gliders.- -
Camden, New Jersey

OEMsr-513 Radio Corporation of America Television
New York, New York

OEMsr-514 Radio Corporation of America Television
New York, New York

OEMsr-515 Radio Corporation of America Television
New York, New York

OEMsr-615 Radio Corporation of America Television
New York, New York

OEMsr-20 Farnsworth Television and Radio Corporation Television equipment
Fort Wayne, Indiana

OEMsr-694 Hammond Research Corporation Radio control link
Gloucester, Massachusetts

OEMsr-727 Dalmo-Victor Company Electromechanical coupling devices
San Carlos, California

OEMsr-921 Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc. Scanning, stabilization, and bolometer.
Houston, Texas

OEMsr-978 Eastman Kodak Company Data recording cameras .
Rochester, New York
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CONTRACT NUMBERS, CONTRACTORS, AND SUBJECT OF CONTRACTS (Continued) LV.,

Contract Number Name and Address o; Conlraclor Subject . ... .

OEMsr-1002 Bendix Aviation Corporation Amplifier, Roe
Detroit, Michigan e

OEMsr-1013 The Mas-sachusetts Institute of Technology Stabilization, servomechanism
Cambridge, Massachusetts

QEMsr-1068 General Mills, Inc. Organic homing device
Minneapolis, Minnesota

OEMsr-1081 Union Switch and Signal Company 1,000-lb Azon NO

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
OEMsr-l1003 Farnsworth Television an'! Radio Corporation Television camera

Fort Wayne, Indiana

OEMsr-I 159 Philco Corporation Television radio link

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
OEMsr-1172 General Electric Company Television radio link

Schenectady, New York

OE~lsr-1180 Timm Aircraft Corporation Production design, gliders
Van Nuys, California

OEMsr-1182 Fairchild Camera and Instrument Company Scanning system
Jamaica, New York

OEMsr-lI91 Columbia Broadcasting System Comparison of television cameras
New York, New York

OEMsr-1 195 Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc. Radio link and Razon simulator
Cambridge, Massachusetts 0

OEMsr-1258 Remington Rand, Inc. Heat homing bomb, Felix production
New York, New York

OE Msr-1274 Norton Company Heat homing bomb, Felix production
Worcester, Massachusietts

OEMsr-1285 Union Switch and Signal Company 2,000-lb Azon
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

OEMsr-1287 Fairchild Camera and Instrument. Corporation Felix scanning head
Jamaica, New York r °

Ol.lsr-1301 General Instrument Corporation Special amplifier, FelixElimabet-i, New Jersey ' ,

OENlsr-1314 Philco Corporation Razon receiver VhPhiladelphia, Pennsylvania

OEMsr-1317 Polaroid Corporation Scanning device
Cambridge, Massachusetts

0-'s138General Electric Company Thermal elements
Schenecta(ly, New York

OEMsr-1402 liemington Rand, in.c. Felix production (esign
New Vork, New York t. . .

OE.Msr-1415 'nion Switch and 0ignal Company 1,000-lb Razon
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

OEMsr-1445 Bendix Aviation Corporation Roc amplifier
Detroit, Michigan

OEMsr-1451 Remington Rand, Iec, Felix production
New York, New York L

Oi..lsr-1454 I.. N. Schwien Engineering Company Control and test instruments
Los Angeles, California

OE.Msr-1493 *. Specialties Manufacturing Company, Inc. Lectronic simulator
Syosset., New York
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SERVICE PROJECT NUMBERS t

The projects listed below were transmitted to the Executive Secretary,
NDRC, from the War or Navy Department through either the War De-
partment Liaison Officer for NDRC or the Office of Research and Inven-
tions (formerly the Coordinator of Research and Development), Navy
Department.

Service
Project
Numbers Subject

Army

AC-1 Improvement of precision in bombing, bombing through overcast.

AC-36 Controlled trajectory bombs.

AC-41 Radio control of model aircraft.
AC-42 Development of a radar system and equipment for controlling target-seeking bombs..

AC-51 Development of radar system and auxiliary equipment for controlling target-seeking bombs.

OD-08 Investigation and development of rocket target.*

8-26 Control equipment for glide bombs.

SC-49 Moth. Navy
: ~~~Navylo. -'

NA-109 Radio controlled aircraft.

NA-116 Two-inch dissector tube.

NA-162 Standardization of output requirements of electronic homing devices.

NA-183 Sonic control of guided missiles.*

NA-1I0 Xlimo (miniature Image Orthicon) tube. K
N A-228 Investigation of X and S band antenna patterns for guided missile applications.

N A-238 l)evelopment of a flight table.

-NO-40 Cont rolled trajectory bombs.

NO-I 15 Radar homing bomb.

NO-169 Guided missiles-Project Bat. V
NO-174 Bat.

NO-235 I)evelopment of a homing missile in the microwave radar region.

NO-257 Dove.

_NS-132 Television canaeras.

NS-136 Counter-meawures against guided missiles. N

NS-281 Use of the Image Orthicon against camouflage and through haze.

*These projects were never implemented by the Division.
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INDEX,.

The subject indexes of all STH volumes are combined in a master index printed in a separate volume. '.-
For access to the index volume consult the Army or Navy Agency listed on the reverse of the half-title page. .*-*

Absorption of infrared radiation by absolute stability criterion, 154-155 Bat glide bomb ~...
gases, 350 frequency Tesponse, 149-152 control system, 149, 156

Acceleration system sensitivity determined, general description, 7
handicap t.o pursuer in dogfight, 323 155-156 reception difficulties, 23. .
in ballodromic pursuit, 218-.3 0 transfer function, 152-155 target discrimination, 233-234 ,
in scopodromic pursuit, 289-293 Automatic pilots for glide boibs, Beating effects in radio control systems,
of line of sight, 278 16-17 143

Acoustic deadening material, 119 Azon, 27-47, 211-217, 224-227 Beetle target seeker, 196-198
Aerial photography, infrared radiation combat performance, 44-47 Bell Telephone Laboratories

utilized, 349 design restriction, 27 glide bomb development, 224
Aerodynamics engineering contracts, 224-225, 227 send-receive bomb (SRB), 23-25 ..

limitations on bomb size and shape, field tests, 43-44 Bendix "Beetle", target seeker, 196-198
264 lift and maneuverability, 35-38 Birds as target seekers, 199-201

of Azon aud Razon bomb, 35-38, 213 production, 44 conditioning of birds, 199-200
of glide bombs, 9-12 sighting and parallax, 38-40 organic control systems, 201

- of homing missiles, 236-243 Azon, components, 40-42, 134-137 servo links for pigeon-controlled
of photoelectric homing bomb, battery power, 225 bombs, 200

168-169 camera, 166 "Blocking effects" of radio-control
of radial surfaces, 260 flares, 42 systems, 143 .:--
.,upersonic, 28 fuze arming, 42 Bolometers

Aero-homing missiles radio, 40-42, 134-135 disturbances caused by varying heat
sc-e Homing missiles receivers, 136 -137 of target, 68

AGC system for radar homing control, storage batteries, 227 sensitivity increased, 53

23-25 Azon, electronic simulators, 211-217 sensitivity measurements, 188
Aluminum, sun reflecting targets, 62 computer, 213-214 Bolometers, types
AM receiver at 775 mc, 113 flare prejectors, 214-216 Dove Eye's thermistor bolometer, 68
AM transmitter at 775 me, 111-113 model 1010 trainer, 214-217 gold bolometers, 53, 187-188
Anerican Junior Aircraft Co.'s rntio model 1020 trainer, 217 infrared receivers, 352

control systems, 134-135 oscilloscope trainer, 217 Hammond platinum bolometer, 354 " "
Amplitude modulation vs. frequency Azon, roll stabilization, 29-35 metallic bolometers, 354-355

modulation, 111-118 Cartesian control system, 29-31 nickel strips, 53
frequency modulation inferior, 111 cylindrical coordinate control sys- Bomber flight, analysis
picture quality results compared, 114 tern, 29 see Interception and escape of
transmission at 775 me, 111-113 gyro developments, 33-35 bombers .
transmission at 1200 me, 114 roll torques, 31-33 Bomber maneuvering techniques,
transmission at 1850 me, 114-117 Azon, trajectories, 28-29 322-328

A/N-CRW-7 receiver, 139 corrections for excessive curvature, decoy action, 326
Angle of attack 29 dogfight, 323--324

dirigible high-angle bombs, 262 curvature, 29 formation density and shape 327-
Felix bomb, 51 eclipse method of release, 29 328
glide bombs, 12 paths, 28 head-on parry, 324
influence on ballodrome pursuit, lateral attack, 326-327

300-301 Background signal in homing missiles, mass raid tactics, 326-328 .....
mathematical analysis, 321-322 235-236 rearward fire vs. forward fire, 322-323 , ?/-
Roe bomb, 73-74, 277 Ballodrome approach to bomber flight, slant gun maneuvers, 325

Angle of inclination of glide bombs, 16 319-321, 326 6ummary, 325
Animals as guided missile epeiator, Ballodrome pursuit by fighter planes, veering away from interception, ''-

234 295-301 322-323
Antitank missile X-7; ?68 acceleration, 298-300 vertical escapes, 324-325
Armor-piercing bomins, 47, 265 angie of attack, 300-301 Bomber mock interception, 332-334
Atmospheric particles, 349-350 gun fixed, 300-301 practice maneuver patterns, 333- -
Attenuation of infrared radiation, gun parallel to path, 295--300 334" '

349-350 multiple approach, 326 range scale, 333 .".
Automatic control svstvns. ,servo range versus azimuth, 298 scale rules, 332 , '

theory, 149-156 time factor, 298-300 stretched time scale, 332-333
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374 INDEX

summary, 287 dirigible high-angle bombs, 263 "lock-on" Eye, 67-68

Bombs, controlled homing bomb, 62 optical system, 67
see Guided missiles CW radio target seeker, 196-198 points at target, 67

Bore-sight error, definition, 11 Cylindrical bomb surfaces, aerody- thermistor bolometer, 68 K *'k

Bore-sight errors of homing missiles, namics, 262 Drag coefficient

252-255 bomber flight, 318
causes, 253 D-C bridge system, infrared electron- equation and definition, 35
formulas, 254-255 irs, 355 Felix bomb, 51-% _q

reduction, 253-254 Decoy action in mass bomber raids, glide bombs, 12 .r%-"
Brachydrome pursuit by fighter planes, 326 influences sighting, 35

302-310 Degrees of freedom
approach, 302-303 bomb missiles, 9-10 Electromagnetic controls for automat-
bullet density, 308-310 free flying missiles, 268 ic pilots, 17

firing range and lead, 302-304 homing missiles, 236 Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc.

lead angle, 308 Derivative-taking bomb Eye, 67 roll stabilizer, 180-18.5

multiple approach, 325 Differential radiation of heat, 348 scanners, 185-196
slant brachydrome, 310 Dirigible high-angle bombs, 257-265 Electronics, infrared, 355-357

Brightness in television picture, 98 see also Azon; Razon Elevons

Broadcasting equipment for prewar tel- aerodynamic control limitations, 264 displacement, 13
evision, 96 angles of attack and maneuverabili- electromagnetically controlled by r

Bullet deflection, bombers vs. fighters, ty, 262 automatic pilot, 17

322 armor-piercing bombs, 265 glide bombs, 10
Bullet trajectory drop, 322 bomb-bay carriage, 257 Pelican missile, 146-147

control factors, 257 Equilibrium of bomb missiles, 10

California Institutc of Technology, cruciform fin design, 263 Equilibrium of glide bombs, 12-13

wind tunnel tests, 338 jet-controlled missiles, 264-265 Error signal, basis for servomehanism

Cameras, motion picture, 158-166 lift force, 257-258 operation, 146

analytic aid for guided missile maneuverability, 258, 262 Escape techniques of bombers*

studies, 158 nose cameras, 161-162 see Interception and escape of

bomb-trajectory cameras, 164-166 radio-control system, 134-135 bombers

glide bomb cameras, 159-161 size limitations, 258, 263
GSA P (gunsight aiming point) cam- velocity limitations, 263 Fairchild Camera and Instrument

eras, 161 weight restrictions, 259 Corp., photoelectric scanner,
missile-borne, 159-162 yaw oscillations, 258-259 174-180
nose cameras for dirigible bombs, Dirigible high-angle bombs, roll torque, Farnsworth Television and Radio

161-162 259-262 Corp., television equipment for
open cameras, 163-164 cylindrical shroud surfaces, 262 high-angle bombs, 120-121

phototheodolites, 102-163 impulsive occurence of torques, 261 Feedback amplifiers, analogous to

slit cameras, 166 magnitude of torques, 261-262 servomechanisms, 146

synchronized ground cameras, radial asymmetry of bomb, 260 Felix bomb, 48-65, 68-72
164-166 reduction of roll, 32-33 dynamics, 51-53

Cameras for television roll control problem, 259-260 engineering contracts, 225-226

see Television cameras shading effects of bomb's structure, equations of motion, 51-52

Carbon dioxide for absorbing infrared 260-261 future prospects, 70-72
rays, 350 Dirigible high-angle lombs, television on-off control, 52-53

Carp apparatus for Roe bomb, 273 guidance, 120-127 radiation theory, 48-49

CE-47 quadrant photocell, 174 dummy missile, test use, 123 scanning system, 50, 53-56

Classification of missiles, 231 failure of contractor" to produce sat- simulator, 205-207
Clinoballodromic approach of inter- isfactory bomb, 120 target discrimination, 68

cepting fighters, 326 RCA equipment, drop, tests, 121-127 target. survey instrument, 68-70 -..

Clinoscopodromes, 295 stering problem, 121, 127 Felix bomb, eletronics, 56-61 .
Clinoscopodromic approach to bomber television picture of terrain, 126 commutator and integrator, 59-61

flight, 318-319 Dogfight bomber rmaneuver, 323-324 operational principles, 56-58

Clouds, penetration by infrared radia- acceleration har.tlicap of pursuer, 323 phase inverter and clipper, 59 h? -

tion, 349-350 circular flight tratcking, 323 preamplifier, 58-59
Computers, simulative escape initiative, 324 servomotors and feedback, 61

see Simulators Douglas Aircraft Co's. photoelvectric transformer and input circuit,

Contrast in television picture, 97 target seeker, 172-174 58-59

Crab sight, Mark 15 bombsight attach- Dove Eye scanner, 65-68 Felix bomb, field tests, 61-65

ment, 29, 38-40 derivative-taking Eye, 67 aluminum target to reflect sun, 62

Cruciform design infrared detection, 65-67 bomb shackle failures, 65
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INDEX 375 -N1

climate testing of components, 64-65 German V-I launching sites, targets dirigible high-angle bomb , 257-265 .

initial tests, Eglin Field, 61-62 for heat-homing bombs, 62 Felix bomb, 48-72
moisture detrimental to design, Glide bombs, 7-26 glide bombs, 7-26 .. '.

64-65 automatic pilots, 16-17 homing missiles, 231-256
octogonal empennage bomb, 62-63 cameras, 159-161 photoelectric homing bombs,
preproduction units tested, 64-65 coordination of missile and control, 167-171 r -
target design, 64 7-9 Roe bomb, 73-93, 266-283 *-

target evaluation instrument, 68-70 definition, 7 Gulf Research and Development Co.
targets contrasting with water, 65 engineering contracts, 224 photoelectric homing bomb, 167-171

Felix bomb, scanning system, 53-56 moving targets and wind, 11-12 radio control system, 134-135 .

bolometer, 53 radar-homing control, RHB con- target seeking test table, 203-205

fast parabola optics, 54 trol, 17-18 Gyros
fogging prevention, 55--56 radar-homing control, SI{B control, hiss gyro, 340
mutational character, 54 23-25 fre versus rate, 16-17
optical system, 54-55 radio-control systems, 134 roll orientation use, 33-35
scanning head elements, 55-56 servo links, 25-26 roll stabilization use, 29-31 .

sensitivity, 54-55 target discrimination and tracking, 9 SWOD gliders, 346-347
summary, 50 wing loading, 12 turn gyro, 339-340

Fighter planes' interception Glide bombs, aerodynamics, 9-12
see Interception and escape of angle of attack, 12 Hammond platinum bolometer, 354

bombers degrees of freedom of missile, 9-10 Hammond radio-control system,
Flap angle of glide bombs, 12 drag coefficient, 12 140-143
Flap control law, Roe bomb dynamics, elevons, 10 boating effects, transmission dis-

76-77 equilibrium seldom reached, 10 turbance, 143
Flares for Azon and Razon, 42 flap angle, 12 blocking effects, transmission dis-
Flicker in television picture, 98 glide angle, 12 turbance, 143
F.M receiver on 775 me, 114 glide path curve, 10 construction and operation, 140-143
FM receiver on 1850 mc, 116 lift coefficient, 12 shocking effects, transmission dis-
FM transmitter on 775 ne, 113 phugoid period, 10 turbance, 143
FM transmitter on 18-50 me, 114 summary, 240-241 superaudible modulation use, 140
Fog i$'netration by infrared radiation, Glide bombs, stability, 11-16, volume control, 143

341-350 335-347 Head-on parry combat maneuver, 324
Foggingof window surfaces, prevention, fixed control surfaces, 336-338 Heat detection devices, infrared,

55-56 instability, 11 351-57
Free gyros lateral stability, 14-16 background radiation, 352-353

comparison with rate gyros, 16-17 lateral stability equations, 335-336 electronics, 355-357
roll orientation determination, 33-35 longitudinal stability, 12-14 optics, 355 , {
roll stabilization, 219-31 motion components, 15 receiver operation, 353-354 -

Frequency modulation vs. amplitude roll hunting system, 345-347 Heat radiation, 48-49
modulat ion, 111-118 roll stabilization system, 343-344 see also Infrared radiation, homing

FM inferior, Il1 spiral stability, 15 missile applications
transmission at 775 me, 111 -113 Glide bombs, television control, absorption as function of wave- .
transmission at 1200 me, 114 11&-119 length, 48
transmistiui at 1850 mc, 114-117 AAF GB-4 bomb, 119 heat measurement, 48-49

Frequency response, servoinchaiiism, acoustic deadening covering trans- source of radiation, 48
149-152 mitters, 119 water vapor absorption of radiation, .''.

amplitude rcsl,,ons, 150-151 airborne receiver and control, 48
analyvis problem, 149-150 118-119 Heat-homing scanner, 6,5-68
frequency-respons eiharacteristic, radio control transmitter ground lo- lnming missiles, 231-256

150-152 rated, 118-119 bore-sight errors, 252-255
pIhase resp o.', 1,50-151 Robin bomb tests, 118-119 classification, 231 -
relation to transfer function, 152-153 Gliders, SWOl) launching problems, 256
sinusoidal and transient character- see SWOD gliders pursuit curve error equations,

istic correlated, 151 Gold bolometers, 53, 187-188 254-255
sinusoidal resmnse, 150-152 Gold bug computor, 205-207 pursuit curves, 250-255
transient response, 150-152 GSAP (gunsight aiming point) cam- radio transmission, 170

FXI-10, visually guided German eras, 161 range, 255
bo mb, 21) Guided missile attack phases, 93 sensitivity, 254-255

Guided missile classifications, 266 strength problems, 255 .* .
Gas radionters, 352 Guided missiles Homing missiles, aerodynamics,
Geometry of interception, 278-280 Azon and Razon, 27-47, 211-227 236-243
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see also Homing missiles, stability electronic operations, 100-101 nomenclature, 285
"complete equilibrium", 228 infrared sensitivity, 110-111 scopodrome pursuit, 288-295 .

- degrees of freedom, 236 mounting of glass target, 110-111 summary, 286-287
equilibrium, 237-238 multiplying electrode, 111 technique theory, 310-315
force components, 236 photoelectric operation, 98-99 tomodrome pursuit, 301-302
lateral acceleration and force, sensitivity, 108-109 Interception and escape of bombers,

238-239 signal-to-noise ratio, 111 mathematics, 315-322
radii of curvature, 239 target, 101 angle of attack, 321-322 r'
rectilinear flying speed, 239 target screen, I I 1 ballodromic approach, 31.9-321

-' reference axes, 237 Incidence control in Roe bomb, 269-270 clinsecopodromie approach, 318-319
trimming, compensation for unbal- Infrared heat detection devices, 351- deceleration due to inertia load, 318

ance, 237-238 357 least load factor peak, 317
Homing missiles, controls, 243-245 automatic control, homing missiles. scopodromic curve in pursued's co-

error signals, 244-245 352 ordinates, 315-316
intelligence coordination with con- background radiation, 352-353 time of scopodronie approach, 317-

trols, 243-244 electronics, 355-357 318
interdependence of controls, 243 methods of operating receivers, 33- Interception by guided missiles, 277-
reduction of interaction between con- 354 280

trols, 245 optics, 355 air density and air speed effects, 280
roll, effect. on error signals, 244-245 Infrared radiation, attenuation, 349- control system's adjustment to aero-
summary, 237 350 dynamic action, 279-280

Homing missiles, stability, 245-250 scattering, 349 geometry of interception, 278-279
see also Homing missiles, aerody- solid particles in atmosphere, 349 lift eoefficient, 280

namics water droplets in atmosphere, 349- maneuvers by remote guidance, 278
antihunt devices, 248-249 350 Interceptor fire, probability of success,
disturbed motions, 243 Infrared radiation, homing missile &p- 328-32
mathematical analysis, 249-250 plications, 348-357 factors determining success, 328
models used for analysis, 250 absorption bands due to gases, 350 probability calculations, limitations, _ i
oscillations of missile, 245-247 bomb control possibility, 61-62 328
spinning motion, 243 emission of infrared radiation, 351 standard conditions assumed, 328-
time lag compensating devices, energy loss due to suspended part- 331

248-249 ides, 349-350 summary, 287, 331
time lag in hunting, 247-248 far infrared, 349
time to come on course, 249 heat-detection devices, 351-357 Jag (just another gadget), bombsight
wind gusts as instability factor, 249 near infrared, 349 correcting device, 40

Homing missiles, target discrimination, radiation theory, 348-349 Jet-propelled projectiles, 264-265
232-236 Infrared radiation absorption due to

animals as intelligence devices, 234 gases, 350 K-24 camera, 164-166
background signal, 235-236 Infrared receivers, 351-3M
directionai sensitivity, 233 bolometers, 352 Lanchester's work
field of view, 234-235 gas radiometers, 352 conditions of equilibrium in flight,
limitations, 232 metallic bolometers, 354-355 12-13 .--
range selection, 234 operating methods, 353-354 phugoid, 9-10

'-., servomechanism action, 235 relative merits of receivers, 351 Lead angle '

signal intensity fluctuations, 236 thermocouples, 351-352 brachydrome pursuit, 308
signal strength selection, 233 Interception and escape of bombers, guided missile attacks, 279 4

vehicle motion, 235 285-334 Lift
Homing pursuit ballodrome pursuit, 295-301 Azon and Raon, 35-38

see Scopodrome pursuit brachydromic passage, 302-304 control, 268-269
Hytemco wire, 58 collision course, 301 control speed, 270-271

combat maneuvering techniques, 286, dirigible bombs, 257-258
Icanoscope 322 325 German control systems, 271

compared with image orthicon tube, immunization of personnel to accel- glide bombs, 10
108-109 eration stress, 315 maximum lift demands, 270

operation principles, 98 interception limitations, 287-288 Roe bomb, 76-77, 268-271
sensitivity, 108-109 interceptor passage without banking, Lift coefficient

Image dissctor, television camera tube, 301-302 dirigible bombs, 258
98 mass raid tactics, 287, 326-328 equation and definition, 35

"LImage orthicon tube, 100-101, 108-111 mock intereption to wcale, 287, 332- Felix. 51

-. comparison with iconoscope, 108-109 334 glide bombs, 12
comparison with vericon tube, I IU multiple interception, 286, 325-326 guided missile ilkereption, 280
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Line' of sight, guided missiles, 278 periodicity, 340 Pursuit curves 'S.

Load factors predicted damping, 340 for homing missiles, 250-255
effect on interception success, 329 sideslip velocity effects, 342 scopodromic, 315-319
scopodrotnic pursuit, 289-2913 summary, 337 tomodromic, .301-302

IA)ck-on bombn Eyev(, 617 Oscillation period, glide bombs, 15 Pyrotechnic flares for Azon and Razon,
IA)ping, bomber maneuver, 324 Ozone, cause of infrared absorption, 42 ~

350
Maneverng tchnquesof onilcsQuadrant photocell target seeker, 172-

322-325 Parallax betwee(n target and mnissile, 174
dlogfigbt, 323-324 272 .~

head-on parry, 324 Parallax correction, bombsights, 38-40 Radar control for Roe bomb, 74-75,
maneuver patterns, 333-334 Pelican bomb, 146-149 271-272
slant gun maneuver.,, 325 aerodynamic control, 146 Ra4ditr echoes returned from targets,
summary,286, 325 eameras, 160 19-20
veering away from interceptor, 322 elevon motion, 147 Radar-homing bomb (1RI11), 17-23
vertical escapes, 324-325 flight tests, 148 antenna system, 22 --

Massg raid bomber tactics, 326-328 gyros, 146 radar illumination of target., 17-19
dlecoy action, 326 reception difficulties, 23 range, 22
formation density, 327-328 servo system test table, 148, 210-211 receiver, 20-22
formation shape, 327 simulator, 207-210 self-synchronous RHB, 23
lateral attack, 326-327 target discrimination, 233-234 target contrast, W9-20
summary, 287 Photoelectric homing bombs, 167-171 threshold sensitivity, 22

Maxsqtchusetls Institute of Technology mec also Roe bomb, photoelectric tracking circuit, 21
Nee MIT scanning Radial surfae-s' aerodynamic features,

Miniu, Roe bomb television aerodynamics, 168 260
see Roe botnd,, television control phototube, 170 Radiation loss; in atmosphere, 349-3W0

'MIT radio transmission from bomb, 170- scatterinlg, 349
Harvey receiver, 137-139 171 solid particles, 349
R1111 development, 22-23 roll stabilization, 167 water droplets, 349-550
iSeivomechanism Lab., 146 scanning system, 168-169) Radiation sources, target vs. back-

Model runge for guidance technique tests, 170 ground, 352-33
tests, 292 Photortconnaissance data, 70 Rladio target seeker, 196-198 ~

Modulation, frequency vs. amplitude, Phototheodolites, 162-163 Radio transmission from homning bomb,
111-118 Phugoid, aerodynamic curve, 10 170

'Moisturen, effect on heat-homing hoinlss, Pigeons as target seekers, 19 )-201 Radio-control systems, 134-145 *

64-65 conditioning of birds, 199-200 we also Azon; Razon; Roc bomb
Motion picture cameras field of view in bombs, 20glide homls systems, 134 t,,

'sec Camera.%, motion picture organic control systems, 201 Hammond control system, 140-143

Motion pictures used in photot-lertric "reserve of impulses" in bird, 199 high-angle bonib systems, 134-135
homing tests, 85 servo links 'for pigeon-controlled problems of developmental program,

Multipatli television t'ansiuission Isnib- bombs, 200 134
lenis, 101-102 Polaroid Corporation's D~ove Eye, 65- proportional control, 144-145

67 -ecure system, 140-143 V
Navigation with television, 94 Probability, interceptor fire effective- transmission disturbances, 143
Nickel strip boloincters, 53 ness, 32P8-332 Radiosonde oscilloscope, 170-171 5

-Nickle's transient analyzer, 202 assumption of standard conditions, Rate gyros ~.
Nordt-n bomibsight, Crab modification, 328-331 damping of roll oscillations, 33-35

29, 38-40 factors determining success, 328 roll stabilization use, 29-31
No--.( camieras for high-angle dirigible limitations to probability calculs- versus free gyros, 16-17

bombs, 161-162 tions, 328 llazon, 27-47, 211-217, 224-22
Nyqjuist diagiram, feedback amplifivr, summiary, 287, 331 design restriction, 27

I54 Proportional control link, 144-145 engineering contracts, 224-225, 227
audio tones, 144 field tests, 43-44 4

Ocular -vision front aircraft, 272 ditscriminator, 144 lift and maneuverability, 35-38
Optics, infrared, 355 servomotor difficulties, 145 motion equations, 213
Orthicon tube unnecessary for Azon, 136 production, 44

see loss ' ortbicon tube Pulse method, infrared receiver otx'rs- sighting and parallax, 38-40
Oscillation in yaw, gliders, 340-342 tion, 353-354 Tarzon, bomb with Razon controls,

danmpedl oscillation, 340 Purdue University's proportional con- 47
damped vs. divergent oscillation, trol link studies, 144-145 use against armor of capital ships, 47

342-343 Pursuit curve computers, 252 Razon, components, 40-42, 134-139
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battery power, 225 lift, 77 roll stabilization, 207-268
camera, 166 maneuverability, 128 trim stability, 269
flares, 42 nose cameras, 162 Roe 00-1000 bomb, 85-93, 267 .

fuze arming, 42 phtses of an attack, 93 control system, 87-88
radio, 40-42, 134-135 research recommendations, 283 dimensiens and performance con-
receivers, 137-139 roll stabilization, 173 stants, 85

servo links, 42 zero angle of attack, 73-74 structural design, 85-87
storage batteries, 227 Roe bomb, guidance, 73-76, 271-273 television guidance tests, 88-93

Razon, electronic simulators, 211-217 see also Hoe bomb, television control visual guidance tests, 5!
computer, 213-214 Carp apparatus, 273 Rocket-type jet bombs, 264-265

flare projectors, 214-216 guider station control, 272 Roll
model 1010 trainer, 214-217 model range for testing, 282 damping, 15
model 1020 trainer, 217 radar beam rider, 271-272 effect on error signals, 244-245

motion equations, 213 radar control, 73-75 in SWOD gliders, 339
oscilloscope trainer, 217 remote guidance, 272 of bomb missiles, 10

Razon, roll stabilization, 29-35 Skramstad's control regime, 76 of photoeletric homing bombs, 167
Cartesion control system, 29-31 summary, 79-82 of Roc bomb, 173, 267-268
cylindrical coordinate control system, television and radio control, 75-76 Roll stabilization in Azon and Razon,

29 television control chosen instead of 29-35 IM

gyro developments, 33-35 radar, 73 Cartesian control system, 29-31

roll torques, 31-33 visual guidance, 88 cylindrical coordinate control sys-

Razon, trajectories, 28-29 Roc bomb, photoelectric scanning, 82- tern, 29 _

corrections for excessive curvature, 85, 174-180 gyro developments, 33-35

29 AGC characteristics, 177-178 Roll stabilization in glide bombs, 343-

curvature, 29 aperture of optical system, 177 347

eclipse method of release, 29 homing tests, 82-85 motion in roll, 343-344

paths, 28 nonoscillatory characteristics, 82-83 Roe bomb, 73, 267-268 tv "

RCA, television equipment for diri- operational principles, 174-176 roll hunt period, 344
gible high-angle bombs, 121-127 optics, 176-177 time lag in servo response, 343-344

Remington Rand Co., vericon tube preamplifier, 177-179 Roll stabilization without free gyro,
production, 110 summary, 79-82 180-185

Research recommendations tests, 179-180 initial acceleration, 182
bombsight for evasive action, 88 Roe bomb, simulator, 218-222 initial velocity, 182
engineering staff for scientific proj- aerodynamic equations, 219-220 storage circuit for aileron reversal,

ects, 223-224 computer, 221-222 184

Felix bomb on-off control, 52-53 input--output relationships, 220 summary, 185
beat-homing missiles, 70-72 presentation, 222 tests, 184
Roe bomb, 283 time integration and differentiation, theory, 180-183
supersonic aerodynamics, 283 220-221 time lags, 183
transient aerodynamic responses, Roe bomb, television control, 127-133, Roll torque, 259-262

guided missile.3, 90 273-283 effect of bomb's radial asynmmetry, L-_

Resolution of television picture, 96-97, aiming equipment, 274-275 260

104-107 camera, 128, 275 effect of cylindrical shroud surfaces,

RHB (radar-homing bomb), 17-23 compensation for angle of attack o,- 262
antenna system, 20 cillations, 277 impulsive occurrence of torques, 261
radar illumination of target, 17-1) compensation for angle of trim, 277 in Azon and Razon bombs, 31-33

range, 22 computer within aircraft, 280 induced roll torques, 31-32
receiver, 20-22 gravity computation on missile, 281 magnitude, 261-262

self-synchronous RHB, 23 interception maneuvers, 277-280 reduction, 32-33
target contrast, 19-20 "miss" defined, 276 roll control problem, 259-260

threshold sensitivity, 22 model range for testing, 282 shading effect of bomb's structure,

tracking circuit, 21 remote control steering, 273-274 260-261

Robin bomb target motion compenriation, 275-276 wind tunnel studits, 31-32
radio control system, 134 tests, 130-133, 281-283
structure, 7 two-man control, 274 S-3 scanner, 185-188
television control tests, 118-119 wind comixnsaing devices, 275--276 S-4 and S-5 scanners, 188

Roc bomb, 73-93, 266-283 Rc bomb, wing system, 266-271 --6 scanner, 190

antenna, 128-130 attachment to bomb, 266-267 S-7 scanner, 190-192 I"

hankless turn, 73-74 incidence control, 269 270 S-8 scanner, 103-196 -

cross-wing structure, 79 lift control, 268271 amplifier circuits, 194
cngin(4cring program. 226 maneuverability demiand, 270 conistruttiohn, 193-1-14
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synchron ous ectifier, 194-19 for pigeon-controlled bomb, 200 Supersonic aerodynamics, 283
Scanners linkage, 25-26 Suspended particles in atmosphere, at-

Dove Eye, 6&-68 Servo theory, 149-156 tenuate radiation, 349-350
for Felix bomb, 53-56 absolute stability criterion, 154-I5 SWOD gliders, 338-343

Scanners, harmonic, 188-190 frequency response, automatic con- gyro and servo system, .339-340 0
choice of second harmonic, 190 trol systemn, 149-152 Mark 7 and 9; 339-343
higher harmonics, 189 system sensitivity determination, Mark 12 and 13; 338- 339
response curves, 188-189 155-156 oscillation in yaw, 340

Scanners, photoelectric, 174-180 transfer function, automatic control roll axis, 339
operational principles, 174-176 system, 152-153 sideslip velocity, 342-343 ..

optics, 176-177 transfer function locus, 153-154 stability, 338-339

preamplifier, 177-179 transfer loci, 155 time lag in homing intelligence, 340-
Scanners, to-atd-fro, 185-196 ,.wrvonsecbanisnms, 146-156 342

bolometes, 187-188 Bat missile control system, 149 Systems engineering defined. 7-9
harmonic scanning, 18--190 definition, 9, 146
horizon problem, 185 glide bombs, t1 Target contrast, radar, 19-20
output, 179 MIT Servomechanisms Lab., 146 Target discrimination
&- scanner, 185-186 Pelican missile control system, 146- Felix bomb, 68
S-4 scanner, 188 149 glide bombs, 9, 233-234
S-5 scanner, 188 target discrimination role, 235 heat-homing bombs, 68
S-6 scanner, 190 "Shoekingeffects" disturbing operation infrared radiators, 352-353
S-7 %canner, 190-192 of radio-control systems, 143 Target discrimination by homing mis-
S-8 scanner, 193-196 Shroud surfaces, cylindrical, 262 sties, 232-236
snsitivity measurements, 188 Silver chloride, used te prevent win- animals as intelligence devices, 234
theory, 185-187 dow fogging, 55-56 background signal, 235-236

Schmidt optics, applied to image orthi- Simulators, 202-222 directional sensitivity, 233
con tube, 109-110 Azon and Razon electronic simula- field of view, 234-235

Shwien gyro unit, 281 tors, 211-217 limitations, 232 -
Scopodrome pursuit, 288-295 Gold hug, 205-207 range selection, 234 , - ..

accelerat ions, 289-2 3 Pelican servo test table, 210-211 servomechanism action, 235
centripetal acceleration, 317 Pelican simulator, 207-210 signal intensity fluctoations, 236
clinoseoptromes, 295 photoelectric bomb test table, 203- signal strength selection, 233
horizontal plane scopodrome, 289 205 vehicle motion, 235
interceptor's speed constant, 288 Rot bomb simulator, 218-222 Target discrimination by pigeons, 19q-,
load factor limitations, 289-293 simulative analysis, applications, 202 201
pitched gun pursuit, 295 -203 organic control systems, 201 6

range versus azimuth, 288-289 television guidance representation, servo links for pigeon-controlled .
speed loss, 294 282 bombs, 200
time elapsed tbefore interception, Sinusoidal frequency response, auto- training program for birds, 199-200 .

21r2-294 matic control systems, 150-152 Target. seeking devices, 167-201
vertical and oblique scopodromes, Skramstad's law, control-flap position, based on infrared radiation, 348-357

294 76-77 Beetle, radio target seeker, 196-198
Scopodroinie pursuit curve, 315-319 Smoke particles, penetration by infra- organic methods, 198-201

clit:oscopxolromic approach, 318-319 red radiation, 349 photoelectric homing bomb, 167-171
equation in pursued's polar coordi- "Snag dodge," bomber maneuver, 324 photoelectric scanner, 174-180

nates, 31.5-316 Spectral response of television cameras, quadrant photocell target seeker,
lead load factor peak, 317 100 172-174
1 ,-ak load factor, 316 Spinning motion of missiles, 243 to-and-fro scanners, 185-196

tin- of appinoach, 317-318 SRB (send-rect-ive bomb), 23-25 Targets for Felix bomb testing, 62-65
:.a surface's cffcct on background iad- Steady-state data, 12 aluminum target to reflect sun, 62

iation, 235 Steady-state method, infrared rtceiver design of target, 64
S-purity of radio-control systems, 140- operation, 353-354 preparation, 62

143 Steering problem for remote control steel plates heated by oil burners,
,Slf-propelled missiles, 264-265 missiles, 27-274 62-64

_vnd-rective bomb tSlRB), 23-25 Stefan-Boltzmann law, wavelength ra- target evaluation instrument, 68-70
-erv- links, 2,5-26 diation, 48 targets contrasting with water, 65

Azon and ltnzon use, 42 Suicide missiles, 19t8 Tarzon, deep penetration borob, 47 -': 'a,
cuntinuously running lectric notor, Sun's reflection for heat-homing bomb Television bomb guidance. 88-93 '-" ."

25 attraction, 62 see also Dirigible high-angle bombs,
definition, P Superaudible modulation, radio-con- television guidane; Roe bomb,
design problienl, 25 til,, .vsteml u,-, 140 i-.-visiois C,-ntr',l
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AAF G11-4 bomub, It!) SPInitivitV comIparisonf, 10.5-108 eclipse method of release, 28
aiming device, 88-89 sensitivity improvements, 108-111 paths, 28

eomplexity of guidanee problem, 89- spectral response meawured, 100 Trajectory slope! of guided mi.ssile, 266
90 storage tubes, prt-war, 98 !.) Transfer function, automatic control

general navigation not feasible. 94 vericon tube, 110 system, 152-153

gl ide I)onis, 118-111) vulnerability of ,.quipmnt to audio Transfer function locus, Nrvo,.ech- '.

guided missih problem, 100 vibrations, 10.5-107 anisms, 153-1-54
phases oi an attack, 93 Television pirture, transmission quai- Transfer loci, servomechanism, 155

picture quality of an opeiation, M ity, 96-98 Transient frequency respxonmi, auto-

pieturt, requirments for accurate Ibrightnts, 98 nmatie contrul systems, 150-152

steeri., 94 contrast, 9 "Trial angle," Crab sight, 38-40

radio link requirements, 94-96 flicker, 98 Trim in homing missiles, 237-238

radio-cmtrol transmitter, 118 overall resolution, !i-97 Trim stability, 269•
stagvs of a maneuver, 94 synchronization, 96

Television bomb guidance, equipment, Television radio links, 10-102 Union Switch and Signal Company,

96-1 04 fre-quency modulation versus ampli- Azon and Rayon development,
see also Television caneras. tude modulation, 102 224-225

AGC circuits, 103 multipath transmission prohlems,

"clamp" circuit, 103-104 101-102 ViB dirigible bonms, 257-265

equipmeiit incorporating improve- transmissionat very high frequencies, see o(so Dirigible high-angle bombs

nnts, 124-127 101 cruciform structure, 263

head-end tuner, 103 Television transmis.sion at 775 mc, oscillation period, 259

iconoscole lamp, 103 111-114 radii of curvature, 257

image orthicon tube, 101 AM receiver and transmitter, III- size limitations, 258

noise peaks clipped, 103 113 VB-13, penetration plwcr, 265 r.t

optical system aperture, 100-11 flight tests, 114 VB-13, size, 263

ci'eentage modulation meter, 102 FM receiver and transmitter, 114 Velocity limitations oo bombs, 263

prewar equipment, [.I-99 Television transmission at 1200 ,n,. Vericon, orthicon type tube, 110

stabilized oscillators, 103 114 Video gain, television picture, 97

video amplifier, 103 Television transmni sion at 1850 me, Video signals

Television cameras, 88-1Il 114-117 amplitude modulation not. fea-ible,

acoustic deadening material, camera frequency modulation chosen, 114 102

cover, 119 miniature t ransmission device, 118 prewar tvkevision receiver-, 99

aperture of optical system, 100-101 receiver, 116 spuriotls frequency modulation, 101-

enginering principles applied to test results, 117-118 102

equipment design, 100 transmitter, 114 W r o t mse 3

equipraents listed, 104 Thermal sensitivity of bIlometers, 53 Water dropkts in atmosphere, 349-
• ~~350 ;.:-

ieoni.seOja', pre, war, 9.18 Thermistor boloneter, 1)ove Eye use, Water vapor, cause of infrared absorp-

iconoseope and image orthiconi tuxe 68
compared, 108-109 Thermocouples, 351-352 Water vapor, cause of radiation absorp-

image orthicon tube, 100-101, 109- Thermopile-, 53, 3W53e ion, 48 raito-bop
II "'Tineerivativeoperator,"Rocboixnb, lion, 48

infrared sensitivity improved, 110 77 X-7 German antitank missile, 268
Mimo, camera 'or brc bomb, 127- Toniolromic pursuit course, 301-302

133, 275 Tracking, glide boimbs, 9 Yaw oscillation
prewar caneras, 98-Mtt) Tracking in circular flight, 323 dirigible bombs, 258-259

quantitative e,aluation of contrast, T,'ajectories, Azon and Ilazon, 28-21' gliders, 340-342
100 corrections for excessive curvature, homing bombs, 2050

n-lution comparison, 105-108 29 "
Sc.hmidt optics applications, 109-11 iO curvaturv, 29 fArro angle of attack, Roc bomb, 73-74
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